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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION 
 

The theme of this issue, Andrei Platonov: Style, Context, Meaning, is broad by 
design. The Ulbandus staff and I wanted to allow our contributors to 
focus on whatever element of Platonov’s work was currently of greatest 
interest to them, be that his linguistic experiments, his place in the Soviet 
literary system, his philosophical orientation, or something altogether 
different. As it turned out, taking this approach proved quite fruitful, as it 
yielded a rich mix of insights into a wide range of Platonov’s 
compositions and the literary environment in which he created them. 
When read alongside one another, the articles collected here create a 
lively and productive conversation about Platonov’s oeuvre and our 
strategies for making sense of it. 

Part One (“Interpretations”) approaches individual works by 
Platonov. It opens with Aage Hansen-Löve’s “Chevengur Between 
Defamiliarization and Compassion,” which analyzes Platonov’s novel in 
the context of Russian neoprimitivism. Next, we feature three articles on 
Kotlovan (The Foundation Pit). The first, by Natalia Duzhina, examines one 
of the principal figures of the novella, “the common proletarian house,” 
and offers a possible literary source for it. In the second, Olga Meerson 
discusses how collaborating with Robert Chandler on a translation of 
Kotlovan gave her new insights into the novella’s Biblical and liturgical 
intertexts. The last article in this set, Tora Lane’s “A Groundless 
Foundation Pit,” analyzes the novella as a meditation on the attempt to 
form a new base for language, culture, and society after the Revolution. 
Part One is rounded off by Robert Chandler’s reassessment of The Magic 
Ring as an integral “final chapter” in the “single book” of Platonov’s 
varied works and Bela Shayevich’s original illustrations for Platonov’s 
skazka “Bezruchka” (“No-Arms”).    

Part Two (“Contexts”) puts Platonov in dialogue with a diverse set of 
his predecessors and contemporaries. Boris Gasparov investigates the 
“family resemblance” between Platonov and Fedor Mikhailovich 
Reshetnikov, arguing that Platonov’s lineage stretches back to the 
nineteenth-century physiological sketch. Robert Hodel then charts the 
development of Platonov’s narrative perspective from his early prose 
fiction to Chevengur against the background of the author’s literary 
environment. After this, we turn to three articles that discuss Platonov’s 
relationship to official Soviet culture. First, Natalia Kornienko details the 
points of contact between Platonov and the “first proletarian poet,” 
Dem’ian Bednyi. Next, Evgeny Dobrenko attends to the clash between 
the linguistic projections of Stalin and those of Platonov. Finally, 
Jonathan Brooks Platt evaluates Platonov’s engagement with the Pushkin 
jubilee campaign of 1936–1937. 



 vi 

Part Three (“Syntheses”) offers new perspectives on Platonov’s 
oeuvre. First, Hans Günther explores the prominent role of 
anthropomorphism, zoomorphism, and metamorphosis in Platonov’s 
texts. Natalia Poltavtseva then approaches the problem of power in 
Platonov’s plays, arguing that the dynamics of Self and Other are central 
to these philosophically rich—and often poorly staged—compositions. 
Next, Thomas Seifrid examines how the existential drama of virtually all 
of Platonov’s narratives is staged as a “drama of sight.” Finally, Philip 
Ross Bullock takes up the problem of what “openness” might mean in 
the case of Platonov, linking developments in the study of his practice as 
a writer with reflections on the significance of his prose for readers.  

I extend my profound gratitude to all those who helped make this 
issue possible. I offer my thanks not only to those listed in the 
acknowledgments section, but also to Bradley Gorski, Greta Matzner-
Gore, Brittany Pheiffer, Emily Traverse, and Edward Tyerman for their 
editing assistance; to Kelsey Rubin-Detlev for managing the journal’s 
circulation; and to Boris Gasparov for doing so much to ensure the 
quality of our conference and its published proceedings. Most of all, I am 
grateful to the scholars who presented papers in New York last February 
and then generously contributed articles to this volume. I am confident 
that our readers will be as inspired by your work as I have been.  

 
      Katharine Holt 
      February 2012 
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1. Neoprimitivism: Through the Day-before-last to the Day-after-
tomorrow 
 

Modernism—in Russia and elsewhere—is marked by various attempts at 

regression: from history and contemporary rationalism into a mythical 

primordial state. In the process, various constructs of neo-archaism and neo-

primitivism are called upon to precipitate a kind of restitutio ad integrum. At the 

same time, this quest for the primeval operates as proof that “paradise” has 

been lost and the attained post-mythical, i.e. cultural historical status is 

irretrievable.
1

 

Moreover, all neoprimitivists effect a double movement through the day-
before-yesterday to the day-after-tomorrow. Anticipating an apocalypse or a utopia, 

they jump backwards, over yesterday, over the eternal 19
th

 century. It is 

essential to note that this turning back is hardly absolute, unconditional or 

irreversible. Rather, as the prefix “neo” suggests, it is deliberately emphatic, 

stylized, and often even ironic. 

We see this kind of Re-Pro-movement in the example of the neoprimitivism 

of the Russian avant-garde in the first decade of the 20
th

 century. To explore 

it, we will take a different approach from the traditional, more limited 

accounts of neoprimitivism and turn our attention to the inverted movement: 

backward then forward. On the one hand, the main phase of neoprimitivism 

(1912–15) looks back to the turn of the century at the foregoing tendencies of 

Russian Symbolism, which to this day have not received a comprehensive 

                                            
1

 For a historical overview of neo-primitivism, see Vladimir Markov, Russian Futurism: A 
History (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1968) and A. Flaker, ed., 

Glossarium der russischen Avantgarde (Graz-Wien: Droschl, 1989). A detailed summary of the 

conceptual and historical arguments can be found in F. Ph. Ingold, Der Große Bruch. Russland 
im Epochenjahr 1913 (Munich: C. H. Beck, 2000), 108ff. Regarding neo-primitivism in 

painting, compare A. Hansen-Löve, “Vom Archaismus zum Anarchismus. Kazimir Malevičs 

Naturrevolutionen,” Russian Literature LVI (2004), 169-198 (the most important manifestos 

on this topic are printed in ibid., 307ff.); A. Hansen-Löve, “Die Kunst ist nicht gestürzt. Das 

suprematistische Jahrzehnt,” in Kazimir Malevich, Gott ist nicht gestürzt! Schriften zu Kunst, 
Kirche, Fabrik, ed. A. Hansen-Löve (Munich: Hanser 2004), 255–603.  
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treatment.
2

 On the other hand, it finds reflection in the subsequent momentous 

finale of the avant-garde—and of the entire modernist project—circa 1930, 

under the totalitarian regime. This final phase will be placed under the 

auspices of the absurdist poets (Daniil Kharms, Aleksandr Vvedenskii, et al.) 

as a particular development of the late avant-garde.
3

  

What had begun as a return to the Edenic primordial state or as an 

optimistic anticipation of a utopian future—what could still triumph in the 

civil war prose of the 1920s as a vitalizing plunge into a new “Stone Age”—

ends in a tabula rasa, which could only accommodate the paradoxes of absurd 

thought. 

 

 

 

 

                                            
2

 In the historical reconstruction of the movement it has become clearer and clearer that 

the mythopoetic stage of Russian Symbolism from 1900 to 1907 was extremely important to 

the avant-garde movement, which immediately followed Symbolism or was even developing 

at the same time. This applies in the first place to the archaist, Dionysian aspects of something 

like the “religious art” represented and created mostly by Andrei Bely, Alexandr Blok, and 

Viacheslav Ivanov. (See A. Hansen-Löve, “Entfaltung. Realisierung,” in: A. Flaker, ed., 

Glossarium der russischen Avantgarde [Graz-Wien: Droschl, 1989], 188–211; A. Hansen-Löve, 

Der russische Symbolismus. System und Entfaltung der poetischen Motive, Band II: Mythopoetischer 

Symbolismus, Kosmische Symbolik [Wien: Österr. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1998]; A. 

Hansen-Löve, “‘Antiseksus’ Platonova: porozhdenie i zhanr,” Wiener Slawistischer Almanach 63 

[2009]: 167–190.)  

With a few exceptions, such as that of Ingold’s Der Große Bruch. Russland im Epochenjahr 
1913, so far we are missing a profound comparison between the aestheticism of the 

Symbolists and the post-Symbolists on the one hand, and the Primitivists or the Archaists on 

the other. (Compare also I. A. Azizian, Dialog iskusstv Serebrianovo veka (Moscow: Progress-

Traditsiia, 2001).  

3

 A. Hansen-Löve, “Konzepte des Nichts im Kunstdenken der russischen Dichter des 

Absurden (Obėriu),” Poetika 26, no. 3–4 (1994): 308–373. The Civil War prose fiction of 

someone like Andrei Platonov (at the turn of the 1920s to the 1930s) has generally not been 

discussed either. (See, for instance, A. Wachtel, “Meaningful Voids: Facelessness in Platonov 

and Malevich,” in Russian Literature, Modernism and the Visual Arts, ed. Catriona Kelly and 

Stephen Lovell [Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2000], 250–277; E. N. Proskurina, Poetika 
misterial’nosti v proze Andreia Platonova kontsa 20-kh – 30-kh godov [Novosibirsk: Sibirskii 

khronograf, 2001].) Nor has the connection between such Civil War prose and the work of 

Kharms and Malevich been explored. (See N. V. Zlydneva, Izobrazhenie i slovo v ritorike russkoi 
kul'tury XX veka [Moscow: Indrik, 2008].) Certain scholars have long emphasized the 

relationship between the late Russian avant-garde and the international poetics o the absurd 

that was just beginning to be conceptualized. (See D. V. Tokarev, Kurs na khudshee: Absurd 
kak kategoriia teksta u Daniila Kharmsa i Semuelia Bekketa [Moskva: NLO, 2002];  Ol’ga 

Burenina,  Absurd i vokrug: Sbornik statei [Moscow: Iazyki slavianskoi kul’tury, 2004]; Ol’ga 

Burenina, Simvolistsktii absurd i ego traditsiia v russkoi literature i kul’ture pervoi poloviny XX veka 

[Saint Petersburg: Aleteiia, 2005].)  
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2. Russian Neoprimitivism of the 1910s and 1920s 
 

The neoprimitivist movement of the Russian avant-garde had exhibited great 

vitality at its very founding, circa 1910. At this early phase of the avant-garde 

movement (which encompassed all artistic forms, from painting and poetry 

to performance),
4

 virtually every single major artist showed interest in 

primitive cultures, folklore or the subcultures of urban life—whether in their 

theoretical writings or directly in their practice. 

It is especially notable that the Russian artist had only to set foot outside 

of urban civilization to come face to face with the “primordial” and the 

“aboriginal”: the archaic lifestyle of the peasant, the mighty outgrowths of 

sectarian subculture, which at the time engulfed nearly half of the peasant 

population, and a great deal more.  

Moreover, when it came to “origins,” an acute yearning for total change 

through a total annihilation of the “old world” or the “old man” played a 

decisive role—particularly in Russia. In the spirit of old Russian anarchism 

(Bakunin), the sense was that the “new” must be arrived at as if “automatically” 
through the destruction, the complete erasure of the “old.”  Paradoxically, the “old” was 

understood as the actual present of the still functioning “yesterday,” which 

was simply identified with the 19
th

 century (or its second half, at any rate): the 

transition, the progression into the “new” would be effected by way of a 

regression into the ancient, the pre-conscious, the proto-cultural. In the spirit 

of neoprimitivism, the Freudian concept of “regression” (an adult regressing 

into an infantile state) acquires a strictly positive interpretation, precisely as a 

revitalizing return to the naïve and child-like “savage” state.
5

 

 

 

                                            
4

 So far the descriptions of neo-primitivism have focused primarily on single phenomena 

or on the relevant time period (around 1910–1915) in the development and the creative life 

of individual artists such as Larionov, Goncharova, Malevich, Kandinskii, Matiushin, et al. 

(See, for instnace, N. Gur’ianova, Ol’ga Rozanova i rannii russkii avangard [Moscow: Gileia, 

2002]; G. G. Pospelov and E. A. Iliukhina, Mikhail Larionov [Moscow: Galart, 2005]; V. 

Krieger, Von der Ikone zur Utopie. Kunstkonzepte der Russischen Avantgarde [Köln/ Weimar/Wien: 

Böhlau, 1998]; and V. Krieger, Kunst als Neuschöpfung der Wirklichkeit. Die Anti-Ästhetik der 
russischen Moderne [Köln/ Weimar/Wien: Böhlau, 2006].) 

The relationship between fine art and poetics of the same period—in other words the 

relationship, primarily to the “eastern wing” of the Russian avant-garde grouped around the 

poet Khlebnikov and others—was discovered gradually and was eventually looked at from 

the perspective of other media too. (On this, see N. V. Zlydneva, Izobrazhenie i slovo v ritorike 
russkoi kul'tury XX veka and N. V. Zlydneva,  “Smert’ kak vozvrashchenie,” in Kategorii zhizni i 
smerti v slavianskoi kul’ture, ed. M. V. Leskinen and L. A. Soffronova [Moscow: Institut 

slavlanovedeniia RAN, 2008b], 156–165.) 

5

 A. Hansen-Löve, “Kručenych vs. Chlebnikov. Zur Typologie zweier Programme im 

russischen Futurismus,” Avant-Garde, Interdisciplinary and International Review 5–6 (1990): 15–44. 
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3. Neoprimitivism and Early Soviet Prose of the 1920s 
 

To this day hardly any scholars have worked on contextualizing 

neoprimitivism. An especially glaring area of neglect is the relationship 

between neoprimitivism and the ornamental prose of the 1920s. This 

connection brings together the optimistic desire for regression, associated 

with the pre-revolutionary avant-garde, with the radical primitivism of a 

literature faced with the horrors of the civil war and the brutality of 

Sovietization.
6

 

The “eastern wing” of Soviet prose constituted the “cream of the crop” 

of this early period and generated particular interest, both at home and 

abroad. It included such writers as Vsevolod Ivanov, Leonid Leonov, Evgenii 

Zamiatin, Boris Pil’niak, Isaac Babel’, all the way up to Andrei Platonov. In 

every case, the re-primitivization of early Soviet society appears first as a 

response to the revolution and the civil war. Later, however, in light of the brutal 

coercion of collectivization and all-encompassing totalitarianism, this same 

re-primitivization comes to be regarded as a central problem of 

representation in art and literature. 

While the verbal and the visual arts were largely concerned with the 

assembly and disassembly of the archaic and (at the same time) progressive 

codes and structures of thought and language, the narrative arts busied 

themselves with the development of prose genres that could generate from 

the tabula rasa of grand-scale cultural annihilation a “fabula rasa”—i.e. new, 

plotless genres. Consequently, a “bridge”—in terms of both method and 

motivation—between “subjectlessness” in the visual arts and “plotlessness” 

(i.e. the disappearance of narrative “stories”) in prose becomes more 

apparent. 

 

4. Between the Poetics of Compassion and Pitilessness  
 

The essential difference between Platonov and all the other writers typically 

associated with him is the pervasive element of compassion7

 that connects him 

to the tradition of classical realism and seems rather at odds with 

neoprimitivism and its avantgardisms. Neoprimitivism, whether in its 

pictorial or literary forms, is fundamentally “unfeeling”: emotions and private 

passions are replaced with “sensations” (within the framework of 

                                            
6

 See V. Benčić, “Infantilismus,” in Flaker, ed., Glossarium der russischen Avantgarde, 243–

257. 

7

 N. V. Zlydneva, “Chem i zachem boleiut personazhi Platonova,” in Motivy prozy Andreia 
Platonova (Moscow: Institut slavianovedeniia RAN, 2006), 56–68. 
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formalism),
8

 as primitivist artists and authors consciously reject all 

psychologizing, identification, and direct humanism in order to trigger a 

primitive, proto-cultural, uncivilized effect, or affect. 

In Platonov’s Chevengur the indifference of such “primitives” as the civil 

war-era anarchists is an expression of the violent reincarnation of civilization 

into nature, into the archaic state of apathy, brought on by the constant threat 

of starvation and death, by man’s hopelessness. 
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In August the recluse went into the shade, lay belly down and 

said: 

“Zakhar Pavlovich, I’m dying, I ate a lizard yesterday… I brought 

you two mushrooms, and fried up a lizard for myself. Wave me 

that burdock up top—I like the wind.” 

Zakhar Pavlovich waved the burdock, brought water and gave 

some to the dying man. 

“You won’t die yet. You’re only imagining it.” […] 

The recluse was cheered by his compassion and by nightfall died 
without fright. At the time of his death Zakhar Pavlovich had gone 

to swim in the brook and he found the recluse already dead, 

choked with his own green vomit. The vomit was thick and dry, it set 

like dough around the recluse’s mouth, with white small-caliber 

                                            
8

 On the replacement of the personological concept “experiencing” with the sensualistic 

concept “feeling” in the Russian avant-garde and in formalism, see Adage Hansen-Löve, 

“Delimit Chlebnikovs poetaster Cannibalisms,” Poetika 19, no. 1–2 (1987): 215ff. 

9

 Andrei Platonov, Chevengur, in Sobranie Sochinenii, vol. 2 (Moscow: Informpechat’, 1998), 

7–8, italics here and below mine. Further citations of this work will appear parenthetically in 

the body of the text. 
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worms operating inside it. […] And so he died, having done nature no 
harm…  

 

For Platonov there is nothing paradoxical about Emptiness or 

Nothingness: an Evacuation in the spirit of the theology or Christology of 

“kenosis” leads by no means to salvation through humiliation; and often the 

question “unde malum”—where does evil come from? how can God abide 

evil?—is answered with suspicious silence. 

Platonov moves in that interstitial realm between extreme, even ecstatic 

compassion and primitivist detachment; the depersonalization and 

materialization of his figures coexist with the personalization of “dead” nature into 

a collective being with its own feelings, thoughts and destiny. It is precisely 

nature that must be “liberated,” while man, unequal to his role as “liberator,” 

is “dissolved” in nature, like an anagram in a sea of bleeding letters.  

The ancient tradition of Russian “compassionate” realism is thus 

reactivated. We have in mind here the famed “humanistic episode” in 

Gogol’s “Shinel’” (“The Overcoat”),
10

 but beyond the Gogolian line, there 

are plenty of instances of compassion toward children in Dostoevsky, 

particularly toward boys, as in Brat’ia Karamazovy (The Brothers Karamazov).  
Let us look at a few more examples from Chevengur where the 

protagonists express their agape, very deep feelings for their beloved ones that 

have nothing to do with sex: 

 

⌥! &5 �⌧' 1$⇡ ⌫��$(⇠��#$ ! ⌧$,⇢'#', *$'�&' � +�($'" +�*&'+� 

%⇡+�)!&*#'⌧' *&⇡ (38).  

 

His life proceeded indelibly and deeply, as though in the warm 

snugness of a mother’s dream.  

 

⌦�(1 +�!$⇠�!� &�⌫�# � � *'*+⇡)!�1!"*⇠ %')2!&!*+4" $'⇢!# ! 

1�(+⇡$⇡: — �+%,0!$*⇠, )'�!%4". ⌘$⇡�⇡ +�⇢� ⌅'*('�!! (6). 

 

Mother kissed the child on his aged, wrinkled forehead and 

whispered: “It’s all over, sweetie. Blessed be the Lord!” 

⌦�!1,�  %&�!�⇡   (�!) $(+�, # *+⇡)'" �⌧' ),⇢⇡1#�, '+ #'+')'" 

(⇡.$' )'�&4% �!�4% ('+'%, ('+'%, 0+' ),⇢⇡1#, &⇡��$! �$⇠ 

⌧)'⇢⇡ — '+�/ ,+'&,$ � �),⌧'". �⇡$50!# ('2,(⇡$ ),#!, '+ 

&!. &�*$' )4⇢&'" *4)'*+57, &⇡ '�&'% (⇡$5/� ⇢4$' &⇡��+' 

'$'�⇠&&'� '⇢),0⇡$5&'� #'$5/', � 0�*+5  ⇡⇢4+'" %⇡+�)!. 

⇣�⇢�&'# ('��)&,$ ⌧'$'�, # $7�⇠%, !*(,⌧⇡$*⇠ 0,�!. ! ⌧�!$⌫#$ 
                                            

10

 See B. Eikhenbaum, “Kak sdelana ‘Shinel’ Gogolia,” in Poetika: sborniki po teorii 
poeticheskogo iazyka, vol. 3 (Petrograd: Gos. tipografiia Leshtukov, 1919), 151–166. 
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��%!� �!, ,.�⇡+!� ),⇢⇡1#, '+/⇡ � *#$⇡�#!, #⇡# *�'7  ⇡2!+,; �⇡$ 
⇡$&� ⌫0!$ ⌫��"$!⇠#0", !�-�##0" '$�#�#�� $'(�!1#$� ⌧��#� � %$2-
($") #�)(�-�"0"; '& +⇡# ⌧),*+!$ (' %�)+�'%, '+/,, 0+' %�)+-
�4" %'⌧ ⇢4 ⇢4+5 *0⇡*+$!�4%.   �*� $7�! , ⌧)'⇢⇡ +'�� ��%!�-
 �!� $( ⌧�!$'(�   "�!1,� ) ! '+ +'⌧' ()�����)�%�&&'⌧' 

*'0,�*+�!⇠ *⇡%!% *�⇢�, 0+' #⇡��'%, ()!��+*⇠ ,%�)�+5 ! +⇡# 
�� ⇢4+5 '($⇡#⇡&&4% (9). 

 
The boy pressed himself against his father’s body, against his old shirt, 

which smelled of familiar living sweat, because they had dressed 

him for burial—father drowned in a different one. The boy felt 

his hands, a fishy dampness came from them, one finger wore a 

tin wedding band, to honor his forgotten mother. The child 

turned his head to the people, the strangers frightened him, and 

he wept piteously, holding on to the folds of his father’s shirt for 

protection; his grief was speechless, unmindful of the remaining life, and 
therefore inconsolable; he sorrowed so after his dead father that the 

dead man might well have felt himself happy. And all the people 

beside the coffin cried too out of pity for the boy and also out of a 

premature compassion for themselves, that each of them must die 

and be mourned in this way.  
 

In this context, the recurring passages in which inanimate nature appears in a 

personalized form—as in a contemporary fairy tale—or where its remoteness 

from human beings is even exalted, seem especially strange. 

Platonov “dissolves” the primitivist linguistic body of the avant-garde, just 

as he does the fate-bearing “hero” of Symbolist modernism or the 

Constructivist “engineer,” whose downfall is wrought not by machines, but 

by soullessness: locomotives are found to have more “soul” than the “new 

men,” who end by burying not only the “old man” but also themselves. Not 

only nature, but personified machines as well—epitomized in the mythically 

exalted locomotives—may well get by without man: 

 

�⇡.⇡) ✏⇡�$'�!0 #,$5+!�!),�+ %&��&�#��   ,�!$⇠� ). [...] �⇡.⇡) 

✏⇡�$'�!0 *⇡% �!$ — � &�% �,%⇡$⇡ ⌧'$'�⇡, ,)⇠'(⇠$⇠�!$ '�&⇢+�, ! 

�*� +�$' +!.' ,�'�$�+�')⇠$'*5. �⇡.⇡) ✏⇡�$'�!0 )⇠�⌧�! )⇡$!1, 
-⇡*'&&'� ��$� ', — �*⇠#'� *(⇠2�� … (28). 

 

Zakhar Pavlovich cultivates disdain for man. […] Zakhar Pavlovich 

lived by himself—his head thought inside him, heart felt, and the 

whole body quietly contented itself. Zakhar Pavlovich esteemed coal, 
wrought iron—anything sleeping…  
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— ✓4 �'+ (')⇡⇢'+⇡$ ! (',%&�$! ↵$ ,�!$⇠�  — ,)-1!... �& �'%⇡ 

�⇡$⇠�+*⇠ ! &!0�⌧' &� *+'!+... (29). 

 

“Now, you’ve worked and smartened up! But man is hooey!… He 

lolls about at home and isn’t worth anything… 

 

The machine, in the end, acquires not simply human, but specifically 

feminine characteristics, which at the same time precludes affection for flesh-

and-blood women—as in Christ’s exigency: “He that loveth father or mother 

more than me is not worthy of me”
 11

: 

  

✏⇡)'�'  &!#⇡#'" (4$!&#! &� $7⇢!+: "�-�#�, ⌫&�(, 2($ — 
⌫�&0-#�… ⇧�#.�#� ,� &� ⌧'�!+*⇠ — * $!1&!% '+��)*+!�% 

⇧�⌥⇤⌃� &� ('"��+… 

�⇡1!&!*+ ('&�* ��⇡$5 '+�$�0�&&4� *$'�⇡ ' #⇡#!.-+' 

��&2!&⇡.. �⇡.⇡) ✏⇡�$'�!0 *$,1⇡$-*$,1⇡$ ! &!0�⌧' &� 

('&!%⇡$: '& &�  &⇡$, 0+' ⌧�#.�# "$⌧#$ !3⌫�(1 $'$⌫$ � ��⇢�!�, $# 
�#�!, ,($ (� $") ,�!$⇠� ) '!�⇢)�( ⌧�#�(1'� (14). 

 

The locomotive doesn’t like any kind of dust mote: a machine, my 

brother, is a lady… A woman is no good anymore—the machine 
won’t go with an extra orifice… 

The engineer spun off abstracted words about some kind of 

women. Zakhar Pavlovich listened for a while, but understood 

nothing: he did not know that one could love women particularly and at a 
distance, but knew that such a man ought to marry.  

 

The phantasmagoria of the machine reaches such an extent that Zakhar 

engages the locomotive in a lively dialog: the patent impossibility of such an 

event has nothing of the fantastical in it: 

 

⌦�-�#� *⇡%⇡ — +'�� &� *�'��'$5&'�, ⇡ ⇢� '+��+&'� 

*,2�*+�'… ��&$⇠$� *$(� � "$!,�!, #$ ⌃�*�& ��⇠!$⇠�, �⇡$ '!0-�! 

(41). 

 

The machine itself is not a willful but a speechless being… The 
locomotive was silent, but Zakhar Pavlovich could hear it.  

                                            
11

 Typical for the Futuristic variant of eroticizing machines is Marinetti’s apotheosis of 

the “beauty of machines“ and their feminine effect. (See. C. Kanz, Maternale Moderne. 
Männliche Gebärphantasien zwischen Kultur und Wissenschaft (1890–1933) [München: Fink, 2009], 

194 and Marinetti’s Extended Man and the Kingdom of the Machine from 1912–13. Compare also 

Krieger, Kunst als Neuschöpfung der Wirklichkeit, 220ff.) 
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Finally—and this is not often pointed out—Zakhar Pavlovich completely 

loses his erotic fixation on the machine world (54) and that world, in its 

turn—in the face of human loneliness and death—grows entirely indifferent 

toward him. 

 
5. Platonov and the Absurd World of the Oberiuts 
 

How is it that the potential of neoprimitivism reappears—albeit with its 

polarity shifted, even reversed—in the late avant-garde period (the late 

1920s–early 1930s)? The primary triggers are to be found in the paradoxes of 

corporal violence that are deployed as instruments of desemiotization and 

deverbalization (and primarily found in the works of Kharms, Beckett or 

Kafka).
12

 

In this case primitiveness asserts itself not as a projection of an authentic, 

primordial thought and creation, as in the 1910s, but as conclusive evidence 

of totality and destruction. The neo-figurative works of late Malevich 

(peasants with nil faces)
13

 not only function as a pendant to the peasant 

portraits of the early 1910s (neoprimitivistic phase)—they constitute a “new” 

direction, evocative perhaps most readily of the absurd poetics and noetics of 

the philosopher-poets Daniil Kharms and Aleksandr Vvedenskii, or the prose 

of Andrei Platonov. 

From this perspective, “late work” in general appears as a manifestation 

of the late avant-garde, with its penchant for religious-existentialist, absurdist 

and paradoxical motifs and foundations, anticipating—quite unexpectedly—

the motifs and foundations of post-modernism. 

The question is: to what extent are Platonov’s strategies of reductio ad 
absurdum really comparable to those of the Oberiuts and other absurdists of 

the late avant-garde? Platonov’s irony14

 is one of the great mysteries of his art, 

its distinctive earnestness placing it far apart from the irony of the Oberiuts. 

A striking example of this is the character of “God” in Chevengur, so called 

because he eats only earth and clay. Such a reprimitivization of the concept of 

God was undoubtedly far more radical than the whole of the atheistic 

propaganda of that age taken together. At the same time, it is a reduction to 

absurdity. “God” is reduced, in Chevengur, from a metaphysical singularity to 

                                            
12

 See Tokarev, Kurs na khudshee; A. Hansen-Löve, “Der absurde Körper und seine Tot-

Geburt: Verbale Brachialitäten bei Daniil Charms,” Wiener Slawistischer Almanach 57 (2006): 

151–230. 

13

 See Wachtel, “Meaningful Voids”; Hansen-Löve, “Die Kunst ist nicht gestürzt. Das 

suprematistische Jahrzehnt,” 451; N. V. Zlydneva, Izobrazhenie i slovo v ritorike russkoi kul'tury 
XX veka, 209ff. 

14

 See Hansen-Löve, “‘Antiseksus’ Platonova: porozhdenie i zhanr.” 
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the earthly particularity of a private individual, who goes by “God” or, more 

precisely, is so labeled by his peers. And this is because he “eats clay,” i.e. 

essentially like an autochthonous “golem,” also made of clay, he feeds himself 

on himself: “And I grow from the clay of my soul.”
15

 Platonov writes: 

 

— �", %�1⇡&4"; ,.'�! '+*7�⇡! — #)!#&,$ ()��*��⇡+�$5 

⌘'��+⇡ * �),⌧'⌧' *+'$⇡. — ✏0 ⌧� ⌫$⇡, ,�⇡$ (0 ' #�"� �#��-1'�! 
�#⇡ 4�⇡�+*⇠, 6+'+ 0�$'��# ',�(�! '�⌫� ⌫$⇡$" ! �*�  &⇡$. ✏' 

*�'�%, ,⇢����&!7 '& ⇢)'*!$ (⇡.'+, ! (!+⇡$*⇠ &�('*)��*+-

��&&' ('0�'". �& ⌧'�')!$, 0+' )⇡  *!�⌫ �� %$,⇠0, +' � ('0�� 

�*+5 *⇡%'*+'⇠+�$5&⇡⇠ *4+'*+5 — &⇡�' $!15 ()!,0!+5 # &�" 

��$,�'#. ⇧,%⇡$!, 0+' '& ,%)�+, &' '& �!$ ! (�)�� �*�%! 

#'�4)⇠$ ⇡!�#),  ⇡*+)⇠�1,7 �  ,⇢⇡.. �⇡ 6+' �⌧' &�%&'⌧' ('0!-

+⇡$!. 

⌦'⌧�⇡ *�#)�+⇡)5 ⌘'��+⇡ ('��$ ⇧�⇡&'�⇡ &⇡ ('*+'", +' ⇢'⌧ 
*+'⇠$ &⇡ (')'⌧� !  ⇠⇢. 

— ⇥'⌧, — *#⇡ ⇡$ *�#)�+⇡)5, — �'���! +'�⇡)!2⇡ �' ⌦, ! 

✏'⌧⇡&#!&⇡, *#⇡�!, 0+' !  ⌘'��+⇡, — !.&⇠⇠ '0�)��5! 

⇧�⇡&'� ('1�$ * ⇢'⌧'%. [sic!] 

⇤*+)�+!$*⇠ &�*+⇡)4" %,�!# ! *#⇡ ⇡$ ⇢'⌧,: 

— ��)⇡�*+�,", �!#⇡&')40, — +�⇢� ⇢ %$&�  �#�#0" '(�(1, 
⇢,�⇠ ⇢'⌧'%-+'! […] 

⇧�⇡&'� ()'�'�!$ ⇢'⌧⇡ ⌧$⇡ ⇡%! ⇢�  �*⇠#'⌧' '*,���&!⇠. 

⇥'⌧ ,.'�!$, &� �4⇢!)⇡⇠ �')'⌧!, — ⇢�  1⇡(#!, � '�&'% 

(!��⇡#� ! ⇢'*'"; (!2�" �⌧' ⇢4$⇡ ⇥⌅⇤⌃�, ⇡ &⇡����'" — 

%�0+⇡ (64–65). 

 

“Hey, muddle, go from here!” shouted the council president 

from another table. “You’re god, you’ve got no business here!” 

The man, as it turned out, considered himself god and knew 

everything. Out of that conviction he gave up tillage, and fed 

directly on soil. He said that since bread grew from the soil, it had 

independent nourishment—one had only to accustom one’s 

stomach. They thought he would die, but he lived and picked clay 
that had stuck in his teeth in front of everyone. For that he was a 

little bit revered. 

When the council secretary took Dvanov to his lodging, god 

was standing on the porch and freezing. 

“God,” said the secretary, “take this comrade to Kuzia 

Pogankin, tell him it’s from the Council—it’s their turn!” 

                                            
15

 The motif of the artificial human being or the Golem was of great importance to 

Daniil Kharms as well. The Golem-novel was a favorite literary work. 
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Dvanov went with god. [sic!] 

A youngish peasant came up and said to god, “Hello, 

Nikanorich, about time for you to be Lenin, chuck god!” […] 

Dvanov followed god with his eyes, without a trace of 

condemnation. God went, nowhere in particular—without a hat, 

wearing only a jacket and barefoot; his food was clay, his hope—a 

dream.  

 

At the same time, this absurd conception of God is interpreted ironically as a 

typical expression of the Russian man: 

   

⇤ ('��'�� ⌘'��+ ⇧�⇡&'�, '+#⇡ ⇡$, ! ⇢'⌧ ,#⇡ ⇡$ �%, �')'⌧, 

&⇡ *$'⇢'�, ⌦⇡��)!&', '+#,�⇡ �' ��$� &'" �')'⌧! ��⇡�/⇡+5 

��)*+. 

—  ✏'('%&! %�&⇠, — *#⇡ ⇡$ ⇢'⌧ ! '(�0⇡$!$*⇠ � ')'%. 

[…] �' ,('%&!, 0+' '�!& 0�$'��# )⇡*+�+ '+ �),�⇢4 �),⌧'⌧', 

⇡ � &�'() �� $⇢#$� ⇡!�#0 '⇠$�� ⇢)-�. 
—  ✏'6+'%, +4 �*+5 ⇢'⌧? — *()'*!$ ⇧�⇡&'�. 

⇥'⌧ (�0⇡$5&' *%'+)�$ &⇡ &�⌧', #⇡# &⇡ &���),72�⌧' � 

-⇡#+. ⇧�⇡&'�  ⇡#$70!$, 0+' 2($( ⌫$⇡ )"�#, ($!1 $ ⌧�⇠�( 
#�$⌫$&$(; &' ),**#!" — 6+' 0�$'��# ⇢⇠)*'($&$##�⇡$ ⇢��'(⇠��: '& 

%'��+ �!+5 ! +⇡# ! '⇢)⇡+&' ! � '⇢'!. *$,0⇡⇠. '*+⇡�+*⇠ /�$ 

(67). 

 

The council refused Dvanov transport, and god showed him 

the way to the settlement of Kaverino, from where it was twenty 

versts to the railway. 

“Remember me,” said god, and his vision grew sad. […] “But 

remember good that one man grows from another’s friendship, 

but I grow only from the clay of my soul.” 

“This is why you are god?” asked Dvanov. 

God looked at him mournfully, as though at one who would 

not accept a fact. Dvanov concluded, that this god was smart, but that 
he lived backward; but a Russian is a man of bidirectional action: he can 

live this way and that, and in both cases remains intact. 

  

Platonov’s characters practice “primitive thinking”: its laconic miserliness 

less an expression of an illiterate mind than of the “higher wisdom” of 

universal holy foolishness. Here his affinity with Kharms is apparent: 

  

⇧�⇡&'� �,%⇡$ '⇢ 6+!. $7�⇠., #⇡# ' 0⇡*+⇠. ��!&*+��&&'⌧' 

*'/!⇡$! %⇡, '#),��&&'⌧' �'���%, *+�(57 ! *�)4% *��+'% 

�*�⌧' 0,�'⌧' %!)⇡. 
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— ✏!7*5, (0 ⇢)"��-1 ,($-#�⌫)⇢1? —  *()'*!$ ⇧�⇡&'�. 

— ⇧,%⇡7, —  *#⇡ ⇡$ *)⇡ , ✏!7*⇠ ! *$�⌧#⇡ *%,+!$*⇠ —  

$# ,�'($ ��⌫0⇠�! ⇢)"�(1 � '��,�' #�,�⇡$ #� ⇢)"�!. 
◆ ($⌧� ⇢)"�3, —  ,�'�$�+�')�&&' *''⇢2!$ ⇧�⇡&'�. ✏'� 

�,%'" '& ('$⇡⌧⇡$ &� %4*$5, ⇡ #�'!�⌧⇢�#�� $( %$'($�##$⇡$ ⇠$$⌫&�-
⌧�#�� !3⌫�"0* %&�⇢"�($⇠; […] '& […] ��$⇡$ &⇡"+! �),⌧,7 

�+')'*+�(�&&,7 !��7, 0+'⇢4 �7 �!+5 ! �� +)⇡+!+5, ⇡ ⇡!�⇠#)3 
�⇢�3 $'(�⇠�(1 ⇠ #�(&$#)($" ��%�'� —  ! $!15 ! )��#⇡ 

�' �)⇡+!+5*⇠ # &�" �$⇠ *�'�⌧' *0⇡*+5⇠ (261).  

 

Dvanov regarded these people as parts of a single Socialism, 

bordered on all sides by the rain, the steppe and the grey light of 

the whole alien world. 

“Pius, are you thinking something?” asked Dvanov. 

“Yes,” answered Piusia quickly, slightly embarrassed, he often 
forgot to think, and had been thinking nothing just then. 

“I’m also thinking,” reported Dvanov contentedly. This 

thought he understood not in the way of ideas, but as pleasure 
derived from imagining one’s favorite subjects without interruption; […] he 

[…] longed to find another, secondary idea, to live by it and to 

expend it, keeping his chief idea in untouched reserve, and only 

occasionally returning to it for his happiness.  

 

Platonov’s characters incarnate (on the one hand) “literary personages”—or, 

more precisely, expanded metaphors and idioms—interpreting tropes and 

figures of speech “literally” and transforming them directly in “action.”
16

 This 

is a principal device in the poetics of the grotesque associated with Gogol, 

Belyi and Khlebnikov. With Platonov it moves from the realm of poetic 

“literalness” into a collective existence, presented generally as a “victim” of 

such secularized logocentrism. 

 

⌘ ⇡�! *�⇢⇠ ⇧�⇡&'� ,*$41⇡$ %��$�&&4� 1⇡⌧! 

*(,*#⇡72�⌧'*⇠ * $�*+&!/4 0�$'��#⇡. ✓�!$⇠�  ⌫$&"$(�! '�⌫� '⇠$� 
"0'!�, #� )"�� '$$⌫&�⌧�(1 "$!,�. �& &� %'⌧ �,%⇡+5 �+�%&,7 — 

*&⇡0⇡$⇡ '& �'$��& *�'� ,%*+��&&'� �'$&�&!� %�&�!$⌧�(1 ⇠ 
'!$⇠$, ⇡ ,� ('+'%, *$41⇡ *$'�', '& %'⌧ ⇠*&' 0,�*+�'�⇡+5 �⌧'. 

�⇡��)&', '& �  #�⌧ � ,�(�! ⇠'!)*, 0+'⇢4  ⇡⌧⇡�'0&4� %�)+�4� 

 &⇡#! ()��)⇡2⇡+5 �  �,#'�4� ��2! ! '+ 6+'⌧' !. '2,2⇡+5 

(135). 

 

                                            
16

 See Hansen-Löve, “Entfaltung. Realisierung.” 
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Behind him Dvanov heard the slow footsteps of a man 

coming down the stairs. The man muttered his thoughts, not knowing 
how to reason silently. He could not think in the dark: first he had to 

convert his mental agitation into word, and only then, hearing the word, 

he could feel it. He probably also read books aloud, transforming 

the mysterious dead symbols into things of sound, and so sensing 

them.  

 

We cannot help but be reminded of the footman Petrushka, from 

Gogol’s Dead Souls, who—anticipating the Futurist “word as such”—practices 

“reading as such”: 

 

⌃%, &)⇡�!$'*5 &� +', ' 0�% 0!+⇡$ '&, &' ⇢'$51� *⇡%'� 

0+�&!�, !$!, $,01� *#⇡ ⇡+5, %&$+�'' '�"$⇡$ ,(�#��, 0+' �'+-�� !  
⇢,#� ��0&' �4.'�!+ #⇡#'�-&!⇢,�5 *$'�', #'+')'� !&'" )⇡  
0�)+  &⇡�+ 0+' !  &⇡0!+. �+' 0+�&!� *'��)1⇡$'*5 ⇢'$�� � 

$��⇡0�% ('$'��&!! � (�)��&�", &⇡ #)'�⇡+! ! &⇡ +7-⇠#�, 

*��$⇡�1�%*⇠ '+ +⇡#'⌧' '⇢*+'⇠+�$5*+�⇡ ,⇢!+4% ! +'&�&5#!%, 

#⇡# $�(�1#⇡.
17

  

 

He enjoyed not so much what he read, but the reading itself or, 

we might say, the process of reading as such, that letters were 

perpetually forming words, which sometimes might mean devil 

knows what. This reading transpired largely in a recumbent 

position in the anteroom, on the bed and on the pallet, which had 

caused the latter to grow lean and wasted like a flapjack.  

 

“Literal interpretation” is the principal engine of plot development in 

Chevengur. While the neoprimitivists saw it as a device of poetical linguistic 

thinking (e.g. Khlebnikov), for Kharms, as for Platonov, “literal interpretation” 

entered into the larger framework of a pragmatic understanding of the world, 

suffering a massive “ideologization” in the process. 

Anarchists and apolitical revolutionaries—along with the rest of the 

simple, uneducated “people”—are incapable of abstract thought. Interpreting 

ideologemes literally, i.e. substantively and concretely, they reduce them to 

absurdity, since a sophisticated reader (the Soviet citizen) was perfectly 

capable of understanding an abstract or figurative idea taken literally. 

 

⇧'*+'��*#!" %��$�&&' �⇢!)⇡$ � *�⇢⇠ '!$⇠� ⇤⇠�#$⇠� � %&�⇠&�.�! 
�* ⇠ ⇠�⇢�"0� $⌫'($�(�!1'(⇠�. �& &� !%�$ �⇡)⇡ �4�,%4�⇡+5 
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!*+!&, ! %'⌧ �� ('&⇠+5, +'$5#' '⇢)⇡+!� %4*$! � *'⇢4+!⇠ 

*�'�⌧' )⇡"'&⇡, &' 6+' 1$' � &�% �'$⌧': '& �'$��& ,%*+��&&' 

()��*+⇡�!+5 (')'�&77 *+�(5 �  &⇡#'%'% %�*+�, ('!%�&&' 

(�)�*+⇡�!+5 &⇡ &�� ��')4 *�'�⌧' *�$⇡ ! ('*%'+)�+5, #⇡# '&' 

('$,0⇡�+*⇠ (91).  

 

Dostoevsky slowly absorbed Dvanov’s words and transformed them 
into visible circumstances. He had no gift for inventing the truth and 

could only understand it when his thoughts turned to what 

transpired in his own district, but this took him a long time: he 

had to imagine an empty steppe in a familiar place, to translate 

there one by one the households of his village, to see how it’s 

shaping up.  

 

The residents of Chevengur find themselves in a situation similar to that of 

the two characters waiting for Godot.
18

 They await the end of times, the 

arrival of communism and the coming of Christ: the religious anticipation of 

these utopians gives rise to an absurdly distorted expectation of the end of times: 
   

�⇡.⇡) ✏⇡�$'�!0 *�$. �& +�(�)5 ('0,�*+�'�⇡$ �)�%⇠, #⇡# (,+�-

1�*+�!� ✏)'1#! '+ %⇡+�)! � 0,�!� ⌧')'�⇡. �& ,�!��$; 0+' 

⇠&�"� — 2($ ⇢⇠�⌧�#�� ⇡$&� � (� $� ⌧� $.)(�(�!1#0� %&�⇢"�(,  �  
!3⌫$� ⇠�.�'(⇠$, .'+⇠ ⇢4 ! &�⌧'�&'� � '+��$#, (33–34). 

 

Zakhar Pavlovich sat down. He now felt time as Proshka’s leaving 

his mother and journeying to foreign cities. He saw that time is the 
movement of sorrow, and a thing as tangible as any substance, though not 

practicable for industry.  

 

Thus the utopian project fails not because of inept execution, but in 

consequence of its logocentric premises: Platonov’s characters not only 

regress to a pre-Gutenberg era, they also act—in the sense of action directe—
entirely in the spirit of the “old-belief” middle ages, which had fundamentally 

rejected Nikonian reforms of thought through synonymies and 

interpretations (Baroque rhetoric), by holding fast to the homology of 

signifier and signified. Consequently, Kopenkin combines Don Quixote’s 

actionsim with Avvakum’s fundamentalism, whereas Sasha Dvanov plays the 

part of a “holy fool,” who shall inherit “the kingdom of god.” 
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There are plenty of illustrations in Chevengur, at times featuring 

prominently such figures of thought as apocalyptic expectation of the end of the 
world, revolutionary metaphor, and a yearning for a kind of “paradise now.” 

Again and again we see examples of literal interpretation of metaphor or 

allegory performing a kind of deconstruction of Chevengur —the city and the 

novel—according to the principle of “shiftology” (sdvigologiia).
19

 We may recall 

here the citizens’ “mad project” to “shift” their houses. 

 

 ✏' ,$!/⇡% ���&⌧,)⇡ ()'.'�!$! $7�!. ��#'+')4� !  &!. 
*�⌧'�&⇠ %�&�⇢⇠�⇡�!� ⇢$"�, �),⌧!� (�)�+⇡*#!�⇡$! &⇡ ),#⇡. *⇡�4. 

  �'+ '&! 1$! '+�4.⇡+5, )⇡ ⌧'�⇡)!�⇡+5 ! �'�!�⇡+5 ��&5 � 
#),⌧, +'�⇡)!2�". �⇡�+)⇡ , &!. +),�⇡ !  ⇡&⇠+!" ,�� &� ⇢,��+, 
('+'%, 0+' � ���&⌧,)�  ⇡ �*�. ! �$⇠ #⇡��'⌧' )⇡⇢'+⇡$' ��!&-

*+��&&'� *'$&/�, '⇢3⇠�$�&&'� � ���&⌧,)� �*�%!)&4% 

()'$�+⇡)!�%. ⌃�#�(�� ⌧� !3⇢�� ⌫0!� #�$⌫���(�!1#0"� — (' 

&⇡,2�&!7 �(,)&'⌧' ✏)'#'-!" �⇡$ +),�, *(�/!⇡$5&'� 
+'$#'�⇡&!�, ⌧�� +),� )⇡  &⇡�*�⌧�⇡ '⇢3⇠�$⇠$*⇠ (�)��!+#'% 

�⇡�&'*+! ! 6#*($,⇡+⇡/!'&&'-�!�'+&4% *$⇡�'*+)⇡*+!�%, 

('+'%, 0+' +),� *('*'⇢*+�,�+ ()'!*.'���&!7 !%,2�*+�⇡, ⇡ 
!%,2�*+�' — ,⌧&�+�&!7... (161). 

 

People passed along the streets of Chevengur. Today some of 

them moved houses, others transported gardens by hand. And now 

they were going to rest, to discuss and to live out the day in a 

company of friends. Tomorrow they would have nothing more to 

do, because in Chevengur the sun worked for everybody, having 

been proclaimed a universal proletarian. People’s occupations 

were not obligatory—on the advice of Chepurnyi, Prokofii gave a 

particular interpretation of labor, wherein it was once and for all 

labeled a relic of greed and exploitational-animal concupiscence, 

because labor promotes the production of property, which in turn 

leads to oppression.  

 

If Kopenkin’s treatment of his “enemies” was marked by inhuman cruelty, 

strangely offset by his tenderness toward his loved ones, the liquidation of the 

Chevengur bourgeoisie represents the ultimate “fall from grace” of the 

anarchists, which radically problematizes the reader’s sympathy for Platonov’s 

characters. Chepurnyi’s “sin,” at any rate, can scarcely be distinguished from 
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the “sins” of other revolutionaries, especially since the “poetics of 

compassion” continues to operate.  

 

�., �4 +⇡#! — *#⇡ ⇡$ ✏!7*⇠ ! �4*+)'!$ 0�#!*+'�, &� '�!�⇡⇠ 

0⇡*⇡ ('$,&'0!. — ⌦'/⇡" !., )�⇢⇠+⇡! — ! *⇡% �4(,*+!$ ('$7 

!  &⇡⌧⇡&⇡ � 0�)�( ⇢$!�&�⌧' ⇢,)�,⇠ — �⇡�4&-⇧,�⇡"$'. ⌥� 
⇡$!$⇠0 ⌫)&⌧)� ⇠0-�! (�*�� %�&, ⇡  ⇡+�% ()'*+,(!$' &⇡),�, 

�'$'* "�(�&�#' $� '0&$� ⇠�.�'(⇠$, ('.'��� &⇡ *�e0&'" �'*#, &' 

⇧,�⇡"$' &� ,(⇡$, ⇡ *�$ &⇡ *�'" �'%⇡1&!" , �$. […] — ⇥⇢� ) 
(�⌫� ⇢)-� (�,�( — � ⌧')$�? � �� *�"0⇡* �41!⇢, '++,�⇡! (171, 

173). 

 

“So, that’s how you are!” said Piusia and lined up the Chekists, 

not waiting for midnight. “Waste them, boys!” and he personally 

put a bullet in the skull of the nearest bourgeois, Zavyn-Duvailo. 

A quiet steam came out of the bourgeois’s head, after which the raw 
maternal substance came through the hair, resembling candle wax, 

but Duvailo did not fall, rather he sat down on his personal 

bundle. […] “Where is your soul flowing— in the throat? I’ll knock it 

out for you!” 

 
6. From Protosexuality to Postsexuality: Anti-Oedipal Tendencies in 
Chevengur 
 

The regulation of sexuality was one of the dominant themes in early Soviet 

discourse, and it found a highly idiosyncratic reflection in the works of 

Platonov.
20

 One detects an antagonism or, more precisely, a tendency toward 

neutralization of sexuality and the feminine principle early in the writer’s 

career. The roots of this gynophobia will be found in the teachings of Russian 

biocosmism and the philosophy of Nikolai Fedorov, whose Filosofiia obshchego 
dela (Philosophy of the Common Cause) posits the idea of triumph over nature—

including physical death—as the principal objective of the Future Society and 

the New Man.
21

 

A key moment of the ultimate triumph over nature was elimination of sex, 

through which one automatically conquered physical death. Similarly, the 

Khlysty and the Skoptsy sects saw the repudiation of inheritance—genetic, 

material, or that of social rank and status—and procreation as key to the 
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“millennial kingdom of God” and total anarchic freedom.
22

 Their proto-

communism was at the center of the cultural revolution of early Bolshevism. 

In his extensive study of the Khlyst movement, A. Etkind traces in fine detail 

the links between Russia’s vast spectrum of sectarian subculture and its left-

utopian and Bolshevist movements. 

The “utopias of the body” of Platonov’s early period, marked, as was 

mentioned earlier, by a rejection of the sexual principle, undergoes an oddly 

ambiguous reevaluation and devaluation in Platonov’s satirical text-montage 

“Antiseksus.”
23

 Here the triumph over sexuality is both advocated and 

critiqued: Platonov mocks his own “antisexual ideas” alongside the 

technological utopias of his early “engineering” phase. Moreover, the story 

operates as a critique of early Soviet totalitarian pretensions to the universal 

mechanization of life processes. Platonov’s approach is also highly suggestive 

of the critique of Constructivism put forward by Malevich, whose late work 

(along with the ideas of the Oberiuts) would prove to be a major and 

complex influence on the writer. 

 

 

7. Social Revolution and Heresy 
 

There is no shortage of studies linking heresy to fundamental democratic and 

communist tendencies, as they appear from the early Middle Ages onward.
24

 

On the one hand, renunciation of private property and the rejection of the 

dominant ideology marked the community as a whole; on the other hand, it 

elicited a preponderance of prophets and neo-Christians supporting the cult 

of the Mother of God, which the popular sects served blindly and obediently. 

This stark contradiction had plagued the Gnostic-heretical movements and 
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associations form the very beginning and became an insurmountable obstacle 

for more widespread popularity. The rejection of procreation proved an even 

greater obstacle to the sects’ survival. 

The formation of sectarian communities reflects a widening of communal 

boundaries, the collapse of genetic family units (blood ties), and their 

replacement with a variety of spiritual brotherhoods, wherein a member of 

the community is recognized as a brother or a sister to all other members—

an arrangement that creates a potential for incest or promiscuity. At any rate, 

it depends on the rejection of the concept of kinship based on genetic or 

blood ties in favor of one based on spiritual ties. This aspect of the heretical 

thought is archaic—particularly in its emphasis on a return to patriarchal 

monogamy—and apocalyptic, insofar as it anticipates an indifferent society, 

free of clan divisions. The spiritual collective revitalizes the life of the archaic 

clan and projects a commune of saints onto the earthly heavens in ecstatic 

anticipation. 

One of the key teachings of the Khlyst sect had been the repudiation of 
marriage. Agamy was compensated with collective debauchery, “pile-up sin.” 

Following the teachings of Paul, who rejected marriage (along with many 

other social norms and prescriptions), the sectarians arrived at the complete 

rejection of that institution, thought to be inconsistent with the movement’s 

ascetic foundations. Childbirth is a sin; a mother is regarded as a “pregnant 

sow”; children are sometimes referred to as “devil’s offspring.” “A common 

life in marriage is our undoing.” Those who were already married were 

enjoined to live as brother and sister. Taking the model of Mary and Joseph, 

women in need of protection might come to live with “brothers.” All of these 

ideas were linked with the principle of monastic chastity, which had its roots 

in Gnostic radicalism. The institution of spiritual fraternity (or filiality) with 

its various initiation rites, while long established in the Eastern Church, 

assumed a dominant position among the sectarians.    

Spiritual kinship, generally acknowledged in the Orthodox tradition, 

becomes codified among the sectarians, on the model of the early-Christian 

communities, acquiring thereby an anti-genetic, asocial character: everyone is 

everything to everyone else. 

We should take special note of Boris Pil’niak’s masterful treatment of 

Khlystian motifs in his novel Golyi god (The Naked Year). The highly distinct, 

even ideologically driven viewpoint in this novel—along with the discourse 

associated with it—is irreducible to a single program, because the 

perspectives of the author-narrator and the concrete author remain up for 

debate. Various concepts (and speech patterns associated with them) are 

attenuated to such degree that they appear as the travesty and refutation of 

their real-life prototypes (drawn from paleontology, ancient history, 

Scythianism, pan-Mongolism, Khlystism, orthodoxy, communism, etc.). 
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Pil’niak’s depiction of the Khlysty is not a mere “distortion” through a 

narrative perspective; it is a masterful artistic manipulation: its conflation of 

authentic characteristics with foreign elements by no means signals the 

author’s unfamiliarity with his subject. Pil’niak’s Khlysty are only partly 

grounded in historical reality. And their departures from this reality are 

indicative of the interacting intentions that emerge through the sharp 

harmonies and dissonances of the artistic whole.  

 

8. Platonov’s Anti-Oedipal Motifs 
 

Platonov’s characters—especially in Chevengur—have trouble distinguishing 

between the mother and the beloved. Moreover, their piety toward the mother 

blocks their union with the beloved: the male character is incapable of 

choosing definitively between the two—who are, in any event, equated in 

death: 

 

�$%�# �# !3⌫�! "�(1 � �$�) $⇢�#� $⇠$, ('+'%, 0+' %⇡+5 ! 

⇣' ⇡ ⇢4$' '�&' ! +' �� (�)�'� *,2�*+�' �$⇠ &�⌧', #⇡# 
()'1$'� ! ⇢,�,2�� �!�,+ � '�&'" �⌧' �! &!. �& &� 
('&!%⇡$, #⇡# 6+' �*+5, &' 0,�*+�'�⇡$, 0+' ⇣' ⇡ ()'�'$��&!� 
�⌧' ��+*+�⇡ ! %⇡+�)!, ⇡ &� '⇢!�⇡ *+⇡),1#!. 

  ⌦'(�&#!&  ⇡1�$ *�)�/�%, 0+' %⇡+5 ),⌧⇡�+ ⇣' ,. 
— ⌦�"�, $#� ($⌧� )"�&!�,  �  � (0, — *#⇡ ⇡$ ⌦'(�&#!&, 

�⇡$�⇠ ⇢�*('%'2&'*+5 %⇡+�)!&*#'⌧'  $⇡. 
⌘+⇡),.⇡ '+&⇠$⇡ ($⇡+'# — '&⇡ ! &� ($⇡#⇡$⇡. 
—  -!, *4&'#, +4 !. +'$5#' *$,1⇡"! — ⇡*($�+&!0⇡$⇡ 

%⇡+5. — �&⇡ +�⇢� ! *#⇡��+, ! ('��)&�+*⇠ — �*� ('� *+⇡+5, � 
⌧�#�-1'� — '%�(1 #� '  �": #'*+! �⇡ #'�⇡, ⇡ &⇡ 1�� )'�⇡ (123–

124). 

 

Kopenkin loved his mother and Rosa equally, because mother and 
Rosa and were for him one and the same foremost being, in the 

way that the past and the future live in his one life. He did not 

understand how it was, but he felt that Rosa was a continuation of 

his childhood and mother, and could not be an outrage for the 

old woman. 

And Kopenkin’s heart ached from his mother’s berating Rosa. 

“Mama, she also died, like you,” said Kopenkin, pitying the 

helplessness of his mother’s anger. 

The old woman took away her handkerchief—she hadn’t 

been crying. 

“Eh-h, son, you just listen to them!” mother prattled. “She’ll 

talk and she’ll turn just as you like—but wait till you get 
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married—and there’s nothing to sleep with: skin and bones, and a 

mug on her neck.”  

 

Extreme gynophobia appears to be one of the dominant themes of 

Chevengur—at least on the surface level—manifest, first of all, in the 

devaluation of the generative and natal principles. The permanent pregnancy of 

women is a matter of general revulsion, which is transferred from (the act of) 

childbirth to the entire sex. Frequent and regular births are finally seen as 

something beastly, even mechanical. The effect is made even more vivid, 

when given through the “estranging” pre-sexual consciousness of the 

adopted child, whose complex generative status is threatened by the constant 

accrual of Mavra Fetisovna’s biological children. 

 

  �!$ *('#'"&' � *�'�" .⇡+�, #!1⇡2�" %�$#!%! $7�5%! 

— �⌧' ('+'%*+�'%. ⌘$(� ⌧�#� &$⇢�!� -�'(#�⇢+�(1 ,�!$⇠� , &' 

,/�$�$' *�%�)', ⇡ �'*5%4% ⇢4$ ()!�%41 — *4& y+'&,�1�⌧' 

(' *�'�%, ��$⇡&!7 )4⇢⇡#⇡. ⌦'⌧�⇡ ��&⇡  ⇡ ),#, ()!��$⇡ 

'�&$(), ✏)'.') �⇢)⇡%'�!0 &!0�⌧' ()'+!� &� *#⇡ ⇡$: 

— �, 0+' �, 0�% )�⇢⇠+ ⌧,2�, +�% *+⇡)!#⇡% ('%!)⇡+5 

&⇡���&�"… ✏'#')%! �⌧', �⇡�),1⇡! (17). 

 

And he lived peacefully in his hovel, teeming with little 

people—his progeny. Though his wife had borne sixteen of them, only 

seven survived, and they had taken in an eighth—the son of a 

fisherman drowned of his own will. When his wife brought the 

orphan in by the hand, Prokhor Abramovich didn’t say anything 

to the contrary: 

“So be it, the thicker it is with kids, the surer it is for the old 

folks to die… Feed him, Mavrusha!”  

 

This episode shows the figure of the father subsumed—in a peculiar 

fashion—by the figure of the mother–birth-giver: 
 

— ��, ⇠ &� �,$!#, ⇠ ('⇢!),1#⇡, — '+��+!$ %⇡$50!#, 

,+)⇡%⇢'�4�⇡⇠ #')#! � %�1#�.  

— ◆ %�&⇠ %⇡+5-'+�/ �*+5, +'$5#' '&! '+ ⌧'$'�⇡ *#)4$!*5, 

[…] 

— � +4 *⇡%-+' 0�"? 
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— �(�+ ($⌧� $( "$�� "�(�&� &$⇢�!'� — �� %)��. ✏, ' 

&⇡%&,+, ⇡ &⇡.$�⇢&!#! #⇡# !  ()'(⇡*+! )'�⇡7+*⇠. � +4 .'�! ! 

('⇢!)⇡"*⇠ &⇡ &!.! 

�⇡$50!#  ⇡⌧')7&!$*⇠ '+ #�⇢$⇠$!1'(⇠� #� $(+�. ✏⇠+⇡# '& 

�⇡�&' *()⇠+⇡$ � #!*�+, �!*⇠2!" &⇡ 1��; � #!*�+� ⇢4$' �2� 

(')⇠�'0&' %��&4. ��&�⌧ (32–33). 

 

“No, I’m no thief, I’m a beggar,” said the boy, packing down 

the crusts in his bag. “I have a mother and father, only they’ve 

hidden away from hunger.” […] 

“Who looks after you, anyway?” 

“My father, I’m no orphan. Those over there— they’re all 

thieves, but my father whipped me.” 

“And where’s your father from?” 

“He also came out of my mother—from her belly. They get 

belly-full, and freeloaders pop out, like there’s no end to them. 

And I get to go begging for them!” 

The boy’s face soured with resentment for his father. He had long 

dropped the five-kopeck piece in the pouch hanging about his 

neck; the pouch held a good fistful of copper coins.  

 

In this context childbirth is seen as a defect of the female and, at the same 

time, her advantage over the male—even over the father. Consequently, 

“thanatos” triumphs over all: its “erotic pull” appears to be more powerful 

than then the attraction of “bodies,” whose reproduction is seen as 

undesirable and meaningless—perfectly in accord with sectarian eschatology. 

Platonov consistently thinks “physically,” “bodily,” substantively, while the 

Gnostic-Platonic thought of the Symbolists or the Solov’evite tradition stays 

firmly in the realm of sign and language. It was precisely this lack of 

concreteness that Mandelshtam and the Acmeists found unacceptable and 

unconvincing in Symbolism. Platonov’s world is pervaded by an 

earnestness—occasionally comical and wholly antithetical to the frivolous, 

ironic, ambiguous immoralism of the Modernists—and a piety toward 

spirituality and thought (especially in its technical or practical dimension). 

Platonov regards sexuality (and eroticism with its sexual fixation) as a relic 

of the old bourgeois world (and eo ipso of Symbolism), while Platonov’s 

proletariat—as the precursor of a new humanity to be attained through 

communism—stakes its bets strictly on reason and spirit, i.e. on universal 

androgynous humanity, unacquainted with the hermaphroditic desire of the 

fin de siècle. 
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The cryptohomosexual nature of these projections has already been noted 

with regard to the Symbolist “utopias of the sex.”
25

 Platonov, for his part, is 

not particularly interested in the homosexual “attractions” of his simple-

hearted characters, but in their “post-sexual” immediacy, where all that is 

sexual signals a regression to the perpetual maelstrom of senseless 

metempsychosis and captivity in thanatos—an attitude perfectly in accord 

with Khlystian belief. 

The “new man” of the Symbolists adheres to the principles of “sobornost’” 

(“collectivity”), but retains his private passions. Platonov’s “proletarians,” on 

the other hand, make no distinction between Word and Thing, discourse and 

action, spirit and flesh, future and past: as a result, their “paradise now” 

collapses into a “hell now.” Whether this collapse—this open-ended (on 

either side) scale of pain and empathy—will ever “capsize” into utopia—their 

singular obsession—remains an open question. 

In Platonov’s aesthetic schema love and sexuality are presented as 

mutually exclusive “antonyms.”
26

 From the utopian perspective of full-

fledged communism, love wholly cancels out gender and sexuality. And here 

we are dealing with eroticism not in the conventional sense of the word, but 

as a cosmic, essential, ontological union of man with the whole of the organic 

and inorganic world, forming (much as in Khlebnikov’s neoprimitivist and 

shamanistic conception) a single collective world body—a cosmic 

“androgyne.” As Platonov expresses it in his 1921 article “Dusha mira” (“The 

Soul of the World”), “Woman and man —two faces of the same being—the 

human; and a child is their eternal hope” («⌥�&2!&⇡ ! %,�0!&⇡ — ��⇡ 

$!/⇡ '�&'⌧' *,2�*+�⇡ — 0�$'��#⇡; )�⇢e&'# �� ⇠�$⇠�+*⇠ !. '⇢2�" 

��0&'" &⇡����'"»).
27

  

 

�& +'$5#'  &⇡$ �''⇢2�, 0+' �*�⌧�⇡ ⇢4�⇡$⇡ � ()'1$'" �! &! 

$7⇢'�5 # ��&2!&� ! )⇡ %&'��&!� '+ &��, &' 6+' ⇢4$' 0,�'� 

! ()!)'�&'� ��$', ⇡ &� $7�*#'� ! #'%%,&!*+!0�*#'�; �$⇠ 

$7�*#'" 0���&⌧,)*#'" �! &! ��&2!&⇡ ()!�%$!%⇡ � ⇢'$�� 

*,.'% ! 0�$'��0�*#'% �!��, a &� � %$!#$�  &�'$(�, #'+')⇡⇠ &� 

*'*+⇡�$⇠�+ 0⇡*+! #'%%,&! %⇡, ('+'%, 0+' #)⇡*'+a ��&*#'" 

()!)'�4 ⇢4$⇡ ! ()! #⇡(!+⇡$! %�, #⇡# ⇢4$! ()! &e% ! ⌧')4, 

!  �e �4, ! ()o0!� &�0�$'��0�*#!� *'⇢4+!⇠ (268).  

                                            
25

 See O. Matich, Erotic Utopia: The Decadent Imagination in Russia’s Fin de Siècle (Madison: U. 

of Wisconsin Press, 2005). 

26

 K. A. Barsht, Poetika prozy Andreia Platonova (St. Petersburg: Filologicheskii fakul’tet 

Sankt-Peterburgskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, 2005), 307ff. 

27

 Andrei Platonov, “Dusha mira,” in Sobranie, 8 vols (Moscow: Vremia, 2009–11), vol. 8: 

Fabrika Literatury. Literaturnaia kritika. Publitsistika, comp. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: 

Vremia, 2011), 595. 
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He only knew generally that in the past life there was always love 

for woman and procreation from her, but it was an alien thing, 

from nature, not from man or communism; for the human life of 

Chevengur woman was more suitable in her more dry and human 

form, not in her full splendor, which forms no part of communism, 

because the splendor of woman’s nature was during capitalism, 

same as mountains, stars and other non-human occurrences.    

 

 

9. The Return of Women  
 

The arrival of women at the end of Chevengur seems to signal a hopeless return to 

the old world, the world of private property, reintroduced by the women 

through the generative principle. At the same time, “the absence of women” 

(«'+*,+*+�!� ��&2!&») is regarded by the revolutionaries as a shortage of 

“basic aliment” («()'�,#+'� (!+⇡&!⇠», 231), while the arriving women are 

completely depersonalized and depraved, reduced to a life of poverty and 

material objectification.  

 

✏'�!$'" ⇢'$51��!# ⌥���, ('+'$*+��1!" ⇢$⇡⌧'�⇡)⇠ ⌧)⇡�-

�⇡&*#'" �'"&�, ('�'1�$ # -⇡6+'&, ! — ('/�$'�⇡$ 

✏)'#'-!⇠ � �⌧'  ⇡*'.1!� ⌧,⇢4. 

— ✏)'1⇡, — *#⇡ ⇡$ '&, — #� ��⌫)⇢1 � ⌧�#.�# $(0' �(1, 
.'+5 ⇢4 &!2�&'#. �&!, ⇢)⇡+, �$⇠ &��&'*+! &⇡% &⇡�'⇢&4, ⇡ 

+' �!�!15 — � (�⌫� %$+�!$⇠�!. 
— �+' ('#⇡ '+*+⇡�!+5, — '()���$!$ �(,)&4". — � 

⌧�#.�#� (0 )⇠�⌧��-1 #� ($⇠�&�.�, � $ &)⌧�3.)3 '(�*�3... ⇤��!, 

✏)'1, &� (' ��$⇡&!7, ⇡ (' *'/!⇡$5&'%, ()! &⇡#,. ⌅'!� ⌫�⌫� 
⌫)⇢�( ($⇠�&�.�" — �$⇠� ��, ('�⇡$,"*+⇡, ⇡ �*$! '⇢)⇡+&', +' ⌧'&! 

()'05 � *+�(5! (196). 

 

The old Bolshevik Zheev, grown fat because of the civil war, 

approached the carriage and—kissed Prokofii on his parched lips. 

“Prosha,” he said, “don’t forget to find women either, even if 

they’re beggars. We have need of them here for tenderness—you 

see, I’m even kissing you.” 

“None of that for now,” specified Chepurnyi. “You hold woman 
in regard not as a comrade, but as natural element… Prosha, you bring 

them not according to wish, but by societal attribute. If the woman 
is a comrade, tell her to come, if the opposite, then send her away into 

the steppes!  
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���&⌧,)/4 �*+)�+!$! *�'!. ⌫)⇢).�* ⌧�# %'$0⇡, '&! 

*+'⇠$! ('� *��+'% %⇡⇠#⇡, &' &� *��$⇡$! &! 1⇡⌧⇡ &⇡�*+)�0, ! 

&� *#⇡ ⇡$! *$'�⇡ ()!��+*+�!⇠, ('+'%, 0+' .'+⇠ ()!1��1!� 
⌫0!� !3⇢1"� � ($⇠�&�.�"�, #$ $⇢#$⇠&�"�##$ — ⌧�#.�#�"� (288). 

 

The men of Chevengur met their future wives in silence, they 

stood in the light cast from the lighthouse, but none made a step 

forward or said a word of greeting, because although the new 

arrivals were people and comrades, they were at the same time women.  

 

The recruited women were so unaccustomed to any sort of femininity or 

sexuality—no different from their male partners—that they appeared 

unsuitable as “wives” and resembled “mothers or little sisters.” 

 

— ⌥�& +⇡#!. &� ⇢4�⇡�+, — *#⇡ ⇡$ ⇧�⇡&'�. — ✓⇡#!� 
⇢4�⇡7+ %⇡+�)!, �*$! #+' !. !%��+. 

—  $! %�$#!� '�'(&0, — '()���$!$ ✏⇡1!&/��. — ⇣ "�#� 
⌫0!� $⇢#� (� �� &⌧�⇠�� '�'(&�# �, �!� %!$*$, (�  � )"�&!� $( '�"$� 
'�⌫�. 
�(,)&4" *$,1⇡$ �*�. ! (' ()!�40#� *'⇢!)⇡$*⇠ �4&�*+! 

)�1�&!�, &' *'%&��⇡$*⇠ ! ('%&!$ ()' *�'" &! #!" ,%. 

— � 0�⌧' , &⇡* ⇢'$51�, ")⌧�� �!1 '�&$(? —*()'*!$ '&, &� 
�,%⇡⇠ ()' 6+'+ �'()'*... (291). 

 

“There are no wives like this,” said Dvanov. “Mothers can be 

like this, who’s had them.” 

“Or little sisters,” determined Pashintsev. “I had a rusty little 
sister like that, ate poorly, died of her own self.” 

Chepurnyi listened to all and intended, as usual, to reach a 

decision, but he doubted himself and remembered his unformed 

mind. 

“Whom do we have more of, husbands or orphans?” he said, not 

thinking about his own question.  

 

From the perspective of the anarchists Kopenkin and Dvanov the arrival of 
women is tantamount to a reintroduction of private property and, 

consequently, an overthrow of the world order: 

 

⇤ ���&⌧,)� ()'0!� $7�!, #⇡# ⇠�!$!*5, +⇡# %$(�&�!� 
($⇠�&�.�'(⇠$ ⇢&)⇡   ⇢&)⇡): '&! ()!'⇢)�$! !%,2�*+�' ! %&'⌧'-

0!*$�&&4" �'%⇡1&!" !&��&+⇡)5, #'+')4" '&! 0⇡*+' 

+)'⌧⇡$! *�'!%! ),#⇡%! ! &�  &⇡$!, '+#,�⇡ 6+' ()'! '1$' — 

�e�5 6+' *$!1#'% �')'⌧' *+'!+, 0+'⇢4 %'�&' ⇢4$' #'%,-
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$!⇢' ('�⇡)!+5; ()'0!� 2,(⇡$! ��2! &�*%�$4%! ),#⇡%!, 

*$'�&' +� ��2! ⇢4$! '%�)+��$'", ('��)+�'�⇡&&'" �! &57 

!. %$⇡�⌫-�* $(+$⇠ � �* ��⌫!)⇢�⇠-�*'� ⇡⇢�-($ ⇠ ⇢&)⇡�* '(�%�* 
⌫&�(1�⇠. ✏)!⇢4$4� 0���&⌧,)/4 *+)'!$! &�#'⌧�⇡ ! ⇢4 ! )4$! 

#'$'�/4, &' &�  ��*5, ⇡ ��⇡$�#� '+*7�⇡ — &⇡ *!⇢!)*#!. 

#'$'&! ⇡/!'&&4.  �%$⇠., ⌧�� #'⌧�⇡-+' ()'1�$ !. #),⌧'�'" 

(,+5 *,2�*+�'�⇡&!⇠ (251). 

 

Once the others arrived in Chevengur they lost comradery for one 
another: they acquired property and extensive domestic goods, 

which they often touched with their hands and did not know 

where it came from—because it cost too much to give away to 

somebody; the others palpated things with timid hands, as though 

these things were the deadened, sacrificed lives of their perished 
fathers or their brothers, wandering lost in some other steppes. At one time 

the new arrivals built huts and dug wells, but that was in another 

place, far from here—in the Siberian colonies, where the circular 

path of their existence once brought them. 

 

The clash of loves—toward the mother and the wife—reaches its 

lamentable apogee in the failed relationship of Serbinov and Sofia 

Aleksandrovna (426, 431). Their nascent sexuality is in every respect 

disrupted, not to say perverted (432). 

Finally, Serbinov’s sense of abandonment, which has been growing since 

his mother’s death, reaches a breaking point (436). The absence of the 

mother indicates the loss of compassion on the one hand, and an unbearable 

emptiness on the other: Serbinov comes to Sofia “to be with a woman—his 

mother was also a woman” («0+' ⇢4 ⇢4+5 * ��&2!&'" — �⌧' %⇡+5 +'�� 

⇢4$⇡ ��&2!&'"», 436).  

 

⌘'-5⇠ �$�#*⇡&�)'�&⇡ ('��)&,$⇡ # ⌘!%'&, *�'� ��),⌧ 
'(�0⇡$�&&'� $!/', ⇢,�+' ⇢'⇠*5 *+)⇡�⇡&!⇠, '&⇡ !$! ('&⇠$⇡, 

!$! &!0�⌧' &� *''⇢)⇡ !$⇡. ⌘!%'& ,⌧)7%' '⇢&⇠$ �� ! 

(�)�&�* * +��)�'⌧' #')&⇠ #� "�⇡ �� *$!" "�(�&�#' $� "$⇡�!0, 
&'⌧⇡%! � &!�&!� +)⇡�4. �&  ⇡⇢4$, �*+5 $! &⇡ #$⇡�⇢!2� 

('*+')'&&!� $7�!, !$! '&! ,�� �*� ,1$!, ⇡ ⌘'-5⇠ 

�$�#*⇡&�)'�&⇡ %'$0⇡ '+��)&,$⇡*5 '+ &�⌧' � #'%5⇠  �%$!, � 

#'+')4. *'��)�⇡$*⇠ %�$#!" ()⇡. 0,�!. ⌧)'⇢'�, �4&�*�&&4" 

$'(⇡+'" !  ⌧$,⇢!&4. 

⌘(,*+⇠ �)�%⇠, ⌘�)⇢!&'� &⇡1�$ � *�'!. #⇡)%⇡&&4. 

+),2'⇢⇡. %⇡$�&5#!" �$!&&4" (')+)�+ .,�'" *+⇡),1#! ! 

*()⇠+⇡$ �⌧' � )⇡ %⇠⌧0�&&'" %'⌧!$�, 0+'⇢ &� �*('%!&⇡+5 ! &� 

"),�(1'� $ "�(�&� (278). 
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Sofia Aleksandrovna turned to Simon her face, suddenly 

grown sad, as though fearful of suffering. She either understood, 

or didn’t understand anything. Simon embraced her glumly and 

carried her from the hard stump to the soft mound of his 

mother’s grave, her feet resting in the lower grasses. He had 

forgotten whether there were other people in the cemetery or if 

they had all left already, while Sofia Aleksandrovna silently turned 

away from him into the clods of earth, containing the small 

remains of other graves, which a spade had brought up from the 

depths. 

After a time Serbinov found in the backwoods of his pant-

pockets a small narrow portrait of a wizened old woman and hid 

it in the softened grave, so as not to remember and anguish about 
his mother. 

 

The path from the cradle to the grave28

—from eros to thanatos—comes full 

circle as Serbinov has sex with Sofia on his mother’s freshly dug grave (439). 

For Platonov sexual desire is also causally—and therefore 

metonymically—linked with the death principle: it leads directly to death. For 

the fin-de-siècle Symbolists, in contrast, the connection was generally 

metaphorical, involving as it did a conflation of the interpenetrating 

principles of eros and thanatos. Platonov’s naïve characters perceive the 

world from the estranging perspective described by Shklovsky in his classic 

1919 text “Isskustvo kak priem” (“Art as Device”) and illustrated with 

examples from Tolstoy’s novella Kholstomer. There, horses stand in for the 

true humans, uncorrupted by civilization. In Platonov’s case, this is taken one 

step further, and the men actually are horses. (And for Mayakovsky, 

incidentally, the horse is a tovarishch, or, in other words, a comrade.) 

 

10. Universal Orphanhood: Fatherlessness 
  

In the context of Chevengur, widespread orphanhood is a deeply lamentable 

state of affairs and, at the same time, it is closely linked to the ascetic 

monastic ideal of itinerancy, rootlessness and the renunciation of possessions, 

which Chaadaev ascribed—ex negativo—to all of Russians. The paradox is 

precisely that one longs for one’s family and, in equal measure, for a relief 

from Oedipal urges and genetic hierarchies. 
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�(,)&4" ()!⇢��⇡$ ,�� ('*$�, ��*5 � �'$&'�⇡&&4" ! 

+)��'�&4". 

—  �⌧' +⇡%, ⌧'�')!, ('�⇡$,"*+⇡! — *()⇡1!�⇡$ '& , 

⌧),*+&' ⇢)��,2!. ()'0!.. 

— ✏�" -�! ,�!$⇠� , —  )⇡**#⇡ 4�⇡$! ()'0!�. — �4 

�,%⇡$!, '& # &⇡% !��+, ⇡ '& *#)4$*⇠.[…] 

✏)'0!�, ��)&,�1!*5 � ⌧')'�, !&'⌧�⇡  ⇡$� ⇡$! &⇡ #)41! 

�'%'� ! *%'+)�$! � *+�(5, &� !��+ $! '++,�⇡ #⇡#'"-&!⇢,�5 

0�$'��#, &� ���+ $! ✏)'1#⇡ * ��&⇡%!, &� *$,0!+*⇠ $! 0+'-

&!⇢,�5 ��⇡$!. �' &⇡� ⇢,)5⇠&'% *+'⇠$ '�!& +!.!" ! (,*+'" 

�' �,., ⇡ ('  ⇡)'*1�%, +)⇡#+, � ���&⌧,) *�,�⇡$⇡*5 ��+)'% 

⇢�*()!7+&⇡⇠ (�)�#⇡+!-('$�; '�!&'#⇡⇠ +)⇡�⇡-*+)⇡&&!# (252-

253). 

 

Chepurnyi came running after it was already over, anxious and 

excited. 

“What is it, tell me, please!” he asked the others, filing past 

him. 

“There was a man walking there,” the others told him. “We 

thought he was coming here, but he went away.” […] 

Back in the city, the others climbed up to the roof from time 

to time and looked out into the steppe, to see if anyone might be 

coming from there, or if Proshka might be bringing back women, 

or if anything at all is happening out in the distance. But there was 

only the quiet and empty air standing over the wild grasses, and 

the shelterless tumbleweed, that wanderer-grass, rolled by the 

wind across the overgrown highway leading to Chevengur.  

 

An ideal communist—by virtue of his peculiar “emptiness” and 

objectlessness—does not experience the urge to possess either property or a 

(female) body: and in this sense he is “innocent,” “naïve,” “child-like.” The 

“antigenerativity” of communism manifests itself not only with respect to 

sex: as a product of sexless self-creation it emerges “autogenically” among the 

revolutionary masses.
29

 In this sense it may be regarded as a paradoxical 

offspring of orphans, whose lack of property guarantees “objectlessness”—

very much in the spirit of Malevich—and, consequently, that “lightness of 

being,” which characterizes an emancipated, post-revolutionary man: 
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 See Hansen-Löve, “‘Antiseksus’ Platonova: porozhdenie i zhanr.” 
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⇤�0�)'% ⇧�⇡&'� ('$,0!$ ⇢,%⇡⌧,: &�%��$�&&' ⇠�!+5*⇠ # 

()��⌧,⇢!*('$#'%⇡, 0+'⇢4 ('⇢�*��'�⇡+5 ' &⇡%�0⇡72�%*⇠ 

*⇡%' ⇡)'���&!! *'/!⇡$! %⇡ *)��! %⇡** (61). 

 

In the evening Dvanov received a paper: to appear without delay 

before the chair of gubexecom to discuss the emerging 

autogenesis of socialism among the masses.  

 

While Rozanov’s “moonlight people”
30

 belong to the heterodoxical—but 

also antigenerative—realm of sacred prostitutes and homosexuals, in Platonov 

the very same moon casts down its light and orientation on the poor and the 

orphaned (386), while the generative sun finds itself employed in Chevengur 

strictly as a menial laborer. This too is a “triumph over the sun”: 

 

⇧�⇡&'� $��⇡$ &⇡ +)⇡�� ���&⌧,)⇡, !, #,�⇡ ⇢4 &! 

*+)�%!$⇡*5 �⌧' �! &5, �� /�$! �'$�&4 ⇢4+5 *)��! ��')'� ! 

$7��", ('+'%, 0+' �⇡$51� &!0�⌧' &�+, #)'%� +)⇡�4, 

('&!#1�" � ⇢� $7�&'% ()'*+)⇡&*+��, ! #)'%� &�⇢⇡, #'+')'� 

*�'!% )⇡�&'�,1!�% '⇢' &⇡0⇡�+ )�⇢�#�##$� '�&$('(⇠$ !3⇢�� #� 
��"!� (255). 

 

Dvanov lay on the grass of Chevengur, and, whatever his life 

might yearn for, its aims must be among the houses and the 

people, because beyond that there is nothing but grass, stooped in 

the desolate expanse, and the indifferent sky, which signaled the 

confined orphanhood of the people.  
  

The heart-wrenching scene of Sasha’s adoption by the perpetually 

pregnant Mavra Fetisovna (24) suggests that “he wasn’t born from a mother 

at all” but “got here all by [him]self” («%⇡%⇡ �⌧' *'�*�% &� )'�!$⇡», «*⇡% 

*'⇢'" ('⇠�!$*⇠ &⇡ *��+», 42). 

This is why the orphan Sasha becomes a father himself, or rather assumes 
the role of the father, because his own father and adoptive father are of no use to 

him. “I have to become a father” («� �'$��& *+⇡+5 '+/'%», 35), he says.
31

  

 

— �,, #⇡# *#⇡��15, +'�⇡)!2 ⇧�⇡&'�? —!&+�)�*'�⇡$*⇠ 

�⇡$5&�"1!% �(,)&4", �4+!)⇡⇠ )'+. —⌥�&4 '&! !$! � 

%⇡+�)⇠ ⌧'�⇠+*⇠? ✏!7*⇠, �⇡" &⇡% +!1!&, �$⇠ )⇡ ⌧'�')⇡! 
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 See V. Rozanov, Liudi lunnago sveta. Metafizika khristianstva (Saint Petersburg, 1913). 
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 On Freud’s theory of the son’s wish to be his own father, see his 1910 Über einen 
besondern Typus der Objektwahl beim Manne [On a Specific Type of Object Choice by the Man] and Kanz, 

Maternale Moderne, 128f. 
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 ⇡��)�⇡$*⇠ '+ �'*('%!&⇡&!⇠ — ��&2!&⇡ (⇡.$⇡ %'$'#'% ! 

('+&'" ),⇢⇡.'", '& ('/�$'�⇡$ �� �2� )⇡  � &⇡⌧),�&4" #)⇡" 

),⇢⇡.!, #⇡# /�$'�⇡$ ! � %$⇡��&0�*+�� � +�$' ! � ('+ "�&(⇠$⇡$ 
$(+�. 

— ↵,01� (,*+5 %⇡+�)⇠%!, — *#⇡ ⇡$ '&.  

— ⌦+'  ��*5 *!)'+⇡ — �4⇢!)⇡" +�(�)5 *�⇢� %⇡+5! — 

'⇢3⇠�!$ �(,)&4" (292). 

 

 “Well, what do you say, comrade Dvanov?” inquired 

Chepurnyi about the future and wiped his mouth. “Are they wives 

or fit for mothers? Piusia, give us some quiet for a conversation!” 

Dvanov did not know himself. He had never seen his mother, and 
never felt a wife. He remembered the parched weakness of female 

bodies, which he now had to hold up for kissing, and how one 

woman had clung to him, as weak as a twig, turning down her 

accustomed, sad face; Dvanov had paused beside her from 

memories—the woman smelled of milk and a sweaty shirt, he 

kissed once more the trimming of her shirt, as in his infancy he 

kissed the body and the sweat of his dead father.  
“Better mothers,” he said. 

“Whoever is an orphan here—take yourself a mother!” 

announced Chepurnyi.  

 

Guided by the all-encompassing principle of post-generative familiality, as 

it is postulated by Firsov in Dostoevsky’s Podrostok (The Adolescent),32

 the 

orphan Sasha demands that all men become orphans to one another. This is 

especially applicable to the people of Chevengur: 

 

— �⇢'��!! — *#⇡ ⇡$ �(,)&4" ✏)'#'-!7 ! $!0&' 

'⇢)⇡+!$*⇠ # (�1!% ⇢��&⇠#⇡%, *+'⇠�1!% %⇡**'" �'#),⌧ 
0���&⌧,)/��: 

— ✓'�⇡)!2!!.. ✏)'#'-!" &⇡ �⇡$ �⇡* ⇢)⇡+5⇠%! ! 

*�%�"*+�'%, &' 6+' ()⇠%⇡⇠ $'�5: , �*⇠#!. ⇢)⇡+5�� �*+5 '+�/, ⇡ 

%&'⌧!� %4 — * &⇡0⇡$⇡ �! &! '()���$�&&⇡⇠ ⌫��$(+$⇠.�#�. ⌦0 
— #� ⌫&�(1�, "0 ($⇠�&�.�, ⇠�⇢1 "0 ($⇠�& ! /�&⇡ �),⌧ �),⌧,, 
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 F. M. Dostoevskii, Podrostok, in Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v tridtsati tomakh, vol. 13 

(Leningrad: Nauka, 1975), 279. 
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)⇡ ),1!+5 ��*5 ⇢$⇡⌧',*+)'�&&4" %!), &'  ⇡+' %&�$⌫&�'(� ⇠ 
⇡$!$" %$&�⇢ � ⇢&)⇡ ⇢&)⇡�, ⇡ ('*�%,, ()'$�+⇡)!! �*�. *+)⇡&, 

*'��!&⇠"+�*5 *#')�� �*�⌧'! � #'&0!$ ! (�)��⇡7 �⇡% ()!��+ 

'+ ���&⌧,)*#'⌧' )��#'%⇡... (212) 

 

“Wait!” Chepurnyi said to Prokofii, and personally addressed 

the indigents, who stood in a mass around the people of 

Chevengur: 

“Comrades!.. Prokofii called you brothers and family, but that 

is a straight-out lie: all brothers have a father, but many of us are 

decidedly fatherless from the very beginning. We are not brothers, we 
are comrades, because we are goods33

 and value to one another, because 

we’ve got no other movable or immovable property in reserve… 

Therefore—it is a shame you did not come from the other side of 

town, because our symbol hangs there, where it is said— by 

persons unknown, but it is written all the same, and we wish it so: 

it is better to destroy the whole of the well-wrought world, but to 
acquire one another in naked form. And for this reason, workers of the 

world, unite before all else! I finished, and salute you in the name 

of the Chevengur Revcom…  

 

↵� ($ �� %&$,�* #� ⇠�⇢�! '⇠$�⇡$ $(+�, � "�(1 %$"#�! !�-1 
'")(#$� ($' $� (�!� %$ )(&�,�##$") %$ $3 — +'*#'", #'+')⇡⇠ � 

 )�$'% �' )⇡*+� '⇢)⇡+!$⇡*5 � '(,*+'1⇡72,7 ⌧),*+5. ⌘ 

%⇡+�)! ('*$� *�'�⌧' )'���&!⇠ )�⇢�&'# &!0�⌧' &� +)�⇢,�+ — 

'& �� $7⇢!+, ! �⇡�� *!)'+4-()'0!� &!#'⌧�⇡ &� '⇢!�⇡$!*5 &⇡ 

"�(�&��, %$ �#)(0� �"� '&��) � ⌫�� ⇠$�⇠&�.�#��. �', ('�)⇡*+⇡⇠, 

)�⇢�&'# $⌧�⇢��( $(+�, '& ,�� �' #'&/⇡ &⇡*42⇡�+*⇠ 

()!)'�&4%! *!$⇡%! ! 0,�*+�⇡%! %⇡+�)! — �*� )⇡�&', ⇢,�5 

'& ('#!&,+ *)⇡ , ('*$� �4.'�⇡ !  �� ,+)'⇢4, — )�⇢�&'# 

'⇢)⇡2⇡�+*⇠ $7⇢'(4+&4% $!/'% # %!),, '& .'0�+ ()'%�&⇠+5 

()!)'�, &⇡ $7��", ! �⌧' (�)�4% �),⌧'%-+'�⇡)!2�%, ('*$� 

&�'+�⇠ &'" +�($'+4 %⇡+�)!, ('*$� *+�*&�&!⇠ �! &! �� 

$⇡*#'�4%! ),#⇡%!, — �⇠!��('� $(�+  (214). 
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 Translator’s note: The translation fails to reflect the etymological link between the 

Russian “comrade” —tovarishch— and his tovar: “goods,” “merchandise,” etc.  
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None of the others had seen his father, and only remembered his mother 
with a murky yearning of his body for a lost peace—a yearning that in 

adulthood turned into devastating sadness. A child demands 

nothing of his mother after he is born—he loves her, and even 

the orphaned others never blamed their mothers, who had left them 
promptly and irrevocably. But growing up, the child awaits a father, he 

is already sated with the mother’s natural strengths and feelings 

—even if he had been abandoned just after he had left her 

womb—the child turns an inquiring face to the world, he wants 

to exchange nature for human beings, and his first friend, after 

the mother’s indelible warmth, after the stricture of her caressing 

hands—is the father. 
 

Dvanov, an autogenic, orphaned, defamiliarized being, understands his 

self-consciousness as a kind of eunuchism: a cross between an “angel” and 

Kafka’s “gatekeeper”: 
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�+' �⇠#)* ⇢)-� ,�!$⇠� �. ⇤'+ 0�%, '& ⇢4$ '⇠�⇢�(�!�" (77). 

 

Dvanov closed his eyes to dissociate himself off from any 

spectacle and to endure this road senselessly, up to whatever it was 

that he had lost or forgotten to see on an earlier path. 
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After two days Aleksandr remembered why he lived and where he 

had been sent. But inside man there also lives a tiny spectator—he takes no 

part in his actions or his suffering—he is always passionless and 

unchanging. His duty is to see and to bear witness, but he is without 

authority in a man’s life, and the reason for his lonely existence is 

unknown. This corner of man’s consciousness is lit up day and night, 

like the porter’s room in a large house. The whole day through this 
sleepless porter sits at man’s entrance, he knows all the tenants of his house, 

but none consults with him about his affairs. […] 

While Dvanov rode and walked on in a daze this spectator saw 

everything that went on inside him, but he never gave warning or 

offered his help. He lived parallel to Dvanov, but Dvanov was not him. 

He existed as if a man’s dead brother: he exhibited all the human 

attributes, but something small and essential was lacking. Man never 

remembers him, but always trusts him—just as a tenant, going off and 

leaving his wife at home, would never think to suspect her with the 

porter. 

It is the eunuch of the human soul. This is what he witnessed. 

 

Old believers had called this weak, exiled consciousness a guardian angel. 

Dvanov might have remembered this expression and pitied the guardian 

angel, thrust out into the cold from the stifling darkness of a living man. 

Instead of reproducing, Dvanov’s soul assumes the role of its own brother, 

echoing our hero’s self-sufficiency in the face of his inability to conceive, that 

is, to take part in a generative act. 

 

11.  The Search for Fathers: Thanatos 
 

The link between Platonov’s necrophilia and Fedrorov’s ideas of immortality 

and the resurrection of the fathers by the sons has been registered more than 

once.
34

 In the context of Chevengur, however, there is no possibility of such 

resurrection—or, in fact, of any resurrection whatsoever. Although Dvanov 

is perpetually searching for his drowned father, all that he is able to 

accomplish is to follow his father into the lake. 

Consequently, even this—final—utopia of reversed resurrection suffers a 

reductio ad absurdum. The only thing remaining is the enormous, soul-crushing 

longing of the orphaned human soul—not for the restitution of a particular 

family, but for the one common family, wherein all people would become the 

children of a single parental union. 
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 M. Hagemeister, Nikolaj Fedorov. Studien zu Leben, Werk und Wirkung (München: Sagner, 

1989), 354ff. 
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⌦,�⇡ ⇢4 &! ,.'�!$ !  �'%, %⇡$�&5#!" �⇡.⇡) ✏⇡�$'�!0, 

'&  &⇡$, 0+' �*+5 %⇡+5, #'+')⇡⇠ �⌧' ��0&' ���+, ! '& &!0�⌧' 

&� ⇢'⇠$*⇠ (9).  

 

Zakhar Pavlovich felt a strong urge to dig up the grave and 

take a look at his mother, her bones, her hair and all the last 

vanishing remains of his childhood home. Even now he wouldn’t 

mind having a living mother, because he did not sense in himself 

a great difference from childhood. Then too, in that bluish haze 

of his young age, he loved nails stuck in the fence, the smoke 

coming from the roadside smithies and the wheels on carriages—

because they turned. 

Wherever little Zakhar Pavlovich went from home he knew 

that there was a mother who was always waiting for him, and he 

wasn’t afraid of anything. (9) 

 

“Die-and-stand-up,” the coffin and the cradle (the sexual encounter on the 

mother’s grave)—these appear in Platonov’s works as complementary 

archetypes (to use the expression of C.G. Jung). At the same time they are 

continually moving toward the edge of the abyss of absolute nonsense or, at 

any rate, of the triumph of thanatos over eros —which is readily apparent in 

the not infrequent instances of necrophilia:  

 

Hac+⇡�&!# �*('%&!$, ⌧�� �!��$ 6+, +!.,7 ⌧')⇠0,7 +5%, 
— 6+' (�'#$(� ⇠#)(&� �⇡$ "�(�&�, � $# '#$⇠� ⇠'$⇠0⇠��('� "�⌧ �� 
&�''(�⇠!�##0"�  $'(�"�, #$ #� "$⌧�( %&$!��(1 $( '⇠$�⇡$ '!�- $" 
⌫$!1-$⇡$ '(�&$⇡$ &$'(�... 

 — �'�'⌧' 0�$'��#⇡ *'⇢�)!*5 ! *��$⇡"... ⌅⇡"#,, 
*�'$'05, &� *,%��15, ⇡ 0�$'��#⇡ %'%�&+⇡$5&'... 

 ���*5 &⇡*+⇡�&!# �+⇠&,$ �' �,. ! &⇡0⇡$ 0+'-+' '$'�(1 
⇡)⌫�"� (40). 

 

 The foreman remembered where he had seen this quiet 

hot darkness—it was the stricture inside his mother, and he is once again 
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slipping between her spread bones, and cannot push through because of his too 
great old height. 

 “Go and make a new man… The scumbag can’t make a 

nut, but a man pops right out…”  

 Here the foreman drew in air and started sucking at 
something with his lips.  

  

Utopia has gone into decline, the tenderness of the characters of 

Chevengur has drowned in a “sea of blood”: the mortal sin of murder has 

discredited the generative principle of thanatos—its “die-and-stand-up” —as 

well as that of eros, which is finally chained once more in the shackles of 

generation and restores the rule of procreation, tradition, restoration and 

“reaction.” 

 

⇤'�⇡ � ' �)� �,+��' *$�⌧#⇡ �'$&'�⇡$⇡*5, '⇢�*('#'�&&⇡⇠ 

('$,��&&4% ��+)'%, +�(�)5 ,�� *+!.1!% ��⇡$�#�. ⇧�⇡&'� 

('�3�.⇡$ # ,)� , �'�4. �& � &�" #,(⇡$*⇠ ! !  &��  $&"�!'� � 

)⇡&&�" �! &!, '&⇡ &�#'⌧�⇡ ,*('#'!$⇡ �⌧' $(+� ⇠ '⇠$�� ⇡!)⌫�#�, 
! +�(�)5 ('*$��&!" !  &$⇠#0� ($⇠�&�. ⇧�⇡&'�⇡ +'%!+*⇠ (' 

&�% '�!&'#!� ��*⇠+!$�+!⇠ � (�'#$(� ��"!� (306). 

 

The waters of the lake Mutevo trembled slightly, alarmed by the 

midday wind, which by then had already quieted in the distance. 

Dvanov approached the water’s edge. He had swum in it and fed 

from it in early life; once it had calmed his father in its depths, and 

now Dvanov’s last and kindred friend yearns for him in the earth’s 
stricture for lonely decades. 
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What most strikes the lay reader and the literary scholar alike when they 

encounter Kotlovan (The Foundation Pit)? Most likely two interconnected 
things: its rigorous structure and a semantic density not typically found in 

prose. Kotlovan has been lauded as a masterpiece of concision: in the space 
of a relative short work Platonov was able to say a great deal—and with 

great insight—about his tragic times. The breadth of the existing 

scholarship, which offers diverging interpretations of virtually every 
image in the text, bears eloquent witness to this exceptional semantic 

density. In this article I will examine several well-established 
interpretations of one of the principal figures of Platonov’s novella: the 

“common house for the proletariat” (obshchii dom proletariatu), which 

remains under construction throughout the narrative. 
This figure, rooted in the political and cultural reality of the late 1920s 

and early 1930s, is at once symbolic and realistic. Its historical prototypes 
are countless socialist architectural projects of the 1920s and 1930s, often 

inspired by utopian ideas.1 But the “common proletarian house” is no 

ordinary construction project. It echoes a variety of major themes and 
issues of its day, including the construction boom of the First Five-Year 

Plan2 and the fierce political debates of the 1920s around the doctrine of 
“Socialism in one country”3; it functions as a “collective symbol of the 

social development of 1929-30”4; and it reflects a specific reality of the 

“building process” of socialism, since its builders are turned into 

“building material.”5 As a result, the “common proletarian house” 
becomes a metaphor for the building of socialism.6 At the same time, it 

                                                
1 E. Markshtein, “Dom i kotlovan, ili mnimaia realizatsiia utopii, in Andrei Platonov: 

Mir tvorchestva, comp. N.V. Kornienko and E. D. Shubina (Moscow: Sovremennyi 

pisatel’, 1994), 288.  
2 G. Giunter, “Kotlovan i Vavilonskaia bashnia,” in “Strana filosofov” Andreia 

Platonova: Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 2, comp. and ed. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: Nasledie, 
1995), 146. 

3 M. Geller, Andrei Platonov v poiskakh schastia (Moscow: MIK, 1999), 266; A. 

Kharitonov, Sposoby vyrazheniia avtorskoi pozitsii v povesti A. Platonova ‘Kotlovan’, Kand. 

Nauk. Diss. (St. Petersburg: Spb. Gos. un-t, 1993), 208. 
4 M. Zolotonosov, “‘Lozhnoe sol’ntse’: ‘Kotlovan’ i ‘Chevengur’ v kontekste 

sovetskoj kul’tury 1920-kh godov,” in Andrei Platonov: Mir tvorchestva, 274.  
5 Ibid., 276. 
6 Ibid., 270. 
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must be considered within the context of Platonov’s larger oeuvre and the 

contemporary cultural context. The house may be traced back to the 

metaphor of the “temple of all-proletariat arts and crafts” from the early 
essay “K nachinaiushchim proletarskim poetam” (“To the Fledging 

Proletarian Poets”), here literalized and elaborated into a “construction 

plotline.”7 The “common proletarian house” revisits a theme found 

frequently in Platonov’s early works: the reorganization of the world into 

a house8; it echoes the works of several Proletkul’t writers9 and the 
industrial novel of the late 1920s; it enters into dialogue with its literary 

precursors, the Crystal Palace from Chernyshevsky’s Chto delat’? (What is 
to be Done?) and the “House of Human Destiny” from Dostoevsky’s 

Brat’ia Karamazovy (The Brothers Karamazov), as models of social utopias.10 
Yet another literary parallel casts additional light on the house itself (for 

which the eponymous pit is dug) and on the novella as a whole: it is the 
Inferno, the first part of Dante’s Divine Comedy.11 And finally, there is no 

doubt that the “common proletarian house” partakes in Biblical imagery: 

Hans Günther, Mikhail Zolotonosov and several others have described it 

as a modified Tower of Babel. 

It is natural to ask: how was Platonov able to combine so many 
themes, problems, artistic principles in a single figure? And another 

question follows from this one: is there any logic in this proliferation of 

themes, any laws governing their occurrence? Our attempt to answer 
these questions has shed light on the unusual organization of the novella’s 

central figure, generated certain observations on its poetics, and finally 
pointed to a possible literary source of this complexly structured figure. 

In what follows, we will see how the “common proletarian house” moves 

beyond its own boundaries, gradually absorbing more and more of the 
themes associated with the “building of socialism.” 

To begin: the “single common proletarian house” is the principal 

structure of the city that Voshchev enters at the start of the novella, and 
its construction is the narrative’s principal event. The “common 
proletarian house” is at once a symbolic and a realistic figure: it is equal to 

itself and, at the same time, it stretches beyond its own boundaries, 

                                                
7 T. Seifrid, “Platonov kak proto-sotsrealist,” in “Strana filosofov” Andreia Platonova, 

vol. 2, 149. 
8 N. Malygina, Khudozhestvennyj mir Andreiia Platonova v kontekste literaturnogo protsessa 

1920 – 1930-kh godov (Moscow: Moskovskii ped. un-t, 1995), 15. 
9 N. Malygina, “Obrazy-simvoly v tvorchestve A. Platonova,” in “Strana filosofov” 

Andreia Platonova: problemy tvorchestva (Moscow: Nauka, 1994), 175. 
10 See, for example, Dzh. Sheppard, “Liubov’ k dal’nemu i liubov’ k blizhnemu v 

tvorchestve A. Platonova,” in “Strana filosofov” Andreia Platonova, 249–254. 
11 See A. Kharitonov, “Arkhitektonika povesti A. Platonova ‘Kotlovan,’” in 

Tvorchestvo Andreia Platonova: Issledovaniia i materialy. Bibliografiia (St. Petersburg: Nauka, 

1995), 70–90.  
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beyond what is explicitly stated. This doubling of meaning is grounded 

first of all in the specific historical context and the political language of 

the times. City planning and numerous construction projects belong to 
the historical reality of the late 1920s and early 1930s. However, beyond 

this reality, construction is a symbol of the time, a metaphor, an ideologeme: 
one might imagine that the Soviet people in those years believed (and 

some really did) that they were building not merely another factory, road 

or house, but something far greater. “The people are laying the 
foundation of a new life!” “We are building Socialism, and we’ll get the 

job done!”12 These slogans of official propaganda to some extent 

reflected genuine popular sentiment; in the language and thought of the 

Soviet individual, the abstract idea of “building socialism” achieved a 
concrete image of a building being constructed. And thus, as scholars 

working on Kotlovan have often remarked, the principal metaphor of 
Platonov’s epoch, consistent with the spirit of the times, is realized in the 

physical act of building a “common proletarian house.” At the same time, 

the figure of the house retains its connection to the real-life construction 
projects of the Five-Year Plan. As a result, an ordinary building is 

transformed into a complex allegorical figure that subsumes many of the 
themes and problems of the age, as well as the theoretical aspects and 

practical details associated with the “building of socialism” in the country. 

How does Platonov do it? 
The answer is to be found in Platonov’s poetics, in a particular feature 

of his prose, which emerges in full force in 1930: the secret of Platonov’s 
polysemy comes down to the mutability of the semantic component of 

his images, their proliferation of variants, and a certain blurring of the 

boundaries between images because of their semantic mutability. 
The fluid nature of Platonov’s “house” is evident at every level of the 

composition, from linguistic to structural. First of all, the author takes 
advantage of the existing semantic ambiguity of the word “house”: a 

house may be any building (e.g. vysokii dom, or “a tall house”); a place, 

where one feels at ease (nastoiashchii dom, or “a real home”13); and an 

association of people based on a common way of living (obshcheevropeiskii 
dom, or “Common European House”). The “single common proletarian 
house” (edinstvennyi obshcheproletarskii dom) contains all three meanings, 

which opens it up to semantic mutability and allows the author to operate 

indiscriminately with each of these different “houses.” 

A certain superficial fluidity is already detectable in the constantly 

changing designation of this construction project: the “single common 

                                                
12 M. D., “Tam, gde kipit stroika,” Kul’turnaiia revoliutsiia 17 (1929), 35; “Dvenadtsat’ 

let proletarskoi dikatutry: (peredovaiia),” Derevenskii kommunist 20 (1929), 1. 
13 Translator’s note: Needless to say, the Russian language does not make the lexical 

distinction between “house” and “home.”  
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proletarian house” (edinstvennyi obshcheproletarskii dom), “common 

proletarian living quarters” (obshcheproletarskaia zhilploshchad’), the 

“common home for the proletariat” (obshchii dom proletariatu), the “united 
new house” (edinyi novyi dom), and so on. More importantly, at the 

narrative level, the building of the “house” splinters into several distinct 

projects, resulting in a figure with constantly shifting boundaries. There 

are, in fact, several houses in the novella. First, there is the “common 

proletarian house”—a certain prospective structure, requiring a 
foundation pit. This “single common proletarian house,” for the benefit 

of the city’s laboring class, exists thus far only in the mind of its architect 

Prushevsky. Moreover, this imaginary “house” is merely the first step on 

the way to a more perfect structure: a tower at the center of the world, 
which will be built after the house is completed, and wherein “shall enter 

for eternal and joyful habitation the working people of the whole earth” 
(«⇢#⇣ ✓�⇡#" �⇣ ✓�'���, !'⇣!"�⇠✓�� ��!����⇠� " #✏)⇠�!✏ ✓!�◆� 

⌫�⌧��◆� (⇣ ⇣»).14 This second house, which is also described as a 

“tower,” is another of Prushevsky’s fantasy projects. There is yet another 
house in the novella, typically seen as a variant of the “common 

proletarian house”: another “tower,” actually under construction, 
observed by Voshchev not far from the (physical) foundation pit. Finally, 

the “common proletarian house” has its antithesis in the “white city” 

(belyi gorod) that appears in Prushevsky’s vision. 
We will attempt to trace the internal logic of this figure by surveying 

both the existing scholarship and the historical context of Platonov’s 
novella. Leaving aside for the moment all other interpretations, let us 

consider the connection between the “common proletarian house” 

(obshcheproletarskii dom) and the “building of socialism.” First, we will note 
Prushevsky’s two fantasy projects: the “single common proletariat house” 

(edinstvennyi obshcheproletarskii dom) at the center of the city, which will 
house all of its working people, and the “tower at the center of the world, 

into which shall enter all the working people of the earth” («⌘⇣(�✏ ✓ 

!� �⇠�� ⌧⇠ ⇣, ⇢#⇣ ✓�⇡#" ✓!� " #✏)⇠�!✏ ⌫�⌧�⇠»). M. Geller and A. 

Kharitonov see the first structure—“a single structure” (edinoe zdanie) for 

“the whole of the local proletariat” («✓�!, ⌧�!"�+⇡ ⇢�⇣!! 
� ���"⇣ ⇠⇣"⇣», 32) and the first of the several “common houses” in the 

novella—as an allusion to Stalin’s doctrine of “Socialism in one country.” 

Stalin elaborated this idea in his polemic with Trotsky’s theory of a 

“permanent revolution.” Stalin insisted on the possibility of an initial 

“triumph of the building of socialism” in one state, arguing that socialism 
could subsequently be extended to the rest of the world. Prushevsky’s 

                                                
14 Andrei Platonov, Kotlovan, in “Kotlovan”: Tekst, materially tvorcheskoi istorii (St. 

Petersburg: Nauka, 2000), 32. All further citations of Kotlovan will appear parenthetically 

and refer to this version of the novella. 
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vision of a tower at the center of the world, which will be built for “all the 

working people of the earth” («" #✏)⇠%!✏ ✓!�◆� ⌫�⌧��◆� (⇣ ⇣», 32) 

after “the common proletarian house” (obshcheproletarskii dom), is 
analogous to Stalin’s plans for a gradual triumph of socialism (first “in 

one country,” then “on a global scale”). The duplicate “proletarian 

house” of Prushevsky’s meditations—a single house in the center of the 

city/a tower in the center of the world—evidently bears the imprint of 

contemporary political debate and reflects the conception of socialism as 
a new social order, free from evil and suffering. This is why the “common 

house for the proletariat” (obshchii dom proletariatu) is first and foremost an 

ideal structure for the good of all men. Notably, its construction never 

commences. 
There is a practical aspect to socialism as well, and in real life 

construction on the “building of socialism” was in fact undertaken. And 
so it is undertaken in the novella as well. There is another “house” in 

Kotlovan, typically seen as another version of the “common proletarian 

house”: the tower mentioned above that Voshchev observes soon after 
his arrival. This structure—another tower—seems to represent the 

“building of socialism” actually under construction. 
The tower is partly completed: “the workers moved steadily, without 

abrupt force, but something had arrived in the construction for its 

completion” (« ⇣⌘�'⇠� (�✓��⇠�⇠!,  ⇣✓��⌧� ��, ⌘�⌫  �⌫⇢�⇡ !⇠�+, �� 
'"�-"� #�� � ⇠⌘+�� ✓ ��!" �⇡⇢� �✏ �� ⌫⇣✓� (��⇠✏», 26). Reflecting 

on the building process in a passage eventually excised by the author from 
the typescript, Voshchev discovers a side-effect of “building” (stroitel’stvo): 

“Could it be that the people fall away in the sensation of their life as 

constructions increase? … Man will build a house, and come apart 
himself. Who will be left to live then?” («�� #⌘+✓⇣." �⇠ �.⇠ ✓ '#✓!"✓� 
!✓��⇡ �⇠⌫�⇠, ⇢�◆⇣ � ⇠⌘+✓⇣." ��!" �⇡⇢⇠? … ⌅�⌧ '���✓�⇢ 
��!" �⇠", ⇣ !⇣⌧  ⇣!!" �⇠"!✏. ⌃"� �⇠", "�◆⇣ ⌘#�"?», 26, 184, ellipsis 

mine). The negative consequences and the inhuman aspects of the 

“building of socialism” are formulated even more sharply and more 

vividly by Safronov. Here is how he characterizes the building of the 

“common proletarian house”: “We are crushing out our bodies into the 
common building (crossed out – N.D.) for the common building” («⌥+ ✓!� 
!✓�� "��� ✓+⇣✓�⇠✓⇣�⌧ ⌃ �⇧���  ⌥⌅↵⌦� (⌫⇣'� ⇢�#"� –⇥.�.) �✏ �⌘)�◆� 

⌫⇣�⇠✏», 41, 213). 

This image makes sense on an emotional level: in an impoverished 

country, lacking adequate means and resources, any “building” (be it of 
socialism, of the state itself, of cities, industry, etc.) is only possible 

through a tremendous exertion of physical strength. Builders labor from 

morning to night, often through the weekends; they work themselves to 
exhaustion, and die from it; they give all their energy to the “common 
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house,” ruining their bodies in the process. This is the only way the 

“house” can be built—by turning the builder into “building material.” 

Platonov is not alone here—this was, evidently, a common sentiment in 
the 1920s. In his commentary on Kotlovan, Zolotonosov cites the 

recollections of one of Platonov’s contemporaries:  

 

⇤�!, " ⇣◆⇠⌫⌧ �⇣(�◆� ��⇢����⇠✏ ✓ "�⌧ ⇠ ⌫⇣⇢�.'⇣�"!✏, '"� 

��� ⌘+�� ✓⇣�+ !" �⇠"��,�+⌧ ⌧⇣"� ⇠⇣��⌧, ✓⇣�+ — 
�⇠(, ! �!"✓�⌧, ⇣ �� &��,., �� !⇣⌧�&��,.. �� � ⇠(�� 

✓ �⌧✏ — ⇠ ✓ !�⌫�⇣�⇠⇠ !�✓ �⌧���⇠⇢⇣ ⇠�" �⌘ ⇣"�+⇡ 

� �&�!!.15 

 
This was the whole of the tragedy of our generation: it was 

building material twice over; twice—only the means, never an 
end in itself. But the time has come—and a reverse process is 

taking place in the minds of our contemporaries. 

 
Living building material is one of the characteristics of the real-life 

“building of socialism.” 
Because of the proliferation of different “common proletarian 

houses” in Kotlovan and the semantic flux of this image, the figure swells 

to encompass the whole of the city where the “house” is being built. This 
“other city” into which Voshchev enters is a highly significant and 

symbolic place at the intersection of different realities and times. It may 
be traced back to Platonov’s early writings, to the discussions of the 

1930s about “cities of the future,” and to a conception of the city as part 

of the greater program of the building of socialism: i.e. the themes of 
“house” and “city” partly overlap. At the same time, the independent 

existence of the “other city” and its “common proletarian house” carries 
additional meaning. As we had noted earlier, semantic flux can encourage 

a splintering of names and designations for one and the same thing. And 

so, Platonov introduces an expression that sums up with bitter irony all of 

the specified features of the literal and figurative building of socialism, 

and which becomes—thanks to the clichés of political language—a partial 

synonym of the “common proletarian house” and the “other city”: 

“Essessar, our mother” (Esesersha, nasha mat’). The USSR was thus viewed 
as the “common house for the proletariat,” and also as the place where 

the “building of socialism” (zdanie sotsializma) was being erected. 

It is curious, however, that there are two similar, but by no means 

interchangeable names for this country in the novella: “Essessar, our 
mother” (Esesersha, nasha mat’) and “the girl Essessar” (devochka-esesersha). 

                                                
15 Zolotonosov, “‘Lozhnoe sol’ntse,’” 275. 
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The latter underscores the young age of the nation engaged in the 

building of socialism. The girl Essessar has a human counterpart: Nastya. 

This connection is made explicitly in the text. Nastya appears during the 
peasants’ conversation about “Essessar” as the very substance of their 

discussion:  

 

—�% "+, �!�!� (⇣ �⇣(⇣ ⌧⇣",! — ⇢ ⇠'⇣� ✓  ⇣�!"⇠ �⇠� 

⌫⇣⌘✓���+⇡ ⌧#�⇠⇢, ��⇢⇣⌫+✓⇣✏ #%✓⇣"⇢# ⇠ %���⇣✏ !�⌘✏ �� 
�#⌫#, )�⇢⇣⌧ ⇠ ��  "#. —  %⇣�⇠✓⇣⇡,  �⌘✏"⇣, �⇣(� &⇣ !"✓�-

◆�!#⇣ !"✓�: ��⇣ ��⌫⇣⌧#��✏✏! ... �⇣!"✏ !�(�⇣ !  #⇢ 
�⇠⇢�⇠�⇣ ⇠ "��"⇣�⇣!, �⇢��� ⌧'⇣✓(⇠%!✏ ⌧#�⇠⇢�✓, ��"�⌧# 
'"� �⇡ %�"���!,. ⇧⇣'�✓ ���⌫⇣� ⌧��# ✓!�⌧⇠, ��!�⇢⇣✏ 
�� ��◆⇠ "�%, ⇢�"� +� �⌧# ⌧�(⇣�⇠, ⇣ ◆�!"�✓�⌧# ⌧#�⇠⇢#, 
���⇣✓(�⌧# �✓�'⇢#--!�!� (# ✓+⇣", ⌫⇣⌧#� 
�⇠���⇠'�⇠⇢#, ⇧⇣'�✓ ⇣� ✓ ⌘�⇢, '"�⌘ �� �� �⇣�✏�!✏ (95, 

ellipsis mine). 

 
“Hey, you, Essessar, our mother!” cried out one ecstatic 

peasant, showing off his knack and slapping himself on the 
belly, the cheeks, and the mouth. “Go on and woo our 

sovereign state, boys, she ain’t spoken for!”… Nastya came 

down from Chiklin’s arms and stamped her feet beside the 
racing peasants, because she wanted. Zhachev crawled among 

everyone, tripping up the legs of those that got in his way, and 
the visiting peasant, who wished to marry the girl Essessar off 

to a private holder, got from Zhachev a shove in his side, so 

he would not hold out hope. 
 

And at the end of the novella, Platonov identifies Nastya with the girl 
Essessar even more definitively:  

 

⌦�◆⇠⌘��" �⇠ -!�!� (⇣ ���⌘�� �⇣!"� ⇠�⇠ ✓+ ⇣!"�" ✓ 
&���◆� '���✓�⇢⇣, ✓ ��✓�� ⇠!"� ⇠'�!⇢�� �⌘)�!"✓�? ... 

�✓"�  ⌧�◆ �(⇠⌘⇠",!✏, ⇠⌫�⌘ ⇣⌫⇠✓ ✓ ✓⇠� !⌧� "⇠ �✓�'⇢⇠ 
◆⇠⌘��, !�&⇠⇣�⇠!"⇠'�!⇢�◆� ��⇢����⇠✏, �� -"⇣ �(⇠⌘⇢⇣ 
� �⇠⌫�(�⇣ �⇠(, �" ⇠⌫�⇠(��⇡ " �✓�◆⇠ ⌫⇣ ��'"� 

�.⌘⇠⌧��, ��"� ✏ '�◆�  ⇣✓��!⇠�,�⇣  ⇣⌫ #(��⇠. �� 
"��,⇢� ✓!�◆� � �(��◆�, �� ⇠ ⌘##)�◆� (116, ellipsis mine). 

 
Will Essessar perish as Nastya perished, or will she grow into 

a whole person, into a new historical society? … If the author 

has erred when in the death of a girl he portrayed the demise 
of the socialist generation, it was only through his great 
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anxiety for something he loves, whose loss would be 

tantamount to the destruction not only of all of the past, but 

of all future as well.  
 

A close analysis of this character supports our view that young Nastya is 

yet another personification of the “common proletarian house”—its 

human incarnation. 

The character of Nastya is composed in a manner quite similar to the 
figure of the “common proletarian house”: its semantic component 

comprises several related but not identical meanings, allowing for 

semantic shifts in the course of the narration. 

Nastya’s biography and the tragic story of her life are allegorical from 
start to finish. After her mother’s death, she turns up at the construction 

site. Chiklin had brought her there and that is where she will stay, 
becoming for the diggers a kind of physical surrogate for the as yet 

unconstructed “common proletarian house,” as well as “a substance of 

creation and party line” («✓�)�!"✓�⌧ !�⌫⇣�⇠✏ ⇠ &���✓�⇡ #!"⇣��✓⇢�⇡ 
�⇣ "⇠⇠», 58) and “a future joyful object” («⌘##)⇠⌧  ⇣�!"�+⌧ 

� �⌧�"�⌧», 64), for which one works and lives. At the same time 
Platonov refers to Nastya as “de facto socialism” («$⇣⇢"⇠'�!⇢⇠⌧ 

!�&⇠⇣�⇠⌫⌧�⌧», 58). In an addendum to the typescript he also identifies 

her with a “new historical society” («��✓+⌧ ⇠!"� ⇠'�!⇢⇠⌧ �⌘)�!"✓�⌧», 
58). It is thus evident from the text and the commentary that Nastya 

personifies the at-hand reality of socialism, as well as the Soviet society 
that has already been “constructed,” the future presently being forged, 

and the future generations for whom the builders are working. Briefly 

put, the girl and the house are one and the same. She might boldly 
proclaim, paraphrasing Pavel Florensky: “The house that you propose to 

build—it is I.” (I will return to Flornesky below.) 
As was noted above, Platonov allows several semantic shifts in the 

characterization of his young heroine. In certain contexts Nastya’s role as 

the “girl Essessar” gives way to that of the “new historical society,” with 

which she shares certain personal characteristics, likewise allegorically 

significant. As an embodiment of the “new historical society” Nastya 
turns out to fall well short of the ideal: she is rude and heartless, steeped 

in sophistry, a child who does not know her father and has lost her 

mother. These same characteristics could be applied to the society that 

had sprung up in the years following the revolution, and which Platonov 

identified explicitly with his heroine in the so-called “authorial coda” on 
the typescript of his novella. 

Nastya has embodied all the facets and shades of the young Soviet 

state, just as the “common proletarian house” absorbed the whole of the 
“building of socialism.” Nastya’s prototype—the “girl Essessar”—
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possessed yet another unhappy characteristic: the great economic 

disparity between the affluent nomenklatura and the majority of the 

population, living in poverty. Platonov refers to the girl as “Barefoot 
socialism” («!�&⇠⇣�⇠⌫⌧�⌧ ✓ ⌘�!�⌧ "���», 64), drawing an analogy to the 

impoverished nation building its socialism. She is doomed also because 

Pashkin—that embodiment of the material aspirations of the particularly 

zealous “builders of socialism” —had “eaten the fat” («!⇣�� !*��», 64) 

from her meager body. 
We have attempted to trace the essential connections between the 

different manifestations of the central figure of Platonov’s famed novella, 

omitting references to specific critical texts and giving only a cursory 

account of the historical context. Still, even this truncated exposition 
reveals the astonishing scope of this figure, reflecting all the problems of 

the “building of socialism”—from ideal theory and political battles to its 
tragic reality: that of the house, represented in different stages of 

completion by the novella’s two “towers.” Even more unusual is the 

building material of the “tower”—i.e. its very builders, who “crush out 
their bodies into the common building” («✓+⇣✓�⇠✓⇣.)⇠� ✓ �⌘)�� 

⌫⇣�⇠� !✓�� "���», 41). Finally, in a singular turn, the future “tower” is 
given a human counterpart, which symbolizes the young age of socialism. 

To this profusion of manifestations of the “common proletarian house” 

we can also add Prushevsky’s vision of the “white city,” typically seen as a 
kind of antithesis of the “common proletarian house” and its foundation 

pit. It has been characterized as an embodiment of the ideal of the “bright 
future” (J. Sheppard) and “as a level of a bright vision of a future house” 

(Hans Günther), i.e. the very same house, realized.16 

We have argued that the figure of the “common proletarian house” is 
grounded in the historical reality of 1930, but we have not addressed its 

apparent Biblical ancestry. There is more to it than the analogy to the 

Tower of Babel. Throughout his career Platonov’s metaphor often drew 
on Biblical material: his entire program of a future social order stands on 
a Christian foundation and, at the same time, maintains a polemic with 

Christian ideas. Consequently, we may be certain that the figure of the 

house-in-progress as a synthesis of the various aspects of socialism or the 

way to salvation was informed not only by the socialist idea of universal 

happiness and the metaphor of “the building of socialism,” but also by 
the well-known expression domostroitel’stvo spaseniia (literally “the 

housebuilding of salvation” in English),17 which goes back to the Pauline 

                                                
16 See Dzh. Sheppard, “Liubov’ k dal’nemu i liubov’ k blizhnemu v tvorchestve A. 

Platonova”; G. Giunter, “Kotlovan i Vavilonskaia bashnia,” 146. 
17 Translator’s note: The common English translations for this Biblical concept are 

“economy of salvation” or “divine economy,” not “housebuilding.” All three terms are 
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epistles (Eph. 2:20-22; Eph. 3:2; 1 Cor. 4:1) and refers to the building of 

the terrestrial Church as the incarnation of the Divine plan for the 

salvation of mankind. 
Moreover, the Church, which the Apostle tells us has a precious and 

“living stone” at its foundation—Jesus Christ—is likewise built up of 

“living stones” (1 Pet. 2:4): the faithful themselves. Finally, to the faithful 

the Church has a human counterpart—the Mother of God—an idea that 

we find reflected in certain hymns, e.g. in “All of Creation Rejoices in 
Thee” (“O Tebe raduetsia, Blagodatnaia”), which includes the address “O 

sanctified temple” (Osviashchennyi Khrame). 
It cannot be ruled out, however, that the multifaceted “common 

proletarian house” had yet another literary source. The conceit of 
bringing together all of the aspects and peculiarities of the “building of 

socialism” within the network of intersecting figures, which includes a 
purely hypothetical “single house” at the center of the city, a “tower at the 

center of the world,” another tower-in-progress, and the personification 

of these towers, the little girl Nastya—this conceit is not simply unusual: 
it also recalls a very well-known work of early Christian literature known 

as The Shepherd of Hermas  (known as Pastyr’ in Russian) or, more precisely, 
a retelling of this work in Pavel Florensky’s Stolp i utverzhdenie istiny (The 
Pillar and the Ground of the Truth). 

Our hypothesis is certainly tenuous, but it appears to shed far too 
much light on the poetics and the meaning of Kotlovan to be passed over 

in silence. First, let us consider very briefly the possibility of Platonov’s 
acquaintance with Florensky’s book. In his youth Platonov was very 

interested in all types of philosophical texts, read much, though seldom in 

primary sources, and appears not to have undertaken a systematic study 
of any particular philosophy.18 Moreover, Platonov’s acquaintance with 

the works of Florensky has been discussed by scholars on numerous 
occasions.19 

Florensky singles out in The Shepherd of Hermas a “vision of the 

Church” as the fulfillment of God’s plan for the salvation of mankind—

in the form of a tower under construction, which is shown to Hermas by 

a woman, also symbolizing this Church, and accompanied with the 
following words: “The tower, which thou seest building, is myself, the 

                                                                                                               
no doubt connected through the idea of building and administering a home, but the 

stress is less on construction in English than in Russian.  
18 E. Antonova, “Kommentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, ed. N. V. 

Kornienko et al. (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004), book 1, 469. 
19 See N. Kornienko, “Istoriia teksta i biografiia A. P. Platonova,” Zdes’ i teper’ 1 

(1993), 17; E. Antonova, “Kommentarii,” in  Andrei Platonov, Sochineniia. vol. 1, book 2, 
372. 
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Church” («⇥⇣(�✏, ⇢�"� #. "+ ✓⇠⇠(, !" �⇠⌧�., -"� —  ✏, 
↵� ⇢�✓,»); she shows the tower twice: first in the process of being built 

and then again completed. The stones of this Tower-Church are the 
Christian faithful. 

The perfect symmetry between the images of the Church in 

Florensky’s account and those of the “common proletarian house” in 

Kotlovan suggests to us that the central figure of the novella was inspired 

by The Shepherd of Hermas, as retold and emphasized by Florensky. First of 
all, the two towers, which in Platonov’s novella double the idea of the 

“common house” (once more: the first of these is seen by Voshchev, the 

second is a fantasy of Prushevsky) and represent the different stages of 

the “building of socialism” evidently refer to the two visions of Hermas: 
the Tower-Church that is being built, and the Tower-Church completed. 

Second, the “building material” of both towers, the Tower-Church and 
the “common proletarian house,” is the same: the Tower-Church is built 

out of the Christian faithful, while the builders of the “common 

proletarian house” “crush [their bodies] into the common building.” 
Third, Platonov’s image of the builders of “the house,” which stresses 

their role as “material for building” bears the imprint of Florensky’s idea 
that a future ideal reality will be composed of “people in their vitally 

revealed, empirical nature.”20 Finally, in Kotlovan socialism is represented 

symbolically by the girl Nastya and the “common proletarian house”; 
similarly the Church in The Shepherd of Hermas appears as a woman and a 

tower. Moreover, this woman at first appears to Hermas as an aged nun, 
signaling that the Church had been created even before the world. 

Nastya’s young age, meanwhile, points to the extreme youth of the Soviet 

state, Essessar. In light of Florensky’s comments on the “distinction 
between the two figures,”21 the aged nun, and the tower, the source and 

internal logic of the unusual double symbol of Kotlovan become 
comprehensible. Nastya and the “common proletarian house” represent 

two aspects of socialism-in-progress: a young historical society and a new 

country, on the one hand, and the idealized future social order, on the 

other.  

We can suppose that the figure of the Church in Florensky’s account 
had at one point greatly impressed Platonov; and that in 1930 it inspired 

the form that allowed the author to communicate all the theoretical and 

the practical aspects of the “building of socialism.” 

 

 

                                                
20 P. Florenskii, Stolp i utverzhdenie istiny, tom 1 (Moscow: Pravda, 1990), 224. 
21 Ibid., 338.  
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Nothing is more disciplining and less forgiving to a literary scholar than 

translation. While you must ask or be asked the same questions as for a 

close reading of a passage, you do not have the luxury of picking the 

passage(s) you research. In order to proceed to the next sentence, the 

previous one has to be thoroughly interpreted and conveyed as best you 

can—sometimes lamely or inadequately. When Robert Chandler and I 

work together on a translation, we usually end up with very few instances 

where we both feel defeated. And yet whenever you work on a 

translation, you are left with a kind of permanent frustration, even as you 

also gain a treasure-trove of discoveries about the author’s poetics.  

Platonov is a particularly hard nut to crack. Here, I would like to 

discuss some translation failures that Robert and I encountered. Or 

rather, some moments when, even after the translation succeeded, we still 

had to explain what a given “strangeness” meant. At first these “failures” 

would devastate me, but then I realized that the same locutions would 

merit at least as much commentary in Russian.  

Most of the things I will address in the following pages would not be 

perceived consciously by a native speaker of Russian while reading 

Platonov. They require a closer reading to be noticed, and it is this which 

makes Platonov’s prose so peculiarly effective: it sends semi-

subconscious messages. The effect I am going to demonstrate is re-

familiarization at the service of polyphony. We will see that treating the 

same subliminal motifs as self-evident and matter-of-fact means different 

things to different characters. Their interpretation depends on what they 

consider to be self-evident, and ours, on theirs. But there are at least two 

kinds of characters who consider the same set of symbols to be self-

evident, in two different, if not incompatible, ways. Hence we have two 

different, possibly incompatible interpretations of the same plot narrated 

to us by the same narrator. 

But first, a word as to how this all began. 

Robert asked a question, in an email, that baffled me utterly. “What is 

a klen dubravnyi?” He asked because he was at work on the following 

passage from Kotlovan (The Foundation Pit):   
 

⇧�⇠#$ ⌧�⇠)/�� #�  $(!$⇠�#� ")⌧�  ' ⌧�!(0"� 

⇡!���"� ⇠$.�!, %$'%�.�� ⇠  $#($&).  

— ⌃!�'��, — ' ���! $# %$!)⇡$!$"). — ◆ �+ 

(�'�" �"� ⇠ $⇢�# $⌫$� '⇠���!, %$�⇢�" ⇠$!$ $" (�/�(1, 

%$ � ').1 '($�(!  
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— ⌦� )'(�&�⇡ ⇢⇠)+ ⇡&$⌫$⇠, — ⇠0' ���!'� ⌃!�'��. — 

⇤$ -($ (�%�&1 '�" !�⌧�.1?  

— � �, ⌃!�'�� ��⇠⇠�-, %$⇢  ⌘✓��◆   ↵⇢�⌫⌥  ◆  ) 

'�⌫� #� ⇢⇠$&�, %$⇢ "$⇡)-�� ⇢�&�⇠$ !�⇡). ◆ )⌧ (�" � �" ) 

%$⇢  $&#�" '�⌫� )⇡$($⇠�!, )"&) — %$�⇢�( "$�  &$⇠1 

'$ $" %$ '(⇠$!), ⇠0'$ $ ⇠�$�⇢�(! 

 

At this point the yellow-eyed peasant who had been living 

at the foundation pit for a long time rushed into the office. 

“Yelisey!” he said to the half-naked man. “I’ve strapped 

them together with rope into a single train. Come on—let’s 

drag them back while the ground stands dry!” 

“You failed to guard two coffins,” Yelisey spoke his mind. 

“Where will you lie yourself down now?” 

“I shall lie myself down in my own yard, Yelisey Savvich, 

beneath an oak-grove maple, at the foot of a mighty tree. 

I’ve dug a little pit for myself underneath its root—I’ll die, 

and my blood will course up the trunk like sap, mounting 

right to the crown…”
1

 

 

Robert’s initial thought was that a klen dubravnyi was an oak-leaf maple 

tree. When I stopped to think about it, I recalled the only context in 

which the expression, with its use of the post-positive adjective dubravnyi 
and its synonymity, made sense in Russian: with the broader and more 

generic “grove.” The Russian version of Elijah and his struggle with the 

prophets of Baal and of the groves (dubravy in Russian and Church 

Slavonic) thus emerged as an important subtext and context for Kotlovan, 

a cohesive motif throughout the story. Both in the notes to our 

translation of The Foundation Pit, as well as in another paper and in my 

latest book, I have argued that this Biblical reference, like other, similar 

ones in Platonov, makes it especially obvious where the Soviet cult differs 

from the Biblical one. It highlights, in effect, that the Soviets no longer 

worship God. (This also pertains to the peasant whose name is the 

Russian version of Elisha and who, unlike his Biblical prototype, fails to 

use his breath to keep a child from dying.) However true this argument 

may be, this is not the only function of Platonov’s religious references. Or 

rather, the contrast between original religious references and Platonov’s 

                                                
1 The translation is the one we finally settled on—as it is in all the passages quoted 

below. It appears in Andrey Platonov, The Foundation Pit, trans. Robert and Elizabeth 

Chandler and Olga Meerson (New York: NYRB, 2009), 62–63. The use of boldface here 

and below is mine. Further citations from this work will appear parenthetically and refer 

to this edition of the text. 
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use of them is more complicated than this argument suggests. As we shall 

presently see, what to some characters is merely a tool of ideologically 

effective blasphemy, to others is indeed a sign from God. 

The “dried-up sea of life,” along which these two peasants are 

dragging their “rightful coffins,” is a formulation from a funeral service. 

What is literal and what is metaphoric in Platonov’s liturgical allusion 

here? The sea is metaphoric, just as in the funeral hymn, but is “life” still 

literal? Are the carriers of their own coffins dead or alive? 

 

…⌃!�'�� )%�&'� � %$⇠$!$ ,  �  ⌫)&!� , 2(� (�'$⇠0� 

%&�⇢"�(0 �� ⇠⇢��◆⇢ ◆�⌫# �✏⇡�⇣⇠⌘�◆⇢.  
 

…Yelisey leaned forward and, like a barge hauler, began to 

heave these plan objects across the dry ups and downs of 
life’s everyday sea (63).

2

   

 

After this episode, Kozlov and Safronov die—probably killed by the 

collectivized peasants, though we never learn for sure. We can only 

extrapolate from what the girl Nastya knows before us and perhaps in 

greater detail, as she is the one fighting for the coffins first confiscated 

from the kulaks for Nastya’s toys and then, from Nastya, for Safronov 

and Kozlov. Nastya is indignant but in a peculiarly mundane way, as if 

death itself were a matter of routine: 

 

⌦� (�!�⇡� '�⇢�!� ⇢⇠$�, ⇤$/�⇠ � ).�⇢.��  $⇡⇢�-($ ' 

⌃!�'��" %$⇢ )!�, �� ")⌧� .  

— �$") $(%&�⇠!��(� ⇡&$⌫0? — '%&$'�! �&).�⇠' ��.  

— ✓($ ��*&$#$⇠ � �$�!$⇠ )"�&!� ⇠ ��⌫). �, � �" 

(�%�&1 "$� ⇡&$⌫0 $(⇢�!�: #) -($ (0 ⌫)⇢�.1 ⇢�!�(1?! — ' 

%$⇢&$⌫#$'(13 '$$⌫/�!� ⌦�'(�. ⌥ $#� %&�'!$#�!�'1   

(�!�⇡�, $��⌫$-�##�� )%)/�#��". 

 

Sitting on the cart were two men—Voshchev and the 

subkulak peasant who had gone off with Yelisey. 

“Who are the coffins for?” asked Prushevsky. 

“Safronov and Kozlov have died in a hut and now 

they’re being given my coffins,” reported Nastya in full. “Well 

then, what’s to be done?” And she leaned against the wagon, 

preoccupied by this oversight (71). 

 

                                                
2

 On the context of Ode 6 in the Funeral Canon, tone 6, see our note in Pit, 209–

210. 
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I have written in my Platonov book about the peculiar re-familiarizing 

attitude to death exhibited by both Platonov’s characters and narrators.
3

 

What interests me now, however, is that the total lack of surprise we 

witness in this passage may also be explained by the peasants’ (and 

perhaps even Nastya’s) religious upbringing: their default way of making 

sense out of things, especially death, may depend upon liturgical contexts. 

Hence the importance of both Biblical and liturgical allusions, especially 

because the Bible itself is recognized in Russian Orthodox culture by its 

liturgical contexts—what passages are read or sung, and on what 

occasions.  

The next example demonstrates the interconnection between the 

Biblical and the liturgical contexts by using an apparent slip of the tongue: 

a peasant’s index finger is called “a depicting finger” (izobrazitel’nyi palets). 
Robert’s conclusive translation here is rather apt, yet the strange epithet 

still requires a comment—only because it requires one in Russian as well. 

The slip is only the tip of the iceberg—if the latter may be used to 

metaphorically describe the whole mentality of the peasants we are trying 

to imagine or, rather, reconstruct based on Platonov’s imagery. The slip 

belongs to the narrator but as one of, and with, the characters. What is 

this mentality then? Let us see.  

A peasant—the same “subkulak” who will soon lose his coffin and 

replace it with the oak-grove maple tree — is writing his name on what he 

still hopes will be his coffin, knowing that he will die imminently and 

being perfectly ready to do so. To write, he dips his “depicting finger” in 

some thick substance (not called paint, or dirt, or even manure, but 

precisely that—some thick substance!). Why not his index finger 

(ukazatel’nyi palets), but rather his “depicting finger” (izobrazitel’nyi palets)?  

 
— ✓($ (0 )⌫�! �+? — '%&$'�! ⌘� !�#. 

⌃!�'�� %$⇢#�!  ⇠�&+) .(�#0 � )⌧ ⌫$!1.� #� 
)%)' �! �+, #�-�⇡$ #� $(⇠�-��, #�'(�⇠� #� ⌘� !�#� '⇠$� 

⌫!�⇢#0�, %)'(0� ⇡!���. 
— �  ($ ⌧�? �$�⇢� %&�⇠�⇢� "#�  $⇡$-#�⌫)⇢1,  ($ 

)⌫�⇠��( #�.) "�''). 
 )⌧�  (&$#)!'� � %$.�! -�&�� %$&$⌧#�� '0&$� 

"�'($, ⇡⇢� #�+$⇢�!$'1 %$'!�⇢#�� '⌫$&�/� ⇡&�-��; ⇡&�-� 

�") ⇢�!� ⇢$&$⇡), � ⌃!�'�� )⇠�⇢�! ($⇡$ ")⌧� �,  $($&0� 

⌫0! ' ⌧�!(0"� ⇡!���"�; $# %&�'(�⇠�! ⇡&$⌫   %!�(#3 � 

%�'�! #� #�" '⇠$3 *�"�!�3 %�-�(#0"� ⌫) ⇠�"�, 

⇢$'(�⇠�� ✏���⌫⌥�✏⇡�✓! ◆ �⌥✓!⌧�◆  � )3-($ ⇡)/) �� 
⌫)(0! �. 

                                                
3

 See Ol’ga Meerson, “Svobodnaia veshch’”: Poetika neostraneniia u Andreia Platonova, 2nd 

ed. (Irkutsk: Nauka, 2001). 
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“Was it you who killed them?” asked Chiklin.  

Yelisey hitched up his trousers and made sure they did 

not fall down again, replying nothing and directing at Chiklin 

eyes that were pale and empty. 

“So who was it then? Go and find me some man who’s 

been killing our masses”
4

  

The peasant duly set off across the dank empty place that 

was the site of the rooks’ last gathering; the rooks made way 

for him and Yelisey caught sight of the peasant who has 

yellow eyes—he had placed a coffin against a fence and was 

writing his name on it in big letters, taking some kind of 

dense liquid out of a bottle with his depicting finger (76–

77).
5

  

 

One’s first instinct, when trying to interpret the word izo brazite l’nyi  
here, points to terms involving the plastic arts—izo brazite l’no e  isskustv o   
(“representative art”), izo brazite l’nye  sre dstv a  (“graphic arts” or 

“pictorial means”)—all things that refer to image and its conveyance. 

The liturgical/Church Slavonic history of the word, however, points to a 

slightly more concrete interpretation of this depicting function. 

Izo brazite l’ny (Τά ΤΥΠΙΚA in Greek) is a term for the antiphons at the 

beginning of the Divine liturgy (i.e., the Eucharist service). The meaning 

in Greek is that they point to the rest of the liturgy, which can be read or 

sung instead of the Divine Liturgy when there is no priest. (Τά ΤΥΠΙΚA 

is also the word for what in Russian we call an o be dnitsa [roughly, a 

“short liturgy”], as opposed to o be dnia, which refers to the full Eucharist 

Liturgy.) The meaning in Russian adds something to the traditional 

Greek understanding of the term. These antiphons are prophetic; they 

depict God as the Creator and Savior of His creation. Thus in Russian 

the word points to bo th  the idea of a liturgical surrogate and to 

prophecy.
6

 (This very superimposition of meanings is a good example of 

                                                
4

 In earlier versions, Chiklin’s name was Klimentov, Platonov’s own given surname. 

(Platonov is his pen-name, as he owes much to Plato, and his “voshchev” Socrates, 

especially the Socrates of Apologia.) The fact that Chiklin understands the subjective 

vision and the predicament of both the collectivizers and the collectivized shows the 

complexity of Platonov’s own authorial position. Soon we will see that Chiklin also sees 

the mentality of both sides from within. This makes his connection to the author himself 

rather revealing and testifies to the author’s intended polyphony in his poetics.  

5

 See also our note about this in Pit, 212–213.     

6

 The Brockhaus encyclopedic dictionary carefully notes both the original Greek 

meaning of surrogate and the added Russian one, of prophecy: «⌥�$⌫&���(�!1#0 (Τά 

ΤΥΠΙΚA / ta typika) — $⇢#$ �� "�!0+ ⇢#�⇠#0+ ⌫$⇡$'!)⌧�#�� %&⇠'!. ,�& ⇠�, 

'$⇠�&.��"$� ⇠'!�⇢ �� 6 �!� 9 “-�'$"”, � ⇠ #� $($&0� ⇢#� (⇠ ⇠�!� $" %$'()) ⇠"�'($ 

!�()&⇡�� �!� $⌫�⇢#�, %$-�") $#$ #��0⇠��('� (� ⌧� �⇥⌅⇤⌥⇧�⌅⌃. ⌦��⇠�#�� '⇠$� 2($ 

⌫$⇡$'!)⌧�#�� %$!)-�!$ $( ($⇡$, -($ ')/�'(⇠�##)3 -�'(1 �⇡$ '$'(�⇠!��( %�#�� 
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Russian’s rather polyphonic attitude to borrowed foreign terms.) On the 

one hand, the antiphons in the Liturgy, called «��$⌫&���(�!1#0», may 

replace the actual Liturgy of the Eucharist when they are used for the 

Communion at the Liturgy of Presanctified Gifts or sung or recited when 

a priest is absent. Thus the traditional, Greek Orthodox, meaning of “ta 

typika.” On the other hand, “ta typika,” or izobrazitel’nyi, signifies, in the 

neo-Platonic way so operative in Orthodoxy, something prefiguring, 

prophetic or symbolic.  

Returning to Platonov with this in mind, the “typifying,” or 

“depicting” finger seems now to connote the hand that wrote on 

Belshazzar’s Wall and this, in turn, seems to be a reference to Stalin 

himself.
7

 This double notion—both prophetic, in an eschatological way, 

and a surrogate for a still familiar but by now absent liturgical life—is relevant 

for the peasants who are about to die and also badly need the liturgical life 

conspicuously absent from their Soviet reality, where the local priest is 

the main informer on them, as we learn from the narrator. 

 

*** 

 

The most important context that I discovered while working with Robert 

crowns all these ineffable references to oak-grove maple trees, dried-up 

seas of life, and depicting fingers. A mighty liturgical scene unfolds in 

front of our eyes as the peasants prepare to die. It is the Rite of 

Forgiveness after the Vespers of Forgiveness Sunday, liturgically the 

Monday Vespers of the beginning of Great Lent. In our Notes to The 
Foundation Pit, we have written about the liturgical context—the expulsion 

from Paradise and the Last Judgment readings, etc. But the process of 

discovering a continuity among all these liturgical references, a continuity 

that exists in the eyes of the characters and may escape the eyes and ears 

of the reader no longer at home with the Orthodox liturgical frame of 

                                                                                                               
��$⌫&���(�!1#0+ %'�!"$⇠ (102 � 145, ⌥� ⌥ � ⇡⌥⌘ ��⇡�◆⇢, �⇡�   ✏� 
⌃⇧⌥⇤�⇥⌅⇥↵⌦ � ◆✏✓�⇠�⌫↵✏� ���✏� ⌘ ✓#↵⌃◆ ✏ ⇡�, ��◆ ��✓� �⌘ ↵�✓�� 
 ��↵⌥ ⌥⇡! ��⌦⇢ �⌥ "⇡� ◆✏✓�⇠�⌫↵✏�) ✏✓✏, ⌘⌥⌘ ↵⇢◆⌥#⇡ ↵⌫⇢⌦✏�, �⇡ ⇡�⌦�, �⇡� �� 
�⌫�↵⇠⇡⌥ ✓⌃�⇡   ⇠�⌘⌫⌥��✏✏, “✏���⌫⌥�⌥�⇡” ⇠���# ✓✏⇡⇢⌫⌦✏#, �⌥✏◆⇠⇡ ⇢⌃ ✏� 
�� �⌘�⇡�⌫ � ◆�✓✏⇡ �⇠✓� ✏⌃ (“⌃⇢�#$&$⇢#0� �0#�”, -(�#�� �%$'($!� � 

⌃⇠�#⇡�!��, “⌫!�⌧�##0” � ⇢&.). ⇤⇠����⇠⇡! "⇡�⌦� ��⌦�⇠✓⇢��✏⌃ ⇠�⇠⇡�✏⇡ 
⇡⌥⌘��   ⇡�◆, �⇡� �� ◆���⇡ � ⇡! ⇠� �⌫�⌥�◆� � ⇡�✓!⌘�   ⇠��⌫⌥✏✏ 
⌧�⌫⌘� �◆, � ✏  � �⌫⌥◆⌥, ⌥�⌫✏◆�⌫, �⇡��✓!✏⌘⌥◆✏-◆�⌥�⌥◆✏   ⇠ �✏� 
⌘�✓!⌃�.» (Entsiklopedicheskii slovar’, ed. I. E. Andreevskii et al. [Leipzig and Petersburg: F. 

A. Brokgauz and I. A. Efron, 1890–1904], vol. 12.2, 862, 

http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uva.x030131383?urlappend=%3Bseq=412, accessed January 12, 

2012.) 

7

 As to this latter meaning, we discuss it in Pit, 213n. The surrogate aspect of the “ta 

Typica” function, however, is a new dimension noted here.  
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reference, is worth tracing as an example of scholarly research on 

Platonov. 

The context for this scene, it might be remembered, is the final 

collectivization, when some peasants are forced into the kolkhozy and 

others are “liquidated” down the river, to the sea, and further—on rafts! 

Before all this happens, they ask Chiklin to ask the Activist to let them say 

their farewells and ask forgiveness—the verb in Russian (poproshchat’sia) 

means both “to say farewell” (skazat’ “proshchai”) and to “ask forgiveness” 

(skazat’ “prosti”). It is in view of all the previous Biblical references and 

their liturgical contexts that the whole scene suddenly became apparent to 

me as their last, eschatological re-enactment of the rite of Forgiveness 

Sunday.  

What I initially found striking was that they all behaved in a way that 

seemed to be staged—participating in a rite of sorts. Even if the reader 

does not recognize what this rite is, s/he immediately notices that the 

scene seems to be well rehearsed and to have prescribed roles for the 

players, much like a choreographed dance. And, as in a dance, the 

participants sometimes switch roles. This is, in fact, what happens in the 

Forgiveness rite itself: the asking of forgiveness is mutual; it starts with 

the priest kneeling before his whole community and then proceeds with 

everyone asking forgiveness of everyone else. For those of us who have 

ever been to an Orthodox church on that day, the scene becomes 

immediately recognizable: the three kisses, the formulaic forgiveness 

questions and replies (“God will forgive you”), the complete prostration 

at the end of this exchange—all these are the gestures one can still see in 

an Orthodox church now, if one goes on Forgiveness Sunday. The 

Russian text demonstrates that we had to use both “farewell” and 

“forgive” where Platonov uses variants of one and the same word. In the 

English, I put in bold that which echoes the formulaic aspects of the 

Forgiveness Rite. In the Russian, I did the same for the double meaning 

of the word proshchenie/proshchanie and its cognates, in order to stress its 

synonymity or paronymity, meaning both farewell and forgiveness:   

  

— ⌅$($⇠0, -($ !1? — '%&$'�! � (�⇠�'(. 
— �$⇢$⌧⇢�, — ' ���! ⌘� !�#  � (�⇠�'(). — �)'(1  

$#� ���⌫��⌥#⇡⇠⌃ ↵� �⇢↵⇢��⇣ �✏�✏.  

 )⌧� � ⌫0!$ �⌫✏⌦�⇡� ✏✓✏⇠! ⌘ ��◆⇢-⇡�, #$ $⇢�# �� 
#�+ %&$��#�' ⇠ (�.�#�: 

— ⇧�� #�" �/� $⇢#$ "⇡#$⇠�#1� ⇠&�"�#�! 

⌥ ' ���⇠ %$'!�⇢#�� '!$⇠�, ")⌧�  $⌫#�! '$'�⇢�, 
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— ⌅⌫��⌥⇣, ⌃⇡$& ��"�#0-! 
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— ⌦� ⇠ -�", ⌦� �#$& ��(&$⇠�-: (0 "�#� ($⌧� 
 ⌦� ↵ �⇧ . 

⇥⌥�↵ ⇣ ⌥�⌥✓ ⌧�✓� ⌥⇡!⇠⌃ ⇠�  ⇠�# ���⌫�↵!# 
✓#↵�⇣, ��✏◆⌥⌃  �⇢��� ↵�⇠�✓� ⇡�✓�, ✏  ⇠� ⇢⇠⇡⌥ 
⌦⌫⇢⇠⇡� ✏ ↵⌫⇢��✓#�� ⌧�✓� ⌥✓✏ ⌘⌥�↵�⌦�. 
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— ✏�%�&1 "0, ($⇠�&�/ � (�⇠, ⇡$($⇠0, %�.� #�' ⇠'�+ 
⇠ $⇢#) ⇡&�*), �  )!� $⇠ "0 '�"� (�⌫� %$ �⌧�". 

 

“So,” asked the activist. “Are you ready?” 

“Wait a moment,” said Chiklin.
8

 Let them say farewell to 
one another until the life to come. 

The men had all almost readied themselves for 
something, but in silence one of them pronounced: “Give us 

one more moment of time!” 

And having said these last words, the peasant embraced 

his neighbor and kissed him three times, and they said 

farewell. 

“Farewell, Yegor Semenych, and forgive me!” 

“There’s nothing to forgive, Nikanor Petrovich. You 
forgive me!” 

Each one began to kiss an entire queue of people, 
embracing a body that had until then been alien, and all 
their lips sadly and lovingly kissed each person. 

Farewell, Aunt Darya, and forgive me! Don’t hold it 

against me that I burned your barn down.” 

“God will forgive, Alyosha. Anyway, the barn no longer 

belongs to me.” 

                                                
8

 Again, Chiklin is the one who interprets between the collectivized and the 

collectivizers. He is the one who “plugs in” the use of proshchanie and proshchenie as 

interchangeable.  
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Many of them, after touching with mutual lips, stood 

for some time in this feeling, so as to commit their new kin to 

lasting memory, since they had lived until then without 

memory of one another and without pity. 

“Well, Stepan, let’s be brothers now.” 

“Farewell, Yegor, we lived cruelly but we end according to 

conscience.” 

After the kissing they all bowed down to the ground, 
each in front of everyone, and then got back onto their 
feet, free and empty now in their hearts. 

“We are ready now, comrade activist. Put us all down in 

one column—we will point out the kulaks ourselves!” (103–4)   

 

In our notes, we have written about at least two things relevant here: (a) it 

is not possible to translate “farewell” and “forgive” with the same word, 

and for this reason we resorted to explicit interpretation;
9

 and (b) out of 

the reflection on this paronymy of “farewell” and “forgive,” or perhaps 

even because of an inherent connection between the two meanings of the 

word in Russian, a whole reading of Kotlovan as a liturgical re-enactment—

from the meat-eating season before Lent (a Russian Mardi Gras), through 

Maslennitsa with the bliny, to the Forgiveness Sunday as both the Last 

Judgment and the End of all time—became the determining factor of our 

reading of the whole work.
10

 Another detail worth noticing in this respect 

is Psalm 137 (136, in Orthodox numeration), “By the Rivers of Babylon,” 

which is sung in Church during the same season, i.e., between the Meat-

Eating/Fast-Free Week and throughout the Maslennitsa, up to Forgiveness 

Sunday. These very rivers, or at least one of them, will become a means of 

these peasants’ death and subsequent salvation and return to their 

unforgettable Jerusalem.  

These liturgical subtexts all point in one direction, that of both re-

familiarization and the prioritization of the characters’ vision over that of 

the “smart” reader: these peasants have a frame of reference we as readers 

must still figure out. As it is they who are about to die here, it also they 

who best recognize the Biblical dimension of what is happening to 

them—certainly they recognize this dimension much better and earlier 

than we do.  

                                                
9

 See note for pp. 103–104 in Pit, 218.                                

10

 We write there: “Platonov alludes to Maslennitsa in two episodes: in the search for 

a cock and in the attempt by one of the kulaks to present the bear with a pancake.” In 

the same note, we also comment on the Miasoyed—the fast free week when eating meat 

feels almost compulsory, and here is done in order to consume one’s own cattle—rather 

than give it up for the kolkhoz. (Ibid.) 
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In our conversations about specific linguistically strange passages, 

Robert will often ask me: why? What is the purpose of manipulating the 

reader in a given way? Sometimes it is impossible to convey, but all of his 

questions made me make discoveries. And these, in turn, have also helped 

the translation. Here are some conclusions: 

Narratively, Platonov’s prose is the opposite of psychological. His 

narrator never deigns to explain what his characters consider to be self-

evident. In order to see things from the point of view of these characters, 

therefore, we must regard and deconstruct precisely what they consider to 

be self-evident. They may use an index finger to prophetically depict 

things by writing on someone’s own intended coffin; they may eat meat 

as sacrificial and then begin to fast from it in a ceremonial manner, even if 

it is that of the semi-pagan Maslennitsa. They may then proceed to 

mutually ask forgiveness of one another before the truly Lenten period, 

seemingly in preparation for the ultimate Sacrifice, that of Christ Himself. 

Strangely yet following their own peculiar logic, these collectivized 

peasants bear no grudges against those assigned by the grand scenario the 

role of sacrificers/their torturers and executioners. The characters do all 

these things without thinking about them, as actors directed in a well-

rehearsed play, long known to them and now played for the last time, in 

circumstances that demand everything they have to perform it. It is their 

last stage act.  

But what are these scenario-prescribed acts or roles? They are 

liturgical and therefore, to an outside eye, cyclical. But while these peasants 

all join in and play their prescribed roles in a typically liturgical way that 

suggests habituation, they are fully aware within their consciousness, if we 

judge by what they consider self-evident enough not to explain, that things 

are no longer being cyclical but now ultimate. This includes not only their own 

sacrificial death, but also the final outcome of the novel, when the 

innocent girl named Anastasia—the Resurrected one—is buried in the 

Foundation Pit as martyrs were buried beneath altars. The Foundation 

Pit, unbeknownst to the reader and many other characters besides the 

peasants to be co-sacrificed, becomes a martyr’s grave, i.e., an altar.  

These peasants are about to die and thereby proclaim eventual 

Resurrection. What, in the habituating form of a liturgical scenario, is 

cyclical and repeated, is now recognized by these participants, facing their 

imminent death, as final. But it is this finality that gives meaning to the 

liturgical cyclicity they all used to have known since their childhood. 

During the Rite of Forgiveness, after the Vespers, it is customary for the 

choir to sing Paschal, Resurrectional Stichera, even though the Lent 

leading to Easter is only about to begin. As it is sung in “The Varengian,” 

itself a translation from German about being defeated by an enemy who 

would soon become an ally, “poslednii parad nastupaet!” (from “Heraus zur 
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letzten Parade!”, or “the last parade is about to begin!”). After 

Forgiveness Sunday, all die, and after that, Lent leads us to Pascha, 

proclaiming what these peasants have just enacted: even for God 

Himself, death is the only victory over death.  

The purely political reading we all previously used to consider to be 

the only one relevant here, suggests one interpretation for the function of 

religious allusions in Platonov, especially those in Kotlovan: the Soviet 

Regime has appropriated this symbolism while also replacing God with its 

own cult, of itself and its idols—the Soviet Power and its ideology. The 

Activist, who is the scourge of God to the peasants, not even to be 

personally begrudged, says: «↵, "�''�, "�''�! �$⇡⇢� ⌧� (0 %&�"�.1 

$⌫&�� �⇠�#⇡�&⇢� (⇠$�⇡$?» The best translation for this, I believe, would 

be achieved not by inverting the possessive (e.g., this avant-garde of 

yours), nor by simply archaizing the expression in any other way (e.g., 

when “wilt thou assume the image of thine avant-garde”?) but by aiming 

at the targeted subtext: “O masses, o masses! When will you assume the 

image and likeness of your avant-garde?” The purpose of the expression 

is the governing principle for attaining the same purpose in English, and 

it is to replace God’s Image and Likeness in men with that of the Soviet 

political avant-garde, in undifferentiated masses, rather than individual 

people.  

On the other hand, these same Biblical and liturgical allusions mean 

something entirely different to those characters who still find their terms 

relevant, or even self-evident, because of their traditional religious 

Christian Orthodox upbringing. Once we look at the same motifs and 

allusions through their eyes, the picture changes: we see them preparing 

for their own “last ever parade,” i.e., martyrdom. In the best polyphonic 

way, Platonov makes the meaning of given motifs and allusions depend 

on the eye of the beholder. The martyrs populate the world of the Bible, 

while the persecutors try to uproot and supplant it, using its symbolism as 

a war trophy to defeat their enemy—God and His believers. 

Platonov gives us reason to interpret these allusions, consistent and 

suggestive as they are, in these two ways simultaneously—unless, of 

course, we treat the peasants to be collectivized as patronizingly as their 

collectivizers. But if we do care to try and see that horrible massacre 

through their eyes, i.e., the eyes of those to be imminently massacred, we 

see quite an astonishing picture, truly Biblical in scope and significance. In 

the best tradition of literary polyphony, the same Biblical and liturgical 

symbolism is to be interpreted in two different ways, depending on which 

characters garner our empathy. As Platonov makes us empathize with 

both parties, the persecutors and the persecuted, we eventually see two 

meanings in the same religious allusions.  
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What preserves such a polyphonic view from relativism? Apparently 

the pains and stakes for each equally vested side. As Natalia Duzhina 

suggests,
 11 

the builders of the Proletarian House have their bodies vested 

                                                
11

 See Natalia Duzhina, Putevoditel’ po povesti Platonova «Kotlovan» (Moscow: Iz-vo 

Moskovskogo universiteta, 2010), 130ff and Natalia Duzhina, “The ‘Common 

Proletarian House’ or ‘Essessar, Our Mother,’” in this volume. 

Duzhina actually traces these ecclesiastical allusions to The Shepherd of Hermas, as 

quoted and commented upon by Florensky in his Pillar and Ground of Truth. This 

genealogy is possible but the more direct one, tracing the imagery to 1Peter 2, is 

indubitable, as Platonov also borrows a quote from the next chapter of the same Epistle 

for his famous title “Sokrovennyi chelovek,” or “The Innermost Man” (in Peter’s 

epistle, these words address Christian women!):    

 

3⇧� ⌫)⇢�( ) &�.�#��" ⇠�.�" #� ⇠#�.#�� %!�(�#�� ⇠$!$', #� �$!$(0� 
)⌫$&0 �!� #�&�⇢#$'(1 ⇠ $⇢�⌧⇢�,  4#$ ⇠�⌘⌫� � ⇣ ⇠�⌫↵⌧⌥ ��✓� �⌘ ⇠ 
#�(!�##$� [ &�'$(�]  &$( $⇡$ � "$!-�!�⇠$⇡$ ⇢)+�, -($ ⇢&�⇡$,�##$ %&�⇢ 
⇥$⇡$"  (ο κρυπτος της καρδιας ανθρωπος ). 
 

3
Whose adorning let it not be that outward adorning of plaiting the hair, and of 

wearing of gold, or of putting on of apparel;  
4
But let it be the hidden man of 

the heart, in that which is not corruptible, even the ornament of a meek and 

quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God of great price. 

 

Duzhina argues that The Shepherd of Hermas, or Platonov’s knowledge of it through 

Florensky, is likely because in The Shepherd the Church’s description combines all of the 

elements present in Kotlovan—the stones who are also the builders (otherwise traceable 

to 1Peter) and the Church as the body of both Mother and Virgin. For the latter, I 

believe, a likely source for Platonov could be the Theotokion hymn for the liturgy of St. 

Basil the Great of Caesarea: 

 

All of Creation rejoices in thee, O full of grace:  the angels in heaven and the 

race of men, O sanctified temple and noetic paradise, the glory of virgins, of 

whom God was incarnate and became a child, our God before the ages.  He 

made thy body into a throne, and thy womb more spacious than the heavens.  

All of creation rejoices in thee, O full of grace; Glory be to thee. 

 

The Slavonic version of this hymn, commonly sung at St. Basil’s Liturgy in Church, 

especially prominently on Sundays during Great Lent, sounds exemplary and memorable 

enough to form the associative ecclesiological background of the novel:   

 
O ✏�⌫� &�⇢)�('�, ⇥!�⇡$⇢�(#��, ⇠'� �� (⇠�&1, �#⇡�!1' �� '$⌫$& � 

-�!$⇠�-�' �� &$⇢. ↵'⇠�/�##0� ⇣&�"� � ��3 '!$⇠�'#0�, ⇢�⇠'(⇠�##�� 
%$+⇠�!$, �� ⌦�� ⌧� ⇥$⇡ ⇠$%!$(�'� �  !�⇢�#�, ⌫0'(1, %&�⌧⇢� ⇠�  �0� ⇥$⇡ 
#�.: !$⌧�'#� ⌫$ ✏⇠$� �&�'($! '$(⇠$&� � -&�⇠$ ✏⇠$� %&$'(&�##�� #�⌫�' 
'$⇢�!�. ↵ ✏�⌫� &�⇢)�('�, ⇥!�⇡$⇢�(#��, ⇠'� �� (⇠�&1, '!�⇠� ✏�⌫�. 
 

Unlike Duzhina, I believe that existential sources have prevalence over read books when 

it comes to Platonov’s liturgical allusions. Be that as it may, it is important that 1Peter 

was well known to Platonov and formed an important aspect of his thinking about 

theological matters.   
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as its stones, the same way St. Peter summons us to build the Church by 

forming it from our bodies as its (Her) stones. (1 Peter, 2:6–9). Yet the 

same Epistle proclaims that what some recognize as the Stone of 

Salvation, to others is a stumbling block:  

 

6 
Wherefore also it is contained in the scripture, Behold, I lay 

in Sion a chief corner stone, elect, precious: and he that 

believeth on him shall not be confounded.  
7 Unto you 

therefore which believe he is precious: but unto them 
which be disobedient, the stone which the builders 
disallowed, the same is made the head of the corner,  

8 

And a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence, even to 

them which stumble at the word, being disobedient: 

whereunto also they were appointed. 

 

In Kotlovan, those two mutually exclusive interpretations of religious 

symbolism—as salvific or condemning—are not those belonging to the 

critics, Platonov scholars, or even readers as such. They belong to 

characters within the work. True literary polyphony requires that 

meanings be inscribed in the characters’ own philosophies. Paradoxically, 

Anastasia, the non-resurrected girl whose name nonetheless suggests that 

she ought to be resurrected, entertains both of these mutually exclusive 

views and philosophies. But her world is not polyphonic; it is merely 

corrupted by adults’ ideological manipulation. Her fate, however—her 

very death and burial—has a dual significance. On the one hand, for 

those living by ideology alone, i.e., the collectivizers, her death and the 

foundation pit in which she is buried embody the failure of the whole 

project. On the other hand, however, a religious view may interpret her 

fate as that of a Christian martyr whose relics are buried beneath the altar 

of a newly built church. This duality of interpretation is tragic but not 

relativist. Tragedy entails antinomy but not relativism.  

 

*** 

All these polyphonic layers of meanings revealed themselves to us as 

we discovered that so many things were untranslatable, merited 

comment, and created a consistent leitmotif, intricately structured and 

encoded. Like those martyred peasants in the book, we have turned our 

defeats as translators into victories as interpreters. 
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Beckett’s dismay for the “neatness of identification” of literary 

interpretation is good to keep in mind when reading and interpreting 

Andrei Platonov.
1
 In line with avant-garde movements, he sought to 

bring the Russian Revolution into literature as a fundamental break with 

tradition, and this resulted in a break with traditional concepts of 

identity.
2

 As the Revolution, in Platonov’s words, called for “chopping 

off” or “amputating” the past,
3

 society was not only to eliminate and 

extinguish the bourgeois element, but also to effect the destruction of the 

old ground of pre-Revolutionary Russian society, as well as the truth that 

rested on this ground. Platonov questioned traditional concepts of truth 

and meaning, attempting to open up new frames in language for 

understanding the movements of time and life. And he interrogated the 

existential experience of the society in which he lived. But what he found 

when he did so was not so much a new ground for understanding life, but 

an irresolvable, “in-between” existence: his characters walk around bored 

and weary in an incomprehensible life, detached from the past and 

estranged by the promises of the future. In this article, I will explore 

Platonov’s representation of this “in-between” life in the novel Kotlovan 
(The Foundation Pit), by examining how he depicts a society that has lost its 

old grounds and is in want of new ones. And I will pose the question: can 

we see, in the failure of the foundation project in Kotlovan, an illustration 

of how the attempt to form a new base, or ground, in post-Revolutionary 

Soviet society had to face the groundlessness of language, culture, and 

society that in the author’s eyes was the motor of the Revolution?
 

                                                
A Russian version of this article appeared as “Bespochvennost’ kak osnova” in 

Novoe literaturnoe obozreniie 111 (2011): 106–112. It is reprinted in English here with the 

permission of NLO. I would like to express my gratitude to Katharine Holt for editing 

the English version and for her valuable comments. 

1

Samuel Beckett, “Dante… Bruno… Vico… Joyce” in Disjecta: Miscellaneous Writings 
and a Dramatic Fragment, ed. Ruby Cohn (London: Calder 1983), 19.  

2

 In the early 1919 essay “K nachinaiushchim poetam i pisateliam,” Platonov writes: 

«↵#!�⇠%◆#�◆%, $⇡��◆✓  ◆ �!$%#⇠ #⇠�!�0(�� %#&" &#⇡&◆⇢��, $⇡��◆⇠% � ⇠⇠ 
�$�&$$%�!» (“The proletariat, burning the corpse of the bourgeoisie on the stake of the 

revolution, likewise burns its art”). (Andrei Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1: 1918–1927, ed. N. 

V. Kornienko [Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004], book 2, 8.) It lies beyond the scope of this 

article to discuss the development of Platonov’s attitude towards the Revolution and 

early Soviet society, but I believe it can be argued that, although Platonov’s attitude 

toward Soviet society changed through the years, he did not cease to endorse the 

Revolution as a necessary break with the previous society. 

3

 Eric Naiman, Sex in Public: The Incarnation of Early Soviet Ideology (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1997), 155f. 
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I. Grounds 
 

The terms ground and groundlessness have a long history in European as well 

as Russian thought. Ground, as Heidegger argues in Der Satz vom Grund 

(The Principle of Reason, 1956) can be conceived, on the one hand, as the 

fundamental principles in reason, society, and tradition (in German Grund, 
as in Satz vom Grund, that is, Principle of Reason) and, on the other, as the 

organic sense of belonging in culture (in German Boden), in terms of a 

place to stand or a place in the earth from which to grow. The second 

meaning of ground, as earth or soil, translates well as pochva in Russian. 

When Heidegger calls for a heightened sensibility to the historicity and 

organic ground of meaning,
 

his thoughts can be related to a Romantic 

tradition, which also inspired the pochvenniki movement in Russia and its 

call for a culture grounded in the native soil of the Russian masses. 

Groundlessness (Bodenlosigkeit), also translates well into Russian, as 

bespochvennost’, a term that stresses a sense of loss of a ground for meaning 

or some insight into why this loss might have occurred.
4

 For Heidegger, 

the western philosophical tradition, based on rational reason, had led to 

an ever-increasing groundlessness in philosophy as well as in society. 

According to him modern projects that seek to establish a new rational 

fundament or base in society and knowledge, without considering the 

historical conditions of being, lead to greater groundlessness.
5

 

                                                
4

 The notion of bespochvennost’ (“groundlessness” or “soillessness”) was used by the 

pochvenniki to describe Ivan Turgenev, and Shestov makes it into a central concept in his 

1905 Apofeoz bespochvennosti (Apotheosis of Groundlessness), ed. I. V. Zakharov (Moscow: AST, 

2000). 

5

 In Sein und Zeit, Heidegger writes:  

 

Die Tradition entwurzelt die Geschichtlichkeit des Daseins so weit, daß es 

sich nur noch im Interesse an der Vielgestaltigkeit möglicher Typen, 

Richtungen, Standpunkte des Philosophierens in den entlegensten und 

fremdesten Kulturen bewegt und mit diesem Interesse die eigene 

Bodenlosigkeit zu verhüllen sucht. (M. Heidegger, Sein und Zeit [Tübingen: 

Max Niemeyer Verlag, 2006], 21.)  

 

Dasein has had its historicality so thoroughly uprooted by tradition that it 

confines its interest to the multiformity of possible types, directions and 

standpoints of philosophical activity in the most exotic and alien of 

cultures; and by this very interest it seeks to veil the fact that it has no 

ground of its own to stand on.” (Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. John 

Macquarrie and Edward Robinson [Oxford: Blackwell, 1962], 43.) 

 

Elsewhere, Heidegger addresses the problem of “ground” with the following:  

 

So zeigt sich eine äuberst seltsame Lage des modernen Menschen, eine 

solche, die gegen alle gewöhnliche Meinen der Alltagsvorstellungen geht, 
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Heidegger’s interpretation of these terms, both in general and in 

relation to modern society, can help us to understand Platonov’s vision of 

the Revolution and his representation of it in literature. Despite the 

apparent contrasts in thought between the German philosopher, who was 

profoundly opposed to Bolshevism and the Russian Revolution, and the 

Soviet writer, whose entire oeuvre can be seen as a means of translating the 

Russian Revolution into literature and keeping its force alive, their 

thoughts deserve to be brought into dialogue, as Mikhail Epstein and 

Fredric Jameson have shown.
6

 There is a certain correspondence between 

them, as well as a curious concurrence in their composition: Platonov 

began to write Chevengur in 1926 and Heidegger published Sein und Zeit 
(Being and Time) in 1927, and both works were decisive for the questions 

they were to address in their writings. This concurrence is strong enough, 

in fact, to suggest that the philosophical similarities between the two 

writers are not the product of coincidence, but of the fact that they were 

reflecting on the same historical epoch, the one in which the Russian 

Revolution evolved.
 

This epoch was, of course, connected with a set of crises in European 

culture and metaphysics, in which both Heidegger and Platonov sought 

the possibility of a new beginning in culture. Like Marx, Heidegger saw in 

                                                                                                               
in denen wir wie blind und taub umhertreiben: Der Anspruch des 

grobmächtigen Prinzips vom zuzustellenden Grund entzieht dem heutigen 

Menschen die Bodenständigkeit. Wir können auch sagen: Je entschiedener 

die Jagd auf die Bändigung der Riesenenergien angelegt wird, durch die der 

Energiebedarf des Menschen, im Bereich des Wesenhaften zu bauen und 

zu wohnen. Es ist en rätselhaftes Widerspiel zwischen de Anspruch auf 

Zustellung des Grundes und dem Entzug des Bodens. (Martin Heidegger, 

Der Satz vom Grund [Pfulligen: Neske, 1957], 60.) 

 

So we see the extremely odd position of modernity, a position the likes of 

which run counter to all the popular sentiments that belong to the 

pedestrian notions we run around with, as though blind and deaf: the 

claim of the mighty Principle of rendering reasons withdraws the 

subsistence from contemporary humanity. We could also say that the 

more decisively humans try to harness the “mega-energies” that would, 

once and for all, satisfy all human energy needs, the more impoverished 

becomes the human faculty for building and dwelling the realm of what is 

essential. There is an enigmatic interconnection between the demand to 

render reasons and the withdrawal of roots.” (Martin Heidegger, The 
Principle of Sufficient Reason, trans. Reginald Lilly [Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1991], 30.) 

 

6

 See Mikhail Epshtein, “Iazyk bytiia u Andreia Platonova,” Voprosy literatury 2 

(2006), 146–164;  Frederic Jameson, “Utopia, Modernism and Death,” in The Seeds of 
Time: The Wellek Library Lectures at the University of California, Irvine (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 1994), 73–128. 
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these crises the chance to destruct an alienated and stale tradition, reified 

in accordance with principles of reason. (As he wrote in his 1946 “Letter 

on ‘Humanism’” Heidegger considered the Marxist view of history 

superior to others because “Marx by experiencing estrangement attains an 

essential dimension of history.”
7

) As an avant-garde Marxist, Platonov 

perceived the Revolution as a break with an alienated past. In the 1921 

essay “Nad mertvoi bezdnoi” (“Over the Dead Abyss”), for instance, 

Platonov criticizes the past—in a manner strongly reminiscent of 

Heidegger—for having imposed subjective, human “non-existing laws” 

on nature.
8

 He argues there that the bourgeoisie has left a dark abyss of 

the unknown, a groundlessness of human knowledge, and alleges that 

only the proletariat is ready to dig into this abyss.  

But while living in post-Revolutionary Russia, Platonov found a 

proletariat reluctant to dig into the dark and the unknown and all too 

ready to impose new “non-existing laws” on nature. He found a society, 

that is, primed for a continuation of the groundlessness of society, culture 

and language. 

 

II. Kotlovan 
 
Written in 1930, Kotlovan can be seen as a conceptual answer to the First 

Five-Year Plan and the project of building the Soviet Union (sovetskii stroi), 
which was inaugurated amid declarations that the Revolution had been 

successful.
9 

The novel has predominantly been interpreted as a story 

about building, usually in the historical context of Soviet construction 

projects or the philosophical context of building downwards, into the 

ground, for the dead (i.e., the Fedorovian theme). It can also, however, be 

read as an allegory about the failure of the formation of a ground or base 

for the construction and endurance of a happy Soviet society. 
 

The notion of ground is at the heart of the novel, as its title suggests. 

(The Russian title does not emphasize this as clearly as its English 

                                                
7

 Martin Heidegger, “Letter on Humanism,” in Pathmarks, trans. Frank. A. Capuzzi 

(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998), 259. Although in this essay he rejects Marxist 

materialism, Heidegger still considers the Marxist view of history “superior” precisely for 

its theory of estrangement or alienation of man. Moreover, for Heidegger a new 

beginning in society is not conceived of as the result of political changes, but as a change 

of philosophical perception. 

8  Platonov here writes: «⇤!$"!⌫$%�! &#⇡&◆⇢�� � )⇠�!�⇠)⇠$%�⇠ ��⇠  ! � 

!"#◆�⌫-�◆�◆$. -%�⇠� /%�'  ⇠$&+⇠$%�&0+�' ⇢◆�! !� “⇡⇠�⇠⇢ !⌧ 

 ⇠!'!⌫��!$%.0”» (“The dominion of the bourgeoisie in humanity was justified 

precisely by the existence of these non-existent laws of ‘iron necessity’”). (Platonov, 

Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 2, 153.) 

9

 See N. I. Duzhina, Putevoditel’ po povesti A. P. Platonova “Kotlovan” (Moscow: Izd. 

Moskovskogo universiteta, 2010). 
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translation, The Foundation Pit, but in either case the title points to the pit 

underlying the “ground” that the house is to be built upon.) The main 

occupation of the protagonists, the working team, is to dig, and 

throughout the novel, the characters dig into the “ground” both in a 

literal and metaphorical sense. They are preoccupied with meditations on 

the material with which they are working, and their thoughts fuse the 

concrete and metaphorical meanings of the word; not only the literal 

meaning of “ground” as a physical substance is evoked, but also the 

concept of “ground” as a basis for argument, meaning, truth, and society. 
 

The digging for the future common house of the proletariat (the 

obshcheproletarskii dom) fails on account of several different circumstances 

and ends with Chiklin digging an abysmal grave for the orphaned girl 

Nastya, who was to have crowned the future. The fact that the digging of 

a foundation turns into the digging of an abysmal grave (the Russian 

word for abyss, propast’, is repeated several times) conveys the paradoxical 

notion that the “ground” for Soviet society must per force deal with the 

experience of negativity in history, or in the author’s words, with the dark 

abyss of groundlessness that the bourgeois society left behind.
10 

In other 

words, the abyss in Kotlovan appears as a more true ground for 

experiencing life, than the rational concepts of ground provided by 

                                                
10

 See, on this point, Artemii Magun, “Otritsatel’naia revoliutsiia Andreia Platonova,” in 

Novoe literaturnoe obozreniie (106), http://magazines.russ.ru/nlo/2010/106/ma7.html, 

accessed September 1, 2011. Magun writes:  

 

 ⇠�◆%�� !$%. & ↵�◆%! !�◆ —  ⇠ %!�.�! �#⇠�✓ !�! )◆ �✓ � 

#◆⇢#&*⇠ �✓. ✏%! ⇠+⇠ �,  ◆!!#!%, �#⇠�✓ !%�◆%◆ � �!⇢�#◆%◆  ◆⇢◆⌫. �◆ 
$◆�◆✓ !$%◆ !��◆, �!%!#◆✓ "#⇠#-�◆⇠% ⌫��⇡⇠ �⇠ � ⇠⇢⌫ ⇠, ��⇠⇠% $�!0 

$!$%�⇠  &0 "#�#!⌫& � ⌫��⇡&+&0 $��&. “�⇠�⇠ �&#&”, 

/$'◆%!�!��)⇠$�!⌧ ⌫#◆�⇠, $���⇠%#�) ! "#!%��!$%!�% “⌥!%�!�◆ ”, 

�$%!#�✓ ! ⇠$�! ⇠) !� !%�◆%⇠ � #◆⇢⇠�⇠, "!/�⇠ ! $"⇠*�⇠ /"!$ ! 

⇢◆⌫⇠#⇡�⇠. “⌅!� )⇠�!�⇠� "!$%#!�%, ◆ $◆� #◆$$%#!�%$✓” ⇢⌫⇠$. ��⇠⇠%$✓ � 

��⌫&  ⇠ /$'◆%!�!��)⇠$�◆✓  ⇠�◆%�� !$%. ⇢◆�! )⇠  !⌧ "!$%#!⌧�� (%◆� 

�◆� �⇠ ✓⇠%$✓ $&,⇠�% ⌫⇠⌧$%��✓), ◆ $��◆ !#◆% !�! ⌫��⇡⇠ �✓, !%�◆%◆, 
�!%!#◆✓ $�#-%! ⌫�✓  ◆$ ⌫⇠⌧$%�&⇠% "#� ◆�%�� !⌧ $!⇢�⌫◆%⇠�. !⌧ 

⌫⇠✓%⇠�. !$%�. 

 

Negativity for Platonov is not only a time of ending and of destruction. It 

is also, conversely, a time of recoil and backtracking. The same stoppage 

that interrupts movement toward the abyss has its own nature and driving 

force. Kotlovan, the story of endless recoil and running away, is 

symmetrically opposed to the eschatological drama Chevengur. An epic 

about delay opposes a poema about hurrying. “Man will construct the 

house, and it will fall apart by itself” here refers not to the eschatological 

negativity of the finished construction (for the subject of the action 

changes), but rather the force of inverse movement, of recoil, which 

invisibly to us acts on constructive activity.   
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official Soviet propaganda.  Therefore the “ground” being laid turns into 

a destruction of ground, and the vanguard of the Revolution appears to be 

less the proletariat and more the nameless, fatherless people, who never 

played a role on the historical scene.
 

 

III. Loss 
 

We enter Platonov’s world with an initial loss, as Voshchev loses his work, 

and also his foothold in society.  

 

⇥ &�!�. �%⇠�. !� ⌫!�&�⇠ %⇠ ⇠�&  ◆"�$◆��, )%! !  

&$%#◆ ✓⇠%$✓ $ "#!�⇢�!⌫$%�◆ �$�⇠⌫$%��⇠ #!$%◆ 
$�◆!$��. !$%� �  ⇠� � ⇢◆⌫&�)��!$%� $#⇠⌫� !+⇠�! 

%⇠�"◆ %#&⌫◆. 
 

His dismissal notice stated that he was being removed  from 

production on account of weakening strength in him and 

thoughtfulness amid the general tempo of labor.
11

 

 

 The loss is fundamental: Voshchev is left without work; he leaves his 

home, ceases to take part in the general proletarian work, and loses his 

faith: “He walked on down until exhaustion; Voshchev got exhausted 

quickly, as soon as his soul remembered that it had stopped knowing 

truth” (5; «⌦  *⇠� "! ⌫!#!�⇠ ⌫! �⇢ ⇠�!⇡⇠ �✓; �⇢ ⇠�!�◆� ⇡⇠ ⇥!+⇠� 
$�!#!, �◆� %!�.�! ⇠�! ⌫&*◆ �$"!�� ◆�◆, )%! �$%� & ! ◆ "⇠#⇠$%◆�◆ 
⇢ ◆%.», 416). As he leaves, he passes by a “beer room” where he has left 

part of himself the night before, before beginning his journey, as if a new 

life: 

 

⇧�& ⇠+⇠ #◆⇢ "#�*�!$. �� !�◆%. "#��!#!⌫ &0 "�� &0, 

⇠+⇠ #◆⇢ !  "!$�!%#⇠�  ◆ �⇠$%! $�!⇠�!  !)�⇠�◆—%◆� 

!$%◆�!$. )%!-%! !+⇠⇠ $ ⇠�! ⇡�⇢ .0,  � ⇥!+⇠� !)&%��$✓ � 
"#!$%#◆ $%�⇠, �⌫⇠ -� "⇠#⇠⌫  �� ��*. �!#�⇢! % � 

!+&+⇠ �⇠ �⇠%#◆ � $��! ��*⇠⇠$✓ ��(! (416). 

 

                                                
11

 Andrei Platonov, Sobranie, 8 vols. (Moscow: Vremia, 2009–11), vol. 3: Chevengur. 
Kotlovan, ed. N. M. Malygina (2009), 413. English translation from Andrei Platonov, The 
Foundation Pit, trans. Robert and Elizabeth Chandler and Olga Meerson (New York: 

New York Review Books, 2009), 1. All further citations will appear parenthetically and 

refer to these versions of the texts. 
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Once again he had to go past the beer room on the outskirts 

of town; once again he looked at where he had spent the 

night—something in common with his own life still remained 

there—and then Voshchev found himself in space, with only 

the horizon before him and the feel of the wind against his 

downbent face (4). 

 

Voshchev begins a movement to the peripheries of society and the 

frontiers of the Soviet project. His quest is of the most naïve and childish 

sort: he seeks the future and truth. He comes to the company of men 

who are digging the foundation pit at the outskirts of the city. These are 

poor dispossessed people who have lost everything: home, family, and, in 

the case of one of them, even legs. Nastya, the young orphaned girl, is 

literally torn from her mother’s body. These people represent the negative 

challenge of the Revolution:
 

they are the nameless nobodies of history,
 

and Platonov lets them tell us about existence, because they are more 

exposed to life as such after the Revolution.
 

  

IV. Material (Ground) 
 

It is no wonder that Voshchev, before leaving the city, enters into a 

dispute with the worker’s council about materialism and happiness: 

 

 — ⇣ �!� �-⌫&�◆%. )%!- �&⌫. �#!⌫⇠ $)◆$%.✓, ◆ !% 
⌫&*⇠� !�! $�-$�◆ &�&)*��◆$. - "#!�⇢�!⌫�%⇠�. !$%..    

  — �)◆$%.⇠ "#!�⇢!⌧⌫⇠% !% �◆%⇠#�◆��⇢�◆, %!�◆#�+ 

⇥!+⇠�, ◆  ⇠ !% $�-$�◆. �- %⇠✓   !%$%!✓%.    ⇠   �!⇡⇠�,   %-   

)⇠�!�⇠�  ⇠$!⇢ ◆%⇠�. -⌧, ◆ �-  ⇠ ⇡⇠�◆⇠� !)&%�%.$✓ � '�!$%⇠ 
�◆$$ (415).  

 

 “I could have thought up something like happiness, and 

inner meaning would have improved productivity.” 

 “Happiness will originate from materialism, comrade 

Voshchev, not from meaning. There’s nothing we can do on 

your behalf. You’re a man without consciousness and we don’t 

want to find ourselves at the tail end of the masses” (3–4). 

 

In the quotation, the denial of the administrator at the working 

committee that happiness (and as a consequence—materialism) has 

nothing to do with meaning appears absurd, although in fact it is classical 

to Marxism. As the novel progresses, the question raised here—whether 

happiness emerges from meaning, from materialism or from material—

becomes central and resounds on several levels. Voshchev repeatedly 
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turns to nature, seeking the origin for meaning and truth, and this paves 

the way for a description of the landscape in existential terms. He looks, 

for instance, for information about his future in the air, but finds it empty. 

He also does not find the happiness that he has been promised, and so he 

surrounds himself instead with concrete “objects of unhappiness and 

obscurity” (5; «"#⇠⌫�⇠%-  ⇠$)◆$%.✓ � ⇠⇢�⇠$% !$%�», 416). In nature, 

that is, in physics, Voshchev looks for the truth that will replace 

metaphysics, but physics hides the truth. Nature testifies to the alienating 

works of man, for instance the “timber delirium of the scaffolding” (9; «� 
%⇠$!�!� #⇠⌫& �⇠$!�», 420). Nature is but the product of a utilitarian, 

estranged society, and the non-alienated “free thing”
12

 is also dispossessed 

of its meaning.
13 

The “foundation pit” itself represents a central locus for his quest for 

meaning and truth about existence. It is marked from the very beginning 

as an “earthy hollow” where he can find rest from his wanderings: 
 

 

⇥!+⇠� ⇢◆#⇠� � "&$%-#. � ! ◆#&⇡�� %⇠"�&0 ✓�& ⌫�✓ 
 !)�⇠�◆; $ �⇢��*�$. � /%& ⇢⇠� &0 �"◆⌫� &, !  "!�!⇡�� 

"!⌫ �!�!�& �⇠*!�, �&⌫◆ $!�#◆� ⌫�✓ "◆�✓%� � !%�+⇠ �✓ 
�$✓�&0 ⇠⇢�⇠$% !$%., !"⇠)◆���$✓ � $ %⇠� &$ &� (420). 

 

Voshchev wandered into some empty wilderness and 

discovered a warm pit for the night; having lowered himself 

into this earthy hollow, he laid under his head the bag where he 

collected every kind of obscurity for memory and vengeance, 

felt sad and so fell asleep (9). 

 

The “empty wilderness” («"&$%-#.»), which soon after is referred to in a 

literal sense as a wasteland («��* ⇠⇠ �⇠$%!», or “superfluous place” in 

                                                
12

 See Ol’ga Meerson, “Svobodnaia veshch’”. Poetika neostraneniia u Andreia Platonova 
(Novosibirsk: Nauka, 2001). 

13

 Magun describes Platonov’s work as a kind of antimaterial: 
 

⌃ ⌫⇠⌧$%��%⇠�. !, $◆� ↵�◆%! !� $!⇢ ◆⇠%, )%! ⇠�! "#!�⇢�⇠⌫⇠ �✓, �◆� 

�!%�!�◆ , ✓��✓0%$✓ $�!⇠!#◆⇢ !⌧ ◆ %��◆%⇠#�⇠⌧, "�%◆0%$✓ 
!%#�(◆%⇠�. !⌧ / ⇠#��⇠⌧ & �)%!⇡⇠ �✓, / ⇠#��⇠⌧ !%�!⇡⇠  !�! 

&��#◆ �✓, &$%◆�!$%�, $�⇠#%�: “⇥$⇠, )%! ✓ "�*&, "�%◆⇠%$✓ �⇢ �◆�!�!-%! 

#◆⇢�◆�◆0+⇠�!$✓ �⇠+⇠$%�◆ �!⇠⌧ ⌫&*�”.  

 

And indeed, Platonov himself is aware that his works, like a foundation pit, 

are a particular kind of antimaterial; they are fed with negative energy, with 

the energy of deferred dying, fatigue, death: “Everything that I write feeds 

on some kind of decaying matter of my soul.”  

 

(Magun, “Otritsatel’naia…,” http://magazines.russ.ru/nlo/2010/106/ma7.html.) 
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the Chandler-Meerson translation), is a warm place that can host the 

restless hero, plagued by loss of meaning. This locus turns out to be 

destined for the foundation pit; it is to be “hidden forever beneath 

construction” (10; «! ! $�!#! $�#!⇠%$✓  ◆�⇠�� "!⌫ &$%#!⌧$%�!�», 420). 

He stays here with the working team, digging the pit, although he is in 

doubt about the general meaning of this work (as of the world in general). 

He does not want to leave their company, which at least lets him observe 

the “meaning of existence” in the bodies of others: 
 

 ◆ �-�!*⇠  !� "&$%-#⇠ "◆'�! &�⇠#*⇠⌧ %#◆�!⌧ � 

$-#!$%.0 ! ◆⇡⇠  -' �⇠$%, !%)⇠�! ✓$ ⇠⇠ )&�$%�!�◆�◆$. 
!+◆✓ �#&$%. ⇡�⇢ � � %!$�◆ %+⇠% !$%�. ⇥!+⇠�& ⌫◆�� 

�!"◆%&, !  $⇡◆� ⇠⇠ #&�◆��, %!) ! '!%⇠� ⌫!-%. �$%� & �⇢ 
⇢⇠� !�! "#◆'◆; !⇠⇢⌫!�⇠  -⌧, ⇥!+⇠� $!��◆$⇠  -� �  ⇠ 
��⇠%. $�-$�◆ $&+⇠$%�!�◆ �✓,  ! ⇡⇠�◆� '!%✓ - 

 ◆�0⌫◆%. ⇠�! � �⇠+⇠$%�⇠ %⇠�◆ ⌫#&�!�!, ��⇡ ⇠�! 

)⇠�!�⇠�◆, — � )%!-  ◆'!⌫�%.$✓ ���⇢� %!�! )⇠�!�⇠�◆, 
�!� "!⇡⇠#%�!�◆%.  ◆ %#&⌫ �$⇠ $�!⇠ $�◆!⇠ %⇠�!, 

�$%!��⇠  !⇠ �-$�.0 � ⇠$$�-$�⇠  !$%.0 (422). 

 

The mowed wilderness smelled of grass that had died and the 

dampness of bared places, making more palpable the general 

sorrow of life and the vain melancholy of meaninglessness. 

Voshchev was given a spade, and he gripped it in his hands 

with the ferocity of despair of his own life, as though wanting 

to obtain truth from amid the earth’s dust: dispossessed as he 

was, Voshchev was even willing to do without the meaning of 

existence, but he wished at least to observe it in the substance 

of the body of another, neighboring man – and to find 

himself near such a man he was ready to sacrifice in labor the 

whole of his own weak body that had been exhausted by 

thought and senselessness (12). 

  

The description of nature here, and of Voshchev’s relation to it, is highly 

telling, both in the style of its language and in what it reveals about the 

author’s philosophy. Most importantly, nature is not described apart from 

man’s relation to it. The metaphorical concept of “nakedness” fuses with 

the concrete meaning of the word: the nakedness (bareness) of nature 

testifies to the nakedness of existence. In view of the “bared places,” 

Voshchev digs “as though wanting to obtain truth from amid the earth’s 

dust” («%!) ! '!%⇠� ⌫!-%. �$%� & �⇢ ⇢⇠� !�! "#◆'◆»), while he is 

“dispossessed” («!⇠⇢⌫!�⇠  -⌧»). He digs in order to find meaning in 

the ground, truth in the material, but it is as if he does not have enough 
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strength to find it, and as a result, perhaps, he uncovers only a lack of 

correspondence between the world and itself. A few pages later, he 

continues to dig in search for truth:  

 

⇥!+⇠� <…> ��⌫⇠�, )%! ��� - � !+⇠⌧ ⇢⇠��� ⇠+⇠ � !�! 

<…> — ⇠+⇠ ⌫!��!  ◆⌫! ��⇠%. ⇡�⇢ ., )%!- "#⇠�!⇢�!).  

<…> %#&⌫!� /%!% ⇢◆�⇠�*�⌧ ��#, $"#✓%◆�*�⌧ � $�!⇠⌧ 

%⇠� !%⇠ �$%� & �$⇠�! $&+⇠$%�!�◆ �✓. �!⇡⇠% -%., �⇠�)⇠ 
�-⌫&�◆%. $�-$� ⇡�⇢ � � �!�!�⇠ — �⇠⌫. �!⇡ !  ⇠)◆✓  ! 

⌫!�◆⌫◆%.$✓ !  ⇠� ��� �!$ &%.$✓ ⇠�! "⇠)◆�. ! %⇠�&+�� 

)&�$%�!�. <…> �&)*⇠ ✓ &⌫& ⌫&�◆%. ⇠⇢ #◆!%-, �$⇠ 
#◆� ! �⇠$. $�⇠%  ⇠ #◆⇢#!⇠*. ⌫! ⌫ ◆ (424, ellipses in 

original). 

 

Voshchev <...> saw that there was a great deal of clay 

and common/ plain/ simple earth <...> — it is necessary to 

have life for a long time still in order to overcome with labor 

<...> this congealed/lying in wait world, hiding the truth of all 

existence in its darkness. Maybe, it is easier to think up the 

meaning of life in the head — since you can unwittingly 

stumble onto it or sadly touch upon it with a flowing 

feeling. <...> I would be better off thinking without work(ing), 

because you will anyway not dig down to the heart/depths of 

the world (translation mine). 

 

In this passage, which was reconstructed from the publisher’s manuscript 

of the novella
14

 and is not included in the Chandler-Meerson translation 

published in 2009, Platonov repeats and enforces some of the thoughts in 

the previously quoted passage. The metaphor of “hidden truth” is applied 

to the earth, and it is as if truth really is hidden in the earth. Voshchev 

“sees” different layers of a world that is “lying in wait” («⇢◆�⇠�*�⌧») and 

under them senses the presence of the “truth of all existence” («�$%� & 
�$⇠�! $&+⇠$%�!�◆ �✓»). The quotation has, however, an even more 

glaring pun in the metaphor «�!"◆%.$✓ ��� ⌫!�!"◆%.$✓ ⌫! $�-$�◆», 

which literally translates to “dig down to meaning” and metaphorically 

means “to reach the truth.” In the first sentence, it is as if Platonov’s hero 

searches for a correspondence between metaphorical and concrete 

meaning, without, however, subordinating one to the other.
15

 Voshchev 

                                                
14

 N. Malygina, “Komentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, Sobranie, vol. 3: Chevengur. Kotlovan, 
583.  

15

 Platonov’s play with the concrete/literal and the metaphoric has been analyzed by 

several scholars. See, for instance, Anne Apelboin, “Metaphorical Animals and the 

Proletariat,” Essays in Poetics 27 (2002), 179. Seifrid terms the plays “awkward 
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really wants to dig up the truth by means of physical labor. On the one 

hand, he cannot dig up “the truth of all existence” because the earth has 

too much clay in it, and, on the other, he must “overcome it […] by labor” 

(«"#⇠�!⇢�!). <…> %#&⌫!�»). Here, the metaphorical and concrete 

meanings coincide: the clay is dead material lying in wait from a dead 

world, also lying in wait.
16

 
 

Because Platonov doesn’t distinguish nature from man’s relation to it, 

the relation between concrete and metaphorical meanings becomes 

unstable and they tend to fuse. It is as if Platonov here seeks a kind of 

concrete, literal correspondence to the metaphorical meaning, but the 

metaphorical seems to have lost its meaning to the concrete, without 

being able to retrieve it. The reason is that for Platonov there is no pure 

concrete, no pure material, to the extent that the concrete has been 

permeated or “organized” by a world whose ontology in its turn is 

permeated by metaphors, and there is no way to exit this ontology. It 

seems, therefore, predominantly in the negative sense that 

correspondence between the concrete and the metaphorical actually can 

be established: the metaphor “dead material” corresponds to the concrete 

meaning of “dead material.” For the most part, however, Platonov digs 

into language and undermines it, showing that language offers no firm 

basis to understand nature and existence and that the correspondence 

between metaphor (transposed meaning) and concrete meaning is lost. 

He thus points at the confusion that exists in linguistic expressions and 

the unstable linguistic, communicative ground shared by his characters 

after the Revolution. He suggests, in effect, that the loss of metaphysical 

ground in society resulted not only in turmoil within society, but also 

turmoil in language. 

The main engineer at the site, Prushevsky, who represents a Marxist 

intellectual engineer, understands the whole world as dead material or 

“dead body” (12; «�⇠#%�-⌧ �◆%⇠#�◆�», 422). He reflects on the ground 

                                                                                                               
literalizations” and “non-reification.” (Thomas Seifrid, Uncertainties of Spirit [Cambridge: 

Cambridge UP 1992], 199, and Thomas Seifrid, “Platonov, Socialist Realism, and the 

Avant-Garde,” in Laboratory of Dreams: The Russian Avant-Garde and Cultural Experiment, ed. 

John E. Bowlt and Olga Matich [Stanford: Stanford UP, 1996], 242.) Meerson refers to 

them as “re-familiarization” or a way of “normalizing” the abnormal or absurd. (See 

Olga Meerson, “Andrei Platonov’s Re-familiarization: The Perils and Potencies of 

Perceptive Inertia,” Essays in Poetics 26 [2001]: 21–37.) In blurring the relationship 

between the normal and abnormal, as Meerson shows, Platonov leaves it, however, 

undecided what the “literal,” “normal,” “re-familiarized,” or “non-reified” would be. 

16

 Platonov frequently discusses the nature of the earth, soil, clay and sand in his 

novels as well as in his publicistic writing. A particularly interesting discussion of this can 

be found in “Pervyi Ivan (Zametki o tekhnicheskom tvorchestve trudiashchikhsia liudei)” 

(1930), where he relates the condition of the earth to the economic system. 
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in the following way:  

↵#&*⇠�$��⌧ !$%-� !%  !)� � $"&$%��$✓ �  ◆)◆%&0 ✓�& 
�!%�!�◆ ◆, �⌫⇠ -�! ⇢◆%�*.⇠.  ⇠�!%!#!⇠ �#⇠�✓ !  "!$�⌫⇠� 

� ��&� ⇠; "!⌫  ��  ◆'!⌫��$✓ �◆�⇠ ., $!�& �!⇢�-*◆�!$. 
$⇠)⇠ �⇠ �#& %◆, � ��⌫ ! -�!, �◆�  ◆ &#⇠⇢⇠ ��� -,  ⇠ 
"#!�$'!⌫✓ �⇢  ⇠⇠, �⇠⇡◆�◆ "!)�◆. ⌃⇢! �$✓�!⌧ �� ◆⇢- 

!#◆⇢&⇠%$✓  ◆⌫$%#!⌧�◆? ⌥◆⇡⌫!⇠ �� "#!�⇢�!⌫$%�! 

⇡�⇢ ⇠  !�! �◆%⇠#�◆�◆ ⌫◆⇠% ⌫!◆�!) -� "#!⌫&�%!� ⌫&*& � 
)⇠�!�⇠�◆? � ⇠$�� "#!�⇢�!⌫$%�! &�&)*�%. ⌫! %!) !⌧ 

/�! !��� – %! &⌫&% �� "#!�$'!⌫�%. �⇢  ⇠�! �!$�⇠  -⇠, 
 ⇠⇡⌫◆  -⇠ "#!⌫&�%-? (428–9). 

 

Prushevsky was chilled from the night and he climbed into the 

pit that had been begun for the foundations. It was quiet there, 

and for some time he sat in its depth. There was rock beneath 

him, and the walls of the excavation rose up on either side of 

him; he could see how the topsoil rested on a layer of clay and 

did not originate from it. Could a superstructure develop from 

any base? Was soul within man an inevitable by-product of the 

manufacture of vital material? And if production could be 

improved to the point of precise economy, would it give rise to 

other oblique by-products? (19–20).  

 

The word «⇢◆%�*.⇠» (“hush” or “quiet”) in the Russian original colors 

this description in a fairy-tale like way, leading us to an idyllic atmosphere 

in the countryside. It places us in a landscape where sitting in the “depth” 

(«� ��&� ⇠») of the pit offers an invitation to reflections on the soil as 

ground. Prushevsky looks into this “depth” and sees the “topsoil” 

(«"!)�◆») and asks himself, without further ado, the classical Marxist 

questions: “Could a superstructure develop from any base? Was soul 

within man an inevitable by-product of the manufacture of vital material?” 

(«⌃⇢! �$✓�!⌧ �� ◆⇢- !#◆⇢&⇠%$✓  ◆⌫$%#!⌧�◆? ⌥◆⇡⌫!⇠ �� 

"#!�⇢�!⌫$%�! ⇡�⇢ ⇠  !�! �◆%⇠#�◆�◆ ⌫◆⇠% ⌫!◆�!) -� "#!⌫&�%!� 

⌫&*& � )⇠�!�⇠�◆?») Here, however, the Marxist metaphor not only 

acquires concrete meaning. It also attains a new metaphorical meaning, 

gaining metaphysical ground as it extends to the soul and to all existence. 

Thus, Prushevsky, while asking the very telling question whether any 

“living material” («⇡�⇢ ⇠  -⌧ �◆%⇠#�◆�», or, in the translation above, 

“vital material”) can result in the soul as a by-product, asks at the same 

time whether a happy, soulful house can arise out of this pit and its soil. 
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V. Abyss 
 

The work digging the pit is soon discovered, for various reasons, not to 

give the expected results and eventually the workers find a ravine that 

seems more suitable as a foundation for the house. However, the ground 

needed for that home is both concrete and existential, something 

Prushevsky alludes to when Prushevsky reflects on the ravine and its 

potential to become an abyss: 

 

⌦ � !$%◆ !����$.  ◆ �#◆0 !�#◆⇡ !�! �!%�!�◆ ◆;  ◆⌫! - 

�!#◆⇢⌫! #◆ .*⇠  ◆)◆%. #-%. %◆�&0 "#!"◆$%. "!⌫ !+�⌧ 

⌫!�, %!�⌫◆ - � %! $&+⇠$%�!, �!%!#!⇠ "! ◆⌫!��!$. 

↵#&*⇠�$�!�&, "#⇠-�◆�! ⇢⌫⇠$. � (⇠�!$%� (445). 

 

They stopped at the edge of the gully foundation pit; they 

should have got down long ago to digging such an abyss for a 

communal home—then the being that Prushevsky needed 

would have stayed intact and complete there (40). 

 

The remark is paradoxical, and uncanny in an absurd way. When 

Prushevsky, qua architect, reflects on the material of the ravine, it is not 

in its potential to form a ground for the collective house, but for its ability 

to preserve the “being that Prushevsky needed” («$&+⇠$%�!, �!%!#!⇠ 
"! ◆⌫!��!$. ↵#&*⇠�$�!�&»). The being that he needs is most likely a 

woman that he remembers thanks to Chiklin, Nastya’s mother, who has 

died. She is not to be kept in the future house, but in the abyss that they 

will dig under the house. The expression “dig such an abyss” («#-%. 

%◆�&0 "#!"◆$%.») is a multi-faceted oxymoron: an abyss cannot be dug 

out; it cannot, second of all, provide ground for a house; and, finally, it 

cannot preserve anything. (On this last point, the connotations of the 

Russian word “propast’” are even stronger than the English translation 

“abyss,” as a “propast’” is where something “propadaet,” which is to say, 

that into which something “falls through” or “disappears.”) Instead of 

affirming that they should have long ago started digging such an abyss, 

Prushevsky’s oxymoron opens up a different perspective of the abyss as a 

place into which people “fall through” or “disappear”; as a place, that is, 

that is not for the living, but for lost, dead, beloved beings. Moreover, 

Platonov here plays on the metaphorical meaning of the word podryvat’ 
(“to undermine”) in the expression «#-%. %◆�&0 "#!"◆$%. "!⌫ !+�⌧ 

⌫!�», which in Russian literally means “to dig an abyss under the 

communal house.” It is thus suggested that the house can be undermined 

by the abyss.  
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With the ravine we enter another rather uncanny story, which takes us 

to the dystopic landscape of the kolkhoz. Chiklin finds empty coffins there, 

which he digs out and takes with him, but they belong to the men at a 

nearby kolkhoz who have made them for the future. A strange theme is 

developed in the story about the kolkhoz, and that is the opposition 

between the private coffins of the poor people at the kolkhoz, who are 

called “sub-kulaks” (podkulachniki), and the collective task of the diggers, 

and this opposition results in a gruesome fight. As this theme is 

developed, the connection between digging and death becomes dominant. 

It will be repeated in the finale, where the ravine becomes an abysmal 

ground for a grave. Chiklin and the men from the kolkhoz dig an abyss to 

bury Nastya: 

 

�����  �⇢✓� �!� �  !�&0 �!"◆%& � �⇠⌫�⇠  ! &*⇠�  ◆ 
⌫◆�. �⌧ �#◆⌧ �!%�!�◆ ◆. �◆� !  $ !�◆  ◆)◆� #◆⇢�⇠#⇢◆%. 

 ⇠"!⌫��⇡ &0 ⇢⇠��0,  "!%!�& )%! "�◆�◆%.  ⇠ �!�, � #-�,  ⇠ 
� $��◆' &$%◆%., ⌫!  !)� � �$0  !)., "!�◆  ⇠ &$�-*◆�, �◆� 

%#⇠$�◆0%$✓  �!$%�  �  ⇠�! %#&⌫✓+⇠�$✓  %&�!��+⇠.  �!�⌫◆  !   

!$%◆ !���$✓  � ��✓ &� �#&�!�. ⌥!�'!⇢ *⇠� �$�⇠⌫ ⇢◆  �� � 

 ⇠ "⇠#⇠$%◆�◆✓ #-� ⇢⇠��0; �$⇠ ⇠⌫ -⇠ � $#⇠⌫ �⇠ �&⇡��� 

#◆!%◆�� $ %◆��� &$⇠#⌫�⇠�  ⇡�⇢ �,  &⌫%!  '!%⇠�� $"◆$%�$. 

 ◆�⇠�� � "#!"◆$%� �!%�!�◆ ◆ (533-4). 

 

Chiklin took a crowbar and a new spade and walked slowly to 

the far border of the foundation pit. There he again began to 

gape the motionless earth wide open, since he was able to cry, 

and he went on digging, lacking the strength to exhaust himself, 

until nightfall, and all through the night, until he heard the 

cracking of bones in his laboring torso. Then he stopped and 

glanced around. The collective farm was following him and, 

without stopping, was digging the earth; all the poor and middle 

peasants were working with such zeal of life as if they were 

seeking to save themselves forever in the abyss of the 

foundation pit (148). 

 

The notion of the abyss is here repeated. After the death of Nastya, 

Chiklin digs out of grief, and the poor men join him, as if they wished to 

be saved forever “in the abyss of the foundation pit” («� "#!"◆$%� 

�!%�!�◆ ◆»). The abyss is where Chiklin can empty out his sorrow (he is 

now at one with his work), where the poor and nameless people from the 

kolkhoz can find shelter en masse, and in the end, where Nastya’s grave can 

be placed and preserved. The tragic ending of the novel as the digging of 
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an abyss is at the same time an opening into the earth and an opening into 

the beyond, a beyond that is both death and life, both entrance and exit. 

This “beyond” lies on the borders of the complete and irreversible break 

that is death, as a life that is not subdued by dead and groundless 

possessive concepts of it. 
 

VI. Concluding remarks 
 

The post-Revolutionary society that we find in Kotlovan is homeless, 

depraved, lost. In Kotlovan, as in many of Platonov’s writings, we meet 

dispossessed and lost people, like Lumpenproletariat, who have always 

lived, and keep living outside of history. Their entrance into historical life 

can only be realized on the borders of life and death. No house is built, 

only an abysmal grave is opened. No ground is found, and the destruction 

of the old grounds leads only to a sense of groundlessness.  

Even the language we find here has lost its grounds, its key to an 

understanding of the world, as Platonov digs into and undermines basic 

metaphors. To “chop off” the Revolution, for Platonov, was also to 

detach language and being from metaphysics and to start seeking true 

meaning in physical material. However, since in this concrete, physical 

material, meaning hides itself, material likewise offers no stable ground. 

Thus, Platonov leads us into the dark about the possibility for a ground 

from which we can grow, showing us that even a non-estranged world is 

strange for us.  
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At first glance, Andrei Platonov’s novella Dzhan may seem a typical and 

even model colonial text.1 Written in the middle of the 1930’s after two 

research trips to Turkmenistan, the first as part of a writers’ brigade, it 

unequivocally places the toponym “Moscow” at the head of each of the 
settlements and spaces encountered in the narrative. And to a certain 

extent the main hero acts as an ideological mercenary and colonizer of his 
own people, imbued with a dual essence that is anticipated already in the 

first sentence: “Into the courtyard of the Moscow Institute of Economics 

walked a young non-Russian man, Nazar Chagataev” («⇥! ⌫�!# 
⌥!$�!�$�!�! .�! !��)⇠$�!�! � $%�%&%◆ �,*⇠� �!�!⌫!⌧,  ⇠#&$$��⌧ 

)⇠�!�⇠� �◆⇢◆# ✏◆�◆%◆⇠�»).2 For Platonov, the adjective nerusskii, or 
“non-Russian,” is of great importance: the manuscript originally reads 

“young, happy person,” but the word “happy” is crossed out, and “non-

Russian” is written above and retraced in bold.3 The opposition between 
“non-Russian” and “happy” is interesting to say the least. What 

connection could there be between these words for Platonov? Is their 
relationship characterized by antinomy or interchangeability? In either 

case, non-Russian and, perhaps, happy, Chagataev leaves the Moscow 

courtyard and moves toward his native people “in the middle of the Asian 
desert” (11; «� $⇠#⇠⌫� & ◆⇢�◆%$�!⌧ "&$%, �», 444) with a certain 

mission of salvation. At the end of the novella he returns to the 
metropolis together with a trophy girlfriend, Aidym, who in a certain 

sense embodies the future of the “dzhan people.”  

The successive and cyclical changes of spaces (Moscow—Sarıkamış—
the open desert—Üst-Yurt—Moscow) function as a key element in the 

novella. At the same time, the antithesis of the two spatial types—urban, 

contemporary Moscow and the open, primordial Sarıkamış, Üst-Yurt, and 

                                            
1 The present essay is a translation of an extract from a previously published article. 

See Nariman Skakov, “Prostranstva “Dzhana” Andreia Platonova,” Novoe literaturnoe 
obozrenie 107 (2011): 211–230. It is reprinted in translation here with permission of Novoe 
literaturnoe obozrenie. 

2 Andrei Platonov, Soul, trans. Robert and Elizabeth Chandler, with Katia Grigoruk, 

Angela Livingstone, Olga Meerson, and Eric Naiman (New York: New York Review 

Books, 2008), 3; Andrei Platonov, Dzhan, in Proza (M.: Slovo, 1999), 439. All further 

citations of Dzhan will appear parenthetically within the body of the text and refer to 

these editions. 
3 N. V. Kornienko, “‘Mne prisnilsia golos…,” in Platonov, Proza, 15. 
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the surrounding deserts—do not form a stable, binary opposition in the 

text. Using the archetypal schematic of the socialist realist text along with 
elements of the colonial adventure novel as artistic devices, Platonov 

transports his heroes to the realm of mythology prefigured in the diptych 

described early in the text, in which a person: “had stood up on the earth 

and made a hole with his head in the celestial dome; his head and 

shoulders had gone right through to the other side of the sky and he was 
gazing into the strange infinity of that age” (8; «"#!�� �!�!�!⌧ 

!%�⇠#$%�⇠ �  ⇠⇠$ !� �&"!�⇠ � �,$& &�$✓ ⌫! "�⇠) "! %& $%!#! & 
 ⇠◆, � $%#◆  &/ ⇠$�! ⇠) !$%- %!�! �#⇠�⇠ �», 442). In this world, 

everyday human space with its hierarchies is overcome by superhuman 
efforts and the boundaries between rational and irrational, possible and 

impossible are transcended.  
The present article traces the development of the theme of space in 

the novella Dzhan. In this work, Platonov repeatedly describes situations 

in which the human body endures metamorphoses of every conceivable 
type and the borders dividing the body from the surrounding world are 

destroyed (as the body sustains physical wounds or suffers complete 
collapse). These serve as reference points for Platonov, it seems, in the 

battle for happiness “beyond the horizon” and for transcendence beyond 

the earthly plane. So too does Platonov’s language, which metaphorically 
reflects this crossing of boundaries, with its linguistic anomalies, its 

destruction of clichés, and the semantic shifts detected by nearly every 

scholar of the author’s work. Platonov’s overcoming of the normative 
structure of language, in its synchronic cross-section, betrays a 

determination to break out “beyond the horizon” and leave behind the 
dismal gravitational force of grammar.  

 
*** 

Dzhan is constructed on paradoxes, and the dual essence of its key aspects 

is not smoothed over and, in the end, is not resolved. A mongrel son, 
born out of wedlock, insider and other, non-Russian and happy, 

Chagataev saves the dzhan people, who truly represent a crowd of 

marginalized outsiders. In the course of the novella, peripheral 

Turkmenistan and the capital Moscow do not form a binary opposition 
but instead, merge into a sort of hybrid image. At the same time, the 

empty space of the desert contains the potential for the disclosure of the 

truth of being. The horizontal movement of the people across the 

concrete surface of the Turkmen land achieves its culmination in the 
surmounting of the vertical axis. All these themes can be found in a 

germinal state in the description of an engraving that makes its 

appearance on the first pages of the novella. The episode portraying the 

surprisingly sudden intimacy between Vera and Chagataev contains an 
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important ekphrastic element—a depiction of the enigmatic old diptych, 

which can be considered to be one of the most vivid descriptions of a 

visual object in Platonov’s oeuvre:  
 

⇥⇠#◆ $ ✓�◆ �⇠% �⌧ "�◆+, � ✏◆�◆%◆⇠� ⇢◆�⇠%��, )%! ! ◆ 
"!� ⇠⇠, )⇠� �◆⇡⇠%$✓. ⌅◆%⇠� ⇥⇠#◆ $%◆�◆ #,%-$✓ � $�!�' 

'!⇢✓⌧$%�⇠  ,' ⇢◆�!&��◆', )%!, "!�!#��%- �!$%✓, ◆ 
✏◆�◆%◆⇠� ⇢◆$�!%#⇠�$✓  ◆ $%◆#�  &/ ⌫�!⌧ &/ �◆#%� &, 
��$⇠�*&/  ◆⌫ �#!�◆%-/ .%!⌧ ⌫⇠�&*��. ⌃◆#%� ◆ 
�⇢!#◆⇡◆�◆ �⇠)%&, �!�⌫◆ ⇢⇠��✓ $)�%◆�◆$- "�!$�!⌧, ◆  ⇠! 

– ��⇢���. �◆�  ⇠��⌧ !�-*!⌧ )⇠�!�⇠� �$%◆�  ◆ ⇢⇠��/, 

"#!�� �!�!�!⌧ !%�⇠#$%�⇠ �  ⇠⇠$ !� �&"!�⇠ � 
�,$& &�$✓ ⌫! "�⇠) "! %& $%!#! &  ⇠◆, � $%#◆  &/ 

⇠$�! ⇠) !$%- %!�! �#⇠�⇠ �, � ⇢◆��✓⌫⇠�$✓ %&⌫◆. ⇧ !  
 ◆$%!�-�! ⌫!��! ��✓⌫⇠� �  ⇠�⇢�⇠$% !⇠, )&⇡⌫!⇠ 
"#!$%#◆ $%�!, )%! ⇢◆,� "#! $�!⇠ !$%◆�- !⇠ %⇠�!, 

!$%◆�*⇠⇠$✓  �⇡⇠ !,) !�!  ⇠◆. �◆ ⌫#&�!⌧ "!�!�� ⇠ 
�◆#%� , �⇢!#◆⇡◆�$✓ %!% ⇡⇠ ��⌫,  ! � ⌫#&�!� "!�!⇡⇠ ��. 

�&�!��+⇠ )⇠�!�⇠�◆ �$%!���!$-, "!'&⌫⇠�! �  ◆�⇠# ! 
&�⇠#�!, ◆ !%$!'*◆✓ �!�!�◆ $�◆%��◆$-  ◆ %!% $�⇠% – "! 

 ◆#&⇡ !⌧ "!�⇠#' !$%�  ⇠◆, "!'!⇡⇠�!  ◆ ⇡⇠$%✓ !⌧ %◆⇢, – 

�!�!�◆ �$�◆%⇠�✓  !�!⌧ ⇠$�! ⇠) !$%�, �⌫⇠ ⌫⇠⌧$%��%⇠�- ! 
 ⇠% �! (◆ � !%�&⌫◆  ⇠% �!⇢�#◆+⇠ �✓  ◆ $�&⌫ !⇠, "�!$�!⇠ 
�⇠$%! ⇢⇠��� (442–443). 

 

Vera took off her summer coat, and Chagataev realized she 

was plumper than he had thought. Then Vera began to dig 
about in her cupboards in search of something for her guest 

to eat, while Chagataev gazed at an old picture, a diptych that 
hung over the young woman’s bed. It was a representation of 

a dream, from the time when the earth was thought to be flat 

and the sky seemed close by. A big man had stood up on the 

earth and made a hole with his head in the celestial dome; his 

head and shoulders had gone right through to the other side 
of the sky and he was gazing into the strange infinity of that 

age. And he had been looking for so long into this unknown 

and alien space that he had forgotten about the rest of his 

body, which had been left below the ordinary sky. The other 

half of the painting showed the same scene, but things had 
changed. The man’s torso had come to the end of its strength, 

had grown thin and probably died, while the dried-up head 

had entered the other world, rolling along the outer surface of 
a sky which was like a tin bowl; it was the head of a man in 
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search of a new infinity, where there really is no end and from 

which there is no return to the poor, flat place that is the earth 
(8–9). 

 

Per-Arne Bodin and Jadviga Shimak-Reifer point out that the source for 

the first panel of the painting is an engraving from the book L’atmosphère: 
météorologie populaire (The Atmosphere: Popular Meteorology) by Camille 

Flammarion, the French popularizer of astronomy in the nineteenth 

century.4 Flammarion made use of an entire series of medieval engravings, 

including the one Platonov draws on here, in order to create an original 
variety of visual bric-à-brac for his book.5 (Given that the repeated use of 

separate motifs and entire pieces of engravings—made possible by the 
invention of the printing press—was accepted practice in the Middle 

Ages, it can be argued that Flammarion simply continued the tradition of 

modification and compilation.) Platonov, for his part, could have become 
acquainted with the image in a Soviet astronomical text or a Soviet 

encyclopedia, since a number of them used the work of Flammarion as an 

example of an “ancient,” naïve worldview.6   

At the narrative core of the Flammarion engraving is the legend of 
Saint Macarius the Roman as told by Charles Labitte. (Labitte’s version 

was itself inspired by anonymous hagiographers, who, in turn, may have 

distorted the original legend of Macarius the Great of Egypt, who 
founded a monastery in the Nitrian Desert.7) The plot and central motifs 

of this legend, it is worth noting, are remarkably reminiscent of those of 
Dzhan. In Labitte’s version, three oriental (orientaux) monks searching for 

paradise on earth travel to Persia, India, and Ethiopia before eventually 

                                            
4 See Per-Arne Bodin, “The Promised Land—Desired and Lost. An Analysis of 

Andrej Platonov’s Short Story “Džan’,” Scando-Slavica 37 (1991): 5–24; P.-A. Bodin, 

“Bibleiskoe, mificheskoe, utopicheskoe: analiz povesti Platonova ‘Dzhan’,” in Tvorchestvo 
Andreia Platonova: issledovaniia i materialy, vol. 4 (St. Petersburg: Nauka, 2008), 149–156; J. 

Shimak-Reifer, “V poiskakh istochnikov platonovskoi prozy (Zametki perevodchika),” 
Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie 9 (1994): 269–275. 

5 Joseph Ashbrook, “Astronomical Scrapbook: About an Astronomical Woodcut,” 

Sky & Telescope 53.5 (1977), 356. 
6 Later, the engraving appears among illustrations to Sergei Eisenstein’s book 

Montage (1937). 
7 In another book of his, Les mondes imaginaires et les mondes réels (Real and Imaginary 

Worlds), Flammarion cites Labitte, revealing what is seems to be an almost verbatim 

source of the inscription under the engraving: Labitte’s “...trois moines orientaux, 

Théophile, Serge et Hygin, voulurent découvrir le point où le Ciel et la Terre se 

touchent, c’est-à-dire le Paradis terrestre” is transferred to Flammarion’s text as “Un 

missionnaire du moyen âge raconte qu’il avait trouvé le point où le ciel et la Terre se 

touchent.” (Camille Flammarion, Les mondes imaginaires et les mondes réels [Paris: Librairie 

académique Didier, Perrin et Cie, 1865], 246.) 
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making their way across the land of Canaan. Guided by a deer and a dove, 

they reach a high column on the edge of the earth and then travel for 

forty days through hell, after which they begin to witness miracles such as 
purple snow, milky rivers, and churches with crystal columns. In this 

mysterious space, they come upon the cave of Saint Macarius, who had 

reached the gates of paradise some ten years before the monks, and is 

now deep in prayer. Impressed by his example, the monks praise the 

name of the Lord and found a cloister.8 Shared motifs in the Macarius 
legend, the Flammarion engraving, and Dzhan include the crossing of 

eastern borders, the important role of animals, the search for “the 

unknown” in the desert, and the construction of a new community space. 

The compilation, citation, and borrowing of discourses produce, in this 
case, an original variety of interwoven lacework. 

 

 

An engraving from Camille Flammarion’s L’atmosphère: météorologie populaire  
(Paris: Librairie de L. Hachette et Cie, 1888). 

The caption reads: “A missionary from the Middle Ages  

relates that he found the point where heaven and earth meet.” 

 

                                            
8 Flammarion, Les mondes, 246–7. 
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“Citing” Flammarion’s engraving, Platonov too participates in the 

process of modification and compilation. Moreover, he complicates the 
situation, making a diptych, or a “double picture,” from the engraving. 

Whereas the first panel is a “real” image invoked by means of a verbal 

description, the second panel is simply imagined by the author. It does 

not have a “real” referent. The complexity and significance of such an 

artistic “trick” cannot be overestimated. The real panel of the picture, 
Flammarion’s engraving (itself invented and inspired by a text), represents 

the moment of crossing beyond the boundaries of the ordinary world, the 

condition of being on the border, still in the framework of the reality of 

the “flat earthly topos.” Reality is still possible and is supported by real 
facts. The invented panel, however, depicts the inconceivable space 

beyond conventional boundaries. Here, reality per se disappears and is 
replaced by a product of the author’s fantastic imagination. Moreover, the 

form of the diptych creates a particular temporal progression—a duration 

in time impossible to depict in one picture. The invented panel depicts the 
impossible—an escape into the unbelievable, alien space beyond 

conventional boundaries. Thus, Platonov emphasizes that the missionary 
leaves the sphere of space for the category of time. He abandons the “flat 

place that is the earth” («"�!$�!⇠ �⇠$%! ⇢⇠���») and departs “for the 

strange infinity of that age” («� $%#◆  &/ ⇠$�! ⇠) !$%- %!�! 
�#⇠�⇠ �»).  

But this phenomenon should not be understood in the limited terms 
of formal acrobatics. It can be shown that this diptych contains, in 

concentrated form, some of the key discourses of Dzhan. As a whole, its 

unnatural and unlikely appearance on the first pages of the novella serves 
as a herald of the coming events and their metaphysical consequences. In 

the text of the novella, the protagonist’s fate is tied, in an unnatural way, 
with the imagined action of the picture, as we see when we read the 

passage cited above against the sentence that follows it:  

 
�&�!��+⇠ )⇠�!�⇠�◆ �$%!���!$-, "!'&⌫⇠�! �  ◆�⇠# ! 
&�⇠#�!, ◆ !%$!'*◆✓ �!�!�◆ $�◆%��◆$-  ◆ %!% $�⇠% – "! 

 ◆#&⇡ !⌧ "!�⇠#' !$%�  ⇠◆, "!'!⇡⇠�!  ◆ ⇡⇠$%✓ !⌧ %◆⇢, – 

�!�!�◆ �$�◆%⇠�✓  !�!⌧ ⇠$�! ⇠) !$%�, �⌫⇠ ⌫⇠⌧$%��%⇠�- ! 

 ⇠% �! (◆ � !%�&⌫◆  ⇠% �!⇢�#◆+⇠ �✓  ◆ $�&⌫ !⇠, "�!$�!⇠ 
�⇠$%! ⇢⇠���. 

�✏ ✏◆�◆%◆⇠�&, �◆� !�- !�&,  �)%! %⇠"⇠#- $%◆�! 

 ⇠���! �  ⇠� %⇠#⇠$ ! (443, italics mine). 

 
The man’s torso had come to the end of its strength, had 

grown thin and probably died, while the dried-up head had 

entered the other world, rolling along the outer surface of a 
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sky which was like a tin bowl; it was the head of a man in 

search of a new infinity, where there really is no end and from 

which there is no return to the poor, flat place that is the 
earth.  

But Chagataev was like a sick man to whom nothing 

brings pleasure or interest (8–9, italics mine). 

 

The use of the adversative conjunction “but,” which begins the next 
paragraph after the description of the diptych, is grammatically excessive. 

Such an anomaly, however, creates a strange and somewhat unexpected 

tie between the two paragraphs and, as a result, between the “certain big 

man” (« ⇠��⌧ !�-*!⌧ )⇠�!�⇠�») of the diptych and Chagataev. The 
fate of the novella’s protagonist and his followers is thus linked to the 

processes stressed in Flammarion’s engraving, ascent and the arrival at a 
boundary, as well as those that are the focus of Platonov’s added second 

panel: death and the release of the body from its worldly casing.  

Since these motifs are so critical to Dzhan, they deserve further 
analysis.  

The juxtaposition of low spaces (including various ravines) and 
elevated spaces (including the heights and the sky) is crucial to the novella 

and its meaning. Dzhan begins, it might be remembered, with a 

description of the protagonist emerging into an open space and is 
accompanied by a vivid metaphor of movement into a higher locale:  

 
⇥! ⌫�!# ⌥!$�!�$�!�! .�! !��)⇠$�!�! � $%�%&%◆ �,*⇠� 

�!�!⌫!⌧,  ⇠#&$$��⌧ )⇠�!�⇠� �◆⇢◆# ✏◆�◆%◆⇠�.    $ 
&⌫���⇠ �⇠� !$�!%#⇠�$✓ �#&�!� � !"!� ��$✓ !% 
�� &�*⇠�! ⌫!��!�! �#⇠�⇠ �. ⌅⌫⇠$-, "! .%!�& ⌫�!#&, !  

'!⌫��  ⇠$�!�-�! �⇠%, � ⇢⌫⇠$- "#!*�◆ ⇠�! / !$%-,  ! !  
 ⇠ ⇡◆�⇠⇠% !  ⇠⌧ — !  ⇧ ✏��� %⇠"⇠#- ⇧⌫✓✏↵✏, �⌅ ⌃✏⌘ $�!⇠�! 

&�◆, !%�&⌫◆ ��⌫ ⇠⇠ �⇠$- .%!% �⇠% �⌧ ��#,  ◆�#⇠%,⌧ 

�⇠)⇠# �� !%*&�⇠�*�� $!� (⇠� (439, italics mine). 

 

Into the courtyard of the Moscow Institute of Economics 
walked a young non-Russian man, Nazar Chagataev. He 

looked around in surprise and came back to himself from the 

long time that had passed. He had crossed this yard again and 

again over the years; it was in these buildings that his youth 

had gone by, but he felt no regret. He had climbed up high now, 
onto the mountain of his mind, and from there he had a clearer 

view of the whole of this summer world, now warmed by an 

evening sun that had had its day (3, italics mine). 
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As early as the third sentence of the novella, Chagataev ascends “onto the 

mountain of his mind.”  
Ascent, too, plays a key organizational role in the plot of the novella. 

Upon his arrival in the desert, Chagataev finds his people in Sarıkamış. 
After wandering about a series of open spaces with them, he then leaves 

his people to form a settlement in Üst-Yurt. Important here is the fact 

that, while Sarıkamış is located below sea level, Üst-Yurt is a mountain 

range that rises, in Robert Chandler’s formulation, “like a vertical wall to 

the west of Sarıkamış.”9 Over the course of the novella, that is, the people 

are literally elevated—at least in the variant of the text that sees the dzhan 
people settled. 

In each of the three variants of Dzhan’s ending, the interaction 

between high and low spaces remains the same—the plains or lowlands 
are set in opposition to the heights. Those who stay behind are located on 

the summit of Üst-Yurt, while those leaving the settlement dissolve into 

lower spaces. For example, in the more “optimistic” and conventional 
ending, the one that more closely fits the framework of the socialist realist 

novel, the pattern for the interaction of spaces is realized through the 
opposition of the low and the high: Chagataev and Aidym walk off into 

the distance of space, while the people see them off with their gaze from 

their higher elevation.  
 

 ⌫ �� &%#!� �◆⇢◆# � �⌧⌫,� �⇢✓��  ⇠� !�! "�+� $ 
$!!⌧  ◆ ⌫!#!�& � ✓⇣✓◆⌦�⌦✓⇠ ✓ ⇧✏ ⇧⌫����✏✓◆⌦ �$%--�#%◆. 
⇥⇠$-  ◆#!⌫ ⌫⇡◆  �,*⇠� �' "#!�!⇡◆%-. �!⌧⌫✓ �! ⇧⇣⌅⌥⌦� 
�◆#,-⌃◆�,*◆, ✏◆�◆%◆⇠� !��✓ &�$✓;  ◆#!⌫ �$⇠ ⇠+⇠ $%!✓� 
 ◆ ⇧ ⌃✏⌘⇠� � $�⇠⌫�� ⇢◆  �� (531, italics mine). 

 

One morning Nazar and Aidym took a little food for the 
journey and climbed down from the heights of the Ust-Yurt. The 
entire Dzhan nation came to see them off. After he had 

descended into the Sary-Kamysh hollow, Chagataev looked back: 

the nation was still there, standing high up above and watching 

him (142, italics mine). 

 
Chagataev’s return after his search for his people is permeated with 

comparable oppositions among the spatial topoi. In the following 

passage, for instance, the protagonist is making his way home when a 

panorama of the dzhan’s settlement-on-a-hill opens before him:  

                                            
9 R. Chandler, “Platonov i Sredniaia Aziia,” in “Strana filosofov” Andreia Platonova, vol. 

5 (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2003), 49. 
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⌦⇠#⇠$"◆� $ !�◆ ⌫ ⇠� &/ ⇡◆#& � %�*� ⇠ �◆�!⌧-%! 

��◆⇡ !⌧ ⇤�⌫, $ �⇠)⇠#◆ ✏◆�◆%◆⇠� $ !�◆ %#! &�$✓ � '!⌫ �  ◆ 
&%#! $�⇠⌫&/+⇠�! ⌫ ✓ !  "!⌫!*⇠� � �$%--�#%&.    
,$%#! ⇣✏⌥�⇤�✓⇤ �⌅ ⇧ ⌃✏⌘⇠�, )%!, $�!#⇠⇠ &��⌫⇠%- ��� ✓ ,⇠ 
⌫!�◆ $�!⇠�! "�⇠�⇠ �... 

⇥$%#⇠�!⇡⇠  ,⌧ � '&⌫!⌧, �◆⇢◆# �⇢⇠⇡◆�  ◆ 
"!$�⇠⌫ �⌧ ⇣✏⌥��� � !$%◆ !���$✓ � #◆⌫!$%� �  ⇠⌫!&�⇠ ��. 

��⇠%�!⇠, )�$%!⇠ $!� (⇠, ⇠+⇠  ⇠⇡◆#�!⇠  ◆ 
.%!⌧ ⇧✏ ⇧⌫����✏✓◆⌦, !⇢◆#✓�! �#!%�&/ "&$%&/ ⇢⇠��/ �$%--
�#%◆; )⇠%,#⇠  ⇠!�-*�' ⌫!�◆ ,�� �,⇠�⇠ ,, �⇢ 
�&'!  !⌧, ⇢ ◆�!�!⌧ %#&, � ⇠⇢�⇠%#⇠  ,⌧ �!⇢⌫&' *⇠� 

$,% ,⌧, "◆' &+�⌧ "�+⇠⌧ ⌫,�... (527, italics and second 
ellipsis mine). 

 
After once more sleeping through the hottest hours of the day 

in the silence of some damp pit, Chagataev set off again that 

evening and reached the foot of the Ust-Yurt the following 
morning. He climbed quickly, hurrying to see the clay houses of 

his tribe. 
Agitated and thin, Nazar ran up the last slope, then 

stopped in joy and bewilderment. A bright, clean sun, not yet 

so very hot at this height, lit up the meek empty earth of the 
Ust-Yurt; the four small buildings had been whitewashed; 

thick smoke, carrying with it a smell of cooking, was rising 
from a familiar kitchen chimney into windless air… (135-6, 

italics and ellipsis mine). 

 
But the real, dramatic climax of the novella appears in the first 

version of the ending, which continues to play a key role, even if it is 
“lost” in the text of the later redactions. Here, the culmination takes on 

an epic scale:  

 

�⌧⌫,� #◆⇢&⌫��◆ �◆⇢◆#◆. ✏◆�◆%◆⇠� &*⇠� !⌫�  ⇢◆ 
 ⇠$�!�-�! ���!�⇠%#!�; !  ⇣✏⌥�⇤�✓⇤ �⌅ ✓⌅�⇡ ⇧⌫✓✏↵⇡ ◆�⌘⌘⌅✓, 
!%�&⌫◆ ⌫◆�⇠�! ��⌫⇠  ��# "!)%� �! �$⇠ ⇠�! �! (,.  %%&⌫◆ 
!  #◆$$�!%#⇠� ⌫⇠$✓%- ��� ⌫�⇠ ◆⌫(◆%- )⇠�!�⇠�, &'!⌫✓+�' 
"!!⌫� !)�⇠ �! �$⇠ $%#◆ , $�⇠%◆. �⇠�!%!#,⇠ *�� � 
⌃◆$"�⌧$�!�& �!#/, ⌫#&��⇠ � �&#��⇠ �� � ⇧#◆ &, ⌫�!⇠, 
 ! ⌫◆�⇠�! !⌫�  !% ⌫#&�!�!, � ✏◆#⌫⇡&/ � ��&⌫◆#-⇠. �⇠ 
��⌫ ! ,�! %⇠', �!%!#,⇠ &*�� )⇠#⇠⇢ �$%--/#%  ◆ $⇠�⇠# � 

�!$%!�, � %⇠', �%! $��*�!� &⌫◆���$✓  !)-/.  

✏◆�◆%◆⇠� �⇢⌫!' &� � &�, &�$✓: !  �⇠⌫- '!%⇠� �⇢ 
$�!⇠�! !⌫ !�!,  ⇠!�-*!�! $⇠#⌫(◆, �⇢ %⇠$ !�! &�◆ � 
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�!!⌫&*⇠��⇠ �✓ $!⇢⌫◆%- ⇢⌫⇠$- �"⇠#�,⇠ �$%�  &/ ⇡�⇢ -, 

 ◆ �#◆/ �◆#,-⌃◆�,*◆, ◆⌫!�◆ ⌥�⌅ ⌫#⇠� ⇠�! ��#◆. �! 
$◆��� �/⌫✓� ��⌫ ⇠⇠, �◆� �� �&)*⇠ ,%-. ⇤!$%◆%!) !, )%! 

!  "!�!� �� !$%◆%-$✓ ⇡��,��, � "&$%- ! � $)◆$%-✓ 
⌫!$%�� &% ⇢◆ �!#�⇢! %!�.10 

 

Aidym woke Nazar. Chagataev went off on his own, walking 
several kilometers up to the highest ridge of all, from which 

almost all the ends of the earth could be seen in the distance. 

From there he could make out ten or twelve people, going 

their separate ways to all the countries of the world. Some 
were going towards the Caspian Sea, some towards 

Turkmenistan and Iran, and two others, a long way apart 
from one another, towards Chardzhou and the Amu-Darya. 

Those who had gone a long way during the night, and those 

who had gone north or east over the Ust-Yurt, were already 
out of sight. 

Chagataev sighed and smiled. Out of his one small heart, 
out of enthusiasm and the space of a single mind, he had 

wanted to be the first to create true life here—on the edge of 

Sary-Kamysh, the hellhole of the ancient world. But people can 
see for themselves how best to live. It was enough that he had 

helped them to stay alive: now let them find happiness 
beyond the horizon (117–8, italics mine). 

 

As Chagataev leaves alone and ascends onto “the highest ridge of all, 
from which almost all the ends of the earth could be seen in the 

distance,” there is a moment of resonance with the beginning of the 
novella. He watches the willful people of Dzhan, strengthened in their 

bodies, disappearing in space in every possible direction in search of 

happiness “beyond the horizon” («⇢◆ �!#�⇢! %!�»). What is important 
here is not Chagataev’s individual achievement of his goal (the salvation 
of the people), but the collective love for freedom and the people’s 

willfulness. Their marginal status does not allow them to remain and live 

in a centralized commune; rather, they must seek out happiness beyond 

the horizon. At the same time, the horizon constitutes a sort of illusory 
boundary: its achievement is impossible and it is constantly deferred in 

time. Any attempt to reach the horizon is doomed to eternal motion.  

Aleksander Zholkovskii has argued that the fate of Platonov’s typical 

hero is determined by a trajectory upwards (for example, onto a high 

                                            
10 A. Platonov, “Dzhan,” Prostor 9 (1964): 66, italics mine.  
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mountain) and into the distance, towards a set of impossible goals.11 And 

he has noted that the determination to challenge nature and to explore 

the limits of human existence is a determining factor in the novella. It is 
important, however, that the process of ascent does not always constitute 

a motion upward from below. Elevation in both Flammarion’s engraving 

and Platonov’s Dzhan occurs across a border, when the impossible is 

accomplished and there is movement across a horizon and beyond it. 

Crossing the emptiness of the desert, the heroes achieve what is 
physically unrealizable—they transcend the limits of earthly space.12 

In this light, bodily transformation and the release from the worldly 

casing—the second motif of Flammarion’s engraving—play a singularly 

important role. In his article, “Mars and its inhabitants,” Flammarion 
himself speculates on the theme of a transformed, alternative, biological 

form of man, writing: “If birds had achieved perfection in their 
evolutionary progression, then the human soul could now inhabit some 

sort of winged form, instead of being embodied in a form that draws it to 

the earth.”13 Here, it is significant that soul and form (body) are set in 
opposition against the background of a distant Mars, a space beyond 

conventional boundaries where the existence of a man with avian 
qualities seems possible. Thoughts about the transfiguration of man’s 

physical essence—and a dream of his fundamental transformation—

undergird Flammarion’s thought about the cosmos. 
Body and space are tightly intertwined in Platonov’s novella, and 

there are natural (in the literal sense) reasons for this. The art historian 
and theorist Rudolph Arnheim has argued that, when it comes to external 

and internal space, it is not objective, physical facts that are made 

manifest, but rather psychological perceptions of concrete sensations.14 
The only mechanism by which space can be perceived, that is, is the 

body. In Platonov’s novella, two interrelated categories reflect the essence 
of the text in this respect: the suffering and agitation of the flesh and the 

characters’ interaction with unreal spatial boundaries. 

In the episode where Chagataev sees the diptych in Vera’s apartment, 

                                            
11  A. Zholkovskii, “‘Fro’: piat’ prochtenii,”Voprosy literatury 12 (1989): 45. 
12 The theme of the subjugation of “inhuman” heights with feats of physical 

prowess was particularly timely in the early and mid-1930’s. On May 27, 1931, the world 

learned of the previously unheard-of flight of the Swiss professor Auguste Piccard on a 
hot-air balloon. The scientist and inventor rose to a height of 15,780 meters, and in 

doing so, fueled public discussions of the nature of the mysterious stratosphere. (See 

Louis P. Harrison, “The Exploration of the Free Atmosphere,” The Scientific Monthly 39 

[1934]: 221.) An ascent to such limits was a real trial for the unprotected human body, a 

fact readily apparent in the nature of the scientist’s feat.  
13 Camille Flammarion, “Mars and Its Inhabitants,” The North American Review 162, 

no. 474 (1896): 555. 
14 Rudolph Arnheim, “Outer Space and Inner Space,” Leonardo 24, no. 1 (1991): 73. 
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for instance, body and space represent central categories. The diptych 

hangs above the bed, a fact that highlights the sexual tension that dominates 
the scene. One panel of the diptych depicts the body’s penetration into 

another space, while at the same time, the protagonist tries, to no avail, to 

penetrate Vera’s body:  

 

� "!��◆/+�� !#!⇠�*�� $⇠#⌫(⇠� !  ! ✓� ⇥⇠#&, 
$��! ��*&/$✓ ��⇢  ⇠�! "! $�!⇠�& '!⇢✓⌧$�!�& ⌫⇠�&, � 

"#�⇡◆� ⇠⇠ � $⇠⇠ $ $��!⌧ � !$%!#!⇡ !$%-/, &⌫%! ⇡⇠�◆✓ 
�◆� �!⇡ ! ��⇡⇠ "#� �� &%- �  ⇠⌧, )%!, $!�#⇠%-$✓ � 

&$"!�!�%-$✓ (443).  
 

With a timid, sinking heart he put his arms around Vera, who 
had bent down beside him as she went about her domestic 

tasks. Forcefully and carefully he drew her towards him, as if 

wanting to be as close as possible to her, in order to calm and 
warm himself (9).  

 
The female body and the boundaries of heaven are, in essence, the two 

frontiers that Chagataev must overcome. And their intertwining is 

highlighted by Vera’s fate: Vera announces her pregnancy to Chagataev 
immediately after the diptych is described, but later in the text we learn 

that both Vera and the infant have died in labor. Childbirth, another 
crossing of bodily boundaries, resonates with the diptych, which portrays 

a certain moment on the boundary—the rebirth of man. 

The connection between bodily boundaries and spirituality is further 
underlined by Vera’s reaction to Chagataev’s feelings towards Ksenia. 

After Chagataev falls in love with the girl, Vera experiences a deep feeling 
of alienation, mixed with a desire to give away all of her belongings. The 

description of this outburst is accompanied by a vivid reference to 

corporeality. Platonov writes:  
 

�! ⇢◆%⇠� ⇠⌧ "#�*�!$- , #◆⇢⌫◆%- $�!⇠ %⇠�! ⌫! 

"!$�⇠⌫ ⇠�! !$%◆%�◆, — !⌫ ◆�! � .%!% "!$�⇠⌫ �⌧ !$%◆%!� 

�&)��$✓ , $ %!/ ⇡⇠ $��!⌧, �◆� �$⇠ %⇠�! ��⇠$%⇠ $ 
!⌫⇠⇡⌫!⌧, � �⇠ %◆#⇠� � &⌫!$%�◆��, � ⇠�! %◆�⇡⇠  &⇡ ! 
,�! , !%⌫◆%-, )%! & �)%!⇡�%- � ⇢◆,%- (449). 

 

This last remnant, however, would suffer no less intensely 

than the whole of her body with all its clothes, equipment and 
conveniences; the remnant too would have to be given away, 

given up to destruction and forgetting (19).  
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Present here is the metaphysical urge to pass beyond the boundaries of 

one’s own body, to annihilate the self.  

But the body does not carry an exclusively negative meaning in 
Dzhan. It is not simply a casing that must be shed. In this sense, it worth 

examining the opposition—or perhaps the amalgamation—of the 

collective body and its name, “dzhan.” The term “dzhan,” often translated 

as “soul,” in this text includes both soul and body, as the collective flesh 

of the people merges with the individual notion of soul. At a certain 
moment even Chagataev hears the sounds of “the slow pulse of his own 

soul” (57; «!% �⇠⌫�⇠  !�! �⇠ �✓ ⇠�! $!$%�⇠  !⌧ ⌫&*�», 475) inside 

his own body: the soul here begins, it seems, to take material form. 

Platonov’s corporeality of the soul shares a certain affinity with the 
sermons of the Nietzschean Zarathustra, in particular, with his criticism 

of the “despisers of the body”:  
 

But the awakened one, the knowing one, saith: “Body am I 

entirely, and nothing more; and soul is only the name of 
something about the body.” 

The body is a big sagacity, a plurality with one sense, a war 
and a peace, a flock and a shepherd. 

An instrument of your body is also thy little sagacity, my 

brother, which thou callest “spirit”—a little instrument and 
plaything of thy big sagacity.15 

 
For both Platonov and Nietzsche, the body is by no means secondary to 

the soul, and a physical experience lies at the basis of any spiritual 

abstraction.  
The complex and contradictory nature of corporeality in Platonov’s 

work is further revealed in situations where the body itself constitutes a 
definite value and contains within itself the secret of being. For example, 

in his interactions with the girl Aidym, Chagataev shows a clear interest in 

her body: “he loved to sense another life and another body – they seemed 

to contain something finer and more mysterious, more essential, than 

anything in himself” (101; «   �/�� !+&+◆%- ⌫#&�&/ ⇡�⇢ - � 
⌫#&�!⇠ %⇠�!, ⇠�& �◆⇢◆�!$-, )%! %◆� ⇠$%- )%!-%! !�⇠⇠ %◆� $%�⇠  !⇠ � 

"#⇠�#◆$ !⇠, !�⇠⇠ $&+⇠$%�⇠  !⇠, )⇠� �  ⇠� $◆�!�», 504). Here the 

body presents a metaphysical riddle: corporeality is the path to cognition of 

being. Indeed, the body of the other is of singular importance for 

Chagataev, a fact that is highlighted in the final sentence of the extended 
version of the novella: “Chagataev now knew for sure that help could 

                                            
15 Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spake Zarathustra, trans. Thomas Common (Radford, 

VA: Wilder Publications, 2008), 36. 
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come to him only from another human being” (146; «✏◆�◆%◆⇠� &⇠⌫��$✓ 
%⇠"⇠#-, )%! "!�!+- �  ⇠�& "#�⌫⇠% ��*- !% ⌫#&�!�! )⇠�!�⇠�◆», 534). 
The preoccupation with the body of the other explains the irregular 

relationships Chagataev has with Vera, Ksenia, and Aidym. The two girls 

are, in a certain sense, both daughters and lovers of the protagonist, 

whereas he himself does not come to know the body of his wife Vera. 

The descriptions of the bodies of the three women are remarkable for the 
vividness of their imagery and the distinctive tendency towards 

materialization in Platonov’s prose: Vera’s body “smelled warm and good, 

like bread” (7; «"◆' &+⇠⇠ ⌫!#,� %⇠"�!�, �◆� '�⇠», 441); Ksenia is 

marked by a “pathetic and tender deformity” (16, «⇡◆��!⇠ �  ⇠⇡ !⇠ 
&#!⌫$%�!», 447) and different-colored eyes; Aidym’s bones are covered 

with “a pale blue film” (82; «�⇠⌫ !-$� ⇠⌧ "�⇠ �!⌧», 491) are all 
characteristic of the tendency towards materialization in Platonov’s 

distinctive prose.  

The most vivid bodily moment of the novella takes place beyond 
conventional boundaries, when Chagataev hunts for eagles using his own 

body as bait. The “hunting” takes place at the limits of human strength, 
and here Chagataev periodically loses consciousness and fails to recognize 

the difference between reality and hallucination. At the most critical 

moment, he becomes conscious of his own body as a value just as he 
simultaneously becomes estranged from it:  

 
✏◆�◆%◆⇠� "!",%◆�$✓ "!⌫ ✓%-$✓ ⌫�✓ �&)*⇠�! "#�(⇠�◆, �$⇠ 
�$%!+⇠  ,⇠ �!$%� ⇠�! $�⇠�⇠%◆ ⇢◆$�#�"⇠��, %◆� ⇡⇠ �◆� & 
�/⌫⇠⌧ ⇠�!  ◆#!⌫◆.    "#�$�&*◆�$✓, � ⇠�& ⇡◆��! $%◆�! 
$�!⇠�! %⇠�◆ � $�!�' �!$%⇠⌧ — �' $!#◆�◆ ⇠�&  ⇠�!�⌫◆ �◆%- 
�⇢ ⇠⌫ !$%� $�!⇠⌧ "�!%�, —  ⇠ �⇢ �/�� � $%#◆$%�,  ⇠ �⇢ 
 ◆$�◆⇡⌫⇠ �✓, ◆ �⇢ $◆�!⌧ ⇡�%⇠⌧$�!⌧  ⇠!'!⌫��!$%�.    

"!)&�$%�!�◆� $⇠✓ �◆� )&⇡!⇠ ⌫!#!, �◆� "!$�⇠⌫ ⇠⇠ 
��&+⇠$%�!  ⇠��&+�', �!%!#!⇠ '!%✓% #◆$%!)�%-  ◆"#◆$ !, 
� "#�*⇠� � ✓#!$%-. ✏◆�◆%◆⇠� $#◆⇢& �#⇠"�! $⇠� � "⇠$�⇠ 
(499). 

 

Chagataev tried to lift himself up so he could aim better, and 

all the exhausted bones of his skeleton began to creak, just 
like the bones of the Dzhan nation. He heard this, and he 

began to pity his body and his bones; his mother had once 

gathered them together for him from the poverty of her 

flesh—not because of love and passion, not for pleasure, but 
out of the most everyday necessity. He felt as if he belonged 

to others, as if he were the last possession of those who have 

no possessions, about to be squandered to no purpose, and he 
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was seized by the greatest, most vital fury of his life. 

Chagataev immediately sat up, firm and square on the sand 

(94). 
 

This new consciousness of the self-as-other occurs at the moment when a 

boundary is drawn—here, the boundary between life and death, as 

Chagataev narrowly escapes it. For in this moment, his body is not a 

corpulent, individual source of pleasure, but rather a meager source of the 
collective good, providing the very minimum required for survival. The 

body here, just like the soul, or “dzhan,” no longer functions as an 

individual category.16 In this light, the author’s reflections on the food 

obtained by hunting prove to be of particular interest:  
 

✏⇠�! !⇡�⌫◆�� !% ✏◆�◆%◆⇠�◆ .%� �/⌫�? ↵◆⇢�⇠ ! �  ◆⇠⌫✓%$✓ 
!⌫ !⌧ ��� ⌫�&�✓ "%�(◆��? �⇠%. �! %!$�◆ �' �!⇡⇠% 
"#⇠�#◆%�%-$✓ � #◆⌫!$%-, ⇠$�� �◆⇡⌫,⌧ "!�&)�% +�"◆ ,⌧ 

�&$!)⇠� "%�)-⇠�! �✓$◆. ⇣%!  �)%!⇡ !⇠ �✓$! "!$�&⇡�%  ⇠ 
⌫�✓ $,%!$%�, ◆ ⌫�✓ $!⇠⌫� ⇠ �✓ $ !+⇠⌧ ⇡�⇢ -/ � ⌫#&� $ 
⌫#&�!�, ! ! $�◆⇡⇠% $�!�� $◆�!� $�#�"✓+�⇠, $!' &+�⇠ 
�!$%� �' $�⇠�⇠%◆, ! ! ⌫◆$% �� )&�$%�! ⌫⇠⌧$%��%⇠�- !$%�, 

� ! � �$"!� ✓% $�!⇠ $&+⇠$%�!�◆ �⇠. ⌅⌫⇠$- ⇠⌫◆ $�&⇡�% 
$#◆⇢& ⌫�✓ "�%◆ �✓ ⌫&*� � ⌫�✓ %!�!, )%! !"&$%⇠�*�⇠ 
$��# ,⇠ ��◆⇢◆ $ !�◆ ⇢◆�⇠$%⇠�� � &��⌫⇠�� #◆$$⇠✓  ,⌧ 

$�⇠% $!� (◆  ◆ ⇢⇠��⇠ (497). 
 

What was it these people expected from him? Would one or 

two birds be enough for them to eat their fill? No. But their 
sad longing might turn into joy if each of them was given a 

tiny pinch of flesh from a bird. This trifling morsel of flesh 
would serve not so much to fill them up as to reunite them 

with life in general and with one another; its grease would oil 

the creaking, withering bones of their skeletons; it would give 

                                            
16 Compare a similar observation on the unification of soul and body into one 

category in one of Platonov’s early texts:  

⌥, #◆$%⇠� �⇢ ⇢⇠���, �⇢ �$⇠' ⇠⇠  ⇠)�$%!%, � �$⇠, )%! ⇠$%-  ◆ ⇢⇠��⇠, 
⇠$%- �  ◆  ◆$. �!  ⇠ !⌧%⇠$-, �, !)�$%��$✓ — �,  ⇠ ◆��⌫�� $�!⇠ 
&!⇡⇠$%�!. ⌥, &"!# ! �⌫⇠� �⇢ �#✓⇢�. ⇥ .%!�  ◆* $�,$�. ⇧⇢  ◆*⇠�! 

&#!⌫$%�◆ �,#◆$%◆⇠% ⌫&*◆ ��#◆. 
We grow from the earth, amidst all its filth, and everything that is on the 

earth is on us. Do not be afraid, we shall be cleansed—we loathe our 

squalor. We stubbornly walk from the filth. This is where our meaning lies. 
From our hideousness grows the soul of the world. 

(Andrei Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1: 1918–1927, ed. N. V. Kornienko [Moscow: IMLI 

RAN, 2004], book 2, 68–69.) 
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them a feeling of reality, and they would remember that they 

existed. Food at this moment would serve both to nourish the 
soul, and to make empty, submissive eyes begin to shine again 

and take in the sunlight scattered over the earth (92). 

 

Chagataev nourishes the souls of his people with his body. This is an 

extreme form of the protagonist’s efforts to bring himself closer to his 
people, who have lost their sense of reality.  

Here, the destruction of the limiting framework of the individual, 

human body can be understood as the overcoming of the condition of 

alienation in the Marxist sense. One of the primary focuses of Marxism is 
the problem of alienation and the means by which it can be overcome in 

the process of revolutionary practice. Marx calls the society in which 
individual personalities, liberated from alienation, blend into a single, 

collective body “communism.” In this vein, the Soviet critic Borozdina 

defined the novella in explicitly Marxists terms, writing: “Platonov’s hero 
is a communist. He is also a messenger of the party. His task is to 

overcome the alienation of the dzhan people from the ‘great people,’ to 
return them to life.”17 Before Chagataev’s mission to the people, “The 

nation possessed nothing except the soul and dear life given to it by 

mothers, because it’s mothers who give birth to the nation” (23; « �)⇠�! 
 ⇠ ,�!, �#!�⇠ ⌫&*� � ���!⌧ ⇡�⇢ �, �!%!#&/ ⇠�& ⌫◆�� ⇡⇠ +� ,-

�◆%⇠#�, "!%!�& )%! ! � ⇠�! #!⌫���», 452) and “[n]othing belonged to 
them beyond the confines of their bodies” (23; «⇢◆ �#◆⇠� %⇠�◆  �)⇠�! 

⇠�&  ⇠ "#� ◆⌫�⇠⇡�%», 453).  
For Platonov, alienation is not so much a phenomenon of class order 

as it is the condition of human existence—the lot of humanity. Towards 

the end of the novella Chagataev recognizes that “his nation did not need 
communism. His nation needed oblivion—until the wind had chilled its 

body and slowly squandered it in space” (102; «⇠�!  ◆#!⌫&  ⇠  &⇡⇠  

�!��& �⇢�, — ⇠�&  &⇡ ! ⇢◆�⇠ �⇠, "!�◆ �⇠%⇠#  ⇠ !$%&⌫�% �  ⇠ 
#◆$%!)�% "!$%⇠"⇠  ! ⇠�! %⇠�! � "#!$%#◆ $%�⇠», 504). To overcome 
alienation in this world, the stable borders between the body and the 

surrounding environment must be destroyed. The various forms of 

degradation featured here—including wandering naked in the desert, 

voluntarily offering one’s body to be torn to pieces by animals, and 
elements of zoophilia and pedophilia—constitute a kind of “a fall into the 

realm of base physicality,” to use Thomas Seifrid’s term,18 and are, in 

                                            
17 P. A. Borozdina, “Povest’ A. Platonova ‘Dzhan,’” in Tvorchestvo A. Platonova: stat’i i 

soobscheniia, ed. V. P. Skobelev (Voronezh: Izdatel’stvo Voronezhskogo universiteta, 

1970), 98.  
18 T. Siefrid, “Smradnye radosti marksizma: Zametki o Platonove i Batae,” Novoe 

literaturnoe obozrenie 32 (1998): 48. 
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essence, extreme forms of overcoming alienation. Together, they are an 

attempt to attain a metaphysical condition that is literally, “beyond the 

physical.” 
In this sense, the semantic consequences of the transformation of 

Flammarion’s engraving into Platonov’s diptych are of crucial 

importance. The elevation of the wanderer to a higher level, achieved by 

passing beyond the edge of the earth—or, in other words, the horizon—

implies overcoming the known capabilities of the human body. The 
invented panel depicts a situation in which “[t]he man’s torso had come 

to the end of its strength, had grown thin and probably died, while the 

dried-up head had entered the other world” (9; «[%]&�!��+⇠ )⇠�!�⇠�◆ 
�$%!���!$-, "!'&⌫⇠�! �  ◆�⇠# ! &�⇠#�!, ◆ !%$!'*◆✓ �!�!�◆ 
$�◆%��◆$-  ◆ %!% $�⇠%», 443). It is thus as if the engraving (that is, the 

first panel of Platonov’s “double picture”) prepares for the release, the 
moment of breakthrough, while the second panel represents a 

culmination—the act of entering the other world. However, in this other 

world the body as a category is not simply rejected; it is transformed. The 
life of the body continues in a space beyond conventional boundaries.  

 
*** 

The words µετά and φυσικά literally mean “after [Aristotle’s] Physics.” The 

term “Metaphysics” was first used as the title of Aristotle’s collection of 
fourteen treatises, which included his reflections on the “real nature of 

things.” These treatises, prepared by Andronicus of Rhodes, were situated 
after Physics in the collection of Aristotle’s philosophical works. Later, 

“metaphysics” began to refer to the science of the fundamental principles 

of existence, of that which lies beyond the boundaries of physical 
phenomena. It was precisely these fundamental principles that became 

the focus of Immanuel Kant, according to whom the very origins of 
metaphysics stray from the boundaries of all empirical knowledge as a 

result of speculative reason.19 In Platonov’s fiction, transcendence of the 

boundaries of human reason is realized by means of “physical” 

experience. Even as the writer continues to strive for transcendental 

knowledge, an extreme form of corporeality replaces the abstraction 
inherent in metaphysics. As in the situation depicted in the second, 

invented panel of the diptych, metaphysical experience becomes possible 

through bodily transformation: the head is detached from the body and 

man reaches that place “beyond the horizon.” 

 

 

                                            
19 I. Kant, Kritika chistogo razuma (Saint-Petersburg: Nauka, 2008), 5.  
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I. 
 

Scholars (myself included) have often spoken of “Vozvrashchenie” (“The 

Return”) as being the last work of his own that Platonov was able to 

publish.
1
 Volshebnoe kol’tso (The Magic Ring), published a few months before 

Platonov’s death, has been seen as unimportant—merely a children’s 

book, a retelling of existing material, a product of Sholokhov’s attempt to 

help Platonov by finding him a commission. But I now believe that The 
Magic Ring deserves to be taken more seriously. If Platonov’s varied works 

can be read as a single book, and I would argue that they can, then The 
Magic Ring should be considered an integral part of this book, a final 

chapter without which it would not be complete. 

The manner of Platonov’s writing was always extraordinary. In his 

choice of theme, however, he was often conventional. He attempted a 

novel about the merry life of Moscow when Stalin was restructuring the 

capital city and proclaiming that life had become better and merrier. In 

response to official commissions, he wrote about the heroism of railway 

workers or attempts to bring Soviet socialism to Central Asia. It was no 

different with folktales; Platonov’s interest in folktales was continually 

growing from at least the late 1930s, and this was in keeping with the 

spirit of the time. Pushkin’s and Lev Tolstoy’s skazki were being 

republished from as early as the late 1930s, and the late 1930s and early 

1940s saw the publication of collections of skazki by a number of Soviet 

writers, several of which Platonov himself reviewed. Most notably, he was 

one of the first reviewers to appreciate the greatness of Pavel Bazhov’s 

Malakhitovaia shkatulka (The Malachite Casket). The intensity of Platonov’s 

concern with folktales can also be clearly seen in several letters he sent to 

Sholokhov. On November 20, 1947, for example, he wrote:  

 

                                                
1
 Many thoughts in this article are drawn from, or inspired by, three outstanding 

articles by V. N. Mineev: “O skazkakh Andreia Platonova,” Russkaia rech’ 3 (2007): 113–

117; “Skazka A. P. Platonova Ivan-Chudo” (unpublished); and “Volshebnoe kol’tso A. 

Platonova,” Znanie. Ponimanie. Umenie 2 (2007): 112–18. I have also drawn on chapter 16 

of Mikhail Mikheev, V mir Platonova cherez ego iazyk (Moscow: MGU, 2003), also online at 

http://www.srcc.msu.su/uni-persona/site/research/miheev/dis/glava-I.htm.  

My co-translations (with Olga Meerson and my wife Elizabeth) of Platonov’s 

skazki—passages from which I include in this article—will be included in Russian Magic 
Tales from Pushkin to Platonov (Penguin Classics, 2012). 
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⇣ !⇢" ⇢&'0 "⇢&�# 0�# ⌫#$%#&#⌫ � '⇢�⇢…�⇡�" �⌧ 
⌫#$%#&#⌫ — � &�!/� ⇠ �⌫"/� — 1'# #%⇠�"�⌧�+� ⇡⇢ � 
�⌧⇡�"� %(&&�#⇠# 1$#&�. ✏/ &�! $#"�!�⇢-0, ,'# 1'# 

⌧"�,�'…⇥⇢⌧ '⇢� !/ 1'#⇠# ⇡⇢ � "⇢ ⌫/'"⇢!, & '#�#2 #"# 

$#- # �/  ⇢⇠�#. 

 

I have several questions for you… One—the most 

important—is the matter of bringing about the publication of 

Russia’s epos. You understand yourself how important this 

is… We can’t get this done without you, but with your help it 

will be easy.
2
 

 

Platonov articulates his thoughts on this subject most fully in an October 

1947 review of Aleksey Tolstoy’s versions of Russian folktales entitled 

“Skazki russkogo naroda” (“Folktales of the Russian People,” first 

published in Ogonek). In this review, which Platonov must have written 

around the same time as he was working on his own versions, he begins 

by criticizing most previous collections, including Afanas’ev’s. Though he 

refers to it as one of the best works of Russian folklore, Platonov 

expresses regret that Afanas’ev, for all his love and knowledge of 

folktales, was not himself an artist:  

 

⌃& � !/ ⌫&$#!"�! '��#⇠# �⇡⇢� 0"#⇠# «#�%��#',���» 

"�%#⇡"/* &2�⇢'#⌫, ��� �(-��", � ��,⇢&'⌫# &#⌧⇡�""/* 

�! &��⌧#�, '# "�-� !/& 0, ,'# «&#&'�⌫�'0» � � 

«#�%��#'�'0» &��⌧�( $#&� 0"#  �-0 *(⇡#�"��(, � 

"⇢!� #!(, &'�"⇢' &"#�.
3
 

 

If we remember such an ideal “reworker” of folk themes as 

Pushkin, and the quality of the skazki he created, then 

everyone will understand our view that only an artist—and 

only a great artist at that—is up to the task of “composing” or 

“reworking” a skazka.  

 

Platonov then affirms that the aim of such great artists as Pushkin and 

Lev Tolstoy—and Aleksey Tolstoy in Platonov’s own time—has always 

been: 

                                                
2
 “Pis’mo A. Platonova M. Sholokhovu” in “Strana filosofov” Andreia Platonova: 

problemy tvorchestva, ed. N. V. Kornienko, vol. 5 (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2003), 965, ellipses 

mine. 
3
 Andrei Platonov, “Skazki russkogo naroda,” in Sobranie, 8 vols (Moscow: Vremia, 

2009–11), vol.  8: Fabrika literatury. Literaturnaia kritika. Publitsistika (2011), 564. Further 

citations from this essay will appear parenthetically. 
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⌫#&&'�"#⌫ ⇢"�⇢, ⌫#&&#⌧⇡�"�⇢ "�� (,-⇢⇠# �#%⇢""#⇠# 

⌫�%��"'� ⇡�""#� &��⌧�� �⌧ ⌫&⇢* ⌫�%��"'#⌫, &#⌧⇡�""/* 

"�%#⇡#! "� '⇢!( 1'#� &��⌧��. ↵# 1'#⇠# !� #, $�&�'⇢ � 

⇡#$# "�'⇢ 0"# #�#⇠�.�2' � #)#%! 2' "�%#⇡"(2 

&��⌧�( &� #2 &⌫#⇢⇠# '⌫#%,⇢&'⌫� � $%�⇡�2' ⇢� '# 

#�#",�'⇢ 0"#⇢, �⇡⇢� 0"#⇢ &#,⇢'�"�⇢ &!/& � � )#%!/ ⌫ 

�#'#%#! &��⌧�� #&'�⇢'& $%⇢�/⌫�'0 "�⇡# ⇠# � � "�⌫&⇢⇠⇡� 
(564). 

 

the restoration, the recreation—from all the variants the 

people has created on a particular theme—of the very best 

root variant of a particular tale. But these writers do still 

more—they enrich and inform a popular folktale with the 

power of their own creativity and endow it with the definitive, 

ideal combination of meaning and form that will allow this 

tale to continue to exist for a long time or forever. 

 

Platonov concludes the essay with a call for the publication of the entire 

corpus of Russian folk tales, which offer “not only great artistic and 

ethical value” («$#!�!# &⌫#⇢� ⌫⇢ ��#� *(⇡#�⇢&'⌫⇢""#� � 1'�,⇢&�#� 

+⇢""#&'�») but would also serve “as a material repository for the treasure 

of the Russian language, our people’s most precious possession” 

(«!�'⇢%�� 0"/! *%�"� �.⇢! &#�%#⌫�.� %(&&�#⇠# ⌧/��, 
⇡%�⇠#+⇢""⇢�-⇢⇠# ⇡#&'#"� "�-⇢⇠# "�%#⇡�», 564).  

It is generally acknowledged that there are folkloric elements 

throughout Platonov’s work. This is obvious in such early stories as 

“Tiuten’, Vitiuten’ i Protegalen,” and many of Platonov’s most famous 

stories—“Reka Potudan’” (“The River Potudan’”) and “Tretii syn” (“The 

Third Son”), for example—have elements of folktales in their structures. 

The opening page of “The Return,” with its description of Ivanov’s three 
attempts to get on a train, is equally reminiscent of a folktale. More 

importantly, the most memorable single episode in Chevengur—the 

“suicide” of Sasha Dvanov’s father—is imbued with the impersonal 

mood of a folktale, with its ready acceptance of the extraordinary.  

It is unnecessary to dwell on the thematic consistency of Platonov’s 

work, the way he returns again and again to his favored themes of 

orphanhood and the desire to escape from everyday life to some distant 

realm. Nor is there any need to dwell on the almost omnipresence of 

these themes in the traditional folktale. The degree of resonance between 

the traditional themes of the folktale and the themes one might imagine 

to be most particular to Platonov is perhaps best illustrated by a passage 
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from the first of his versions of Russian tales, “Finist — iasnyi sokol” 

(“Finist the Bright Falcon”)
4
:  

 

↵�%⇡� �&0 &'�%-�⇢ &⇢&'%/ � $#&!⇢ �&0 "�⇡ 

! �⇡-⇢�.  

— � '/ ⌫#'�"� &⌫#⇢ ⌫#%#�0�"#⇢ $⇢%/-�# ⌫ ⌫# #&� ⇡� 
� �%�&(�&. 

⌦�%02-�� $%#!# ,� �, � �#⇠⇡� ⌫ �⌧�⇢  ⇢⇠ � &$�'0 #"� 
$# #�� � $⇢%⇢⇡ &#�#� $%#&'#⇢, &⇢%#⇢ $⇢%/-�# ⌘�"�&'� 
— ✓&"� �#�# � � &'� � �!  2�#⌫�'0&. � $#'#! 

⌦�%02-�� ⌫⌧ � $⇢%/-�# ⌫ &⌫#� %(��, $#⇡⇢%�� � ⇢⇠# 

$%� &⇢�⇢, $#⇠ �⇡� � � "⇢,�""# (%#"� � "� $# .
5
 

 

The elder daughters put on their fine dresses and began to 

make fun of their sister.  

“Stick that sparrow’s feather into your hair,” they said, 

“and you’ll look fairer than fair!”  

Maryushka did not say a word, but when everyone had 

lain down to sleep, she took the plain, grey feather of Finist 

the Bright Falcon, placed it on the table in front of her and sat 

down to wonder at it. Then she picked the little feather up in 

her hands. She held it for a while, close to her breast, stroked 

it and inadvertently dropped it onto the floor.  

 

There was no bird that Platonov loved more than the sparrow, so what 

the sisters mean as an insult is for him—and, no doubt, for Maryushka 

too—a compliment.
6
 And there is no word more emblematic of 

Platonov’s work than the word “inadvertently” (nechaianno). His work as a 

whole has an air of apparent “inadvertency” that, for a long time, misled 

scholars and critics into thinking that he did not know what he was doing. 

And he repeats the word nechaianno again and again, often in contexts—as 

above—where its use is tautological. Like the tellers of folktales, Platonov 

evidently understood that what we appear to do inadvertently or even “in 

spite of ourselves” is often what is most important to us. 

                                                
4
 This first reworked skazka was delivered to the publisher “Detskaia literatura” in 

the spring of 1947. (N. Kornienko, “Komentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, Sobranie, vol. 6: 

Sukhoi khleb. Rasskazy dlia detei. Russkie skazki. Bashkirskie skazki [2011], 409.) 
5
 Andrei Platonov, “Finist — iasnyi sokol,” in Platonov, Sobranie, vol. 6: Sukhoi khleb, 

343. All further citations from Platonov’s skazki will appear parenthetically and refer to 

the versions printed in Sukhoi khleb. 
6
 It was not for nothing that Platonov loved sparrows. Like a sparrow, he was never 

showy—either in his work or in his behavior. Like a sparrow, he was alert to the 

importance of small things.  Even the stories of Platonov sweeping up litter from the 

yard of the House of Writers make him seem sparrow-like. 
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No less striking than this particular passage is Platonov’s choice of 

“Finist” as the first folktale that he would retell. If there is any single 

folktale image that encapsulates the era of Stravinsky, Diaghilev and 

Goncharova, it is the Firebird. Almost every important artist of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth century painted the Firebird. At first sight, 

the image of Finist is the polar opposite of the Firebird. The Firebird 

leaves behind her a tail feather that shines as bright as a thousand candles: 

no wonder that the bedazzled tsar sends his sons out to capture her. 

Finist, by contrast, leaves behind him the plainest, greyest and most 

ordinary of feathers; only Maryushka, his “destined one,” has the 

perspicuity to grasp what this feather, with its promise of love and 

perhaps even of rebirth, is truly worth. The name “Finist,” however, is 

derived from Phoenix, the bird that is reborn out of its own ashes. So 

Finist and the Firebird must be male and female aspects of one and the 

same bird: where Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Goncharova and others saw an 

image of exotic and alluring glamour, Platonov saw a symbol of quiet 

hope, of the possibility of new life springing even from grey ash. 

Afanas’ev’s version, incidentally, makes no mention of the color of 

Finist’s feather; in choosing to make it grey, Platonov appears—as so 

often in these tales—not to be adding something of his own to the oral 

versions, but to be entering into their heart, to be revealing their inner 

logic. 

The linguistic consistency of Platonov’s work is remarkable—and 

clearly anything but inadvertent. Sometimes he shows a consistent, and 

apparently unmotivated, fondness for a particular word, usually one from 

the folk vernacular. The same relatively unusual verb for “to halt” 

(okorachivat’/okorotit’), for example, is used at important moments in 

“Sokrovennyi chelovek” (“The Innermost Man”), Kotlovan (The Foundation 
Pit), Chevengur, a number of the war stories, and in the skazka “Ivan-

chudo” (“Ivan the Wonder”).
7
 In other instances the reason why 

Platonov chooses to repeat a particular word is very obvious indeed. In 

“Ivan the Wonder,” for example, after Ivan’s mother eats, drinks, and 

becomes “merry” (veselaia), Ivan says to her: “Life here will be merrier for 

you” («—✏(', !�!�, ⌫�! ⌫⇢&⇢ ⇢⇢ ��'0 �(⇡⇢'»). To this she replies, “Who 

knows, my son? It remains to be seen where life is better. I’m afraid there 

may be brigands here” («�'# ⌧"�⇢', &/"#�, "⇢⌫⇢⇡#!# ⇢.⇢, ⇠⇡⇢  (,-⇢. 
⇥#2&0, %�⌧�#�"��� ⌧⇡⇢&0», 266). As is well known, in November 1935 

Stalin declared that “Life has become better, life has become merrier,” 

                                                
7
 When Ivan first wishes to halt his horse, he shouts the word Okorotis’! into the 

horse’s ear. The horse at once stops dead from terror. It is, no doubt, the loudness of 

Ivan’s shout that so scares the horse, but at least for a moment, it seems as if the word 

Okorotis’ is itself endowed with terrifying power. (Andrei Platonov, “Ivan-chudo,” in 

Sobranie, vol. 6: Sukhoi khleb, 263.)  
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and these words soon became the most important slogan of the time—

repeated again and again on banners and posters, in radio programs and 

newspaper articles, and in speeches at May Day parades and other public 

events. That Platonov should still be alluding satirically to these words 

twelve years later, in a work supposedly intended for children, is 

remarkable. 

The language of Platonov’s skazki—like the language of his more 

obviously original works—is often startlingly condensed. Near the end of 

“Ivan the Wonder,” for example, he writes, “But at that moment an eagle 

swooped down from the sky. She perched on the monster’s third head 

and began pecking its eyes until the eyes had quite flowed away” 
(«⌅ ⇡0, 

#$(&��⇢'& & "⇢�� #% �+�, &�⇡�'& #"� "� 1'( ⇠# #⌫( ,(⇡#⌫�.� � �0⇢' 
⇢⇠# � 2⌫#! ⌫ ⇠ �⌧�, $#�� ⇠ �⌧� $%#,0 ⌦⇧ ⌅��⇧� ⌃», 273, italics mine).  

And Platonov continues, in his skazki, to realize metaphors with the 

same disingenuous literalness as in all his work. Sometimes the effect is 

humorous. When Maryushka is searching for Finist, for instance, she 

encounters an old woman who says, “No one lives beyond me in the 

world—I’m as far as you can go” («⇧� ⇢⇢ � "⇢ ��⌫⇢' "� ⌧⇢! ⇢ "��'#, ⇥ 
�↵⇤⌥⌦⇥⇥», 347, italics mine.) The last part of this sentence, ia—krainiaia, is 

a literal realization of the idiom idti na krai sveta (“to go to the very ends of 

the earth”). Sometimes the effect of this literalization is moving. There 

are two occasions in his skazki, for example, when Platonov uses the 

common idiom idti kuda glaza gliadiat (literally: “to go where one’s eyes 

look”; more idiomatically: “to follow one’s nose”). In “Bezruchka” (“No-

Arms”), he simply extends the idiom a little: “She went where everyone 

goes when they have nowhere to go to—where her eyes looked” («(- � 
'(⇡�, �(⇡� ⌫&⇢ (*#⇡', �#!( "⇢�(⇡� �⇡'�: �(⇡� ⇠ �⌧� ⇠ ⇡'», 283). But 

towards the end of “Ivan the Wonder,” when Ivan has for the first time 

understood how his mother has betrayed him, Platonov realizes the 

metaphor at a deeper level: “Ivan turned away from his mother and 

walked off where his eyes looked. But his eyes could not see anything at 

that time; they were full of tears” («⌥⌫�" #'⌫⇢%"( & #' !�'⇢%� � (-⇢ , 

�(⇡� ⇠ �⌧� ⇠ ⇡'. � ⇠ �⌧� ⇢⇠# ⌫ '#' ,�& "�,⇢⇠# "⇢ ⌫�⇡⇢ �: #"� �/ � 

$# "/ & ⇢⌧», 274). 

Also, as in his earlier work, Platonov continues, almost insistently, to 

give power and meaning to the smallest words. No Russian writer has 

made more powerful use of prepositions. In the first part of Chevengur, 
Sasha Dvanov says to his dead father: «✓ (!%( � '⇢�⇢» (literally: “I shall 

die my way to you”).
8
 In Schastlivaia Moskva (Happy Moscow), we learn that 

                                                
8
 Andrei Platonov, Chevengur, in Sobranie, vol. 3: Kotlovan. Chevengur, ed. N. Malygina 

(Moscow: Vremia, 2009), 31. 
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the orphaned heroine: «"⇢&�# 0�#  ⇢' *#⇡� � � ⇢ � $# %#⇡�"⇢».
9
 To try 

to convey the meaning of this wonderfully strange formulation, we used 

the following somewhat expanded translation: “for several years she 

walked and ate up and down her motherland.”
10 

In “Moroka” (“Wool 

over the Eyes”), the old soldier tells the tsar that his granddad «('#"(  ⌫ 

⌫#⇡(» (333), or “drowned into the water.”
11

 These three examples have 

different effects, but in each case Platonov achieves this effect in the 

same way: by making a verb that is clearly not a verb of motion behave as 

if it were a verb of motion. 

 

II. 
 

Parallels have often been drawn between The Foundation Pit and Dante’s 

Inferno. This parallel can be extended: Dzhan—in spite of its many 

references to “the hell of the whole world” («�⇡ ⌫&⇢⇠# !�%�»)—can be 

read, not as another Inferno, but as a Purgatorio. (As in the Purgatorio, Dzhan 

ends with the attainment of an earthly paradise.) And Platonov’s versions 

of Russian skazki can be seen as the last part of his Commedia—as his 

Paradiso. Illustrators, scholars and readers alike have always given more 

attention to the Inferno than to the Purgatorio and the Paradiso—even 

though the second and third parts of the Commedia are in many ways finer. 

Similarly, The Foundation Pit remains better known than Platonov’s later 

work. Horror has its attractions, and even the very greatest literary 

treatments of kindness and goodness are often wrongly dismissed as 

banal.  

Dante’s Paradiso is by no means unalloyed in its sweetness; it includes 

both Dante’s most furious denunciation of the Florence of his day and 

his most memorable lament about the pain of exile. Similarly, the action 

of several of Platonov’s skazki takes place against an apocalyptic 

background. This greatly adds to their power. Traditional skazki have an 

abstract, schematic quality. “No-Arms,” however, contains a bitterly 

ironic reference to the long war from which the Soviet Union had only 

just emerged: “No-Arms’s son grew up among good people, but the war 

where his father was fighting had still not finished. In the old days wars 

lasted a long time” («⇤/%#& &/" ⇥⇢⌧%(,�� &%⇢⇡0 ⇡#�%#⇠# "�%#⇡�, � 
⌫#�"�, ⇠⇡⇢ #'⇢+ ⇢⇠# ⌫#⇢⌫� , ⇢.⇢ "⇢ #�#",� �&0. ⇤ &'�%�"( ⌫⇢⇡0 ⇡# ⇠# 

⌫#⇢⌫� �», 284). And the references in “Ivan the Wonder” to an 

                                                
9
 Andrei Platonov, “Schastlivaia Moskva,” in Sobranie, vol. 4: Schastlivaia Moskva. 

Ocherki i rasskazy 1930-x godov (Moscow: Vremia, 2010), 11. 
10

 Andrey Platonov, Happy Moscow, trans. Robert and Elizabeth Chandler, et al. 

(London: Harvill, 2001), 3. 
11

 In English it seemed necessary to expand this passage to: “he drowned deep 

down into the water.” 
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“unpeopled tsardom” (bezliudnoe tsarstvo) seem still more sinister: “The 

cowardly warrior had told Ivan’s mother to send him to this strange, 

unpeopled tsardom in order that he should die there. Where everyone 

had already died, he said, there Ivan would be sure to die too” («✏%(&-'# 

�#⇠�'/%0 � "�(,�  $#& �'0 ⌥⌫�"� ⌫ ,(�#⇢ �⇢⌧ 2⇡"#⇢ +�%&'⌫#—

⌧�'⇢!, ,'#�/ $#!⇢% '�! ⌥⌫�". ⌅⇡⇢ ⌫&⇢  2⇡� $#!⇢% �, '�! ⌥⌫�", 

⇡⇢&��'0, $#!%⇢'», 272). 
And the tale’s conclusion is also strangely somber, though a moment 

of hope glimmers through the last line:  

 

⌥⌫�"...$#-⇢  ⌫ �⇢⌧ 2⇡"#⇢ +�%&'⌫#, ⇠⇡⇢ �� � $%⇢�%�&"� 
+�%⇢⌫"�. 

 ⇤ &�#%#! ⌫%⇢!⇢"�, ��� #"# � �/'0 ⇡# �"# $# 

$%�⌫⇡⇢, ⌥⌫�" �⇢"� & "� '#� +�%⇢⌫"⇢ $# �!⇢"�  (�⇢%0. 
�⌫�⇡0�� ( "�* �/ � *#'0 � ⌫⇢&⇢ �, ⇡� !� # 2⇡"�; ⌫&⇢⇠# 

� ⇠(  # "� &⌫�⇡0�⇢, ,'# ��'2-�� & !�'(-�#�—%#⇡�'⇢ � 

$%⇢�%�&"#�  (�⇢%0�, �⇢"�* & "⇢⌫⇢&'#�, ⇡� #% �+�, ⇡� 
⌫# � &#  0⌫#!. 

 � �#⇠⇡� ⌫/- � &%#��, "�%#⇡� �&0 ( ⌥⌫�"� & 
 (�⇢%0⇢� ⇡⇢'�, #' ⇡⇢'⇢� ⌫"(��, #'&2⇡� � "�%#⇡ &"#⌫� 
$#-⇢  (275, ellipsis mine). 

 

Ivan…made his way to the unpeopled tsardom where the 

beautiful tsarevna lived.  

Very soon, as was right and just, Ivan married this 

tsarevna. Her name was Lukerya. Their wedding was merry, 

but there were few people: there were no revelers, no one to 

celebrate the day other than the beautiful Lukerya’s mother 

and father, the bride and bridegroom themselves, and the 

eagle, the wolf and the lion. 

And, in due course, plenty of children were born to Ivan 

and Lukerya and from the children came grandchildren, and 

so the nation got going again.  

 

Platonov, it seems, cannot take life for granted; “Ivan the Wonder” takes 

place in a world where an entire people (narod) could easily have been 

extinguished. Nor can Platonov take goodness or kindness for granted. A 

sentimental writer evokes these qualities too often and too easily. 

Platonov, in contrast, constantly subjects the words dobro and dobrota to 

examination. He turns the words over, playing with their various 

meanings: “the good,” “a good,” “goods” in the material sense, and 

“kindness.”   
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At the very beginning of “Ivan the Wonder,” Ivan’s mother appears 

truly thoughtful, saying to herself, “My son is quick to understand […] 

And he’s strong too! But whether or not he’s kind it’s still too soon to 

tell” («�#"' �⌫/� &/" ( !⇢", — ⇡(!�⇢', — ⇡� &� 0"/� ⇢.⇢! � 

⇡#�%/�  � #", (� (⌧"�2 $#& ⇢!», 262). Soon, however, she slips into a 

crudely materialistic understanding of the nature of dobro:  

 

�&'� �&0 !�'0 #⇡"�; *#⇡�' $# �⌧�⇢ � #&!�'%�⌫�⇢' $#-

*#⌧�&��, ⇠⇡⇢ ,'# $# #�⇢"#, &�# 0�# ⇡#�%� $%�$�&⇢"#. � 

�⌧�� $%#&'#%"�, ⇡⌫⇢ ⇠#%"�+/, �(*" � ⌧��('�� ⇢&'0. 

⇤�⇡�' !�'0, "� &'⇢"⇢ &⇢!� �# 0-� ⌫�&�': "⇢ ⇡#�%#  � ⌫ 

"⇢� ���#⇢? (266). 

 

The mother was left on her own. She walked about the hut 

and looked everything over like a true housewife, seeing what 

had been stored where and how many goods had been laid in. 

The hut was spacious. There were two front rooms, a kitchen 

and storerooms. The mother could see a large bag hanging on 

the wall: did it perhaps contain something good? 

 

Her son, however, quickly comes to a true understanding of dobro. As a 

child-giant, he is a blundering fool; he inadvertently tears the heads and 

arms off other children, and he gallops so fast on a wild horse that 

peasant huts beside his path simply collapse to the ground. But he soon 

realizes that, “No good […] comes from a gallop like this” («"⇢ � ⇡#�%( 
'�� ⇢*�'0», 264). And the narrator later informs us that Ivan “had grown 

quickly in strength, but his good sense and goodness of heart had grown 

still more quickly” («&� #� #" &�#%# ⌫#⌧%#&, � %�⌧(!#! � ⇡#�%#'#2 

⇢.⇢ &�#%⇢⇢», 271). The wild beasts are no less quick to recognize Ivan’s 

qualities. When Ivan tells them to return to their parents, they reply, “No, 

we’re not going to. You’re kind and good, and we’ve grown used to you” 

(«— ↵⇢ $#�⇡⇢!, —  ⇠#⌫#%', —  '/ ⇡#�%/�, � !/ � '⇢�⇢ $%�⌫/� �», 

272). And the way the beasts address him keeps changing. The lion 

addresses him as “Ivan the Wonder” (Ivan-chudo). Later, the eagle calls 

him first “Ivan the Warrior” (Ivan-bogatyr’) and then “Ivan the Good” 

(Ivan dobryi). The story’s conclusion justifies the eagle’s words. Ivan has 

truly learned to forgive; he is able to forgive even a mother who has tried 

several times to have him killed.  

“Ivan the Wonder” is one of the most emotionally affecting of 

Platonov’s skazki. “Ivan Bestalannyi i Elena Premudraia” (Ivan the 

Hapless and Yelena the Wise), however, is in some ways more subtle–and 

in this tale Platonov evokes still more meanings of the word dobro and its 

cognates. Early on in the story the frivolous Yelena appears to misapply 
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the adjective, using it as a synonym for krasivoe (beautiful). When she first 

glimpses the magic dress that will enable her to abandon Ivan and fly 

away, she refers to it as “dobroe.” And when Ivan forbids her to put the 

dress on, she says, “So that’s how much you love me […] Too good for 

your wife, is it?” («— ✏/, ⇠#⌫#%�', — ⌧"�'0, "⇢  2��-0 !⇢": ⇡#�%#⇢ 
$ �'0⇢ '��#⇢ ⇡  �⇢"/ �� ⇢⇢-0», 319). In peasant speech, it is normal 

to use the adjective dobryi with this meaning, but Platonov is playing on 

the ambiguity of the word. Yelena is delighted by what she naively 

believes to be dobroe, but she knows nothing of what is dobroe in any 

deeper sense. 

The birds, fish and animals, needless to say, show a truer 

understanding. The pike whom Ivan rescues says, “I won’t forget your 

kindness, the good turn you’ve done me” («✓ ⇡#�%# '⌫#⇢ "⇢ ⌧��(⇡(», 

320; here again it seemed necessary to “double-translate” the word dobro.). 
Later in the story, Ivan does good turns to the sparrow and to Yelena’s 

maid Darya, and they too thank him for his dobro.  
The title story of this collection of skazki, “The Magic Ring,” is a 

simpler tale, but here too Platonov continues to play on the meanings of 

dobro and dobrota. When Semyon’s mother awakes to discover that their 

hut has been transformed into a fine mansion, she asks, “Where have all 

these goods come from?” («�'�(⇡� �⇢ ( "�& ⇡#�%# '��#⇢ ⌫� #&0?») 

Her son, who is both self-confident and truly good-natured, replies, “One 

good gives birth to another good. Now you’ll be able to live in comfort 

and I’ll be able to marry whoever I like” («⇧#�%#, !�!�, �⌧ ⇡#�%� 
⌫� #&0», 308).  Here Semyon is conflating the two meanings of dobro; his 

words could be explicated as “The good turn I did to the snake has 

brought us wealth.” Later in the tale, after the magical construction of the 

crystal bridge between Semyon’s hut and the tsar’s palace, the tsar tests 

the railings and runs the palm of his hand over the crystal bricks, 

checking that they are “the real thing.” “Goodness knows how,” he says 

to himself, “but the bridge has been built good and proper.” (Once again, 

we have “double-translated.” The last sentence is simply «↵⇢', !#&' 
$#&'%#⇢" $# ⇡#�%#'⇢» (310). But the phrase “Goodness knows how,” 

taken literally, conveys the deeper meaning of po dobrote.) It is as if even 

the arrogant tsar believes that Semyon’s kindness enables him to do good 

work—or, still more interestingly, as if he believes that good work is a 

manifestation of what we could imagine Platonov calling “kindness to 

matter.” 

 

III. 
 

Many of Platonov’s works are notable for their open endings. If we think 

of these skazki as his last word, as the last chapter of a single book, it is 
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perhaps not surprising that their endings should, in contrast, be highly 

resolved. Thus, the last paragraph of “Ivan the Hapless and Yelena the 

Wise” elegantly sums up the tale’s central theme of the importance of 

kindness. The speaker is Yelena’s old father, with whom Yelena and Ivan 

have just been reunited:  

 

⇧(!�  , &#�%�  ⇡  ⇡#,⇢%� $%�⇡�"#⇢, "⇢ *#'⇢  '# 0�# 

⇡�%�'0 ⇢⇠# ⇡# ⌫%⇢!⇢"�. ⇤&⇢  ⇢� &#�%� , � '#⇠# "⇢ 
$# #�� , ,'# ⌫ '⇢�⇢ �/ #, — ⇠ �⌫"#⇠# '� �"'(. �#-⇢   
�/ # ⌧� "�! ⇡� ⇢,⇢, � #" � �⌧�# #��⌧� &. ⇤�⇡"#, "⇢ 
� �⇡⇢'& #" � "⇢ ⇡�%�'&, � &�!�! ,⇢ #⌫⇢�#! ⇡#�/⌫�⇢'& 
(326). 

 

I thought I’d collected a good dowry for my daughter, only I 

didn’t want to give it to her too soon. I thought I’d brought 

her gifts of every kind, but I’d left out the one kind that 

matters, the gift that was there inside you. I went far away to 

look for this gift, but it was close at hand all the time. It’s 

never a given, nor can anyone give it—it seems we must each 

seek it out for ourselves. 

  

In the original, the old man plays on the words talant (“talent,” “gift,” 

“fortune”) and bestalannyi (“hapless,” ”talentless”). According to the 

story’s title, Ivan is a hapless fool; in reality, he is endowed with what 

Platonov declares to be a supreme gift: an irrational kindness. It is worth 

adding that the acts in which Ivan displays this gift, when he shows great 

kindness to the pike and the sparrow earlier in the tale, are exactly the 

kind of acts that Vasily Grossman would later refer to, in one of the most 

important chapters of Zhizn’ i sud’ba (Life and Fate), as manifestations of 

“senseless kindness” (bessmyslennaia dobrota). Grossman was a close friend 

of Platonov and he knew his work well. He would have known that dobro 

and dobrota—“the good” and “kindness”—are a central theme of 

Platonov’s skazki.  
Platonov’s central themes are resolved most powerfully of all in the 

conclusion of “No-Arms”:  
 

⇥⇢⌧%(,�� *#'⇢ � #�"'0 &⌫#⇢⇠# !(�� — +⇢ /� ⌫⇢� �� � 
#"� & "�! ⌫ %�⌧ (�⇢, ⇡� ⌫&$#!"� �: "⇢' ( "⇢⇢ %(�. �"� ( 
"⇢⇢ #$'0 &%�⌧( #'&#* �, ��� #"� &/"� #'&'# � ⌫ �#2. 

�⇡"��# "⇢ &'⇢%$⇢ � ⇥⇢⌧%(,�� � $#'"( �&0 � !(�(. ⌃⇠# 

#"� ⌫&⇢⇠⇡�  2�� � � "⇢ !#⇠ � ⌧��/'0. ⌥ ⌫ '#' �⇢ !�⇠, 
& #⌫"# �⌧ &⇢%⇡+�, ⌫/%#& � ( "⇢⇢ %(��, '���⇢ �⇢ &� 0"/⇢, 
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��� $%⇢�⇡⇢ �/ �, � #�" � #"� &⌫#⇢⇠# !(��. ⌥ & '⇢* $#% 

"�⌫&⇢⇠⇡� %(�� #&'� �&0 $%� "⇢� (286). 

 

No-Arms wanted to embrace her husband—she had been 

separated from him for a whole age—but she remembered 

she had no arms. They had withered away again immediately 

after she had stood by her son in the battle. But No-Arms 

couldn’t bear it, and she reached out towards her husband. 

She had always loved him, she had never forgotten him. And 

then, as if from her heart, her arms grew, as strong as they had 

ever been, and with them she embraced her husband. And 

from that moment her arms stayed with her forever. 

 

This whole section of the tale—the son going away to serve as a soldier, 

No-Arms fighting beside her son, and the complex recognition scene—is 

Platonov’s own creation; there is nothing similar in any traditional 

version. Platonov’s is also the only version in which the heroine’s arms 

reappear three times; in the traditional versions her arms reappear only 

once, in order to save her son from the well, and then remain with her.  

The twin themes of mutilation and orphanhood are central to almost 

everything Platonov wrote. “No-Arms,” however, is the only work of his 

in which a crippled hero or heroine is restored to wholeness. The 

importance of this is emphasized both by the threefold reappearance of 

the arms and by the remarkable, and psychologically profound, words: 

“And then, as if from her heart, her arms grew” («⌥ ⌫ '#' �⇢ !�⇠, 
& #⌫"# �⌧ &⇢%⇡+�, ⌫/%#& � ( "⇢⇢ %(��»). This is perhaps the most 

hopeful moment in all of Platonov’s work. 

Mikhail Geller’s pioneering book about Platonov is entitled Andrei 
Platonov in Search of Happiness.12

 In this last chapter of his published oeuvre, 
Platonov affirms his belief in happiness. He does this most clearly of all in 

the final sentence of “No-Arms,” a sentence that includes what could be 

called Platonov’s “signature”: the word nechaianno. We have translated this 

sentence as “Unhappiness may indeed live in the world, yet only by 

chance; happiness must live constantly” («↵⇢&,�&'0⇢ *#'0 � ��⌫⇢' "� 
&⌫⇢'⇢, ⇡� "⇢,�""#, � &,�&'0⇢ ⇡# �"# ��'0 $#&'#""#», 287).  

 

 

 

                                                
12

 See Mikhail Geller, Andrei Platonov v poiskakh schast’ia (Moscow: YMCA Press, 

1982 and Moscow: Izdatel’stvo “MIK,” 1999).  
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Bezruchka steals an apple with her mouth. She’s caught. 
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Bezruchka drops her baby down a well, then saves it. 
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Bezruchka’s brother ties himself and his wife to a horse.  
It gallops off at dawn, returns alone.  
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Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov (1841–1871) belonged, together with 
Nikolai Pomialovskii, Vasilii Sleptsov, and Nikolai Uspenskii (a cousin of 

a better-known author of naturalist sketches), to the “second-tier” 

authors of Sovremennik’s (The Contemporary’s) circle. This group’s distinct 

presence on the Russian literary scene of the 1860s was not 
overshadowed by such towering figures, also involved with the journal, as 

Nekrasov, Tolstoy, and Turgenev. At one point, Turgenev provocatively 
remarked that Tolstoy, “when he is not philosophizing,” and Reshetnikov 

were the only contemporary authors one “was able to read.”1  

Reshetnikov’s early years of life were hard, although perhaps not so 
apocalyptically horrible as some of his diary notes suggested. He started 

working early. At the age of fifteen, he committed a “transgression” from 
his duties at the postal service (apparently, he was stealing and/or 

throwing away some mail). After an exceedingly lengthy and humiliating 

scrutiny, Reshetnikov was compelled to spend time in a monastery as a 
way of repentance. The consequences of this experience were two-fold. 

On the one hand, Reshetnikov’s religiosity, the sudden passionate 
outbursts of which are reflected in his diaries at moments of crisis, 

apparently took root in this ordeal; during his stay in the monastery, he 

even briefly thought of becoming a monk. On the other, he was taken 
aback by the cynicism and depravity he witnessed—and took part in—as 

a monastic apprentice; it was as a teenager in the monastery that he 
acquired a lifetime affliction with alcoholism. In Reshetnikov’s works, 

depictions of peoples’ predicaments throb with spiritual intensity, a 

feature that distinguishes him from other proponents of literary 

populism, whose social criticism and empathy to the oppressed are more 
secular and civically grounded. At the same time, however, his writings 
carry a distinct note of antipathy toward the Church as an institution and 

toward formulaic religiosity.  

Reshetnikov spent the early years of his life in the Urals region—first 

in Perm, then in Yekaterinburg—and the subject matter of his writings is 

almost invariably drawn from that experience. His typical characters are 
people of a mixed “estate” status, misplaced and drifting, caught between 

a disintegrating rural life and a hostile city environment: peasants turned 

seasonal workers, factory laborers, petty artisans and clerks, whose only 

                                                

1 I. S. Turgenev, Letter to Fet, 13 (29) Jan. 1869, in Polnoe sobranie sochinenii v 28 
tomakh (Moscow: Iz-vo Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1964), vol. 7: Pis’ma, 285.  
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ambition, often unattainable, is to survive and eke out an existence. 

Reshetnikov’s focus on the city population, yet another feature that set 

him apart from the populists’ predominant concern with the peasantry, 

can be seen as a thread that connects him to Platonov. Many of 
Platonov’s characters dwell “on the outskirts of Russian cities,”2 lost 

between cells of the established social network, struggling on the brink of 

extinction, burdened with a spiritual suffering that is at once coupled with 

and exacerbating their oppressive material conditions. They look, that is, 
like direct descendants of Reshetnikov’s, living half a century later. 

In his early twenties, Reshetnikov climbed to the lowest level of 
white-collar jobs: he taught at an elementary school, and then became a 

petty official. In 1863, Reshetnikov moved to Petersburg, where he found 

yet another low-level clerical position. By that time, he had written an 
enormous quantity of pieces in all genres: mostly poetry, but also dramas 

and some prose. The reaction of those few who agreed to take a look at 
them was unreservedly negative; later, virtually all of these juvenilia were 

lost or destroyed. In a typically bitter note in his diary on the date of his 

twentieth birthday, Reshetnikov remarked about entering “the third 
decade of his life” without anything to be counted as his achievement.3  

Reshetnikov’s first literary success, which proved to be his biggest, 
came in the year after his move to the capital, when Nekrasov’s 

Sovremennik published his tale Podlipovtsy (The People of Podlipki), originally 

designed as two consecutive sketches. Soon Reshetnikov became such a 
regular contributor to Sovremennik and the other leading progressive 

journal, Russkoe slovo (The Russian Word), that he felt it possible to leave his 
job and support himself with literary work. He found it increasingly 

difficult to survive in the capital, however, especially after both magazines 

were banned in 1866 during a sweep of repressive measures after the first 

attempt on Emperor Alexander II’s life. The demise of Sovremennik 
interrupted the publication of Reshetnikov’s first novel Gornorabochie (The 
Miners), the first part of which had appeared earlier that year. Another 

setback awaited his novel Glumovy (The Glumovs): after its first section was 

published by Delo (The Cause)  in 1866, it took ten years for the next part 

to appear (long after the author’s death); the remaining part of the 

manuscript, never published, was eventually lost.  

                                                

2 The first lines of “The Origin of a Master” and Chevengur read: «⌃'(2 ⇠�(+�� 

$%). � ) '(�&1+ %&$⇠�#,��!2#1+ ⇡$&$⇢$⇠. ✏)⇢� !4⇢� %&�+$⇢�( ⌧�(2 %&�"$ �� 
%&�&$⇢1». (Andrei Platonov, Chevengur, in Sobranie, vol. 3: Chevengur. Kotlovan [Moscow: 

Vremia, 2009], 11.)  
3 As cited in Gleb Uspenskii, “Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov (Biograficheskii 

ocherk),” in Reshetnikov, Sochineniia F. M. Reshetnikova, vol. 1, 42. 
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Unable to support himself, Reshetnikov and his wife relocated to 

Brest, where he felt himself cut off from the literary environment of 

Petersburg, whose support, however tentative, had been crucial for his 
intellectual and even physical survival. His diaries, which are exceedingly 

long and have never been published in full,4 express the wounded pride of 

a person suffering from what he perceived to be condescension from the 

chieftains of the Petersburg literary world. Despite all these 

disappointments, which were accentuated by Reshetnikov’s particular 
sensitivity to the darker side of life, his last years could not be called either 

unproductive or unsuccessful. His novel Gde luchshe? (Where is Life Better?) 
was published in 1868 by Otechestvennye zapiski (Notes of the Fatherland), the 

leading voice of populist social criticism after the closure of Sovremennik; 
yet another novel, Svoi khleb  (One’s Own Bread), was published as a book in 

1870; and in 1869, a two-volume edition of Reshetnikov’s collected works 
appeared in St. Petersburg—and this is to say nothing of the shorter 

pieces he published in various periodicals during this period.  

Eventually the Reshetnikovs returned to St. Petersburg. There, a 
widespread perception was born that his living situation was nearly as 

desperate as that of his characters. While this perception no doubt owed 
much to the power of his stories, his life did remain turbulent, in large 

part because of his severe alcoholism, which was aggravated by his rapidly 

progressing lung disease. He died in 1871, at the age of 30. 
After Reshetnikov’s death, his literary legacy continued to enjoy a 

considerable amount of attention, at least in quantitative terms. In 1874, a 
major publishing house issued a large two-volume collection of his 

works,5 prefaced by an emotional account of Reshetnikov’s life by the 

most prominent practitioner of naturalist sketch-writing, Gleb Uspenskii.6 
Other collections of Reshetnikov’s works with varied content followed in 

1890 (second edition 1896) and 1904.7 Reshetnikov’s best-known work, 
the Podlipovtsy, appeared repeatedly as a separate edition. The trend 

continued in the Soviet period, when he was hailed as an early champion 

of the “working class.” Nor was Reshetnikov deprived of critical 

                                                

4 A part of Reshetnikov’s autobiographical notes was published as “Vospominaniia 

detstva” (“Memories of Childhood”) in Russkoe slovo in 1864. Extensive excerpts from 

his diaries also appear in Iz literaturnogo naslediia F. M. Reshetnikova, ed. I. I. Veksler 
(Leningrad: Akademia Nauk, 1932) and Literaturnoe nasledstvo 3 (1932). 

5 F. M. Reshetnikov, Sochineniia F. M. Reshetnikova, vols. 1–2 (Moscow: Izd. K. T. 

Soldatenkova, 1874). 
6 Uspenskii, “Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov,” 1–53.  
7 The first was published by F. Pavlenkov, the second by P. Lukovnikov, both in 

Petersburg. 
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attention, particuarly in the age of populism (1870s–80s) and in the early 

Soviet era. 

Yet all of this did little to alter Reshetnikov’s position on the 

periphery of the literary canon and cultural memory. Reshetnikov owed 
his literary fortunes, whatever they were, largely to his reputation as an 

extremely acute social critic whose lament and protest flowed directly 

from personal experience. This feature of his writings and personality 

secured him a place among the populist and naturalist writers of the 
1860s–80s—a group respected for its commitment to the “truth” of 

social criticism, yet habitually treated as second-rate when it came to 
questions of literary value per se. As a result, the perception of 

Reshetnikov’s oeuvre became inseparable from the tenets of what Nikolai 

Shelgunov (the leading critic of Russkoe slovo and Delo) called “populist 
realism” (narodnyi realizm). The trademarks of this genre were a pedestrian, 

quasi-documentary discourse devoid of any “fictional” embellishments 
and a plain narrative, fragmentary and superfluous at the same time, 

whose vagueness in terms of plot and causality seemed to imitate the flow 

of everyday life itself. It was this identification of Reshetnikov’s work and 
personality with mid-nineteenth-century aesthetic naturalism and political 

radicalism that, while keeping his literary legacy alive on the margins of 
the cultural memory, precluded it from being reappraised in modern 

times, when conventions of “good” literature underwent a major revision. 
Even at the height of his success, Reshetnikov was often rebuked for 

having an unpolished style and for including superfluities in his narratives 

—features that could have found a more sympathetic reception some 
fifty or sixty years later. In his extremely sympathetic and compassionate 

essay written in the wake of Reshetnikov’s premature death, Gleb 

Uspenskii repeatedly reiterates this point, making apologies for all the 

deficiences the reader might find in the works of the deceased by pointing 
to his humble origins and dire life circumstances. Often Reshetnikov’s 
works appeared in print only after being subjected to  major editing by 

literary “masters” such as Nekrasov and Saltykov-Schedrin. With a 

characteristic mixture of humility and defiance, when confronted by 

editors Reshetnikov admitted some blunders, attributing them to the 

drunken state in which he wrote certain passages. Speaking in general, 
however, it is hard to tell to what extent the revisions by Reshetnikov’s 

well-meaning literary supervisors were necessary and to what extent they 

stemmed from a fixed belief that all self-made authors “from the people” 

had stylistic deficiencies, because of their  proximity to their humble 
subjects, that needed correcting.  

Unlike the other Fedor Mikhailovich, whose notoriously unpolished 

language and at times impulsively chaotic narrative streams from a 

passionately torrential authorial voice, Reshetnikov’s writing style was 
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stark and sparse at the same time, as if matching the bleak barenness of 

the world it strove to convey. The time for appreciating the aesthetic 

potential of this literary asceticism, resembling—perhaps too closely— 
the involuntary asceticism of crushing poverty, had not come yet. The 

paucity of Reshetnikov’s “literariness,” together with his authorial 

persona of a self-made writer, secured him a place among stereotypical 

“proletarian writers” (to use the term anachronistically). 

Reshetnikov’s self-deprecatory judgment in his diaries—“I write 
poorly, my thought gets not properly shaped”—was repeatedly cited by 

critics who took it literally as a confession of his faults, even though it had 

originally been directed not toward Reshetnikov’s skills as a whole, but 

toward his early efforts.8 Today, it seems clear that this statement could 
also be taken as an expression of defiance toward establishment 

literature—a position not without precedent in literary history, and 
particularly characteristic for the ascending trends of modernism. A 

similar situation, albeit on a grander scale, could be seen in Rimsky-

Korsakov’s meticulous correction of all the “errors” in Musorgsky’s 
scores—some of which were plain technical blunders,  others of which 

were, in the eyes of later generations, harbingers of modernist musical 
language. What helped that later reevaluation was Musorgsky’s 

uniqueness on the contemporary musical scene. Reshetnikov’s well-

established identity within a distinct literary group, on the other hand, 
might have worked as a disincentive for his reassessment.  

What makes Reshetnikov’s placement within a respectable but 
definitely second-rate literary domain especially problematic is a feature in 

his writings that could be called “agrammatism,” to borrow Riffaterre’s 

application of this term (originally designating a particular kind of 
aphasia) to literary discourse.9 The phenomenon can be described as a 

seemingly unmotivated rupture in a discourse, some “unnecessary” (that 
is, not readily explainable) clumsiness or incongruity. Upon stumbling on 

such a moment, the reader can alternately interpret it as either a sign of an 

aesthetic deficiency or as a mark of something transcendent that hints at 

its existence by breaking the conventional surface. The way the author is 

perceived by a reader can play a decisive role in choosing one or the other 
interpretation. What once seemed to Shklovsky a streak of “trans-

rational” clumsiness “on the verge of ridiculousness” in Mandelshtam’s 

                                                

8 Uspenskii, for instance, cites this twice. See Uspenskii, “Fedor Mikhailovich 

Reshetnikov,” 1, 33. 
9 Michael Riffaterre, Text Production (New York: Columbia UP, 1983), 4. 
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verses,10 for instance, appears to a modern reader as resounding 

intertextual echoes of “world culture.”  

In Reshetnikov’s writing, pictures of human misery and despair, that 

favorite subject of the progressive literary camp and the sympathetic 
public, achieve totally catastrophic, even apocalyptic proportions. They 

overflow boundaries of empirical verisimilitude, testing the reader’s 

willingness to accept them as “naked truth,” even with an allowance for 

some well-intended exaggeration. True, some particularly perceptive 
readers (notably Turgenev) did not fail to notice the peculiar intensity of 

Reshetnikov’s realism, but even for them, it appeared as a mark of him 
reaching the last frontier in the pursuit of naturalist truthfulness. 

Turgenev’s evaluation of Reshetnikov vacillates between a blanket 

condemnation of him and all other champions of naturalism for their lack 
of artistic imagination11 and an acknowledgment that “something” in 

Reshetnikov distinguishes him from his peers: “The truth cannot get any 
further than that. Devil only knows what it is! No joking—this is a 

remarkable talent.”12 Turgenev’s ambivalent verdict is echoed by a 

contemporary writer, and one of the most sympathetic readers of 
Reshetnikov, Sergei Zalygin: “...reading this novel [One’s Own Bread], 

                                                

10 Shklovskii writes:  

 

... �⌧�('� ⇠'� 3($ %$-(� .)( $�, (�  #�⇡&)⌧�#$ ⇠'� '$⌫'(⇠�##1"� 

�"�#�"� � '!�⇠�#��"�"�. ✏� ,  �  ⌫)⇢($ %�'�! �$�2"� �&)( $⇠. ◆(� 
'(�+� #�%�'�#1 #� ⇡&�#� '"�.#$⇡$: “⇤$�2"� #� &�⇢$'(2 �� '⇠$�+ 

!�⇢$#�� / ⌦�"#$⇡$ '$!#,� � #�"#$⇡$ "�⇢�. / ��  #�" ⇠�!�!� %-�!1 

��&'�*$#1”.  

 

…everything is so overburdened with proper names and Slavicisms that it 

almost seems like a joke. As if Koz’ma Prutkov wrote it. These verses are on 
the verge of ridiculousness: “Take for joy from my palms to soothe your heart, 

/ a little honey, a little sun, / in obedience to Persephone’s bees.” 

 

(V. Shklovskii, Sentimental'noe puteshestvie [Moscow: Novosti, 1990], 240; Mandelshtam 

translation from The Selected Poems of Osip Mandelstam, trans. Clarence Brown and W. S. 

Merwin [New York: NYRB Books, 2004], 30.) 
11 “One cannot deny a certain talent in all those Sleptsovs, Reshetnikovs, 

Uspenskiis, etc., but where is fantasy, creative force, imagination, where is invention? 

They cannot invent anything, and perhaps, are even happy because of that: this makes 

us, they think, closer to the truth.” (Turgenev, Letter to Ia. P. Polonskii, in Turgenev, 

PSS, vol. 7, 26.) 
12 «�&�⇠⇢�  ⇢�!2.�  �⇢(� #� "$⌧�(. ⌘�&( �#��(, -($ (� $�! ⇥�� .)($  — $-�#2 

��"�-�(�!2#1� (�!�#(». This assessment appears in the above-mentioned letter to Fet. 

(See Turgenev, PSS, vol. 7, 285.) 
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eventually left unfinished, is not easy, because of its purely literary defects, 

yet once having read it, you would never be able to forget it.”13 

A brief moment of Reshetnikov’s rapprochement with the literary 
avant-garde came in the 1920s, when he was greeted both as the first 

“proletarian writer” (“the proletwriter of the initial hour,” in the florid 

definition of a Red Virgin Soil critic14) and as the precursor of the 

“factographic literature” (literatura fakta) championed by LEF. Nikolai 

Chuzhak, one of the founders of the latter trend, praised “the horrific 
artlessness of Reshetnikov’s notes” («⌧)( $-⌫�'+�(&$'(#1� ��%�'� 

��.�(#� $⇠�»), whose “shapelessness” subverted the narrative canons 

of gentrified “Turgenev realism,” with its fictional coherence of the plot 

and stylistic elegance, in the programmatic article “Turgenev or 
Reshetnikov?”15 For Chuzhak, Reshetnikov and his “remarkable” 

Podlipovtsy stood as “the most characteristic representative of the non-
gentry (raznochinskaia) line in literature”; in this capacity, Reshetnikov 

served as the definitive counterpart to Turgenev, that emblematic 

representative of “gentry literature.”16 Yet once again, Chuzhhak’s 
elevation of Reshetnikov to a new (post-revolutionary) aesthetical canon 

is achieved by affirming his belonging to a collective identity, in this case 
the “literature of truth,” whose unembellished, down-to-earth literary 

attire and abstinence from authorial individuality are believed to 

distinguish it against the (fictional) “literature of verisimilitude” 
(pravdopodobie). This is praise that in a broader perspective could be seen as 

an affirmation of secondrateness, for Chuzhak positions Reshetnikov as 
an early example of a “worker-reporter” (rabochii-korrespondent) whose very 

lack of literariness in a traditional sense makes him a harbinger of 

revolutionary avant-garde populism.  
After the aspirations of LEF were crushed in a resurgence of 

traditional literary forms—a trend eventually canonized under the tenets 
of Socialist realism—Reshetnikov returned, unsurprisingly, to his 

assigned place among the practitioners of sketch-like “applied literature,” 

                                                

13 Sergei Zalygin, “Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov,” in F. M. Reshetnikov, Mezhdu 
liud’mi. Povesti, rasskazy i ocherki (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1985), 6. 

14 A. Divil’kovskii, “Proletpisatel’ nachal’nogo chasa,” Krasnaia nov’ 12 (1928): 245–

263. 
15 N. Chuzhak, “Pod znakom zhiznestroeniia: 1. Turgenev ili Reshetnikov. 2. Dva 

realizma,” in N. F. Chuzhak, ed., Literatura fakta. Pervyi sbornik materialov rabotnikov LEFa 
(Moscow: Federatsiia, 1929; reprint Moscow: Zakharov, 2000), 37. I am grateful to 

Devin Fore for pointing out to me Chuzhak’s appropriation of Reshetnikov into his 

aesthetic of factography. 
16 “The most characteristic representative of the non-gentry trend was Reshetnikov, 

who wrote a remarkable piece, The Podlipovstsy, still waiting to be fathomed by literary 

criticism.” (Ibid., 34). 
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in the shadows of the great novel writers. And there he has more or less 

remained ever since.  

Looking at Reshetnikov’s prose outside the stereotypical frame in 

which in has been encased, however, one notices that its overt 
“reporterly” dryness is underlain with a pervasive sense of existential 

horror and mourning whose intensity by far exceeds the bounds of 

journalistic social criticism. It is this underlying spiritual intensity that 

makes his stories at times literally burst out into a phantasmagoria. Yet 
this happens almost imperceptibly, without the narrative tone even for a 

moment abandoning its matter-of-fact plainness. It is this combination of 
the total lack of ostentatiousness of the authorial voice (as if its carrier felt 

too impoverished or too exhausted to attempt any dramatic effects) on 

the one hand, and of the eschatological horror of what is conveyed (in an 
impassive monotone) on the other, that bestows a certain impression of 

“agrammatism” on Reshetnikov’s writing. It looks extremely plain and 
artless, yet somewhat strange, as if unfocused or dislocated.  

 A curious example of critical blindness about the nature of 

Reshetnikov’s narrative presents itself in Uspenskii’s essay. Uspenskii’s 
account of Reshetnikov’s life is largely based on the latter’s diaries, which 

the author of the essay—himself the leading master of semi-documentary 
prose—cites extensively as documentary evidence of the life of the 

deceased. Uspenskii disregards, or tries to explain away, everything in the 

diaries that contradicts this perception. In Reshetnikov’s account, 
descriptions of the daily trivia of adolescent life easily slip into a rueful 

incantation about the world’s sorrows and sinfulness. Rebukes the hero 
receives from his guardians, their own violent quarrels, abusive school-

mates—these all turn into a narrative that is, in sections such as the 

following, reminiscent of Christ’s passions: 

 
↵%�(2 (�( � &)⇡��( "�#�, � ⇥$⇡ �#��( �� -($ $#� "�#� 
#�#�⇠�⇢�(, #�' ��1⇠��( ⇢�⇢� ($ � '�, � ($( �� ⇠�&�(, &)⇡��( 

� %&$ !�#��(. ... ⇥$⌧� '%�'� "�#� #1#� � ⇢�⌧⇢2 (�&%�#�� 

"#� ⇠$ ⇢#� ' $&⌫� "$��, ⇢� #� %$⇡�⌫#�( ⇢).� "$� ⇢$ 

 $#,�; '%�'� "� � (�( ), � $⌫�⇢�/�+ "� '%�'� � %$"�!)�, 

...� $ %$"�!$⇠�! %&�$(,�⇠ #�.�+ �⇢�"� � ⌃⇠).17 
 

My aunt is again swearing at me, God only knows why she 

hates me so. She tells stories about me to Uncle, who believes 

them, and then curses and swears at me…God, grant me 
salvation and give me patience in the days of my sorrow, lest 

                                                

17 Uspenskii, “Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov,” 17. 
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my soul perish forever; save me and my aunt, and have mercy 

on all those who make me suffer, as you had showed your 

grace to our ancestors Adam and Eve. 
 

Uspenskii sees in these effusions nothing but the traces of 

Reshetnikov’s three-month stay at the monastery, which had a “bad 

influence” on his young mind and its development.18 In Reshetnikov’s 

later diary entries, by contrast, Uspenskii sees a healthy turn away from 
naive expressions of religiosity and a healthy turn toward “reality”: “His 

[later] notes do not contain any more discussions of the unfathomable, 

but to the contrary, offer vivid sketches of people with whom he had to 

deal now.”19 What this statement overlooks is the fact that the 
“unfathomable” (that is, the trans-empirical) did not vanish from 

Reshetnikov’s writing altogether. The early naive grandiloquence gave 
way to a more complex blend of the descriptive and the transcendent, 

one in which “vivid sketches” could at any moment cross the boundaries 

of empirical verisimilitude. 
To cite just one example: in his notes from the Brest period, 

Reshetnikov tells us about a drunken bout in which he and some of his 
acquaintances took part. Having begun as a naturalistic depiction of a 

pointless quarrel replete with oppressive incongruities of behavior, the 

narrative eventually deteriorates into a description of a bacchanalia whose 
gothic horrors more closely resemble Hieronymus Bosch’s canvasses (or 

certain situations in Platonov’s masterworks) than a meticulous populist 
sketch. The increasingly bizarre behavior of the participants, due to their 

intoxication, evolves alongside the increasing incongruity of the narrator 

himself: 
 

Maslov came indoors; he had stabbed Masha [his wife] to 
death, and I, to defend myself, fled to the kitchen to fetch a 

knife. Because all the servants were laughing at me, I 

suspected that they also took part in the plot, so I lay down at 

the stove clutching a pan in my hands…Sytin brought me 

medicine; I thought he wanted to carve out my liver, and ✓ 
braced myself for enduring the martyrdom. Then I heard a lot 

of people entering the room, who were suggesting various 

kinds of death for me but could not agree on any. They took 

their knives and started to fight… Maslov proved to be so 

tenacious that, after being cut into pieces and pinned to the 

                                                

18 Ibid., 15. 
19 Ibid., 19. 
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ground by stakes, he still kept chasing after his wife. When my 

turn to die had come, nobody had the courage to commit the 

murder; they all started crying, while Maslov’s wife declared 

her love for me and slashed herself all over. Suddenly my wife 
appears, accuses me of lechery and of the theft of 6,700 rubles 

from Fedor Semenovich, starts killing our children—yet by 

some miracle, they stayed alive—and demands from the Poles 

who gathered around me that they cut me into pieces and 
broil down.20  

 
The features of Reshetnikov’s style and imagery point, I believe, to a 

“family resemblance” with Platonov—another “proletarian writer” 

(perhaps the only genuine one). To take Reshetnikov’s horrific scenes as 
social critique would be like taking Platonov’s Kotlovan (The Foundation Pit) 
and Chevengur as satires on the Revolution and the Soviet regime.  

Like Reshetnikov’s, Platonov’s background as a self-made person, 

together with the perceived inelegance of his style (in Platonov’s case the 

comparison was with more conventional “ornamental prose”), induced 
mixed feelings among his contemporaries. Yet eventually Platonov’s 

uniqueness was acknowledged: the context of modernist prose at large, 
little as he had in common with some of its more readily accepted 

proponents, helped, as did Platonov’s rejection by the Soviet literary 

establishment. In these respects, Platonov’s fate stands in 
contradistinction to Reshetnikov’s, whose conventional image as a 

second-tier realist and good standing (in this capacity) in Soviet critical 
officialdom, proved to be a handicap to his being granted a second look.  

Consequently, little attention has been paid to the affinity, at times 

striking, between the two writers. The sole reference to this effect I have 

been able to find so far in critical literature belongs to Sergei Zalygin, who 
once made a cursory remark about a certain affinity between some of 
Reshetnikov’s heroes and Platonov’s “enchanted” (ocharovannye) 
characters.21 (Did he mean, perhaps, “spirited,” or odukhotvorennye?) I am 

convinced, however, that when Reshetnikov is wrested from the preset 

categories of late-nineteenth-century naturalism, he emerges as Platonov’s 

closest forerunner. Even if Reshetnikov’s breaking with contemporary 
conventions of narrative prose was achieved, at least partly, by default, 

i.e., because of insufficient conventional education and experience, his 

                                                

20 F. M. Reshetnikov, “Otryvki iz dnevnika,” 1868, in Iz literaturnogo naslediia F. M. 
Reshetnikova, 289–90.  

21 “An image such as that of Nikola Znamenskii [from Reshetnikov’’s One’s Own 
Bread] could even be seen as a precursor, as it were, of the “enchanted” characters of 

Andrei Platonov.” (Zalygin, “Fedor Mikhailovich Reshetnikov,” 6.) 
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imagery and narrative, if observed at their face value, come at times very 

close to the most daring examples of modernist prose. 

The tale Podlipovtsy bears clear marks of the “physiological sketch” 
genre, which gained enormous popularity in Russia after Nekrasov’s 

Fiziologiia Peterburga (Physiology of Petersburg) collection of 1845. The 

trademark of the genre was a double narrative perspective: on the one 

hand, an objective investigatory account by the narrator, and on the 

other, vivid scenes in which the observer takes a step back, leaving his 
subjects to act, think, and speak in their own way. Reshetnikov employs 

this narrative duality, yet he uses both modes in such a way that 

undermines its presumed quasi-documentary character. Reshetnikov’s 

supposedly objective rendition reaches the utmost frontiers in revealing 
the bleak, ugly, and bizarre; perhaps no one among his contemporaries 

went so far as Reshetnikov in this direction, at least not in the era before 
Hauptmann’s Die Weber (The Weavers), which enjoyed wide popularity in 

post-populist circles at the turn of the twentieth century. Yet the very 

extremity of Reshetnikov’s naturalism oversteps the bounds of 
investigatory objectivity. Reshetnikov’s descriptions do not so much 

familiarize as “defamiliarize,” the effect being a clear anticipation of the 
avant-garde imagery. The picture of the world offered by Reshetnikov 

gives the reader a sharp jolt, which is all the more dramatic for the fact 

that Reshetnikov’s characters take the world they live in for granted. 
Their actions and thoughts are wildly incongruous and discontinuous, yet 

in the “strange” world of total bleakness they inhabit, they do not—and 
in fact are unable to—notice it. The effect is farcical and tragic at the 

same time. I am not aware of any other literary phenomenon that comes 

so close in this respect to the narrative fabric of Platonov’s prose.  
The “strangeness” of the depicted world clashes violently with the 

quiet, unemphatic tone of the narrator, who abstains from any emotional 
or appellative gesture toward the reader. This lack of an appellative drive 

—a feature inherited from the impassivity of the naturalist sketch—is 

what distinguishes both Reshetnikov and Platonov’s work from more 

conventional modernist prose, generally characterized by an emphatic 

assertion of the author’s commanding observational and narrative 

position vis-à-vis the “defamiliarized” picture of the world. Reshetnikov’s 

narrator (like Platonov’s) shares the narrative space with his subjects. It is 
a position of belonging that goes beyond social critique, even beyond 

compassion.  

This position of Reshetnikov’s narrator is made explicit in the tale 

Mezhdu liud’mi (Among People), the main character of which lives in a room 
divided by a thin partition from a beer hall. His observations of what goes 

on there—bizarre conversations, constant tumult, scenes of rage and 

grief—are made in the capacity of a compulsory witness whose 
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involvement is the more complete for being involuntary. It is an attitude 

that recalls some of Platonov’s self-conscious characters, such as Nazar 

Chagataev in Dzhan or Dvanov in Chevengur. 
The Podlipovtsy tells the story of a small settlement in a desolate area of 

the Cherdyn district in the northern Urals (the future location of 

Mandelshtam’s first exile), whose idyllic name “Podlipki” (“Under little 

linden trees”), totally divorced from reality, was assigned to it by the 

authorities. (Apparently, the inhabitants themselves had never taken the 
initiative of naming their habitat.) They are ethnic Permyaks; the Russian 

language they speak is rudimentary and bears heavy marks of the 
Northern dialect. The Podlipki people nominally belong to the Orthodox 

Church to which they had summarily been baptized, but all that religion 

means to them is an additional burden, as the priest regularly exacts 
payments from them.  

The world that emerges from Reshetnikov’s stories is afflicted by an 
overwhelming bleakness, the existential totality of which transcends any 

concrete socio-economic conditions. We see people for whom living on 

the brink of extinction is routine. Their condition deprives them of the 
strength and will needed for survival in a hostile and unyielding 

environment, which makes their bleak state self-perpetuating: 
 

... #$ '�"$� ⇡!�⇠#$� — %�/� ")-�( ⇠'�+. ⌦�'($�/�� +!�⌫ 

�⇢�( &�⇢ �� ' "�'�, ⇠ ⇡$⇢, $'(�!2#$� ⇠&�"� ⇠'� �⇢�( 
"� �#) '  $&$�, � $( 3($⇡$ ) #�+ �⇠!��('� !�#2   &�⌫$(�, 

⌫$!��#2, � -�'($ ⇠'� %$⇢!�%$⇠,1 !�⌧�( ⌫$!2#1�, '�"� #� 
�#��, -($ ' #�"� ⇢�!��('�, � ($!2 $ &)⇡�4('� � %!�-)(. ... 

�$⇢!�%$⇠,�" #� &�'($! )�.2 ($⇡$, $#� '�"� #� �#�4(, 

$( )⇢� ⇠��!�'2. 22 

 
…but the worst thing is the food, which is a source of 
torment for all of them. Only a few get genuine bread, and 

those only for one month every year, the rest subsist on chaff 

mixed with ground bark. Afterwards they feel sick and have 

no appetite for work; often all the people of Podlipki are 

overcome with sickness, without understanding why they are 
feeling like that, and they just lie down cursing and crying…It 

would be futile to appeal to their comprehension. They 

themselves do not know how they came into this world. 

                                                

22 F. M. Reshetnikov, Podlipovtsy, in Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 
1986), 19, ellipses in original. Further citations from this work will appear parenthetically 

in the body of the text and refer to this edition. 
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This picture of Podlipki, which appears mesmerized by total apathy 

and depression, recalls the openings of a number of Platonov’s stories. As 
if crushed by the oppressive heaviness of what his narrator describes, 

Reshetnikov’s language becomes “strange” at this point (Platonov in 

much the same way often presents a paradoxical combination of 

oppressive tumult with a general mood of slackness and depression): 

 
⌦� -($ ⇢�(� — � (� &��⇠�('�  � -($ '!$⇠#$ #�+$(�: 

%$⌫�⌧�(, )%�⇢�(, ��%!�-�( � %$⌫�⌧�( ⇢$"$�; ⇢�⌧� 

!$.�⇢�,  $&$⇠1 � '⇠�#2� +$⇢�(  � -($ '$##$; $⇢#� 

($!2 $ ⇢�⇠�(2  )&�, ⇢� ⇢⇠� %�()+� ⌫�⇡�4( ' $&$, � ⇠$�⇢)+ 
$⇡!�.��('�  &� $"  &�'(2�# #� ⌧�⇠$(#1+, !��" $⇢#$� 

'$⌫� �, ),�!�⇠.��  � �"-($ -)⇢$" $( ⌫$�#� +$���#�, 
⌧�!�⇠.�⇡$ )%$(&�⌫�(2 �� . )&) #� .�% ),  &� $"  )&, 

"�!�#2 �+ &�⌫�(, ⇢� -�&� �#2�"  $&$'(�!�� ⇠ ⌫$!$(� (18). 

 
Even children are playing as if reluctantly: one starts running, 

falls down, and flees back home crying. Even horses, cows, 
and pigs walk as if half asleep. Only nine hens and two cocks 

are running around briskly. The air is filled with cries of 

peasants at animals, the barking of a single dog (surviving by 
some miracle from being slaughtered by its master, who 

intended to make a hat for himself from its skin), screams of 
hens and small children, and the twitter of corncrakes at the 

swamp. 

 
Death is seen as a continuation of this kind of life. Pila, the main 

protagonist of Reshetnikov’s story, who still retains a shred of energy, is 
routinely checking whether his neighbors are still alive:  

 

—  ◆� ⇠1, ,),�!1! �$"�&!� �!� #�(?.. � %$!�(�� 

&��⇢�!'� '($#. 

—  ↵..$ ⌧�⇠1! — ' ���! $# ⇠�'�!$…  
⌦� %�- � !�⌧�!� '(�&)+�. 

—  � $&$ %$"&�.2?  —  '%&$'�! $# �� ' )-�'(��" (23, 

ellipsis mine). 

 

“Hey you, dummies! Are you dead or not?”.. A moaning 
could be heard from a sleeping-bench. 

“So: still alive!” said he cheerfully… 

An old woman lay down on the stove.  
“Going to die soon?” asked he with sympathy. 
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One can recall Goulchatai’s fatalistic response to Nazar Chagataev’s 

similar inquiry in Dzhan: «⇥1!� �/� !4⇢�, ⇢�'�(2 !4⇢��, $#� ⌧�⇠)( 

%$  �"1.�" ⇢$ '�"$⇡$ "$&�,  —  &�#2.� ⌧�!�, (�%�&2 �" %$&� 

)"�&�(2, ⇢$!⌧#$ ⌫1(2, )"�&!�, �   #�" #� ($ #� %&�+$⇢�(...» (“There 
were more people, ten of them, they live by the sea shore along the reed, 

—that is, they used to live there, now it is time for them to die, they must 

have died, none comes to us anymore…”).23 

The sexual life of the inhabitants of Podlipki is as afflicted by apathy 
as all other aspects of their existence; in this, once again, they recall the 

asexuality of Platonov’s emaciated characters. The Podlipki girls are all 
sickly and plain, the only way the boys communicate with them is by 

pinching, cursing and taunting them—“that was their love-making” («3($ 

⌫1!� �+ !4⌫$⇠2», 26). To encourage his elder son to have a girlfriend, 
Pila has to push him into action: 

 

 —  ⇧)⌫�#� (1,  �  � %$⇡!�⌧), #� �#��.2, -($ ⌫�' ó.  

�$&� (�⌫� ' ⌫�⌫$� ⌧�(2. 

—  � %$.($? 

— ⇧)&�#2 (1! ⌅$⇠$&�(, ⌫)⇢�( ⌫�' ó.  —  ⌥⇠�#) 

 ���!$'2 '"�.#$, $# -�⇡$-($ %)⇡�!'�, $⇢#� $ ' $&$ )⌧� 
%$'($�##$ +$⇢�!   �⇡�. � (26). 

 

“I see you are dumb as a bat, don’t even know what is 
good for you. It is time for you to live with a woman.” 

“What for?” 
“You fool! I tell you, it is good.” It seemed funny to Ivan, 

he felt scared, but soon afterwards he was coming to Agashka 

regularly.  
 

The life of Podlipki is further aggravated by the periodical 
intervention of people from the “city” (Cherdyn), including an Orthodox 

priest and a local official. Like Platonov’s “activists,” Reshetnikov’s 

authority figures act with a vicious determination against which their 

meek and passive victims have no defense. Nothing can happen in the life 
of the Podlipki people without it being recorded in an awesome “book,” a 

service for which they have to pay.  

The tale’s plot is triggered by one such intervention. Pila’s neighbor 

Sysoiko had two infant siblings, whose prospects for survival looked so 

                                                

23 Andrei Platonov, “Dzhan,” in Sobranie, vol. 4: Schastlivaia Moskva (Moscow: 

Vremia, 2010), 146–7. 
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low that no one bothered to feed them. Somehow, however, the children 

managed to stay alive, until they died in an accident that was tragic and 

trivial at the same time: in search of some warmth, the children climbed 
inside the long-extinguished stove; while they lay there asleep, a brick fell 

off from the top of the stove and killed them. After the accident, there 

was no way to avoid the city authorities, who saw an opportunity for 

extortion in the suspicious circumstances of the children’s death. To 

escape trouble for himself and his neighbors, Pila has to bribe the official 
with his cow, a move that in effect makes his household —the only one 

among his neighbors that has somehow remained functional—totally 

unsustainable. Unable to support themselves anymore, Pila and his 

associates are forced to move on, in a vague hope to find some help. (A 
similar narrative development triggers a number of Platonov’s stories.) 

The world they wander through looks at first as if it is totally barren. 
Eventually, however, Reshetnikov’s heroes manage to find other people 

and bring some change to their lives; for better or for worse, they join the 

company of barge-haulers.  
Reshetnikov’s tale had the subtitle “An ethnographic sketch from the 

life of barge-haulers.” To the reader expecting yet another story of barge-
haulers’ suffering, reminiscent of iconic expressions of the theme (e.g., 

Nekrasov’s poem and Repin’s canvas), the Podlipovtsy must have come as a 

surprise. For all the notorious hardships of barge-haulers’ life and work, 
joining them means a path toward survival for the Podlipki people. As in 

some of Platonov’s stories, the improvement, however scarce, comes 
from joining a larger world, harsh as it is; it allows the story’s characters to 

break the vicious circle of need and helplessness. Characteristically, as the 

people of Podlipki progress in their Odyssey, the principal hero of the 
story, Pila, gradually fades into the background, much as Voshchev does 

in Kotlovan and Chagataev does in Dzhan. By the end, we lose sight of Pila 
altogether. It is his two sons, who have managed to join city life, whom 

we observe at the story’s conclusion. 

The “strangeness” of the world of Reshetnikov’s narratives is never 

more pronounced than at the moments when his protagonists speak. To 

draw a parallel with Platonov once again, the “strangeness” of their 
speech is not rooted simply in its substandard character. Representations 

of the speech of peasants and urban lower classes in nineteenth-century 

Russian literature often featured dialectal pronunciation, substandard 

vocabulary, and sporadic syntax. The speech of Reshetnikov’s characters 

is peculiar in a more profound sense. It reflects the bleak barrenness of 
their world, where it is as difficult to sustain a thought as to maintain life. 

Rudimentary utterances from Reshetnikov’s heroes give an impression of 

a thought wandering in a horrific emptiness, in search of any trace of 
nourishment. The hostile world of officialdom intrudes into the 
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characters’ speech in the same way as it intervenes in their lives. 

Bombarded by official rhetoric and ideology, people pick up its bits and 

pieces, adopting them in a grotesquely distorted fashion.  

Upon returning from his disastrous mission in the city, Pila finds that 
two people from his immediate environment have died while he was 

away: the old woman next door, the mother of the two children who died 

earlier, as well as a young man Sysoiko, and Pila’s own daughter Aproska, 

Sysoiko’s girlfriend. At first, Pila is neither surprised nor particularly 
grieved by the event: he is too overwhelmed with worries about the 

survival of the rest, and besides, both women had showed few signs of 
life even before his departure. Eventually the reader is able to see his and 

Sysoiko’s grief, yet its outward expression is rather bizarre: Sysoiko tries 

to bite off Aproska’s nose before she is put into the grave. Afterwards, he 
suggests that they should snatch Aproska’s body from the grave, because 

he worries that the “old woman” (his mother) will eat up Aproska 
underground, since they are buried in the same grave. Pila, however, has a 

reasoning of his own. He argues that it is futile to try to dig Aproska up, 

citing words the priest has said about life after death. Pila understands 
these to mean, apparently, that Aproska has flown away from her grave 

and is nowhere to be found: 
 

 —  ��  ⌫1 �� '(�&)+� #� '0�!�. �$.($ ⌧� 3($ ⇠ 

��"!4-($ ��&1!�?  —  ⇡$⇠$&�! �1'$� $. 
 —  �$.($! ✓($ ' #��, "�&(⇠$�-($? 

 —  � "1 ⇠$�2"�", )⇠$!$ �"! 
 —  ⌦)- $ ⇠$�2"�! ⇣⌧ (�%�&2 �+ #�( ()(�. 

 —  ⇤&�? 

 —  �$% ⌫��(, )!�(�!�! 

 —  �+, ⇠�(�&� .�! ⇧� "1 ��&1!�-($, #� %$%? 
 —  ⌦), ⌫��(,  �  ��&$�"  —  � (4-(4... (43—44) 
 

“I am afraid the old one will eat her up. What for have we 

dug her in?” Sysoiko said.    

“What for? But what is one to do with her if she is dead?” 

“Well, we can take her off and drag away!” 
“How would you take her? They are not there anymore.”  

“Not true?” 

“The priest said, they flew away!” 

“Ach, devil! But it was us who dug them in and not the 
priest?” 

“Well, he says, you just dig them in—and they are gone.” 
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Notions of religion produce an echo in Pila and Sysoiko’s minds that 

is as distant and distorted as the echoes of Soviet ideology in the mind 

and speech of Platonov’s characters. The whole episode ends tragically: as 
it turns out, Aproska was not dead, but when they hear her voice from 

the grave, they are too afraid to approach, and so they let her die. 

Another example of this pattern of a speech devastated by the hostile 

environment involves Pila’s two sons. Like some of Platonov’s upwardly 

mobile characters (e.g., Kozlov in Kotlovan), they try to distinguish 
themselves from their environment by adopting the language of their 

superiors. They have heard them cursing the workers as “swines,” and 

strive to domesticate this voice of authority in their perception of life and 

their own place in it:  
 

—  ��. �! ↵#� ⇠'� '⇠�#2�,  —  ⇡$⇠$&�! ⌥⇠�#. 
—  ⇤'�. ↵#� &$⌫�(2 #� )"�4(. 
—  ⌥ (�(2 � '⇠�#2�! 
—  ⌥ �1'$� $ '⇠�#2�... � "1 '⇠�#2�? 
—   1-($? � %$.($? 

⌦�"#$⇡$ %$"$!-�⇠, $#� $%�(2 '%&�.�⇠�4( ⇢&)⇡ 
⇢&)⇡�, '⇠�#2� $#� �!� #�(;  �⌧�('�, '⇠�#2�, � &$⇠#$ � #�(. 
“�⇠�#2�-($ 3⇠$  � ��! � "1 ⇠$#$  � ��” (90). 

 
“Pashka! They all are swine!” Ivan said. 

“All of them. They cannot do any work.” 
“Daddy is a swine, too!” 

“And Sysoiko is a swine... But how about us—are we 

swine?” 
 “Us? But how? 

After a brief silence, they again are asking each other 
whether they are swine or not. Looks like they are, but on the 

other hand, perhaps not. “Swine all are like that! And we—we 

are like this!” 

 

Both the speech of Reshetnikov’s characters and his own narrative 
voice are replete with phrases, clumsy and convoluted at the same time, 

that sound like vintage Platonov. The following are just a few examples.  

From Glumovy:  
 

[⇤]'� �⇡$ !4⌫��#$'(2   ⌧�#' $") %$!) �� !4-�!�'2 ⇠ ($", 
-($ $# &�'' ��1⇠�! &��#1� �#� ⇢$(1, � #� )⇠!� �! �⇡$ 

%)'(1"� ⇠�/�"�, �⇢)/�"�   !4⌫$⇠#$� ,�!�, (�   �  $# 

� #� ⇢)"�! ⌧�#�(2'�.  
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His amiable attitude toward the female sex manifested itself in 

amusing stories he would tell them, and not in attempts to 

sway them towards love-making with inane devices, since he 

had no intention whatsoever to marry. 
 

�&�' $⇠2� ⌥⇡#�(2�⇠#� � &�⇢� ⌫1!�, -($ ⌫&�(2� #� ⌫)⇢)( ' 

#�4 ⌧�(2, � #�!$⇠ $ �� ⌫1!$ %&$⇡#�(2 �+,  �  ⌫&�(2�⇠.24  

 
Praskovia Ignat’evna was glad that her brothers would not live 

with her, but at the same time she felt uneasy at the prospect 
of chasing them away, in their capacity as brothers. 

 

In the following dialogue from Mezhdu liud'mi, the political realities of 
the mid-1860s are conveyed as tangibly (and at the same time as 

fragmentedly) as the realities of the Soviet 1920s and 1930s are conveyed 
in conversations among Platonov’s characters:  

 

— � ⇠$( ⇠ �"�&� � (�%�&2 ($⌧� ⌫�⇢�! ✏1'�-�"� (�  � 
⇠�!�('� !4⇢�... 

 — ✏�" #�&$⇢-($ �/� +�(&�� �#⇡!�-�#... 
 — ⇧)&� � 3($( #�&$⇢! ... �.2 (1: �� %).�  %�!�(2. 

�$⇢�- $: -�!$⇠�  #� ' $(, ⇢� � ($( #)⌧�#...25 

 
“America also has troubles! The people are perishing by 

the thousands.” 
“They are even more clever than the English...” 

 “They are just fools! How do you like it—just start 

shooting from cannons. I say, people aren’t cattle, and even 

cattle isn’t worthless...” 
 
I do not mean to suggest, by emphasizing Reshetnikov and 

Platonov’s shared literary kinship, that their connection can be explained 

in terms of a direct “influence.” I am arguing, rather, that Platonov’s 

literary lineage extends back to the nineteenth-century physiological 

sketch and that recognizing this allows us to see in Platonov’s art a 
modernist reshaping of that tradition. Reshetnikov’s efforts to overcome 

the conventional confines of the genre while staying within its framework 

                                                

24 Ibid., 231. 
25 Reshetnikov, Mezhdu liud’mi, in Iz literaturnogo naslediia, 149. 
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foreshadowed, on a more modest scale, a similar duality in Platonov’s 

prose.  

In the writing of both authors, the pedestrian genre of the 
psychological sketch was transformed in two main ways. First, social 

criticism was turned into existential critique. Second, overt stylization of 

the speech of the “other” was changed into a discourse marked by 

devastated discontinuities and a mode of thinking that reveals the 

speakers’ existential predicament. These were features that set 
Reshetnikov apart from nineteenth-century naturalism, even if he was 

generally assumed to fit comfortably within the ranks of the populist 

writers. Likewise, the way Platonov carried the tradition of the naturalist 

sketch into the framework of the modernist aesthetic set his techniques 
apart from the more conventional modernist ones of skaz and 

ornamentalism—and set him apart from their leading practitioners, 
including Pil’niak, Zamiatin, and Babel’. Like the characters of 

Reshetnikov and Platonov, their prose wandered in a defamiliarized 

openness, alongside familiar literary landscapes of “populist realism,” 
“proletarian literature,” “expressionism,” and “socialist realism,” without 

finding a secure place to stay.  
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In the late 1920s Platonov developed a new narrative perspective that was 

altogether unique, and not only in the Russian context. There do not 

seem to be any authors in either German or any other literature with 

whom Platonov can be compared. Robert Walser, whose oscillation 

between narrator speech and character speech comes closer to Platonov’s 

style of narration than anything else, writes in a clear language that uses 

rhetorical techniques, and Franz Kafka, whose unreal-real space recalls 

Platonov’s sleepwalking reality, focuses much more clearly on the 

protagonists’ inner world. Platonov’s remarkable and extraordinary style 

raises questions about its origin.  

We will take three steps in the analysis of this question, which we 

would like to approach considering Platonov’s own oeuvre as well as the 

entire context of early twentieth-century Russian literature. First, we 

should characterize Platonov’s narrative style in his “mature” prose 

fiction. This characterization will be based on the novel Chevengur and will 

consider the novel in relation to two narrative reference poles—free 

indirect discourse and skaz. As a second step, we will look at Platonov’s 

early prose fiction, which will be discussed in the literary and historical 

context of the 1920s. Our third step deals with the question whether 

Platonov’s narrative perspective can be defined on the basis of formal 

principles at all, and what the actual effect of this specific prose fiction is, 

apart from its form. 

 

1. Characterization of the Narrative Perspective in Chevengur   
 

The two poles between which the narrative style of Platonov’s mature 

prose fiction falls, free indirect discourse and skaz, focus on two different 

narrative authorities—the object of the narrative (the literary character) and 

the subject of the narrative (the narrator).  

 

 

 

 

                                                
1 Translations from the Russian are provided by the editors of this volume in 

consultation with Sergey Levchin. 
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1.1 Object of the Narrative: Free Indirect Discourse 
 

Free indirect discourse presupposes a clear distinction between narrator 

speech and character speech. This distinction is the premise for the 

possibility to recognize, within the narrative, the consciousness and the 

speech of the character.  

Historically, free indirect discourse first becomes clearly outlined in 

Russian literature in the realist era. It does not exist in the literature of 

classicism, since the classical text is entirely dominated by the rhetorical 

devices of authorial speech. “Alien speech” (chuzhaia rech’ in Bakhtin’s 

terms) is generally still under the spell of author’s speech here: either it 

plays the role of a mouthpiece of the author or it is distinguished in a 

polemic way. In romantic prose fiction the involvement of the narrator 

with the protagonists is still too strongly expressed to allow for a clear 

demarcation of alien speech within the narrative; narrator speech and 

character speech are still too close to each other with regard to the 

general intonation. Thus, the subjectivity of the narrator undermines the 

objectivity of the protagonists. Only with the removed and sober narrator 

of realism does character speech become emancipated enough from 

narrator speech that it can be recognized within the narrative as alien 

speech. In effect, the objectivity of the protagonist increases at the 

expense of the subjectivity of the narrator. In modernist prose fiction, 

this emancipation of the literary character progresses, while the narrator 

steps back more and more. He not only parts with the independent 

ideological positions characteristic of the realist text, but also becomes 

less visible in the choice of scenes and the entire plot structure, which are 

now noticeably motivated by the perspective of the characters. In this 

way, the old hierarchy of perspective gradually becomes dismantled, and 

we are left—in the extreme case—with the kind of poetics we see in 

Pil’niak’s novel Golyi god (The Naked Year). 
Platonov’s mature prose fiction has to be seen in the context of this 

development of dismantling of hierarchical perspective. In fact, 

Platonov’s “weakening” of the narrator is even more radical than 

Pil’niak’s and reaches an unexpectedly high degree, for he almost 

completely gives up “neutral narration.”
2

 Narrative de-neutralization is 

particularly apparent in Chevengur in segments like “Proiskhozhdenie 

mastera” (“The Origins of a Master”) and “Potomok rybaka” (“The 

Fisherman’s Descendant”), where almost every single syntactic unit 

shows traces of character consciousness. Other episodes, such as 

“Novokhopersk” (the first chapter of the manuscript “Stroiteli strany,” 

                                                
2

 I draw here on Chudakov’s term neitral’noe povestvovanie. (A. P. Chudakov, Poetika 
Chekhova [Moscow: Nauka, 1971], 27.) 
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“Builders of the Country”), in which an autobiographically oriented first-

person narration emerges, are less apparently radical. The same could be 

said about the scene in Moscow at the end of the novel, a scene that 

Platonov tried to publish under the title “Dvoe liudei” (“Two People”).
3

  

As a comparison between a variant of “Stroiteli strany”
4

 and the final 

manuscript of Chevengur shows, Platonov undermines the classical 

distinctions between character speech and narrator speech in a systematic 

and determined way. He does this mainly by reducing authorial 

comments and direct speech, and by abandoning rhetorical language 

devices. For example, the following (idiomatically neutral) words, which 

identify Dvanov as a protagonist who mocks Kopenkin, were not 

included in Chevengur:  
 

«⇣'-4⇠ �$�#*⇡&�)'�&⇡! —  ⇡⌧'�')!$ ⇧�⇡&'�. — 

⌘'�⇡)!2  '(�&#!& *%�)+�$4&' �$6⇢$�&. �)⇡��⇡, 5+' &� 
('.'�� &⇡ &�⌧'? … �& $6⇢!+ ✏' , ⌦6#*�%⇢,)⌧»5

 

“Sof’ia Aleksandrovna!” Dvanov began. “Comrade Kopenkin 

is deathly in love. That is unlike him, isn’t it? … He loves 

Rosa Luxemburg. 

The following excerpt is representative of the deneutralization of 

narrative speech: 

Original version (from “Stroiteli strany”): 

⇧�'� *'1$! * #'&�" — ↵)⇡0!&*#!" ! ⇧�⇡&'�.  
⇣'-4⇠ �$�#*⇡&�)'�&⇡ '+*+,(!$⇡*4 '+ &!.. 
— ⌥�)⇡�*+�,"+�, ⇣'-4⇠ �$�#*⇡&�)'�&⇡! — 0,�!% 

'⌧),⇢��1!% ⌧'$'*'% '⇢)⇡+!$*⇠ ⇧�⇡&'�. — ��⇢'*4, &� 
��⇡$! +⇡#,6 #o%(⇡&!6... �, ! ⌅)⇡+'�  ��*4. ⇣+')'�!+4 
()!1�$? ⌥�')'�'! 

↵)⇡0!&*#!" ⌧$⇠��$ &⇡ ⇣'-46 �$�#*⇡&�)'�&, 
*&!*.'�!+�$4&'. �& )�1⇡$, *+'!+ $! (�)�⇢!+4 !⇡✏� 

                                                
3

 V. V’iugin, “Povest’ A. Platonova ‘Stroiteli strany’. K rekonstruktsii 

proizvedeniia,” in Iz tvorcheskogo naslediia russkikh pisatelei XX veka. M.  Sholokhov, A. 
Platonov, L. Leonov (St. Petersburg: Nauka, 1995), 309–310; E. Shubina, “Vstupitel’naia 

stat’ia i primechaniia. <G. 3. Litvin-Molotov. Pis’mo A. P. Platonovu>,” in A. Platonov: 
Vospominaniia sovremennikov: Materialy k biographii (Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel’, 1994), 

215–218.   
4

 This variant is referred to in a letter written by Litvin-Molotov, most likely from 

September–October, 1927. (N. Kornienko, “Mezhdu Moskvoi i Leningradom: O 

datirovke i avantekste romana ‘Chevengur,’” in “Strana filosofov” Andreiia Platonova: 
Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 6 [Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2005], 627.) 

5

 V’iugin, 363, ellipsis mine. 
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�⌥⌫�⇣, 0+'⇢3  ⇡�$⇡��+4 ⌥ ⇠⇢⇡⌘✏ ⇣'-4�" �$�#*⇡&�)'�&'", 

!$! '&⇡ &� *+'!+ +⇡#!. ,*!$!".
6

 

 

Two got down from their horses—Mrachinskii and 

Dvanov. 

Sof’ia Aleksandrovna backed away from them.  

“Hello, Sof’ia Aleksandrovna!”  Dvanov spoke in a rough, 

unfamiliar voice. “Weren’t expecting such company, eh?… 

Ah, and Gratov’s here. Come to keep an eye out? Good! 

Mrachinskii looked at Sof’ia Aleksandrovna 

condescendingly. He was deciding whether he ought to kill 

those guys and possess Sof’ia Aleksandrovna for a single day, 

or whether she was not worth such exertions.  

  

Revised version (from Chevengur): 
 

⇧�'� *'1$! * #'&�" — ↵)⇡0!&*#!" ! ⇧�⇡&'�.  

⇣'&⇠ '+*+,(!$⇡*4 '+ &!.. ��)�� &�" *+'⇠$ ⇣⇡1⇡, 

'⇢)'*1!", ⌧)⇠ &3" ! ��⌧⌥✓ �⇣. 

↵)⇡0!&*#!" ⌧$⇠��$ &⇡ ⇣'-46 �$�#*⇡&�)'�&, 

*&!*.'�!+�$4&': �� �⌥✓⌘�� +�$' � ⇠⇡�✏✓� �⌧'  ✏◆⌥✏⌃ ! 

⇢⇠✏✓✏⇣.
7

 

 

Two got down from the horse—Mrachinskii and Dvanov. 

Sof’ia Aleksandrovna backed away from them. Before her 

stood Sasha, unkempt, dirty and mournful.  

Mrachinskii looked at Sof’ia Aleksandrovna 

condescendingly: her pitiful body was not worth his attention 

and exertions.  

 

Since the direct speech in the fragment from “Stroiteli strany” is 

highly rhetorical and the narrator speech is grammatically correct, it is not 

difficult to recognize the author’s judgment on this “alien voice” which is 

“strange” and “coarsening” («0,�!% '⌧),⇢��1!% ⌧'$'*'%»), or the 

speech of Mrachinskii in “these boys” («!⇡✏� �⌥⌫�⇣») and in “take 

possession just for a day” (« ⇡�$⇡��+4 ⌥ ⇠⇢⇡⌘✏»). The impression is that 

of a classical literary style.  

In Chevengur the approach is very different. The epithet pechal'nyi, 
which, in a remarkable way, sticks out from the series of three adjectives 

                                                
6

 V’iugin, 359, italics mine. 

7

 A. Platonov, Chevengur, in Iuvenil’noe more (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1998), 272–273. 

The italics here and in all other cases below are mine. Further citations from this work 

will appear parenthetically within the body of the text.  
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obrosshii, griaznyi, and pechalnyi (“stubbly, dirty and mournful”), could be 

interpreted in two different ways: It may describe someone who is feeling 

sorrow or being sad (ispytyvaiushchii chuvstvo pechali, grustnyi) or someone 

who evokes sorrow (vyzyvaiushchii, navevaiushchii pechal’). In the first case, 

the epithet would incline more toward narrator speech, which, precisely 

because of that, would reach the limits of the literary and linguistic norm. 

In the second case, we hear rather the subjective pity of Sof’ia 

Aleksandrovna. If we look from the perspective of the character, then the 

other two epithets (obrosshii and griaznyi), and with them the entire 

sentence, also would be considered part of the consciousness of the 

character (Sof’ia Aleksandrovna). Both perspectives are represented 

simultaneously in order to prevent the reader from unambiguously 

attaching the epithets either to the consciousness of the narrator or to that 

of the character. The perspective begins to split and to disintegrate as in a 

cubistic painting.   

The oscillation between narrator speech and character speech in the 

second part of the excerpt from Chevengur is also opaque. The speech of 

Mrachinskii, which we hear originally, and which resonates in the entire 

sentence, can be best reconstructed in the phrase “was worth it” (in 

Russian, in the verb form stoilo). At the same time, the speech of the 

character is so very little distinct from the speech of the narrator that here 

we could speak only partly of free indirect discourse. This uncertainty in 

the terminology is symptomatic of the whole novel: on the one hand, we 

can speak of a radical deconstruction of free indirect discourse, but on the 

other, we can see the principle of free indirect discourse infiltrating the 

constant and far-reaching interference between the text of the narrator 

and the text of the characters. Even inquit-formulae, which traditionally 

are considered narrator’s speech, evoke here the sense of an omnipresent 

“tongue-tied” (kosnoiazychnyi) speech. See, for instance, the following lines 

from Chevengur:   
 

— ✓%),, �"-⇢'⌧, ,%),, ⌥⇡.⇡) �⇡�$'�!0, — ✏⇠�⇢⌦⌥✓⇠⌃ 
⇠�✓⌦⌥⇡  ����✓ ... (191). 

 

“I’ll die, by God I will, Zakhar Pavlovich,” the recluse was 
frightened of telling a lie. 

 

⌅�� �!$ ,%!$!&, � ⌥�  ⇡�⌧� � �⌥✓... (257). 

 

Where Shumilin lived, Dvanov did not know exactly… 
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The impression that a “style of a non-style”
8

 is omnipresent in 

Chevengur is based most of all on what we call “Platonovisms.” By 

“Platonovism,” I mean using a lexeme while completely disregarding 

language norm and, instead, attaching to it the (utopian) image of a just 

world in which we are connected. It is no coincidence that Platonov 

criticism discusses such lexemes and their usage extensively (e.g. 

“thinking,” “life,” “death,” “human being,” or “body” [dumat’, zhizn’, 
smert’, chelovek, telo]). They represent key-concepts of Platonov’s 

worldview. In order to describe the effect of such Platonovisms more 

specifically, we should look at them as part of the internal system of 

speech in Chevengur. The table on the following page shows that the 

speech of each character is actually differentiated by the frequency of the 

use of regional, social and official vocabulary and expressions, as well as 

by the degree of expressivity and language consciousness.
9

 

Yet, this (rudimentary) speech differentiation is undermined by the 

omnipresence of Platonovisms. In addition, the Platonovisms appear not 

only in the speech of almost every single character, but they are also 

central to the formation of the narrator speech. In most cases, however, 

the Platonovisms within the narrator’s speech are closely connected to 

the consciousness of a character (in other words we could interpret them 

as free indirect discourse). Nevertheless, Platonov involves almost all 

characters in this approach too, and, as a result, the characterization of 

the voice of any character we seem to be hearing through the “quasi-free 

indirect discourse” becomes much weaker. Moreover, we find 

Platonovisms in the narrator’s speech even in places where the immediate 

context makes the possibility of the presence of a particular character less 

likely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
8

 See E. Markstein, “Der Stil des ‘Unstils’: Andrej Platonov,” Wiener Slawistischer 
Almanach 2 (1978): 115–144. 

9

 My monograph Erlebte Rede bei Andrej Platonov (The Interior Monologue in Andrei 
Platonov) contains a detailed analysis of character speech in Chevengur. See Robert Hodel,  

Erlebte Rede bei Andrej Platonov, Slavische Literaturen, vol. 23 (Frankfurt am Main: Peter 

Lang Verlag, 2001), 190–242. 
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Let me introduce the concepts “socialism” and “communism” as an 

example of this kind of blurred borderlines in speech. They both stand 

for the desired new world.
10

  

 

Chepurnyi: « '⌧�⇡ ()'$�+⇡)!⇡+ �!��+ *�⇢� '�!&, +' #'%%,&! % , 

&�⌧' *⇡% �3.'�!+» (431). 

 

“When the proletariat lives all on its own, communism 

just happens.” 

 

Kopenkin:  «[...] *#⇡ ⇡&' +�⇢� '+ ⌧,⇢!*('$#'%⇡ –  ⇡#'&0! # $�+, 

  *'/!⇡$! %!..» (293). 

 

“…what did the provincial executive committee say: ‘get 

socialism done by summertime!’...” 

 

Dostoevsky:  «⇧⇡6 *'/!⇡$! %! ⌃2� )'�4 &� ('*(��+, ⇡ *'/!⇡$! % 

  ⇢,��+ ⌧'+'�!» (293–294). 

 

“I’m churning out socialism! It’ll be ready before the rye’s 

good to pick!” 

 

Gopner:  «↵3 +⇡% [...] *%�)!% ��*4 #'%%,&! %, *&!%�% * &�⌧' 

+'0&3" 0�)+�� [...]» (309). 

 

“We’ll … take all the measurements of their communism, 

draw up a precise blueprint …” 

 

A. Dvanov:  «⇤3 �'$�&3 ('*+⇡�!+4 ��$' &⇡*+'$4#' ,%&' ! 

*$'�&', 0+'⇢3 &� ⇢3$' &!#⇡#'" '0��!�&'*+! 

#'%%,&! %⇡, ⇡ &⇡ *⇡%'% ��$� '& &⇡$!/'» (305). 

                                                
10

 Here, it is clear that these two concepts only partly match Marxist ideas. In this 

regard, the comments of two contemporaries of Platonov are very informative. One of 

the editors of Krasnaia nov’, Vs. Ivanov, says the following about the fragment of the 

novel Konchina Kopenkina (Kopenkin’s Demise): «⌘. ✏⇡*#'$4&!#'�,. ⇤ (�)�'% )⇡**#⇡ � 

 ⇡%�&!+4 �� �� “#'%%,&! %“ *$'�'% *�'⇢'�&3" *+)'" (!$! ()'*+' �30�)#&,+4)...» 

(“To Comrade Raskol’nikov. In the first story the word ‘communism’ should be 

replaced everywhere with free construction [or simply deleted]…”). (Shubina, 

“Vstupitel’naia sta’ia i primechaniia,” 218). Similarly, the secretary in charge of the 

journal Novyi mir, N. Zamoshkin, says about the fragment “Dvoe liudei” (“Two 

People”): «⇤ )⇡**#⇡ � �*� !&+)'*(�#+!�&', $6�! � ⇠+3 #⇡# ⇢3 � ! '$⇠/!! '+ �*�⌧' 

(*$'��0#! ' *'/<!⇡$!*+!0�*#'%> *+)<'!+�$4*+��> ! (). &� � *0�+)» (“In the story 

everything is introspective; people are taken as if in isolation from everything [the 

expressions about ‘socialist construction and so on’ aside]”). (Ibid., 217.) 
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 “You must set things up so cleverly and complexly that 

there is no overt evidence of communism, and yet it’s 

right there in front of you.”  

 

With regard to Dvanov’s words, we cannot exclude the possibility that he 

adjusts his language behavior to the surrounding environment—here 

particularly to the chairman of the commune “Druzhba bedniaka” (“The 

Camaraderie of the Poor”). However, the way Dvanov adjusts is quite 

similar to the way the narrator himself adjusts. Thus, Dvanov’s speech 

cannot be understood as ironic, for he too shares the desire of the 

chairman for a new common life. His speech is as constant and 

independent from his interlocutor as the speech of the narrator, but it is 

also “alien speech.” 

 

Serbinov:  «✏⇡&41� *'/!⇡$! %, ,⌧)'�⇡$⇡ �'14, +�(�)4 — 

⇢,)4⇠&» (513).  

 

 “Lice threatened socialism before; now it’s weeds.” 

   

Serbinov’s speech here is to be seen as ironic, for it is obvious that he too 

will adapt to “Dvanov’s Chevengur”: “You’ll get used to us here”  (“+3 , 
&⇡* '⇢+�)(!14*⇠”), says Chepurnyi when he welcomes Serbinov to the 

city, (527).  

 

Narrator:   

 

In most cases the narrator’s speech is closely related to one of the 

characters. The following formulations in his speech all seem tied 

primarily to one character: “socialism came true” («*'/!⇡$! % *⇢3$*⇠», 

418); “communism is already present in Chevengur” («� ◆���&⌧,)� ,�� 
&⇡.'�!+*⇠ #'%%,&! %», 431); and “finished communism” «�'��$⇡&&3" 

#'%%,&! %», 443). 

By contrast, these sentences appear to be independent of any 

character: 

 

 �'046 ⇧�⇡&'� !  '(�&#!& ,�.⇡$!, �2� )⇡  ()!*+)'�!� 
⇧'*+'��*#'⌧' &⇡*0�+ ,*+)'"*+�⇡ *'/!⇡$! %⇡ (297–298). 

 

 Dvanov and Kopenkin left at night, after once again warning 

Dostoevsky about the establishment of socialism.  

.  
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 ⇣$��,62!� �&! &⇡� ◆���&⌧,)'%, #⇡# ! * *⇡%'⌧' &⇡0⇡$⇡ 

#'%%,&! %⇡, *+'⇠$! *($'14 *'$&�0&3�, ⇡ &'0⇡%! 

&⇡)'��⇡$⇡*4 &'�⇡⇠ $,&⇡ (465). 

 

 The next few days over Chevengur were completely sunny, as 

they had been from the very start of communism, while at 

night a new moon was being born. 

 

As a consequence, we begin to suspect that the narrator participates in 

the “speech community Chevengur.”
11 

Thus, free indirect discourse 

appears to be very productive in explaining a phenomenon that can no 

longer be described as free indirect discourse. Rather, free indirect 

discourse could be compared here to the terms “style of a non-style” 

(Markstein) and “priem neostraneniia,” or “device of refamiliarization” 

(Meerson).
 

 

1.2 Subject of the narrative: Skaz 
 

Considering Russian narrative tradition, we cannot but see that the 

constant uniform deformation of both narrator and character speech 

generates a second narrative concept—the narrative form “skaz” 

(skazovaia forma povestvovaniia).
12

 The main characteristic of skaz is the 

presence of a narrator (skazitel´) who is distinct from the author and 

whose speech covers the entire narrative and overshadows even character 

speech. In this way, the narrator mutates, so to speak, against his will, into 

a (literary) character. In the context of the prose fiction of the 1920s, 

Zoshchenko should be our first example, for he is an author who comes 

very close to Platonov through his ambivalent relation to his characters—

a relation marked by ironic distance and pity. In the case of Zoshchenko, 

as with Platonov, we can follow this “overshadowing” of direct speech by 

narrator speech, even at the level of the text’s “microstructure.” In other 

words, we can recognize the writing of both these authors without a 

doubt, even in very small segments from their works. Let us look at an 

                                                
11

 In the monograph mentioned above I explain this speech community as the 

narrative version of a utopian society. The narrator too speaks the language of the 

“communitas” who are free from any hierarchy. In this way, he testifies for the complete 

destruction of all (linguistically) hierarchical barriers. In that sense this “tongue-tied” 

(kosnojazychie) speech, which concerns all narrative authorities, could be defined as no 
one’s language  (“uglossia”). (Hodel, Erlebte Rede bei Andrej Platonov, 426, 328.) 

12

 See  J. Peters, “Zur Korrelation von Satire, Utopie und Ironie in A. Platonovs 

Erzählung Usomniv�ijsja Makar, ” in Sprache und Erzählhaltung, ed. R. Hodel, J. P. Locher 

(Bern: Peter Lang Verlag, 1998), 307–315; V. Makanin, “Otiazhelenie slova. Skazovyi 

stil’ v Chevengure A. Platonova,” in Sprache und Erzählhaltung, 249–260. 
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excerpt from the short story “Aristokratka” (“The Lady Aristocrat”) to 

illustrate this statement with an example.  

The first-person narrator, Grigorii Ivanovich, has managed to invite a 

lady aristocrat, his beloved comrade and housemate, to the theater. There, 

they sit in different tiers, he high up in the cheap seats and she in the 

orchestra with the other aristocrats. Not seeing well from the gallery 

bothers Grigorii much less than the fact that the woman will not stop 

ordering at the buffet during intermission. Afraid that he may not have 

enough money to pay, he manages to ask the question: «�⇡+'2⇡# — &� 

%&'⌧' $!? ↵'��+ �3+'1&!+4» (“On an empty stomach—isn’t that too 

much? It might make you sick”). The lady aristocrat answers promptly:  

«��+, %3 �⌫✏ �⌘�✏�» (“No, we are used to this”).
13

  

The first-person narrator is completely compromised by the lower-

class colloquial phrase «%3 �⌫✏ �⌘�✏�». For it suggests either that the lady 

aristocrat is simply an ordinary person or that the narrator has no idea 

how the language of the pre-Revolutionary aristocracy had sounded. 

Since Grigorii fails to see the apparent irony, in either case he seems 

mentally outclassed. This becomes even more significant when, simply on 

the basis of the behavior of this lady aristocrat, he decides that the whole 

aristocratic class is reprehensible and thus exposes his own limited 

horizon.  

We see a significant difference between Zoshchenko and Platonov 

precisely in this degradation of the narrator. Even if the term skaz were 

able to explain why we find Platonovisms equally in character speech and 

in narrator speech, it would still be inappropriate to use it with regard to 

Platonov’s narrative perspective. According to Eikhenbaum’s definition 

of skaz as “orientation toward oral speech” (ustanovka na ustnuiu rech’), as 

well as to Bakhtin’s view of it as orientation toward “alien speech” 

(ustanovka na chuzhuiu rech’), an important feature of skaz is the distance 

between expected (normative) speech and speech as actually produced 

(differing from the norm). A narrator who remains at a distance from the 

implicit author speaks throughout the whole narrative. Making this 

distance, the fundamental feature of skaz, into a central theme could be 

interpreted as a democratic attempt to bridge the gap between “the 

people” and the educated class.
14

 By contrast, in Platonov the distance 

                                                
13

 M. Zoshchenko, Izbrannoe (Leningrad: Lenizdat, 1981), 28, italics mine.  

14

 Cf. E. Zamiatin’s essay “O iazyke“ (1920–1921):  

⌃*$! %3 '⌧$⇠&�%*⇠ &⇡ ⇡�, %3 ,�!�!%: 0�% ⇢$!�� ⇢3$' '⇢2�*+�' # 

-�'�⇡$4&'%, *+)'6, +�% ⇢'$41�, )� 0� ⇢3$' )⇡ $!0!� %���, 

$!+�)⇡+,)&3% ! )⇡ ⌧'�')&3% ⇠ 3#'%….� *0!+⇡6 5+' ⇠�$�&!� —  

*⇢$!��&!� $!+�)⇡+,)&'⌧' ! )⇡ ⌧'�')&'⌧' ⇠ 3#⇡ — '0�&4 

�! &�&&3%; '&' !��+ � &'⌧, * '⇢2�" !*+')!0�*#'" +�&��&/!�" 

��%'#)⇡+! ⇡/!! �*�" �! &!.  
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between implicit author and narrator or between narrator and character 

seems to be abolished. Brodsky formulates this closeness in the narrative 

as follows: “Platonov subordinated himself to the language of his 

utopia.”
15

 The image of “subordination” affirms the unity of author, 

narrator, and character, and at the same time implies a diversion from the 

expected norm (in other words a distance from the “language of the 

time”). We can see a paradox here. It is as if the reader distances 

her/himself from her/his own expectations. This very paradox 

demonstrates the reason why we cannot describe Platonov’s narrative 

either as free indirect discourse or as skaz. Free indirect discourse 

supposes a narrator who is not subordinated, but rather one at a distance, 

out of the foreground. By comparison, skaz is not compatible with 

abolishing the borderlines between implicit author and narrator.  

 

2.  Narrative Perspective in Platonov’s Early Prose Fiction  
 

Based on the literary and historical context of the revolutionary era, we 

can distinguish four orientations with regard to the narrative perspective 

of Platonov’s early prose fiction. These orientations represent only certain 

trends in each of his prose texts, which means that generally they appear 

only in combination. In the criticism on the early short stories, the 

different combinations are described mostly as an “awkward,” 

“schematic,” or “contradictory” style.
16

 And in the academic edition of 

Platonov’s early work, edited by Natalia Kornienko, we find the following 

assessment of Platonov’s early approach: “In these years Platonov 

experimented a great deal…He tried all possible forms of textual 

‘composition’—from fantasy to refined, naturalistic sketching” 

(«�$⇡+'&'� � 5+! ⌧'�3 %&'⌧' 5#*(�)!%�&+!),�+...�& ()'⇢,�+ 

�*��' %'�&3� -')%3 “*'0!&�&!⇠” +�#*+⇡ — '+ -⇡&+⇡ !! �' 

! '2)�&&'" &⇡+,)⇡$!*+!0�*#'"  ⇡)!*'�#!...»).
17

 

                                                                                                               
If we look back, we see: the closer society was to the feudal system, the 

clearer the difference was between literary and spoken language…I 

consider this occurrence—the convergence of written and spoken 

language—vital; it occurs in step with the general historical tendency of 

the democratization of all life. 

(E. Zamiatin, “O iazyke,” in Sochineniia, vol. 4 [Munich: Neimanis, 1988], 383, ellipsis 

mine.)  

15

 Joseph Brodsky, “Catastrophes in the Air,” in Less than One: Selected Essays (New 

York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1986), 288. 
16

 See, respectively: Tomas Langerak, “Andrei Platonov v Voronezhe,” Russian 
Literature 23 (1988): 440; N. M. Malygina, “Ideino-esteticheskie iskaniia A. Platonova v 

nachale 20-x godov,” Russkaia literatura 4 (1977): 160; Shubina, “Vstupitel’naia sta’ia i 

primechaniia,” 204. 
17

 A. Platonov, Sochineniia, ed. N. V. Kornienko, vol. 1: 1918-1927, book 1, ed. E. V. 

Antonova (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004), 494.  
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2.1 Poetic prose 

 

The authorial narrative perspective predominates in Platonov’s so-called 

poetic prose texts. In most cases, this perspective is expressed by a first-

person narrator. The overwhelming presence of this narrator reflects the 

lyrical subject of the poetry Platonov was writing at the same time. For 

prose, his language is very effusive: it is constructed on the basis of 

rhythmical and euphonic principles, and it is iterative, elliptical, and highly 

metaphorical. At the same time, this language represents the literary 

norm, and its style tends to be lofty and dramatic. Other representatives 

of this literary style, whose texts served as models for Platonov: are Belyi 

(Petersburg), informed mostly by Nietzsche; the Futurists (e.g., 

Khlebnikov’s “Menagerie”), Gastev (Poetry of the Worker’s Blow, e.g. “We 

Grow Out of Iron”); Zamiatin (“The Cave”); the Smithy group; 

Whitman, and others.
18

  

Platonov writes these poetic prose texts in the first few “Voronezh 

Years.” Typical of this period are the short stories “Ocherednoi” 

(“Successive,” 1918), “Serega i ia” (“Serega and I,” 1920), “V zvezdnoi 

pustyne” (“In the Starry Desert,” 1921), and others. In the following 

excerpt from “Ocherednoi,” the rhythm is expressed through repetition, 

assonance, alliteration, as well as through short speech entities:  

◆+'-+' *�!*+!+ ! *%��+*⇠; 0+'-+'  ⇡(�)+'�, *!$4&'�,  ��)*#! 

⇢�*('2⇡�&'� .'0�+ �'$! — ! &� �3)��+*⇠, — ! �'�+, ! 

�! �!+, ! ⇠)'*+&' ⇢4�+*⇠, ! �!.)!+*⇠ � '�!&'0�*+�� ! 

⇢�*#'&�0&'"  $'⇢�...
19

 

Something whistles and laughs; something locked up, strong, 

monstrously ruthless wants its freedom—and cannot break free 

—and it howls, and squeals, and struggles furiously, and whirls in 

its loneliness and endless spite...  

This narrative style, which could be associated with the powerful language 

of a poet, is completely contradictory to the image of the “subordinate” 

author of Platonov’s mature prose fiction.  

 

2.2. Ornamental prose of everyday life  
 

Stylistically, the “ornamental prose of everyday life” is closely related to 

Platonov’s poetic prose fiction, for it too is characterized by iteration, and 

by a rhythmical and euphonic structure. However, it is distinguished from 

                                                
18

 For more on Platonov’s influences, see T. Seifrid, “On the Genesis of Platonov’s 

Literary Style in the Voronezh Period,” Russian Literature 23 (1988): 367–386. 

19

 Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 1, 137.  
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the poetic prose by its focus on everyday life (byt).20

 In these works, the 

narrative is penetrated by the language and consciousness of the 

described milieu.
21

 Platonov achieves this primarily by using direct 

speech, but at times the speech of the narrator also is “infected” with the 

vocabulary and the syntax of the protagonists’ speech. The observed 

juxtaposition of different stylistic layers is due to the fact that in most 

cases the protagonists differ from the narrator with respect to education. 

Nevertheless, as in 2.1, here too, the (authoritative) status of the narrator 

and his language and literary norm remain untouched. Behind the 

narrator, there always stands the author, who, being a master of language, 

moves as a skillful artist, back and forth from normative language to 

character speech. (In this context Brodsky speaks of “stylistic 

connoisseurship” [«*+!$!*+!0�*#'� ⌧,)%⇡&*+�'»]).
22

 This means also 

that the perspective remains divided hierarchically. Frequently, the 

narrator who is close to the author steps back, in order to be able to 

express the point of view of the character more vividly. (Skaz, which is 

widespread in this literary orientation, turns out to be the most radical 

form of the author’s self-effacement.)  

Platonov was not alone in producing works in this style. Other 

authors who wrote “ornamental prose of everyday life” include Remizov, 

Zamiatin, Nikitin, Leonov, Fedin, Prishvin, Zoshchenko, Babel’, and 

Pil’niak. Most of Platonov’s  texts in this style were written between 1920 

and 1922. These include: “Chul’dik i Epishka (1920); “Pop” (“The 

Priest,” 1920); “Apalitych” (1920); “Danilok” (1922); “Tiuten’, Vitiuten’ i 

Protegalen” (1922); and “Prikliuchenia Baklazhanova” (“Adventures of 

Baklazhanov,” 1922). Some, however, were written later, such as 

“Tsyganskii merin” (“Gypsy Gelding,” 1926). These are usually short 

stories about “folkloristic,” mostly marginalized, characters. Their 

                                                
20

 Some critics have defined this genre as that of the “exaggerated naturalist sketch” 

(«! '2)�&&⇡⇠ &⇡+,)⇡$!*+!0�*#⇡⇠  ⇡)!*'�#⇡»). See Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 1, 

494–495.  
21

 Zamiatin writes in “O iazyke” (“On language”):  

..⇠ 3# — �'$��& ⇢3+4 ⇠ 3#'% ! '⇢)⇡�⇡�%'" *)��3 ! 5('.!. ��+')⇡ 

*'��)1�&&' &� �'$�&' ⇢3+4 �!�&'. �'$'��&!� ' +'%, 0+' ⇠ 3# 

�!⇡$'⌧'� �'$��& ⇢3+4 ⇠ 3#'% ! '⇢)⇡�⇡�%'" *)��3 — ,�� *+⇡$' 

⇢�**(')&3%. �' ⇠ )⇡*()'*+)⇡&⇠6 5+'+ +� !* — &⇡ �*� ()'! ����&!� 

/�$!#'%.   

…the language should be the language of the depicted environ and epoch. 

The author should be entirely unseen. The idea that the language of 

dialogue out to be the language of the depicted environment—that is 

already indisputable. But I am extending this thesis to the work as a whole.  

(Zamiatin, “O iazyke,” 376, ellipses mine.) 

22

 I. Brodskii, “Predislovie k povesti ‘Kotlovan’” (1973), in A. Platonov, Mir 
tvorchestva, eds. N. V. Kornienko and E. D. Shubina (Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel’, 

1994), 156. 
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marginality and eccentricity remind the reader of some of the characters 

in Chevengur (Zakhar Pavlovich, Chepurnyi, Kopenkin, Gopner, and Lui). 

Stylistically, however, these narratives are quite different from Chevengur, 
for in these short stories there is a very definite distance between narrator 

and character. The narrators in these works may feel sympathy with the 

stories’ comical characters without, apparently, sharing any philosophical 

or ideological standpoints with them. We see a similar divergence when it 

comes to language anomalies—specifically the kind of anomalies that 

could be defined as “Platonovisms” in his mature prose fiction. In these 

early stories the language anomalies do not show any signs of a collapsed 

hierarchy of perspective but, on the contrary, reveal ornamental “word 

art.” A passage from the short story “Apalitych” serves as a good 

example:  

  

�(⇡$!+30  ⇡)�⇡��$ �⇡ ⌦�⌫⌃ ✏ �✏�✏, ⇢')'�⇡ �⌧' �⇡�&' 

�3*3(⇡$⇡*4, ! '& �3⌧$⇠�3�⇡$ ('�!$3% %'$'�0!#'%. 

�⇢,�4 �(⇡$!+30 $�(!$ !  *+⇡)4⇠, #'+')'� '& .'�!$ 

&⇡⇢!)⇡+4 � ⌧')'��. �(')#! �3.'�!$! ! -('� �⌧' ),# 

��&!.'�*#!%! *⇡('⌧⇡%!.
23

 

 

Apalitych had rusted from grief and life, his beard had fallen out 

long ago, and he peeked through as an old lad. His shoes 

Apalitych slapped together from trash, which he would go to 

the city to accumulate. Worn-through shoes emerged from 

under his hands as a bridegroom’s boots.  

 

The entire context is marked here by an extremely superior manner of 

language use so that even the combination of  in the phrase “of sorrow 

and life” («'+ ⌧')⇠ ! �! &!») comes under the spell of “stylistic 

connoisseurship.”  

 

2.3 Realist Narrative Tradition  
 

The realist narrative tradition of the 1910s and 1920s is characterized by 

the same authorial narrator as in the prose of Turgenev and Tolstoy: one 

who represents the literary norm. This narrative speech is marked in a 

way different from the poetic prose and the “ornamental prose of 

everyday life,” and the language here is highly referential rather than 

reflective of the author.    

Andreev, Bunin, Gorky, Kuprin and others are good representatives 

of this kind of prose fiction. 

                                                
23

  Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 1, 147.  
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The early Platonov is closer to realist literature, especially in his 

science-fiction stories like “Markun” (1920), “Zhazhda nishchego” (“The 

Thirst of the Beggar,” 1920), “Nevozmozhnoe” (“The Impossible,” 

1921), or “Potomki sol’ntsa” (“Descendents of the Sun,” 1922). This fact 

could be explained, on the one hand, by the focus on popular scientific 

topics whose preferred vocabulary belongs to normative language,
24

 and, 

on the other, by the influence of Platonov’s own work as a journalist, 

characterized by the use of referential normative language. Indeed, some 

of his short stories from these years are in the gray area between fiction 

and reportage. One can compare, for instance, the fictional “Poema 

mysli” (“The Poem of Thought,” 1920–1921) and “Satana mysli” (“The 

Arch-Enemy of Thought,” 1921), with the feuilleton—“about bastards,” 

according to its subtitle—“Dusha cheloveka ne prilichnoe zhivotnoe” 

(“The Soul of Man is Not a Polite Animal,” 1921). 

In the context just discussed, it is important to keep in mind that 

these short stories employ free indirect discourse with clear borderlines. 

This is also the case in the short story “Markun,” where we find passages 

such as the following: 

↵⇡)#,& ��)!$ � *�⇢⇠. ⌥&⇡$, 0+' �⇡, � ◆���⇡ ⇢3+4 

'1!⇢#! � *()⇠+⇡&&'" %⇡1!&�. ⌅⌥ ��⇣↵�⇡. ⇥� ◆��  
���⌦⌫⌥✏⌧⌥. �&, ↵⇡)#,&, ('⇢��!$ %&'⌧!� *!$3. ⇤✏⌘⇡� ��� 
✏⌧�⌦� � �⌥�⇡. ⇤� �⌥�⇡, 0+' !⇡� � �⇡$ 0�$'��#, � �⌧' 

&�%'2&3� ),#! &'�3" %'$'+ ⇢� ,%&'" %'2!.
25

 

Markun believed in himself. He knew there had not been—and 
could not be—any mistake in the secret machine. It will run. Its 
might is limitless. He, Markun, has conquered many forces. No 
one knows anything about it yet. No one knows that it was he, who 

had put into man’s feeble hands a new hammer of delirious 

might. 

As in 2.1 and 2.2, there are no recognizable features of the mature 

narrative style here either. This fact becomes clear when “Markun” is 

compared to the short story “Korova” (“The Cow,” 1938), which is also 

told from the perspective of a boy. While narrative and action are clearly 

distinguished in “Markun,” a fact that makes clearly delineated free 

indirect discourse possible (cf. the shift in tenses in the excerpt above), 

the narrator of “Korova” falls into a tone of voice which cannot be 

                                                
24

 The literary critic S. Shilova described the short story Markun as: 

«�)!⌧!&⇡$4&3" 5+6�, &⇡(!*⇡&&3" �('$&� $!+�)⇡+,)&'. �)'(⇡⌧⇡&�!),�+*⇠ 

⇢�*()���$4&⇡⇠ %'24 )⇡ ,%⇡ ! �,.⇡ 0�$'��0�*#'⌧'» (“An original etude, written 

entirely literarily. It propagandizes the infinite power of man's reason and spirit”). 

(Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 1, 574.) 
25

 Ibid., 144. 
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clearly identified either with that of the narrator or with that of the child. 

The result is a confluence of two worlds—that of the observing adult and 

that of the experiencing child. As is typical with Platonov, we hear this 

tone of voice already in the first sentences: 

⇣�)⇡⇠ *+�(&⇡⇠ #')'�⇡ 0�)#⇡**#'" (')'�3 �✏✓⌥ �↵⌥ � 

*⇡)⇡�. �+'+ *⇡)⇡", *��$⇡&&3" !  �3#)⇡1�&&3. *&⇡),�! 

�'*'#, *+'⇠$ &⇡ %⇡$�&4#'% ��')� (,+��'⌧' 

��$� &'�')'�&'⌧' *+')'�⇡. ⇤ *⇡)⇡�, )⇠�'% * �)'�⇡%!, 

*�&'%, ()'*⇠&'" *'$'%'" ! '+�!�1!%! *�'" ��# 

�'%⇡1&!%! ��2⇡%! — *,&�,#'% ⇢�  #)31#!, 

()'⌧')��1�" *⇡%'�⇡)&'" +),⇢'", '���&'" ��+'146, 

*+,$'% ⇢�  &'��#, — ⇢3$' %�*+' ↵✓⌃ �⌧✓�⌦⌥ #')'�3 ! ↵✓⌃ 
�� �✏�✏ � �'$⌧!�  !%3.  

⇧&�% ! ��0�)'% # &�" � ⌧'*+! ()!.'�!$ %⇡$40!#.
26

  

The gray steppe cow of Cherkassian breed lived alone in the 

barn. This barn, made from wood planks painted on the 

outside, stood in a small courtyard belonging to the guard of 

railroad depot. In the barn, beside the firewood, the hay, the 

millet straw, and household items that had outlived their 

time—a chest without a lid, a samovar pipe that had burned 

through, ragged clothing, a legless chair—was the place for 

the cow’s nighttime rest and life through the long winters. 

During the day and in the evening a boy came to visit her.   
 

The first paragraph shows some tension between a superior and well-

controlled use of normative language, expressed mostly in the complex 

syntax, and a peculiar humanization of the cow, which «�!$⇡ '�&⇡» 

(“lived alone”) and had a place «�$⇠ &'0$�⌧⇡ ! �$⇠ �� �! &!» (“for 

nighttime rest and life”). Peculiar, because unlike the anthropomorphic 

phrase “household items that had outlived their time” («'+�!�1!%! 

*�'" ��# �'%⇡1&!%! ��2⇡%!»), at this time Platonov would not yet use 

the “humanization” of the cow as a rhetorical device—nor, at this time, 

would he ascribe it to the consciousness of a character. It seems as if the 

narrator himself tries to blur the distinctions between human and animal.  

The boy, who instigates this different perspective, is mentioned for 

the first time in the opening of the second paragraph. (Later, he says to 

the cow: «⌘3 &� *#,0⇡", +�'" *3& �3 �')'���+, �⌧' &3&0� '+�/ &⇡ ⇡� 

()!����+», or “Don’t be lonesome, your son will get better. Father will 

bring him back now.”) Despite all this, however, we remain under the 

impression that there is an intimate connection between the author and 
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the boy, and that the author is not simply being “infected” by the speech 

and the thoughts of the boy.  

The short story “Epifanskie shliuzy” (“The Sluices of Epiphany,” 

1926) reveals a structure similar to that of “Markun.” Here too, the 

objective, down-to-earth literary style establishes a background against 

which the subjective elements of the narrative are generally attached to 

character consciousness. In contrast to “Markun,” however, “Epifanskie 

shliuzy” already shows passages that seem to risk falling out of the system 

of “authorial narrative-free indirect discourse,” e.g., passages such as: 

«⇣+!.!⇠ ⌧')⇠ *�!)�(�$⇡ � &�% !  ⇡(�0⇡+$��⇡$⇡*4 #⇡# ('(⇡$' ! ⇢�  
�*⇠#'⌧' &⇡� ')⇡ *' *+')'&3 )⇡ ,%⇡» (“The element of grief grew fierce 

in him and was registered every which way and without any supervision 

on the part of reason”)
27

.  

The complicated formulation “without any supervision on the part of 

reason” («⇢�  &⇡� ')⇡ *' *+')'&3 )⇡ ,%⇡»), which borrows the 

vocabulary of official language, could not be explained as free indirect 

discourse (of Perri). Rather, we have a case of a polemic separation of the 

narrator from his intellectually challenged character. The same separation 

becomes clear also in the quotation below. In that quotation, the phrase 

“disobeying reason” (ne slushaias’ razuma), in which reason is personified 

even more clearly, has little connection to language norms (cf. the 

normative expressions “without listening to reason/ne prislushivaias’ k 
razumu,” “without hearing the voice of reason/ne slysha golosa razuma” and 

we must “listen to our parents/slushat’sia roitelei”):  

[⌥⇡��)&,�1!*4 � '��⇠$'] ⇥�)+)⇡& �)�%⇡$, ! +'&#⇡⇠ �!�⇡⇠ 

(�0⇡$4, &� (�)�*+⇡�⇡⇠, &� *$,1⇡⇠*4 )⇡ ,%⇡, *+),!$⇡*4 (' 

�*�%, �⌧' *,.'%, *!$4&'%, +�$,.
28

  

[Having wrapped himself in the blanket,] Bertran slumbered, 

and a delicate living melancholy, ceaseless and disobeying 

reason, coursed all through his wizened, powerful body. 

However, since the authorial (neutral) narrative style is predominant, 

these confusions do not lead to the undermining of the narrator’s 

position.  

Such expressions, typical of Platonov’s mature prose fiction, are to be 

found already in short stories of the early period, but their character here 

is even more clearly “awkward.” In “Volchok”  (1920), for example, we 

read about the eponymous dog: «�&, #⇡# ! ⇠, &!0�⌧' &� %'⌧ ('&⇠+4 ! 
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&� %'⌧ '+�'.&,+4 �⇡ ↵⇢◆� ✏ �✏�✏» (“He, just like me, could not 

understand anything and could not rest from thought and life”).
29

 

The narrative oscillates between the language world of the narrating I, 

characterized by features of rhythmical prose, and the language world of 

the narrated I, for we want to ascribe the phrase in italics to the little boy 

as well. Unlike the case with “Korova,” however, where the two worlds 

have merged and become indistinguishable, the consequence here is that 

there are some discrepancies. While one tends to ascribe formulations 

such as «�& [#'⇢�$4] �!$ ! �,%⇡$, #⇡# ! �*� $6�!» (“He [the dog] lived 

and thought, just like all people”)
30

 or «�'��⇡+4*⇠ (�)�'" *'⇢⇡04�" 

*�⇡�4⇢3» (“to wait until the first dog wedding”)
31

 to the consciousness of 

the little boy, the following clever thought is inconsistent with the 

imagination of a child
32

: 

  

 � ⇠ *#⇡ ⇡$:    

— ⇧⇡, ⇡ �!+4-+' #⇡# ��? � , &⇡�⇡+4 �*+4 0�⌧', .'+4 ⇢3 

+', '+0�⌧' %3 .'+!%  &⇡+4 �*�, �*$! ! , &⇡�⇡+4 &�0�⌧', �*� 

�!��+ *⇡%' *'⇢'" � 0�)&'+� ! (,*+'+�.
33

 

 

And I said: 

“How do we live then? There is plenty to know, at the 

very least: why it is that we want to know everything, when 

there is nothing to know and everything lives on its own in 

darkness and emptiness.”  

 

Such discrepancies shape the entire text and inevitably affect the phrase 

“of thinking and life” («'+ �,%3 ! �! &!»).  

 

2.4 Socialist Realist Prose 
 

In contrast to realist prose, socialist realist prose is distinguished by the 

primacy of the ideological over the psychological, as we see already in 

Gorky’s Mat’ (Mother, 1906). On the level of the narrative, this primacy is 

matched by the predominance of authorial speech in normative literary 

language. In its turn, this predominance sets some constraints to 
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character speech too, in accordance with the ideological primacy. Well-

developed alien speech is possible only in so far as it matches the preferred 

ideology. The same applies to free indirect speech (and/or the internal 

monologue).  

In the mid-1920s, Furmanov and Fadeev, among others, became 

known as representatives of the new ideological prose with their novels 

Chapaev (1923) and Razgrom (The Rout, 1926), works that would eventually 

be seen as forerunners of socialist realism.  

The topics of many of Platonov’s short stories written in 1926–1927 

are very close to those found in the emerging literature of socialist 

realism: e.g., the topics of electrification in “Rasskaz o potukhshei lampe 

Il’icha” (“The Story of Il’ich’s Extinguished Lamp,” 1926), of irrigation in 

“Peshchanaia uchitel’nitsa” (“The Sand Teacher,” 1926), and of the Civil 

War in “Ivan Zhokh” (1927). The fundamental narrative of these short 

stories is also oriented toward normative literary language. Nevertheless, 

the categorization of these short stories as “proto-socialist realist” is 

questionable. Platonov’s short stories of this period are too fantastic, too 

bold in their composition, or too metaphorical in their language. Most of 

all, they are neither unambiguous nor politically correct in their 

ideological statements.    

In “Rasskaz o potukhshei lampe Il’icha,” the narrator stands firmly 

on the side of the proletarian artel, yet the story ends with a disaster when 

the power plant (elektrostantsiia) is destroyed. The eponymous “sand 

teacher” agrees to go work in a nomadic village not because she believes 

in a settled life (osedlost’), but because she believes that the view of the 

leader of the nomads is as legitimate as the view of progress she had 

previously been representing. This fact poses a question about the role of 

the Russians as a progressive nation in charge of “civilizing” others. 

Again, in “Ivan Zhokh,” the “power of the class” (klassovaia sila) is not 

enough for the narrator to kill an enthusiastic follower of Denikin. In this 

way, the right to use violence as a means for the establishment of a 

communist society is rejected—or at least questioned.  

In “Epifanskie shliuzy,” Platonov also discusses fundamental doubts 

about centralist projects. In the scene in prison, when the failure Perri 

contemplates the stars, “this living fire in the sky, that burns wildly in the 

vault of heaven” («5+'%, �!�'%, '⌧&6 &⇡ &�⇢�, ⌧')��1�%, � *�'�" 

�3*'+� ! ⇢�  ⇡#'&!!»
34

), Platonov suggests an “epiphany” of the 

impossibility of creating a rationally organized (communist) world.  

Even in “Gorod Gradov” (“The City Gradov”), where Platonov may 

really be inspired by the official critique of bureaucracy, the 

overwhelmingly grotesque and negative image of the country pushes the 
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idea of the construction of communism very far back. In “Antiseksus” 

too, the entire attitude of the text shows defeatist traits.  

It is important, however, that Platonov begins developing his mature 

poetics precisely in those short stories where he conducts a polemical 

discussion with certain ideological conceptions that, as we know, to a 

large extent represent his own former views. The speech of the District 

Chair in  “Rasskaz o potukhshei lampe Il’icha” recalls, for example, the 

thought process related to the chair Chepurnyi in Chevengur:  
 

✓%&' ⌧'�')!+ ()��,!#⇡: $⇡%(⇡ �$4!0⇡ *�"0⇡*, ⌧'�')!+, 

�*(3.&�+ ! ⇢,��+ *��+!+4 *'��+*#'%, *�$, ��#⇡, #⇡# ��0&⇡⇠ 

(⇡%⇠+4 ' ��$!#'% �'���. ↵'+'), ⌧'�')!+, �*+4 *%30#⇡ 

⌧')'�⇡ * ��)��&�": 0�% ⇢'$41� %�+⇡$$⇡ � ��)��&�, +�% 

⇢'$41� � &�" *'/!⇡$! %⇡.
35

 

 

Preduika [chairman of the district Party committee] has got 

sense: Lenin’s lamp, he says, will blaze up now and shine for 

the Soviet village for centuries to come, as an eternal 

memorial for the great leader. The engine, he says, is the 

coupling of the city and village: the more metal in the village, 

the more it’s got socialism.   

 

In “Gorod Gradov,” specific expressions of the sort that we can see 

in Platonov’s mature prose fiction are to be found particularly frequently 

in the context of the main protagonist Shmakov. As a “builder of the 

coming clearly developed socialist society” (« '�0!" ⌧)⇠�,2�⌧' 

0$�&')⇡ ��$4&'⌧' *'/!⇡$!*+!0�*#'⌧' '⇢2�*+�⇡»),
36

 Shmakov fights, 

among other things, a fight against nature itself: “What about establishing 

a judicial power for nature and punishing it for its outage?” («� 0+', �*$! 

,0)��!+4 ↵✓⌃ �⌫✏⌫�↵� *,��⇢&,6 �$⇡*+4 ! ⌘⌥⌫⌥⇡  �� �⌥ ��⇠⌧✏⇠⇡ �?»)
37

  

Certainly, in all these short stories of the mature period, there is still a 

clear distinction from Chevengur: The predominant narrative orientation is 

authorial. In other words, the first signs of “tongue-tied” (kosnoiazychyi) 
speech are still perceived as deviations of a traditional normative 

consciousness from an unconditionally valid normative literary language. 

The same could also be said about the short story “Gorod Gradov.” 

Even though Shmakov shows traits of those characters in Platonov who 

strive for a new society, the tone of voice discussing him is polemic. This 

polemic tone of voice defines even the passages in which the narrator 

becomes trapped in the speaking style of a selfless bureaucrat. The 
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narrator of “Gorod Gradov” does not speak as someone who has been 

subjected to the “language of the epoch.” He speaks in a polemic spirit.    

The preceding analysis of Platonov’s early prose fiction leads to the 

following conclusions. First, early on in his career Platonov experimented 

with several of the different narrative techniques that were being 

practiced in the literary environment around him. In his early stylistic 

experiments from this period, a fundamentally “hierarchical perspective” 

is present. In other words, deviations from the norm of literary language 

neither undermine the authority of the narrator nor lead to a collapsed 

hierarchy.  

Second, in some of Platonov’s early short stories there are linguistic 

expressions that are typical of Chevengur and other works from the mature 

period. In essence, then, all the Platonovisms of the mature fiction have 

their structural precedents in the earlier texts. The effect of these 

“predecessors” in the earlier texts, however, is quite different from those 

of the mature Platonovisms. Indeed, in many instances the early 

Platonovisms seem simply to be marks of stylistic roughness. When they 

are not just such marks, they signify either the artistic skill of the author 

or the character’s distinct world of thought and language (as in the use of 

folkloristic or polemical mannerism). After 1926, the use of Platonovisms 

with a polemic character gradually increases. This is also the time when 

we begin to see the first uncertainties of narrative speech that will become 

typical for Platonov’s mature fiction. We can only speak of a mature style, 

however, when we discuss Chevengur and the short stories written 

contemporaneously with it. From the manuscript of “Stroiteli strany,” we 

can see that originally even the novel Chevengur was (at least partly) based 

on “traditional” narrative forms, traces of which we can recognize even in 

the final version. This becomes particularly obvious in the episode 

“Novokhopersk,” told mostly in a realist manner, as well as in the 

dialogues between Serbinov and Sonia Mandrova in Moscow, which 

contrast sharply with the generally brief and awkward character speech in 

Chevengur. Comparison with the manuscripts so far published supports the 

assumption that Platonov developed his narrative style primarily in the 

process of working on the novel Chevengur. If this is true, aligning parts of 

the novel that were written in different styles or in different years could 

be seen as an important precondition. (Should we begin to relate the 

literary engineering and emphasis on montage in “Fabrika literatury” 

[“The Factory of Literature”] even more certainly to Platonov himself 

than we used to?)  

Undoubtedly, we should also consider the short story “Sokrovennyi 

chelovek” (“The Innermost Man”) in the context of this hypothesis. 
Zamoshkin has been quoted as saying that he read this story in 1926, at 
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the same time he was reading Chevengur.38

 Natalia Kornienko, however, 

dates the short story to 1927, on the basis that Platonov began writing 

“Stroiteli strany” immediately after “Sokrovennyi chelovek.” Regardless 

of how “Stroiteli strany” is eventually dated, this preliminary text makes 

us realize that its later revised version led to a consolidation of the typical 

Platonov style. For “Sokrovennyi chelovek” already discusses a number 

of doubts and desires known to us from Chevengur or even later works. 

The protagonist Pukhov  is inspired, for example, by the selflessness of 

the Red Army soldiers in the same way as Aleksandr Dvanov is inspired 

by the enthusiasm of the knight of the revolution, Kopenkin. In fact, 

Pukhov  has some doubts about whether the Internationale would be able 

to replace the sense of a homeland, since the “homeland is a matter of the 

heart” («)'�!&⇡ — *�)��0&'� ��$'»).
39

 He also wonders whether the 

fight against religion isn’t useless: “not because Pukhov was a devotee, 

but because people had become accustomed to lodging their hearts in 

religion, and in the revolution they didn’t find such a place” («&� ('+'%, 

0+' �,.'� ⇢3$ ⇢'⌧'%'$4/�%, ⇡ ('+'%,, 0+' � )�$!⌧!6 $6�! *�)�/� 

('%�2⇡+4 ()!�3#$!, ⇡ � )��'$6/!! +⇡#'⌧' %�*+⇡ &� &⇡1$!»).
40

 He 

even fears the restoration of the old conditions:  

�' * �,.'�⇡ � ⇠$! ('�(!*#, — ()'"+! ��0�)&!� #,)*3 

('$!+⌧)⇡%'+3. �,.'� ('�(!*⇡$*⇠, .'+⇠ &� ��)!$ � 

')⌧⇡&! ⇡/!6 %3*$!. �& +⇡# ! *#⇡ ⇡$ &⇡ ⇠0�"#�: 0�$'��# 

— *�'$'04, +3 �⌧' .'0�14 '+ ⇢3�1�⌧' ⇢'⌧⇡ '+,0!+4, ⇡ '& 

+�⇢� ⇣'⇢') ✏��'$6/!! ('*+)'!+!
41

  

But Pukhov had to give a pledge to sit through the evening 

lectures in political knowledge. Pukhov signed the pledge, 

even though he did not believe in the organization of thought. 

And he said as much at the chapter meeting: man is scum, you 

want to wean him off the old god, and he will build you a 

Cathedral of the Revolution!  

Here, the anxious Pukhov helps establish the basis for a tonality in which 

language anomalies will no longer lead to the distinction of a particular 

character. Pukhov, like Dvanov, travels through the country with “an 

open heart” and eventually abandons his starving country to wake up in 

Baku on one “completely revolutionary” («�('$&� )��'$6/!'&&'�») 

morning.
42

 Thus we can conclude that, along with Chevengur, 
“Sokrovennyi chelovek” belongs to Platonov’s “mature” prose fiction. 
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And this is why the question of the non-formal conditions of Platonov’s 

style is particularly important.  

 

3. Non-formal Conditions in the Reception of Platonov’s Narrative 
  
If we believe that the tonality of “Sokrovennyi chelovek” depends on the 

searching and worrying Pukhov , then it seems that the narrative style is 

dependent on semantic conditions. The term Platonovism already ties a 

linguistic method to a teleological element. Since precisely this teleological 

element is to be found in Platonov’s very first articles, we must ask: what 

really changes between the mid-1920s and the era of Platonov’s mature 

work? What shaped the formation of the predecessors of Platonovisms in 

the earlier texts, in which they were not perceived as Platonovisms?  

On the basis of the voluminous secondary literature we could argue 

that there are different factors that brought about changes in these 

conditions. Scholars agree about the fact that in addition to a satirical 

orientation, Chevengur also shows utopian dimensions, even if they 

interpret those dimensions quite differently: as a desire for the creation of 

a world proletariat, of an anarchist or post-religious communitas, of a 

sectarian community, or of a Fedorovian sobornost’ (collectivity). The 

general scholarly consensus is that the desired world is in conflict with the 

Bolshevik regime being established in the second half of the 1920s. It was 

most particularly Platonov who started criticizing the restitution of power 

(cf. the essay “Dusha cheloveka — neprilichnoe zhivotnoe,” 1921).  Thus 

one can assume that Platonov’s experience as an electrotechnician 

significantly shaped the character of his critique. At the same time, it is 

important to recognize that Platonov fights against bureaucracy, 

nepotism, and ignorance not only as a “builder of the country” (stroitel’ 
strany), but also as a writer who, however, can publish only occasional 

marginal texts. (We should also remember that Platonov’s financial 

troubles put great pressure on his relationship with Mar’ia Aleksandrovna, 

who blamed him in this period for not being able to properly support his 

family.
43

) Most importantly, however, the texts of the second half of the 

1920s show that Platonov’s own convictions were becoming more and 

more uncertain. As we see already from the doubts Pukhov  has, this fact 

concerns not only the restitution of old power structures but also his 

relation to the “inner enemy.” 

In addition, Platonov’s early journalism betrays an almost 

unvanquished militant attitude toward the ideological opponent. Titles 

such as “Poslednii vrag“ (“The Last Enemy”), “Razmozzhim” (“We Will 
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Smash”), “Zhivaia ekhidna” (“The Living Viper”), “Mir na krasnom 

shtyke” (“The World on a Red Bayonet”), “Dva udara na udar” (“Two 

Blows for Every Blow”), and “Kulak s vostoka” (“The Kulak from the 

East”) attest to that. From the very beginning, Platonov was conscious of 

the fact that “the old Adam” is to be defeated both in the proletarian and 

in himself. Consequently, there is even a shadow over the bright future in 

“Zhazhda nishchego” (1920): “This life of the hot point of consciousness 

was almost pure, almost complete, but not to the end. Because I was in it 

a Vestige” («�'0+! 0!*+⇡⇠, ('0+! *'��)1�&&⇡⇠ ⇢3$⇡ 5+⇡ �! &4 

⌧')⇠2�" +'0#! *' &⇡&!⇠, &' &� �' #'&/⇡. �'+'%, 0+' � &�" ⇢3$ ⇠ — 

��)��!+'#»).
44

 

From the beginning of the mid-1920s on, Platonov starts taking this 

“old Adam” very seriously. As the short story “Epifanskie shliuzy” 

suggests, the rational plan of creating a communist society had been made 

without any consideration of the real circumstances. It is not only the 

broad masses of the peasantry who are violated in this story. Perri also 

loses his only beloved due to his lofty ambitions. This suggests that 

Platonov saw the model of a rational (communist) world order in a 

broader socio-historical and psychological context. This is why the 

ideological enemy, once anonymous, gains clearer and clearer human 

features here. As already mentioned, the first-person narrator in “Ivan 

Zhokh” is not able to kill Zhokh’s great-grandson, who goes to General 

Denikin in order “to beat the Red Army” («�)⇡+4*⇠ * #)⇡*&3%!»).
45

 In 

her conversation with the leader of the nomads, whose flocks destroy the 

irrigated fields in the steppe, the “Sand Teacher” realizes that ultimately 

the nomads, not the Russians who have recently moved into their 

territory, have the right to the steppe pastures. When she talks about this 

in the district, inadvertently she thinks of “the shrewd leader of the 

nomads who was not to be compared with her chief” («'⇢ ,%&'% �'��� 

#'0��&!#'�, &�*)⇡�&!%'% * 5+!% &⇡0⇡$4&!#'%).
46

 

Platonov turns this kind of conciliatory thinking into the subject of 

his article “O liubvi” (“On Love,” 1926). The essay is based on the 

dichotomies of knowledge–beauty (znanie-krasota) and science–faith 

(nauka-vera). Instead of limitlessly propagating knowledge, however, he 

seeks a force that could reconcile the two poles:  

⌦6�! .'+⇠+ ('&⇠+4 +, (�)�!0&,6 *!$,, +, ��*�$,6 

⇢,"&,6 %⇡+4, !  #'+')'" �*� +�0�+ ! )'��⇡�+*⇠, '+#,�⇡ 

�31$⇡ ! ⌧�� ��*�$!+*⇠ *⇡%⇡ 5+⇡ 0,��*&⇡⇠ �! &4 

⇢�**%�)+&⇡⇠ �! &4, '+#,�⇡ �3)'*$⇡ 5+⇡ %⇡$�&4#⇡⇠ ��+'0#⇡ 
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 Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 1, 166. 
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 Ibid., 41. 
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 Ibid., 47. 
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— )�$!⌧!⇠, #'+')⇡⇠ +�(�)4  ⇡*3.⇡�+, ! &⇡ �� %�*+�, &⇡ 

'�&'% * &�" *+�'$� �3)⇡*+⇡�+ �),⌧'" /��+'# — &⇡,#⇡...
47

  

People want to understand that primordial force, that joyous 

wild mother, from whom all flows and is born, from whom 

sprang this wonderful life immortal life and where it rejoices, 

from whom grew this little sprig—religion, which now is 

withering, and in its place, on the same trunk, a different 

flower is growing—science...  

It appears that this concept is formative for the novel Chevengur as well. 

The Dvanov group established because of the arrival of Aleksandr 

Dvanov in Chevengur, which is different from Chepurnyi’s and Prokofii’s 

militant group “First Chevengur,” believes in the idea of a communist 

social order. However, the bourgeois “vestiges” (perezhitki), including the 

greedy couple Prokofii and Klavdia, the intimate relationship of Kirei and 

the ironic Serbinov, are no longer excluded. It is as if a “primordial force” 

(perevichnaia sila) able to connect the “old Adam” (vetkhii Adam) to 

communism has developed. At the same time, however, Aleksandr 

Dvanov is aware of the fact that this group cannot exist for long—neither 

at the given historical moment, nor in general.  

In this paradoxical rift between desiring an ideal and acknowledging 

reality, we can determine one non-formal condition of narrative 

perspective and its characteristic Platonovisms, a condition that relates to 

“content”: Platonovisms are an expression of the only true world, which 

does not or cannot possibly exist any longer. Thus, while the author 

represents them without reservations, at the same time they are banished 

into a somnambulist symbolic space. Platonov holds fast to this paradox 

not only in Chevengur but also in other later works. It is the paradox of a 

belief in the “new man,” who will be disavowed in the confrontation with 

reality.  
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 Platonov, Gosudarstvennyi zhitel’, 650, ellipsis mine. 
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“Platonov and his contemporaries”—by analogy with the classic series 

Pushkin and His Contemporaries—is one of the most important branches of 

Platonov studies. We currently find ourselves at the initial stages of its 

development.  

 One of the now-forgotten contemporaries of Platonov is Dem’ian 

Bednyi. In the 1970s, Maria Aleksandrovna Platonova recalled Dem’ian 

Bednyi as a brilliant storyteller, though without drawing any kind of 

connection to Platonov. At that time, the questions to which the present 

paper is devoted had not yet arisen, and it seemed nonsensical to 

associate Platonov with Dem’ian Bednyi, since, when Bednyi was 

remembered at all (by that point he had already disappeared from 

contemporary Russian and Soviet literary studies), it was as a Party writer 

quite unlike Platonov.  

In 2005, Tamara Grigor’evna Zaitseva, Platonov’s daughter-in-law, 

recalled Bednyi while recounting the story of her wedding, to which he 

had been invited. Tamara Grigor’evna’s explanation of Bednyi’s presence 

at the event was simple: they’d wanted to invite a famous writer. With 

equal naïveté, she answered the question of whether Platonov had given 

any books to his grandson Aleksandr: yes, he had, but the books with 

inscriptions hadn’t been preserved, because she hadn’t known that 

Platonov was a great writer. (Tamara Grigor’evna became a member of 

Platonov’s family in 1940—the first year after Platon’s return from the 

camps—and she was far removed from Platonov’s artistic quests.)  

With these reminiscences, it seemed that the theme “Bednyi and 

Platonov” had been exhausted. But then materials pertaining to the late 

1930s and to Platonov’s meetings with Bednyi were discovered in the 

Russian State Archive of Literature and Art (RGALI), enabling the return 

of Bednyi to Platonov studies—and more specifically to the study of the 

ideological context of Platonov’s work, of the political and literary 

everydayness in which Platonov’s texts are steeped, and of the detailed 

memory of the epoch that is preserved in his work.  

In the present article, we will focus on just a few chapters of this 

captivating story. To do it justice, we must begin with the 1920s.  
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I. On Proletarian Literature and the Accordion 
 

The first half of the 1920s was marked by constant questions about 

proletarian literature and its role. And not only Dem’ian Bednyi—“the 

first proletarian poet”
1
—was steeped in this debate; so too was Andrei 

Platonov. From the Kremlin, Dem’ian Bednyi spoke in the name of the 

proletariat and observed it while traveling across the USSR in his private 

“guarded car.”
2
 For Platonov, the working class remained his 

“motherland”
3
 in a biographic, political and aesthetic sense. That is why 

in the discussion of proletarian literature that flared up in 1923, Platonov 

and Bednyi’s positions were similar, but not equal.  

Leon Trotsky’s articles in Pravda on proletarian culture and Party 

politics first triggered the discussion. Reminding the public about Lenin’s 

negative views on theories of proletarian culture (expressed in discussions 

in Pravda in 1922) and about the proletariat’s principal objective of 

“culturalization,” Trotsky leveled a harsh critique at the platforms of 

proletarian groups, called upon proletarian workers to engage in concrete 

productive work, and claimed that Aleksandr Voronsky, the leader of the 

“fellow travelers,” was following the “line of the Party” because the 

proletariat had “a political culture” and “very little of an artistic one.” He 

then concluded that, “the  ‘cogitating’ intelligentsia could give…more in 

the sphere of artistic portrayal of the revolution than the proletariat that 

accomplished it.”
4
  

Many took offense at Trotsky’s statements: the Society of Old 

Bolsheviks, the group “Worker’s Spring,” members of LEF, the “Smithy” 

                                                
1
  See Lev Sosnovskii, “Pervii proletarskii poet Dem’ian Bednyi,” Na postu 1 (1923). 

2
 See Bol’shaia tsenzura. Pisateli i zhurnalisty v Strane Sovetov 1917–1956 (Moscow: 

Materik, 2005), 103, 107, 109.  
3
 See Platonov’s letter to Gorky from July 24, 1931, in which he writes: “I cannot 

become a class enemy, nor can I be driven to such a condition, because the working 

class is my motherland, and my future is tied to the proletariat” («� *+ 11.";, "0 #., 

12 2< -% ,.#3, ( $."%12( ,%-� $. =2.#. 1.12.�-(� -%+<'�, /.2.,3 72. 0 !.7() 

*+ 11 — =2. ,.� 0.$(- , ( ,.% !3$39%% 1"�' -. 1 /0.+%2 0( 2.,»).  (Andrei 

Platonov, Vospomianiia sovremennikov: Materialy k biografii (Moscow: Sovremennyi pisatel’, 

1994), 279.  
4
 L. Trotskii, “Proletarskaia kul’tura i proletarskoe isskustvo,” Pravda, 14–15 

September, 1923; L. Trotskii, “Partiinaia politika v isskustve,” 15 September 1923, 

ellipsis mine. In his autobiography (1924), Platonov uses Trotsky’s formula of 

“cogitating intelligentsia,” offering a different reason for his departure from literature: 

“The drought of 1921 impressed me deeply, and, being a technician, I could no longer 

continue with a contemplative occupation—literature” («� 135  1921 #. /0.('"%+  -  

,%-� 70%'";7 )-. 1(+<-.% "/%7 2+%-(% (, !3$37( 2%5-(*.,, � -% ,.# 3&% 

' -(, 2<1� 1.'%06 2%+<-6;, $%+., — +(2%0 230.)»). (Andrei Platonov, 

Vozvrashchenie [Moscow: Molodaia Gvardiia, 1989], 6.) 
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group, members of “On Guard.” Bednyi’s response in opposition to 

Trotsky was the wittiest: it starts with a confession of sincere 

friendship—“Cannot hide it, though I try / (Wouldn’t hurt the 

friendship, right?) / Lev Davydich’s protocol / Like acid burned my 

soul”
5
—and then proceeds to defend “the proletarian youth” from “the 

hordes of fickle fellow travelers”: “The proletarian youth / Confused and 

led astray / Pil’niak’s symbolic deride / Is reeking with its sway).”
6
 

Platonov’s attitude towards the “fellow travelers” was as derogatory as 

Bednyi’s—and as those in the pages of the journal Na postu (On Guard), 

which was first published in the summer of 1923. Platonov writes: 

 

✏.$ /0%$".$(2%+<12"., (,%-(2.#. #0 4  �+%*1%� 
✓.+12.#. /32%8%12"3>2 =2( #.1/.$  /. 120 -(6 ,  

%$(-12"%--.#. /%20.#0 $1*.#. #.1('$ 2."1*.#. 2.+12.#. 

&30- + . 
⌦ &$;) /32%8%12"3%2 /.-1".%,3. 
⌅0 4, * * ( /.$.! %2 #0 43, ./(1;" %2 ,%12  

*3+<230-;%, #$% " 0" 0."-!.+<8%"(*." -% (,%%21�, — 

✏ 0(&(.   *.-%7-. &%, -  2. .- ( 0311*() ! 0(-, 

./(1;" %2 " 2., &% ✏ 0(&% 3& 1-;5  / 8%)… 

[✏]+%,� ,+ $.%, -%'- *.,.%» -% 2.+<*. -% /.8+%2 �. 

�(*(2(-3 «/0("%2», -., /.& +3), /.8+%2 (3& -% %,3,   /. 

%#.  $0%13) -%1*.+<*. 1+." !.+%% *0%/*(5, 7%, «/0("%2».
 7
 

  

Under the leadership of the eminent Count Aleksey 

Tolstoy, these gentlemen travel across the pages of the only 

state-published thick journal of Petrograd. 

Everyone travels in his own way. 

The count, as befits a count, describes cultured places 

where there are no Bolshevik barbarians—the Parises. And, 

of course, he is not an aristocrat for nothing: in that same 

Paris, he describes horrible apaches… 

“[T]he tribe young and unknown” not only won’t send 

their regards to N. Nikitin, but, most likely, will send a few 

words more strident than “hello” (alas, not to him, but to his 

address).
 
 

                                                
5
 «�% 32 (2<, * * -( 2 ( / (✏0('- -<%, $03&!; -% - 0383?) / �-% ↵<"  

⇧ "($;7  12 2<( / ⌦ * *(1+.2  0 ':%+( $383.» (Dem’ian Bednyi, “Obida,” Pravda, 16 

October 1923, 1). 
6
 «� 8 /0.+%2 01*() ,.+.$-�* / ⌘*.-43&%- 1.!12"%--;, .!+(7<%,. / �+.-

1(,".+(7%1*() ✏(+<-�* / ✏0%$ -(, 1,%0$(2 #-(+;, "%+(7<%,». (Ibid.) 
7
 Andrei Platonov, “Retsenzii, opublikovannye v zhurnale ‘Oktyabr’ mysli,’” in 

Sochineniia, vol. 1: 1918–1927, ed. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004), book 2, 

259–268, ellipses mine.  
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Overall, Bednyi’s statement fits within the camp of “Kremlin 

criticism,” to use S. Marshak’s term,
8
 in the fall of 1923.  (At that time, the 

People’s Commissar of Foreign Affairs, Georgii Chicherin, was opposing 

Trotsky, and this shaped much of the debate.) Platonov’s political 

position in support of proletarian literature, in contrast, is complicated by 

the question of “new” aesthetics. This is particularly true in the case of his 

support of LEF’s concept of “utilitarianism,” which was criticized by 

Trotsky for its “utopian sectarianism.”
9
 It was precisely the new aesthetics 

that Platonov could not find: not just in the “fellow travelers” and the 

“On Guardists,” but also in the theoreticians of LEF, to whom he 

addresses invectives that are equally ironic:   

 

✏.7%,3 =2. — ,; - * -3-% .&("+%-(� 0., -  2 )-, ( 

/0(7%, '$%1< "1% ⇥%+;% ( $03#(5 6"%2." /.*.)-(7*( —

⇠*+."1*() -% .!:�1-�%2. � !%' $.* ' 2%+<12" — 2 *.% 
“��✓���✏�” "%1<, …1.,-(2%+<-.. ⇤ .!9%, &% 12 2<� 
!%1/ 02()- …$. 1*3*(. 

 

Why it is that we are on the eve of the revival of the mystery 

novel and, at that, why all these Belyis and corpses of other 

colors are here, Shklovsky does not explain.
10

 And without 

proof, this “proposition” is quite...dubious. All in all, the essay 

is boringly nonpartisan. 

 

✏.*  "./0.1 . / 02+(-(( " (1*3112"% 12 "(21� 
/0 *2(7%1*(, - /.12."6; 0 113&$ >2 20%'". — -%+<'� 
/.$$%0&(" 2< ✏(+<-�*." ( �+%*1%%" ✓.+12;5, 
�5, 2.";5 ( �.$ 1%"(7%). ⇢2. 12 +. 20>(',.,. 

�. *.#$  "./0.1 /%0%5.$(2 -  /0(-6(/( +<-3> 

/.7"3 — /.-(, -(� (1*3112"  — $%+. 12 -."(21� 53&%. 
✓32 0 1*0;" %21� 20.# 2%+<-.% %$(-%-(% «/.12-(*."» ( 1 
2. ⇤.0.-1*(,, ( 1 2. ✓0.6*(,, ( $ &% 1 1 ,(, 2. 
↵3- 7 01*(,.  1*3112". "1%-2 *( .* ';" %21� “/.'- -(%, 

&('-(”, $  %9% * *(,….
11

  

  

                                                
8 See S. Marshak’s 1924 poem, “Kremlevskaia kritika,” in Chukokkala. Rukopisnyi 

al’manakh Korneia Chukovskogo (Moscow: Russkii put’, 2006), 357.  
9
 L. Trotskii, “Futurizm,” Pravda, 1923, 25 September 1923, 1.  

10
 Platonov is referring to Shklovsky’s essay “Tekhnika romana tain,” in Lef � 4.   

11
 Both excerpts from Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 2, 259–269, ellipsis mine. 

For a detailed analysis of the political and literary context of these critical articles, see N. 

Kornienko, “Komentariia,” in Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1, book 2, 429–466. 
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Until now, the question of the party line in art has been posed 

practically, or so the On Guardists reason soberly: we cannot 

support the Pil’niaks and the Aleksei Tolstoys, the 

Akhmatovas and the Khodaseviches. It has become a truism.  

But when the question moves to the conceptual 

dimension—the understanding of art—things get worse. Here 

a touching solidarity with Comrade Voronsky and Comrade 

Trotsky, and even with Comrade Lunacharsky, is revealed. 

Art, in the end, turns out to be the “cognition of life,” and to 

what an extent! 

 

Bednyi did not ask these questions. As Evgeny Dobrenko has observed, 

“Dem’ian Bednyi designated everything beyond his own stylistic field 

‘literariness.’”
12

 What Bednyi and Platonov shared were the same political 

field and an acute attention to the current political moment. Bednyi 

constantly (although sometimes he would get tired of it, as he confessed 

in his intimate letters to Stalin) explained party documents and legislations 

of different strata (decisions made at conventions, plenary sessions, 

leaders’ addresses, resolutions of the Sovnarkom, etc.) to the masses. 

Platonov’s texts are equally saturated—at times it seems oversaturated—

with material from the political reality that surrounded him. Bednyi’s 

writings form one of the most authoritative encyclopedias of political 

party life in Russia, as long as the correct variants of his texts are read 

(and analyzed) alongside contemporaneous periodicals. (Later versions of 

his texts, revised by Bednyi himself and by other editors, tell a very 

different story.) Platonov’s encyclopedic Kotlovan (The Foundation Pit) is 

not only a political monument to the epoch of “the year of the great 

break,”
13

 but also a literary monument. To reiterate: the political status of 

Platonov’s texts applies not only to those of his works replete with 

political allusions, such as Chevengur, “Vprok” (“For Future Use”), and 

Kotlovan, but also to the seemingly innocent heroine of the story “Fro,” 

which the Soviet authors particularly disliked, and also to the peaceful 

children’s stories of the second half of 1930s and 1940s, which the Soviet 

critics correctly understood as a polemic attack on the general direction of 

Soviet children’s literature.   

                                                
12

 Evgenii Dobrenko, Formovka sovetskogo pisatelia. Sotsial’nie i esteticheskie istoki sovetskoi 
literaturnoi kul’turi (Saint Petersburg: Akademicheskii proekt, 1999), 215. (This text has 

been translated as Evgeny Dobrenko, The Making of the State Writer: Social and Aesthetic 
Origins of Soviet Literary Culture, trans. Jesse M. Savage [Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 2001].)  
13

 See N. Duzhina, Putevoditel’ po povesti A. P. Platonova “Kotlovan” (Moscow: Izd. 

Moskovskogo universiteta, 2010). 
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Unlike Bednyi, who—like most of the critics—had scarcely noticed 

Platonov's début books, Epifanskie shliuzy (The Sluices of Epiphany, 1927) 

and Sokrovennyi chelovek (The Innermost Man, 1928), Platonov was familiar 

with Bednyi’s texts and speeches on different topics, including the 

questions of cultural politics “from below.” This generally enriched the 

intertextual field of Platonov’s works; one moment of interaction in 

particular, the 1926–1927 polemics between Bednyi and Platonov, left 

traces imprinted in Platonov’s work. Let us pause to examine this 

moment in some detail. 

Researchers who study the first Soviet decade are perfectly aware that 

the new government’s programs of cultural politics “from below” were 

formulated in Trotsky’s 1923 speeches on the “old” and “new way of 

life.” If in literary circles his book Literatura i revolutsiia (Literature and 
Revolution) was considered of prime importance, in the sphere of cultural 

work his articles in Voprosy byta. Epokha “kul’turnichestva” i ee zadachi 
(Problems of Everyday Life: The Epoch of “Culturalization” and its Goals, 1923) 

were of prime importance. Here, he argued that the study of the peasant’s 

way of life must be subjugated to the main cultural goal: the 

transformation of the mode of living, down “to its deepest foundations,” 

using all possible means understandable to the masses.
14

 

Probably the most easily “understandable” instrument in peasant 

Russia was the accordion. Until the middle of the 1920s, it belonged to 

the inventory of symbols representing the old peasant mode of living—

the folk element, the revelry of the “horde”—as is suggested by the 

poetry of Aleksandr Blok, Petr Oreshin, and Sergei Esenin. The agents of 

proletarian culture were the first to insist on using the accordion for 

matters of worldwide proletarian revolutions. The rendition of “The 

Internationale” on the accordion had little success, however. Worse, it 

discredited the accordion in the eyes of the world proletariat, since the 

classical accordion melodies—dance tunes, ditties, folk love songs—had 

cemented the accordion’s status as a “bawdy instrument” unworthy of a 

place in proletarian music. Komsomol poets leading the way in the battle 

for the “new mode of life” were the first to try to break the stereotypes 

associated with accordion by creating the image of a Komsomol 

accordionist, who, naturally, played the new revolutionary songs, 

including “La Marseillaise,” “The Internationale,” and the poems 

“Garmon’” (“Accordion”) by Nikolai Kuznetzov and Aleksandr Zharov. 

In the end of his poem, Zharov creates a grotesque scene—one that bears 

a strong resemblance to the literary images of Chevengur and Kotlovan—in 

which the trees are singing “The Internationale”:  “The accordion is 

                                                
14

 L. Trotskii, Voprosy byta. Epokha “kulturnichestva” i ee zadachi, 3
rd

 ed. (Moscow, 

1923), 41–42. 
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ringing / And together with the youth / The trees sing ‘the 

Internationale.’”
15

 In the scene with the trees in Chevengur, Platonov 

realizes the metaphorical meaning contained in the anthem’s words, as 

they sounded in those years, writing: “We will dig up the whole world of 

violence to its foundations... ” («⇤%1< ,(0 - 1(+<� ,; ⌫⌥�⌫��◆ $. 

.1-." -<�…»). 

In 1926, the campaigns to re-introduce the accordion were followed 

by a new campaign: one against the old repertoire of songs and for the 

creation of new songs for the people. Originally undertaken by 

Komsomol’skaia pravda, the campaign was soon made a state project. 

Contests among accordionists and even conferences of Komsomol 

accordionists were held throughout the country during that summer. The 

reports about the events dedicated to the reformation of the accordion 

are imbued with exultation, as the following excerpts suggest: “the 

accordion has spoken at a conference as an orator, as a principle 

spokesman”; it is a “proletarian poet, an instrument of the workers.”
16

  

Information about the contests is particularly abundant in peasant 

publications in these years. (It is worth noting here that Platonov 

contributed to Zhizn’ krestyanskoi molodezhi in 1926–7 and to Krest’ianskaia 
gazeta in 1928.) In the fall of 1926, Rabochaia gazeta, which was also 

carefully read by Platonov, published the following official statement by 

an employee of the State Institute of Musical Culture: 

“Acknowledgement of the accordion by the Komsomol and other 

organizations took place in 1926. It is now recognized as a mighty 

instrument in the advancement of culture for the masses.”
17

 In 

December, the first competition among accordionists, who “demanded 

the legalization of the accordion, a hitherto underground instrument that 

has every right to be considered first-rate,” was organized in Moscow.
18

 

The political and cultural importance of the contest can be gauged by the 

composition of the jury, which included Anatoly Lunacharsky (the 

People’s Commissar of Education), Vsevolod Meyerhold, Lev Sosnovskii 

(Party literary critic), and professors of the Moscow Conservatory. At the 

opening ceremony, Lunacharsky gave a pathos-laden introduction, saying 

that the accordion should be turned into a guide [provodnik] of musical 

culture. Sosnovskii’s speech was less romantic:  

 

                                                
15

«�"%-(2 # 0,.-< /   ",%12% 1 ,.+.$%&<> / ↵%1  /.>2 “ -2%0- 6(.- +”». 

(A. Zharov, “Garmon’,” Komsomol’skaia pravda, 1 September, 1926.) 
16

 L.  Stal’skii, “Za komsomol’skuiu garmoshku,” Zhizn’ krest’ianskoi molodezhi 13 

(1926), 11. 
17

 E. Strogova, “Garmon’,” Rabochaia gazeta, 14 November, 1926.  
18

 “Konkurs garmonistov,” Prozhektor 23 (1926): 26. 
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You will be impressed by the monotony of the songs that will 

be played on the accordion. All these tsiganochki [gypsy tunes] 

and korobochki [woodblock tunes] are the sad products of the 

musical life of our people while it was under the yoke of a 

centuries-long slavery. Today’s contest must be seen as the 

bud of the flowering of the future musical culture.
19

 

 

Sosnovskii merely confirmed the obvious results of the first contest of 

accordionists, which had often been discussed in the newspapers: yes, the 

repertoires of the accordionists did have some new songs, but there were 

only a few of them, and in the lowest strata of society, they continued to 

sing not the revolutionary songs, but the same old bourgeois folk love 

songs, “mad Makhnovite ditties,” and the song “Kirpichiki” (“Little 

Bricks”), written by Pavel German, which was particularly popular among 

workers.
20

  

Let us pay attention to the date when the competition took place: 

December 1926. Without this context, one cannot understand the 

political and polemical pathos of Bednyi’s statement on the pages of 

Izvestiia that denounces both the accordion competition and the very idea 

of recasting the people’s favorite musical instrument. In this statement, 

Bednyi considers the problem against the background of the zealous 

political struggle with the “new opposition” that had taken shape at the 

end of 1925, when Grigorii Zinov’ev and Lev Kamenev—both of whom 

had previously criticized Trotsky—now started to support him. In 

September 1926, this “new opposition” had announced a state-wide 

program to fight hooliganism. More importantly, that same fall it began 

extremely heated discussions on the Seventh Enlarged Plenum of the 

Executive Committee of the Communist International, discussions that 

were published in Pravda between November 9 and December 22, 1926.  

In the context of this political situation, the whole venture with the 

accordionists seemed  an “affair of idleness” to Bednyi. For this reason, it 

seems, Bednyi’s own “verse weaving”
21

 about the accordion and the 

creation of new songs, in which he himself participated, sounds politically 

equivocal, as in these verses, first published December 19, 1926: “And it 

shrieks, and squeals, and clamors / And wants to finish the Russian 

                                                
19 “Ot garmoshki k garmonii,” Ekran 50 (1926), 9.  
20

 M. Kol’tsov, “Nashe vesel’e,” Krasnaia gazeta, 23 November 1926, 3. German’s 

“Kirpichiki,” a plain, hackneyed song, was interpreted as a blunt and provocative parody 

of Dasha Chumalova, the heroine of Fedor Gladkov’s famous novel Tsement (Cement), 
who started a civil war in her family. 

21
 Viacheslav Molotov thus assessed Bedny’s poetry in a letter to Stalin. 
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song.”
22

 Indeed, in Bednyi’s poetry it actually seems that the accordion’s 

presence in a village is practically the main obstacle for its development: 

 

As the country improves its prosperity, 

Its music and culture develop in parity, 

Our culture will steadily rise, 

And the accordion—come to demise…
23

 

 

A similar message is to be gleaned from these verses, published roughly 

one week later: 

 

I believe in the coming of symphony days, 
When new sounds delight us more than today’s,  

And when we would chuckle and stare 

At the accordion in sheer despair: 

“Once we listened to horrible blare!”
24

 

 

By this time, the launch of the national campaign to fight 

“Eseninness”-as-hooliganism had already started. Sosnovskii’s article 

“Razvenchaite khuliganstvo” (“Unmask Hooliganism”), in which he 

expresses his doubts about re-introducing the accordion, had been 

published in Komsomol’skaia Pravda on the 19
th
 of September, and Bednyi 

had already become familiar with the campaign and begun to participate 

in it.
25

 According to the Sosnovskii-Bednyi’ logic of December 1926, the 

image of a button accordion, celebrated by Esenin in verses like “For the 

former strength, honor and bearing / Only a song for the tal’ianka 

remains”
26

 from 1925, represented one more “sad product of the musical 

life of our people while it was under the yoke of a centuries-long slavery.”  

                                                
22

 «  "('&(2, ( #-31(2, ( #0.5.7%2. / ⇧.*.- 2< /%1-> 0311*3> 5.7%2». (D. 

Bednyi, “Garmon’, ili Delo ot Bezdel’ia,” Izvestiia, December 19, 1926.) 
23

 «⌦.#$  12 -%2 !.# 7% - 8  120 - , / �3';* +<-.-*3+<230-.> 12 -%2 .- , / 

� /.";1(21� - 8  *3+<230 , /◆,.+*-%2 # 0,.8* , "('#+(" � $30 …» (Ibid.) 
24

 «✓"%0$. "%0� " /0(5.$ ⇠✏◆⇢�✏⌧�⇠⌘✏� ↵�⇣, / ⌦.#$  -.";% '"3*( - , !3$%2 

0.$-%) /   *.#$  ,.+.$%&< !3$%2 4;0* 2<, #+ '%�, / �  # 0,.-<, =*1/.- 2 

!;2.".#. ,3'%�: / «  /.$3, 2<… (#0 +( *.#$ -2. -  -%)!» (D. Bednyi, “Muzika 

proshlogo,” Izvestiia, 25 December, 1926.) 
25

 At this point the link between Lev Sosnovskii and Bednyi was strong.  A Party 

critic and a Central Committee Agitprop functionary, Sosnovskii was a friend of 

Bednyi’s, the author of one of the first monographic essays on Bednyi, and the first 

editor of the thirteen-volume collection of his works that was being prepared for 

publication in the late 1920s. (Twelve volumes came out, but the publication came to a 

halt in 1928, after the two editors, L. Sosnovskii and G. Lelevich, were expelled from the 

Party in December of 1927 for their connections with the opposition.) 
26

 The  original lines are: «�  !;+3> 1(+3, #.0$.12< ( .1 -*3 / ✓.+<*. ( .12 + 1< 

/%1-� /.$ 2 +<�-*3». (S. Esenin, “Syp’, talianka, zvonche, syp’, talianka, smelo...,” first 
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It seems that Bednyi’s “symphonic days,” which stand in opposition 

to the popular accordion, were inspired by two sources. The first source 

is the dramatic ending of Stalin’s “concluding remark” at the Extended 

Plenum, where the Leader modified Lenin’s description of the Soviet 

republic as a “torch of international socialism” thus:  

 

I have no doubt that you will take all measures to keep this 

torch burning and lighting the road for all the oppressed and 

enslaved. I have no doubt that you will take all measures to 

heighten the flame of this torch to inspire fear in all enemies 

of the proletariat.
27

 

This image of the Leninist-Stalinist “torch” of the revolution illuminates 

not only Platonov’s expository lines in the novel Schastlivaia Moskva (Happy 
Moscow), but also the life of Chevengur’s revolutionary commune. As for 

Bednyi, it encouraged him to take upon himself a mission, hitherto so 

uncharacteristic of him, to create songs about the universal significance of 

the Russian Revolution. But what is crucial is that Bednyi did not see the 

peasantry as the source for new songs about international revolution. The 

Russian village, according to Bednyi, had given birth to nothing but 

thistle: “to the progeny of drinking joints, the cradle of bacchanalia / the 

Russian village gave birth.”
28

  

The second source of Bednyi’s “symphonic days” is the portrait of 

Lenin listening to Beethoven’s Appassionata, from Gorky’s essay “V. I. 

Lenin.” This source is confirmed by the poem “Opravdanie” 

(“Justification”), which Bednyi wrote after the December poems about 

the accordion. One could say that in the image of Lenin created in this 

poem, Bednyi surpasses, by means of “superhuman music,” to quote 

Gorky, everything that had been written about historical Russia. Bednyi 

writes here:  “You were suffering in the throes of torments, you perished!   

/ And utterly devastated / Your lot was justified only by the fact // That 
you gave Lenin to the world.”29

 Clearly, an accordion could not 

                                                
published in Krasnaia nov’ 8 (1925), 92, republished in S. Esenin, Sobranie sochinenii v 7 

tomakh (Moscow: Nauka-Golos, 1995), vol. 1, 241.)  
27

 «⌧ -% 1.,-%" >1<, 72. "; /0(,(2% "1% ,%0; * 2.,3, 72.!; 4 *%+ =2.2 #.0%+ 

( .1"%9 + $.0.#3 "1%, 3#-%2%--;, ( /.0 !.9%--;,. ⌧ -% 1.,-%" >1<, 72. "; 

/0(,(2% "1% ,%0; * 2.,3 /+ ,� =2.#. 4 *%+  0 '$3" +.1< "."1> -  120 5 "0 # , 

/0.+%2 0( 2 ». (I. Stalin, Sochineniia [M.: Gos. izd. politicheskoi literatury, 1952], vol. 9, 

151.)  
28

 «✏(2.,6%" * ! * , 0 '#3+<-.#. *03& +  / ⇧%0%"-� 0311* � 0.&$ + ». D 

Bednyi, “D. ‘Chertopolokh,’” Zhizn’ krest’ianskoi molodezhi 19 (1926), 1. 
29

 «✓; " ,3* 5 #(!+ , /0./ $ + ! /   0 '.0%-- � $.2+ , / ⌘".) &0%!() 2%, 

+(8< ./0 "$ + , / / ⇤◆⇣ �↵⌘ – � ✏↵✏⌃ �⌃�⌃!.»  (D. Bednyi, “Oprovdanie,” 

Leningradskaia pravda, 21 January, 1927, boldfaced type in original.) 
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accomplish anything of this sort, no mater how much you were to re-

invent it, nor could it produce symphonic melodies.   

It seems symptomatic that Bednyi’s negative response to the official 

state campaign to re-educate accordionists did not receive any comments 

from the government. Only the campaign’s participants responded to 

him, with verses such as these: 

I saw today 

How on the accordion  

A village chap played 

“The INTERNATIONALE” 

………………………… 

Having tied days past into a knot, 

 To the accompaniment of the accordion 

We will march swiftly.
 30

 

 

Although Bednyi himself was not officially addressed, the direction of the 

state’s mass-culture work promoting the accordion was officially affirmed 

in 1927, when Nadezhda Krupskaia, the chairperson of the Central 

Political and Educational Committee (Glavpolitprosvet) at Narkompros 

wrote the following:  

 

The Komsomol is right to pay particular attention to this 

issue. Completely right when it organizes the competition 

among the accordionists, when it succeeds in encouraging 

accompaniment of the accordion, which is so accessible and 

beautiful to the village, by beautiful, revolutionary songs 

instead of obscene, drunkard songs.
31

 

 

Bednyi’s view on the accordion from the height of the “symphonic days,” 

inaccessible to the masses, would receive a detailed and elegant 

description in Platonov’s prose, as would the whole accordion campaign 

of 1926–1928. (In January of 1928, the second All-Union competition 

among accordionists took place and it was decided that a workers’ 

conservatory would be created.) Platonov, however, wrote from a 

position diametrically opposed to Bednyi’s—from the position of the 

“backward worker,” as Platonov described himself in 1932.  

                                                
30

 «⌧ 1%#.$-� "($%+, / ⌦ * (#0 + -  2 +<�-*% / ⇧%0%"%-1*() , +;) / 

« �✓⌃⇣��� ���↵». / ………………………… / ⇧-( /0.8%$8(% " 3'%+ 

1"�' ", / ✏.$ # 0,.-< / � 8 # %, ,; !;120.».
 
(N. Dobrovitskii, “Garmon’ [Otvet D. 

Bednomu],” Zhizn’ krest’ianskoi molodezhi 2 [1927], 14.) 
31

 N. Krupskaia, “Religiia i zhenshchina,” Antireligioznik 2 (1927), 5. 
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Platonov knew more than a little about the accordion. His father, 

Platon Firsovich Klimentov, a metalworker of the Voronezh workshops, 

was a self-taught accordionist, and so was his friend from Voronezh 

Mikhail Bakhmet’ev, who collected chastushki. Platonov devoted his poem 

“Pesnia” (“Song,” 1921), written in the rhythm of a chastushka and a 

dancing tune, to the latter: “Redhead pulled the bellows / Lassies 

screamed with joy / Longing for the fellow / For the volost’ to enjoy”
 
 

(«⇣;&() $%0-3+ -  # 0,.8*%, / ⇧%"*( "'";+( " #.+.1, / � 120 $ +( 

/0. ⌃0,.8*3 —/ � 1*.0!%+  ".+.12<»).
32

 Having grown up in a 

settlement outside the city, Platonov knew the repertoire of 

contemporary accordionists quite well. And the accordion, for Platonov, 

was part of the contemporary Russian natural habitat, as the following 

line from “Dem’ian Fomich—master kozhanogo khodovogo ustroistva” 

(“Dem’ian Fomich, the Master of the Leather Motion Device,” 1926) 

suggests: “In the barracks of peat cutters the accordion was singing, 

above Moscow, airplanes were flying and the sooty gas of its cars and 

people hovered above”  («⇤ ! 0 * 5 2.04�-(*." /%+  # 0,.-(�, - $ 

�.1*".) +%2 +(  =0./+ -; ( 12.�+ # ' - /0�&%-(� %% , 8(- ( 

+>$%)»).
33

 In “Sokrovennyi chelovek” (1927), the accordion plays a 

cheerful “Iablochko” (“Little Apple”); nothing new is found in the 

repertoire of the master accordionist whom Pukhov meets: “he 

dawdled…started playing a tedious, but insolent song” («2�-3+ 

".+;-*3…' (#0 + 3-;+3>, -. - 5 +<-3> /%1->»).
34

 And it was not 

without the influence of his polemic with Bednyi that Platonov included, 

also in “Sokrovennyi chelovek,” a fragment of the Red Army song: “How 

you, dear mother / Saw me off / Packed me dry crusts / for the road”
 

(«⌦ * 0.$- � ,%-� , 2< / ✏0.".& + , / �  $.0.#3 135(5 *.0.* / 

⌘.!(0 - + !»).
35

  

The accordion assumes a distinguished position in Chevengur’s life. It 

is precisely through the image of Esenin’s accordion, played by “the 

other,” that the soul—crushed by the ideologues of the new city—

obtains its own voice: 

 

 

 

                                                
32

 A. Platonov, Sochineniia, vol. 1 (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004), kniga 1, 322.  
33

 Ibid., 88.  
34

 A. Platonov, Vzyskanie pogibshikh (Moscow: Shkola-Press, 1995), 142, ellipsis 

mine.    
35 Ibid., 133. These humorously seditious words challenge the pathos of Bednyi’s 

famous “Provody”(“Send-Off”), with its lines “How my mother saw me off / The 

whole family came forth («⌦ * 0.$- � ,%-� , 2< /0.".& +  / ⌦ * 232 "1� ,.� 0.$-� 

- !%& + »), as well as tens of other optimistic songs written to the tune of the “Send-

Off,” most of whose texts were included in popular songbooks. 
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�  .*.+(6% ⌫%"%-#30  ' (#0 +  # 0,.-(*  — 3 * *.#.-2. 

/0.7%#. !;+  ,3';* , %,3 -% 1/ +.1<, ( .- 32%8 + 1".% 

!%11.--.% .$(-.7%12".. ✓ *3> ,3';*3 ⌦./%-*(- -(*.#$  

-% 1+;8 + — .-  /.72( ";#." 0(" +  1+." , +(8< 

-%,-.#. -% $.#." 0(" � (5, ( /.=2.,3 .-( .12 " +(1< 

-%.139%12"+%--.) 2.1*.). 

 

At the outskirts of Chevengur an accordion started playing—

some other man had his music, he could not sleep, and he 

consoled his sleepless solitude. Kopenkin had never heard 

such music—it almost voiced the words, leaving some things 

unsaid, which is why they remained an unfulfilled sorrow. 

 

In Chevengur, Platonov projects onto the historical events of 1921—the 

year in which the novel takes place—not only the political discussions of 

1927–1928, when he was working on the book, but also the ones about 

music and songs, illuminated by the struggle around the accordion. This 

defines the structure of the situation “among the music” that is recreated 

in the novel, when “the music” (an accordion) brought from the town by 

Piiusia performs a completely new repertoire: 1) a trumpet salute in honor 

of women who arrived to Chevengur; 2) a “festive march”; 3) the song 

“Varshavinka”; 4) “a preliminary march that excited all the separate 

others” («/0%$" 0(2%+<-;) , 08, "'".+-." "8() "1%5 .2$%+<-;5 

/0.7(5»); 5) “something from sheet music”; 6) “a march with a feeling of 

a polka movement: he did not respect songs of loneliness and had the 

scruples not to play them” («, 08, #$% 73"12"." +.1< /.+*.".% 

$"(&%-(%: /%1%- .$(-.7%12"  .- -% 3" & + ( 1."%12(+1� (5 (#0 2<»); 

7) a “musical march”; and 8) “Iabloko” (“The Apple”).
36

 The features of a 

conscientious accordionist of 1926 are highlighted in the portrait of 

Piiusia the accordionist:  

 

✏(>1� /0(-%1 50., 2(7%1*() (-1203,%-2 ( 1 1%0<%'-;, 

+(6., /0.4%11(.- +<-.#.  02(12  1;#0 + 2." 0(9 , 

«⌧!+.*.». ⌦./%-*(- ( ✏ 8%-6%" "'".+-." --. /+ * +(, 

  ✏(>1� ,.+7  0 !.2 + /%0%$ -(,( — 1%)7 1 .- -% &(+, 

  203$(+1�.
37

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
36

 A. Platonov, Chevengur (Moscow: Prosveshchenie, 1991), 303, 375–382.  
37

 Ibid., 382. 
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Piiusia brought a chromatic instrument and played “The 

Apple” for his comrades with the serious face of a 

professional musician. Kopenkin and Pashentzev were crying 

with emotion, while Piiusia silently worked in front of them—

at the moment, he was not living, he was laboring. 

 

The climax and the overcoming of the plot “among the music” is 

Pashentzev’s song “We are Long Overdue to Meet Our Death…” 

(«⇧ "-. /.0  - , 1,%02< "120%7 2<...»). It is sung along to the 

accordion, and it represents an improvisation on the melody of Esenin’s 

last poem, “Goodbye, my friend, goodbye” («⇧. 1"($ -<�, $03# ,.), $. 

1"($ -<�…»).
 38  

 
II. From Lenin’s “Heirs” to the “Father of the Peoples” 

  

In the intraparty conflict of 1925–1927, Bednyi immediately assumed a 

definite position of supporting Stalin. There were no longer any 

“friendly” feelings towards Trotsky in his writing; indeed, he would not 

even recall them: “Steel elephant of the united front / From Leo’s 

snarling would not stunt.”
39

 However, even Bednyi could not always 

successfully translate the events of the Party’s battle for a language 

accessible to the lowbrow reader of fables. For instance, his 1926 fable 

“Lesnye zveri” (“Forest beasts”), in which the arguments of the intra-

Party discussion of 1925 were translated into the language of animals, 

turned out to be equivocal and politically “muddy.” The members of the 

Politburo disapproved of the fable and vied it as a “bad symptom” in 

Bednyi’s work.
40

 But by this point there had been no major problems with 

                                                
38

 For a detailed analysis of the accordion motif in Platonov’s work of 1920–1930, 

see N. Kornienko, “Pesenno-muzikal’nye siuzhety u Platonova (Literaturnye i inye 

konteksty),” in Tvorchestvo Andreia Platonova. Issledovaniia i materialy, vyp. 3 (St. Petersburg: 

Nauka, 2004), 93–120; N. Kornienko, “Kotlovan A. Platonova i diskussii o pessennom 

repretuare rubezha 1920–1930-x godov,” in Zentrum und Peripherie in den slavische und 
baltischen Sprachen und Literaturen: Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstag von Jan Peter Locher (Bern: P. 

Lang, 2004), 77 – 96.   
39
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(Bol’shaia tsenzura, 119.) 
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him, and contemporary politics was still central to his feuilletons and 

“epics” published in Pravda and Izvestiia.  
Let us cite a distinctive excerpt from Bednyi’s letter to Stalin from 

March 7, 1929, in which he complains that Pravda delayed the publication 

of his feuilleton: 

 

As an agitator, I feel the burning under my feet. I myself am 

burning. I catch hold of a topic, rush a “militant feuilleton” of 

three hundred lines to a militant newspaper. I explain that we 

have sluggishness in production, “corruption of the workers’ 

temperament” because “muzhik poison has seeped” into the 

workers’ environment. I finish the long feuilleton pathetically: 

 

Who are we: 

Bogatyrs 
Or fleas, 

Our epoch’s unworthy pieces? 

Are we a working class or naughty chaff? 

Proletarian avant-garde or muzhik riff-raff ?...
 41

  

 

As commentators on the letter have noted, on the day after the letter to 

Stalin, the whole bottom half of the broadsheet of Pravda was allotted to 

Bednyi’s feuilleton “Kto zhe my?” (“Who are We?”): the publication had 

been delayed not for ideological reasons, but because of its length. The 

letter and the feuilleton at its center are still noteworthy, though, because 

they underline Bednyi’s simply friendly relations with the leader in the late 

1920s—and the way his texts aligned with the Party line at that point.
42

  

Bednyi made his first mistake in 1930, when he published a series of 

feuilletons in Pravda and Izvestiia.
43

 There is nothing new in these texts: yet 

again Bednyi masterfully stigmatizes the Russian muzhik with all his 

historical flaws, in full accord with the ideological course of “the year of 

the great turning point,” as outlined in Stalin’s November 7, 1929 essay in 

Pravda. However, in the months since Stalin’s essay had been published, 

significant changes had been made in the official propagandist discourse. 

The new approach was reflected in Stalin’s essays “Golovokruzhenie ot 

uspekhov” (“Dizzy with Success,” published in Pravda March 2nd) and 

                                                
41

 Ibid, 140. 
42

 The text “Kto zhe my?” corresponded to the Party’s preparation for the “year of 

the great turning point.” Later on, the text would be excluded from his posthumous 

collection of essays for its ostensible connection with the seditious Bogatyrs. 
43

 One of these feuilletons, “Slezai s pechki”(“Climb Down From the Stove”), was 

published with the subtitle “Pamiatka udarniku” (“A Reminder for the Shock-Worker”) 
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“Otvet tovarishcham-kolkhoznikam” (“Response to the Comrades-

Kolkhoz Members, April 3
rd

), as well as the March 15 Decree of the 

Communist Party Central Committee to Combat Divisions in the Party 

Line in the Kolkhoz Movement. Indeed, the Party criticism of Bednyi’s 

feuilletons is inscribed within the context of the spring of 1930, when a 

battle was declared against “distortions and their transmitters” and 

“success-intoxicated comrades” who had “started to slip from the path of 

attacking the kulaks onto the path of fighting peasants of average means.” 

Bednyi’s situation was not unique.  The literary life of 1930 was 

marked not only by the battle with “bourgeois” writers, “kulak” writers, 

members of Pereval, and “fellow travelers,” but also by another split 

within the proletarian movement that occurred when the group 

“LitFront” was formed in May 1930. “LitFront’s” position vis-à-vis the 

governing body of the Russian Association of Proletarian Writers (RAPP) 
was radically leftist in the political and aesthetic sense.

44
 By the end of 

1930, “LitFront” would be dismissed and RAPP, in turn, would publicly 

admit its own mistakes. In the summer of 1930, Platonov started working 

on Kotlovan, and, of course, he could not have ignored the important 

events of 1930 on the proletarian front of literature, including the suicide 

of Mayakovsky, who had switched over to RAPP not long before, the 

split within RAPP, and the public criticism of Bednyi. In addition to 

contemporary political realities, Kotlovan constantly alludes to the realities 

of cultural and literary life.  

Indeed, one can even make the argument that there are literary 

prototypes for the novel’s characters. In my opinion, one of the 

prototypes for the character of the Activist is Bednyi. Unaware of the 

December 1930 correspondence between Bednyi and Stalin, Platonov’s 

image of the Activist accurately describes, in meticulous detail, the 

psychological state of the “first proletarian poet,” who rigorously and 

enthusiastically implemented the Party’s line of liquidating the kulaks. We 

learn, for instance, that Platonov’s Activist has read:  

 

* &$3> -."3> $(0%*2("3…1 +>!./;212"., !3$39%#. 

- 1+ &$%-(�, 2.7-. /.$#+�$;" + " 120 12-;% 2 )-; 

"'0.1+;5, 6%-20 +<-;5 +>$%)... [&%+ >9()] 3&% 1%)7 1 

!;2< /.$037-;,  " -# 0$  ( -%,%$+%--. (,%2< "1> 

/.+<'3 !3$39%#. "0%,%-(. 
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every directive…with the curiosity of anticipated pleasure, as 

if spying on the passionate secrets of adult, central 

people…[wanting] to be already the helping hand of the 

avant-garde and to immediately have all the usefulness of the 

future time.  

 

For Platonov’s Activist, faithful up to this point to the general line of the 

Party, the “new directive” proves to be a catastrophe. According to the 

directive, his activity has been regarded as an “undesirable case of 

excessiveness, overshooting, overexertion and various sliding down the 

right and left slope of the perfectly sharpened well-defined line” 

(«, +.&%+ 2%+<-;, �"+%-(%, /%0%#(!9(-;, ' !%#."9%12" , 

/%0%31%0$9(-; ( "1�*.#. 1/.+' -(� /. /0 ".,3 ( +%".,3 .2*.13 1 

.22.7%--.) .120.2; 7%2*.) +(-((»).
46

 The Activist and the kolkhoz 

under his charge, which is named “General’naia Liniia,” or “The General 

Line,” run “into the leftist swamp of the right opportunism” («" +%" 6*.% 

!.+.2. /0 ".#. .//.023-(', »).
47

 The doomed Activist’s psychological 

state is conveyed with lamentation, in the same style that Bednyi wrote his 

letter to Stalin:  

 

The hour of my catastrophe has arrived. Neither on the left, 

nor on the right, but on the curve. How great is the arch of 

this curve [...] I am unfortunate. After this I will not be 

respected—and not only in these two newspapers; everyone 

will prick up their ears.
 48

 

 

Although Platonov had already received the signals of Stalin’s 

discontent with his 1929 story “Usomnivshiisia Makar” (“The Doubting 

Makar”), in 1930 he fearlessly dug into the problem of Lenin’s heir(s). In 

Kotlovan, this theme is transmitted through Nastya in her letter to Chiklin: 

“Cheers to Stalin, Kozlov and Safronov! Uncle Chiklin, Stalin is just one 

drop worse than Lenin, and than Budennyi—two drops” («⇧  

'$0 "12"3%2 ⌘2 +(-, ⌦.'+." ( ⌘ 40.-."! ⇧�$� ⌫(*+(-, ⌘2 +(- 

                                                
46

 Ibid., 106. 
47

 Ibid. 
48

 «✏0(8%+ 7 1 ,.%) * 2 120.4;. �% -  “/0 "('-%”, -% -  “+%"('-%”,   -  

“*0("('-%”. ⌦ * "%+(*  $3#  =2.) *0(".)… ⌧ -%!+ #./.+37%-. �%-� -% !3$32 

/.7(2 2< /.1+% =2.#. -% 2.+<*. " =2(5 $"35 # '%2 5, - 12.0.& 21� "%'$%». (As 

printed in Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia  1917–1953, dokumenty TSK RKP (b)-
VKP(b), VChK-OGPU-NKVD o kul’turnoi poliltike, 1917–1953 gg, ed. Andrei Artizov and 

Oleg Naumov [Moscow: Mezhdunarodnyi fond “Demokratiia,” 1999], 132-3, ellipsis 

mine.) 
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2.+<*. -  .$-3 * /+> 53&% ↵%-(- ,   ⇥3$%--;) -  $"%»).
49

 However, 

Nastya had not yet arrived at the theme of Stalin-as-father: the role of 

father “substitutes” is carried out by the proletarians who grow fond of 

the orphan girl. Platonov outlined the avenues of his approach to this 

theme of Stalin-as-father, which entered the general literary language in 

1936, in the second edition of “Vprok” (“For Future Use”), during the 

episode about Comrade Krushilov (“Upoev” in the final edition). The 

basis of this episode is his 1929 story “Naslednik Lenina” (“Lenin’s 

Heir”). In the first edition of “Vprok,” the theme of Lenin’s heir is 

reiterated in different variations; in the second, it is filled with a new 

meaning that is absent from Kotlovan, which may suggest that Platonov 

revised “Vprok” after finishing Kotlovan.  
Let us compare the two editions:  

 

First edition: 

 

«� � +(7-. "($%+ ↵%-(-  ( 

-% ,.#3 /.73"12"." 2<, *2. %,3 

!3$%2 0 "%-». 

“I personally saw Lenin and I 

cannot sense who would be equal 

to him.” 

 

«… ↵%-(-, $%)12"(2%+<-., 

/.' !.2(+1� . 1".%, /.,.9-(*% 

( - 1+%$-(*%». 

“…Lenin really took care of his 

helper and heir. ” 

Second edition: 

 

«� � +(7-. "($%+ ↵%-(-  ( 

-% ,.#3 2%/%0< /.73"12"." 2<, 

' 7%, � .12 +1� -  1"%2%». 

“I personally saw Lenin, and I 

cannot sense now why I remained 

in the world.” 

 

 «… ↵%-(- $%)12"(2%+<-. 

/.' !.2(+1� . 1".%, - 1+%$-(*% 

( %#. 1(0.2.) -% .12 "(+» 

“…Lenin really took care of his 

heir and did not leave him an 

orphan.”
50

 

 

It seems that Platonov, complying with the demands of the editors who 

read the first edition, attenuated the emphasis on the theme of heirs and 

removed the politically equivocal development of the theme of Lenin’s 

heirs (who could doubt it in 1930?). At the same time, he deepened the 

theme of political succession, associating it with the main theme of 

Chevengur: “fatherlesess.” 

                                                
49

 Platonov, Kotlovan, 75. In the first editions of the novel in the West and in the 

USSR, the second sentence was cut and in the first sentence Stalin was substituted for 

Lenin. The correction to the original version was made in the 1970s. 
50

 For more information,: see N. Kornienko, “Istoriia teksta i biografiiia A. P. 

Platonova,” Zdes’ i teper’ 1 (1993), 154–158, ellipsis mine. 
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The history of “Vprok’s” publication—Stalin’s reaction followed by 

Platonov’s vitriolic critique—has been documented. Platonov did not 

receive a response to his letters to Stalin from 1931 and 1932; Stalin 

replied only to Bednyi with a long letter. Nevertheless, the theme of Stalin 

did not vanish from Platonov’s work, as a glance at “Musornyi Veter” 

(“The Trash Wind,” 1933) and Schastlivaia Moskva (1933–1935) suggests. 

But it is worth noting that the orphans of Schastlivaia Moskva do not know 

yet that they have the best father in the world. Three pictures peacefully 

coexist in Bozhko’s portrait gallery: the leaders of the revolution and 

international proletariat, Lenin and Stalin, and the founding father of 

Esperanto, Ludwig Zamenhof. Moreover, the other protagonists do not 

pine for Father Stalin. Neither, for that matter, does the hero of the novel 

Dzhan (written January–March 1935), Nazar Chagataev. The theme of 

Stalin-the-Father appears only in the revised version of that novel, from 

the end of 1935–beginning of 1936.
51

  

Lonely Platonov worked on the mythology of Father Stalin in these 

years by himself, walking a kind of aesthetic and ideological tightrope. He 

managed to explore the popular myth of Stalin just as it was beginning to 

emerge in Soviet literature, not only as a political event, but also as a 

phenomenon of the philosophical and religious crisis in 20
th
-century 

Russian and European culture.
52

 Platonov was not only the first to set 

about reworking the theme of Stalin-the-Father in his fiction. He also 

abandoned it before others, after remaking the myth of an orphan saved 

by Stalin, in Dzhan. Like Nazar, who at the end of Dzhan arrives at the 

conclusion that “the help will come to him only from another person” 

(«/.,.9< * -%,3 /0($%2 +(8< .2 $03#.#. 7%+."%* »), Platonov in his 

later work, especially in his stories for children, leads his orphaned 

protagonists not to Stalin or any other “distant person” («$ +<-%,3 

7%+."%*3»), but rather to their homes, to their own mothers and fathers.
53

  

In 1938 Platonov wrote two essays analyzing the role of Father Stalin 

in contemporary literature: “Tvorchestvo sovetskikh narodov” (“The Art 

of the Soviet Peoples,” a book review of the 1937 Tvorchestvo narodov SSSR) 

and “Dzhambul.”
54

 In these texts, Platonov essentially explains the roots 

                                                
51

 Platonov rescued his novel, so to speak, by introducing the new image of Stalin as 

the Father of the People, one derived from the pages of current periodicals. In the 

1970–1980 editions of the novel, the sections about Stalin were cut and Lenin’s portrait 

was substituted for the portrait of Stalin that Nazar encounters. 
52 Notably, it was precisely the late-1930s texts in which Platonov explored the idea 

of Stalin-as-father—“Voodushevlenie” (“Inspiration”), “Otets” (“The Father”), 

“Izbushka babushki” (“Granny’s Hut”), Golos otsa (The Voice of the Father)—that were 

never accepted for publication. 
53

 A. Platonov, Sobranie, vol. IV: Schastlivaia Moskva (Moscow: Vremia, 2010), 234.  
54

 See F. Chelovekov [A. Platonov], “Tvorchestvo sovetskikh narodov,” Literaturnoe 
obozrenie 4 (1938); A. Platonov, “Dzhambul,” Literaturnyi kritik 3 (1938).  
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of the theme of “Father Stalin” in traditional cultures.
55

 These articles 

came in the wake of Platonov’s return to Soviet literature in 1934–1936, 

with the publication of the stories “Takyr,” “Semen,” “Nuzhnaia rodina” 

(“The Necessary Motherland”), and “Bessmertie” (“Immortality”). 

Platonov’s return can be partially explained by the revolutionary about-

face in the official ideology of these years. The political start of the 

campaign to reform the pillars of Soviet art was announced in the decree 

of the Central Committee and the Sovnarkom entitled “On Teaching 

Civil History in the Schools of the USSR (May 15, 1934, published in 

Izvestiia on May 16
th
), which launched a criticism of the schooling method 

developed by Mikhail Pokrovskii, heretofore the chief historian of the 

USSR and, until his death, the Deputy People’s Commissar of Education. 

This, in turn, led to the closure in 1936 of the Communist Academy and 

the disbanding of the society of Esperantists. In literature, this 

revolutionary turn was anchored in a discussion of formalism and 

naturalism (January 1936).  

The culmination of the struggle for “national identity” (narodnost’) was 

the adoption of the new Constitution in November 1936, at the Eighth 

Emergency All-Union Congress of Soviets. In this new Constitution, the 

preamble from 1924 was absent; gone were the claims that the 1917 

Revolution had divided the world into two camps, that the battle between 

them would result in a Soviet victory, and that this would allow the 

formation of a World Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. In Stalin’s 

report on the project of the Constitution, the theme of the Russian 

muzhik reached its conclusion. He wrote: “The Soviet peasantry is a 

radically new peasantry, the history of human kind has never seen one like 

it.”
56

 During the days of discussion and adoption of the constitution, new 

political lines were proposed, such as: “This is a Constitution of a 

victorious socialism!”
57

 and “The country named the Constitution after 

Stalin, because Stalin is the father of the Soviet Peoples, the leader of our 

freedom, the organizer of socialist might.”
58

  

It is precisely in this context of historical changes that Dem’ian 

Bednyi’s star began to fall. The year 1936 began quite auspiciously for 

Bednyi. In May, the 25
th
 anniversary of Bednyi’s creative development 

was widely celebrated: he received salutes from the Central Committee, 

                                                
55

 These essays were never included in the editions of the author’s literary criticism 

from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. While searching for material for my commentary on 

these essays, I appealed to the archives of the publishing house that published Tvorchestvo 
Narodov SSSR. Platonov’s materials were not found, but the archives contained a great 

number of Bednyi’s works about Stalin, which I will discuss below.  
56

 “Doklad tov. I. V. Stalina o proekte Konstitutsii Soiuza SSR,” Izvestiia 26 

November 1936, 1–2.  
57

 See the speech of V.M. Molotov in Izvestiia, 30 November 1936.  
58

 “Stalinskaia konstitutsiia,” Izvestia, 24 November 1936. 
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the government, and the governing board of the Soviet Writer’s Union; 

major critics wrote about his uniqueness, and, of course, discussed him as 

Russia’s national poet;
59

 and so on. However, the year 1936 ended for one 

of the most successful Soviet poets with a Politburo directive of 

November 14
th
 banning his play Bogatyri; a scathing article by P. 

Kerzhentsev, one of the directors and ideologues of Proletkult and the 

current chairperson of the Committee for the Arts at Sovnarkom,  

entitled “Fal’sifikatziya Narodonogo Proshlogo (o ‘Bogatyriah’ Dem’iana 

Bednogo)” (“Falsification of the National Past (on ‘Bogatyri’ by Dem’ian 

Bednyi”); and a wide campaign to criticize the play, and Bednyi himself, 

for its anti-historic portrayal of Russian history.
60

  

In the spring, one of the only pieces of criticism of Bednyi was an 

apologetic essay by the leader of the critical section of the Soviet Writers’ 

Union, Valerii Kripotin, that mildly admonished Bednyi for his poem 

“Slezai s pechki” (“Climb Down off the Stove”). In that article, Kirpotin 

assured the reader that Bednyi “recognized” his mistake and “would 

correct it” and defended Bednyi on the grounds that there was “no 

contradiction between poetry and politics” for him. Moreover, Kirpotin 

argued, Bednyi’s poetry was “simple, popular, useful for the people,” and 

instructive for Soviet writers, representing “one of the examples of 

socialist realism in poetry.”
61

 In the fall and winter, however, drastically 

different things were said and written about Bednyi. It turned out that the 

“master of Bolshevik agitational poetry” and the foremost people’s poet 

“spit on the national past,” “jeer[ed] at the heroes of folk epics,” and 

erroneously interpreted the Christening of Russia as a “boozed-up bash 

of half-witted lunatics.”
62

 Bednyi builds his “conception of Russian 

history in the manner of the fraudulent theory about ‘the nation of 

Oblomovs,’” Kerzhentsev argued, adding that Bednyi’s “lax and careless 

treatment of historic truth [was] fundamentally antagonistic to the 

principles of realism, to the demands of socialist realism.”
63

 For almost 

twenty years, there had been a standard way of writing about Russian 

history and the past of the Russian people. This canon of socialist realism 

had been created in complete agreement with the concept of Pokrovsky’s 

principal textbook of history, in which the Christianization of Rus’ was a 

“replacement of ritual,” religiosity was “savagery,” the national epic was a 

                                                
59

 See: A. Selivanovskii, “Poet revolutsionnogo naroda,” Literaturnaia gazeta, 20 May 

20, 1936, 2; N. Plisko, “Poeziia geroicheskikh let,” Literaturnaia gazeta, 20 May 1936, 3. 
60

 See Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia 1917–1953, 333–341; Bol’shaia tsenzura, 
431–440. 

61 V. Kirpotin, “Politika i poeziia v tvorchestve D. Bednogo,” Literaturnaia gazeta, 24 

May, 1936, 4. 
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“fairy tale” for “bad historical booklets, distributed by the tsarist 

government,” and so on.
 64

 But now, all that had changed.
  

The efforts that began in the 1960s to portray Bednyi nearly as 

Stalin’s archenemy (as in Vospominaniia o Dem’iane Bednom, or Recollections of 
Dem’ian Bednyi, 1966) are refuted by his work from 1935–1937 and by his 

exalted poems about “Father Stalin,” which are to be found in the 

archives of the publisher of Tvorchestva narodov SSSR. This marked Bednyi’s 

second collective work after the 1934 Belomor Canal volume, and he was 

among the first writers to begin working for the publisher. Before the 

campaign of the fall of 1936, his “translations”—Bednyi often passing his 

own texts off for translations—were deemed exemplary by the editorial 

board. The editor Adalis, himself a poet of the Silver Age and a student of 

Briusov’s, wrote on the typescript of “Materinskoe zaveshchanie” 

(“Mother’s Last Will”), a supposed translation from Mordovian for the 

section “Zhit’ stalo khorosho” (“Life Has Become Good”): 

A wonderful thing, an excellent translation! Possibly, the best 

thing in the collection, every word sings. Heavy editing is 

required just because the translator did not take one detail 

into consideration: the stylistic differences between Russian 

and Mordovian [...] I am also removing excessive lyrical 

twists.”
65

  

 

On the manuscript, there is the stamp of another editor: “Accept.”  

There is nothing particularly Mordovian in the text: the plot is built 

around “the wise word” that illuminated the twilight days of an old 

mother. Naturally, the mother came across this “word” in a new book 

that her daughter was reading, replete with portraits of Lenin and Stalin 

on the title page. Bednyi writes:  

 

 Their [countenances] faces  

 Were like the sun  

 Their hands, like sunbeams 

 The shine of their eyes 

 Was sunny, —   

                                                
64

 M. Pokrovskii, Russkaia istoriia v samom szhatom ocherke (Moscow: Partiinoe 

izdatel’stvo, 1933), 27–28, 68.  
65
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 Brothers dear 

 It seems they 

 Are among the best 

 The best children 

 Of our Motherland,  

 Wise are  

 Our leaders....
66

 

Naturally, Stalin’s principle “life is better now, life is merrier,” was now 

connected not with the international proletariat, but—as it was put in the 

conception of Soviet “narodnost’”—with the cherished dreams of 

ancestors, something Bednyi tried here to capture: 

My Grandfather and Grandma  

Told me 

Life will be better  

Life will be sweeter 

The light will [be borne] flare up 
New, [special] merry 

Unseen by the world 

[Cheerful] Morning light
67

  

Despite the fact that this text was initially considered exemplary, it was 

not included in the book. And yet the editorial board did not completely 

reject Bednyi’s translations, and so the poet himself kept sending new 

translations of “toasts”(zdravitsy) directly to Stalin, texts like: “STALIN! / 

Our great leader, / Our wise teacher, / Our dear father, / Greatly 

beloved”
68

 and “Leader and teacher of Peoples, / You are gentle and 

brave, / In battle, a swift-winged eagle/ Victorious Stalin.”
69

 The last 

work that Bednyi sent to the editorial board is a translation of a large 

Uzbek poem “Da budet slaven Lenin” (“May Lenin be Praised!”), dated 
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July 1
st
 1937. The letter was written on his personal letterhead, marked 

with “Dem’ian Bednyi. Moscow. Kremlin.”
70

 

The publisher’s archive contains a large compilation of Bednyi’s 

materials, both included and not included in the book. The editorial 

board would change the titles of some poems or would place some pieces 

into a different section. For instance, the poem “Nikogda tak ne bylo. 

Ukrainskaia pesnia” (“It Was Never That Way: A Ukrainian Song”) is 

published under the title “Po-inomu svetit solntse. Perevod s 

ukrainskogo” (“The Sun Shines Differently: A Translation from 

Ukrainian”) in the section “Stalin” (the section initially entitled “Life Has 

Become Better”). As the history of its composition proves, this is a truly 

exemplary “national” poem about Stalin. The “Ukrainian Song” was first 

translated by David Brodskii, but the editors were dissatisfied with the 

result, writing on the first draft of it: “Needs more work.” Although 

Brodskii had re-written the text several times, Bednyi, to whom the 

translation was ultimately handed over, did the final revision of the song. 

Compare the results: 

 

Translation of D. Brodskii
71
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Translation of D. Bednyi
72
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Oh, how green all has become, 

It is green and light, 

Oh, how joyful it has become 

All over the village. 

 

Life has become merry, 

Merry, warm, 

Never has the grain  

Blossomed so densely. 

 

The sun shone brighter 

For us on Earth,— 

Or did it stay for a visit 

At Stalin’s in the Kremlin? 

 

⌘2.+<*. ".$ -% * 2(2 
⇧.--0%*  1 , , 
⌘*.+<*. %12< 3 ⌘2 +(-  
⌘"%2+.#. 3, . 
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  * * $3!3 ,.9-.,3 
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The Don-River does not 

Carry enough in its waves 

To match the amount 

Of Stalin’s wit. 

  

One cannot see as many  

Stars in the sky 

As the number of 

Thoughts in Stalin’s head. 

And like kindred offshoots  

To the mighty oak—, 

So are we to Stalin 

Daughters and sons. 

Never has it been  

So green in the fields. 

With great joy  

The whole village is filled. 

 

Never has life been 

So jolly for us, 

Never before has 

Rye blossomed so. 

 

The sun shines differently 

For us on Earth: 

It must have stayed 

At Stalin’s in the Kremlin.  
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The whole width of Dnepr 

Could not hold as much water 

As the amount 

Of Stalin’s wit.  

  

There are not as many 

Stars in the sky 

As there are thoughts 

In Stalin’s head. 

As around an oak the end 

Of juveniles cannot be seen, 

So are we around Stalin— 

Children around father. 
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Bednyi took part in the final stage of preparation of this volume for 

publication in the spring of 1937 (he was charged with doing new 

translations and editing existing texts). The names of the translators were 

mentioned in all documents related to the publication, which is fully 

understandable: if you indicate the name of a narrator or singer, why not 

indicate the name of a translator? However, in the first layouts for 

publication, which were ready by the spring of 1937, the names of 

translators were no longer included. There was a reason behind the 

decision of the editorial board: work on the publication was taking place 

at the time of the political trials of 1936–1937. Since the time of the trial 

of the “Trotsky-Zinov’ev terrorist center” (August 19–24, 1936), the 

“unmasking” of otshepentsy (renegades) and dvurushniki (double-dealers) in 

the Writers’ Union had been taking place. The sad lesson of the Belomor 

Canal volume, which had been withdrawn from libraries in 1937,
73

 was 

that it was best to leave translators unnamed. Even more so, since one of 

the leading translators of Tvorchestvo narodov SSSR was Dem’ian Bednyi, 

who had been working on this project from the very beginning, in 1935.  

In 1937–38, there had been a great number of publications of songs 

about Stalin and letters to the “Father of the People,” but unlike other 

translators who collaborated on this project and published their Stalinist 

texts and “translations” as separate books, the accused Bednyi had not 

published such a collection, though his “translations” furnished material 

for more than one book. In 1937, Bednyi’s poem “Boris’ ili umirai” 

(“Fight or Die”) received a negative review from Lev Mekhlis, the editor 

of Pravda, as well as a derogatory critique from Stalin (he dubbed it 

“literary trash”).
74

 By that time, there had already been quite a few similar 

judgments of Bednyi’s work by Stalin. Up to this point, the criticisms had 

only appeared in correspondence. A few examples, all from letters to 

Lazar’ Kaganovich:  
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I haven’t read and do not plan to read Dem’ian’s poem, 

because I am sure that it is not worth reading. He is also a 

piece of work [Tozhe frukt]! He thrusts his way into politics, 

and yet wiggles around [vikhliaet] in politics more than in 

anything else. [Letter from September 29, 1931.] 

 

Finally had a chance to read Dem’ian Bednyi’s play Kak 14 
divisiia v rai shla [How the Fourteenth Division Went to Paradise] (see 

Novyi mir). In my opinion, the play turned out poor, mediocre, 

coarse, reeking of pub fumes, riddled with tavern jokes. If it 

does have an instructive meaning, then, most likely, it is only a 

negative one. [Letter from June 7, 1932.] 

 

In regards to “Dem’ian’s brew,” I totally agree with you. I 

read the new and the old thing; the new one is even more 

rough and slipshod. To be a national, proletarian writer, it is 

not at all necessary to conform to the negative sides of our 

masses, as Bednyi does. I am genuinely surprised that 

Voroshilov could delight in such a thing, all the more so 

because Dem’ian’s play has many ambiguities. [Letter from 

June 12, 1932.]
75

  

 

Until they said goodbye to Bednyi and his “ambiguity,” open literary 

hackwork and even family scandals took place in his Kremlin apartment. 

Not only did Bednyi need the Party; he had also done a lot for the avant-

garde, working on a wide range of different agitprop projects: he wrote 

anti-religious poems and epic poems (who can be compared with him on 

this front?), fought for the new mode of living, put to verse practically 

every decision of the plenums and congresses, glorified all the leaders, 

and all in all, evolved together with the Party line. That is why, despite his 

derogatory criticism of the work of the first proletarian poet in his letters, 

it was none other than Stalin who recommended, in his August 30, 1934 

letter to Kaganovich and Andrei Zhdanov, that Dem’ian’s name be first 

on the list of the presidium at the First Congress of Soviet Writers.
76

 

Was Stalin as aesthetically punctilious when reading Tvorchestvo narodov 
SSSR as he was in his assessment of Bednyi and his “literary trash”? Or 

did he focus on the political expediency of the work? Did his aides 

attempt to attribute the texts to translators of the book, which opens with 

the Oirat legend “Vechnaia slava” (“Eternal Glory”), translated by 
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Bednyi? What was Stalin’s overall reception of the book dedicated to him 

and glorifying him? How did Stalin react when Aleksei Stetskii, one of the 

editors of Tvorchestvo narodov SSSR, who had been arrested during the 

political trial of 1938, gave evidence against Bednyi while being 

interrogated? (After Stetskii’s arrest, Tvorchestvo narodov SSSR was not 

withdrawn from libraries, but Stetskii’s name was blacked out from the 

title page.) 

Only Stalin’s archives and an analysis of Tvorchestvo narodov SSSR and 

the related literature in Stalin’s library can answer these questions. But 

one thing is clear: Bednyi’s participation in this project—a grandiose 

catalogue of falsified folklore from the USSR republics, in which Soviet 

authors took a most active part—did not save him.
77

 Bednyi was expelled 

from the Party “for moral degeneration [razlozhenie].” Bednyi’s turbulent 

family life gave plenty of grounds for such a sentence; it seems, however, 

that the reasons lay in a different, political realm: Dem’ian did not grasp 

the “sufficiently clear answer” that Stalin gave him in 1930. Despite his 

former services to the Party, Bednyi’s work would be evaluated in the 

same way as that of his contemporaries. 

As for Platonov, the year 1937 ended with persecution on account of 

his 1935–1936 folk stories, which had been included in the book Reka 
Potudan’ (Potudan’ River). (If in 1931 critics had stigmatized him as a “class 

enemy,” now the main accusation against Platonov was one of anti-
narodnost’.78

) And in April 1938, the most dreadful blow befell him—the 

arrest of his son, still a schoolboy.  

 

III. Who, Iushka? 
 

We have provisionally dated the writing of Platonov’s story “Iushka” to 

1938. In a certain sense, the title character of the story, the meek and kind 

Iushka, constitutes Platonov’s indirect response to Gurvich’s criticism in 

Krasnaia nov’. In his direct response, which was published in Literaturnaia 
gazeta on December 20, 1937, under the distinctive title “Vozrazhenie bez 

samozashchity” (“Objection Without Self-Defense”), Platonov refused to 

enter into a fight with the critic who slandered him:   
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I could also reply to Gurvich in his style and tone, but I won’t 

do it, not because we are, evidently, literary opponents, but 

because we are members of one society and one country.  

 

The pattern of defense is the same as in the story “Iushka,” whose 

protagonist patiently endures “spite and mockery” from those around 

him, “meekly bearing the anger, bitterness, jibes and malevolence from 

others” («!%'.2"%2-. 2%0/%"8%#. "1�*.% 73&.% '+., .&%12.7%-(%, 

- 1,%8*3 ( -%$.!0.&%+ 2%+<12".»).
80

 Only after Iushka’s death does 

everyone suddenly understand that “without Iushka people’s lives got 

worse” («!%' �8*( &(2< +>$�, 12 +. 53&%»).
81

 They also learn about 

Iushka-Efim’s
82

 kind acts and about his patronymic: Andreevich. 

Platonov, it seems, derived his character’s name from the real name of 

Bednyi (Efim Alekseevich Pridvorov) and, by combining it with the 

patronymic Andreevich, transformed the character into his own literary 

son. The character’s life does not resemble Bednyi’s at all; rather, it 

coincides closely with Platonov’s own biography.
83

   

Platonov had mentioned the name of his character Iushka to Bednyi, 

the erstwhile patrician of literature, now forgotten or defamed in Party 

literature circles. But it is unclear whether Bednyi read the story. It seems 

certain that Platonov and Bednyi encountered each other in this period, 

since Platonov mentions a planned meeting with Bednyi in a letter to 

Aleksandr V’iurkov from August 27, 1939.
84

 E. D. Shubina brought this 

letter to light and it has been published in A. Platonov: Vospominania 
sovremennikov. Materialy k biografii (1994), but in that publication the letter 
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was cited imprecisely and in abridgement. It is thus worth reproducing it 

fully here and commenting upon it. The letter reads: 
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Good day, Dear Aleksandr Ivanovich, 

We’ve received both of your letters and thank you for 

them. Glad you are getting some rest. Rest, as you know, is 

absolutely necessary for you. We have noticed lately that 

sometimes your face is white, even green, a sign of some deep 

malaise.   
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We haven’t seen “Bublik” even once. Evidently, a serious, 

demanding Muse—Government Service—has appeared in 

your friend’s life. 

There is some clarification on Dmitrovka. We saw the 

head of the institution. But it is doubtful that our business will 

be taken care of quickly, so we don’t hope for a quick 

resolution. Today or tomorrow Mikhail Al<%ksandrovich> 

will arrive, I’ll be seeing him. He did something for me—I’ll 

see him and have a chat, and then we’ll see. 

My book, a collection of essays, has come out: the print 

edition will be ready in a day or two. I’ll send you the book. I 

even came up with an inscription (from your own story):  

“For you, I.” I’ll call Mitrofanov and will try to do 

everything. I still live as in before in the heat and dust of 

Tverskoy Boulevard and occupy myself with compositions on 

paper. For some reason, there is more and more work, so it’s 

possible to never get up from my desk. 

I shake your hand, send my warmest regards, and give the 

floor to a Certain Person. 

    Yours, A. Platonov 

 

 August 27 

When you come, we’ll go visit Old Iushka for a day. 

When you write to him, tell him that I salute the laborer who 

still exists somewhere in Mamontovka, guarded by one sleepy 

dog. 

 

Following this, there is a postscript to Platonov’s letter, written by the 

“Certain Person” alluded to above, Maria Aleksandrovna, the writer’s 

wife: 
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Good day, dear Arsenic! 

Thank you for remembering us, and for your regards. 

It is very good that you are working. And by the way, fool 

around only after work, otherwise the collection won’t come 

out for a hundred years.  

Iushka has already written everything about our affairs. 

For now there is nothing to console ourselves with; all that is 

left is hope. I want to see Bublik, but I get so worn out during 

the day that in the evening I don’t feel like going anywhere. 

We’ll see each other with a little while. 

Renovations haven’t budged an inch: either it’s 

bureaucracy, or something else—I will never understand. 

You’re our only hope. 

Get well soon. 

Somehow there is never enough of you in Moscow, 

probably many others feel this way too. From now on, you 

may sign: I am Vivacity! 

With kisses, 

Maria Krashenina, August 28, 1939
85

 

 

Before we return to Bednyi and Platonov’s relationship, a few notes 

about the people mentioned in this letter. In her commentaries, E. 

Shubina gives information about “Bublik” (V’iurkov’s wife). Archival 

documents, meanwhile, have allowed us to determine Anna Vasil’evna’s 

workplace: “Glavlesokhrana,” or the Department of Forest Protection.
86

 

The prose writer Aleksandr Mitrofanov, who is mentioned in the letter, 

worked as an editor in the prose department of the publishing house 

Sovetskii pisatel’, where beginning in 1939 V’iurkov tried to publish a 

book of stories about old Moscow. As for the book under discussion, it is 

the collection of essays Razmyshleniia chitatelia (A Reader’s Reflections). On 

August 27, the newspaper Vecherniaia Moskva announced its publication—

“The publisher Sovetskii pisatel’ has released a book of journalistic and 

critical essays by Andrei Platonov”—but before it got out into the world, 
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the print run was recalled and destroyed.
87

 The planned publication of 

this text may partially explain the buoyant style of Platonov’s letter. So 

too might the fact that Platonov was hoping for Mikhail Aleksandrovich 

Sholokhov’s help in securing his son’s release from the camp.  

Most important for the present article, though, is the fact that 

research into V’iurkov’s archives has allowed us to identify the “Old 

Iushka” in Platonov’s postscript as Dem’ian Bednyi. (The Iushka in Maria 

Aleksandrovna’s postscript is, naturally, Platonov himself, the alter ego of 

the central character of the story.) In V’iurkov’s album, an entire page, 

furnished with detailed commentary, is devoted to the meeting with “Old 

Iushka” that Platonov mentions in his letter. As can be deduced from 

Platonov’s letter, the meeting was not their first.  

Bednyi’s message in verse to V’iurkov was written in Mamontovka, 

and is dated August 28, 1939. Let us examine an excerpt from the text: 

 

By the window I sit 

And with my pencil I trace 

Oy-ye! 

 

Three villages, two towns, 

Work doesn’t get me down, 

Oy-ye! 

 

Nice to look at every word, 

I must finish but a third, * 

Oy-ye! 

-------------- 

I can’t remember, not a thing, 

Because I had a little...fling... 

Oy-ye 

 

And this talker, so liquored up, 

Barely could move his tongue, 

Oy-ye! 

…………… 

 

And the “Hassle” is a male**. 

Chameleon or dog – go tell! 

Oy-ye! 
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No more news in our yards,  

But I send you my regards!  

 

Every day a page-long list 

Must write our cunning novelist, 

Oy-ye! 

 

And September is soon due, 

Come and visit, I tell you! 

Oy-Ye 

 

28/VII 39                           E. Pridvorov. 

Mamontovka 

 

* Of the poem The Mountain Breed. 
** The shaggy dog “Hassle,” whose gender caused many 

doubts.
 88

  

 

V’iurkov’s diary entries allow us to understand the reasons for the 

cheerful style of Bednyi’s verse epistle. Throughout the summer of 1939, 

he was putting to verse the stories from Pavel Bazhov’s book 

Malakhitovaia shkatulka (The Malachite Casket), which came out in 

Sverdlovsk in 1939, with the assurance that Bazhov was a simply a 

collector of Ural folklore. Two of V’iurkov’s diary entries are particularly 

relevant. The first is from September 8, 1939: 

 

On September 7, 1939 at 5 p.m. Bednyi finished the first part 

of his 12,000-line epic. He started it on July 22
nd

. Yesterday we 

calculated that he worked for 74 days, not counting days off, a 

few sick days, and trips to Moscow. From June 28th on, he 

stayed at his dacha in Mamontovka, where he was writing his 

epic, practically without leaving. He initially intended to give it 
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the title “Thorny Crown,” then “Golden Crown,” since the 

epic consists of a series of workers’ tales, but yesterday he 

settled on the title The Mountain Breed (Gornaia poroda). The epic 

consists of poeticized worker’s folklore of the Urals, which 

were recorded and published as a separate book by P. P. 

Bazhov under the title The Malachite Casket.  Yesterday I 

visited Dem’ian and wholeheartedly congratulated him on 

completing the job. I was the first one to congratulate him.
89

 

 

The second is from November 28, 1939:  

 

Today Dem’ian finished his epic The Mountain Breed and 

turned it in to Comrade Tchagin, the director of the 

publishing house Goslitizdat. Tchagin came to pick it up in 

person. He read three poems and Dem’ian’s introduction and 

kissed Dem’ian: “You’ve outdone yourself,” he told him.
90

 

 

Evidently, Platonov and V’iurkov were among the first to hear 

Bednyi’s epic Gornaia poroda. There is commentary in V’iurkov’s album 

made after the war and Bednyi’s rehabilitation that, in a certain sense, also 

explains Platonov’s postscript and the whole story of the literati’s 

interaction. V’iurkov writes: 

 

During the years of Dem’ian Bednyi’s fall from grace, after he 

divorced his second wife Lidiia Nik(olaevna) Nazarova and 

returned to his first wife, Vera Rufovna, we lived with him at 

his dacha in Mamontovka throughout the whole summer of 

1939… Many called on us—to visit the “fallen nobility”: A.A. 

Zharov, A. A. Surkov, V. Kataev (who, according to Dem’ian, 

was wooing his daughter), and N. N. Nakoriakov. We lived 
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there, the two of us. Vera Rufovna would also call on us 

often. Bednyi’s daughters from his marriage with her would 

come, as would his sons, and Liudmila Efimovna, the 

daughter from his first marriage (before the marriage with 

Vera Rufovna), also lived with us for a while. It was here, in 

Mamontovka, that he started on the poem The Mountain Breed, 
about the Urals. And it was here that he finished it…We 

asked her [Vera Rufovna – N.K.], because the dacha and the 

estate were so large, to send us a dog from Moscow, if not a 

wolf hound, then a sheepdog. And, all of a sudden, the 

housemaid brings a shaggy-haired little dog! We gave it a 

disappointed look and, not seeing much use for it, threw up 

our hands. “It’ll give you a lot of hassle,” said Dem’ian. “What 

should we call it?” asked the housemaid. “Well, call her 

‘Hassle.’” And so our “guard-dog” became “Hassle.” In 

August I went to a resort in Maleevka, where I received a 

letter from Dem’ian.
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It is worth noting that the careful V’iurkov does not mention Platonov 

among the list of those who visited Bednyi in the summer of 1939, which 

allows us to assert that this commentary was written no earlier than 1947, 

when the campaign criticizing Platonov for his story “Sem’ia Ivanova” 

(“Ivanov’s Family”) began. V’iurkov decided not to mention the 

persecuted Platonov in connection with the rehabilitated Bednyi. 

However, the text of the aforementioned letter from Platonov testifies 

that he visited Bednyi at his dacha in the summer of 1939 more than 

once. 
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Dem’ian Bednyi’s dacha in Mamontovka, 1939.  

(Photo courtesy of the Russian  

State Archive of Literature and Art.) 
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Between 1935 and 1938, Bednyi’s family had a governmental dacha in 

Gorki-10. Bednyi’s large new estate in Mamontovka (see the photograph 

on the preceding page), as well as his four-bedroom apartment in the 

center of Moscow, where his family moved after being evicted from the 

Kremlin in 1933, testify that the life of the persecuted Bednyi was 

sufficiently comfortable. 

Indeed, Bednyi’s life was completely different from Iushka’s 

biography in the short story of the same name and from the life of 

Platonov himself. (In that sense, the renovation in Platonov’s apartment, 

to which Maria Aleksandrovna alludes in the letter to V’iurkov, can serve 

as a kind of distinctive annotation to the topic of Bednyi’s housing and 

his relocation.) The sunniest document in V’iurkov’s archive of the life of 

Platonov-Iushka is the report of the inspection of Platonov’s apartment, 

from July 28, 1938: 

 

The floor in the apartment wobbles under one’s feet and the 

Platonovs risk falling through every minute. The floor has already 

collapsed in the kitchen and the bathroom. The wall in the living 

room hovers over a sinking floor. Rats run around heedless of the 

presence of humans. Their bustle and squeaking is heard day and 

night. The general impression is the following: the wall is about to 

collapse, and the ceiling will go next. Winter is coming. The 

apartment is generally cold, in the winter it will get colder. It is 

urgent to begin renovation of the apartment and to take out the 

electrical box from the construction of MOGES [Moscow 

Hydroelectric Station]. In order to provide Platonov with a 

creative environment and improve his working conditions, we 

also consider it necessary to relocate the toilet and the washroom 

and to replace the wall in the kitchen.
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The date July 20, 1939, is inscribed by V’iurkov’s hand into the typescript 

of the report. Because of the arrest of Platonov’s son, in the summer of 

1938 there was obviously no renovation for the Platonovs. As for a 

dacha, unlike his contemporaries, Platonov never had one. He had just 
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his apartment in the Herzen House (Tverskoy Boulevard, 25), which was 

very small and practically deprived of amenities. As of 1939, the issue of 

the crumbling apartment was still unresolved, as a letter from Gruppkom 

chairman Georgii Tarpan to V’iurkov suggests. The letter, which dates 

from September 5 1939, offers a curious sketch of the lives of the writers 

in the Herzen House: 

 

I don’t know about Platonov. But extensive repairs in the 

building will be completed in May 1940, that’s what they said 

at Litfond. For now they are renovating themselves. Well, the 

fellows drink like in the old days. Recently, Kaurichev, 

Chernev and one more fellow popped in on Novikov, and 

there was already a “linkage” with Platonov. Everyone linked 

up to their hearts’ content. Kaurichev fell asleep right there 

and Chernev walked home, holding on to walls and fences. 

I talked to Chernev, said that I would report on him and 

Kaurichev to the Writers’ Union. Perhaps something will 

work out. The drunken Kaurichev railed at everyone in the 

publishing house, including Yartdev. I was not there at the 

time. All in all, I don’t like this business.
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We should add that precisely these visits and “meetings” with 

Platonov were the sources for his contemporaries’ denunciations of him 

to the NKVD; only in these situations would the taciturn Platonov speak 

about the most forbidden and seditious topics in contemporary political 

and literary life. (As the Russian saying goes, “A drunk man’s words are a 

sober man’s thoughts.”) Among the three writers mentioned in the letter, 

Platonov remained friends only with A. Novikov from Voronezh (he was 

arrested and shot in 1941) and the prose writer N. Kaurichev (arrested in 

1940 and shot in 1941). Both are mentioned as the writer’s close friends 

in the denunciations of Platonov in the NKVD.
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Apart from the aforementioned materials, we do not presently have at 

our disposal any other documents pertaining to Platonov’s meetings with 

Bednyi. In the sixth issue of the magazine Detskaia literatura (1940), under 

the pseudonym Chelovekov, Platonov published his review of the 

Sverdlovsk edition of Pavel Bazhov’s Malakhitovaia shkatulka. The main 

theme of the review is the “co-authors” of the Ural tales, “created by 

generations of Ural workers.” It seems that his high esteem of Bazhov’s 

literary work captures Platonov’s authentic reaction to the creation of 

Bednyi’s Ural epic. (Gornaia poroda was not published during Bednyi’s 

lifetime.) 
Bednyi and Platonov would meet on pages of the diary of the curious 

V’iurkov, who regularly made the rounds of writers—and not only on 

Writers’ Union business. He dreamed of writing a book on the lives of 

writers, and collected their signatures in an album he’d been compiling 

since 1936. From his diary, we learn the story of how publication of 

Bednyi’s epic Gornaia poroda took shape. V’iurkov never grew tired of 

admiring the epic; Bednyi received enthusiastic responses and assurances 

of imminent publication from the publisher up until April 1940; Bednyi 

would periodically take to drinking or, encouraged once again by the 

assurances of forthcoming publication, would start working on new 

“epics” about Altai, Siberia, and so on. In an entry on March 7, 1940, 

V’iurkov notes that there was a magazine called Russkaia stranitsa sitting 

on Dem’ian’s table.
95

 On March 17
th
, V’iurkov visited not only Platonov 

and Bednyi, but other Soviet writers as well, leaving us a wonderful sketch 

of the lifestyle of Soviet writers. We present the entry from March 18, 

1940 in full: 

 

Yesterday I called on Bednyi. He sits alone. No one visits him. 

He is bored. He lost weight after his sickness. Books are on 

the table. He is preparing for a new project: it will be called 

“Sibir’-matushka” [“Mother Siberia”]. Afterwards, I went to 

Platonov’s. They promised to return his son on the 22nd. 

What a strange person he is! It is as though our whole life is 

passing by her [evidently, should be “him” – N.K.] as a long, long 

procession, and he is waiting for it to pass. He hasn’t spoken 

about it with me even once. He expressed neither joy nor 

admiration. And he is bored, bored from all this commotion. 

It grew depressing for me as well and I rushed home. What is 

remarkable in his life is Maria Aleksandrovna, who is planning 

to leave him. It is oppressive for her too. This morning I went 
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to Lavrushinskii. I had to get signatures for the appeal to the 

VTsSPS [All-Soviet Central Committee of Trade Unions], so 

that they keep our Grupkoms as they are.  

I stopped by Prishvin’s. A happy face. The old man is 

glowing. He is 67. It turns out, he fell in love and is divorcing 

his first wife. She, his sons shame him. To no avail. I love her 

and that is enough! That’s what he does, Zhen-shen’!. … 

From Prishvin’s I went to Lugovskoi. A very friendly person, 

Vladimir Aleksandrovich. From him to Pasternak. We 

exchanged kisses, talked about this and that, mostly about his 

new work, about Hamlet, which he has just finished. After 

feasting my eyes upon his father’s paintings, I went down to 

Nikulin. Oh Lord! How much self-importance this scribbler 

has and with what humanity and nobility Pasternak glows in 

comparison with this overinflated man. Visited Viktor Gusev, 

who received me in an opulent study, all done in Karelian 

birch. He is a nice fellow, but the furniture does not agree 

with him. One must be simpler! He needs different plumage. 

Imagine a cabby at a grand piano, and you will get Gusev in a 

stranger’s study from some lordly house. Evg.[enii] Petrov is 

at the Finland front. Has not come back yet.  

Comrade writers live well, not lacking wine, bliny, and 

fritters. I don’t even see such apartments in my dreams. Well, 

and let them live. Interesting that not a single one except good 

old Pasternak offered me, the little writer, a secretary of the 

Gruppkom, even a cup of tea! And no one said, “A.[leksandr] 

I.[vanovich], stop by sometime.” Their furniture, bought up in 

second-hand stores, preserved from the former bourgeoisie, 

in different types of pine, reminded me of the former wealthy 

merchants, and since laying claim to all of them is a sin, I 

don’t lay claims.
 96
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The writers’ house on Lavrushinskii Lane that V’iurkov visited, with 

its improved housing conditions, was built by the government in 1937. 

V’iurkov sketched Platonov’s portrait without distortions. The 1939 

denunciations of the NKVD paint a similar portrait, showing Platonov as 

a man who works a lot, “spends almost all his time at home and tries to 

push people away from him.”
97

 As for Platonov’s relationship with his 

beautiful wife, with the publication of Platonov’s letters to Maria 

Aleksandrovna, the dynamics of this complex, at times even dramatic 

relationship have been well known.
98

 

In the second half of 1940, Platonov and Bednyi participated in a 

grandiose campaign to get V’iurkov’s collection of short stories, Moskva-
matushka (Mother Moscow) in Sovetskii Pisatel’’s plan for 1941. The author 

himself had organized the campaign, collecting more than ten positive 

reviews of his book. (No other book had enjoyed so many reviews.) 

Platonov and Bednyi wrote their responses as letters to the author: 

V’iurkov passed along Platonov’s review to the publisher, but not 

Bednyi’s, though V’iurkov retyped it and notarized the signature.
99

 On 

April 6, 1941, Literaturnaia gazeta announced the decision of the editorial 

board to add nine new books to the publisher’s plan for 1941, including 
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V’iurkov’s and Platonov’s collections of short stories.
100 The same day, 

according to V’iurkov’s diary, Dem’ian called on V’iurkov: 

 

April 6
th
. Sunday [...] Dem’ian just called me and read the 

announcement in Litgazeta, where my Moskva-matushka is 

listed among those accepted for publication by “S.P.” “Some 

people reproached me for being friends with a shit like you” 

(that is the style of D.B.). Let them read now. I believed in 

you and still believe. Keep working.
101

 

 

 In 1941, V’iurkov spent more time with Bednyi, describing in his 

diary Bednyi’s stormy family life: how he was constantly separating and 

reuniting with his wives; how he relocated to a new apartment on Gorky 

(now Tverskaya) Street.  There is only one diary entry, from June 6 1941, 

related to literature. It testifies that Bednyi had finally received a social 

commission (sotsial’nyi zakaz) from the government: “Dem’ian stopped by 

today. He is writing short antireligious novellas.”
102

 

For the author of the famous epic Evangelie. Novii Zavet bez iziana ot 
evangelista Dem’iana (The Gospel. The New Testament Without Flaws from the 
Evangelist Dem’ian), published on the pages of the newspapers Pravda and 

Bednota in April and May 1925, the theme of fighting people’s religious 

superstitions had remained natural and close to the heart his artistic 

production.
103

 However, Bednyi could not run wild in the anti-religious 

direction: the war had started, and already in the first months of war both 
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 “Novye knigi,” Literaturnaia gazeta, 6 April, 1940. 
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At the moment, we do not have any information about Bednyi’s call to Platonov 

with similar congratulations, if there was one. Perhaps some material will be found in 

Bednyi’s notebooks of the time, since Bednyi’s archive in the Manuscript Collection at 

the Institute of World Literature (IMLI) is currently under development. What we do 

know is that work on the publication of Platonov and V’iurkov’s books was interrupted 

by war. 
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 Ibid, l. 36. 
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 Another wave of the rigid anti-religious campaign of the late 1930s was caused 

largely by the results of the census of 1937, which indicated that fifty-seven percent of 

the adult population of the USSR remained believers: two-thirds of the population in the 

rural areas, and in the cities, no less than one-third. This proved the fact that the 

program of the second “atheistic five-year plan,” called up to resolve the religious 

question once and for all had failed. The results of the census were suppressed. For 

more details, see: F. Sinitsyn, “‘Vokov boiat’sia, v les ne khodit’. Proval antireligioznoi 

politiki SSSR v kontse 1930kh godov,” Rodina 6 (2011): 123–126. 
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the Church and religious themes were rehabilitated, although not for 

long—only until 1943. Bednyi, who during the years of disfavor had 

mastered the concept of narodnost’, had no creative problems writing 

propagandist poetry now: during the first month of the war, he was 

already publishing it in important newspapers during the first month of 

war. Thanks to his service, he was finally pardoned by the government. 

In 1941 V’iurkov rarely saw Platonov. One of there few encounters is 

captured in a diary entry from April 20, 1941: 

 

Was at Shepkina’s… Left her place at 6 and stopped by 

Herzen House (Tverskoy Boulevard, 25) on my way home to 

see A. Platonov. He was sitting home alone. Grim, 

preoccupied.  “I’m working,” he told me. Not wanting to 

bother him, I went home.
104

 

 

There are also two notes from Platonov in V’iurkov’s diary, each written 

in a similar tone of aesthetic and ethical estrangement from the stormy 

literary life of the second half of 1930s. They appear in V’iurkov’s album 

(of course Platonov had leafed through it): 
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  For Aleksandr Ivanovich V’iurkov— 

 As a memento of the prose writer Platonov’s handwriting, 

   A. Platonov 

May 4, 1941 
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Modest, worthy, laboring people silently abscond under 

the green grass, while we, as this notebook proves, want by all 

means to leave our traces in the world. 

 

May 4, 1941  A.P. 

 

The last document in V’iurkov’s archives that mentions Bednyi and 

Platonov is Maria Aleksandrovna’s postcard to the V’iurkovs in Kirov. 

(V’iurkov’s wife worked at an institute that was evacuated to that city.) 

The postcard reads:  

 

Andrei is here, for now. He was called up for service in the 

engineering corps, he was summoned several times, but he is 

still home... Stop flirting with this “talentlessness” of yours, 

the time will come and your book will come out, and its 

author will enjoy deserved and long-awaited success and 

recognition. Of course, you must bide your time—you can’t 

think about this now—and you must work and not despair. 

Dem’ian shines, practically everyday, with his poems (quite 

ordinary ones) in the newspapers and, apparently, has his nose 

in the air again. I called him once, simply wanted to 

congratulate him, but the telephone is already guarded by a 

tigress, who told me God knows what. There are people 

whom nothing can change.
 106

 

From the stamp, we can date the postcard to August 1941. Probably 

because of military censorship, Maria Aleksandrovna doesn’t write here 

that in July, by the directive of the Political Directorate of the Narkomat 

of Transportation, Platonov was sent to the Leningrad battlefront. And in 

his notebook, there are only the facts of the trip: the bombing of Tikhvin, 

industrial and human losses, notes about refugees.
107

 As of August 1941, 

the manuscript of his first wartime story was on the writer’s desk: 

“Bozh’e derevo” (“God’s Tree”), which first published in 1943 under the 
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title “Derevo rodiny” (“The Tree of the Motherland”). Casual sketches in 

Maria Aleksandrovna’s letter about Bednyi’s wife testify that 

communication with Bednyi carried on, yet it seems that its main initiator 

was Platonov, not his wife.  

 

*** 

 

Without a doubt, we do not yet have at our disposal all the materials 

required to further develop the theme of Platonov’s contemporary, 

Dem’ian Bednyi. Ahead of us lies research in D. Bednyi’s archives, and a 

detailed analysis of the intertextual relations between Platonov’s work and 

Bednyi’s publications and biography.  
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Stalin and Platonov never met. But of all the writers with whom the 

Leader came into personal contact, or upon whose lives he exerted direct 

influence (Mayakovsky and Mandelshtam, Bulgakov and Pasternak, 
Akhmatova and Zoshchenko, Sholokhov and Ehrenburg, etc.), Platonov 

was the only one whom Stalin properly understood—not in matters of 
personality (as he understood, and thus was able to use, Gorky, Aleksey 

Tolstoy or Fadeev), but politically and aesthetically. 

Platonov interests me, first and foremost, as the only writer who was 
able to pass “through the looking-glass” of Soviet language, which was 

codified, principally, by Stalin. I will attempt to sketch out a few 
approaches to Platonov’s linguistic distortions in light of their post-

revolutionary “setting” and the eventual petrification of language in the 

era of Stalinism, and to address a few of the political and ideological 
implications of this linguistic strategy. Platonov was able to develop 

certain strategies of language use that permitted him to reassemble the 
crumbling meaning of Soviet ideo-language. In effect, the Soviet linguistic 

field is encoded in Platonov’s distortions, and through them it may be 

decoded. 
Among Stalin’s various expletives, written in the margins of the 

novella Vprok (For Future Use, 1931)—the Leader did not mince his 
words—we find a comment reflecting his outrage with Platonov’s 

language: “This is not Russian, it’s some kind of Double Dutch” («⌘&" !⇡ 
$'%%�⌧�,  ��"�-&" &$�$%�⌧� ◆�-�»).1 Indeed: what we have here is 

the clash of two great linguistic projections: one public, proffered by 
Stalin, and the other—from the far side of the looking glass—by 
Platonov. One does not recognize itself in the other. Stalin’s language is 

emphatically regular—his “words, true, like one-pood weights”2—and 

                                                
1 See A. Artisov and O. Naumov, eds., Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsiia: 

Dokumenty TsK RKP(b) — VKP(b), VChK — OGPU — NKVD o kul'turnoi politike: 1917-
1953 (Moscow: Demokratiia, 1999), 150. 

2 Editor’s note: The first stanza of Mandelshtam’s 1933 “Stalin epigram” reads: « - 

⇢⌧�⇡ , #"⇠ %"�"0 !⇡ *'◆ %&$!-, / ⌦+⌧ $⇡*⌧ � ⇠⇡%◆&. +⌫"� !⇡ %�-+!-, / � 

⌫⇠⇡ (�&⌧& ! #"�$�⌫"�"$), / �  #$⌧#" !◆& �$⇡ �⇡�%�"⌫" ⌫"$). / ⇧⌫" &"�%&-⇡ 
#�.)-, �� *⇡$�⌧, ⇢⌧$!-, / ⌥ %�"�, �� #'⇠"�-⇡ ⌫⌧$⌧, �⇡$!-, / �$�!.⌧ 

% ⇡0&%◆ '%⌧, / ⌥ %⌧◆0& ⇡⌫" ⌫"�⇡!⌧,.»  (O. E. Mandel’shtam, Polnoe sobranie 
sochinenii i pisem v 3 t., [Moscow: Progress-Pleiada, 2009], vol 1, 184.) 
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not only in terms of its content, but also grammatically. Stalin writes like 

Gogol—in endless tautological syntactic constructions. Platonov writes 

the very same way. The production of tautologies is one of the 
distinguishing characteristics of a Gogolian narrative, so characteristic 

that Andrei Bely linked Gogol’s tautology with entropy and, eventually, 

madness. The madness of Platonov’s world is the inside-out world of 

Stalin’s narratives. Platonov’s “Double Dutch” is Stalin’s regular speech 

turned on its head, made gibberish not in its “form” but in its “content.” 
D-503 of Zamiatin’s My (We) remarks of his companion O-90: “…her 

tongue isn’t set at the right speed. The mps (motions per second) of the 

tongue must always be a little less than the mps of thought, and never the 

other way round” («' !⇡� !⇡#$�⌧�.!" $%%*⌧&! %�"$"%&. ◆�-�, 
%⇡�'!⇠!◆ %�"$"%&. ◆�-� ⇠"�⇢! �-&. �%⇡⌫⇠ !⇡ !"⌫"  ⇡!.+⇡ 
%⇡�'!⇠!"� %�"$"%&⌧  -%�⌧,  '⇢⇡ !⌧�� !⇡ !"�"$"&»).3 But it may be 
that this particular characteristic is precisely what allows O-90 to remain a 

contented “resident of the State” (gosudarstvennyi zhitel’). Standardized 

ideological language is used to anticipate thought, rather than to give it 
form. Stalin was a master of this technique. His language was effectively 

replaced with logic; his “teaching” was essentially the written form of this 
“language.” This “dialectical logic” of Stalin’s, which inverts meaning, is 

reflected in Platonov’s language, devoid as it is of any logic whatsoever. It 

is a language that takes hold of a world between logics. While Stalin’s 
logemes generate empty constructions, Platonov’s every period expands 

meaning. 
On the other hand, as Mikhail Ryklin has pointed out, Stalinist culture 

does everything possible to mask the particulars.4 Stalin was an absolute 

master of this “optical illusion.” His writing is completely metaphorical 
and absolutely opaque. Platonov’s world is its very opposite: a world 

fallen through the cracks of language, from where it must be “gouged 
out,” decoded. Nearly every collocation must be picked apart. Whatever 

may appear metaphorical in this world is not so: it is profoundly literal. In 

nearly every other word combination one must struggle to understand 

how the words are connected. 

The communication strategy of Stalinism is grounded in the 
textualization of power. Power is a sacred text, that is, set down in writing 

before any speech. Marxism-Leninism had performed the function of 

                                                
3 E. I. Zamiatin, Sobranie sochinenii v 5 t. (Moscow: Russkaia kniga, 2003), vol. 2, 216. 

The translation from the Russian is by Sergey Levchin, as are all others, unless otherwise 

noted. 
4 M. Ryklin, Prostranstva likovaniia. Totalitarizm i razlichie (Moscow: Logos, 2002), 51-

52.   
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sacred texts.5 The same may be said of Stalin’s texts: although many of 

them (but by no means all) may be characterized as performative, they 

never carried the same performative weight as the speeches of Hitler or 
Mussolini. Stalin’s text (not speech!) was the text of power. Text about 
power is another matter. The culture of Stalinism is one of textual 

anxiety, preoccupied with gauging the gap between text and reality, on the 

one hand, and that between the sacred text—produced or approved by 

Stalin—and any other individual text, on the other. Because Stalin 
performed the writing act of the highest order, all writing became 

politically fraught. At the same time, because the masses were being 

trained through the correct reading of the texts of power,6 writing was 

seen as the most important activity. Hence not only the status of Soviet 
writers, but also Stalin’s personal attention to text. And hence the scrutiny 

of all forms of unconventionality.  
The annihilation of the heroes of the revolution—men of speech, 

orators—not only brought about the complete dissolution of speech in 

writing, but also made reading impossible. Valerii Podoroga has noted 
that Stalinism effectively precluded “correct” reading as such and that 

anyone who attempted to read correctly could be charged with distorting 
the “letter” or the “spirit” of the text:  

 

Misspoke, blundered, made a slip—the whole of this “mild” 
social pathology, all these aphasias, apraxias, agnosias were 

not viewed by the Stalinist terror machine as something 
“accidental,” but were interpreted as signs or traces of the 

political unconscious, the manifestation of every individual’s 

potential guilt before the state.7  
 

Needless to say, Platonov’s texts are veritable treasure-troves of such 
“accidents.” Nearly all of his characters suffer from aphasia, apraxia, 

agnosia—typically in very advanced stages. Written errors may be 

interpreted as “slips of the pen,” but as for the deliberate—even “mass-

produced”—slips, these are no longer symptoms or traces. Rather, they 

are the political unconscious, channeled into the stream of consciousness. 
Platonov’s characters talk about politics, and they do it in an emphatically 

idiosyncratic, deliberately abnormal manner.  

What Stalin saw as “Double Dutch,” what many readers see as a kind 

of “obfuscation” on Platonov’s part, what scholars occasionally interpret 

                                                
5 See V. Podoroga, “Golos pis’ma i pis’mo vlasti,” in Totalitarizm kak istoricheskii 

fenomen, ed. A. A. Kara-Murza, A. K. Voskresenskii, et al. (Moscow: Filosofskoe ob-vo 

SSR, 1989), 110. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
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as metaphors—all of it ought to be read quite literally. Every irregularity, 

every challenge to convention must be understood literally. As a ray of 

light that comes from “beyond the looking-glass.” Only by focusing these 
rays into a single beam will we generate a flash powerful enough to 

illuminate Platonov’s opaque text. 

In this world we will read the real meaning of Stalin’s words, “true, as 

one-pood weights.” Mandelshtam used a complex metaphor to describe 

Stalin’s words: it simultaneously emphasizes accuracy (a weight as an 
instrument of measurement) and heaviness (it is a pood weight). Together 

these two qualities characterize the correctness of Stalin’s words. A one-

pood weight is not the most obvious symbol of accuracy. But 

Mandelshtam wanted to emphasize the heaviness of Stalin’s correctness. Not 
long after, Mandelshtam would write about the “future of Soviet 

antiquity”—with “the word of Lenin and Stalin—the ethereal-oceanic 
horseshoe” at its foundation.8 The danger of “drowning in the ancestral 

iron,” the “progenitor dissolved in the blood”—all of these point to the 

weight of inertia, of linguistic convention, because the poet is speaking of 
the word. And it is impossibly heavy. It so happens that Stalin could 

occasionally interpret this heaviness quite literally. In a well-documented 
conversation with Mironov,9 who interrogated Kamenev and could not 

prevail on him to make a confession, Stalin inquired:  

 
“Do you know what our state weighs, with all of its 

factories, vehicles, its army, all its weaponry and its fleet?” 
Mironov was at a loss, and, shrugging his shoulders, like a 

schoolboy at an examination, he said vaguely: “No one can 

know that, Iosif Vissarionovich. It is an astronomical figure.” 
“And could one man resist the pressure of this 

astronomical weight?” asked Stalin, quite earnestly. 
“No,” said Mironov. 

“Then do not tell me that Kamenev or any other prisoner 

could bear this pressure. Do not come to me with a report,” 

he told Mironov, “until you have Kamenev’s confession in 

your briefcase.” 
 

                                                
8 Editor’s Note: See O. E. Mandel’shtam, “Mne kazhetsia, my gorovit’ dolzhny…,”  

in Mandel’shtam, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v 3 t., vol. 1, 306. The full poem, dated 

April-May 1935, reads:  !⇡ �⇢⇡&%◆,  - ⌫"�"$⌧&. ⇠"�⇢!- / 

↵ �'⇠',⇡  %"�⇡&%�"� %&$⌧!-, // ⇣&" �⇡!⌧!%�"⇡-%&�⌧!%�"⇡ %�"�" — / 
⇤"�⇠'+!"-"�⇡!%�◆ #"⇠�"�, // ⌥ �'*+⇡ �$"%⌧&. &-%◆*' #"/�⌧�, / 

⇣⇡  �(�⇡�!'&.%◆ � $"⇠"�"  ⇢⇡�⇡�⇡, // ⌥ #$,'$- !  �"�.+⇡ !⇡ %&$+!-: / 

↵!⌧ ' !% � �$"�⌧ $%&�"$⇡!-.  
9 See B. Sarnov, Stalin i pisateli, vol. 1 (Moscow: Eksmo, 2008), 450–451. 
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The one-pood weights of Stalin’s words are a glimmer of that 

astronomical weight of the state, for behind each one of his words one 

discerns “the army, the weaponry and the fleet.” But in his conversation 
with Mironov, Stalin behaves much like Platonov, laying bare the device. 

Any one of Stalin’s texts may be regarded as a real-life prototext of 

Platonov’s. At the same time, Stalin’s narrative is always primitively 

suggestive and tends toward conventional psychologism, while 

psychologism is entirely foreign to Platonov. Stalin’s text is always 
composed of simple rhetorical figures, such as repetition (sometimes up 

to five-seven-nine times) of the sort: “Can it be doubted that…? It cannot 

be doubted that…” “Is it not clear that…? It is clear to everyone that…” 

“Are the Bolsheviks right, when they assert… They are right.” “Is it true 
that…? It is true.” “Why…? Because…” etc. The main function of this 

narrative is control of the audience, which is being fed answers in the 
form of questions. Platonov’s dialogues, in contrast, rely on unexpected 

shifts, on unpredictability. Stalin’s narrative is built out of logemes; 
Platonov’s is alogical. It is as though Platonov removes the scaffolding of 
Stalin’s constructions, revealing their vacuity. Stalin’s narrative is linear; 

Platonov’s is discrete. Stalin’s narrative is plot-driven; Platonov’s is 
plotless. Stalin’s narrative is stylistically conventional; Platonov’s is 

daringly unconventional. While the mimetic conventional form of Stalin’s 

narrative conceals its absurdity, Platonov renders it explicit. Platonov 
breaks down Stalin’s tautologies, generating meaning. Platonov’s narrative 

is culturogenic. Stalin distorts reality and meaning by “straightening” 
language; Platonov straightens out meaning by distorting this 

“straightened” language. One practices distortion-through-straightening, 

the other straightening-through-distortion. In this way Platonov lays bare 
the literariness of the hyperreality created by Stalin.   

In his speech of November 17, 1935 at the All-Union Stakhanovite 
Convention Stalin spoke of the “Stakhanovite-Krivonosovite 

movement.” But it is the Stakhanovite discourse that generates the 

“Stakhanovite movement” as such. This is nothing if not literature: the 

basic plot of Stalin’s text boils down to misrepresenting a certain strictly 

theoretical event as “actually existing.” Here is how it is formulated: 
 

⌅' �⌧ �⌧ "� /&"  �⇡�⌧�"  �!*⇡!⌧⌧ %&(!"�%�"⌫" 

⇠�⌧⇢⇡!⌧◆ �&(!"� ⌧ ⇥'%-⌫⌧!, �"⌫⇠ "!⌧ #$⌧%&'#�⌧ � 
�" �⇡ %&$-( &⇡(!⌧*⇡%�⌧( !"$ ? �"!⇡*!", !⇡&. ✏ !⌧( 

�-�⌧ %�"⌧ ��"&-, — "!⌧ %&$⇡ ⌧�⌧%. � &" ', *&"�- 
�-�⇡%&⌧ #$⇡⇠#$⌧◆&⌧⇡ ⌧� #$"$-� ⌧ #⇡$⇡�-#"�!⌧&. 
("�◆�%&�⇡!!-� #�!. ⌦", ⇠"�⌧�◆%. /&"� )⇡�⌧, ⌧  

#$⌧+�"%. $��⌧&. %&$-⇡ &⇡(!⌧*⇡%�⌧⇡ !"$ - ⌧ $��⌧&. 
�-%"�'0 #$"⌧��"⇠⌧&⇡�.!"%&. &$'⇠, #⇡$⇡�$-�+'0 
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#⇡$⇡⇠"�-⇡ �#⌧&�⌧%&⌧*⇡%�⌧⇡ %&$!-. ⇥-�" �-, "⇠!�", 

% ⇡+!" ⇠' &., *&" /&" "�%&"◆&⇡�.%&�"  "⇢⇡& ("&. 
%�"�.�"-!⌧�'⇠. ' �⌧&. �⇡�⌧�"⇡ ⌧%&"$⌧*⇡%�"⇡ �!*⇡!⌧⇡ 
⇠�⌧⇢⇡!⌧◆ %&(!"�)⇡�. 10 

 

Did Stakhanov and Busygin consider the extraordinary 

significance of the Stakhanovite movement when they set 

about demolishing ancient production quotas? Certainly not. 
They had other concerns: they strove to pull their factory up 

from behind by meeting and exceeding its projected output. 

But in the process they were forced to demolish existing 

technical norms and evolve exceptional productivity, which 
has moved ahead of the productivity of capitalist states. It 

would be absurd to think, however, that this fact could in any 
way diminish the tremendous historical significance of the 

Stakhanovite movement. 

 
The mechanism of Stalin’s rather unpretentious device is as follows: 

the action of the characters (and Stalin’s Stakhanov and Busygin are 
already fully-fledged socialist realist characters) is given a blatantly 

unrealistic motivation: their main “concern”—it would seem—was 

pulling “their factory up from behind by meeting and exceeding its 
projected output,” not at all “the tremendous significance of the 

Stakhanovite movement.” (A far more natural motivation, such as a pay 
raise, never enters into this so-called “hypothesis.”) Stalin’s discourse is 

based on the articulation of a position of a hypothetical “interlocutor,” 

construed by the Leader as the Other. This Other is the ideal socialist 
realist character. Only he is in a position to pose to the narrator-Stalin all 

the absurd questions, such as: why should “concern for production 
output” in any way “diminish the tremendous historical significance of 

the movement? (This the Leader dismisses as absurd.) And only he, this 

Other, does not think of “a pay raise,” “prestige” or any other 

motivation. To describe Stalin’s characters we may well borrow the 

phrase with which Merab Mamardashvili characterized Platonov’s 
characters: they are the true “idiots of the sublime.”11 

We can say that both men—Stalin and Platonov—created two radical 

versions of Soviet literature. One is radically normative and normalizing; 

the other is radically estranging. Soviet public language and Platonov’s 

language are analogous to Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry 

                                                
10 Rech’ tov. Stalina na 1-om Vsesoiuznom soveshchanii stakhanovtsev (Moscow: Partizdat, 

1935), 12.  
11 Merab Mamardashvili, Neobkhodimost’ sebia (Moscow: Labirint, 1996), 194.  
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operating in the same space of power. At the same time, Platonov’s 

linguistic geometry possesses a remarkably explosive potential to generate 

meaning. It reveals the rules of the language game to such an extent that 
next to it a socialist realist novel begins to look like a miserable grade-

school Euclidean formula beside the Theory of Relativity. Like Einstein, 

Platonov discovered the tremendously explosive potential of language 

and released its energy. Herein lies the greatest social potential of 

Platonov’s prose. Language was the very foundation of Soviet power. 
Soviet socialism was to a great extent a product of representation. The 

Leader himself was a product of language. No wonder that any attack on 

language was taken as an attack against the social order, against the 

regime. 
Platonov is linked to socialist realism less through clear similarities 

and differences at the level of subject matter, than because his world is 
one of a total de-realization of life through language, just as it is in Stalin’s 

texts. His language neutralizes and de-realizes life, but at the same time it 

reveals itself as the only possible space in which one may pose certain 
“ultimate questions”—and the only possible medium for their 

articulation. 
Stalin’s writing is based on two opposing but mutually enhancing 

strategies. On the one hand, it tends to use words in an extremely limited 

connotation. On the other hand, each word is fraught with its antithesis. 
Stalin’s dialectical logic is perpetually turning meaning upside down, while 

his fundamental adogmatism constitutes his greatest power over the 
Word. 

Both features are essential stylistic elements. 

The second of these distinguishes Stalin’s style from that of the avant-
garde. As Mikhail Ryklin notes ironically:  

 
for the avant-gardists expression was tantamount to action, 

and for this reason a radical expression on their part often 

required no action; Stalin’s style was, on the contrary, 

characterized by maximally restrained, logical expression 

against the background of extremely radical, indescribable 
political action.12 

 

The first feature is also highly interesting. Incidentally, George Orwell 

was among the first, who discerned this particular property of 

“totalitarian language,” when he described the basic principles behind 
Newspeak: 

 

                                                
12 Ryklin, Prostranstva likovaniia, 166. 
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…a heretical thought—that is, a thought diverging from the 

principles of IngSoc—should be literally unthinkable, at least 

so far as thought is dependent on words. Its vocabulary was 
so constructed as to give exact and often very subtle 

expression to every meaning that a Party member could 

properly wish to express, while excluding all other meanings 

and also the possibility of arriving at them by indirect 

methods. This was done partly by the invention of new 
words, but chiefly by eliminating undesirable words and 

stripping such words as remained of unorthodox meanings, 

and so far as possible of all secondary meaning whatever. 

…Newspeak was designed not to extend but to diminish the 
range of thought, and this purpose was indirectly assisted by 

cutting the choice of words down to a minimum.13 
 

As Orwell understood, to eradicate thought, one must limit the range 

of meaning and free words from unorthodox meanings. Needless to say, 
Platonov’s linguistic strategy was diametrically opposed to this. He 

constructs his texts, his sentences, even his collocations with a view to a 
clash of words with “sanctioned meaning,” thus “estranging” them, and 

precipitating secondary and unorthodox meanings, which in turn expand 

the range of thought. His primary objective, however, was to undermine 
the Leader’s power over the Word. There is no doubt that Platonov saw 

this undermining as an aesthetic strategy first and foremost. Its political 
implications, however evident, were always secondary. Had matters stood 

any other way, Platonov could never produce such a massive linguistic 

explosion. 
Platonov once wrote a review of a “regional natural history” book of 

a certain S. Beliakov. In it, he argues that the author “succumbs to the 
bad charm of good words” («�#⇠⇡& � ⇠'$!'0 #$⇡�⇡%&. ("$"+⌧( 

%�"�»).14 The use of the word “charm” (prelest’) is not accidental. There is 

no doubt that Platonov experienced a plaisir du texte reading Soviet novels. 

Lev Slavin recounts how he had once caught Platonov reading the work 

of a venerable Soviet writer: 
 
 
 

                                                
13 George Orwell, “Appendix: The Principles of Newspeak,” in Nineteen Eighty-Four 

(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2008), 640-1, ellipses mine. 
14 Andrei Platonov, “‘Orel. Rasskaz o Nashem gorode’ S. Beliakova,” in Sobranie, 8 

vols (Moscow: Vremia, 2009–11), vol. 8: Fabrika literatury. Literaturnaia kritika. 
Publitsistika (2011), 345. 
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He sat in an armchair with a book in his hands. He raised 

his head. I see: his plain, coarse, lovely features are lit up with 

mirth. He looks in the book and laughs quietly. This was a 
fairly popular novel at the time, hardly humorous—on the 

contrary, very much “of the times.” I say: 
“What’s so funny?” 
He says: 
“You know, if this were just a bit worse, it would actually 

be quite good.” 
It was the laughter of astonishment. Platonov was 

delighted by the near-parodical incongruities of this book, and 

his response was instantly crystallized into a few lethally 

accurate words. 
 

But Platonov’s aesthetic strategy could never be reduced to 

operations with bad usage, as Benedikt Sarnov attempts to do, insisting 
that “all of Platonov’s artistic discoveries are traced to his interest in ‘bad’ 
literature, in ‘bad’ language, distorted in the uncouth and illiterate minds 

of his characters—‘not Russian, but Double Dutch.’”16 Of course, the 

former Proletkul’t poet Platonov knew the ideological graphomania of 

the rank-and-file, that hotbed of “bad language,” better than anyone else. 

But his attitude toward this language was strictly aesthetic. And in this 
Platonov was following tradition. His linguistic experiment is comparable 

only with that of the (contemporary) Oberiu group, as well as with the 

late-Soviet phenomenon of Sots Art. This line is a key modernizing 

                                                
15 As cited in B. Sarnov, Stalin i pisateli, vol. 3 (Moscow: Eksmo, 2009), 788. 
16 Ibid., 789. 
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vector in Russian prose: Gogol—Bely—Platonov—Oberiu each in its 

turn precipitated a deep shift in the Russian language. What Platonov did 

to Soviet language is essentially the same thing the Moscow Conceptualist 
Group was trying to do some fifty later. 

Platonov holds a very special place in the history of Soviet literature. 

He belongs to a trend in Soviet culture that lies outside the sanctioned and 

the conventional in the cultural realm. Stalinism generated a culture that 

was gibberish in content and conventional in form. While it appealed to 
reason and logic, Stalinist culture was fundamentally irrational and 

magical. The quintessence of this canon is the Stalinist text itself. Anyone 

who dared to produce text that was gibberish in its form—but 

meaningful in its content—was considered a subversive. Besides 
Platonov there were others who worked directly with this ideo-language, 

struggling to wrest from it some kind of meaning: the Oberiu group, 
Bakhtin, Filonov, Shostakovich, and finally Sots Art. All of these, insofar 

as they undertook this task, remained outside the public sphere. 

This is especially evident when set against the background of those 
cultural phenomena that define the boundaries of this culture. On the 

edge of Soviet culture lay a peripheral zone that defined the very limits of 
what was Soviet. This periphery is interesting insofar as it shines a light 

on what lies within its limits and what has no place in public culture. 

These two realms—the one within the boundaries of the periphery and the 
one outside it— are found side by side, but they are opposites at the same 

time. To see this clearly, compare the Futurists with the Oberiuts, the 
Formalists with Bakhtin, Zoshchenko with Platonov (and Shostakovich 

and Filonov), or the Soviet structuralists with Sots Art. The two sides 

exhibit attitudes toward the Soviet ideo-language that are very similar and 
yet very different at the same time. The first set believes in a rational first 

principle (even Futurist zaum’ was the product of a conscious rejection of 
the metaphysics of Symbolism and the self-generating myth of the Silver 

Age). Their place is within the bounds of the cultural periphery because 

their strategy is that of coexistence (albeit by way of separation) with 

official culture. There is a certain natural camaraderie among them: 

Futurists—Formalists—Zoshchenko—Structuralists. It is no accident 
that all of them were able to succeed (with occasional difficulties, of 

course) in their own time. 

The place of the second set is always outside the public sphere (though 

certain individuals, such as Kharms, Shostakovich, and Platonov, were 

able to inhabit both realms simultaneously, under different guises). Those 
in this group simply cannot exist in a contemporary culture, but must 

resurface only after their own time has passed. And even then they 

cannot be fully articulated: as is the case with Bakhtin, Platonov, 
Shostakovich. The same fate had befallen the Oberiuts, Filonov, Sots Art. 
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Their strategy is resistance by way of recuperation of meaning, hence—

liberation. The strategy of the first set: diversion and coexistence.  

The comparison between Platonov and Zoshchenko is especially 
productive, because unlike the late-Soviet Sots Artists or the 

contemporary Oberiuts, here we are dealing with the same medium: the 

prose word. Platonov worked with a “petrifying” language, catching it at 

the juncture of various sociolects, and “estranging” it. He was a kind of 

ideological paleontologist, refitting together fragments of meaning, 
remains of the solidifying linguistic lava of the revolution; recovering the 

living meaning that had been lost. I will note in passing that this work was 

being undertaken simultaneously with the semantic paleontology of 

Nikolai Marr, who sought the universal key for the recovery of dead 
languages. Marr may be regarded as the visionary-Fedorovite of linguistics 

(in general, to the dyad Platonov-Fedorov, I would definitely add Marr). 
This was Platonov’s highly thought-out aesthetic strategy, which 

becomes especially evident in comparison with Zoshchenko, who 

proceeded by borrowing a word from one sociolect and transposing it to 
another. Platonov “estranged” language through character and narrator, 

but he was not interested in decoding language. Zoshchenko and 
Platonov worked with one and the same language—but it is as though the 

two were different. Zoshchenko worked with a language that was still 

fluid, while Platonov’s was “petrified.” They saw two different aspects of 
the language of their time. Zoshchenko’s narrator is a product of a 

storytelling strategy. The product of Platonov’s narrative—which uses 
storytelling strategies for its own purpose, but is by no means a “tale”—is 

meaning, lost in the conventions of Soviet ideo-language (Zoshchenko 

has no such objective). At the dawn of the 1930s this meaning could still 
be “estranged” by means of a linguistic shift. When Sots Art began to 

make use of Soviet ideological clichés, which by then had entered a stage 
of automatization in which all meaning is irrevocably lost, a linguistic shift 

was hardly enough to resurrect style. The Soviet text itself became an 

aesthetic object: as Boris Groys has noted, mere reproduction of a 

Brezhnev speech could be considered a post-modernist gesture. For this 

reason Sots Art deployed a strategy of estrangement of Soviet ideological 
production through aestheticization. 

Above all else, Zoshchenko’s Mr. Sinebriukhov triggers laughter in 

the reader. For this reason we speak of Zoshchenko’s humor (or, more 

generally, his satire), using terms that are essentially inapplicable to 

Platonov. Zoshchenko is funny where Platonov is probing. It was 
precisely because Zoshchenko’s strategy was far more accessible than 

Platonov—ever difficult, singular, unintelligible—that the former came 

under attack in 1946. Among Stalin’s notes in the margins of Vprok, one 
is particularly struck by the epithets “letch,” “clown,” “toothless jokester” 
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(poshliak, balaganshchik, and bezzubyi ostriak), since these very same words 

were used in the 1946 attack on Zoshchenko. Zoshchenko’s language was 

intelligible; Platonov’s was not. That is to be expected: work with 
ideological texts is peculiar because ideological clichés and conventions 

are geared toward automatization. Zoshchenko merely estranges them; 

Platonov’s text generates resistance. That is the principal difference between 

the two. 

Platonov’s characters are just as talkative as Zoshchenko’s, but the 
difference is that in Platonov’s texts the extra-narrative attitude toward 

the narrator ends up inside the narrative. It does not require an external 

reader. It is just the opposite with Zoshchenko’s near-performative texts: 

his character or narrator makes use of the Soviet language, throwing 
together clashing sociolects. The comical effect is achieved when a 

character from a particular social class attempts to speak in the language 
of a different social stratum. For Platonov there is simply no other kind of 
language. This is why his texts are not comical. They are an experiment in 

which Soviet language has displaced all others—a linguistic utopia, a kind 
of Chevengur realized in language, a triumph of Newspeak within the 

limits of a specific language. Platonov forces the reader to look for a way 
out of the existing linguistic field, without the support of other 

sociolects—and thus to locate a path toward deautomatization and away 

from the automatization  imposed by Soviet language. 
It is an anti-entropic, culturogenic strategy. Let us recall that Stalinism 

was a so-called “ecstatic culture,” where—according to Mikhail Ryklin—
“culture becomes possible as aggression against culture.”17 Hence the 

radical linguistic distortions of the avant-garde and the radical linguistic 

normalization of socialist realism. What Platonov does is unique; he 
discovers an unprecedented “third way.” 

For this reason I think we must be especially cautious when analyzing 
Platonov’s ties to the avant-garde. The problem is not that the avant-

garde, or “Culture 1,” to borrow a term from Vladimir Papernyi, precedes 

“Culture 2” and therefore cannot reflect on its cultural reaction.18 (In fact, 

it is precisely these reflective strategies that are fundamental to Platonov’s 

work with language.) It is rather that Platonov clearly does not belong to 
either culture, although his strategy turns upside down the foundations of 

Culture 2, returning culture, seemingly, to the realm of Culture 1. If we 

                                                
17 M. Ryklin. Terrorologiki (Tartu and Moscow: Eidos, 1992), 85. 
18 See Vladimir Papernyi, Kul’tura “Dva”(Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1985; Moscow: Novoe 

literaturnoe obozrenie, 1996 and 2006), translated into English as Vladimir Paperny, 

Architecture in the Age of Stalin: Culture Two, trans. John Hill and Roann Barris in 

collaboration with the author (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002). 
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recall Papernyi’s dichotomies, it is readily apparent that Platonov returns 

Speech to the place of Writing, the Mobile to the place of the Static, the 

Concept to the place of the Name, the Inanimate to the place of the 
Animate, Improvisation to the place of the Score, the Unconventional to 

the place of the Conventional, and so on. In place of Stalin’s predictable 

logic Platonov offers an unexpected shift: convention is replaced with a 

linguistic explosion. Platonov replaces the End with the Beginning, 

Immobility with Movement, the Hierarchic with the Uniform, the 
Individual with the Collective, the Vertical with the Horizontal (the 

collapse of the foundation pit project and the triumph of Chevengur are 

vivid illustrations). And yet, it is not a return to Culture 1 after Culture 2. 

It is Culture through Culture 1 and 2. Platonov’s strategy for working with 
the word resembles Futurism just about as much as socialist realism 

resembles classical realism. 
In this Platonov comes close to Shostakovich. The grand master of 

modernism, Shostakovich was a virtuoso of montage and had perfect 

command of the collage technique, continually working with 
heterogeneous materials—from folk songs and revolutionary hymns to 

classical motifs; from urban romances to underworld folklore; from 
Lenin’s writings to the poetry of Dem’ian Bednyi, Evgenii Dolmatovskii, 

Sasha Chernyi, Rilke and Lorca. The programmatic intertextuality and 

heterogeneity of his music aligns it not only with modernist, but also with 
post-modernist aesthetics and polystylism. At the same time, 

Shostakovich had a tremendous gift for satire, with a highly broad and 
nuanced range of expressivity: from subtle irony to sardonic 

grotesqueness. An attitude of parody and mockery aimed at the official 

Soviet world pervades his “Antiformalist Peepshow” with its overt 
parodies of the speeches of Stalin, Zhdanov and Shepilov. Shostakovich 

not only shows his absolute mastery of the full range of modulations of 
Sovietese, he also excels as a caricaturist of Soviet leadership. And he 

likewise displays a remarkable talent for the linguistic shift. Music was his 

language. And we see this strategy at work in his opera Nos (The Nose), his 

setting of the “poems” of Captain Lebiadkin, or his romances for voice 

and piano with lyrics drawn from the satirical journal Krokodil’ (Crocodile). 
If Stalin’s texts, structured on tautology, may be characterized as 

entropic, Platonov’s strategy is based on building up empty ideological 

constructions and filling them with meaning. Later Sots Arts would 

deploy the very same strategy: Prigov, Rubinshtein, early Sorokin all 

perform similar operations with Soviet texts. It is a build-up that leads to 
a collapse. 

For example, Platonov continually appeals to transpersonal 

categories: his characters are forever talking about the classes, the masses, 
the workers, the bourgeoisie, and so on. This is a near-mirror image of 
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the official Soviet text. Stalin only spoke of the masses and the classes, 

very rarely of individuals—unless these individuals were his own literary 

progeny, such as Stakhanov, or the enemies he sought to annihilate. Even 
when Stalin spoke of concrete individuals, his objective was always to 

reduce them to types. Here, however, the similarities end. Because it is 

precisely in the language of Platonov’s characters that we witness the 

existential dead-end most vividly. And we also sense the gap between 

these characters and the language in which they attempt to communicate, 
which they attempt to master. It is as though the stone giants of Stalin’s 

skyscrapers had suddenly started to speak. These typologized giants 

would certainly speak in Sots Art. Prigov’s novel Zhivite v Moskve (Live in 
Moscow), for instance, just begs to be set side by side with the texts of 
Platonov. 

Platonov might have appropriated Andrei Siniavskii’s quip that his 
differences with the Soviet regime were strictly a matter of stylistics. Half 

a century before Siniavskii, Platonov proved that for an ideocratic regime 

stylistic differences carry far greater importance than political ones. 
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The importance of Pushkin to Platonov’s thought has often been noted.
1
 

The Soviet writer’s numerous references to the Russian bard form a 

complex network of interrelated motifs about the role of art, the dialectic 

of intellect and intuition, and the classic Pushkinian encounter of poet 

and tsar.
 
The densest accumulation of references appears around the time 

of the 1937 centenary of Pushkin’s death—observed on a mass scale in 

the Soviet Union.
2
 Platonov published two essays in 1937, “Pushkin — 

nash tovarishch” (“Pushkin is Our Comrade”) and “Pushkin i Gor’kii” 

(“Pushkin and Gorky”), which appeared, respectively, in the January and 

June issues of Literaturnyi kritik.
3
 Natalia Kornienko has described these 

essays as Platonov’s initial foray into his fourth major cycle of works, 

revolving around the lost novel, Puteshestvie iz Leningrada v Moskvu (A 
Journey from Leningrad to Moscow), which he is believed to have completed in 

1941.
4
 In the thick of the jubilee celebrations in February 1937, Platonov 

was conducting research for the novel, traveling between the two capitals 

by post-horse. The trip was originally conceived in Pushkinian terms as a 

reversal of Radishchev’s famous travelogue.
5
 Platonov’s previous cycle, 

centered around Schastlivaia Moskva (Happy Moscow), also included a series 

of interconnected texts and featuring either Pushkin’s portrait or statue. 

These are the 1936 stories “Moskovskaia skripka” (“Moscow Violin”) and  

“Liubov’ k Rodine, ili Puteshestvie vorob’ia” (“Love for the Motherland, 

or the Sparrow’s Journey”) and the screenplay Otets’-mat’ (Father-Mother).6 

                                                
1
 See, for example, Natalia Poltavtseva, “The Husserlian, the Cosmicist, and the 

Pushkinian in Platonov,” Essays in Poetics 27, vol. 2 (2002): 97–113; David M. Bethea and 

Clint Walker, “Platonov’s Revisiting of Pushkin’s Sculptural Myth: Notes for a Violin 

with Silent Orchestra,” Essays in Poetics 27 (2002): 63–97; and Sergei Nebol’son, 

“Platonov — Pushkinist,” in “Strana filosofov”: Andrei Platonov: Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 4, 

ed. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: Nasledie, 2000), 48-50. 
2
 The plans for the jubilee were announced in December 1935, launching an all-

union campaign that ran well into the spring of 1937. The anniversary date was February 

10, 1937. 
3
 See Andrei Platonov, “Pushkin — nash tovarishch,” Literaturnyi kritik 1 (1937): 

46-61; Andrei Platonov, “Pushkin i Gor’kii,” Literaturnyi kritik 6 (1937): 63–84. All 

further citations of these works will appear parenthetically. 
4
 N. V. Kornienko, “Povestvovatel’naia strategiia Platonova v svete tekstologii,” in 

“Strana filosofov”: Andrei Platonov. Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 2, ed. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: 

Nasledie, 1995), 324–6, 330.  
5
 Pushkin presented his “Journey from Moscow to St. Petersburg,” written between 

1833 and 1835, as a reversal (and critique) of Radishchev’s Journey.  
6
 See Andrei Platonov, “Moskovskaia skripka,” in Sobranie. Schastlivaia Moskva. 

Ocherki i rasskazy 1930-x godov, comp. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: Vremia, 2010), 320–
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Finally, in January 1937 Platonov made a reference to Pushkin’s Motsart i 
Sal’ieri in his article, “Preodolenie zlodeistva” (“�he Surmounting of 

Evil”). Calling for the execution of the latest show-trial defendants, 

Platonov wrote: “Socialism and evil are two incompatible things.”
7
  

While Platonov’s engagement with Pushkin predates the jubilee 

campaign of 1936-1937, the heavy concentration of references in these 

years calls for an investigation of their relation to the more mainstream 

Soviet cult of the poet. Here I will consider the attitude to time—or 

chronotopic logic—of Platonov’s Pushkin essays in light of broader 

attitudes discernible in the celebrations as a whole. As I have shown 

elsewhere,
8
 the jubilee exhibited two general tendencies in its treatment of 

Pushkin’s pastness. Often the events seemed a rather traditional 

commemoration of the Russian national poet—part of the general 

Russocentric turn of the late 1930s, when epic, monumental forms and 

historical narratives became increasingly popular.
9
 Pushkin anchored a 

stable, idealized Russian (and, to a lesser extent, Soviet) identity, uniting 

the people around a heroic figure from the past, signifying cultural 

permanence and continuity through time. In other moments, though, the 

jubilee appeared openly hostile to the strictures of linear time. Pushkin 

was a tragic figure from a dark epoch, and the task of his true 

“contemporaries”—the new men of socialism—was to deliver him into 

the glorious present and future.
10

 Revising my earlier terminology, I will 

respectively call these two attitudes monumentalist and eschatological. What is 

fascinating about the centenary celebrations is the fact that both 

approaches to Pushkin were actively resisted—one by the other—as 

much as they were encouraged.
11

 Such contradictory practices suggest an 

underlying impulse toward chronotopic hybridity.  
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secretary Aleksandr Kosarev used it in his 1936 article, “Read Pushkin!”: “Pushkin has 

entered our epoch as a contemporary. He is more our contemporary than he was the 

contemporary of his own generation and his own society one hundred years ago!” 

(Aleksandr Kosarev, “Chitaite Pushkina!” Komsomol’skaia pravda, 6 Sep. 1936.) 
11

 Static monumentalization, elegiac lyricism, and dry, sober historicism—all 

modern forms of monumentalism—came under attack during the jubilee, even as they 
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Consider, for example, the following two jubilee images: fig. 1, a 

painting by Nadezhda Shvede-Radlova, and fig. 2, a poster designed by 

Gustav Klutsis. Both pictures exhibit a contradictory temporal attitude, at 

once maintaining and suspending the division between the living, 

historical Pushkin and his contemporary pictorial depiction. The painting 

is a historical portrait, located firmly in the past and aspiring to a mimetic 

realism. Pushkin’s smiling pose, however, clearly departs from the 

conventions of portrait painting, instead suggesting the style of a 

photographic snapshot, and thus an anachronistic temporal rupture. In 

the poster, Pushkin appears as a monument around which the people 

have gathered, honoring his glorious achievement. But the trajectory of 

the statue’s gaze, the inviting, outstretched arm, and Pushkin’s word of 

greeting, addressed to the crowd—“Greetings, young and unfamiliar 

tribe!”—all suggest the statue’s life, even the possibility of its descent 

from the pedestal to join the throng of admirers. On the one hand, in 

both pictures, the dead Pushkin lives on as an image, metaphorically 

endowed with his people’s vitality, while formally remaining an inert, 

hollow symbol. Yet, on the other hand, this inertia is also overcome, as 

the hollow form is filled with its own, seemingly physical life. As the 

statue gazes down from its pedestal or the portrait curls an unlikely smile, 

the dead Pushkin lives again (animating the dead metaphor), and the 

division between past and present is breached. In this image of a trans-

historical communion, the authentically lived life of the present redeems 

the deaths and struggles of the past. 

Notably, however, neither artist seems particularly perturbed by the 

contradiction between these two attitudes to the poet. Even Klutsis—a 

respected avant-gardist—is clearly interested in the sum greater than the 

parts (rather than suspending his viewer in a conceptual or perceptual 

quandary, as avant-garde artworks typically strive to do). The signs of 

Pushkin’s life in both images work in iconoclastic opposition to the 

portrait or statue’s formal stasis, but none of this negativity is felt on the 

pictures’ surface. The images are simply alive and inert, moving and still at 

once, as if such a hybrid condition were natural and in no way “uncanny.” 

In other words, the impossible doubling comes not as a question, but an 

answer. It does not challenge the viewer but, as it were, reflects his own,  
  

                                                

were being practiced on a wide scale. At the same time, the major forms of modernist 

eschatology—iconoclasm, aestheticism, and utopian projection—had all been declared 

“anti-popular” (antinarodnyi) in the early 1930s. Nevertheless, vestiges of these forms 

persisted in other guises—as the ecstatic insistence on Pushkin’s vitality, for example, or 

expressions of a desire to shatter the temporal barrier (or stately monument) blocking 

access to the past. 
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Fig. 1 Nadezhda Shvede-Radlova, A. S. Pushkin 
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Fig. 2 Gustav Klutsis, Glory to the Great Russian Poet, Pushkin! 
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equivalent power.
12

 This reflective moment is clear in both images—the 

friendly smile in the painting reveals that Pushkin is one of us; the crowd 

in the poster must share a similar substance with the statue, for they are in 

no way diminished by the encounter with it.  
Such qualities arise through a naïve combination of monumentalism 

and eschatology that can be found throughout the textual and visual 

record of the 1937 jubilee. Many participants gravitated towards one 

strategy or the other—and these tendencies suggest the persistence of 

genuine disagreement beneath the unanimous surface—but few indulged 

either of them in their purest form, for this would have meant tolerating a 

negativity that Stalinism always struggled to avoid, whether the violence 

of iconoclasm or the hollow inertia of the monumental image. Instead, 

the jubilee seemed to vacillate between the two strategies, allowing each 

to offset and counterbalance the other. Sometimes an awkward 

equilibrium was found, and a beguilingly naïve tolerance of contradiction 

allowed for the suppression of negativity, combining “lives on” with 

“lives again” as if there were no meaningful distinction between them. 

Pushkin leaps out of the confines of tradition in a flash of rediscovered 

authenticity—and somehow remains there, never again profaned or 

obsolete. And vice versa: Pushkin stands as a point of givenness within 

the flow of time, anchoring collective identity—and somehow his 

hardened form bears no trace of funereal solemnity, for it is magically 

alive. 

 

Poor Love and the Bard’s Economy 
 
The most obvious point at which this hybrid temporal model diverges 

from Platonov’s aesthetics is precisely in its impulse to suppress 

negativity. As is well known, it was the anxious, melancholic tone of 

Platonov’s works that most alienated the otherwise esteemed writer from 

the Soviet literary establishment. In his Pushkin essays of 1937, despite an 

overarching optimism, Platonov remains true to form with a recurring 

emphasis on tragedy and suffering.
13

 In “Pushkin and Gorky,” Platonov 

                                                
12

 �hat is, of course, if he is genuinely “worthy.” In other words, the challenge 

comes later, when the ordinary man is subjected to criticism (or called to make a display 

of self-criticism) for failing to equal the ideal. 
13

 For criticism of Platonov’s negativity see, for example, “Stenogramma 

tvorcheskogo vechera Andreia Platonova v VSSP 1 fevralia 1932 goda,” in Andrei 
Platonov: Vospominaniia sovremennikov, 293-318, and A. Gurvich, “Andrei Platonov,” 

Krasnaia nov’ 10 (1937): 193-233, as well as the analysis of the latter in Artemii Magun, 

“Otritsatel’naia revoliutsiia Andreiia Platonova,” Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie 106 (2010): 

65-95, available online at http://magazines.russ.ru/nlo/2010/106/ma7.html.  
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argues that a great poet like Pushkin incarnates the “mystery” of his 

people’s endurance in poverty. To live when life is impossible requires an 

insatiable hunger for happiness, experienced more as need than desire.
14

 

The basic characteristics of this mysterious force are clear: it is infinite, 

but only as negativity and potential, drawing its power from deprivation 

and need. The poor possess “a capacity for infinite living development” 

(«#! # ◆� #$. ◆⌫#⌧ �⌫)� �  ⇠⇢⇡�⌫�� �  "✓⇡⇢$⇢⌘», 63) because their 

hearts reject all finitude in life—whether as impoverishment or the more 

universal finitude of mortality itself.
15

 Pushkin embodies this negative 

force, concentrating it into a single man—a concrete, visible figure—and 

thus helps the people become conscious of their power (70).
 
Even here, 

however, Platonov continues to emphasize the negative—“the people 

could do without Pushkin,” but they chose to invest their power in him 

because it was more “economical”—and the poor, as we know, are 

always economical. Platonov elaborates this idea with one of the most 

controversial lines of the essay
16

:  

                                                

Reception of the Pushkin essays was mixed. Gurvich, for example, praised them 

highly, despite his harsh criticism of the author overall. (Gurvich, “Andrei Platonov,” 

230-33.) Vladimir Ermilov and Valery Kirpotin, on the other hand, repeatedly used 

quotes from Platonov’s Pushkin essays during their campaign against The Literary Critic 
in 1939–1940. See V. Kirpotin, “O narodnosti v iskusstve,” Literaturnaia gazeta, 30 

January 1940; V. Ermilov, “O vrednykh vzgliadakh ‘Literaturnogo kritika’,” Literaturnaia 
gazeta 10 September 1939; and “Iz dokladnoi zapiski sekretarei SSP SSSR A. A. Fadeeva i 

V. Ia. Kirpotina sekretariam TsK VKP(b) ‘Ob antipartiinoi gruppirovki v sovetskoi 

kritike’,” in Andrei Artizov i Oleg Naumov, eds., Vlast’ i khudozhestvennaia intelligentsia: 
Dokumenty TsK RKP(b) — VKP(b), VChK — OGPU — NKVD o kul’turnoi politike: 1917-
1953 gg. (Moscow: MFD, 1999), 439-44. Kirpotin’s negative criticism of the Pushkin 

essays was also instrumental in blocking publication of Platonov’s collection, 

Razmyshleniia chitatelia (Thoughts of a Reader), in 1939. (See Galushkin, “Andrei Platonov — 

I. V. Stalin — ‘Literaturnyi kritik’” and N. Kornienko, “Istoriia odnoi ‘pogibshei knigi’,” 

in Arkhiv A. P. Platonova, vol. 1, ed. N. V. Kornienko [Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2009], 660–

72.) 
14

 On the connection between happiness and necessity in Platonov’s thought, see 

note 10 in Andrei Platonov, “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii,” in Andrei Platonov: 
Vospominaniia sovremennikov, 324.  

There are two published versions of “On the First Socialist Tragedy,” one from 

Gorky’s archive (publ. and ed. by Kornienko) and the other from the archive of 

Alexander Shcherbakov (publ. and ed. by V. V. Perkhin). See Andrei Platonov, “O 

pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii,” in Andrei Platonov: Vospominaniia sovremennikov: Materialy 
k biografii, 320-24; Andrei Platonov, “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii,” ed. V. V. 

Perkhin, Russkaia literatura 2 (1993): 200-06. I will include the name of the editor in 

brackets to disambiguate these texts in my references, which henceforth will appear 

parenthetically.  
15

 As Platonov writes, “anyone who thinks […] death is the most natural resolution 

for the dramatic situation of life lacks a correct understanding of the real potential of the 

human heart” (63). 
16

 For the negative reaction to this line, see Ermilov and “Iz dokladnoi zapiski.” 
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⌦�, ↵%*⌧⇢�, ⌘⇢�#⌘ ⌫�. �⌫  $ ⇢⇡ ◆⇢�⇢⌘, �⌫  $ ⇢⇡◆-$⌧✓ 
#⇢� �✓" �✓, ✓  $ ⌫�  �%⇠�-, ⇢⇡ ⌧"✓��⌫ �⌫ ◆' �⇢� #$⇢, 

! )$⇢ ⌧✓⌧ #✓� ⇡✓+⇢$✓ ⇢�⇢ ⌧✓⌧ ⇠⌫"$✓ (68).  

 

He, Pushkin, appeared not because of an abundance or 

surplus of the people’s power, but from their need, from 

extreme necessity, almost as a form of self-defense or as a 

sacrifice.  

 

It is worth taking a moment to consider more closely the peculiar 

dialectic of finitude and infinity, which Platonov invokes here and 

throughout the Pushkin essays. First, the crushing limits of poverty and 

the “unnatural” finitude of death seem at once to obstruct and produce 

the infinite living potential of the people, for it is primarily as need (or the 

famous Platonovian toska) that this potential is expressed. A second level 

of finitude appears in the economical concentration of that need in the 

person of Pushkin. A strong dose of ambivalence accompanies this motif 

as well, for concentration simultaneously increases the people’s power 

and puts it at risk. In “Pushkin and Gorky,” Platonov likens the 

concentrated force of the people to Pushkin’s image of a “flaming coal” 

that replaces the speaker’s heart in his poem “Prorok,” (“The Prophet”) 

(68-69).
17

 When Pushkin died, this prophetic coal was not passed on to 

another poet but was again dispersed amongst the people, “entropically” 

scattering its sacred fire. On the one hand, Platonov suggests the loss was 

a necessary and inevitable sacrifice, but on the other hand, it is a 

“catastrophe” that this great product of collective labor was destroyed 

(70).
18

 Finally, while Platonov cites the people’s need as the source of 

Pushkin’s power in “Pushkin and Gorky,” in “Pushkin is Our Comrade” 

the same power becomes a kind of magical surplus. The “mystery of 

Pushkin’s works” lies in the fact that “something more, which has not yet 

been said” («�⌫)$  ⌫+⌫ ◆ �.*⌫⌫, )$  ! ⌧✓ ⌫+⌫ �⌫ #⌧✓⇡✓� », 59) always 

remains beyond the poet’s formal clarity and depth of meaning. This 

quality in Mednyi vsadnik (The Bronze Horseman) is described as a kind of 

                                                
17

 An angel removes the prophet’s human heart and replaces it with the coal: “And 

he split my chest with a blade, / Wrenched my heart from its hiding, / And into the 

open wound / Pressed a flaming coal.” (Translation from Ted Hughes, Collected Poems 
[London: Faber and Faber, 2003], 1194.) 

18
 Here one should note Platonov’s use of words with the root /bed/, from bednyi 

(poor) to link the principal manifestations of negativity in his Pushkin essays. Pushkin 

lives in constant risk, “walking all his life ‘along the path of disaster’ [po tropinke bedstvii],” 

in “Pushkin is Our Comrade” (47). His loss is a “catastrophe [beda],” although it may 

have been necessary for Russian literature to endure a period of “impoverishment 

[obednenie]” after his death. (Platonov, “Gorkii,” 70, 72). 
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“music” or “organization” above and beyond the narrative, “an additional 

power, which creates in the reader the image of the author as the main 

hero of the work” («� ◆✓ )� � #⇢� �, # ⇡�✓0+⌫�  )⇢$✓$⌫�⌫ ⌫+⌫ ⇢ 

 ◆"✓⇡ ✓$ "✓, ⌧✓⌧ ��✓� �  �⌫" ⌘ # )⇢�⌫�⇢⌘», 55). Each of these motifs 

thus oscillates ambivalently between finitude and infinity, danger and 

power, economy and abundance.  

A deeper exploration of this logic can be found in Platonov’s 1934 

essay, “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii” (“On the First Socialist 

Tragedy”), in which the need for economy is the central focus. While this 

work is often read as a key to the riddles of Platonov’s thought, its close 

connection to his Pushkin-related texts of 1936, as part of the Happy 
Moscow cycle, should also be noted. Like the novel and the screenplay 

Father-Mother, the essay features a child who commits suicide after 

learning of his father’s infidelity to his mother—a narrative Platonov uses 

to illustrate the mortal dangers involved in any surrender to naïve 

“intoxication” (upoenie) and “blissful enjoyment” (“O pervoi” 

[Kornienko], 320). In the screenplay—where the suicide attempt ends 

“happily” with only an amputated leg—a portrait of Pushkin hangs on 

the boy’s wall as one of the base vertices of an inverted triangular array, 

which also includes portraits of Stalin and the boy’s mother (as the 

triangle’s apex). Before jumping out of his window, the boy kisses the 

portraits of both men. I will return to the implications of this scene, but 

for now, let us consider what “On the First Socialist Tragedy” adds to our 

understanding of the connection between economy and abundance.  

In the essay Platonov offers a rather idiosyncratic description of the 

Marxist historical timeline. The different characteristics of the three 

principal phases (pre-capitalism, bourgeois modernity, and communism) 

are explored in terms of the profitability of attempts to overcome the 

resistance of nature through technological progress.
 
If “the ancient life” 

of pre-capitalism was sustained only by “waste products and excretions” 

collected “on ‘the surface’ of nature,” modern man “meddles [lezet, lit. 

“crawls”] inside the earth,” only to find nature pressing back “with an 

equivalent force” (“O pervoi” [Kornienko], 322). Platonov explicitly 

rejects any notion of arithmetic, linear progress in the struggle to 

maximize our mechanical advantage over nature. On the contrary, nature 

“is not great and abundant,” but miserly; it always withholds its bounties 

from man, however advanced his technology becomes. Thus, even if 

Archimedes imagined a fulcrum that could overturn the world, the energy 

required to build such an enormous lever would reduce the ultimate gain 

to nothing (320).
 
To finally break the deadlock instead requires a change 

in nature’s fundamental structure. There may come a time, for example, 

when the n quantity of energy we put in to splitting the atomic nucleus 

will give a return of n+1—a “meager surplus” that will bring maximum 
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satisfaction, since it will represent the first instance of an “absolute gain” 

over nature. Until this time, however, the “world cannot be kind to us” 

(320-22). In this context, Soviet socialism appears as a kind of (self-

sacrificial) defense or mitigation of the global capitalist order. While 

capitalism and fascism attempt to squeeze more and more out of 

nature—achieving only the murderous bestialization of their people—the 

Soviets must be patient and avoid the temptation to “crawl into the 

mousetrap” after the “bit of fat” that nature seems to offer (320). Like the 

man who finds his son dead because of his irresponsible affair with a 

young beauty, a “gram of enjoyment on one end [will be] balanced by a 

ton of graveyard earth on the other” («�"✓�� �✓#�✓⇠�⌫�⇢⌘ �✓  �� � 

⌧ �(⌫ %"✓� ⌫#⇢�#⌘ $ �� � � �⇢�.� � ⇡⌫��⇢ �✓ �"%� �», 322).
 
The 

reality of socialist life is thus one of tragic hardship—as the USSR must 

assume the ethical burden of the entire world—and still far from the ease 

and abundance of communism.  

In 1937, Platonov explores this same line of argument, using 

Pushkin’s works and the poet himself as examples. In “Pushkin is Our 

Comrade,” poor Evgeny, the troubled clerk in The Bronze Horseman, 

illustrates how the harsh conditions of modernity limit the people to 

expressing their power as amorous longing. As we might expect, such 

love is only powerful in its negative form. Had Evgeny’s beloved Parasha 

not perished in the great flood of 1824, their hearts would have “dried 

up” in the barren hell of domesticity that awaited them. After her death, 

however, the limit is removed, and Evgeny is revealed to bear an 

unconquerable drive, an inexhaustible emptiness: “[his] passion is not 

defeated by the flood or the death of Parasha, even by Peter I, nothing—

the man is annihilated along with his love” («/$✓ #$"✓#$. �⌫ ! ◆⌫⇠�✓⌫$#⌘ 
�✓⇠⌫ �✓ ��⌫�⇢⌫� ⇢ �⇢◆⌫�.0 ↵✓"✓*⇢, �✓⇠⌫ ↵⌫$" � ↵⌫"-�, �⇢)⌫�, 
— )⌫� ⌫⌧ %�⇢)$ ⇠✓⌫$#⌘ �⌫#$⌫ #  # ⌫� �0◆ .0», “Tovarishch,” 

52–53). Platonov argues that love is as powerful and creative a force as 

technology, but, ultimately, because it resists all finite containment or 

satisfaction, it manifests only a terrible impulse towards death. In 

“Pushkin and Gorky,” Platonov uses Tatiana Larina from Evgeny Onegin—

whom he also calls “poor”—to show how one should deal with this 

mighty and dangerous force. Tatiana’s final rejection of Onegin 

“humanizes and elevates” her love to the point of “imperishability 

[netlennost’].” It is a testament to the strength of her “living development, 

assimilating all sorrow” («⇠⇢⇡�⌫�� ⌫ "✓⇡⇢$⇢⌫, ✓##⇢�⇢�⇢"%0+⌫⌫ 
#⌘⌧ ⌫ � "⌫»), protecting the (weak, male) other, and preventing him 

from tending too quickly towards the death of love. The price of 

Tatiana’s strength, however, is mutilation—indeed, a kind of mutilation 

we have already seen, and which any reader of Platonov will recognize. 

She is compared to an “entity” (sushchestvo) whose legs have been broken. 
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But instead of dying, the entity finds wings within itself and flies above 

the “low place” of its expected death (64). 

What temporal attitude do these images express? Clearly the central 

task is to avoid premature collapse into finitude. The poor must persist in 

their searching, infinite love and avoid the naïve pursuit of 

consummation, for it can bring only reification, degradation, and death 

(the infamous “second nature” of capitalism). At the same time, finitude 

is but the obverse of poor love’s negative infinity. As each individual 

seeks his gram of enjoyment, the maw of nature only widens. The 

collective heart grows hungrier, exposing both the tremendous power and 

risk of love, transforming it into a collective drive towards a second, now 

infinite death—which one can imagine as the paradoxical “burial” of the 

entire world under the necessary tonnage of graveyard earth.
 
The lesson 

of this paradox is that any attempt to harness the power of poor love is 

tragically doomed to futility.
 
A different economy is required to unlock 

the secret surplus of n+1, and Platonov offers Tatiana’s ennobling 

sacrifice as an example of this ideal. Deferring the ecstatic end, suffering 

the wound of withdrawal from consummation, Tatiana experiences a 

peculiar kind of castration that may be likened to the destruction of a 

fetish (that of her own body).
19

 This gesture appears, on the one hand, as 

a rejection of sublimation. No object can veil the chasm of eschatological 

desire. On the other hand, however, it signals Tatiana’s resignation and 

recognition that consummation can never be total, for it is always 

ambivalent—an evanescent flash, which can only be repeated again and 

again. Instead of indulging the desire for total negation, therefore, Tatiana 

takes the intractable remnant of continuity left by such flashes and 

transforms it into a stable position, however disfiguring it might be. 

Instead of sublimation, she assumes a stoic posture of patience, mitigating 

the poverty of love to sustain both self and other within its impossible 

condition. Only thus can love’s potential for infinite living development 

be released—not as consummation and enjoyment, but as the 

assimilation of enjoyment’s tragic impossibility, defusing its tension.
20

 

                                                
19

 For a rich discussion of castration motifs in Platonov, see Artemii Magun’s recent 

essay, “Andrei Platonov’s Negative Revolution,” in which he argues that Platonov is 

“possessed by the phantasm of female castration.” (See Magun, “Otritsatel’naia 

revoliutsiia Andreiia Platonova.”) While I am skeptical about the phallocentrism of 

Magun’s concept of revolutionary subjectivization—perhaps the revolutionary subject, 

like Platonov’s neuter sushchestvo, is somehow asexually castrated—he is certainly right to 

emphasize Platonov’s fetishism (which quite fascinatingly links him to Pushkin).  
20

 See Magun, “Otritsatel’naia revoliutsiia Andreiia Platonova,” for more on 

ambivalent eschatology—particularly his analyses of the Platonovian motif of 

“tiredness” and that of finding a new source of energy at the threshold of death (e.g., the 

vulture sequence in Dzhan, Sambikin’s “last sluice” of life in Happy Moscow). Platonov’s 
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Is it the same with Pushkin’s concentrated expression of the people’s 

power? To be sure, Platonov closely associates the poet’s prophetic 

mutilation with the broken Tatiana-entity, as he, too, has been “tortured 

by a special torture […] common to every man” («⇢⇡�%)⌫��-�  # ◆ � 

�%⌧ � […] # �#$⌫��✓ ⌧✓⇠� �% )⌫� ⌫⌧%», “Gor’kii,” 69). 

Nevertheless, we should not overlook the difference between wings 

discovered within the body and a flaming coal pressed into it from 

without.
21

 While Tatiana exemplifies “the strength of miserable people” 

(«#⇢�✓  ◆⌫⇡� �⌫��-' �0�⌫�», 64) Pushkin’s creation of this exemplary 

image is only possible because “the light of the people [has been] kindled 

in his breast” («#⌫$ �✓" �✓,  ⇡⇠⌫��-�  �"%�⇢ ↵%*⌧⇢�✓…», 69). The 

bard’s relationship to his people may mirror their amorous attachment to 

life, but the mirror’s inversion creates an important spatial shift. 

Platonov’s argument about Pushkin’s concentration of the people’s 

power in a unified, external image in fact deploys a typical monumentalist 

strategy. The collective gathers around a heroic figure from the past to 

assert his enduring “life”—which is, in fact, their own identity over time, 

binding their heterogeneous vitality in a singular body of symbolic form. 

Like the futile eschatology of poor love, however, such monumentalism is 

also ambivalent, for the hero must first be hollow—harboring a core of 

negativity—if the people are to endow him with their vital energies. He 

must also remain inert—a point of pedagogical givenness, to which future 

generations return again and again for wisdom and inspiration—and in 

his inertia one feels the weight of this tradition.
22

  

                                                

eschatology can be compared to the chronotopic logic of avant-garde aesthetics, where 

the impulse toward the new, the pure, and the authentic—conceived as a temporal 

rupture—is never complete, but only a brief dawning and evanescence. (See Hans 

Robert Jauss, “Modernity and Literary Tradition,” trans. Christian Thorne, Critical 
Inquiry 31 (2005), 363-4; Jürgen Habermas, The Philosophical Discourse of Modernity: Twelve 
Lectures, trans. Frederick Lawrence [Cambridge: MIT Press, 1987], 8.) If the avant-garde 

orients itself on the flash (the Symbolist “moment” in which the actual touches the 

eternal), Platonov seems more interested in what persists through the flash, rendering its 

rupture incomplete. 
21

 In fact, if one takes into account Sambikin’s comment in Happy Moscow about the 

human rib cage hiding vestigial wings, the images could be seen as two contrasting 

versions of a single “open chest” motif. (See Andrei Platonov, Schastlivaia Moskva, in 

“Strana filosofov”: Andrei Platonov: Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 3, ed. N. V. Kornienko [Moscow: 

Nasledie, 1999], 35.) Further citations of this work will appear parenthetically. 
22

 A detailed discussion of the logic behind such virtual, pedagogical embodiments 

can be found in Claude Lefort’s “Outline of the Genesis of Ideology in Modern 

Societies” in Lefort, The Political Forms of Modern Society: Bureaucracy, Democracy, 
Totalitarianism, ed. John B. Thompson (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986), 181-236. On the 

emptiness that is veiled in such modern fantasies (simultaneously concealed and revealed 

in Lefort’s terms), one may also recall Zakhar Pavlovich’s remark in Chevengur that “the 

Bolshevik must have an empty heart in order to fit everything inside it.” (Andrei 
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But just as the Tatiana-entity inverts the structure of ambivalent 

eschatology, Platonov’s Pushkin inverts the principles of ambivalent 

monumentalism. The ideal hero of monumentalism marks the very 

threshold of modernity, the phantasmatic moment when “barbaric,” pre-

modern heterogeneity and the new, “civilized” order are mixed, as history 

moves from one state to the other.
23

 The appeal of the national poet myth 

derives from its actualization of this threshold, and the mainstream 

rhetoric of the Pushkin jubilee clearly invokes this logic—citing Pushkin’s 

role as the “progenitor” [rodonachal’nik] of modern Russian literature and 

the “creator” of the literary language.
24

 For Platonov, however, Pushkin is 

not a master of origins, but a lost or “sacrificed” peak of culture. Indeed, 

Platonov specifically resists a monumentalist understanding of tradition 

when he claims that the post-Pushkin period of Russian literature—i.e., 

the period of emergent Russian capitalism—was one of decline. 

“Pushkinian man” disappeared, only to be replaced by Gogol’s “wild 

freaks,” Shchedrin’s “fantastic idiots,” and Dostoevsky’s image of man as 

a “non-existent entity [sushchestvo nesushchestvuiushchee],” worthy only of 

being beaten (“Tovarishch” 59-60). The impassioned protest of Gorky’s 

works, however, and the industrial creativity of the Stakhanovites 

(transforming “even the work of a pneumatic drill into poetry” [« 

! /⇡⇢0 �✓⇠⌫ "✓◆ $%  $◆ �� �  � � $⌧✓»]) suggest that a new, socialist 

Pushkin, capable of reuniting the people’s prophetic fire, may be near 

(“Tovarishch,” 61).
25

  

 

                                                

Platonov, Sobranie. Chevengur. Kotlovan, ed. N. M. Malygina [Moscow: Vremia, 2011], 66.)  

The discourse of national poets typically invokes such formulations—equating protean 

universality with an empty core—as in the “negative capability” Keats famously 

attributed to Shakespeare.  
23

 A classic example of the representation of such hybridity is Étienne Falconet’s 

equestrian statue of Peter I, “barbarically” triumphing over barbarism. Pushkin’s image 

of Peter on the windy riverbank in The Bronze Horseman is similar in this regard. 
24

 See “Ob ucherezhdenii Vsesoiuznogo Pushkinskogo Komiteta v sviazi so 

stoletiem so dnia smerti A. S. Pushkina,” Pravda, 17 December 1935. 
25

 This idea falls in line with what has been referred to as the “myth of centennial 

return” in the modernist cult of Pushkin. (Irina Paperno, “Nietzscheanism and the 

Return of Pushkin in Twentieth-Century Russian Culture (1899–1937),” in Bernice 

Glatzer Rosenthal, ed., Nietzsche and Soviet Culture: Ally and Adversary [Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1994], 211.) Many Silver Age intellectuals looked for 

evidence of a still-active “Pushkin principle,” in Boris Gasparov’s words, as “a sign of 

the eruption of eschatological time into the history of Russian culture.” (Boris Gasparov, 

“The ‘Golden Age’ and its Role in the Cultural Mythology of Russian Modernism,” in 

Boris Gasparov, Robert P. Hughes, and Irina Paperno, eds., Cultural Mythologies of Russian 
Modernism: From the Golden Age to the Silver Age [Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1992], 8.)   
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It seems clear therefore that Platonov is also blending eschatological 

and monumentalist attitudes in his approach to Pushkin in 1937. His 

evaluative inversion of each ultimately draws on elements of the other, as 

eschatology becomes a strategy of endurance; and monumentalism, one 

of anticipation. Unlike the mainstream imagery and rhetoric of the jubilee, 

however, Platonov is not interested in suppressing negativity. Rather, for 

him it is precisely negativity and ambivalence that unite the two attitudes. 

The hollowness of the monument becomes the mutilated body of the 

prophet; to “live on” means to persist nobly in an impossible life, rather 

than to survive virtually after death. In a similar way, the promise of 

Pushkin’s redemptive return is deferred, resisting any exuberant impulse 

to assert the poet’s contemporaneity. Pushkin will only truly “live again” 

when the struggle for socialism is complete. Combining these two 

attitudes does not therefore produce the joyous scene of a living statue 

surrounded by a crowd of equally impressive admirers. Rather, Pushkin 

represents the memory and the promise of an “economical abundance” 

of popular power that is much more difficult to produce and maintain.
26

 

To understand the full implications of this distinction, it is necessary to 

examine more closely the connection between Platonov’s Pushkin essays 

and one of his central preoccupations in the 1930s: the idea of balance as 

a distortion of dialectics. 
 

Avoiding the False Middle between Reason and Love 
 

In many respects, the bulk of Platonov’s mature works can be read as an 

attempt to preserve the dialectical quality of Soviet Marxism’s central 

opposition between “spontaneity” (stikhiinost’, also “the elemental”) and 

“consciousness” (soznatel’nost’). While mainstream Stalinist culture tends 

to turn dialectics into doublethink (treating the struggle to resolve the 

contradiction as both ongoing and already successful), Platonov is always 

                                                
26

 Keith Livers has discussed Platonov’s approach to Pushkin during the 1937 

jubilee in similar terms. Livers cites Paperno’s essay on the modernist image of Pushkin 

as a reconciler of opposites—which persisted during the jubilee—and argues that 

Platonov sought to restore a measure of tragic negativity to this image: “Unlike the facile 

Stalinist fantasy of turning tragedy into optimism, Platonov sees the poet’s mutilation 

(tragedy inscribed indelibly onto the body) as necessary to the process of self-

transformation.” (Keith Livers, “Scatology and Eschatology: The Recovery of the Flesh 

in Andrei Platonov’s Happy Moscow,” Slavic Review 59.1 [2000], 181.) 

It should be noted, however, that modernism’s eschatological Pushkin is also 

“tragic”—as in Khodasevich’s famous description of the poet’s monument as a 

profanation of his living image in “The Shaken Tripod.” Moreover, Platonov’s tragedy is 

also “optimistic.” The difference is that Platonov tempers his optimism with anxiety, 

while the optimistic tragedy of mainstream Stalinist culture is more naïve (“facile” is too 

strong, in my view, ignoring the hidden complexities of the Stalinist attitude). 
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more skeptical and cautious. To be sure, he does at times invoke 

character pairings that recall the “master plot” of socialist realism, in 

which the party struggles to guide the proletariat to consciousness.
27

 But 

beyond such narrative clichés, ultimately all of Platonov’s heroes—

whether workers, peasants, activists, intelligenty, even bureaucrats and 

opportunists—suffer the contradiction as something more universal and 

metaphysical.
28

 Spontaneity and consciousness are reflected in the 

opposition of nature and technology, intuition and intellect, and—most 

prototypically—love and reason. Since Platonov elaborates all of these 

oppositions within the unrelenting Soviet ideology of progress, they also 

exhibit chronotopic qualities. Spontaneity and consciousness come to 

express and manipulate the basic phenomenological tension of temporal 

being, between what Bakhtin calls “horizon” (krugozor) and 

“encirclement” (okruzhenie): the risk-fraught movement towards 

consummation and the appearance of that consummated condition to an 

external subject.
29

 Socialist realism typically tries to exploit this tension 

without suffering its negativity—proletarian “performance” and party 

“pedagogy” embrace one another in a fluid dance, as masters of labor 

learn the meaning of sacrifice, and militants of the Cause learn the 

meaning of “life.” By contrast, Platonov’s characteristic position of 

anxiety, melancholy, and doubt lends more to a focus on the 

awkwardness and danger of such naïve collisions, resembling, as he liked 

to put it, “blind people copulating in the nettles” («#  ⌧%!�⌫�⇢⌫ #�⌫!-' 

 ⌧"✓!⇢⌫», “O pervoi” [Perkhin], 205). He thus recovers the negative 

core of the spontaneity/consciousness dialectic in order to imagine its 

resolution in more sophisticated ways.  

 

                                                
27

 On the socialist realist master plot, see Katerina Clark, The Soviet Novel: History as 
Ritual, 3

rd
 ed. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000). For an analysis of a 

(seemingly) socialist realist Platonov text, see Seifrid’s reading of the short story 

“Immortality.” (Thomas Seifrid, Andrei Platonov: Uncertainties of Spirit [Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1992], 189–91.) 
28

 This is not to say that the question of the proletariat—as the class destined to 

become the universal “subject-object of history” in György Lukács’ terms—is somehow 

diluted by the “all-human” in Platonov’s work. Rather, domination and social division 

are themselves facts of universal, metaphysical significance.  
29

 This phenomenological tension lies at the foundation of Bakhtin’s later theory of 

dialogue, and it manifestly parallels the linguistic (and psychoanalytic) tension between 

the enunciation and the enunciated (énoncé)—the saying and the said. On the latter’s 

importance to the articulation of modern ideology and politics, see Lefort, “Outline of 

the Genesis of Ideology” and Homi K. Bhabha, “Dissemination: Time, Narrative, and 

the Margins of the Modern Nation,” in The Location of Culture (London: Routledge, 1994), 

139-70. 
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With its skeptical attitude towards technology’s ability to harness the 

elements of nature, “On the First Socialist Tragedy” presents the most 

concise formulation of Platonov’s “doubt” about this dialectic as a model 

of progress. Man is “armed” with both “machine and heart,” but he must 

first learn to endure their conflict if he is ever to discover their 

reconciliation (“O pervoi” [Kornienko], 322). This ultimate goal should 

not be forgotten when reading Platonov’s essay, which is all too easily 

mistaken for an anti-rationalist, aestheticist statement, advocating for the 

soul in a technocratic world. Such a reading is true in part, as it is for all of 

Soviet culture in the mid-1930s, when the emphasis in Stalin’s 

modernization program shifted from industrialization to education and 

culture, and the old five-year plan slogan, “technology decides 

everything,” was updated to read, “cadres decide everything.” Platonov 

anticipates this change by several months in “On the First Socialist 

Tragedy,” quoting the older slogan and arguing for a similar modification: 

“the technician himself—the human being—must be included in our 

concept of technology to avoid an obtuse [lit. “cast-iron”] understanding 

of the problem [« $⌫'�⇢⌧% �✓�  ⌧�0)⇢$. ⇢ #✓� �  $⌫'�⇢⌧✓ — 
)⌫� ⌫⌧✓, )$ ◆- �⌫ ! �%)⇢� #. )%�%�� �  ! �⇢�✓�⇢⌘  !" #✓», “O 

pervoi” [Kornienko], 320). Nonetheless, it is obvious that Platonov wants 

more than an improved balance between the heart and the mind, for it is 

precisely the unswayable balance of nature and technology that 

constitutes the “tragedy” of socialism. And the last thing Platonov wants 

is a “tragedy without end or resolution [razviazka]” (“O pervoi” [Perkhin] 

206). 

Platonov’s metallic image of heartless reason as obtusely “ferrous” 

brings us back to his analysis of The Bronze Horseman in “Pushkin is Our 

Comrade.”
30

 Unlike most readers of the poem, from Belinsky to Briusov, 

Platonov refuses to take sides (even reluctantly) in the tragic opposition 

between Peter and Evgeny, arguing that for Pushkin the two figures 

“come from the same inspired source of life” («⇢⇡  �� �  

� '� ⌫�� �  ⇢#$ )�⇢⌧✓ ⇠⇢⇡�⇢», 53). As a good Hegelian, Platonov 

                                                
30

 Platonov often uses metallic imagery in ways that subtly conjure the Pushkinian 

opposition between unfeeling power and human suffering. The most well-known 

example is the scene in “Usomnivshiisia Makar” (“Doubting Makar”) in which the hero 

dreams of being crushed by a giant “scientific man” and then wakes to find someone 

knocking his head with a teapot. Seifrid has noted the parallel to The Bronze Horseman in 

this scene. (Seifrid, Uncertainties of Spirit, 136, 181.) Another interesting example can be 

found at the end of Iuvenil’noe more. More iunosti (The Juvenile Sea: The Sea of Youth) when 

Umrishchev expresses concern that an eternal twilight will descend upon the earth if the 

light of the sun is imprisoned in electric wires—for they are black and “cast-iron.” I am 

indebted to Robert Chandler for pointing out the metaphorical meaning of chugunnyi as 

“obtuse” (as in the expression, “chugunnaia golova,” meaning “thick-headed”).  
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notes that true tragedy is only possible “between equipollent forces, and 

where the death of one does not increase the ethical worth of the other” 

(«�⌫⇠�% "✓� ⌫�⇢⌧⇢�⇢ #⇢�✓�⇢, !"⇢)⌫� �⇢◆⌫�.  �� � �⌫ 
%⌫�⇢)⇢✓⌫$ /$⇢)⌫#⌧ �  � #$ ⇢�#$✓ �"%� �», 52). The problem is that 

Peter and Evgeny “do not know they are brothers” (« �⇢ — �⌫⇡�✓⌧ �-⌫ 
◆"✓$.⌘»). In isolation from one another, Evgeny’s love would have dried 

up in domesticity, while Peter “would have transformed all the world into 

wondrous bronze, with lonely people trembling around it, lost to one 

another” («⌦� ◆- ⌫#. �⇢" !"⌫"✓$⇢�  )%�⌫#�%0 ◆" �⇡%,  ⌧ �  

⌧ $ " � �" ⇠✓�⇢ ◆- "✓⇡�%)⌫��-⌫, ! $⌫"⌘*⇢⌫ �"%� �"%�✓ �0�⇢»). 

The tragic event of the flood brings them together, revealing not only 

their antagonism, but also their bond. To overemphasize antagonism—

championing the “wonder-worker” over “mediocrity,” or “democracy” 

over the “idol”—is to lose sight of the bond. Platonov thus urges us to 

hear the poem’s trans-narrative “music” and discover the third figure—

Pushkin himself—in whose image the tragic conflict is resolved (53).
31

 

What is this Pushkinian hypostasis that reconciles Peter’s bronze, 

unfeeling pursuit of production and the poverty of Evgeny’s love? The 

closest Platonov comes to giving it a name is in “Pushkin and Gorky,” 

when he writes of the “living rational feeling” («⇠⇢ ⌫ "✓⇡%�� ⌫ 
)%#$ ») that leads to socialism. Although Platonov never associates this 

specific phrase with Pushkin, it is clear that the poet’s art consists 

precisely in this magical (“living”) hybrid of reason and feeling. We know 

from “Pushkin is Our Comrade,” for example, that: 

 

#�-#� ⌫�  ! /⇡⇢⇢ — %�⇢⌫"#✓�.�✓⌘, �%�"✓⌘ ⇢ 

�%⇠⌫#$⌫��✓⌘ )⌫� ⌫)� #$. — # !✓�✓⌫$ # (⌫�.0 

# (⇢✓�⇢⇡�✓,  #%+⌫#$�⌫�� �  �✓ ⌫�  ⇠⌫, ↵%*⌧⇢�✓, 
" �⇢�⌫ (61).  

the meaning of his poetry—universal, wise, and courageous 

humanity—coincides with the goal of socialism, realized in 

his, Pushkin’s, native land. 

 

 

 

                                                
31

 Clint Walker misses the search for tragic resolution in his interpretation of Happy 
Moscow as another reworking of The Bronze Horseman. While the comparison of Sartorius 

to poor Evgeny has some merit to it, Walker neglects the inextricability of “technology” 

and “the soul” in the novel in order to read it as an unproblematically dissident text, in 

which the latter is elevated over the former. (Clint Walker, “Unmasking the Myths and 

Metaphors of the Stalinist Utopia: Platonov’s Happy Moscow through the Lens of The 
Bronze Horseman,” Essays in Poetics 26 [2001]: 119-67.) 
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We also have the striking moment in Platonov’s discussion of The Bronze 
Horseman, when he reads poor Evgeny’s famous challenge to the statue, 

“All right, then, you wonder-working builder!” («⌅ ◆" , #$" ⇢$⌫�. 

)%� $ "�-�!»), as inspired, rather than ironic:  

 

⌅✓⇠⌫ ◆⌫��-� ⇧�⌫�⇢� ! �⌘� ⌧ ⌫-)$ : «�$" ⇢$⌫�. 

)%� $ "�-�!» �� �  �✓ ��� ⌫�⇢⌫ ⌫�  ! #⌫$⇢� #✓� 

!%*⌧⇢�#⌧⇢� "✓⇡%� ⇢ !" #⌫$⇢� ⌫�  ! $"⌘#⌫�� ⌫, 
"✓⇡"%*⌫�� ⌫ #⌫"�(⌫ (52). 

Even poor Evgeny has understood something: “wonder-

working builder!” It is as if for a moment Pushkin’s own 

reason visited and illuminated [or “enlightened”] his 

shattered, destroyed heart. 

 

The phrase “living rational feeling” itself appears in the context of 

Platonov’s gentle criticism of Gorky for occasionally lapsing in his faith in 

the people. According to Platonov, Gorky revealed “anti-Pushkinian” 

tendencies with his belief in a form of “reason that is only condensed in 

the intelligentsia, as if physical, popular labor […] can be performed by 

mindless entities” («"✓⇡%�, �⇢*. ⌧ ��⌫�#⇢" ✓��-�  ⇢�$⌫��⇢�⌫�(⇢⇢, 
— #� �  &⇢⇡⇢)⌫#⌧⇢� �✓" ��-� $"%� […] � �%$ # ⌫"*✓$. ⇢ 

◆⌫⇡%��-⌫ #%+⌫#$✓»).  Gorky is not to blame for this failing, of course, 

for it is only natural that “his innately popular, Pushkinian consciousness 

of life” («!"⇢" ⇠�⌫��  �✓" �� ⌫, !%*⌧⇢�#⌧ ⌫ # ⇡�✓�⇢⌫ ⇠⇢⇡�⇢») 

would be distorted by the hostile world in which he lived. Platonov 

explains (in another controversial line) that Gorky had to “allow [the 

enemy…] inside his own self” («! �!%#$⇢$. ⌫�  […]  #✓� �  #⌫◆⌘») in 

order to defeat him “in his very spirit and reason” (« #✓� � ⌫�  �%'⌫ ⇢ 

"✓⇡%�⌫», 80).  

This latter phrase again reveals that excessive rationalism and distance 

from the narod does not produce an imbalance of spirit and reason—since 

the enemy still possesses both—but a dangerous distortion of their ideal, 

truly “living” hybrid. This line of argument was far from new for 

Platonov in 1937. Indeed, in 1930 he had already considered this tragic 

conundrum from a Pushkinian perspective in an unpublished 

introduction to his ill-fated novella Vprok (For Future Use). Here Platonov 

figures the spontaneity/consciousness dialectic in terms of Pushkin’s 

“little tragedy” Mozart and Salieri.32
 Rejecting the ideal of “Mozartism”—a 

                                                
32

 Similar references to Pushkin’s play were popular in the literary debates of the 

day. See G. A. Belaia, Don Kikhoty revoliutsii—opyt pobed i porazhenii, 2
nd

 ed. (Moscow: 

RGGU, 2004), 450-8. 
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kind of Bergsonian intuitionism favored by Alexander Voronsky’s 

“Pereval” group—Platonov argues that today’s Mozarts (most likely to be 

found among the poor) have to study and work to acquire the intellect of 

Salieri. Today’s Salieris, on the other hand, hide behind a mask of 

Mozartian intuition, condemning the intellect and making the task of the 

true Mozarts that much more difficult.
33

 By 1937, such false hybrids of 

reason and feeling, corrupting both, had apparently become Platonov’s 

basic definition of an “enemy”—i.e., a Salieri whose separation from the 

authentic Mozartism of the people has corrupted both his reason, which 

should be his most basic strength, and his popular spirit. Similar thinking 

no doubt lay behind Platonov’s paraphrase of the little tragedy during the 

second Moscow Trial, when he remarked on the incompatibility of evil 

and socialism.  

What makes such false hybrids incompatible with socialism is, once 

again, their ignorant dismissal of negativity. Establishing a makeshift 

compromise, they fail to deal with the deeper “incommensurability” of 

spontaneity and consciousness—the gap of contradiction denying all 

common measure between them. To manage and overcome the conflict 

of progress with the interminable anguish of the poor will require 

something more than cold reason, masked (or buttressed) by a 

supplementary dose of intuition (the Archimedean “eureka”). However 

ingenious the invention may be, no simple machine will ever be able to 

manipulate and control this cruel balance of forces.
34

 As mentioned 

above, at a more basic phenomenological level this gap marks the 

impossibility of aligning one’s subjective horizon with objective temporal 

encirclement (which would mean being able to witness one’s own birth or 

death). This is the same core of negativity common to eschatology and 

monumentalism in their modern, ambivalent forms, and both can be seen 

as chronotopic strategies for dealing with the tension of temporal 

incommensurability. Put simply, eschatology strives to expose and fully 

“suffer” the gap, but finds it can never keep it open. Monumentalism, by 

contrast, seeks to veil and domesticate the gap, though some of its light 

(or darkness) always seeps through.
35

 

                                                
33

 Andrei Platonov, “Ot sostavitelia,” in N. Kornienko, “Menia ub’et tol’ko priamoe 

popodanie po bashke”: Materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii Andreia Platonova. 1927-1932. 

Novyi mir 4 (1993): 113-14. 
34

 Again, it is important not to mistake this argument for anti-rationalism. The 

failure of reason to find a ratio is only half the problem; the other is the desperate drive 

of toska, always escaping reason’s grasp. 
35

 One can also relate these two attitudes to the problem of castration, mentioned 

above, as corresponding to the two forms of “phallic jouissance” (in Lacan’s 

terminology): the (monumentalist) pursuit of objet a—veiling the wound of castration, 

propping open the gap between enunciation and the enunciated—and the 
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The principle of incommensurability can be understood in purely 

philosophical terms (along the lines of the incommensurability of the 

finite and the infinite in Kierkegaard’s Fear and Trembling, for example). 

However, it is interesting that Platonov seems also to have contemplated 

incommensurability as a principle of geometry, according to which certain 

shapes—circles, squares, cubes, etc—exhibit properties that cannot be 

described with whole numbers or their ratios.
36

 In the final pages of 

Happy Moscow, just before the passage about the child suicide, Platonov 

refers to one such “irrational” ratio—φ, the so-called “golden section” or 

“golden mean,” which relates a pentagon’s side to its diagonal. The 

lovesick Sartorius, formerly an engineer of scales (like Platonov himself), 

acquires a new identity as Ivan Grunyakhin and takes a job in a factory, 

after which he becomes “intoxicated by life.” He buys a number of books 

on philosophy and quickly convinces himself that “good is inevitable in 

the world” («� ◆"   �⇢"⌫ �⌫⇢⇡◆⌫⇠� »):  

⌥✓⌧ �- ⇡ � $ �  !"✓⇢�✓ �⌫'✓�⇢⌧⇢ ⇢ ⇡ � $ �  #⌫)⌫�⇢⌘ 
!  ◆ �.* �% ⌧"%�% �⌫�#$ ✓�⇢ #0�% ⇢ ! #$ ⌘�� . 

⇥-' �⇢� , )$  ◆�✓� �✓"⌘ �⇢*. �⌫�#$⇢0  �� � !"⇢" �- 

�✓�⌫�.⌧✓⌘ "✓◆ $✓ #⌫��✓ �✓#$ ◆ �.*⇢⌫ %#!⌫'⇢ ⇢ ⌧✓⇠� �% 
� #$✓�⌫$#⌘ ⌧%# ⌧ ⇢⇡ ⇡ � $ �  #⌫)⌫�⇢⌘ — #✓�-� 

�" �✓��-� ⇢ #-$�-�. ��⌫� ✓$⌫�.� , �⌫ #$ �.⌧  $"%�, �  

%'⇢+"⌫�⇢⌫, %�⌫� #$. ⇢ �%*✓, � $ ✓⌘ �✓ %! ⌫�⇢⌫ 
#)✓#$.⌫�,  !"⌫�⌫�⌘�⇢ #%�.◆% )⌫� ⌫⌧✓ (99). 

 

The laws of the golden rule of mechanics and the golden 

section functioned across the globe, everywhere and always. It 

turned out that, thanks to the action of nature alone, a little 

work would always bring great success and everyone would 

get a piece of the golden section—the biggest and most 

filling. Consequently, it was not so much labor, but trickery, 

deftness, and a soul ready to be intoxicated by happiness, 

which determined the fate of man. 

 

 

 

 

                                                

(eschatological) desire to be the object—offering oneself up as a sacrifice to heal the 

wound and fill the gap. (See Jacques Lacan, On Feminine Sexuality: The Limits of Love and 
Knowledge: Seminar XX (Encore), trans. Bruce Fink [New York: Norton, 1998].)  

36
 The ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle is π; the sides to the 

hypotenuse of a right triangle is ✏2; the sides to the diagonals of a cube is ✏3. 
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Grunyakhin goes on to ponder Archimedes’ excitement about 

overturning the world, which he compares to the idea of lighting a “new 

sun” in the sky, should the old one no longer suffice (99).
37

 But when 

Grunyakhin later meets the mistress of a co-worker, Kostya Arabov, and 

learns the horrible fate of his son (in this version of the Happy Moscow 
cycle’s child-suicide narrative, the boy shoots himself), he changes his 

mind about easy advantages and happy intoxication. Now Grunykahin 

scolds the naïve young beauty:  

 

— ⇥- #�-*✓�⇢, )$  ⌫#$. ⇡ � $ ⌫ !"✓⇢�  �⌫'✓�⇢⌧⇢. 
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!"⇢" �✓ ◆ �⌫⌫ #⌫".⌫⇡�✓,  �⌫� ◆�✓$✓ �⌫$ (102). 

 

You have heard about the golden rule of mechanics. Some 

people believed this rule meant you could cheat all of nature, 

all life. Kostya Arabov also wanted to find with you or inside 

you—how should I put it?—something, a kind of free gold 

[…] Well, how much did he get? No more than a gram! And, 

for balance, on the other end of the lever he had to load a 

whole ton of graveyard earth, which is now lying and crushing 

his child. […] Never try to live by the golden rule… It’s 

ignorant and unlucky to do so, I’m an engineer, so I know 

that nature is more serious than that, it does you no favors. 

 

 

                                                
37

 The idea for the new sun is attributed to Anatoly Lunacharsky. See Walker for a 

discussion of Platonov’s various polemical engagements with the former Enlightenment 

Commissar, including in “Pushkin is Our Comrade.” Platonov’s long-standing interest 

in solar energy may also link this image to the dream of n+1 energy yield. In the second 

redaction of “On the First Socialist Tragedy,” he writes of “cosmic rays” that may 

facilitate an atomic reaction. (Platonov, “O pervoi” [Perkhin], 205.) 
38

 Platonov’s use of the word ob’’egorit’ refers to the cheating of peasants by 

landlords (before St. George’s Day, when they were freed of their obligations) and thus 

relates the pursuit of mechanical advantages over nature to the exploitation of man by 

man.  
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In this précis of “On the First Socialist Tragedy,” Platonov subtly 

conflates the golden rule of mechanics with the golden section, suggesting 

a hidden argument about incommensurability. While it may be possible to 

establish a mechanical advantage over nature, it will never be a “true” 

advantage, since force is always purchased with distance.
39

 The golden 

section, by contrast, does not exhibit such arithmetic clarity, for it 

expresses not a quantitative, but a qualitative relationship: the greater of 

two unequal segments relates to the lesser one in the same way as their 

totality relates to the greater part (fig. 3).
40

 This quality, however, is 

strikingly appropriate as a formula for Pushkin’s trans-narrative 

reconciliation of tragically incommensurable brothers—whether Peter 

and Evgeny or Mozart and Salieri. The elusive, irrational “cut” of the 

golden mean captures all the major elements of Platonov’s theory of 

tragedy: the deceptive unevenness of forces on the surface, their hidden 

equipollence expressed as incommensurability (Evgeny’s inexhaustible 

emptiness, nature’s unbreakable miserliness), and the “third party”—the 

authorial totality, which reveals the reciprocal subordination of victor and 

vanquished, reason and love, around the tragic gap between them.  

 

 
Fig. 3 The Golden Section 

 
 
 
                                                

39
 The golden rule of mechanics states that any advantage gained in force—e.g. 

through use of a lever, pulley, or other simple machine—requires a corresponding 

increase in distance.  
40

 Platonov often invokes the philosophical distinction between quality and quantity 

in his various discussions of dialectics. In “Pushkin and Gorky,” the people’s great work 

of creating Pushkin is described as “quantity laboriously transformed into quality” (70).  
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Support for this admittedly tenuous association of Platonov’s Pushkin 

essays with the mathematical metaphors he employs in Happy Moscow can 

be found, first of all, in the ironic detail that Kostya Arabov “knows 

Pushkin by heart” («⇡�✓*⇢� �✓⇢⇡%#$. ↵%*⌧⇢�✓», 100)—as if he has 

mechanically internalized the author’s works, line by line, but has never 

heard any music or found any gold. Further evidence can be drawn from 

Platonov’s intellectual context. The philosopher Mikhail Lifshits, 

Platonov’s friend and colleague at Literaturnyi kritik, also wrote about 

Pushkin in a tragic key during the jubilee, and he made use of similar 

mathematical models.
41

 As a leading figure in the 1936 campaign against 

“vulgar sociologism,” Lifshits attacked the prevailing view that Pushkin’s 

works reflected a social identity hovering between the declining 

aristocracy and the rising bourgeoisie. For Lifshits, such analyses ignored 

the most essential aspect of Pushkin—his status as a true classic. How 

could the enduring appeal of the Russian bard be explained by his 

allegiance to some half-formed, eclectic strata of “capitalizing nobles” and 

“déclassé aristocrats”? In a review of the Academy of Sciences’ new 

Pushkin journal (launched in preparation for the jubilee), Lifshits 

explained the origin of this interpretative error:  
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41

 Lifshits was writing a book on Pushkin around the time of the jubilee, apparently 

titled Pushkin and his Time. Several fragments of the text are collected in Mikhail Livshits, 

Ocherki russkoi kul’tury: Iz neizdannogo (Moscow: Nasledie, 1995), available online at 

http://mesotes.narod.ru/lifshiz/russ-ocherk/ork-sod.htm. Elements of Lifshits’ 

argument also appear in a letter he wrote to G. M. Fridlender in April 1938 and a six-

hour lecture he delivered on the concept of narodnost’ (popular spirit) in May of that year. 

(See Mikhail Livshits, “Narodnost’ iskusstva i bor’ba klassov,” Sobranie sochinenii v 3 
tomakh, vol. 2 [Moscow: Izobrazitel’noe iskusstvo, 1986], 245–92, available online at 

http://mesotes.narod.ru/lifshiz/narodnost.htm; Mikhail Livshits, “O Pushkine: Pis’mo 

G. M. Fridlenderu ot 8 aprelia 1938 g.,” Pushkinist 1 (1989): 403–414, available online at 

http://mesotes.narod.ru/lifshiz/pismo-pushkin.htm.) 

Both Lifshits and Platonov were also in dialogue with Lukács in their work on the 

historical meaning of the classics as “popular” forms of art. The attacks on The Literary 
Critic in 1939-1940 were provoked by the publication of Lukács’ collection of essays, On 
the History of Realism, which was primarily devoted to this question. (On Platonov’s 

intellectual connections to Lifshits and Lukács, see Galushkin,  “Andrei Platonov — I. 

V. Stalin — ‘Literaturnyi kritik’” and Poltavtseva, “Platonov i Lukach: Iz istorii 

sovetskogo iskusstva 1930-x godov,” Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie 107 [2011]: 253–70, 

online at http://www.nlobooks.ru/rus/magazines/nlo/196/2194/2218/. For a 

chronology of the Literary Critic polemic, see N. Kornienko, “‘Techenie vremeni’: Andrei 

Platonov v 1940 godu,” in “Strana filosofov”: Andrei Platonov: Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 5, ed. 

N. V. Kornienko [Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2003], 768–72.)  
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 42

 

 

Psychologically, one can understand the difficulties 

experienced by our literary historians. They can sense in the 

thinking of poets like Pushkin what old German philosophy 

called “die wahre Mitte” (“the true mean”), i.e., the true 

dialectical unity, identically far from each one-sided extreme 

and thus lying as if in the middle. But this dialectical position, 

which Pushkin mastered in the form available to him in his 

time, was not an avoidance of conflict, not “moderation and 

caution,” not “the golden mean,” and not “bourgeois 

landowner liberalism.” 

 

Here Lifshits uses “the golden mean” in its everyday sense of moderation 

(umerennost’) and balance, which dates back to Aristotle’s definition of a 

vice as the extreme lack or excess of a given virtue. Lifshits’ alternative of 

“die wahre Mitte” comes from one of Friedrich Schlegel’s fragments: 

“Unite the extremes and you will find the true mean.”
43

 What the hybrid 

strata of vulgar sociologism miss, therefore, is the social totality expressed 

in Pushkin’s works. The extremes are lost as thought moves toward the 

false middle of moderation.
44

  

Like Platonov, Lifshits was thus also opposed to false hybrids and 

arithmetic calculations of the middle-point between dialectical forces. As 

we have seen, however, the golden mean divides a segment at an 

asymmetrical and incommensurable middle-point, expressing the two 

halves’ conflict and totality at once. Again like Platonov, Lifshits only 

                                                
42

 See Mikhail Livshits, “Pushkinskii vremennik,” Literaturnyi kritik 12 (1936): 239-

61, online at http://mesotes.narod.ru/lifshiz/vremennik.htm.  
43

 Friedrich Shlegel, Lucinde and the Fragments, trans. Paul Firchow (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 1971), 248. 
44

 The campaign against vulgar sociologism was closely connected to the Pushkin 

jubilee and its goal of clearing “the people’s path” to the poet. Lifshits rose to 

prominence on the back of this campaign, but—to his credit—he soon realized the 

dominant interpretation of the turn towards narodnost’ was no improvement. In his 1938 

lecture on the topic, Lifshits mocked the new trend with a pun he claimed had become 

popular during the recent spate of jubilee celebrations: “They’ve made one more classic 

popular/hideous [Eshche odnogo klassika iznarodovali].” (Livshits, “Narodnost’.”) 
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refers to the golden mean obliquely, under cover of the rejected 

commonsense version of the term. Nonetheless, it is clear that the 

philosopher directly associated Schlegel’s definition of dialectics with 

Aristotelian ethics, and he may have been reinterpreting the latter in light 

of Euclidian geometry. This is suggested by a note Lifshits made in the 

1960s, in which he paraphrases “die wahre Mitte” as “mesotes in the sense 

of akrotes,” using the Greek words for mean and extreme.
45

 Euclid uses 

the same terms for the golden section—akros kai mesos logos, extreme and 

mean ratio. There is certainly much that is unclear in these various 

associations, but I believe they justify a closer look at how the golden 

ratio’s specific form of incommensurability is relevant to Platonov’s 

engagement with Pushkin in 1937.
46 

 

 

Pushkin, Communism, and the Golden Mean 
 
Let us return first of all to the Tatiana-entity. Here our mathematical 

metaphor allows us to clarify Platonov’s eschatology. In resisting the 

temptation to consummate her love for Onegin—which could only ever 

bring a gram of enjoyment—Tatiana inhabits the very gap of 

incommensurability. This stoic resistance of the death of love ennobles 

her with living rational feeling, but only at the price of mutilation. 

Tatiana’s broken legs are another symbol of incommensurability, now 

that of sexual union itself. As Platonov writes, “there are no conditions 

for the happiness of a woman and a man” («��⌘ #)✓#$.⌘ ⇠⌫�+⇢�- ⇢ 

�%⇠)⇢�- �⌫$ %#� ⇢�», “Gorkii,” 63); the low place of love inevitably 

breaks one’s body.
47

 At the same time, it is mutilation that makes the 

                                                
45

 Mikhail Livshits, Chto takoe klassika?: Ontognoseologiia: Smysl mira: “Istinnaia seredina,” 
ed. V. G. Arslanov (Moscow: Iskusstvo XXI vek, 2004), 426. 

46
 In his letter to Fridlender, Lifshits defines the true middle as “the unity of unity 

and contradiction, the harmony of harmony and disharmony.” He also writes of 

Pushkin’s “consciousness of the relative impossibility of reconciling the contradictions 

of life; Pushkin sensed that this ‘inability to keep body and soul together’ [nesvedenie 
kontsov s kontsami] is not the result of our weak reasoning, but reality itself. This is the 

source of everything that seems ‘irrational’ in The Bronze Horseman and The Little Tragedies. 
This is the source of [Pushkin’s] ‘humane resignation.’ […] Only art can help in the place 

where human thought leaves the wound open.” (Livshits, “O Pushkine.”) Viktor 

Arslanov has also discussed the applicability of the principle of incommensurability to 

Lifshits’ philosophy, based on some marginalia left in a 1964 edition of Goethe’s 

philosophical texts. One of the essays Lifshits marked addresses the concept of infinity 

and the approximate nature of all measurement. Goethe refers to the 

incommensurability of the diameter and circumference of a circle in his argument. (See 

V. G. Arslanov, “Ontognoseologiia, smysl mira i ‘gottlosen Marxismus’,” in V. G. 

Arslanov, ed., Mikhail Aleksandrovich Lifshits [Moscow: POSSPEN, 2010], 287–93.) 
47

 This line recalls the Lacanian principle that “there is no such thing as a sexual 

relationship.” Bruce Fink notes in his translation of Seminar XX that Lacan’s word for 
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entity’s transformation and flight possible. This change is what 

distinguishes Tatiana’s love from poor Evgeny’s in The Bronze Horseman. 
While he reveals the tragedy of incommensurability and the danger that it 

might never be resolved, Tatiana’s rejection of the other Evgeny, from 

Onegin, offers the hope of an “other” love, one not so fixated on the 

threshold of consummation, but instead supported by an awareness of 

“the bigger picture”—i.e., the higher totality that the incommensurable 

ratio expresses.
48

 The first Evgeny is thrust into the gap of contradiction 

by the loss of Parasha, and this marks him as an eschatological subject 

(also revealed by his iconoclastic challenge to Peter). The second Evgeny 

is also inclined to pursue this annihilatory drive, but Tatiana finds the 

strength to absorb and assimilate its violence, even as it crushes her. The 

very futility of iconoclasm—the idol can never be fully destroyed—now 

becomes a source of power. The fetish is smashed, but enough of its 

structure remains—enough time remains—to find the new body of flight, 

soaring above the place of incommensurability to grasp the totality.  

According to Platonov, Tatiana’s method of eschatological endurance 

is the most appropriate strategy for the narod. Although Pushkin, as the 

people’s prophet, also endures mutilation (linking him to their suffering), 

he appears to approach the totality by a somewhat different route. 

Indeed, it is interesting that Platonov—so fascinated by sexual 

metaphors—would choose to focus on the violence against the prophet’s 

heart, rather than his torn-out tongue or his variously penetrated orifices 

of perception. The prophet is a figure of martyrdom and sacrifice like 

Tatiana, but he is also something more. Here it is useful to explore the 

Trinitarian logic of Platonov’s argument, which also falls within the 

metaphorical scope of the golden mean and its three terms—the larger 

segment, the smaller one, and their sum. As Renaissance scholars like 

Luca Pacioli attested, the Christian dialectic of Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit can be projected upon this triune relationship.
49

 For Platonov, the 

model carries a Fedorovian inflection as well, and he likens the conflict of 

The Bronze Horseman to that of Pushkin’s Tazit—in which a son is 

estranged from his father. Thus, Peter and Evgeny may not only be seen 

                                                

“relationship” (rapport) can also be translated as “ratio” or “proportion.” (Lacan, On 
Feminine Sexuality, 7.)  

48
 Here one may recall Lacan’s notion of an “other” jouissance “beyond the 

phallus,” in which a (feminine) subject orients her desire on the “lack in the Other,” i.e. 

the castrated quality of the entire symbolic order. (Lacan, On Feminine Sexuality, 71–77.)  
49

 A Hegelian version of this conceptual integration seems most appropriate here. 

The original unity is negated by an incommensurable division into Father and Son, and 

the Spirit is the negation of this negation, producing the higher totality. 
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as brothers, but also as father and son.
50

 In this case, Pushkin, the 

“substance” of their reconciliation and love, would represent the Holy 

Spirit, which fits his embodiment of the people’s living development 

particularly well.
51

 And yet, as a sacrificial victim of mutilation, Pushkin 

would also seem ready-made for the position of the Son himself. Why 

does Platonov resist this logic? 

The first clue is his celebration of Tatiana as opposed to his lament 

for poor Evgeny. The hypostasis of the Son is the seat of eschatology, 

while Tatiana would seem to represent a heretically elevated Madonna—

as a figure of chastity and mercy—who takes on a part of the sacrificial 

burden in order to prevent its accomplishment. What then is the nature of 

Pushkin’s tragedy? It is not the same as Evgeny’s, to be sure, but it also 

differs from Tatiana’s in that it is more historical than ethical. As the 

people’s great collective achievement, Pushkin marks a peak of culture 

that was lost; he is not the origin of modern Russian literature, but the 

glorious end of its “naïve,” pre-capitalist flowering.
52

 Pushkin embodied 

the incommensurable totality of his epoch at the moment of its 

“ripeness,” i.e., just as a new phase—a new totality—was beginning to 

take shape. This explains why post-Pushkinian literature is distorted by 

pessimistic images of the people. Unlike the old world, capitalism 

produces the incommensurable division at a higher degree of tension, no 

longer confining itself to the surface of things, but digging within the 

earth. Now all progress is fraught with incredible risk—primarily that of 

relying too heavily on reason, believing that the golden mean can be 

discovered through simple arithmetic mixed with a splash of inspiration. 

Such thinking can in fact only discover a false middle: the balance of a 

rationally measured gram of enjoyment with an irrational heap of 

bestialization and death. In these conditions, “Pushkin”—as the ideal 

mitigation of dialectical suffering—leaves the world of literature and 

becomes the direct struggle for socialism. Thus Platonov argues in 

“Pushkin and Gorky” that Pushkin’s flaming coal was not only dispersed 

among the people after his death. In fact, it did find a new host—in 

                                                
50

 The basic question of Nikolai Fedorov’s philosophy is why men are not brothers. 

His answer is that they have lost the sense of being sons, having forgotten their dead 

fathers. 
51

 At one point in “Pushkin is Our Comrade,” Platonov finds the bard “similar to 

ordinary life, to man himself, to the secret, shall we say, of his beating heart. Pushkin is 

nature, acting directly in its most ethereal [redkii] way—through poetry.” (Platonov, 

“Tovarishch,” 59.) 
52

 This argument is related to the interpretation, advanced by both Lifshits and 

Lukács, of Marx’s famous comment about the charm of Greek art in the introduction to 

the Grundrisse. See Lifshits, “Karl Marx i vopros ob istoricheskikh sud’bakh iskusstva,” 

Krasnaia nov’ 3 (1933): 176–90, online at  http://mesotes.narod.ru/lifshiz/krnow.htm. 
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Lenin, “so that the prophecy of poetry could be fulfilled, so the intention 

of the people could be realized” («)$ ◆- !" " )⌫#$  ! /⇡⇢⇢ #◆-� #., 

)$ ◆- �✓�⌫"⌫�⇢⌫ �✓" �✓  #%+⌫#$⇢� #.», 76). Platonov also notes 

that the coal is “still burning now” («⇢ ! #⌫�)✓# � "⇢$») —implying that 

after Lenin’s death it was again passed on to Stalin.
53

 

This transfer of the people’s power from art to politics significantly 

complicates the Trinitarian interpretation of the golden section. Let us 

now recall the climactic scene of Father-Mother, where the distraught boy, 

Stepa, kisses the portraits of Pushkin and Stalin before jumping out of the 

window, breaking his leg. How can we define the relationship between art 

and politics, poet and party, in this image? If we continue with the 

Trinitarian model, Stalin most clearly occupies the position of the Father. 

Platonov embraces the standard paternalist image of the “father of 

peoples” in a number of texts, including his response to the January show 

trial, discussed above.
54

 In Father-Mother, where the question of 

fatherhood is the central theme, Stalin is also presented as an ideal in this 

regard. Stepa, an orphan who is taken in by the young couple, Zhenya and 

Ivan Bezgadov, decides to commit suicide when his adopted father, like 

Kostya Arabov, proves unsuitable. Rejecting Bezgadov in the final scene 

of the screenplay, the recovering Stepa tells his mother, “Let Stalin be 

[my/the] father” («↵%#$.  $( � ◆%�⌫$ �$✓�⇢�», 44). But it would be a 

mistake to identify Stalin directly with Peter in The Bronze Horseman, 

despite the clear parallels. Just as Evgeny is a model of eschatology’s 

futility, Peter represents the failure of the father—the monumental 

master—to bring happiness to the people. Stalin, however, is a different 

kind of father. Like Lenin, he is the political concentration of the people’s 

power and not some “emanation of pure reason,” cut off from their 

living source (“Gorkii,” 78). Platonov makes this argument explicitly in 

his 1938 essay on the Kazakh bard Dzhambul, in which he describes 

Stalin as the most “economical” poetic subject, allowing the poet to 

                                                
53

 The motif of Pushkin’s prophecy being realized in the revolution was one of the 

master-tropes of the mainstream jubilee discourse. The lead headline in Pravda on 

February 11, 1937 read, “The Dream of the Great Poet Has Been Realized.” Pushkin 

and Lenin were also frequently associated in these years as the two highest achievements 

of Russian culture. Finally, the notion that the flame of the revolution, ignited by Lenin, 

is still burning now reproduces the official rhetoric positioning Stalin as “Lenin today.” 
54

 In “The Surmounting of Evil,” Platonov writes: “Nowhere is there a greater 

feeling of the connection and kinship between people as in our country. More than that, 

in our country, several generations of Soviet people have a common father—in the 

deep, heartfelt, and principled meaning [of that word]. […] With him we have grown up 

and become who we are, and we will become who we want to be—a creative, 

enthusiastic, and happy people. This feeling is one of the most fundamental feelings of 

our life. It can only disappear along with our heart.” (Platonov, “Preodolenie 

zlodeistva,” 350.) 
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“represent the world and history (including future times) in a single man” 

(«⌅⇠✓�◆%� ⇢⇡ ◆"✓⇠✓⌫$ �✓� �⇢" ⇢ ⇢#$ "⇢0 (⌧�0)✓⌘ ⇢ ◆%�%+⇢⌫ ⌫⌧✓) 
  �� � )⌫� ⌫⌧⌫»). Platonov goes on to suggest that, in the foreseeable 

future, no single poet is likely to equal the task of representing Lenin or 

Stalin, and it will remain a collective labor.
55

  
Here we recognize the same logic that Platonov employs in “Pushkin 

and Gorky” to describe the Russian bard’s concentration of the people’s 

power and that power’s dispersal after his death. This model is clearly 

monumentalist, but it is an “unaccomplished” monumentalism, just like 

the Tatiana-entity’s unaccomplished eschatology. The prophetic wound 

that is shared by Pushkin, Lenin, and—one presumes—Stalin marks these 

figures’ internalization of popular suffering. The people “invest” their 

suffering in the bard or the leader, much as the monumentalist collective 

invests its vital energies in the hollow idol of the past. Yet here the 

temporal contour is different. Investment is not a retroactive 

encirclement, but a horizonal hope; it does not “revivify” the dead hero, 

but rather defines his original, transitory life. The prophetic line of 

Russian culture is thus an inverted tradition of expectation, rather than 

one of achievement. Indeed, despite the restrained position of 

“Dzhambul,” Platonov sees the advent of a new, socialist Pushkin as 

essential in the Pushkin essays: 

 

«� -� ↵%*⌧⇢�» �⌫⇢⇡◆⌫⇠⌫�;  � ⌫#$. �⌫ ◆' �⇢�✓⌘, ✓ �⌫ 
$ �.⌧  ⇠⌫�✓$⌫�.�✓⌘ #⇢�✓ ⌧ ��%�⇢⇡�✓. � ��%�⇢⇡�, 

#⌧✓⇠⌫� !"⌘� , ◆⌫⇡ «↵%*⌧⇢�✓», �⌫⌧ ��✓ %◆⇢$ � , ⇢ ⌫� , 

◆-$. � ⇠⌫$, ⌫+⌫ �⌫ " ⇠�⌫�� �  !"⌫⌫��⇢⌧✓ — �⌫ � ⇠⌫$ 
! �� #$.0 # #$ ⌘$.#⌘ (“Gorkii,” 72). 
 

“the new Pushkin” is inevitable; he is not only a desired 

strength of communism, but a necessary one. Let us be plain, 

without “Pushkin”—the one who was murdered in the past 

and his perhaps still unborn successor—communism cannot 

fully occur. 

 

A messianic interpretation seems irresistible here, with Gorky playing 

John the Baptist:  

 

⌦�, ⇤ ".⌧⇢�, #�⌫�✓� #⌫  ⇡� ⇠� ⌫, )$ ◆- � -� 

↵%*⌧⇢�, ↵%*⌧⇢� # (⇢✓�⇢⇡�✓, ↵%*⌧⇢� #⌫�⇢"� �  #⌫$✓ 
⇢ !" #$"✓�#$✓, #"✓⇡% ⇢ ◆⌫⇡ *⇢◆ )�  ! �⌘�, )$  ⌫�% 
�⌫�✓$. (84). 

                                                
55

 Andrei Platonov, “Dzhambul,” in “Strana filosofov,” vol. 5, 840. 
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He, Gorky, did everything possible to make sure the new 

Pushkin, the Pushkin of socialism, the Pushkin of global light 

and space, would know what to do immediately, with no 

mistakes. 

 

It is not difficult to predict what this new poet’s first subject will be 

either. At the end of “Pushkin is Our Comrade,” there is a peculiar 

ellipsis between the last two lines: “If Pushkin were living now, his poetry 

would be a source of global socialist enthusiasm... Long live Pushkin—

our comrade!” [«⌃⇢⇢ ↵%*⌧⇢� $⌫!⌫"., ⌫�  $ ")⌫#$  #$✓�  ◆- 

⇢#$ )�⇢⌧ � #⌫�⇢"� �  # (⇢✓�⇢#$⇢)⌫#⌧ �    �%*⌫�⌫�⇢⌘... ⌅✓ 
⇡�"✓#$%⌫$ ↵%*⌧⇢� — �✓* $ ✓"⇢+!», 61). The ellipsis gestures to an 

earlier draft of the essay, which ended with an anecdote about a 

schoolboy who, reciting from memory, changed the final line of 

Pushkin’s “Bacchic Song”—one of the most quoted poems of the 

jubilee—from “Long live the sun, let the darkness vanish!” to “Long live 

Stalin, let the darkness vanish!”
56

 While the boy’s teacher corrects the 

mistake, Platonov argues that Pushkin himself would have adopted the 

change.
57

  
Is the new Pushkin the son to Stalin’s father then? On the evidence of 

Father-Mother, such a reading is clearly insufficient. Stepa’s kissing of both 

portraits suggests, rather, an “unconventional family,” in which there are 

two fathers for every mother and child. Pushkin’s paternal aspect is also 

indicated when Stepa’s mother leaves Bezgadov for an African immigrant 

named Lucien. Her husband’s bitter remark (“She’s switched to black 

bread!” [44]) recalls another favorite motif of Platonov’s—appearing both 

in the introduction to For Future Use and in “Love of the Motherland.” 

Black bread (opposed to excessively rich food) is a symbol for the 

sustenance provided by true art. Again Platonov produces a heretical 

structure—creatively integrating the reconciled father and son with the 

incommensurable brothers. Reconciliation allows the brothers to become 

fathers who have assimilated the suffering of the son. This explains their 

chronotopically hybrid condition as “monumental prophets,” sustaining 

the people’s hope and power by concentrating it into a unified image.
58

  
                                                

56
 A. Evdokimov, “Stat’ia ‘Pushkin — nash tovarishch’ v kontekste sovetskoi 

kritike,” in “Strana filosofov”: Andrei Platonov: Problemy tvorchestva, vol. 2, ed. N. V. 

Kornienko. (Moscow: Nasledie, 1995), 263.  
57

 The teacher, in fact, makes a mistake as well, substituting the word “reason” for 

“sun,” perhaps suggesting a Salieri-esque deviation, prompted by Pushkin’s own critique 

of “false wisdom” in the poem. The only true reason is “solar reason,” before which any 

isolated, artificial intellect pales.  
58

 The fathers do not seem to “interfere” with the mother or the child, but only 

protect them from a distance. The triangular display of the portraits on Stepa’s wall also 
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Such is the bizarre and circuitous theology through which Platonov 

presents his vision of the Marxist historical timeline. Let us now map it 

out schematically, using the golden mean as our model.  

 
Fig. 4 Pre-Capitalism 

 
Fig. 4 depicts “ancient life on the surface of nature,” i.e., the naïve 

condition before the intensification of class struggle under capitalism. 

Here Pushkin represents the mean and the peak—mesotes as akrotes—
accessing the totality from the very gap of incommensurability between 

reason (1) and the poverty of love (φ-1
).

59
 This phase of the dialectic also 

offers a basic model of human subjectivity and desire as the fruit of man’s 

primordial conflict with nature. From this perspective, Tatiana’s ethical 

act of rejecting Onegin could also be seen as the mean and peak of fig. 

4.
60

 

                                                

suggests a vertical axis, linking mothers and sons, running perpendicular to the 

horizontal axis uniting the father-brothers, Pushkin and Stalin. Here it is also worth 

noting the onomastic connection between Zhenya and poor Evgeny alongside the 

broken leg motif (as well as that of vertical movement), which links Stepa and the 

Tatiana-entity. This vertical, mother-son axis appears to encompass nature and the 

narod—a generative principle that has become strangely asexual, as the father-brothers 

are occupied with one another on a different level. 
59

 These values reflect the peculiar properties of φ, such that φ-1 = φ-1 and φ+1 = φ2. 
60 Here one should note that Lacan likens his infamous objet a to the golden number 

on several occasions, although he actually gives its value as φ-1, rather than φ. (See Lacan, 
49 and Shingu Kazushige, Being Irrational: Lacan, the Objet a, and the Golden Mean, trans. 

Michael Radich [Tokyo: Gakuju Shoin, 2004].) Also relevant is the sequence of 

Fibonacci numbers (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13…), whose ratios approach, but never reach φ. 
This infinite accumulation of rational integers, ever circulating around the intractable, 

irrational remnant, is a fine illustration of Lacan’s elusive object-cause of desire. It is also 

an interesting illustration of Platonov’s fears in “On the First Socialist Tragedy” that 

capitalism will destroy the world in its attempts to cheat nature of its gold. Despite these 

and other manifest parallels, I have resisted overtly “applying” Lacanian terms to 

Platonov in this essay, as I am increasingly convinced that it is more fruitful to read 

Lacan with Platonov, rather than the other way around. 
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Fig. 5 Bourgeois Modernity 

 
Second, fig. 5 depicts bourgeois modernity, when man begins to crawl 

inside the earth in search of nature’s gold. During this phase reason is 

subordinated to the irrational, as false hybrids threaten to extinguish the 

light of man’s original dominance. Now it is Lenin and the Communist 

Party that have access to the totality—φ2 
(or φ+1)—and it is their 

suffering and struggle that concentrates the people’s power, protecting 

them from collapse into the gap of incommensurability. One may also 

note the creativity of the Stakhanovite here—the first hint of the return 

of “Pushkinian man”—as a substantiation of the new totality. 

 
Fig. 6 Communism 

 
Finally, in fig. 6 the party finds its poet, and this signals the advent of 

communism. Notably, in this phase the gap of incommensurability no 

longer divides a rational from an irrational magnitude. All quantity has 

now become quality, as the distinction between reason and unreason is 

dissolved. This is the age (perhaps the first of many?) in which the 

dialectics of nature has been altered at its fundamental level. Now “solar 

reason” and “enthusiasm”—living rational feeling—at last guide 

mankind’s development. 
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Conclusion 
 
Platonov participated fully in the 1937 Pushkin jubilee, addressing the 

events’ central concerns and adopting temporal attitudes to the dead poet 

that were similar to those propagated in the mainstream Soviet press. Yet, 

at the same time, his participation was highly idiosyncratic. Unlike the 

mainstream discourse, Platonov did not seek a balance between 

monumentalism and eschatology, in which the negativity of each would 

offset and counteract that of the other. Rather, he wanted the opposite: to 

recognize and distill the negativity of both attitudes in order to approach 

the problem of Pushkin and the people in a more “serious” way. This 

negativity—the gap between the finite and the infinite, encircled and 

horizonal time, or technological progress and the poverty of love—had to 

be exposed, but also endured. Achieving this goal required a complex 

structure of support for the “orphaned” socialist subject. On the one 

hand: a feminine principle capable of resisting the desperate drive of 

eschatology without sacrificing its power. On the other hand: a masculine 

principle split into two paternal hypostases, two father-brothers, who 

concentrate the people’s power into the narrow circuit between them. 

This wasteless economy unlocks the secret abundance of n+1 through a 

transformation of incommensurability, not its elimination. No simple 

union is possible between these obscurely gendered principles—and none 

is even attempted. Rather, both become somewhat “blurry,” as if 

Platonov yearns most to escape the tyranny of sexual difference.  

Similarly, unlike the “blind copulation” of monumentalism and 

eschatology in the mainstream jubilee discourse, Platonov blends (or 

blurs) each strategy with the other from its own position, preserving the 

contradiction between (and within) them. To achieve this feat requires 

significant logical contortions. What, after all, is an eschatology that 

rejects the impulse towards consummation? Why should the new man of 

communism—for whom all labor is pure creation—still require the 

monumental presence of the leader and his bard? These apparent 

paradoxes are not the unraveling of Platonov’s logic in my view, however. 

Rather, they are a symptom of its origin in anxiety and doubt, in the need 

to buy time and maintain incommensurability, however painful, until it 

can express something altogether different and hitherto unknown: the 

winged flight of Pushkinian man.  
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1. 

 

A certain contemporary of Platonov recalls that Andrei Platonovich was 

extremely upset and anguished after a crow was shot and killed in his 

presence.
1

 According to this eyewitness, Platonov “loved animals and 

believed in their humanity.”
2

 Of course, there is evidence beyond this 

particular incident to support such claims. An analysis of Platonov’s 

works reveals a broad spectrum of philosophical and aesthetic motifs 

dealing with the relationship between man and animal. The various 

instances of anthropomorphism, zoomorphism and metamorphosis are 

underpinned by Platonov’s conviction that the difference between the 

two is one of degree, not kind. In this view, the transition from one state 

to the other has nothing fantastical about it. In his Zapisnye  knizhki 
(No te bo o ks), Platonov emphasizes the kinship between man and animal, 

writing: “Animals and plants are always our contemporaries; it is not a 

matter of atavism, but one of friendship and spiritual hygiene” 

(«⌃"⌧(,'4� " *⇢+,�'"⇡ — ⌧+���⇢ '⇢1" +(⌧*�&�''"$", " ��%( 

+(⌧+�& '� ⌧ ⇢,⇢⌧"!&�, ⇢ ⌧ �*- ��, ⌧ +⇢'",⇢*"" �-1"»).
3

 And 

elsewhere in the text he writes: “Not an evolutionary ladder, but a 

mixture of living creatures, a conglomerate” («�� %�+,'"/⇢ 6⌧(%7/"", 

⇢ +&�1�'"�  "⌧4. +-2�+,⌧, (�2"# $('�%(&�*⇢,»).4

 The gradualness 

of the transitions between man, animal, plant and mineral, i.e. between 

substances in different states, was one of the fundamental theses of 

Vladimir Vernadsky’s Bio sf e ra (Bio sphe re , 1926), a book with which 

Platonov had been acquainted.
5

  

                                                
1

 This article was originally published in Russian. See Khans Giunter, “‘Smeshenie 

zhivykh sushchestv’ — chelovek i zhivotnoe u A. Platonova,” in Po  o b e  s to ro ny uto p ii. 
K o nteks ty tv o rc he s tv a A. Plato no v a (Moscow: NLO, 2012), 145–161 and Khans 

Giunter, “‘Smeshenie zhivykh sushchestv’ — chelovek i zhivotnoe u A. Platonova,” 

No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  111 (2011): 91–105. 
2

 Andrei Platonov, Vo spo m inaniia s o v rem enniko v : Mate rialy k b io graf ii (Moscow: 

Sovremennyi Pisatel’, 1994), 65. 

3

 Andrei Platonov, Z ap is nye  knizhki. Mate rialy k b io graf ii, ed. N. V. Kornienko 
(Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2000), 155. 

4

 Ibid., 213. 

5

 See K. A. Barsht, “Platonov i Vernadskii: nesluchainye sovpadeniia,” in “S trana 
f ilo s o fo v ” Andre ia Plato no v a: p ro b lem y tv o rc he s tv a vyp. 5, ed. N. V. Kornienko 
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But before we proceed to an analysis of the different kinds of 

interaction between man and animal in the works of Platonov, we ought 

to glance over the tradition that forms the background to his 

“anthropozoological” figures. The noble qualities of animals had been a 

major theme in Russian literature as far back as the classical period. 

Undoubtedly, the horse occupies the principal position in this hierarchy. 

According to Vladimir Markov, “the horse is typically presented as a 

symbol of human suffering. This underscores its exceptional ‘humanity,’ 

and its suffering thus assumes greater nobility and consequently has 

greater aesthetic power.”
6

 By way of illustration we might refer to the 

well-known verses of N. Nekrasov that depict a crippled horse charged 

with a backbreaking load and suffering cruel abuse from its master: 

 

⇥+⇡ �4&⇡+5, (+��⇢⇡ '⇢!⇢�,  

⌦(1⇢�5 ,(%5$( ⌧!�4.⇢%⇢ �%-�($(  

� �%⇡��%⇢ ... (,⇢$ %7�" �%⇡�⇡,,  

)($(*⇡⇡+5 '�*⇢⌧'4& '⇢)⇢�$⇢&).
7

  

 

 All steaming, slumping on its hinds,  

the horse could only sigh 

and stare… (as people stare  

  submitting to unequal blows). 

 

In his various accounts of horses Dostoevsky contrasts the extreme 

cruelty and compassion of man toward the suffering beast. In 

Raskolnikov’s dream, a drunken and sadistic master whips to death a 

scrawny nag.
8

 In Brati’a K aram azo v y (The  Bro the rs K aram azo v ), Father 

Zosima comments on the tortured visages of the horse and the ox:  

“…look at their faces, what meekness, what devotion to man, who often 

beats them mercilessly. What gentleness, what confidence and what 

                                                
(Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2003), 319–327; C. Brel’, “Kul’turnye konteksty poetiki ‘zhivogo-

nezhivogo’ A. Platonova,” in “S trana f ilo s o fo v ” Andre ia Plato no v a: p ro b lem y tv o rc he s tv a, 
vyp. 4, ed. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2000), 239–243.  

6

 V. Markov, “O poetakh i o zveriakh,” in Opyty, kn. 5 (New York: Experiments, 

1955), 75. 

7

 N. A. Nekrasov, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s tikho tv o re nii, v 3 t. (Leningrad: Sovetskii pisatel’, 

1967), vol. 2, 170.  

8

 F. Dostoevskii, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s o c h ine nii, v 30 t. (Leningrad: Nauka, 1972–1988), 

t. 6, 45–49. Cf. Merezhkovskii’s allegorical interpretation of Raskolnikov’s dream in his 

negative review of the “Vekhi” almanac. (D. S. Merezhkovskii, “Sem’ smirennykh,” in 

Vekhi. Pro  e t c o ntra [St. Petersburg: Iz-vo Russkoi Khristianskoi gumanitarnoi akademii, 

1998], 100. ) Merezhkovskii equates the cart to Russia and the horse to the Russian 

intelligentsia, whom Vekhi contributors are finishing off with an iron bar. Cf. also 

Rozanov’s response to Merezhkovskii. (V. V. Rozanov, “Merezhkovskii protiv Vekh ,” in 

Vekhi, 111–116.) 
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beauty!” (« ⇢$⇢⇡ $*(,(+,5, $⇢$⇢⇡ )*"⌧⇡!⇢''(+,5 $ 0�%(⌧�$-, 0⇢+,( 

�572�&- ��( ��! ⇢%(+,'(, $⇢$⇢⇡ '�!%(�"⌧(+,5, $⇢$⇢⇡ �(⌧�*0"⌧(+,5 
" $⇢$⇢⇡ $*⇢+(,⇢ ⌧ ��( %"$�»).9

  

In the Russian theological and philosophical traditions, we likewise 

find man chided for his unfounded superiority over animals. Nikolai 

Fedorov notes that the idea of progress implies superiority not only over 

preceding generations, but over animals as well. Since man’s pretensions 

about his capacity for abstract thought and his advancement of 

knowledge prove inconsequential in the face of Nature’s blind forces, 

they cannot justify his placing himself above animals. In Sm ysl’ 
tv o rc he stv a (The  Me aning  o f  the  Cre at iv e  Ac t), Nikolai Berdiaev writes 

that the fall of man brought about the fall and the mortification of all 

the inferior strata of nature, since man, as its highest rung, was held 

responsible for the whole cosmic order. He emphasizes Paul’s idea that 

“the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now” 

(Romans 8:22) awaiting its liberation.
10

 
 

The Dukhobor sect had great respect for cows, believing that human 

souls were reincarnated in them. Refusing to exploit animal labor, they 

pulled their own plows and carts.
11

 We can assume that Tolstoy’s novella 

K ho lsto m e r, wherein a horse is shown to be morally superior to humans, 

reflects similar sectarian sentiments. Its erotic themes are doubtless 

linked with the castration doctrine of the Khlysty sect,
12

 but its polemic 

against private property is most likely borrowed from the teachings of 

the Dukhobors. It is certain, at any rate, that the idea of redemption of the 

whole of creation appears prominently in the heterodox sectarian milieu, 

while mainstream philosophical and theological traditions emphasize a 

fundamental distinction between the human and animal natures.
13

  

The modernist era sees a heightened interest in animal nature. The 

“rise” of the animal takes place against the background of the critique of 

anthropocentrism, rationalism and the philosophy of progress. In 

contradistinction, the animal is hailed as an exponent of a primordial lost 

paradise, pre-logical wisdom and higher intuitive knowledge. It is said 

that Nietzsche, upon seeing a carriage driver cruelly mistreating his horse 

                                                
9

 Dostoevskii, PSS , t. 14, 267. English translation from Fyodor Dostoevsky, The  
Bro the rs  K aram azo v , trans. Constance Garnett (New York: McMillan, 1922), 311. 

10

 N. Berdiaev, Filosofiia tvorchestva, kul’tury i isskustva (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1994), 89.
 

11

 A. Siniavskii, Ivan-durak. Ocherk russkoi narodnoi very (Moscow: Agraf, 2001), 401. 

12

 A. Etkind, Khlys t. S ekty, lite ratura i re v o liutiia (Moscow: NLO, 1998), 98–99. 

13

 See G. Agamben, Das  O ffe ne . De r Mens c h  und  das  Tie r (Frankfurt am Main: 

Suhrkamp, 2003). We find evidence of this also in the definitions of animal nature supplied 

by Hegel and Heidegger. (On Hegel and Heidegger, see, respectively:  O. Timofeeva, 

“Zverinets dukha,” No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  107 (2011): 164–175; O. Timofeeva, 

“Bednaia zhizn’: Zootekhnikh Visokovskii protiv filosofa Khaideggera,” No v o e  
lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  106 (2010): 96–113. 
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in Turin in 1889, threw his arms about its neck in tears, exclaiming “My 

brother!” The motif of animal salvation gains strength in the works of 

the poets and artists of the first decade of the 20
th

 century with a turn 

toward primitivism. In a declaration of 1904 Khlebnikov requests the 

following epitaph to be carved on his tombstone: “He saw no distinction 

between the human and animal species, and stood for the extension to the 

noble animal species of the commandment ‘Love thy neighbor as thyself’” 

(«�' '� ⌧"��% *⇢!%"0"⇡ &� �- 0�%(⌧�0�+$"& ⌧"�(& "  "⌧(,'4&" 

⌧"�⇢&" " +,(⇡% !⇢ *⇢+)*(+,*⇢'�'"� '⇢ �%⇢�(*(�'4�  "⌧(,'4� ⌧"�4 

!⇢)(⌧��" " �� ��#+,⌧"⇡ ‘%7�" �%" '��(, $⇢$ +⇢&(�( +��⇡’»).
14

   

And Esenin’s lyrical hero considers himself happy, because “the 

beastly kind, our younger brothers/ he never struck upon the head” 

(«!⌧�*5�, $⇢$ �*⇢,5�⌧ '⇢1". &�'51"., / �"$(��⇢ '� �"% )( 

�(%(⌧�»).15

 The motif of man’s estrangement from Nature in the course 

of the evolutionary process and the unfortunate consequences of his 

assuming dominion of the earth recurs frequently in Khlebnikov’s 

writing. The poem “Zverinets” (“Menagerie”) laments “the demise of 

some kind of magnificent potential” of the caged animals: «)(�"�⇢7, 
$⇢$"�-,( )*�$*⇢+'4� ⌧(!&( '(+,"».

16

 The same theme resurfaces in 

Khlebnikov’s “Utes iz budushchego” (“A Cliff from the Future”): 

 

�%(⌧�$ (,'⇡% )(⌧�*.'(+,5 !�&'(�( 1⇢*⇢ - &-�*(# 

(�2"'4 !⌧�*�# " *⇢+,�'"# " +,⇢% (�"'($: �&- '� + $�& 

"�*⇢,5 ⌧ )⇡,'⇢1$" "  &-*$" ⌧ )-+,(& )($(�, ,�&'(,⇢ 
'��4,"⇡ $*-�(&, '�, "�*4, '�, ,(⌧⇢*"2�#. ⇣ $�& �&- 
�⇢%(⌧⇢,5+⇡?  *-�(& )-+,(� “'�,”. �!�'⇢''4� "! ,-%(⌧"2 

�-1" !⌧�*" �*(+"%"+5 ⌧ '��( " '⇢+�%"%" +⌧("& !⇢$('(& 

��( +,�'4. �(+,*("%" ⌧ +�*�/� !⌧�*"'4� �(*(�⇢. 
 

Man has taken the surface of Planet Earth away from the 

wise community of animals and plants and now he is lonely; 

he has no one to play tag or hide-and-seek with. In his empty 

room, surrounded by the darkness of nonbeing, there are no 

playmates and no games. Who can he play with? He is 

surrounded by an empty no . The souls of animals banished 

from their bodies have invaded him, and the plains of his 

being are now subject to their law. They built animal cities in 

his heart. 

                                                
14

 V. Khlebnikov, Tv o re niia (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel’, 1986), 577. English 

translation from Velimir Khlebnikov, Co lle c te d  Wo rks  o f  Ve lim ir K hle bniko v , trans. Paul 

Schmidt, ed. Ronald Vroon (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1987), vol. 1, 196.  
15

 S. Esenin, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s o c h ine nii, v 7 t. (Moscow: Nauka; Golos, 1977), vol. 1, 

227. 

16

 Khlebnikov, Tv o re niia, 187. 
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The text then ends with an image of a renewed paradise:  

 

⌥⌧�*⇡& " *⇢+,�'"⇡& �4%( ⌧(!⌧*⇢2�'( )*⇢⌧( '⇢  "!'5, 
)*�$*⇢+'4# )(�⇢*($. � &4 +'(⌧⇢ +0⇢+,%"⌧4: ⌧(, %�⌧ +)", 
- &�'⇡ '⇢ $(%�'⇡., " ,�)�*5 ⇡ $-*7 &(# ⌧(!�-1'4# (���. 

 

The beautiful gift of the right to live has been given back to 

animals and plants. And once more we are happy: a lion lies 

curled in my lap, asleep, and I sit here smoking my supper of 

air.
17

  

 

The theme of the superiority of animal over man continues in 

Khlebnikov’s poem about the Horsekingdom, from the cycle “Voina v 

myshelovke” (“War in a Mousetrap”): 

 

��� $('5 !⌧�*(($"# + ⌧(%'(# ��%(+'� '(#  

⇣,(",, $⇢$ +-�5⇡ - )(&(+,⇢ 
� �41%( ⌧�!-, $(%�+'"/4 ,�%� '(#   

⌅*(�" )*�+,-)'4�, +( +,⇢.  
[...]  

↵4 +,⇢%" %-01� " '���+'�#,   

 (��⇢ �(⌧�*"%"+5 $('⇡&.   

�, %7�"! ⌘⇢$ *⇢!*�1",� ⌧⇢+ '⇢!⌧⇢,5!  
 

Where a wide-eyed white-maned stallion 

stands like a judge on his platform, 

and the tongue of the wagon is hitched 

to the criminal fraction, one to a hundred. 

[…] 

We were better people, closer to heaven, 

when we let horses be our guides. 

“People” – why do we call ourselves that?
 18

  

 

And in the long poem “Ladomir” (translated into English as “Lightland”) 

one discerns the utopian wish for the redemption and humanization of 

animals in a future life: 

 

� "�-, %7�", " "�-, !⌧�*"   

�⇢ �(�(*(�4 +(⌧*�&�''"/.   

⌫ ⌧" - $('+$"� +⌧(�(�4   

" *⇢⌧'()*⇢⌧"� $(*(⌧. 

                                                
17

 Khlebnikov, Tv o re niia., 567; Khlebnikov, Co lle c te d  Wo rks , v. 1, 399. 

18

 Khlebnikov, Tv o re niia., 464; Khlebnikov, Co lle c te d  Wo rks , v. 3, 55. 
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…and beasts and people crowd about 

the Divine Birth of women for today. 

I see horse-freedom 

and equal rights for cows.
19

  

 

Mayakovsky’s well-known poem “Khoroshee otnoshenie k loshadiam” 

(“Good Treatment of Horses,” 1918) is built around the act of 

identifying with an animal. 

 

� $⇢$⇢⇡-,( (�2⇢⇡ 
⌥⌧�*"'⇢⇡ ,(+$⇢ 
�%�2⇢ ⌧4%"%⇢+5 "! &�'⇡ 
� *⇢+)%4%⇢+5 ⌧ 1�%�+,�.  
«⌦(1⇢�5, '� '⇢�(. 

⌦(1⇢�5, +%-1⇢#,� — 0��( ⌧4 �-&⇢�,�, 0,( ⌧4 ". )%(1�? 
⌅�,(0$⇢, ⌧+� &4 '�&'( $( %(1⇢�", $⇢ �4# "! '⇢+ )( 

+⌧(�&- %(1⇢�5».20

 

 

 Some sort of general 

 animal longing 

 poured out of me, splashing, 

 and dissolved in the rustle. 

 “Horse, don’t. 

 Horse, listen to me—you think they’re any better than you? 

Baby, all of us are a little bit horses, each of us in his own 

way horse.” 

 

The theme of the dying horse also appears in a poem by Brecht, 

recounting—from the horse’s perspective—an assault by a band of 

starving men, intending to cut a piece of meat from its bones.
21

 The 

German poet naturally puts his own peculiar spin on the situation: since 

it is hunger that drives men to such extremes, Brecht calls for a social 

order that excludes mass hunger. A similar incident—without the 

comforting social outlook—receives an entirely different treatment in 

Khlebnikov’s hands: “A dying horse, covered with burlap, had gathered a 

crowd. The spectacle of death that gathers flies is always splendid and 

wrathful” («✓&"*⇢72"# $('5, )($*4,4# *(�( �#, +(�*⇢% ,(%)-. 

                                                
19

 Khlebnikov, Tv o re niia., 289; Khlebnikov, Co lle c te d  Wo rks , v. 3, 176. 

20

 V. Maiakovskii, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s o c h ine nii (Moscow: Gos. izd-vo khudozh. Lit, 

1956), vol. 2, 11.  

21

 B. Brecht, G esam m e lte  We rke  (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1967), Bd. 8, 

61–62. 
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⌥*�%"2� +&�*,", 0,( +(�"*⇢�, &(1�$, ⌧+���⇢ )*�$*⇢+'( " 

�'�⌧'(»).
22

 

In this context, the poetry of Nikolai Zabolotsky holds a prominent 

position, for it highlights the contradiction between the spiritual richness 

of the animal world and its mournful existence in the service of man. 

The suffering of horses is given special place in Zabolotsky’s writings. So, 

in the poem “Litso konia” (“Face of a Horse,” 1926) we read: 

 

⌦"/( $('⇡ )*�$*⇢+'�# " -&'�#.  

�' +%41", �(⌧(* %"+,5�⌧ " $⇢&'�#.  

⇥'"&⇢,�%5'4#! �' !'⇢�, $*"$ !⌧�*"'4#  

� ⌧ ⌧�,.(# *(2� *($(, +(%(⌧5"'4#.  

� !'⇢⇡ ⌧+�, $(&- *⇢++$⇢ �, ('  

⇣⌧(" 0-��+'4� ⌧"��'5⇡? 
[...] 

� �+%" � 0�%(⌧�$ -⌧"��% 

⌦"/( ⌧(%1��'(� $('⇡, 
�' ⌧4*⌧⇢% �4 ⇡!4$ ��++"%5'4# +⌧(# 

� (,�⇢% �4 $('7. �("+,"'� �(+,("' 

�&�,5 ⇡!4$ ⌧(%1��'4# $('5!23

  

 

The face of a horse is more beautiful and more intelligent. 

He hears the murmur of leaves and stones. 

Attentive! He knows the animal cry 

and the nightingale’s warble in the antic grove. 

And knowing all, whom shall he tell 

his marvelous visions? 

[…] 

And if man saw 

the magical face of the horse, 

he would tear out his impotent tongue 

and hand it over to the horse. Verily, he is worthy 

of having a tongue, the magical horse!   

 

But since the horse lacks a tongue its grief goes unnoticed, and the next 

day man compels it to serve him:
24

  

                                                
22

 V. Khlebnikov, So branie  s o c h ine nii (Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo pisatelei v Leningrade, 

1933), t. 5, 135.  

23

 N. Zabolotskii, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s tikho tv o re nii i p o em  (St. Petersburg: 

Akademicheskii proekt, 2002), 104. 

24

 A similar fate befalls the ox in Zabolotsky’s poem “Progulka” (“A Stroll,” 1926): 

“Animals have no name. / Who bid them to be named? / Uninterrupted suffering — / is 

their invisible lot” («✓  "⌧(,'4. '�, '⇢!⌧⇢'5⇡./  ,( "& !⌧⇢,5+⇡ )(⌧�%�%? / 

✏⇢⌧'(&�*'(� +,*⇢�⇢'5� — / �. '�⌧"�"&4# -��%».) (Ibid., 106.)  
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� %(1⇢�5 ⌧ $%�,$� "! (�%(��%5, 
�(⌧(!$- $*4,-7 ⌧%⇢0⇢, 
⇤%⇡�", )($(*'4&" �%⇢!⇢&" 

⇥ ,⇢"'+,⌧�''4# " '�)(�⌧" '4# &"*.
25

  

 

 And the horse, in his cage of harness, 

 dragging a covered wagon, 

 casts his submissive eyes 

 upon a mysterious and immobile world.  

 

The lack of human speech among animals is a shared motif for 

Zabolotsky and Platonov.
26

 Both “compensate” for the muteness of 

animals by emphasizing the expressivity of their faces, and of their eyes 

in particular. There is, however, a language with which Zabolotsky’s 

animals communicate among themselves. In the poem “Torzhestvo 

zemledeliia” (“The Triumph of Agriculture,” 1929–30) they hold a 

“fluent conversation” («+⌧(�(�'4# *⇢!�(⌧(*») about their suffering. 

The “Horse Institute” offers instruction to animals, as we discover from 

the account of the ass, often regarded as the most foolish of the animals: 

 

�+�%, ,(⌧⇢*"2�& ⌧��(&  

�*".(�",, �(%(��' " .*(&,   

⇧�(, $⇢$ &⇢%50"$⇢, )",⇢7,,  
✓&⇢ *⇢+,�'5� *⇢!⌧"⌧⇢7,.27

 

 

 The ass led by his comrade 

 comes, hungry and lame. 

 They nurse him like a child,  

 and cultivate his mind.  

 

The poem ends with a utopian picture of a golden age free from man’s 

violence over nature. Liberated from hard, indentured labor, men and 

animals—including the enlightened ass—hail the triumph of fertility: 

 

⇥ .%�⌧- +⌧(�(�- )�% (+�%, 

⌅(+,"�'-⌧ )(%'(�( -&⇢. 28

 

 

                                                
25

 Ibid., 105. 

26

 Timofeeva argues that “Platonov’s animals are disguised men, tormented by what is 

in them inexpressible, unacknowledged, hidden in the mind’s flesh.” (Timofeeva, “Bednaia 

zhizn’,” 104.) 

27

 Zabolotskii, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s tikho tv o re nii i p o em , 152. 

28

 Ibid., 157. Naturally, the figure of the ass outraged Soviet censors and was 

interpreted as calumny against collectivization. 
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The ass, now full of wits, 

 sang freedom in his stall. 

 

Various themes associated with the exaltation of animal nature 

pervade the visual artworks of the German Expressionist movement. 

Franz Marc, famous for his numerous depictions of animals, opposes the 

anthropocentric worldview with a demand for the “animalization of the 

arts” with this question: “Is there a more mysterious idea for an artist 

than to imagine how nature is reflected in the eyes of an animal? How 

does a horse see the world, how does an eagle, a doe, or a dog?”
29

 The 

artist feels that he must paint the forest or the horse not as seen by 

human eyes, but “as the y re ally  are .”30

  

Similar ideas are characteristic of the Russian painter Nikolai 

Filonov: “Man probably appears very different to animal eyes than he 

does to our own. A picture of a man drawn by an animal would astonish 

us. Nothing painted by a child or a savage could come close, it seems.”
31

 

But in practice Filonov approached the problem in a manner quite 

different from Marc’s. While the German painter depicts idealized horses 

and roe deer in natural surroundings as the embodiment of a higher 

spiritual state, Filonov’s animals are closely linked to human society and 

urban civilization. Kovtun emphasizes the humanity of Filonov’s 

animals, citing Khlebnikov: 

 

⌫ +( +,�'4 )"+5&⇢ ◆"%('(⌧⇢  

⇣&(,*7, $⇢$ $('5 -+,⇢%4#, �( $('/⇢.   

� &'(�( &-$" ⌧ )"+5&� - ('(�(,   

⇥ �%⇢!⇢. - $('+$(�( %"/⇢.
32

  

 

I gaze down from Filonov’s painting 

like a tired old horse, to the end. 

And there is much suffering in his painting, 

in the eyes on the horse’s face.  

 

In connection with this, Kovtun underscores the “anthropomorphism of 

horses’ heads and, on the contrary, the appearance of animal features on 

                                                
29

 Franz Marc, “How Does a Horse See the World,” trans. Robert Goldwater, in 

Artis ts  o n Art, ed. Robert Goldwater and Marco Treves (New York: Pantheon, 1945), 

445–6. 

30

 Ibid., 446, italics in original. 

31

 M. V. Matiushin, “Tv o rc he s tv o  Pav la Filo no v a,” in Pav e l Filo no w  und  s e ine  S c hule . 
Katalo g (Koln: DuMont, 1990), 81. 

32

 E. F. Kovtun, “P. N. Filonov. 1883–1941,” in Filo no v  P. N. Katalo g v ys tav ki 
G o sudars tv e nno go  Rus sko go  m uze ia (Leningrad: Avrora, 1988), 24. 
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human faces.”
33

 Filonov—like Platonov—was interested in the 

evolution of life on earth and the interaction of organic and inorganic 

forms. The painter was familiar with the biological monism of the 

German philosopher Ernst Haeckel, who sought to reconcile science and 

theology.
34

 Filonov’s conception of the world as a homogenous 

continuum, and its corollary rejection of a hierarchical division of the 

world
35

 to a great extent resembles Platonov’s view of the continuous 

transition between states of matter, mentioned above. This model of the 

world holds out wide-ranging implications for the coexistence of man 

and animal, including the utopian conception of their kinship and the 

possibility of a future life of equality.
36

  

 

2. 

 

How does Andrei Platonov fit into the tradition of animal 

representation sketched out above? What sort of relations between man 

and animal appear in his writings? It has been noted that the peculiar 

anthro po m o rphic  c o nc e p t io n o f  anim als in his works is associated with a 
c hild ’s p e rspe c t iv e .

37

 Platonov points to the close bond between child 

and animal when he writes: “a child is man in the beginning, i.e. animal” 

(«*���'($ — 6,( 0�%(⌧�$ ⌧'⇢0⇢%�, ,. �.  "⌧(,'(�»).38

 This is why 

animal anthropomorphism is especially evident in his children’s stories. 

That these stories were written with an adult audience in view becomes 

clear on closer analysis—for instance of the story “Volchok,” where the 

erotic element reaches far beyond the scope of its boy-narrator. In the 

                                                
33

 Ibid. For Filonov’s views on Khlebnikov, see Kovtun, 24–26. On the meeting 

between young Zabolotsky and Filonov, whose paintings had had a strong influence on the 

poet, see the introductory article “Metamorfozy zreniia” by E. Stepanian in Zabolotskii, 

Po lno e  s o b ranie  s tikho tv o re nii i p o em , 7. 

34

 V. Krieger, Kuns t als  Neus c höp fung d e r Wirklic hke it. Die  Anti-Äs the tik d e r 
rus s is c he n Mo de rne  (Köln, Weimar, and Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 2006), 154. 

35

 See E. N. Gavrilova, “Andrei Platonov i Pavel Filonov. O poetike povesti 

‘Kotlovana,’” Lite raturnaia uc he ba 1 (1990): 52–73; Zh. Dimeshi, “Nekotorye aspekty k 

sopostavleniiu tvorchestva Andreiia Platonova i Pavla Filonova,” in Rus skaia lite ratura 
m ezhdu Vo s to ko m  i Z apado m  (Budapesht: Vengerskii institut rusistiki, 1999), 138–154.  

36

 Kovtun, “P. N. Filonov. 1883–1941,” 38. 

37

 K. A. Barsht, “Chelovek, zhivotnoe, rastenie, mineral. Antropologicheskaia 

kontseptsiia A. Platonova,” Euro pa Orie ntalis  19 (2000), 147. 

38

 A. Platonov, So c h ine niia, t. 1 (Moscow: IMLI RAN, 2004), kn. 2, 125. Freud 

makes a similar remark in To tem  and  Tabo o : “The relation of the child to animals has 

much in common with that of primitive man. The child does not yet show any trace of the 

pride which afterwards moves the adult civilized man to set a sharp dividing line between 

his own nature and that of all other animals. The child unhesitatingly attributes full equality 

to animals; he probably feels himself more closely related to the animal than to the 

undoubtedly mysterious adult…” (Sigmund Freud, To tem  and  Tabo o  [New York: 

Moffatt, Yard, & Co., 1918], 209.) 
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boy’s eyes, his favorite dog Volchok resembles a human being, both 

physically and emotionally. He not only has meek human eyes, but also  

“a human’s round pensive head, not at all like a dog’s” («'� +(�⇢05⇡, 
)(0," 0�%(⌧�0�+$⇢⇡ $*-�%⇢⇡ !⇢�-&0"⌧⇢⇡ �(%(⌧⇢»).39

 Moreover, the two 

sometimes see similar dreams. The boy does not regard Volchok as a dog, 

and for this the dog loves him, with a love that Platonov equates to that 

of a parent. The boy and the dog are united by one and the same idea: 

Volchok does not know that he is a male, and will not chase the female 

dog Chaika, while the boy also understands that truth—not human 

reproduction—is the key to happiness. 

In the short story “Korova” (“The Cow”), the boy Vasia feels deep 

sympathy for a cow that has lost her calf in a railroad accident.
40

 Her 

longing for her “son” is described through the boy’s eyes. He understands 

her despair, “which was irreparable and could only increase, because her 

grief she could console in herself neither with word nor conscience, nor 

friend, nor a diversion, as man might” («$(,(*(� �4%( ��!4+.(�'4& " 

&(�%( ,(%5$( -⌧�%"0"⌧⇢,5+⇡, )(,(&- 0,( +⌧(� �(*� ('⇢ '� -&�%⇢ ⌧ 
+��� -,�1",5 '" +%(⌧(&, '" +(!'⇢'"�&, '" �*-�(&, '" 

*⇢!⌧%�0�'"�&, $⇢$ 6,( &( �, ��%⇢,5 0�%(⌧�$»).41

 And he observes how 

the cow “gazed out into the darkness with her great, swollen eyes, but 

could not cry with them, to exhaust herself in grief” («�%⇡��%⇢ ⌧( ,5&- 
�(%51"&" '⇢%",4&" �%⇢!⇢&" " '� &(�%⇢ "&" !⇢)%⇢$⇢,5, 0,(�4 

(��++"%",5 +��⇡ ⌧ �(*�»).42

 

Even in works that do not feature a child’s perspective, 

anthropomorphized animals often occupy a prominent place. In the 

novella Dzhan43

—to give but one example—men and animals suffer 

equally, and both are destroyed by the harsh conditions of a pitiless 

nature. The suffering of animals, told in the mute language of their 

expressive eyes, is seen even more vividly than that of men. The animal’s 

grief and pain is made all the more profound because it lacks the ability 

to cry. The camel, dying without food and water, “looked with its black 

eyes, like an intelligent, melancholy man” («�%⇡��% 0�*'4&" �%⇢!⇢&", 

$⇢$ -&'4# �*-+,'4# 0�%(⌧�$») and closed his eyes “because he did not 

                                                
39

 Andrei Platonov, So branie , 8 vols (Moscow: Vremia, 2009–11), vol. 6:  Sukho i 
khle b . Ras skazy d lia d e te i. Rus skie  skazki. Bashkirskie  skazki (Moscow: Vremia, 2011), 

257. 

40

 Cf. Esenin’s poem “Korova” (“The Cow”), where a cow “thinks a mournful 

thought” («�-&⇢�, �*-+,'-7 �-&-») because “a mother did not get her son” «'� �⇢%" 

&⇢,�*" +4'⇢»). (Esenin, Po lno e  s o b ranie  s o c h ine nii, vol. 1, 119.) 

41

 Platonov, Sukho i khle b , 44. 

42

 Ibid. 

43

 See S. Kuznetsova, “Priroda i chelovek v rasskazakh Platonova 1930-x gg,” in 

“S trana f ilo s o fo v ” Andre ia Plato no v a: p ro b lem y tv o rc he s tv a, vyp. 3 (Moscow: IMLI 

RAN, 1999), 297-302. 
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know how to cry” («)(,(&- 0,( '� !'⇢%, $⇢$ '- '( )%⇢$⇢,5»).44

 This 

particular defect reappears in Chagataev’s attempt to explain the 

brutality of predatory birds: 

 

�'" '� &(�-, )%⇢$⇢,5, 0,(�4 ⌧ +%�!⇢. " "+,(2�'"" 

+�*�/⇢ '⇢.(�",5 +��� -,�1�'"� " )*(2�'"� ⌧*⇢�-. �'" 

��#+,⌧-7,,  �%⇢⇡ -,(&",5 +⌧(� +,*⇢�⇢'"� ⌧ �(*5��, 
⌧'-,*" &�*,⌧(�( ,�%⇢ ⌧*⇢�⇢ "%" ⌧ +(�+,⌧�''(# �"��%" 

(187). 

 

They cannot cry, to find in tears and their heart’s exhaustion 

comfort and forgiveness for their enemy. They act, wishing to 

fatigue their suffering in struggle, in the enemy’s corpse or in 

their own death. 

 

On various occasions the protagonist of Dzhan  tries to penetrate 

into the animals’ psyche, to track the patterns of their thought. This 

recalls Franz Mar+’s and Filonov’s insistence on animals’ higher 

intelligence, and their interest in the animal’s peculiar perception of man 

and Nature.
45

 When Chagataev encounters a turtle, which “looked 

wearily with her black tender eyes at a prone man” («,(&",�%5'( 

�%⇡��%⇢ 0�*'4&" '� '4&" �%⇢!⇢&" '⇢ %� ⇢⌧1��( 0�%(⌧�$⇢», 135), 

he tries to divine what must be passing through its consciousness: 

“Maybe the magical thought of curiosity toward a mysterious, giant man, 

maybe the sorrow of a slumbering intellect” («↵( �, �4,5, ⌧(%1��'⇢⇡ 
&4+%5 %7�()4,+,⌧⇢ $ ,⇢"'+,⌧�''(&- �*(&⇢�'(&- 0�%(⌧�$-, &( �, 
�4,5, )�0⇢%5 �*�&%72��( *⇢!-&⇢», 135). The pensiveness Chagataev 

sees in the eyes of the turtle conveys to him the dignity of its existence, 

which needs no human soul to complete it. He imagines they need only 

“a little help” («'��(%51⇢⇡ )(&(25») from man, “but mastery, 

condescension or pity they do not need…” («'( )*�⌧(+.(�+,⌧(, 

+'"+.( ��'"� "%"  ⇢%(+,5 "& '� '- '4... », 212). Similarly he tries 

to intuit the feelings of a hungry dog, whose eye “welled up with the 

tears of despair” («+,(⇡%" +%�!4 (,0⇢⇡'"⇡», 151)
46

 and who “looked at 

men with greed and sorrow. Her dark, difficult hope was in the wish to 

eat all men when they die” (« ⇢�'( " �*-+,'( �%⇡��%⇢ '⇢ %7��#. 

                                                
44

 A. Platonov, So branie , vol. 4: S c has tliv aia Mo skv a. O c he rki i ras skazy 1930-x 
go do v  (Moscow: Vremia, 2010), 133. Further quotations from this work will be cited 

parenthetically within the body of the text.  

45

 From a scientific perspective the anthropocentric approach is highly doubtful, and 

must yield to an objective inquiry, one that is not distorted by psychological speculation. 

(See J. von Uexküll, Um w e lt und  Innenw e lt d e r Tie re  [Berlin: Springer, 1909], 6.) 

46

 This rare mention of an animal’s tears serves evidently to underscore its 

anthropomorphism. 
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⌘�&'⇢⇡, ,*-�'⇢⇡ '⇢�� �⇢ �� �4%⇢ ⌧  �%⇢'"" +3�+,5 ⌧+�. %7��#, 

$(��⇢ ('" -&*-,», 199). 

In the novels K o tlo v an (The  Fo undatio n Pit) and Che v e ngur the 

anthropomorphizing of animals serves very specific ends. In K o tlo v an, 
the anthropomorphic representations of collectivized horses and the 

blacksmith-bear iro nic ally  b lur the  bo undarie s be tw e e n m an and anim al. 
The nationalized horses of the kolkhoz “march in step” («*(⌧'4& 

1⇢�(&») down into the ravine, where they drink “their norm” («⌧ 
'(*&-»), after which they return “maintaining formation and solidarity 

among themselves” («'� ,�*⇡⇡ +,*(⇡ " +)%(0�'"⇡ &� �- +(�(#»), 

enter the common yard, depositing fodder collected along the way into a 

single pile, and eat together “collectively at peace without man’s care” 

(«(*�⇢'"!(⌧⇢''( +&"*"⌧1"+5 ��! !⇢�(,4 0�%(⌧�$⇢»).47

 Voshchev is 

perplexed by “the serenity of the champing livestock, as though all the 

horses had been thoroughly convinced of a collectivized meaning of life, 

while he alone lives and suffers worse than a horse” («�-1�⌧'(� 
+)($(#+,⌧"�  -72��( +$(,⇢, �-�,( ⌧+� %(1⇢�" + ,(0'(+,57 

-���"%"+5 ⌧ $(%.(!'(& +&4+%�  "!'", ⇢ (' (�"'  "⌧�, " &-0⇢�,+⇡ 
.- � %(1⇢�"», 485). The ironic parallelism draws the reader’s attention 

to the fact that the horses are more organized and more principled than 

the humans.
48

 The depiction of the collectivized livestock contrasts with 

the mournful image of their “private” comrades, dying of hunger in their 

stalls, because the peasants will not feed them in the face of 

collectivization. One owner addresses his half-dead horse so: “Then 

you’ve died? So be it—I’ll be dead soon also, we’ll be in peace” 

(«⌥'⇢0",, ,4 -&�*%⇢? �- '"0��( — ⇡ ,( � +$(*( )(&*-, '⇢& �-��, 
,".(», 496). 

We may also recall the ideologically conscientious horse Proletarskaia 

Sila (The Strength of the Proletariat) from Che v e ngur,49

 which became 

accustomed to the rousing cry “Rosa!” and “independently preferred one 

route over another, and always came out wherever there was need for 

the armed hand of Kopenkin” («+⇢&(+,(⇡,�%5'( )*��)(0",⇢%⇢ (�'- 
�(*(�- �*-�(# " ⌧+���⇢ ⌧4.(�"%⇢ ,-�⇢, ��� '- �⇢%"+5 ⌧ 
⌧((*- �''(# *-$�  ()�'$"'⇢»), who “operated without plan or 

roadmap, but by chance and at the horse’s will” («��#+,⌧(⌧⇢% ��! )%⇢'⇢ 
" &⇢*1*-,⇢, ⇢ '⇢-�⇢� " '⇢ ⌧(%7 $('⇡»).50

 Traditionally, the horse 

                                                
47

 Andrei Platonov, So branie , vol. 3: Che v e ngur. K o tlo v an (Moscow: Vremia, 2009), 

485. Further quotations from this work will be cited parenthetically within the body of the 

text.  

48

 Scholars have often pointed out the connection to the kingdom of intelligent and 

virtuous horses in Swift’s G ulliv e r’s  Trav e ls . 
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 E. A. Iablokov, “Na b e re gu ne ba.” Ro m an Andre ia Plato no v a “Che v e ngur” 
(Moscow: Dmitrii Bulanin, 2001), 182-185. 
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  Platonov, So branie , vol. 3, 110. 
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symbolizes a noble creature, superior to man in its mythical or divine 

qualities.
51

 So, according to Kandinsky, the Blue Rider ought to rouse in 

the viewer “a sensitivity to the spiritual essence in material and abstract 

things.”
52

 With Kopenkin and Proletarskaia Sila the spiritual principle 

gives way to the ideological.
53

 While in Kandinsky’s paintings the radiant 

knight Georgii fights to free the fair maiden from the serpent’s grasp, the 

furious Kopenkin wages battle against the hydra of the 

counterrevolution in the name of his Rosa. Platonov deliberately appeals 

to the classic prototype of Cervantes’ Rocinante to lampoon the noble 

image of the horse. The ironic description of that horse’s supposedly 

astonishing “superhuman” intellect operates as a kind of inversion of the 

pervasive exalted image of the horse, as a creature endowed with the gift 

of prophecy.
54

 It is no accident that the horse is treated ironically in 

exactly those Platonov works where ideological thinking is taken to the 

limits of the absurd—K o tlo v an  and Che v e ngur. 
Evidently Platonov favored certain humbler creatures over the 

horse: cows, dogs, turtles, even unsightly rodents. We might also add to 

this list the symbolically ambiguous fish, associated through its muteness 

with the kingdom of death, on the one hand, and with truth, on the 

other.
55

 The sparrow, as the bird of the poor, is given particular 

prominence.
56

 Small creatures are exalted in the short story “Tiuten’, 

Vitiuten’ i Protegalen.” Vitiuten considers himself: 

 

)*(*($(& )(+%��'�#, �('"&(#, '�'⇢⌧"�"&(# ⌧+�&" " 

)( "*⇢�&(# ,⌧⇢*" — 0�*⌧�# &(1�$, *4�($, ,*⇢⌧4 " 

,⇢72". (�%⇢$(⌧, "�( " ('" )( "*⇢7,+⇡ ⌧ '��� ⌧�,*(&.
57

 

                                                
51

 There is a wealth of material on the horse motif in avant-garde art, and on 

Khlebnikov’s writings in particular, in the work of J. Holthusen. (See J. Holthusen, 

Tie rge s talte n und  m e tam o rphe  Ers c he inunge n in d e r Lite ratur d e r rus s is c he n Av antgard e  

(1909-1923) [München: Verlag der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1974].) 
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Golos, 1995), 327. 
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 According to O. Timofeeva, Platonov’s communists “literally recognize themselves 

in animals and project onto them their revolutionary zeal.” (Timofeeva, “Bednaia zhizn’,” 
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 C. G. Jung, Sym bo le  d e r Wand lung (Zürich: Rascher, 1952), 474.  

55

 Iablokov, “Na b e re gu ne ba,” 185-190. 
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a prophet of the lowest creatures, hounded, despised and 

devoured by all others—the worm, the gnat, the little fishes, 

the grass blades and the withering clouds, because they too 

are devoured up there by the wind. 

 

Here, as in many other stories, the paltry creatures are associated with 

children, since the beatific Vitiuten believes that “the small of the world 

shall take the world for themselves” («&⇢%4� &"*⇢ ⌧(!5&-, +��� &"*»).
58

 

The little creatures personify a despised, defenseless existence that was 

especially precious to Platonov.
59

 

The game on the border of human and animal nature is evident in 

the character of the blacksmith-bear from K o tlo v an , who leads the 

de kulakizat io n  campaign alongside little Nastya. He wields his hammer 

“humanly” («0�%(⌧�0�+$"») and looks forward to a good night whenever 

he is promised vodka after a day’s work. This bear, which has “a wearied 

proletarian face” («-,(&%�''(-)*(%�,⇢*+$(� %"/(») and has turned 

gray from sorrow, because he had lived among people, must be 

“delivered from oppression as soon as possible” («$⇢$ &( '( +$(*�� 
"!�⇢⌧",5 (, -�'�,�'"⇡», 500). Clearing the village of kulaks, he is 

settling the score for various past mistreatments, and – remarkably – is 

“so enraged he could almost speak” («&(� )(0," *⇢!�(⌧⇢*"⌧⇢,5 (, 
!%(�4», 505). 

Naturally, the little girl and the bear share a special bond:  

 

⇧# �4%( .(*(1(, 0,(  "⌧(,'(� ,( � �+,5 *⇢�(0"# $%⇢++, 
— ⇢ &(%(,(�(�/ �%⇡��% '⇢ '�� $⇢$ '⇢ !⇢�4,-7 +�+,*-, + 
$(,(*(# (' )( "*(⌧⇢% - &⇢,�*"'+$(�(  "⌧(,⇢ ⌧ %�,'�& 

%�+- +⌧(��( ��,+,⌧⇢ (503). 

 

She felt good that the animal is also working class—while the 

hammerer gazed at her as though she had been a forgotten 

sister, with whom he fattened at the mother’s belly in the 

summer forest of his childhood. 

 

The commingling of the human and the animal principles often assumes 

an openly parodic character. When Nastya is told that the bear is also 

pro-Stalin, she responds with “Animals can feel it too!” («⌥⌧�*" ,( � 
0-7,!», 502). Those words are echoed by Chiklin in his praise of the 

activist: “You feel the classes like an animal” («⌘4 0-�15 $%⇢++4, $⇢$ 
 "⌧(,'(�», 507). The child and the animal are characterized by the 

same relentless naïveté in their fight against the kulaks. In K o tlo v an the 
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ambivalent play with metaphor often straddles the comic and the 

horrific. Like the “organized” horses, the bear is shown to be more 

conscientious than Voshchev, who is oppressed by the thought that “the 

animal is working hard, as though it feels the meaning of life nearby, 

while he stands at the threshold and does not break through the door of 

the future” («0,( !⌧�*5 ,⇢$ ,*-�",+⇡, �-�,( 0-�, +&4+%  "!'" 

⌧�%"!", ⇢ (' +,(", '⇢ )(*(�� " '� )*(�"⌧⇢�,+⇡ ⌧ �⌧�*5 �-�-2��(», 

519). 

The theme of “conscientious” (so znate l’nye ) animals resurfaces in the 

novella “Iuvenil’noe more” (“The Juvenile Sea”), where it is suggested 

that the cows be tended not by shepherds, but by bulls, since “a bull is a 

brain, if he learns responsibility: subjectively the bull will be a protector 

of cows, and objectively he will be our shepherd!” («�4$ 6,( -&'"$, 
�+%" ��( )*"-0",5 $ (,⌧�,+,⌧�''(+,": +-�3�$,"⌧'( �4$ �-��, 
!⇢2",'"$(& $(*(⌧, ⇢ (�3�$,"⌧'( — '⇢1"& )⇢+,-.(&!»).

60

 The 

engineer Vermo, who makes this proposal, appeals to the authority of 

the animal technician Visokovsky, who believes: 

  

0,( 6⌧(%7/"⇡  "⌧(,'(�( &"*⇢, (+,⇢'(⌧"⌧1⇢⇡+⇡ ⌧ 
)*� '". ⌧*�&�'⇢., )*" +(/"⇢%"!&� ⌧(!(�'(⌧",+⇡ ⌧'(⌧5 
" ⌧+� ���'4�, (�*(+1"� 1�*+,57 +-2�+,⌧⇢,  "⌧-2"� 
'4'� ⌧ &-,'(& *⇢!-&�, �(+,"�'-, +-�5�4 +(!'⇢,�%5'(# 

 "!'". ... �*()⇢+,5 &� �- 0�%(⌧�$(& " %7�4& �*-�"& 

+-2�+,⌧(& �(% '⇢ �4,5 )�*�#��'⇢... (379, ellipses mine).
61

  

 

that the evolution of the animal world, which had come to a 

halt in the past, will be resumed with the coming of socialism 

and all the poor, shaggy creatures, now living in hazy reason, 

will attain the fate of a conscientious life. … The abyss 

between man and all other creatures must be crossed…  

  

At first glance, it appears that the two citations from “Iuvenil’noe more” 

contradict one another. One seems to refer to a utopian vision of the 

future, while the other seems to reflect this vision in the distorted mirror 

of practical application. The second citation reflects Platonov’s wish for 

an “evolution of the animal world,” while the first evidently parodies the 

official discourse of the times. The goal of this apparent contradiction, as 

it is so often in Platonov’s work, is to direct the reader’s attention to the 

                                                
60

 A. Platonov, So branie , vol. 2: Ef irnyi trakt (Moscow: Vremia, 2009), 417-418. 

61

 I. Makarova points out many parallels between this novella and the views of N. 

Zabolotsky. (See I. Makarova, “Khudozhestvennoe svoeobrazie povesti A. Platonova 
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grotesque abyss separating the lofty ideals of socialism and its realization 

in Soviet society. 

The zootechnician’s ideas about the evolution of the animal world is 

consistent with Platonov’s (and Zabolotsky’s) conviction that the 

evolution of life on earth—propelled by social and scientific effort—

ought to lead to an integration of the various species of living creatures. 

Consequently, there is a common thread running through the whole of 

Platonov’s o e uv re  that we might call pro gre ssiv e  m e tam o rpho sis. Even 

in the early “Rasskaz o mnogikh interesnykh veshchakh” (“Tale of Many 

Interesting Things”), the brotherly relations between man and animal are 

presented as a future ideal. Its young hero Ivan Kopchik, founder of the 

storybook city Novaia Surzha, wants to lodge horses and cows along 

with humans in the same house:  

 

�(%�� !⌧�*�# " %7��# '� �-��, — �-�-, " �%"!$( �*-� $ 
�*- $� ,�%�+⇢&" " �-1(7. ⌥⌧�*5, �*⇢,, ,( � �(%51�⌧"$, 
'( &(%0",, )(,(&- 0,( 0�%(⌧�$ '� ⌧�%",. �*"��, ⌧*�&⇡ 
⌧+$(*�, !⇢�(⌧(*⇡, " !⌧�*", (+,�)�'⇡,+⇡ " (�*⇢!-&⇡,+⇡ ... 

�,( ��%( 0�%(⌧�$⇢. �' �(% �' +��%⇢,5 %7�5&" ⌧+�, 0,( 

�41", " �⌧" �,+⇡. ��( ⌧ $("-,( ⌧�$" (' '⇢%( "% '⇢ 
!⌧�*⇡ �'�,, ⇢ +⇢& )�*�+,⇢% �4,5 !⌧�*�&. �,( )(,(&-, 0,( 

��4 &⇢%( �4%(. ⌘�)�*0⇢ ��4 .⌧⇢,", '⇢ ⌧+�., " !⌧�*⇡ 
&( '( (+%(�('",5 " )*"+(��"'",5 $ 0�%(⌧�$-…62

  

 

There will be no more men and beasts—they will be close to 

one another in flesh and soul. The beast, brother, is also a 

Bolshevik, but keeps quiet, because man won’t let him. Soon 

a time will come when the beasts shall speak, get wise and 

respectable…That is man’s business. He must make men of 

everything that breathes and moves. Because in time 

immemorial he laid a yoke on the beast, and himself ceased 

to be a beast. That was because there was little to eat. 

Nowadays there is enough for everybody, and the beast can 

be relieved and united with man…  

 

Ivan’s origins likewise stress the connection between man and animal: he 

was conceived by a “nearly non-existent” («)(0," '� +-2�+,⌧-72"#») 

man-wolf, “cattle and wolf in appearance, but in his soul, his heart and 

his eyes—a wanderer and a naked beating heart” («)( (�%"0"7 — +$(, 
" ⌧(%$, )( �-1�, )( +�*�/-, )( �%⇢!⇢& — +,*⇢''"$ " '⇢�(� 

                                                
62
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�572��+⇡ +�*�/�»).63

 In the story the wolf plays the role of a 

zoomorphic helper: once saved by Ivan he rescues him in turn, and 

shows him and his people the true path. Although in this story the 

interactions between men and animals are cast in the conventions of a 

fairy-tale, or skazka, we may be sure that they closely resemble the 

author’s actual ideas on the subject. The early tale already contains 

Platonov’s principal motifs: the abolition of animal exploitation and the 

evolutionary “tardiness” of animals. 

We find an inversion of this idea in the story “Musornyi veter” (“The 

Trash Wind”), which includes many instances of what we might call 

re g re ssiv e  m e tam o rpho sis, i.e. the inverse vector of the evolution of 

living creatures. This recalls Hegel’s remark concerning Ovid’s tendency 

“to make animals and inorganic forms into a presentation of the 

degradation of man,”
64

 because in the Me tam o rpho se s the transformation 

of humans into animals is equated with “a degradation and a punishment 

of spiritual existents.”
65

 In “Musornyi veter,” “society’s defective order 

leads to the mutation of man,” which alters “the form of the human 

body and all of its familiar physiological and anatomical properties.”
66

 

Thoughts about the contrast between human degradation and the 

nobility of animals appear often in Platonov’s  Zapisnye  knizhki. For 

example: “Compared with animals or plants, man is indecent in his 

behavior” («�( +*⇢⌧'�'"7 +  "⌧(,'4&" " *⇢+,�'"⇡&" 0�%(⌧�$ )( 

+⌧(�&- )(⌧���'"7 '�)*"%"0�'»).
67

 Or: “Among animals there are 

creatures that morally exceed even humans” («⇣*��"  "⌧(,'4. �+,5 
&(*⇢%5'( �⇢ � �(%�� ⌧4+($"� +-2�+,⌧⇢, 0�& %7�"»).

68

 

Several reasons are given in “Musornyi veter” for the “animals’ 

descent from man” («)*("+.( ��'"�  "⌧(,'4. "! %7��#»).
69

 The 

case of the wife of the astrophysicist Lichtenberg illustrates the debasing 

nature of sexual lust
70

: “The down on her cheeks turned to fur, her eyes 

sparkled with frenzy, and her mouth was filled with the slaver of greed 

and concupiscence” («�-. '⇢ �� 2�$⇢. )*�⌧*⇢,"%+⇡ ⌧ 1�*+,5, �%⇢!⇢ 
+⌧�*$⇢%" ��1�'+,⌧(& " *(, �4% '⇢)(%'�' +%7'(#  ⇢�'(+," " 

+%⇢�(+,*⇢+,"⇡»). Her leg was “covered with savage boils from animal 
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 Hegel, Aes the tic s ,  393. (Hegel, Äs the tik, 381.) 
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 Barsht, “Chelovek, zhivotnoe…,” 166. 

67

  A. Platonov, Z ap is nye  knizhki, 261. 

68

 Ibid., 213 

69

 Platonov, So branie , vol. 4, 278. 

70

 See E. Naiman, “Andrej Platonov and the Inadmissibility of Desire,” Rus s ian 
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slovenliness, she did not bother licking them, she was worse than a 

monkey” («)($*4,⇢ (�"0⇢%4&" ⌧(%�4*⇡&" (, '�()*⇡,'(+," !⌧�*⇡, 
('⇢ �⇢ � '� !⇢%"!4⌧⇢%⇢ "., ('⇢ �4%⇢ .- � (��!5⇡'4»). She is “a 

beast, the filth of a crazed consciousness” («!⌧�*5, +⌧(%(05 ��!-&'(�( 

+(!'⇢'"⇡ »).71

 

Other texts make reference to the “animal” nature of the 

reproductive organs. The protagonist of “Tekhnicheskii roman” 

(“Technical Romance”) is mortified when for the first time in his life he 

sees on a naked girl: 

 

0��( (' '� ⌧"��% '"$(��⇢ — 0- (� " +,*⇢1'(�, $⇢$ 
'�"!⌧�+,'(�  "⌧(,'(�, !⇢�*⇢⌧1��+⇡ �*�,5+⇡ ⌧ ,�)%4� 
,�+'"'4 0�%(⌧�$⇢ "! )(�"�1". ���*�# )*"*(�4...�,( 

+-2�+,⌧(, '�)(.( �� '⇢ ⌧+7 ⌦"�- " ⌧*⇢ ���'(� �#, 

�4%( '⇢+,(%5$( ��!-&'( " &-0",�%5'( )( ⌧"�-, 0,( 

���%(⌧ '⇢⌧+���⇢ (,*�$+⇡ (, '��(, *�1"⌧ %7�",5 
 �'2"'- ⌧ (�'(& 0-⌧+,⌧� " *⇢!&41%�'"".

72

  

 

what he had never seen before—something foreign and 

frightening, like some unknown animal that had crawled into 

the warm caverns of human flesh from the perished thickets 

of nature…This creature, so unlike the rest of Lida, appeared 

so mad and agonizing that Shcheglov once and for all 

renounced it, resolving from then on to love woman only in 

spirit and contemplation.  

 

And in “Reka Potudan’” (“The River Potudan”), sex instills “animal 

fear” in the impotent protagonist. He sees a nightmare: 

 

0,( ��( �-1", +⌧(�7 �(*⇡0�# 1�*+,57 &⇢%�'5$(�, 
-)",⇢''(�  "⌧(,'(�, ⌧*(�� )(%�⌧(�( !⌧�*5$⇢, 
(,$(*&"⌧1��(+⇡ 0"+,(# )1�'"/�#. �,(  "⌧(,'(�, 
⌧!&($⇢⇡ )(, (, -+"%"⇡ "  ⇢�'(+,", !⇢%�!%( �&- ⌧ *(,, ⌧ 
�(*%(...

73

  

 

that a small, plump creature, like a field rodent, battened on 

pure wheat, was smothering him with its hot fur. This animal, 

sweating from effort and greed, had climbed into his mouth, 

his throat…  
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It is striking that in these examples it is a male perspective that shows us 

the loss of human appearance and the regression to animalistic forms 

associated with sexuality. The fear of this “madness,” so degrading to 

man, is underpinned by Platonov’s conviction that sex must be 

conquered through reason.
74

  

In “Musornyi veter,” however, regressive metamorphosis is also 

triggered by man’s expulsion from a hostile social collective, and this 

leads to a zoomorphic transformation of his appearance.
75

 When 

Lichtenberg, savagely tortured, maimed and thrown into a cesspit, sees a 

frightened dog
76

 he understands “that it was formerly a man, reduced by 

grief and need to the senselessness of an animal” («⌧!&⇢.'-%⇢ $*⇢�& 

)%⇢2⇢ " ��!⌧-0'(, + &�'(⌧�'"�& ),"/4 +$*4%⇢+5 (, $('⌧(⇡»).77

 

Feeding on trash, Lichtenberg himself assumes an animal appearance: 

“From the disfiguring wounds and pollution his body was covered by a 

dark infection, resembling eczema, and thick fur grew over it, covering 

everything up. Bushes of hair also grew in place of his torn-out ears…” 

(«�( ,�%- ��( — (, -⌧�0'4. *⇢' " !⇢�*⇡!'�'"⇡ — )(1%⇢ +)%(1'⇢⇡  
,�&'⇢⇡ !⇢*⇢!⇢, )(.( ⇢⇡ '⇢ ⌧(%0⇢'$-, ⇢ )(⌧�*. �� ⌧4*(+%⇢ �-+,⇢⇡ 
1�*+,5 " ⌧+� )($*4%⇢. �⇢ &�+,� ⌧4*⌧⇢''4. -1�# ,⇢$ � ⌧4*(+%" 

$-+,4 ⌧(%(+... » (279, ellipsis mine).
78

 At the prison camp, Lichtenberg is 

considered “hardly human” («��⌧⇢ %" 0�%(⌧�$») and “a new possible 

kind of social animal” («'(⌧4# ⌧(!&( '4# ⌧"� +(/"⇢%5'(�( 
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Metamorphoses o n G e rm an Lite rature  o f  the  Nine te e nth  and  Tw entie th  Centurie s  
[Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2009], 387-391.) 

76

 For a discussion of Mayakovsky’s depiction of social outcasts as dogs in “Vot tak ia 

zdelalsia sobakoi” (“That’s How I became a Dog”), see I. P. Smirnov, “Mesto 

‘mifopoeticheskogo’ podkhoda k literaturnomu proizvedeniiu sredi tolkovanii teksta (O 

stikhotvorenii Maiakovskogo ‘Vot tak ia sdelalsia sobakoi’,” in Mif-fo l’klo r-lite ratura 
(Leningrad:  Nauka, 1978), 197. 

77

 Platonov, So branie , vol. 4, 281. Further citations from this work will appear 

parenthetically within the body of the text.  

78

 The corpse of little Nastya’s mother—a former Socialist Revolutionary—is similarly 

depicted in Ko tlo v an . A bourgeois, she finds herself an extraneous “social animal” in the 

Socialist society: “Her long bare arms were covered with thick down, almost fur-like, that 

had sprung up from her illnesses and shelterlessness—some kind of ancient force, now 

revived, transformed her, even while she still lived, into a hidebound animal” (“⌅%"''4� 
(�'⇢ �''4� '(�" �4%" )($*4,4 �-+,4& )-.(&, )(0," 1�*+,57, ⌧4*(+1�# (, 
�(%�!'�# " ��+)*"7,'(+,", — $⇢$⇢⇡-,( �*�⌧'⇡⇡, ( "⌧1⇢⇡ +"%⇢ )*�⌧*⇢2⇢%⇢ &�*,⌧-7 

�2� )*" ��  "!'" ⌧ (�*⇢+,⇢72�� 1$-*(#  "⌧(,'(�».) (Platonov, So branie , vol. 3, 458.) 

A “protective hide” covers the back of Elisei, one of the group of peasants, who had 

prepared coffins, to await there the end of their days. (Ibid., 464.) “Poor creatures, covered 

in fur” also appear in “Iuvenil'noe more”: it is evident that for Platonov “fur” is one of the 

fundamental attributes of animal or “animalization.”  
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 "⌧(,'(�(») with a “hirsute covering” («⌧(%(+⇡'4& )($*(⌧(&», 281). 

In the end, the hero, who has sacrificed his life to feed starving children, 

is seen by his wife as “an unfamiliar slaughtered animal” («'�!'⇢$(&(� 
-�",(�  "⌧(,'(�»); she imagines it to be “a primordial man, covered 

with fur, but most likely a large ape, mutilated by someone and dressed, 

for a laugh, in scraps of human clothing” («)�*⌧(�4,'4# 0�%(⌧�$, 
!⇢*(+1"# 1�*+,57, '( +$(*�� ⌧+��( 6,( �(%51⇢⇡ (��!5⇡'⇢, $�&-,( 

"!-⌧�0�''⇢⇡ " (��,⇢⇡ �%⇡ 1-,$" ⌧ $%(05⇡ 0�%(⌧�0�+$(# (�� �4», 

288). The policeman, a personification of Nazi ideology, believes the 

prone body to be “an ape or some other unscientific animal, of no use to 

Germany” («%� ", (��!5⇡'⇢ "%" )*(0�� $⇢$(�-'"�-�5 '�'- '(� �%⇡ 
⇤�*&⇢'"", '�'⇢-0'(�  "⌧(,'(�», 288). 

The only positive metamorphosis in this grim tale befalls Hedwig 

Wotmann, a communist sentenced to be shot who goes “not to her 

death, but to a transfiguration” («'� ⌧ +&�*,5, ⇢ ⌧ )�*�⌧()%(2�'"�», 
284). As if she were a bird, she escapes from the Nazi officers by taking 

flight—“the flaps of her raincoat fluttered and silently, in a bird’s blink, 

she was lost from view” («⌧!&⇢.'-%⇢ $*⇢�& )%⇢2⇢ " ��!⌧-0'(, + 
&�'(⌧�'"�& ),"/4 +$*4%⇢+5 (, $('⌧(⇡», 285).

79

 The regressive 

metamorphoses of “Musornyi veter” suggest that in the fascist “kingdom 

of appearances” («/⇢*+,⌧� &'"&(+,"», 275) all is not as it seems. In this 

kingdom of beasts evolution moves in the opposite direction,
80

 i.e. 

toward a human degradation, and this results in the animalization of man 

and a racist society that expels defective “subhumans” as extraneous 

zoomorphic beings. 

                                                
79

 In Slavic mythology –as elsewhere–the bird is a symbolic equivalent of the soul. 

80

 The reversal of the evolutionary process, as conceived by Mandelshtam in the poem 

“Lamarck” (1932), involves the atrophying of the “cultural organs” in the face of a hostile 

environment:  

↵4 )*(1%" *⇢!*⇡�4 '⇢+�$(&4. 

⇣ '⇢%"⌧'4&" *7&(0$⇢&" �%⇢!. 
�' +$⇢!⇢%: )*"*(�⇢ ⌧+⇡ ⌧ *⇢!%(&⇢.,  

⌥*�'5⇡ '�, — ,4 !*"15 ⌧ )(+%��'"# *⇢!! 
 

�' +$⇢!⇢%: �(⌧(%5'( )(%'(!⌧-05⇡, —  

⌘4 '⇢)*⇢+'( ↵(/⇢*,⇢ %7�"%:  

�⇢+,-)⇢�, �%-.(,⇢ )⇢-05⇡,  
⌥��+5 )*(⌧⇢% +"%5'�� '⇢1". +"%. 

 

We descended through the ranks of insects / with their swollen snifter eyes. / He said: 

Nature is in shambles, / vision is over – you shall see no more. / He said: harmony is 

finished – / Your love of Mozart was in vain: / now a spidery deafness descends, / 

here is a breakdown greater than all of us. 

 

(O. Mandel’shtam, So c h ine niia, v 2 t. (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literature, 1990), t. 1, 

186.) 



Hans Günther 
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Tapping into the broad spectrum of human-animal relations, 

explored in the scientific, philosophical, literary, and artistic traditions, 

Platonov develops his own conception of the interaction—and often 

interchangeability—of human and animal. In doing so he adapts and 

recasts traditional motifs to suit his own purposes. There are particularly 

striking parallels in his works with the representation of animals in the 

poetry of Zabolotsky and the paintings of Filonov, which are likewise 

infused with extraordinary compassion and a sense of kinship for the 

suffering creature—and with the imperative for its liberation. 

Various kinds of anthropomorphism and zoomorphism, progressive 

and regressive metamorphoses, and ambiguous metamorphic forms play a 

prominent role throughout Platonov’s works. It is especially striking that 

in each text the relationship between man and animal is recast from a 

particular perspective. Thus the backward evolution in “Musornyi 

veter,” for instance, which leads to different forms of negative 

zoomorphosis, contrasts with Platonov’s more typical tendency toward 

the conflation of human and animal natures. For Platonov, 

metamorphosis is not simply a metaphor or a symbol: it is a corollary of 

the author’s conviction that the difference between states of matter is 

strictly one of degree. 
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⌧✓#�⇠( ◆�⇢�. ⇧�⇠� �' ⌧����✏ ⇠*⌘✓� ����⇠�          

�⌘⇢� ⌧����⌘�, ��⇣⌘� �' ����⇠��( �⌘⇢� ⌧������ 

� ⇠✓⇣⌫��   �⌘�#�.  

—�⇠���⇢�✏. �↵ ⌦↵ �  ↵�✏ ⌅. (1937–38) 
 

Iako v : Who then is man’s enemy? 

Vo ic e  o f  the  Fathe r: Another man. 

Iako v : And his friend? 

Vo ic e  o f  the  Fathe r: Also man. That’s just where 

all of life’s hardship and sorrows spring from. If it 

were nature alone standing against man, then it 

would be a very simple problem.    
—Platonov, Vo ic e  o f  the  Fathe r (1937–38)  

 

Contemporary philosophical discourse takes up the theme of power 

across a broad spectrum of its manifestations: one of the many possible 

lines of inquiry considers the power of language, literature, Law, order, 

Logos and the “signifier” of the European rhetorical tradition. This kind 

of analysis may be especially applicable to the dramatic works of Andrei 

Platonov, where questions of power are brought to light in the peculiar 

dynamics of the Self and the Other. 

Julia Kristeva has characterized all literature since the Romantic 

period as a place of experiment:  

 

Since at least Hölderlin, poetic language (i.e . lit e rature  as a 
spe c if ic  d isc o urse  – N.P.) deserted beauty and meaning to 

become a laboratory where, facing philosophy, knowledge, 

and the transcendental ego of all signification, the 

impossibility of a signified or signifying identity is being 
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sustained. If we took this venture seriously—if we could bear 

the burst of black laughter it hurls at all attempts to master 

the human situation, to master language by language—we 

would be forced to reexamine “literary history,” to rediscover 

beneath rhetoric and poetics its unchanging but always 

different polemic with the symbolic function…
1

 

 

All of the above is readily applicable to the literary strategy of the 

Russian-Soviet writer Andrei Platonov, regarded as a classic author since 

the mid-twentieth century. The dramatic genre may at first glance appear 

resistant to a basic premise of the new anthropology—the demise of the 

old Cartesian subject—since it presupposes the existence of both a Hero 

and an Other, distinguished in the dialogical structure of any play (even 

as it seems to offer another, genre-ambivalent possibility, that reconciles 

it to contemporary post-postmodern philosophy: the fundamental 

communicativity of subject-object relations). Yet Platonov’s dramatic 

art is itself “Other,” i.e. not classical.
2

 His plays, misunderstood by 

contemporary reviewers, have been rarely and poorly staged up to our 

own times: the few exceptions—typically stage adaptations of his prose 

works—only prove the rule (e.g. the story “Gorod Gradov [“The Town 

of Gradov”] and the play Go lo s o tsa staged by Mark Rozovsky at the 

MSU Student Theater “Nash Dom” in the ‘60s; Mark Weil’s Dzhan—

also from the 1960s; Rasskaz o  S c hast liv o i Mo skv e  [The  Tale  o f  Happy 
Mo sc o w ] put on by Mindaugaskas Karabauskis in the last decade). 

The philosophy of Platonov’s plays is always contemporary: no 

wonder they yield themselves so readily to phenomenological, 

existentialist or post-structuralist readings.
3

 The search for identity 

undertaken by Platonov’s subject—burdened not only by the weight of 

                                                
1

 Julia Kristeva, “From One Identity to an Other,” in The  Po rtab le  K ris te v a, ed. Kelly 

Oliver (New York: Columbia UP, 1997), 113. 

2

 Platonov produced a total of nine plays, written at various stages of his literary career: 

Duraki na p e rif e rii (Fo o ls  o n the  Outskirts , 1928); Sharm anka (Hurdy-gurdy, October-

December, 1930); Vyso ko e  napriazhenie  (High Vo ltage , 1931); 14 krasnykh izbushek 
(Fo urte e n Red  Huts , 1933); G o lo s  o ts a (Vo ic e  o f  the  Fathe r, 1937-8); Vyso ko e  
nap irazhenie  (High Vo ltage , 1931); Bez v e s ti p ro pav s h ii, ili Izbus hka v o zle  f ro nta (Mis s ing 
in Ac tio n, o r A Hut Be s id e  the  Fro nt Line s , before 1942); Vo ls he bno e  s us hc he s tv o  (A 
Magic al Be ing, end of 1944); Uc henik lits e ia (A Student o f  the  Lyc e um , 1947-8); No ev  
ko v c he g (No ah’s  Ark, 1950). In my research for this article, I used the following volume of 

Platonov’s plays: Andrei Platonov, No ev  ko v c he g . Dram aturgiia, comp. A. Martynenko, 

with an introduction by A. Bitov and commentaries by N. Kornienko, N. Duzhina, and N. 

Malygina (Moscow: Vagrius, 2006). 

3

 See, for example, N. Grigorieva, “Deistvie v usloviiakh otsrochki: Platonov, Gehlen, 

Bataille,” Wiene r S lav is tis c he r Alm anac h  63 (2009): 371–392; Natalia Poltavtseva, “The 

Husserlian, the Cosmist and the Pushkinian in Platonov,” Essays  in Po e tic s : The  Jo urnal 
o f  the  Britis h  Neo -Fo rm alis t Circ le  27 (2002), vol. 2: 97–113.   
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European rationalism, but also by his Soviet “soul” (and therefore 

body)—is doubly complex. Like a model Weberian, Platonov writes the 

“Socialist consciousness,” incarnating the “soul of Socialism.” 

The  d ialo g ic al f o rm  is an utte ranc e  that  im plie s a c o nt inual ro tat io n 
o f  spe aking  sub je c ts and the ir alte rnate  assum ptio n o f  the  ro le  o f  the  
Othe r. This is why in his search for identity (which will turn out to be a 

plural identity), in his inquiry into the nature of the Soviet man, 

Platonov chose to use the dramatic form as well: his dram as c o nst itute  
an inte nt io nal paralle l to  h is pro se  w o rks and—m o re  im po rtant ly—to  his 
c rit ic al w rit ing s. It has been pointed out that Platonov’s early essays are 

characterized by a highly succinct presentation of a given idea, which is 

then submerged into the fabric of his prose and passed through a kind of 

laboratory analysis, demonstrating what becomes of an idea when the 

strict “Enlightenment” or “paternal” discourse of “ideology, rationalism 

and command” comes into contact with the native “maternal” medium 

of speech and language.
4

 We could argue that Platonov’s dramas serve as 

yet another projection screen, another laboratory, that affords his prose 

additional power and depth, another Other to the writer’s Self. 

As a writer of literature and an “organic intellectual,”
5

 to use 

Gramsci’s term, Platonov not only embodied the ambivalence and the 

“negativity” of the European discourse, he was a “poet” and a “critic” 

simultaneously—in the way understood by Lukács. 

This idea, which emerges in Lukács’s early neo-Kantian period in 

So ul and Fo rm ,6 reappears in Kristeva’s conception of philosophy and 

literature as a struggle of the semiotic and the symbolic functions of 

language, the clash of sign and discourse and the demise of the 

“signified” of the European rhetorical tradition. In her well-known work 

on the search for identity, Kristeva uses the neo-Marxist idea of 

“negative dialectics” to explain and elaborate the very possibility of 

“poetic language” or literature as such, by way of the concepts of non-

normativity and communality. She suggests that non-normativity and 

communality c o m m unic ate  in their search for identity with “law,” order, 

the “signifier” and the discourse of European rhetorical thought, which 

is po lit ic al in the original sense of the word. (Another significant 

influence on Kristeva had been Bakhtin and his idea of the 

                                                
4

 See N.G. Poltavtseva, Filo s o f skaia p ro za Andre ia Plato no v a (Rostov-on-Don: 

Izdatel'stvo Rostovskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta, 1981). 

5

 A sort of intermediary between the “intellectual class” and “the people,” exemplified 

by country doctors, teachers, engineers, etc., typically of peasant origins.  

6

 See György Lukács, So ul and  Fo rm , trans. Anna Bostock, ed. John T. Sanders and 

Katie Terezakis, with an introduction by Judith Butler (New York: Columbia UP, 2010). I 

have written elsewhere on Lukács and Platonov. See Natal’ia Poltavtseva, “Platonov i 

Lukach (iz istorii sovetskogo iskusstva 1930-x godov),” No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  107 

(2011): 253–70. 
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correspondence between the “authoritarian,” “rhetorical,” “alien” word 

and “one’s own” word, i.e. the genuine authorial word of literature.
7

 

Furthermore, we can link Kristeva’s “poetic language” with Nancy’s idea 

of “incursion”—as a subsequent deep realization of the theme of the 

Other—via the theme of territoriality in its anthropological sense.
8

) 

The search for identity as the meaning of human existence and 

human essence (including human nature) was one of Platonov’s chief 

preoccupations. The English sociologist Thomas Osborne has 

characterized the writer as fundamentally “utopological” and 

“anthropological.”
9

 

Platonov’s dramatic works exhibit practically every aspect of the 

philosophical-anthropological attitude toward the Other. By way of 

commentary on Platonov’s anthropology and on his character’s search 

for identity we may recall the memorable image from Che v e ngur of the 

“eunuch of the human soul” («✓✏⇢ !� ⌘ $� #✓⇠�✏✓⌫�»). Kristeva’s 

reflections on Husserl may well be applied to Platonov: “Neither a 

historical individual nor a logically conceived consciousness, the subject 

is henceforth the operating thetic consciousness positing correlatively the 

transcendental Being and ego.”
10

 In what follows we undertake a 

schematic analysis of the workings of this consciousness in Platonov’s 

dramatic works.  

 

An e xiste nt ially  phe no m e no lo g ic al po sit io n 
The  Othe r as a re al o b je c t  o f  m y e xpe rie nc e  o f  po sse ssio n  

The  Othe r as bo dy-o b je c t  t ransf o rm e d into   
bo dy-sub je c t  (Husse rl, Sartre ) 

 

In his plays Platonov typically develops this theme through contradiction 

(that is, e x c o ntrario ) by transforming it into the theme of body-transit. 

In Go lo s o tsa, Iakov has a body, while his father does not: his is a 

corpse, an oxymoronic body. He is that Other, transforming body-object 

(twice absent, first through physical death and again through the work of 

oblivion—a far more miserable fate—performed by the “formerly 

employed” desecrator of graves) into body-subject. Naturally, this latter 

character belongs to the realm of authoritarian, “official,” “European,” 

rationalizing discourse: his continually “played up” official status allows 

him to lay claim to “true knowledge,” which Iakov has come to seek “in 

                                                
7

 Cf. Bakhtin’s numerous pronouncements on the author’s speech vs. the character’s 

speech. 

8

 Jean-Luc Nancy, The  S e ns e  o f  the  Wo rld , trans. Jeffrey S. Libett (Minneapolis-

London: Univ. of Minnesota Press, 1997). 

9

 Thomas Osborne, “Utopia, Counter-Utopia,” His to ry o f  the  Hum an S c ie nc e s  16.1 

(February 2003): 123-136. 

10

 Kristeva, “Desire in Language,” in The  Po rtab le  K ris te v a, 132. 
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the natural way” (i.e. because of blood kinship) from his dead father. 

Meanwhile, Iakov himself is the body-object transformed into body-

subject primarily through his “querying” and his reflections on the theme 

of “body,” “soul,” and “reason.”  

The Other, the father, is a site of observation for one of the 

projections of the authorial Self (Iakov), as well as a site of aggression 

for his rival, the Formerly Employed («⇥'✏$�� �⇠ ◆�%��»). 

From this perspective, the three characters together seem to exist for 

the author and the reader only because the Self cannot properly become 

a subject unless it has a body. My sovereignty—my physical, mental and 

cognizing autonomy—cannot be questioned by the Other, and for this 

reason I too cannot disregard the existence of the Other, the re al double 

of my experience of having a body.  

At the same time, the three characters may be regarded—as in 

transgressive psychology—as distinct projections of the authorial Self 

that come together to form his fragmentary and manifold identity. 

Platonov also stresses the theme of bo dy-transit . 
The comedy Duraki na pe rif e rii (Fo o ls o n the  Outskirts) develops 

this theme in terms of the body as an object of possession. In this case, it 

seems, the body-object wants to become the body-subject. We can see 

this in the rage of the female protagonist Maria Bashmakova, who is the 

mother of an infant with a dubious “collective father”—the Okhranmlad 

Commission—and wants to “become an outlaw” (« ��� ✏ 

�����⇢�⌫�»), i.e. escape into the realm of freedom). The collective 

body of the Other (Okhranmlad) possesses her body jointly, but refuses 

to acknowledge the child. Is this comedy, satire? Sidestepping Romantic 

irony, Platonov opts for Nietzschean “gay tragedy”—a tragedy of 

negativity—to assert that there is no subject. The Other is only an object 

of possession, therefore the relationship is doomed. And thus the final 

scene signals the symbolic death of the infant, much as in K o tlo v an (The  
Fo undatio n Pit). 
 

The  Othe r is a gaze  that  transf o rm s us into  o b je c ts o f  ano the r’s w ill, 
passio n and v io le nc e  (Orte ga y  Gasse t )  

The  Othe r assum e s the  ro le  o f  a dange ro us strange r, e ne m y, e t c .  
The  Othe r as strange r, alie n («⇣�⌥↵ � , ⇣�⌥⌃ ⌘� ») 

 
This theme is explored in a somewhat linear fashion in Uc he nik 

lit se ia (A Stude nt  o f  the  Lyc e um ); here too, however, one discovers a 

dichotomy: “Pushkin, his schoolmates, Chaadaev” vs. the extrascenic 

character “czarism,” the hidden enemy. This conflict emerges vividly if 

we consider the play in the context of Platonov’s articles of the 1930s, 
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such as “Pushkin — nash tovarishch” (“Pushkin, Our Comrade”) and 

“Pushkin i Gor’kii” (“Pushkin and Gorky”).
11

 

  

The  Othe r as “po pular bo dy,” “I” 
  

The popular body appears in the form of Arina Rodionovna and of the 

servant girls Masha and Dasha in Uc he nik lit se ia. In the play Pushkin 

refers to them as “mother” and “sisters,” which suggests that here the 

“popular body” is equated with the “kindred,” “native” body. Platonov 

lays bare the device “Pushkin = the people”: this unit is associated with 

the free Self, neither having, nor possessing. (Cf. the numerous 

references to freedom-bondage in the play, and the theme of freedom as 

it is treated in “Pushkin — nash tovarishch” and “Pushkin i Gor’kii.”) 

  

The  Othe r as e ne m y 
 

The wartime drama Izbushka v o zle  f ro nta (A Hut Be side  the  Fro nt  
Line s) supplies the classical version of this dichotomy (cf. the authorial 

perspective in Platonov’s well-known short story “Neodushevlennyi 

vrag,” or “The Inanimate Enemy”).
12

 Both works consider the absence of 

the soul—a key concept for Platonov—philosophically, linking it to the 

theme of appropriation and possession as the defining attributes of the 

Other. The (nearly Kantian!) “arithmetical reason”—obsessed with 

possession—is ultimately unnatural, even “anti-natural,” in these works. 

And it is for this reason that the enemy appears as an alie n  substance and 

is readily destroyed by an agent of the natural-popular unity (the Soviet 

people): a Soviet soldier or a “man of the people.” In this instance the 

Soviet people and the Soviet soldier possess a common, collective 

identity: the folk-epic or skazka poetics of these works plainly suggest 

such an interpretation. 

We discover an entirely different set of relations in Platonov’s 

second war drama Vo lshe bno e  sushc he stv o  (A Magic al Be ing ).
13

 Here 

war and the enemy coalesce into a peculiar background, against which a 

group of “native” characters demonstrate the extraordinary amplitude of 

Soviet existence, at once broad and highly nuanced, ranging from naïve 

egoism (Liubov Kirillovna) to tenderness and self-sacrifice (Natasha). As 

the Other here becomes the subject (or, to use the old Jungian 

                                                
11

 See Andrei Platonov, “Pushkin—nash tovarishch,” in So branie , vol. 8: Fabrika 
lite ratury, comp. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: Vremia, 2011), 69-84; Platonov, “Pushkin i 

Gor’kii,” in So branie . Fabrika lite raury, 94–119. 

12

 See Andrei Platonov, “Neodushevlennyi vrag,” in So branie . Sm e rti ne t! Ras skazy i 
pub lits is tika 194–1945 go do v , comp. N. V. Kornienko (Moscow: Vremia, 2010), 25–34.   

13

 Both the anthropological and the folktale aspects of the play are equally present in 

the title. 
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expression, as it ind iv iduate s), it completely exhausts the Self it becomes. 

Platonov’s thesis can be read as this: man is endlessly multifaceted, 

extraordinary, anthropologically unpredictable, i.e. mutable. Hence the 

ecstasy, the rueful exclamation “Happiness is undeserved!” (« #���(✓ 

⇢✓��⇠ ◆✓⇢⇢�!»),
14

 and the utopian quest for harmony that consumes 

the author and his characters. 

In 14 krasnykh izbushe k (Fo urte e n Re d  Huts), which is typically 

seen as a story of collectivization, famine, and social contradictions, the 

range of this theme is no less broad, reaching from the “positive” 

ko lkho z chairwoman Suenita to the “alien” («# ◆�⌫») European 

professor Khoz, the “excessive” («⌧✓�✓⇣��%�⌫») Anton, and the 

“saboteur” («✏�✓⌘��✓⇠(»-«��⇢��⌫», an off-scene character). Progression 

along this spectrum—in either direction—transpires in the field of the 

Other. These various alternatives represent stages of becoming, rather 

than opposition: the classical Modernist dichotomy “self/other” is 

superseded by a typically post-classical flux of be c o m ing . We are 

witnessing the “negative dialectics” of an event, to draw on Magun’s 

formulation:
15

 the tragedy of no t  being, no t  existing; the tragedy of 

nonexistence. Simply stated, this is tragedy w itho ut  a classical hero, 

whose death—or life—affirms the significance of an event. 

Similarly, Vyso ko e  nap irazhe nie  (High Vo ltage ) presents the 

amplitude and the metamorphoses of the Self’s becoming through the 

Other: an accident at a power plant serves as pretext for a fan-like 

exposition of the stages of “development of the soul” of the new man, 

which is inseparable from the “soul of Socialism.” The exposition moves 

radially from Meshkov to Zhmakov to Abramentov to Krashenina to 

Raspopov to Devletov. The Postman occupies a special place in this 

progression: an old man seeking a place in the new Soviet world, he is a 

peculiar version of the “natural fool” Foma Pukhov from Platonov’s 

novella So kro v e nnyi c he lo v e k (The  Inne rm o st  Man). Like Pukhov, who 

inadvertently sets off an explosion, the Postman unwittingly causes the 

accident by using the plant’s control panel—before it is connected to the 

all-state high-voltage grid—as a radio while delivering his mail. 

Characteristically, the author refrains from passing judgment on his 

characters, who are “hazily conscious” and are  “people by nature.”  

                                                
14

 In Platonov’s archives, we find the following note by itself on a page: “One feels—

one ought to feel—ashamed for one’s happiness in life, because happiness in undeserved” 

(«⇧��( ◆✓, ⌘�⇠◆✓⇢ �'�( ��'⌘ � �#���(✓ ✏ ◆�⇢�, ⌧���⇡  #�� �#���(✓ ⇢✓��⇠ ◆✓⇢⇢�»). 

(RGALI, f. 2144, op. 1, ed. khr. 99, l. 3.) 

15

 See A. Magun, Otrits ate l’naia re v o liuts iia. K  d eko ns trukts ii po litic he sko go  s ub iekta 

(St. Petersburg: Iz-vo Evropeiskogo universiteta v Sankt-Peterburge, 2008). See also A. 

Magun, “Otritsatel’naia revoliutsiia Andreia Platonova,” No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  106 

(2010): 65-95. 
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In the play Sharm anka (Hurdy-gurdy), a pair of foreigners—the 

European Others of the collective human Self, “the weeping soul of 

Europe” («⌧⇠�# %�� ⌘ $� ⇧✏��⌧'»)—want to buy the secret of the 

USSR, “the music of the Revolution” that is the “the soul of Socialism.” 

More literally, they want to get their hands on the itinerant musicians-

c um -cultural laborers Alesha and his companion Mude. At the same time 

the foreigners are associated with the bureaucrat Shchoev through a 

shared “rhetorical” or logical perspective: they see socialism as a 

superstructure and ideology, i.e. as a political mechanism. As a result 

they begin by buying directives. In the end, they get neither Alesha nor 

Mude, but Kuzma, an iron body reminiscent of the metallic monument 

in Platonov’s story “Musornyi Veter” (“The Trash Wind”) and of the 

Bronze Horseman in his article “Pushkin — nash tovarishch.” A robotic 

organ-grinder, Kuzma mechanically regurgitates fragments of 

revolutionary slogans and battle-cries jumbled together with the latest 

ideologisms, including ritual incantations of Soviet legal discourse. 

Instead of its fantasy (i.e. Alesha and Mude), Europe—in the guise of 

Professor Stervetsen and his daughter Serena—is handed the same old 

“Law” and regulatory control, distorted through mindless repetition and 

the “broken telephone” of misinformation. (Cf. the comic moment of 

conflict when Stervetsen and Serena, enraged by the swindle, demand 

the return of the foreign “rags” used in the trade and proceed to strip 

Shchoev.)
16

 The amplitude of fluctuations of the Self in search of 

identity is evident here as well. 

The play No e v  ko v c he g  (No ah’s Ark) is the most complex of 

Platonov’s plays, and not simply because it remained unfinished at the 

time of the author’s death. It is a complicated case because here the 

amplitude of the spectrum of Soviet existence reaches its greatest 

expanse. The play deploys a perspective first suggested by Martin Buber: 

that of the Creator on his creation (God’s POV, as it were). There is 

God and there are his emissaries: the Biblical characters Ahasver and 

Eve, the first woman.  

Within this framework, Platonov makes use of an ultra-modern, 

ripped-from-the-headlines plotline to reflect on the theme of primordial 

man, man’s proto-essence, and that which makes him human: i.e. an 

anthropology of man as such. This man—made up of a multitude of 

Others—possesses a “manifold identity.” The profane You is 

transformed into the sacred Thou, without which no concrete, private 

You is possible.  

                                                
16

 The theme of the “soul of Europe” is also important for Platonov’s prose and 

criticism; it is doubtless inspired by Platonov’s reading of Oswald Spengler’s The  De c line  
o f  the  We s t and is related to Spengler’s conception of the “Faustian spirit.”    
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Proximity to God as proximity to one’s higher Thou removes 

subjectivity from the communicative experience, which becomes for the 

subject a transcendent event (i.e. an event that transcends the limit of 

communication). This limit abolishes the subject’s special position in the 

world and excludes the bodily expansion outward that brings all that is 

worldly into proximity. This is no longer a matter of possessing, but 

be lo ng ing ; we have a true “Noah’s ark.”  

Thus the e v e nt  of the flood creates a c o m m unity  (in Nancy’s sense) 

of those cut off and brought together not of their own will, but through 

a cataclysmic event. This c o m m unity  is perpetually subject to inc ursio n , 

which radically transforms the “individual self,” de c o nstruc t ing  it—as 

Derrida would have said—exposing the hidden pathways of life’s coming 

into being and the depersonification of the old subject of modernism.  

  

The  Othe r as an instanc e  o f  c o ntro l 
 The  Othe r as law   

The  unc o nsc io us as d isc o urse  o f  the  Othe r (Lac an), Ev e nt (Nanc y)  
Po ststruc tural analysis 

 
Lacan’s formulation “the unconscious is the discourse of the Other” 

points to a decisive moment in the developmental process of the human 

being: his coming into possession of his culture’s symbolic wealth 

(traditions, memories, dreams, narratives, relics, skills and knowledge, 

norms and proscriptions). A very similar idea permeates the whole of 

Platonov’s critical output: the new, Soviet, perfect man’s imminent 

coming into possession of the symbolic world of a panhuman culture. 

Socialism is presented as new knowledge for mankind, a thread that, like 

Ariadne’s, will lead the Western world up from the “depths of capitalist 

civilization,” to paraphrase Platonov’s essay on Čapek’s War w ith the  
Ne w ts. 

The appearance of the Other is significant insofar as he is an 

authority, controlling our m e ans o f  e ntry  into the world of symbolic 

values. 

No e v  ko v c he g  is Platonov’s peculiar—nearly declarative—

representation of the consequences of contemporary mankind’s coming 

into possession of its culture’s symbolic wealth. We need only point to 

such characters as Charlie Chaplin and Churchill, on the one hand, and 

the Lord, his brother Iakov and Eve, on the other. They “reflect” the 

remaining characters (we think of Lacan’s “mirror stage”), including 

Shop, the leader of the expedition; the engineer and radio operator 

Polygnois; the starlet Martha; the scout Sekerva Ezekiel; the wealthy 

aristocrat, etc. This too is part of the overarching process: the search for 

man’s identity as god’s image and likeness—man as man. The resulting 
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“collective identity” is hardly reassuring. Here the Other—in a 

completely Kantian turn—is a probabilistic God. 

 
The  Othe r as law  

 

In Duraki na pe rif e rii, the philosophical-anthropological aspect of the 

“absurdity of law” is illustrated or allegorized as “nobody’s child,” who 

dies while his “fathers” carry on a factious inquiry. (See also 14 krasnykh 
izbushe k, where Suenita’s child dies while a similar inquiry into paternity 

is in progress. There, the character of Antoshka takes on the role of the 

Other as instance of control.) 

 

The  the m e  o f  inc ursio n as e v e nt 
 

In Platonov’s plays, inc ursio n («✏���◆✓⇢�✓»)
17

 forces the Self to 

acknowledge the ongoing politicization of the realm of discourse that is 

taking place with the help of the Other. This incursion also forces the 

Self to acknowledge the delineation of its own positions. In the final 

analysis, it must confront the same negative-dialectics revolutionization 

of the old rationalizing, rhetorical subject.  

Meanwhile the Other is depersonified, it loses its existential-

phenomenological givenness and vanishes—alongside the erstwhile 

“revolutionary subject,” the “hero” of classical rhetorical discourse, 

whose mirror image, through negative dialectics, the Other has been.
18

  

 
The  inte rnal is re f le c t e d  in the  e xte rnal 

 

An earlier take on the theme of community—predating No e v  ko c he g—

first surfaces in Platonov’s prose of the late 1920s and 1930s; it includes 

the “others” in Che v e ngur and the dzhan  people in the novella Dzhan .
19

 

The author’s unpublished remarks on freedom also belong to this time 

period.
20

 

                                                
17

 “Incursion” may be interpreted as a sovereign action, as an act of violating borders 

and rules, an “emergency” developing in an infinitely small point within the social space. 

18

 See, on this, Magun, Otrits ate l’naia re v o liuts iia and Magun, “Otritsatel’naia 

revoliutsiia Andreia Platonova.”  

19 For a recent analysis of Dzhan, see Nariman Skakov, “Prostranstvo Dzhana 

Andreia Platonova,” No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  107 (2011): 211–230, an excerpt of 

which appears in translation in this volume. 
20

 Platonov must have written down the following unpublished remarks on freedom 

while working on Dzhan :  

 

⌃�⌫ �' #✓⇠�✏✓⌫ ⇢� !��✓⇠ ⌧��⇡✓⇢��( �✏�* ◆�⇢( ⌧�✓◆⌘✓ ✏�✓⇣� ✓⇡  

⇢✓��!�⌘�⇡� ��⇠�⌘�⇢�✓ �����✏✓⇢⇢�� ◆�⇢(*;  
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Platonov’s communities are composed of strange people. “Strange” 

implies: people not governed by law, logos, “paternal discourse,” those 

who appeal to myth as the explanatory mechanism of the nature of 

things (cf. the Biblical myth of the Flood, which becomes a matter of 

political and ideological manipulations in No e v  ko c he g ); i.e. those who 

explain or “grasp” life by accessing the unconscious through symbol and 

ritual. 

Another important aspect of this theme: the Other as pretext for the 

coming together of a community of eccentrics, holy fools, children, 

itinerants. 

“A stranger has come” (« ���⇢⇢'� #✓⇠�✏✓⌫ ⌧��$✓⇠»)—this 

quotation from Ostrovsky is especially applicable to the characters of 

Platonov’s plays, which include “stranger-wanderers”
21

 never before seen, 

marginal figures located outside the boundaries of law by the logic of 

modernity, the depoliticized and deterritorialized, someone “negatively 

free,” a “nomad.” 

We encounter these “strange wanderers,” these “others,” throughout 

Platonov’s works, at all three levels: in his literary criticism, where he 

writes of “poor mankind” and “the people”; in his prose, where he writes 

of “others,” “poor folk,”  “the proletariat”; and in his drama (Alesha and 

Mude in Sharm anka). 

                                                
⇧�⇠� ◆✓ ✓*, ✓⇣� ◆�⇢(*, ✏⇠�⌘✓*� ⌘� ⇣�✓ ⇠*⌘�, �� ✓��( #✓⇠�✏✓⌫ 

⇢✓�✏���⌘✓⇢, �� �⇢ �✓���⇠✓⇢ ⇢✓ ��⇠(⌫� ⌧��⇡✓⇢��( �✏�� ��⇠' � 

�⇠�⇣���⌘⇢�� "✓⇠(*, ⌫�⌫ ⇠�#⇢���(, ⇢� � ✏���%✓  ⇢✓ � %✓��✏ ✓�; 

� %✓��✏ *� �✓, ⌫�� ✏⇠�⌘✓✓� ⇢✓✏�⇠(⇢�⌫�⇡, #✓���� ✓⇣� ⌘ $�, !���⌫�✓�� � 

⌧�✏✓⌘✓⇢��.  

⌥�� ⌧��✏⇠✓⌫�✓� ⌫ )��� �✓⇡✓  ✏✓�✓⇢⇢���(, #�� ✏ � ⌘ %✓⇡ #✓⇠�✏✓⌫✓ 

)⇠✓⇡✓⇢� �✏���⌘' �� %✓��✏���� ⌫�⌫ ✏'�$�� � ��⇡�� ⇢✓��⇡⇢✓⇢⇢�� 

�✓�⇠(⇢���(. ⇥�⇠($✓ ��⇣�, )�� ⇠�#⇢�� �✏���⌘� � ⌘✓� �⇠ ◆��( 

��&✓⌘�⇢✓⇢�* #✓⇠�✏✓#✓��✏�, � ✏�✏�✓ ⇢✓ ⇠�#⇢�⇡  ⇢��⇠�◆⌘✓⇢�*: 

✏'��⇢�✓���, #�� �✏���⌘� – )�� ��%✓��✏✓⇢⇢�✓ # ✏��✏� � �⇢� ⇢✓ ⇡�◆✓� 

�'�( ⌧��⇡✓⇢�⇡� ✏ )⇣�����#✓�⌫�! "✓⇠�! (RGALI, f. 2144, op. 1, ed. khr. 

66, l. 2). 

 

However man would choose to apply his life, he must first be in possession 

of the same;  

But if his life is in the hands of others, i.e. he is not free, then he is not 

only powerless to use his strength to some noble end, as an individual he 

simply does not exist; existence belongs to those who have control over a 

captive, over his soul, his character, his actions. 

We take up this theme out of conviction that this element of freedom 

will be realized in the man of the future as the highest and most absolute 

reality. Moreover, this personal freedom will serve the cause of unity of 

mankind, rather than personal gratification: it turns out that freedom is a 

communal feeling and cannot be employed for selfish ends. 

21

 Translator’s note: the original plays up the shared etymology of s trannik (wanderer) 

and s trannyi (strange).  
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Here “strangeness” is neither a defect nor an advantage: it is a given. 

Its incursion into the realm of law brings about the possibility of their 

non-rhetorical competition. 

 
The  trag ic  in Plato no v  

 
This clash may be considered in relation to the dramatic conflict 

structured around an event, e.g. as it appears in Vyso ko e  napriazhe nie . 
Here we have the e v e nt  of an accident, understood as t rage dy . 

Around the same time Platonov outlined his ideas about the nature 

of the tragic in the article “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii” (“On the 

First Socialist Tragedy,” 1934), where he examines the theme of nature’s 

relation to technology; the dialectics of nature and technology; and 

ideology in relation to the figure of the technocrat-ideologue, who also 

comes under the broad conception of “technology.” 

Here, he writes:  

 

⌦��⇣✓⌘�� #✓⇠�✏✓⌫�, ✏��� ◆✓⇢⇢�⇣� ⇡�$�⇢�� � �✓�⌘"✓⇡, � 

⌘��⇠✓⌫��⌫�� ⌧����⌘' ⌘�⇠◆⇢� ���✓$��(�� ✏ ⇢�$✓� 

����⇢✓ ⌧ �✓⇡ ��"��⇠�⇡�. ⌥� ⇢�⌘� ⌧�⇢�⇡��(, #�� )�� 

�⌘�⇢�✓ �#✓⇢( �✓�(✓⇢�. ⌅�✓✏⇢�� ◆�⇢( ⇢� 

«⌧�✏✓�!⇢����» ⌧����⌘' ✓%✓ ⇡�⇣⇠� ⌘��'✏��( �✓�✓ 

⇢✓��!�⌘�⇡�✓ � ��!�⌘�✏ � �✏✓�◆✓⇢�� ���!��⇢'! ��⇠ � 

✏✓%✓��✏. ⌥� ⇡' ⇠✓✓⇡ ✏⇢ ��( ⇡��� , � �⇢ ⌘�✏�� ⇢� ⇢�� ✏ 

��✏✓� � ��✏⇢�⇢�#⇢�� ��⇠��. 

 

The tragedy of man, armed with technology, a heart and the 

dialectics of nature must be resolved in our country through 

Socialism. But we must be clear about the difficulties we 

face. Ancient life, at the “surface” of nature, could satisfy 

itself with the detritus and the eruptions of elemental forces 

and substances. But we are trying to push our way inside the 

world, and it is pushing us back with equal and opposite 

force.
22

 

 

We may readily detect in these lines Platonov’s striving for the kind 

of personal and social relations that would restore Eurpoean 

                                                
22

 Andrei Platonov, “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi tragedii,” 

http://imwerden.de/pdf/platonov_o_socialisticheskoj_tragedii.pdf, accessed January 13, 

2012. (Editor’s note: There are two published versions of “O pervoi sotsialisticheskoi 

tragedii,” one from Gorky’s archive [edited by N.V. Kornienko] and the other from the 

archive of Alexander Shcherbakov [edited by V. V. Perkhin]. The ImWerden version cited 

here is a reprint of the Perkhin version.) 
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“technology” to its ancient, Aristotelian sense of “techne,” no longer an 

alienated version of “law” or logical discourse. 

  
The  phe no m e no n o f  the  Othe r in te rm s o f  a d ialo g ic al re lat io n 

 

Platonov’s turn to the dramatic genre signals his interest in the Other, in 

the communicant as audience, in character, in distinct manifestations of 

the authorial Self, in the author’s operational consciousness. All of these 

enter into the Soviet discourse, and all—including the principal 

characters of the plays—are preoccupied with the search for identity, 

understood as the “new (i.e. Soviet) man.” Consequently, the laws 

governing dramatic structure, i.e. the “scaffolding” and architectonics of 

a play, likewise reflect Platonov’s anthropological position, “the path of 

individuation,” the search for identity. 

 

What “ho lds to g e the r”a Plato no v  p lay: 
 

1) The dramatic form, presupposing dialogue, allows Platonov to 

pursue a parallel (read: equivocal) form of creative imagination, wherein 

characters appear as projections of distinct aspects of the authorial Self 

(cf. Platonov’s lyrical-ironic treatment of all his characters). 

2) Platonov understood the tragic as an anthropological and 

psychosocial conflict between Nature (this includes human nature and 

the unconscious—later identified to some extent with “poetic language,” 

i.e. literature) and Technology/rhetoric/consciousness/law, a complex 

that also includes ideology (as political technology) and the technician-

ideologue-technocrat. Hence his fundamentally equivocal stance and 

strategy: it is that of a technician-ideologue, on the one hand, and that of 

one propelled by the elemental force of the language he has “invited” 

into the textual space on the other. The authorial role as tamer and 

potential victim of his own creative intent—the so-called “artistic 

conception”—is invariably a tragic one (equivocally ambivalent) 

according to Platonov. 

3) The cataclysmic event driving this tragic conflict is the revolution, 

or—as in No e v  ko c he g—an eschatological event standing in for the 

revolution. 

4) The old type of conflict and the old type of “hero”—positive or 

negative—are conspicuously absent. The dramatic opposition of the Self 

and the Other represents:  

a) the existential-phenomenological conflict, embodied in the 

protagonists (the characters that are duplicates or triplicates, etc.);  

b) a poststructuralist “coming-into-being” (embodied in the 

“eternal types,” the symbolic and mythological characters of 

Platonov’s dramas: Eve, god’s brother, etc.). The protagonists 
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prevail over the antagonists, but the antagonists (i.e. enemies, 

fascists, etc.) are atypical: in Platonov’s conception the ideological 

fascist or saboteur is an enemy in an anthropological sense first and 

foremost, a “natural” enemy. As such, he is either outlived (e.g. 

“bantik”) or eradicated—in accordance with the logic of myth or 

folktale—instantaneously and irrevocably (as in Izbushka v o zle  
f ro nta). (An analogous moment occurs in the prose work “Gorod 

Gradov,” which ends with the eponymous city’s abrupt vanishing, 

like the mythical Kitezh, and the following authorial “eulogy”: “the 

fools got the sack, that’s all” [«��⇠(⌫� ⌘ ��⌫� ✏ ���!�⌘ ⌧�$⇠�»]
23

.) 

5) Incursion serves as a means of dialogizing the relationship between 

the Self and the Other, as a territorial symbolic provocation, at once 

effacing and generating new “faces of god” (author)—i.e. Self manifested 

through Others. This may be characterized as appropriation of cultural 

territory by means of spatial symbolism. The theme of incursion is the 

driving engine of all of Platonov’s plays. 

6) In terms of dramaturgy, we find the rejection of obsolete motives 

and obsolete forms of dramatic conflict. They can be compared with 

Chekhov’s modernist dramas, which are free of the requisite subject-

hero, of the hero’s classical tragedy, of a death that justifies the family 

line, of the hero, who bears the tragedy of guilt and culpability. 

Chekhov’s (and Platonov’s) are Nietzschean “gay tragedies” of 

subjectlessness, diffuse dramas of the missing ethos of subjectivity (“God 

is dead!”). In both cases we find universal situational comedies. (Cf. 

Chekhov’s characterization of Vishne v yi sad  [The  Che rry Orc hard ], as a 

lyrical comedy, his subsequent displeasure with Stanislavsky’s 

interpretation, and B. Zingerman’s approach to Chekhov’s dramas and 

vaudevilles as a single text.
24

) Intertextuality is also one of the 

fundamental attributes of Platonov’s dramas—and of his writing in 

general. 

7) In terms of poetics: the theme of the body as a realm of transit
25

 

or a territory of incursion produces a grotesque imagery, embodied in a 

variety of characters with peculiar bodily forms. The Self either loses its 

body (in Go lo s o tsa, we find a dead body; in Vyso ko e  napriazhe nie , 
coffins; in Sharm anka the robot Kuz’ma, a technological/political body) 

or emphasizes its grotesque nature (we think here of the scenes of 

“technological binging” with naturalistic physiological consequences as 

manifestations of human nature’s resisting “ideological demand”; the 

                                                
23 Andrei Platonov, “Gorod Gradov,” in Tpcsbojf-! vol. 2: Fgjsozj! usblu/! Qpwftuj!

2:31.y.obdibmb!2:41.y!hpepw!(Moscow: Vremia, 2009), 160. 
24

 See B. I. Zingerman. Oc he rki is to rii d ram y 20 v eka. Chekho v , S trindbe rg , Ib s e n, 
Me te rlink, Pirande llo , Brekht, G aup tm an, Lo rka, Anui (Moscow: Nauka, 1979). 

25

 See V. Podoroga, “Slovar’ analiticheskoi filosofii,” Lo go s  2 (1999).   
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discourse of compulsion in Sharm anka; scenes of breast-feeding in 14 
krasnykh izbushe k and Duraki na pe rif e rii). We also find ambivalent 

substitutions, which remind us of Platonov’s ecstatic reaction to the 

final scene in Steinbeck’s The  Grape s o f  Wrath , where Rose of Sharon, 

having lost her baby, suckles a starving man: “the child is gone—I’ll feed 

Khoz.” 

8) The “collective body” of the Russian/Soviet people is present as 

an off-scene and on-scene character. Examples are the world of the 

Bolsheviks (as in “Musornyi veter”), the “familial body” represented by 

Arina Rodionovna and the servant girls as Pushkin’s “mother” and 

“sisters” in Uc he nik lit se ia. 
9) “Strange” language holds Platonov’s plays together. Kristeva, who 

makes a distinction between “writer” (as “one who has style”) and 

“rhetorician,”
26

 would doubtless place Platonov in the former category 

(alongside Céline, Nietzsche and Joyce—all of whom are cited by 

Kristeva, as well as by Platonov in his critical essays). In Platonov we 

witness a revolutionary breakdown of the norm in the realm of the 

symbolic, i.e. the emergence of a new version of interpretation of reality; 

10) The identity of the Self appears as a plurality, a collective 

identity, an interpenetration of “nature” and “culture,” the popular and 

the Soviet discourses, and their equivocality. This is evident in the 

various characters of the “Soviet people,” such as the Soviet warriors in 

                                                
26

 Kristeva writes: “…we must clearly distinguish two positions: that of the rhetorician 

and that of the writer in the strongest sense of the word; that is, as Céline puts it, one who 

has “style.” The rhetorician does not invent language; fascinated by the symbolic function 

of paternal discourse, he s e duc e s  it in the Latin sense of verb—he “leads it astray,” inflict it 

with a few anomalies generally taken from writers of the past, thus miming a father who 

remembers having been a son and even a daughter of his father, but not to the point of 

leaving cover. This is indeed what is happening in the discourse of contemporary 

philosophers, in France particularly, when, hemmed in by the breakthroughs in social 

sciences on the one hand, and social upheavals on the other, the philosopher begins 

performing literary tricks, thus arrogating to himself a power over imaginations: a power 

which, though minor in appearance, is more fetching than that of the transcendental 

consciousness. The stylist’s adventure is totally different; he no longer needs to seduce the 

father by rhetorical affectations. As winner of the battle, he may even drop the name of the 

father to take a pseudonym (c f . Plato no v ’s  do ub le  ab e rratio n: he  d e lib e rate ly as s um e s  h is  
fathe r’s  NAME as  h is  lite rary p s e udo nym , re p lac ing the  s urnam e—a fo rm al af f iliatio n—
Klim ento v . This , in turn, b e ars  a s triking re s em b lanc e  to  the  s e lf -nam ing o f  the  p e o p le  o f  
Dzhan in the  s e c o nd  v e rs io n o f  the  no v e lla’s  e nd ing. —NP) (Céline signs with his 

grandmother’s first name), and thus, in the place of the father, assume a different discourse; 

neither imaginary discourse of the self, nor discourse of transcendental knowledge, but a 

permanent go-between from one to the other, a pulsation of sign and rhythm, of 

consciousness and instinctual drive. “I am the father of my imaginative creations,” writes 

Mallarmé at the birth of Geneviève, “I am my father, my mother, my son, and me,” Artaud 

claims. S tylis ts  all, the y s o und  a d is s o nanc e  w ith in the  the tic , pate rnal func tio n o f  language .” 

(Kristeva, The  Po rtab le  K ris te v a, 104, italics mine.)  
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Izbushka v o zle  f ro nta and Vo lshe bno e  sushc he stv o . The operative theme 

here is not only that of “feeling unenlightened by consciousness” and 

“uninspired reason,” but also of the “people” understood democratically, 

i.e. outside the liberal sentiment toward an object of compassion, a 

gesture descending from above toward the lowly. The authorial 

“operative consciousness” is at the level of the people, sharing their 

space without right and wrong—the revolutionary space of the event. 
 

Plato no v ’s Othe r as m e tac o m m e ntary o n So v ie t  d isc o urse  
 

Andrei Platonov is the “soul of Socialism,” an “organic intellectual” (A. 

Gramsci), a “poet” and a “critic” simultaneously (G. Lukács) who fuses 

the archaism of popular consciousness and the technologism of 

European discourse, the “rhetoric” of the discourse of the New Era, i.e. 

logic, technologism and politics, its symbolic “poetic language” 

(Kristeva), the ambivalence of the revolutionary event (Nancy) and its 

“negative dialectics” (Lacoue-Labarthe, Hegel, Marx). 

Therefore in Platonov’s dramatic works the search for identity—

which contemporary Soviet discourse associated with “longing” for the 

new man,
27

 underscoring the nearly insurmountable difficulties involved 

in “remaking” human nature—assumes the peculiar and wholly current 

philosophical and anthropological form of metacommentary on Soviet 

discourse. 

Platonov himself is revealed to us as a “body-transit” and a 

“technician-technocrat,” who fragments this strange, ambivalent 

condition across a variety of characters, conflicts and situations that 

pervade his persistently overlooked dramatic compositions.  

 

 

 

                                                
27

 This is connected with the melancholy of Freud and Benjamin, as Jonathan Flatley 

demonstrates in his chapter on Platonov in Jonathan Flately, Affe c tiv e  Mapp ing: 
Me lanc ho ly and  the  Po litic s  o f  Mo de rnism  (Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: Harvard 

University  Press, 2008), 158–187. 
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Despite its verbal nature, literature also always (or nearly always) implies 

a visual perspective on the world. On the most basic level this 

perspective embodies the epistemology of the work. Literature implicitly 

posits, situates, and disposes of the realia it describes in subtle but non-

random ways, and if we are interested in the philosophical implications 

of narrative then we need to think also about the optical strategies of 

what we read. Given Platonov’s preoccupation with the theme of 

existence, it shouldn’t surprise us that this epistemological level plays an 

important role in his works. Platonov may not be as centrally 

preoccupied with seeing as, say, Tolstoy or Olesha is, but the existential 

drama running through virtually every one of his narratives nonetheless 

often turns out also to be a drama of sight. 

Partway through Che v e ngur, for example, Dvanov comes upon a 

soldier who is bleeding to death from wounds suffered in a train wreck—

a significant scene in the development of the novel’s existential themes 

in which Platonov focuses closely on the transition from life to death. As 

he dies, the soldier asks Dvanov to close not his eyes but his “vision”: 

“‘Close my vision!’—and he gazed without blinking, with his drying eyes, 

without the slightest trembling of his eyelids” («— ⌥� &$� "#� �&�#��! 

— � ⇡!�⇢�!, #� "$&⇡��, ��'0*�3.�"� ⇡!���"�, ⌫�� ⇠'� $� ⇢&$⌧� 

⇠� »).
1

 The soldier’s death is then described exclusively in terms of what 

happens to his eyes, which turn into inorganic matter and then, in what 

could be thought of as a reversal of sight, re f le c t  the sky (a motif later 

repeated in “Ulia,” as I will discuss further below):  

 

↵$ ⇡!��� #� �� &0⇠�!�'1, � ⇠0⇡$&�!� � ⇠0+⇠�(�!�, 

%&�⇠&�.��'1 ⇠ ")(#0� "�#�&�!. ⇥ �⇡$ )"�&-�* ⇡!���* 

�⇠'(⇠�##$ %&$-!� $(&�⌧�#�� $⌫!�,#$⇡$ #�⌫� —  �  

⌫)⇢($ %&�&$⇢� ⇠$�⇠&�(�!�'1 ⇠ ,�!$⇠� � %$'!� "�-�⇠-�� 

�� ⇠'(&�,#$� ⌧��#�, �  &�'#$�&"��+, ,($⌫0 #� 

"),�(1'�, %&�'%$'$⌫�!'�   #�� '"�&(13 

(65). 

 

But his eyes didn’t close, they burned out and paled, turning 

into murky mineral. In his dead eyes there clearly passed the 

reflection of the cloudy sky, as if nature had returned to the 

                                                
1

 A. P. Platonov, Che v e ngur, in Che v e ngur. Ro m an i po v e s ti (Moscow: Sovetskii 

pistatel’, 1989), 65. Further citations of Che v e ngur will appear parenthetically within the 

body of the article and will refer to this version of the text. 
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person after the life that had resisted it head-on, and in order 

not to suffer the Red Army soldier adjusted himself to it with 

his death.  

 

I have a hunch that this passage (which, no ta be ne , Iablokov does not 

annotate in his 1991 commentary to Che v e ngur)2

 may be in dialogue 

with its intellectual context, specifically with Lenin’s 1908 Mate rializm  i 
e m pirio krit it sizm  (Mate rialism  and Em pirio -Crit ic ism ) and what Lenin 

imagined was his refutation of Neo-Kantianism.
3

 If so, then Platonov’s 

passage parodies the denigration of inward consciousness on which 

Lenin’s argument rests by c anc e ling  consciousness altogether. Death in 

his scene is marked by the presence of physical reflection only, an eerie 

example of open but unseeing eyes that is not the last in his works. 

In general Platonov seems to associate a capacity for observation 

with a certain mastery of the world. When Dvanov takes over as 

engineer of a military train, for example, and suddenly sees another train 

approaching head on, he extends his body out of the window as far as he 

can and intently follows what is taking place: “Dvanov leaned the whole 

way out of the window and keenly watched what was going on” 

(«⌅⇠�#$⇠ ⇠0')#)!'� ⇠�'1 �� $ #� � �$& $ '!�⇢�!», 62). When he 

realizes that the train has lost its brakes and a collision is imminent, he 

continues to watch, but with detachment: “Dvanov understood and 

observed everything like a passerby. His slow contemplation helped him 

in this moment…” (“⌅⇠�#$⇠ %$#�"�! � '"$(&�! #� ⇠'�,  �  

%$'($&$##��. ⇧⇡$ "�⇢!�##$� &��"0-!�#�� %$"$⇡!$ �") ⇠ ($( 

,�'...», 63, ellipsis mine). And when Dvanov loses consciousness in the 

collision, Platonov notes that “the warm quiet of the darkness veiled 

Dvanov’s sight” («✏�%!�� (�-�#� (1"0 ��'!$#�!� �&�#�� ⌅⇠�#$⇠�», 

64). This motif of detached observation is then repeated, elaborated, and 

elevated to the level of narrative premise—which is to say, to that of 

principal mechanism for appropriating the world—somewhat later, in 

the well-known passage about the “inner spectator” (which Naiman and 

                                                
2

 See E. A. Iablokov, “Komentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, Che v e ngur (Moscow: 

Vysshaia shkola, 1991). 

3

 See, for example, Lenin’s repeated assertions that human consciousness is nothing 

more than the reflection of the external world within our heads: “The mastery of nature 

manifested in human practice is a result of an objectively correct reflection within the 

human head of the phenomena and processes of nature, and is proof of the fact that this 

reflection (within the limits of what is revealed by practice) is objective, absolute, and 

eternal truth” (V.I. Lenin, Mate rialism  and  Em pirio c ritic ism : Critic al Co m m ents  o n a 
Reac tio nary Philo s o phy [1908], Chapter 3, Part 6, accessed July 15, 2011, 

http://www.marxists.org/archive/lenin/works/1908/mec/three6.htm.) 
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Geller have linked with Freud’s Inte rpre tat io n o f  Dre am s, though I 

think there are other things going on here as well)
4

: 

 

⌅⇠�#$⇠ �� &0! ⇡!���, ,($⌫0 $("�⌧�⇠�(1'� $( ⇠'� $⇡$ 

�&�!�.� � ⌫�''"0'!�##$ %�&�⌧�(1 ⇢$&$⇡) ⇢$ ($⇡$, ,($ 

$# %$(�&�! �!� ��⌫0! )⇠�⇢�(1 #� %&�⌧#�" %)(�… ↵$ ⇠ 

,�!$⇠� � �.� ⌧�⇠�( "�!�#1 �� �&�(�!1 — $# #� 

),�'(⇠)�( #� ⇠ %$'()% �*, #� ⇠ '(&�⇢�#�� — $# ⇠'�⇡⇢� 

*!�⇢#$ &$⇠�# � $⇢�#� $⇠. ⇧⇡$ '!)⌧⌫� — 2($ ⇠�⇢�(1 � 

⌫0(1 '⇠�⇢�(�!�", #$ $# ⌫�� %&�⇠� ⇡$!$'� ⇠ ⌧��#� 

,�!$⇠� � � #���⇠�'(#$, ��,�" $# $⇢�#$ $ ').�'(⇠)�(. 

✓($( )⇡$! '$�#�#�� ,�!$⇠� � ⇢�#1 � #$,1 $'⇠�.�#,  �  

 $"#�(� -⇠��+�&� ⇠ ⌫$!1-$" ⇢$"�. �&)⇡!0�  ')( � 

'�⇢�( 2($( ⌫$⇢&'(⇠)3.�� -⇠��+�& ⇠ %$⇢/��⇢� ,�!$⇠� �, 

��#��( ⇠'�* ⌧�(�!�� '⇠$�⇡$ ⇢$"�, #$ #� $⇢�# ⌧�(�!1 #� 

'$⇠�()�('� '$ -⇠��+�&$" $ '⇠$�* ⇢�!�*. ⌃�(�!� ⇠*$⇢�( 

� ⇠0*$⇢�(, � �&�(�!1--⇠��+�& %&$⇠$⌧��( �* ⇡!���"�. �( 

'⇠$�� ⌫�''�!1#$� $'⇠�⇢$"!�##$'(� $#  �⌧�('� �#$⇡⇢� 

%�,�!1#0", #$ ⇠'�⇡⇢� ⇠�⌧!�⇠, )�⇢�#�# � �"��(  ⇠�&(�&) 

⇠ ⇢&)⇡$" ⇢$"�. ⇥ '!),�� %$⌧�&� -⇠��+�& �⇠$#�( 

%$⌧�&#0" � #�⌫!3⇢��( '#�&)⌧� ⇢�!1#��-�� '$⌫0(��. 

�$ � ⌅⇠�#$⇠ ⇠ ⌫�'%�"�('(⇠� �*�! � -�!, 2($( �&�(�!1 

⇠ #�" ⇠'� ⇠�⇢�!, *$(� #� &��) #� %&�⇢)%&�⇢�! � #� 

%$"$⇡. �# ⌧�! %�&�!!�!1#$ ⌅⇠�#$⇠), #$ ⌅⇠�#$⇠0" #� 

⌫0!. 

�# ').�'(⇠$⇠�!  �  ⌫0 "�&(⇠0" ⌫&�($" ,�!$⇠� �: ⇠ 

#�" ⇠'� ,�!$⇠�,�' $� �"�!$'1 #�!�+$, #$ ,�⇡$-($ "�!$⇡$ 

� ⇡!�⇠#$⇡$ #�⇢$'(�⇠�!$. ⌘�!$⇠�  #� $⇡⇢� #� %$"#�( �⇡$, 

#$ ⇠'�⇡⇢� �") ⇢$⇠�&��('� — (�  ⌧�(�!1, )*$⇢� �� ⇢$"� � 

$'(�⇠!�� ⌧�#), #� $⇡⇢� #� &�⇠#)�(   #�� -⇠��+�&�. 

✓($ �⇠#)* ⇢)-� ,�!$⇠� �. ⇥$( ,�") $# ⌫0! 

'⇠�⇢�(�!�" (90–91, ellipsis mine).  

 

Dvanov closed his eyes in order to separate himself from 

every kind of sight and thoughtlessly live through the road 

until he reached what he had lost or forgotten to see on his 

former journey…But in every person there sits a little 

spectator. He doesn’t take part in any actions or suffering, 

he’s always cold-blooded and unchanging. His role is to see 

                                                
4

 See Eric Naiman, “Andrej Platonov and the Inadmissibility of Desire,” Rus s ian 
Lite rature  23 (1988): 356n and Mikhail Geller, Andre i Plato no v  v  po iskakh s c has t’ia 

(Paris: YMCA-Press, 1982), 197–8. 
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and to be a witness, but he has no voting rights in the 

person’s life and it’s not clear why he leads this lonely 

existence. This corner of human consciousness is illuminated 

day and night, like the concierge’s room in a big building. 

Around the clock this vigilant concierge sits in the lobby of a 

person, knows all the residents of his building, but not a 

single one of them asks his advice. The residents come in and 

go out, while the concierge follows them with his eyes. 

Sometimes he seems saddened by his impotent knowledge, 

but he’s always polite, keeps himself apart and has an 

apartment in another building. In case of fire the concierge 

calls the fire department and watches from without what 

happens next.  

While Dvanov made his way by train and on foot this 

spectator in him says everything, even though he never 

warned or helped with anything. He lived parallel to Dvanov, 

without being Dvanov.  

He existed as if he were the person’s dead brother: all his 

human traits were evident, but something small and 

important was lacking. A person never remembers him but 

always trusts him, just as a resident, leaving his building and 

wife, is never jealous of the concierge.  

This was the eunuch of the human soul. Here is what he 

witnessed. 

 

What seems interesting, and strange, about this passage is the way that it 

negotiates a vantage point that at once enables seeing and cancels it. It 

begins with Dvanov’s renunciation of sight (he closes his eyes to distance 

himself from any “spectacle”), then seems to compensate for that by 

announcing the existence inside him of the “little spectator.” Yet this 

observer is not Dvanov and does not help him, even though he “sees” 

everything, and even functions as something of a “dead” brother. 

Dzhan  is another work that abounds in passages identifying sight or 

observation with life, and blindness or indifference to what is seen with 

death, or death-in-life. In this tale, blindness functions as a synonym for 

that Platonovian condition of be spam iatstv o  (“unconsciousness,” or 

more literally “remembrancelessness”)—something which is obvious 

enough, but striking nonetheless in the frequency of its recurrence to 

visual motifs.  A barely surviving camel Chagataev encounters at one 

point “closed its eyes, not wanting to waste its sight on nothing, and was 

in a dozing state” («�� &0⇠�! ⇡!���, #� ⌧�!�� (&�(�(1 #�%&�'#$ 
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�&�#��, � ⌫0! ⇠ ⇢&�"$(�»).5

 Chagataev, on the other hand, in despair 

and resigned to die, gives up on sight: “he no longer needed any kind of 

spectacle or enjoyment” («⌫$!1-� #�  #)⌧#$ �") ⌫0!$ #� � $� 
�&�!�.�  �  #�'!�⌧⇢�#��», 472; and in that noun “spectacle,” 

zre lishc he , there may lurk a hint of Stalinist spectacle). Even the 

landscape is described as having resigned from sight. As Chagataev finally 

approaches the place of his birth, “everything was the same as before and 

unchanged, but indifferent to Chagataev, as if it had gone blind without 

him” («⇠'� ⌫0!$ %&�⌧#�� � #����"�##$�, #$ &�⇠#$⇢)-#$�   
⌘�⇡�(��⇠), ($,#$ $'!�%-�� ⌫�� #�⇡$», 447). Similarly the dzhan , in 

their dolorous wandering through the desert, stumble along unseeing:  

 

— ) ⇠'�* �* ⇡!��� ⌫0!� �� &0(0, $#� -!� ⇢&�"!3.�"�, 

#� $($&0� -�%(�!� �!� ⌫$&"$(�!� '⇠$� '!$⇠�, 
%&�⇠0 #)⇠ ⌧�(1 ⇠$$⌫&�⌧�#��". �⇢�# ($!1 $ ↵)&-

⌦)*�"�⇢ ⇡!�⇢�! ⇠%�&�⇢ $( &0(0"� ⇡!���"�, '$�#�⇠�� 
�'#$ ⇠�'1 "�&. �#  )&�! (&�⇠�#)3  &$- ), '⇠�&#)()3 ⇠ 
⇠0')-�##0� !�'( ⌫$!$(#$⇡$ (&$'(#� �, � "$!,�! (474). 

 

all their eyes were closed and they walked in a daze, some 

whispering or mumbling words, having gotten used to living in 

their imagination. Only Nur-Mukhammed gazed ahead with 

open eyes, clearly conscious of the whole world. He was 

smoking bits of grass rolled in a dried leaf from a swamp reed, 

and remained silent.  

 

And again: 

   

 3⇢� ⇡!�⇢�!� %�&�⇢ '$⌫$�, *$(� � #� '$�#�⇠�� �'#$,  �  
#�⇢$ �" %$!1�$⇠�(1'� '⇠$�" ').�'(⇠$⇠�#��";⇢�⌧� (�"#0� 
⇡!��� (�%�&1 %$'⇠�(!�!� $( &�⇠#$⇢)-�� � #� ⇠0&�⌧�!� #� 

⇠#�"�#��, #� '�!0 '$⌫'(⇠�##$⇡$ �&�#��, ($,#$ $'!�%-�� 
�!� %&$⌧�(0� #�' ⇠$�1... (492, ellipsis mine). 

 

People gazed ahead of themselves, although they weren’t 

clearly aware how to make use of their existence; even their 

dark eyes now glistened from indifference and expressed 

neither attention nor the strength of their own sight, as if 

their eyes had gone blind or were completely worn out…  

                                                
5

 Andrei Platonov, “Dzhan,” in Izbrannye  p ro izv e d e niia, vol. 1: Rasskazy (1921–

1934). Povesti (Moscow: Khudozhesstvennaia literatura, 1978), 448. Further citations of 

Dzhan will appear parenthetically and will refer to this version of the text. 
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The exception is the young Aidym, allegory of the new generation 

destined to make its way out of the desert and onto the grand road of 

history: “Aidym alone wanted to be alive. She hadn’t yet lost her 

childhood or the supply of energy her mother had given her. She looked 

at the sand with eyes that still shone” («($!1 $ ��⇢0" *$(�!� ⌫0(1 

⌧�⇠$�, $#� #� �'(&�(�!� �.� ⇢�('(⇠� � "�(�&�#' $⇡$ ��%�'� 

2#�&⇡��, $#� '"$(&�!� ⇠ %�'$  ⇠'� �.� ⌫!�'(�.�"� ⇡!���"�», 492). 

I think that these visual motifs in Platonov, in particular the strange 

and recurring motif of resignation from sight or blindness, resonate not 

just on the level of existential themes but have an ideological dimension 

as well. In general there are aspects—parameters, strategies—of visuality 

in literature that are not just epistemologically but also culturally 

inflected (or are properties of a particular genre, such as the realist 

novel). These potentially amount to differences as significant as those 

that figure in Florensky’s thesis regarding the difference between 

perspectival painting in post-Renaissance western art and the semiotics 

of the icon; or that correspond to phenomena like the widespread 

“denigration of the visual” in twentieth-century French culture that 

Martin Jay examines in his Do w nc ast  Eye s.6

 In the case of Platonov and 

his culture I think there is something even more deliberate involved: a 

distinctive Soviet or even Stalinist visual regime which was the corollary 

of other, more deeply embedded functions of the culture. 

The Soviet regime invested a great deal not only in defining its 

identity (as a new workers’ state, etc.) but also in pe rf o rm ing  that 

identity before its populace: witness a series of phenomena ranging from 

early Bolshevik street spectacles and public celebrations of the October 

Revolution to the almost Babylonian-scaled military parades staged on 

Red Square in the Stalin era and even the sho w  trials of the 1930s.
7

 This 

was not at all a new practice, as Wortman’s work on tsarist spectacle 

(which imported western European pageantry) and Uspenskii’s and 

Lotman’s (together with studies by others, such as Kaganov and Hughes) 

commentary on Peter the Great’s conscious manipulation of state 

                                                
6

 See P. A. Florenskii, Iko no s tas  (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1994); Martin Jay, Do w nc as t 
Eye s : The  Denigratio n o f  Vis io n in Tw entie th-Century Fre nc h Tho ught (Berkeley: UC 

Press, 1993). On culturally inflected “ontology of vision,” see also Mikhail Iampol’skii, O 
b lizko m : o c he rki nem im e tic he sko go  zre niia (Moscow: NLO, 2001) and Mikhail 

Iampol’skii, Nabliudate l’ (Moscow: Ad Marginem, 2000). 

7

 It might even be possible to trace the evolution of Soviet visuality in something as 

explicit as the transition in cinema from Vertov, with his concept of kino -g laz (“cinema-

eye”) and his 1928 film Che lo v ek s  kino apparato m  (Man w ith  a Mo v ie  Cam e ra) to the 

pointedly panoramic camera techniques of much high Stalinist filmmaking. 
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symbolism suggest.
8

 But the nature of the spectacle was different in the 

Soviet era, and its promotion was aggressive and impossible to ignore. 

This Soviet spectacle registered itself in literature in a variety of 

forms, even before the advent of socialist realism. I would suggest that 

the new regime of seeing that imposed itself in the Soviet era principally 

involved the writer’s assumption of, or even reduction to, the position 

of “awed witness” of History. Babel’s Liutov, an ambivalent chronicler 

of revolution and war in K o narm iia (Re d  Cav alry , 1926), still has 

skeptical Tolstoyan roots. But Furmanov’s Klychkov, political 

commissar to a peasant warrior (again, a position of observer) in 

Chapae v  (1924), already knows the direction in which the events he 

records ought to be moving—as do even more assuredly the narrator of 

Gladkov’s Tse m e nt (Ce m e nt , 1925), who in the novel’s triumphant 

ending stands nearly speechless as the spectator of a celebration of the 

October Revolution bearing cosmic implications, and the narrator of 

Kataev’s Vre m ia, v pe re d ! (Tim e , Fo rw ard !, 1932), whose status as 

witness takes the explicit form, as it does in many Stalinist works, of a 

journalist sent to record the workers’ remarkable feat of socialist 

construction (in this case, cement production in the Urals). Even inward 

dissent from the regime’s projects, a thing still marginally possible in the 

1920s, tends to absorb its visual regime. In Olesha’s Zav ist ’ (Env y, 
1927), for example, Kavalerov watches the NEPman Babichev with 

envy and disdain, then at the airfield must stand outside the barrier, 

banned from the watching the demonstration of Soviet aviation 

within—a perspective of re sse nt im e nt that it borrows, of course, from 

Dostoevsky’s Zapiski iz po dpo l’ia (No te s f ro m  the  Unde rgro und): “I 

hung around somewhere outside the barrier, a little potbellied man in 

pants that had shrunk—how dare I distract them?” («◆ ($%(�!'� ⇡⇢�-($ 

�� ⌫�&1�&$"; ($!'($%)�0�, ⇠ ) $&$(�⇠-�*'� ⌫&3, �* ,�!$⇠�  —  �  

� %$'"�! $(⇠!�,1 �*?»).
9

 The shadowy doings of Bender and his 

companions on the margins of Soviet society in Zo lo to i t e le no k (The  
Go lde n Calf , 1931) cannot help but give way to a corrective magisterial 

vision of socialist construction—even if only on the remote horizon, as 

Iurii Shcheglov points out in his analysis of the novel.
10

  

                                                
8

 See Richard Wortman, S c e nario s  o f  Po w e r: Myth and  Ce rem o ny in Rus s ian 
Mo narc hy  (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1995); Iu. M. Lotman and B. A. Uspenskii, “Rol’ 

dual’nykh modelei v dinamike russkoi kul’tury (do kontsa XVIII veka),” in Trudy po  
rus sko i i s lav iansko i f ilo lo g ii. Lite raturo v e d e nie  26 (1977): 3–36; Lindsey Hughes, Rus s ia 
in the  Age  o f  Pe te r the  G re at (New Haven: Yale UP, 1998); G. Z. Kaganov, Sankt-
Pe te rburg . Obrazy p ro s trans tv a (St. Petersburg: Indrik, 1995). 

9

 Iurii Olesha, Z av is t’. Ro m an  (Moscow-Leningrad: Zemlia i fabrika, 1928, reprint 

Ardis, n.d.), 42. 

10

 Shcheglov writes: “The lofty hypostasis of socialism in the novels of Il’f and Petrov 

should never be underestimated…Digressions and panoramas devoted to the new world 
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In the case of Platonov one can already sense the influence of the 

Soviet visual regime on the level of his response to the “construction of 

socialism.” The picaresque “Sokrovennyi chelovek” (“The Innermost 

Man,” 1928), for example, is clearly structured around the hero 

Pukhov’s tour of w itne ss to what the regime has accomplished in its (for 

him) vital task of transforming physical existence.
11

 A more oblique form 

of response might be the Central Asian works of the 1930s (e.g., Dzhan, 
“Takyr”), which arose from an excursion Platonov took to chronicle ten 

years of socialism in the Turkmen SSR in lieu of being permitted to join 

the Stalin era’s great o pus of literary witness, the collective volume 

about the Belomor Canal.  

What I want to concentrate on in these remarks, however, is a 

couple of more subtle moments in Platonov’s works that are not so 

overtly related to the Soviet political “spectacle,” but in which the act of 

seeing, or not seeing, nonetheless lies particularly close to the work’s 

central concerns—in fact forming, if I am reading correctly, something 

of a self-referential and metaliterary statement. 

One of the most explicitly visual of all Platonov’s works is the story 

“Ulia” (unpublished in Platonov’s lifetime, it first appeared in 1966 in 

the children’s magazine Se m ’ia i shko la), a complex and, it has to be said, 

rather confused allegory masquerading as a quasi-folktale for children in 

which a pathology of vision is the main theme.
12

 Ulia, the little heroine 

                                                                                                               
and its construction projects are placed in noticeable compositional zones…The basic form 

in which the ideal plane inhabits the novel, influencing its scale and emotional tone, is as a 

constant presence on the horizon, like a remote chain of mountain peaks” (Iu. K. 

Shcheglov, “Tri fragmenta poetiki Il’fa i Petrova,” in A.K. Zholkovskii and Iu. K. 

Shcheglov, Mir av to ra i s truktura teks ta. S tat’i o  rus sko i lite rature  [Tenafly, NJ: Ermitazh, 

1986], 86–7, ellipses mine.) That we are indeed dealing with a to po s  here is suggested by 

the very similar passage in Ko tlo v an(The  Fo undatio n Pit) in which Prushevsky, filled with 

despair, wanders through the fields until he looks back at the town and sees “at the end [of 

nature] some white peaceful buildings which glowed more brightly than there was light in 

the air…This white plot of structures stood like an island in the midst of the rest of the 

newly constructed world and tranquilly glowed” («#�  $#+� �� [%&�&$⇢0] ⌫�!0� 

'%$ $�#0� �⇢�#��, '⇠�(�.��'� ⌫$!1-�, ,�" ⌫0!$ '⇠�(� ⇠ ⇠$�⇢)*�…��  $'(&$⇠, '($�! 

'&�⇢� $'(�!1#$⇡$ #$⇠$'(&$�.�⇡$'� "�&� 2($( ⌫�!0� '3⌧�( '$$&)⌧�#�� � 

)'%$ $�##$ '⇠�(�!'�»). (Andrei Platonov, Ko tlo v an , in Che v e ngur. Ro m an i po v e s ti. 
[Moscow: Sovetskii pistatel’, 1989], 415, ellipsis mine.) 

11

 Shukhov in Solzhenitsyn’s Odin d e n’ Iv ana Denis o v ic ha (A Day in the  Lif e  o f  Iv an 
Denis o v ic h , 1962) is surely a sympathetic response to this work, a depiction of the Stalinist 

system from the social “below” of a simple peasant. 

12

 My thoughts about motifs of vision and blindness in Platonov have been stimulated 

in part by a very interesting article by Susumu Nonaka. (See Susumu Nonaka, “Vzgliad i 

golos: eshche odin opyt psikhologicheskogo prochteniia proizvedenii A. Platonova,” Ac ta 
S lav ic a Iapo nic a 29 [2011]: 87–102.) Nonaka investigates some of Platonov’s “peripheral” 

texts (“Ulia” and “Golos otsa” [“Voice of the Father”] in particular) in light of Lacan’s 

theory of the mirror-stage in the psychological development of the child. In Susumu’s 

reading, the mirror motif and others related to it in Platonov’s works mark a stage Platonov 
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of the story, is a village waif cursed with a tragic surf e it  of vision, a motif 

that ultimately can be traced back to the expulsion of Adam and Eve 

from the garden of Eden (“Then the eyes of both were opened, and they 

knew that they were naked,” Genesis 3:7). Ulia’s lot, however, is a 

postlapsarian one with a twist: her eyes reflect the true nature of anyone 

who peers into their depths, but for her this is a curse because in her 

function as a reflector she herself sees everything in reverse. What is bad 

appears good to her, and vice versa; she runs in terror from her adoptive 

parents but befriends the ugly village brat; she fears flowers but loves 

dirt. It is the mimetic capacity in this motif of re f le c t io n , however, 

which suggests that Ulia is an allegory for the writer, i.e., Platonov 

himself (I have written elsewhere about the implicit autobiographism of 

these later stories).
13

 Ulia’s condition is one of being f o rc e d  to  se e  to o  
m uc h : her eyes do not even close when she sleeps and she therefore must 

seek out the darkness—a kind of willful blindness: “Ulia was calm only 

in the dark, where her eyes saw nothing” («�%$ $�#$� ⇣!� ⌫0!� 

($!1 $ ⇠ (�"#$(�, ⇡⇢� ⇡!��� �� #�,�⇡$ #� ⇠�⇢�!�»).
14

 “It’s worse for 

her this way than being blind,” comments the narrator’s grandmother, 

putative source of the tale; “better if she were just blind” («⇧� ⌧�(1 

*)⌧�, ,�" '!�%$�. �)' �� ⌫0 $#� )⌧ '!�%�� ⌫0!�», 363). Ulia’s plight 

acquires moral if not outright ideological overtones when the narrator 

comments that, “she herself did not see the truth, she saw lies” («'�"� 

$#� #� ⇠�⇢�!� %&�⇠⇢0, �  ⇠�⇢�!� !$⌧1», 365). The story has a 

disappointingly positive ending, perhaps owing to its genre of children’s 

story: Ulia’s true mother returns to the village, kisses her eyes, and heals 

them. Nonetheless, if it can be read self-referentially, the story would 

seem to articulate a renunciation of writing and its pains. The surfeit of 

moral truth with which the writer is afflicted is unbearable (or, given the 

reversal of vision from which Ulia suffers, what is unbearable is the 

writer’s inability to declare to be good a “truth”—the regime’s “truth”—

which he knows to be evil), and only the renunciation of writing, a 

retreat into metaphorical darkness, provides escape. “People don’t need 

to see the truth,” Ulia’s mother tells her in a remark which would seem 

                                                                                                               
is unable to transcend, with the result that, among other things, his plots foreground 

moments when the heroes experience their or others’ bodies as fragmented, even 

dismembered, parts rather than a whole. The Lacanian mirror-stage, however, is about 

s e e ing  (be it healthily or traumatically) ones e lf  in a mirror, whereas Ulia’s condition is one of 

fate d  non-seeing, or reverse-seeing, which is the price of showing the world the truth about 

itself. 

13

 See Thomas Seifrid, “Literature for the Masochist: ‘Childish’ Intonation in 

Platonov’s Later Works,” Wiene r S law is tis c he r Alm anac h  31 (1992): 463–80. 

14

Andrei Platonov, “Ulia,” in Izbrannye  p ro izv e d e niia, vol. 2, 363. Further citations 

will appear parenthetically and will refer to this version of the text. 
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to express the futility of writing, “they know it themselves, and those 

who don’t wouldn’t believe it if they saw it” («— 3⇢�" #� #)⌧#$ 

⇠�⇢�(1 %&�⇠⇢), — ' ���!� "�(1, —  $#� '�"� �� �#�3(, �  ($ #� 

�#��(, ($( � )⇠�⇢�(, (�  #� %$⇠�&�(», 365). 

The paradox this situation involves—that of writing when it is 

impossible to write—lies at the heart of “V prekrasnom i iarostnom 

mire” (“In a Fierce and Beautiful World,” 1941). Like much of the later 

Platonov, this is a story whose superficial adherence to certain Stalinist 

clichés (in this case, the wounded worker who keeps on working, a 

variation on the Stalinist theme of “martyrdom,” though it is worth 

noting that this text appeared five years in advance of Polevoi’s 

canonical Po v e st ’ o  nasto iashc he m  c he lo v e ke , or “Story of a Real Man”) 

masks a complex subtext of personal and political allusion. Its title and 

plot both signal a resolution to overcome (indeed, o v e rlo o k) adversity 

and regard the world as containing good. The protagonist Mal’tsev is an 

engineer (train driver) whose skill is symbolized in his all-encompassing 

vision:  

 

�# ⇠�! '$'(�⇠ ' $(⇠�⌧#$� )⇠�&�##$'(13 ⇠�!� $⇡$ 

"�'(�&�, ' '$'&�⇢$($,�##$'(13 ⇠⇢$*#$⇠�##$⇡$ �&(�'(�, 

⇠$⌫&�⇠-�⇡$ ⇠�'1 ⇠#�-#�� "�& ⇠ '⇠$� ⇠#)(&�##�� 

%�&�⌧�⇠�#�� � %$2($") ⇠!�'(⇠)3.�⇡$ #�⇢ #�". ⇤!��� 

�!� '�#⇢&� ⇥�'�!1�⇠�,� ⇡!�⇢�!� ⇠%�&�⇢ $(⇠!�,�##$,  �  

%)'(0�, #$ � �#�!, ,($ $# ⇠�⇢�! �"� ⇠'3 ⇢$&$⇡) ⇠%�&�⇢� 

� ⇠'3 %&�&$⇢), #�').)3'� #�" #�⇠'(&�,)...
15

 

 

He drove the train with the bold confidence of a great 

master, with the concentration of an inspired artist who had 

absorbed the whole world into his inner experience and for 

that reason had command over it. Aleksandr Vasil’evich’s 

eyes gazed forward abstractedly, as if they were empty, but I 

knew that with them he could see the whole road ahead and 

all of nature that raced toward us.  

 

As a m aste r (in the Russian sense of master craftsman) and art ist  (in the 

sense of performer), Mal’tsev is an exceptional being like an artist or 

writer, and Platonov even comments that he experiences a kind of 

artist’s e nnui (“he was depressed by his talent, as if by loneliness,” «$# 

' ),�! $( '⇠$�⇡$ (�!�#(�,  �  $( $⇢�#$,�'(⇠�», 179). This talent is 

interrupted by trauma—he is struck by lightning as a thunderstorm 

passes over the train—resulting in the mythic punishment of b lindne ss, 

                                                
15

Andrei Platonov, “V prekrasnom i iarostnom mire,” in Izbrannye  p ro izv e d e niia, vol. 

2, 178. Further citations will appear parenthetically and will refer to this version of the text. 
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though initially neither Mal’tsev nor the narrator (his assistant) notices 

that this has happened.
16

 When the narrator hears detonators
17

 explode 

he rushes to Mal’tsev, but Mal’tsev turns an empty gaze on him: “he 

turned his faced toward me and looked at me with empty, deceased eyes” 

(«$# $⌫�&#)!  $ "#� '⇠$� !�+$ � %$⇡!�⇢�! #� "�#� %)'(0"� 

%$ $�#0"� ⇡!���"�», 182). Nonetheless, he has run through two 

warning signals and the narrator only barely manages to stop the train 

before it crashes into another train disabled on the tracks ahead of them. 

What Mal’tsev later realizes is that he continued to see, but only in his 

mind (a case, perhaps, for Oliver Sacks…): “I had gotten used to seeing 

the world and I thought that I was seeing it, but I saw it then only in my 

mind, in my imagination. In fact I was blind, though I didn’t know it” 

(«%&�⇠0  ⇠�⇢�(1 '⇠�(, � � ⇢)"�!, ,($ ⇠�⌧) �⇡$, � � ⇠�⇢�! �⇡$ ($⇡⇢� 

($!1 $ ⇠ '⇠$�" )"�, ⇠ ⇠$$⌫&�⌧�#��. ↵� '�"$" ⇢�!� � ⌫0! '!�%$�, #$ 

� 2($⇡$ #� �#�!... », 185). (The investigator who puts him in prison also 

comments: “Now he again sees the world solely in his imagination…” 

[«���,�' $# $%�(1 ⇠�⇢�( "�& ($!1 $ ⇠ $⇢#$" '⇠$�" 

⇠$$⌫&�⌧�#��…», 186], ellipsis in original.)   

Mal’tsev’s tale pe r se  ends, after some peripeties, in this state of 

transcendent, compensatory vision. The narrator (now promoted to 

engineer) sees him sitting on a bench at the station eagerly turning,“his 

passionate, sensitive face with vacant, blind eyes” («'⇠$� '(&�'(#$�, 

,)( $� !�+$ ' $%)'(�⇠-�"� '!�%0"� ⇡!���"�», 188) in the direction 

of the engine. The narrator takes him on board and guides Mal’stev’s 

hands at the controls by placing his own on top of them: 

 

�&�⌧#��, '$⇠�&-�##0� "�'(�& "�-�#0 '(&�"�!'� 

%&�⇠$�"$,1 ⇠ '�⌫� #�⇢$'(�($  �&�#�� � ,)⇠'(⇠$⇠�(1 "�& 

⇢&)⇡�"� '&�⇢'(⇠�"�, ,($⌫0 &�⌫$(�(1 � $%&�⇠⇢�(1 '⇠$3 

⌧��#1 (189). 

 

The former consummate master of the machine now strove 

to overcome his visual defect and sense the world with other 

means, in order to work and justify his existence. 

 

Now Mal’tsev mysteriously sees a yellow warning signal (zhe lty i sv e t ) on 

the route and tells the narrator to cut the steam. The narrator lets him 

bring the train into the station on his own: “Drive it in all the way, 

                                                
16

 This cluster of motifs: keen observation, followed by detachment, then blindness, is 

the same as that in the passage from Che v e ngur examined earlier. 

17

 Pe tardy  in Russian (actually called “torpedoes” in the U.S.): a small explosive device 

placed on a railway track to act as a warning to an approaching train. 
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Aleksandr Vasil’evich: now you see the whole world!” («⇥�⇢� "�-�#) 

⇢$  $#+�, �!� '�#⇢& ⇥�'�!1�⇠�,: (0 ⇠�⇢�-1 (�%�&1 ⇠�'1 '⇠�(!», 189).
18

  

As an allegory for the life of a writer, Mal’tsev’s tale suggests that the 

trauma which ought to bring the career to a close (the blindness which 

annihilates the hallmark of his former talent, his ability to see everything 

at once) can be transcended by pe rpe tuat ing  the  task in a state  o f  
b lindne ss, i.e., continuing to do it (e.g., write) while no longer in 

immediate control of the process—even resigned to not knowing what it 

involves, divorced from real engagement with the external world and 

forced to live in imagination alone. If there is a mythic subtext here, it 

would seem to be that of Saul on the road to Damascus, who is brought 

up short by a blinding vision of Jesus—“and when his eyes were opened, 

he could see nothing” (Acts 9:8)—though Platonov’s is clearly an ironic 

version of a ne gat iv e  conversion, to Stalinist writing as a perpetuation of 

one’s task in a state of complete detachment from its outer forms.
19

 

Mal’tsev’s tale, moreover, is not the only thread in the story, because “V 

prekrasnom i iarostnom mire” joins other of Platonov’s later works in 

clearly reflecting the trauma of his own son Platon’s arrest and 

imprisonment.
20

 (Published in 1941, the story may well have been 

written just as Platonov’s son was being released, ill, from prison in 

November 1940.) The surname “Mal’tsev,” with its connotation of 

“malyi” is already suggestive, and the suggestion is underscored when the 

narrator comments on Mal’tsev’s imprisonment, “What would be 

better—to be a free, blind man or to have his sight but be  unjust ly 

im priso ne d? («— ⌘($ !),-� — '⇠$⌫$⇢#0� '!�%$� ,�!$⇠�  �!� 

�&�,��, #$ � ⌃ ⇤� � � �  ⌥ ⇥⌦↵✓ ⇣⌃ � � ⌘ ?», 187, italics mine; thus the tale’s 

single person, Mal’tsev, who is e ithe r free and blind o r seeing and 

imprisoned in effect becomes two, the free but figuratively “blind” 

Platonov and his seeing but unjustly incarcerated son). The narrator’s 

relationship with Mal’tsev is also complex. At the outset, when Mal’tsev 

is a fully competent m aste r, he is a quasi-father to the younger narrator; 

but by the end the narrator cares for him as for a child. (There are also 

parallels here with the tribute Platonov wrote to his own father, “Geroi 

                                                
18 It is worth noting that “world” here is s v e t, a paronomasia on the world for “light.” 
19

 Other odd moments perhaps related to the motif of “willful blindness” in 

Platonov’s works: in “Fro” the father sticks his head in the oven when he wants to cry; in 

“Tretii syn” (“Third Son”) the son who is a “Moscow artis te ,” when asked to sing, pleads, 

“well, then cover me with something…so it’s not so embarrassing to begin” («—↵), 

�� &$�(� "�#� ,�"-#�⌫)⇢1… ,($⌫ #� ⌫0!$ '(0⇢#$ #�,�#�(1»). (Andrei Platonov, 

“Tretii syn,” in Izbrannye  p ro izv e d e niia, vol. 2, 45.) 

20

 See, for example, “Korova” (“The Cow”), where the calf taken away from the cow is 

pointedly referred to as her s o n . 
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truda. Kuznets, slesar’ i liteishchik” [“A Hero of Labor: A Blacksmith, a 

Machinist, a Foundry Man”].)
21

 

The story’s last sentence, which explains and fulfills its title, is: “I was 

afraid to leave him alone, as if  he  w e re  m y o w n so n, defenseless against 

the actions of sudden and hostile forces in our beautiful and fierce 

world” («◆ ⌫$�!'� $'(�⇠�(1 �⇡$ $⇢#$⇡$, ⌦⇥⌦ �� ⇧ � � ⌅�  ✏ ⌘� ⇥, ⌫�� 

��.�(0 %&$(�⇠ ⇢��'(⇠�� ⇠#���%#0* � ⇠&�⌧⇢�⌫#0* '�! #�-�⇡$ 

%&� &�'#$⇡$ � �&$'(#$⇡$ "�&�», 189, italics mine). Earlier, when the 

narrator rages (inwardly) against the injustice of Mal’tsev having been 

imprisoned for the accident he nearly caused, he similarly declares:  

 

� *$(�! ��.�(�(1 �⇡$ $( ⇡$&� ')⇢1⌫0, � ⌫0! $⌧�'($,�# 

%&$(�⇠ &$ $⇠0* '�!, '!),��#$ � &�⇠#$⇢)-#$ 

)#�,($⌧�3.�* ,�!$⇠� �; � %$,)⇠'(⇠$⇠�! (��#0�, 

#�)!$⇠�"0� &�',�( 2(�* '�! — ⇠ ($", ,($ $#� ⇡)⌫�!� 

�"�##$ ⌦�!1+�⇠�, �, ' �⌧�", #� "�#� (187). 

 

I wanted to defend him against the bitterness of fate, I was 

roused to anger against the fateful forces that destroy people 

randomly and indifferently. I sensed the secret, elusive 

calculations of those forces in the fact that they destroyed 

Mal’tsev and not, say, me. 

 

(One plausible theory for the arrest of Platonov’s son was that it was 

intended as a warning signal to Plato no v  him se lf .) Fateful forces 

indifferently meting out the punishment of blindness—all this is redolent 

of mythic archetypes, and, although the sexual connotations are lacking, 

one is reminded here of another tale of mixed kinship roles and 

blindness: that of Oedipus, who gouges out his own eyes when he learns 

that he is married to his own mother—in effect, when he is 

overwhelmed by a surfeit of truth. The autobiographical and political 

notes in all this are undeniably poignant. But what interests me more is 

the self-referential statement that I believe they amount to about 

Platonov’s later works: that they represent the perpetuation of forms 

from which he dissociates himself, a kind of hollowed-out auto-writing 

whose deeper meanings lie elsewhere. 

 

 

                                                
21

 See Andrei Platonov, “Kuznets, slesar’ i liteishchik,” Vo ro nezhskaia ko m m una 251 

(7 November 1920), reprinted in Andrei Platonov, So branie , 8 vols (Moscow: Vremia, 

2009–11), vol. VIII: Fabrika lite ratury. Lite raturnaia kritika. Pub lits is tika (2011), 596–

602. 
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The notion of the openness of the work of art is most readily associated 

with Western European post-structuralist criticism, particularly that of 

Umberto Eco and Roland Barthes. In the essay “The Poetics of the Open 

Work,” for instance, Eco considers a number of aleatory pieces by 

contemporary European composers (Karlheinz Stockhausen, Luciano 

Berio, Pierre Boulez) in order to establish a division between traditional 

(“closed”) works and a newer aesthetic associated with the concept of 

openness: 

 

a classical composition…posits an assemblage of sound units 

which the composer arranged in a closed, well-defined 

manner before presenting it to the listener. He converted his 

idea into conventional symbols which more or less oblige the 

eventual performer to reproduce the format devised by the 

composer himself, whereas the new musical works…reject 

the definitive, concluded message and multiply the formal 

possibilities of the distribution of their elements.
1
 

 

This form of openness is, according to Eco, different from the 

multiplicity inherent in any significant and durable work of art, which 

depends on the interplay between authorial intention and audience 

reception: 

 

A work of art…is a complete and c lo se d  form in its 

uniqueness as a balanced organic whole, while at the same 

time constituting an o pe n  product on account of its 

susceptibility to countless different interpretations which do 

not impinge on its unadulterable specificity. Hence, every 

reception of a work of art is both an inte rpre tat io n  and a 

pe rf o rm anc e  of it, because in every reception the work takes 

on a fresh perspective for itself.
2
 

 

The kind of openness that Eco sees in contemporary musical 

compositions is more experimental than this model, effecting a radical 

shift in the origin of a work’s meaning from the author towards the 

performer and audience.  

                                                
1
 Umberto Eco, “The Poetics of the Open Work,” in The  Open Wo rk, trans. Anna 

Cancogni (Harvard: Harvard UP, 1989), 2–3, ellipses mine. 
2
 Ibid., 4, ellipsis mine, italics in original. 
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As for the sources of this particular form of artistic openness, they 

are, according to Eco, rooted in modernity itself: 

 

In every century, the way that artistic forms are structured 

reflects the way in which science or contemporary culture 

views reality. The closed, single conception in a work by a 

medieval artist reflected the conception of the cosmos as a 

hierarchy of fixed, preordained orders… In its own way, the 

“openness” that we meet in the decadent strain of Symbolism 

reflects a cultural striving to unfold new vistas… This project 

obviously suggests the universe as it is conceived by modern, 

non-Euclidean geometries.
3
 

 

It is striking that many of the works that Eco discusses are musical 

compositions dating from the post-war era that grant considerable 

discretion to their performers. Because all musical works need to be 

performed before they can be interpreted (at least for most audiences), 

music appeals to Eco as an attractive metaphor for hermeneutic 

potentiality precisely because the work can be understood both as the 

score itself, and as a performance of that score. Literature, however, 

functions rather differently, though Eco does not stress this when 

shifting his attention from the musical arts to the verbal. He does not, 

for instance, explore the ways in which music’s temporality establishes a 

particular framework for its reception that cannot be replicated in the 

experience of reading a literary text, where the act of interpretation is 

simultaneously one of performance and reception, usually by the same 

individual. 

The literary implications of a theory of openness are taken up more 

explicitly by Roland Barthes, and in particular in the distinction between 

“readerly” and “writerly” texts elaborated in S/Z  and elsewhere. 

According to Barthes, “readerly” texts are those that require little more 

than passive consumption on the part of the reader, whose task it is to 

interpret a literary work as the author intended it. (Although now 

standard, “readerly” is a somewhat misleading translation of the French 

lisib le , which implies a more obviously passive role for the reader). By 

contrast, “writerly” (sc rip t ib le  in the original) texts are those in which 

the reader aspires to a greater role in the production of meaning, to take 

on some of the task of “scripting” traditionally ascribed to the author 

figure. Barthes’s view of this kind of reading is most clearly summarized 

at the end of “The Death of the Author,” where he writes: 

 

                                                
3
 Ibid., 13–14, ellipsis mine. 
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a text is made of multiple writings, drawn from many cultures 

and entering into mutual relations of dialogue, parody, 

contestation, but there is one place where this multiplicity is 

focused and that place is the reader, not, as was hitherto said, 

the author. The reader is the space on which all the 

quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any 

of them being lost; a text’s unity lies not in its origin but in 

its destination… [T]he birth of the reader must be at the cost 

of the death of the Author.
4
 

 

Like Eco, Barthes’s emphasis on the central role played by the reader in 

the production of literary meaning is conditioned by a distinct historical 

moment, that of the rise of postmodern criticism in the wake of the 

1968 student uprisings throughout Western Europe that so 

comprehensively challenged practices of learning and criticism associated 

with the established institutions of scholarship. 

Given the distinct historical, cultural, and methodological roots of 

the notion of  “openness,” it might appear problematic to apply it to a 

study of Andrei Platonov’s works.
5
 And even if we leave aside the 

theoretical problem of whether post-structuralist theory can be applied 

to the Russian context, we still face at least one major practical problem. 

The works considered by Eco and Barthes (aleatory music on the one 

hand, experimental fiction—especially le  no uv e au ro m an—on the other) 

circulated at the same time as the body of criticism that was designed to 

explicate them and derived much of its own raiso n d ’êt re  from their 

example. But the dynamic relationship between artist and audience, 

between a text and its reception, that is so central to Eco and Barthes 

simply did not exist in the Soviet literary culture in which Platonov lived 

and wrote, a culture in which many of the most important and 

experimental  works of fiction were unavailable to readers and where 

reading habits were radically different from those that shaped the ideas 

of Eco and Barthes.
6
 Indeed, the large number of Platonov’s works that 

were unpublished and indeed unpublishable, thanks to the practices of 

                                                
4
 Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in Im age  Mus ic  Text, trans. Stephen 

Heath (London: Fontana, 1977), 148, ellipsis mine. 
5
 There has been considerable skepticism about the applicability of postmodern 

criticism to the Russian context, in part because of the prominence of the myth of the poet 

as prophet and even martyr in Russian literary culture and the peculiar role played by 

literature (and, indeed, all the arts) in Russian society. See, for instance, Clare Cavanagh, 

“The Death of the Book à la russe; The Acmeists under Stalin,” S lav ic  Re v iew  55, no. 1 

(1996): 125–35. 
6
 See, for instance, Evgeny Dobrenko, The  Making o f  the  S tate  Reade r: So c ial and  

Ae s the tic  Co ntexts  o f  the  Re c e p tio n o f  So v ie t Lite rature , trans. Jesse M. Savage (Stanford, 

CA: Stanford UP, 1997). 
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Soviet censorship, vitiates the question of their addressivity. And the 

temporal discontinuity of Platonov’s belated “return” to Russian readers 

many years after the composition of his main works complicates 

postmodernism’s commitment to questions of audience reception rather 

than authorial intention.  

And yet, for all these caveats, there is much to be gained, I would 

argue, from asking what “openness” might mean in the case of 

Platonov’s works. The present article seeks to address this question from 

a number of points of view. Since the notion of openness derives from a 

consideration of the relationship between author and reader, intention 

and interpretation, I will link developments in the study of Platonov’s 

practice as a writer with reflections on the significance of his prose for 

readers. Undergirding this approach is a belief that the ahistorical 

aspirations of literary theory may provide a means for understanding and 

even asserting Platonov’s continued relevance at the very moment when 

knowledge of the Soviet culture to which his work was profoundly 

indebted—as Platonov scholarship continues to demonstrate—becomes 

ever more attenuated. 

Many of the authors held up by Eco as emblematic of a certain kind 

of literary openness—Joyce and Kafka above all—have long been 

figured in Platonov criticism through the influence of Joseph Brodsky’s 

essay “Catastrophes in the Air,” which includes the following oft-cited 

appraisal: 

 

If I refrain from stating here that Platonov is a greater writer 

than Joyce or Musil or Kafka, it’s not because such ratings 

are in poor taste or because of his essential unavailability 

through existing translations… He definitely belongs to this 

echelon of literature; yet, on those heights there is no 

hierarchy.
7
 

 

Brodsky’s appeal to this deliberately broad, trans-national context allows 

a claim to be made about Platonov’s importance for readers with no 

access to his works in the original Russian and with only a second-hand 

grasp of Russian history, culture, and society. Moreover, Eco’s discussion 

of openness can be closely mapped onto Brodsky’s interpretation of 

modernism, which deliberately asserts the primacy of literary form over 

referential meaning: 

 

 

                                                
7
 Joseph Brodsky, “Catastrophes in the Air,” in Le s s  Than One : S e le c te d  Es s ays  

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1986), 280–1, ellipsis mine. 
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For prose is, apart from anything, an artifice, a bag of tricks. 

As artifice, it has its own pedigree, its own dynamics, its own 

laws, and its own logic. Perhaps more than ever, this sort of 

thing has been made apparent by the endeavors of 

modernism, whose standards play a great role in today’s 

assessment of the work of the writer… At any rate, if these 

standards of modernism have any psychological significance, 

it is that the degree of their mastery indicates the degree of a 

writer’s independence from his material or, more broadly, the 

degree of primacy of an individual over his own or his 

nation’s predicament.
8
  

 

However problematic Brodsky’s interpretation of Platonov in terms of a 

particular strain in European modernism might be, it nonetheless 

provides a starting point for a discussion of Platonov’s style that has 

striking parallels with certain aspects of poststructuralist theory. 

Paradoxically perhaps, given post-structuralism’s emphasis on the 

text as an object essentially constructed through patterns of reception—

see, for instance, Barthes’s claims that “the Text is experienced only in an 

activity of production” and that “the Text requires that one try to 

abolish (or at very least diminish) the distance between writing and 

reading”
9
—my initial discussion of openness in Platonov begins with a 

series of observations related to recent developments in the field of 

textology, a discipline that seeks to establish authorial intention on the 

basis of the materiality of manuscripts and other documents.  

The publication of Platonov’s works in critical editions that accord 

with the author’s apparent wishes has arguably been the most significant 

development in Platonov studies in the post-Soviet period, and this 

phenomenon raises important questions about the status of his texts.
10

 

Of course, an awareness of a work’s textual history is a key element in 

the study of any author, but in the case of Platonov, the issues are 

especially acute. When so many of his works were never published and 

may exist in a number of different manuscripts and typescripts, what 

does it mean to edit and publish a piece in what might be considered a 

definitive and canonical version? Did Platonov undertake major 

revisions of his works in accordance with his own aesthetic principles 

                                                
8
 Ibid., 272–3, ellipsis mine. 

9
 Roland Barthes, “From Work to Text,” in Im age  Mus ic  Text, trans. Stephen Heath 

(London: Fontana, 1977), 156, 162. 
10

 So far, only the first volume of the ongoing academic edition of Platonov’s complete 

works has been published. Dating from 2004, this first volume contains—in two books—
articles, stories and poems dating from the period 1918–27. Until the rest of the edition is 

published, the eight-volume reading edition of the collected works that recently has been 

issued by Vrem ia must now constitute the most reliable available source. 
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and ideological convictions? Or are these the result of a form of 

censorship and even pre-emptive self-censorship that we can now 

understand and even, in some cases, undo? How do we adjudicate 

between the merits of competing versions of the same text, and how can 

we resolve the ambiguities and tensions that arise from accepting that a 

literary work may exist in multiple redactions? 

These questions are not just textological ones, relating to the 

publication of Platonov’s works in editions that correspond to his 

supposed authorial intentions; they are interpretative questions that have 

a bearing on the way in which readers approach and understand his 

works. Take, for instance, the case of Dzhan (translated into English as 

both Dzhan  and So ul). In the Vre m ia edition, it appears not in the 

sixteen-chapter version that Platonov initially wrote, but in the longer, 

twenty-chapter version that he prepared after discussions with potential 

publishers. A note included in the typescript of the novella reveals 

Platonov’s willingness to revise his work in order to see it accepted: “the 

author will write another version of the second half of the novella, in 

particular, in which the dzhan  nation achieves the state of bliss that is 

really possible for contemporary man” («�⇣ ⌧� �✓◆⇡�◆  ✓�!⌘⌧⌫ ⇣�����  
⇣ ⌧�⌧⌫ �⌧⇡⌧⇣��( �⌧⇣◆� �, �⇢◆��⌧: ���⌧✓ ✓�� ✓⌧� �⌘�◆  �◆�⇡)�⌧-

⇣⌧�⇢⌧�⌧⌘⌧ ✓⇡� �⌧⇣�◆⇢◆��⌧⌘⌧ $◆⇡⌧⇣◆⇠� �⌧� ⌧���� ✏⇡�◆�� ⇣�»).11
 In 

the original version of the novella, the various members of the dzhan  

disperse to live their own separate lives, whilst Aidym and Chagataev 

return to Moscow. In this context, the final words of the story—

“Chagataev now knew for sure that help could come to him only from 

another human being” (« �⌘� �◆⇣ !✏◆✓�⇡��  ◆�◆�), $ ⌧ �⌧⇢⌧&) ⇠ 
�◆⇢! ���✓◆  ⇡�%) ⌧  ✓�!⌘⌧⌘⌧ $◆⇡⌧⇣◆⇠�»)—read like the search for 

personal consolation in the face of collective failure.
12

 However, in the 

longer, revised version, to which Platonov inserted an additional three 

and a half chapters before the original ending, Aidym and Chagataev 

succeed in reuniting the scattered members of the dzhan  before returning 

to Moscow, safe in the knowledge that their task has been satisfactorily 

completed. The additional chapters of the longer variant lend the story a 

sense of completion and wholeness, even optimism, and the same final 

words now seem like the personal reward for political success.  
But which text are we to prefer? Do we favor the open-ended first 

version, in which the fates of the individual members of the dzhan  are 

                                                
11

 As cited in Kornienko, Natal’ia Kornienko, “Kommentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, 

So branie , 8 vols (Moscow: Vremia, 2009–11), vol. IV: S c has tliv aia Mo skv a, O c he rki i 
ras skazy 1930-x go do v  (2010), 593. 

12
 Andrei Platonov, “Dzhan,” in So branie , vol. IV, 234. Translation from Andrei 

Platonov, So ul and  O the r S to rie s , trans. Robert and Elizabeth Chandler, with Katia 

Grigoruk, Angela Livingstone, Olga Meerson and Eric Naiman (New York: New York 

Review Books, 2007), 146. 
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unknown and unresolved? Does Chagataev’s failure to reunite them 

allow us to read the novel as anti-Soviet, or at least as anti-Stalinist (it 

does, after all, contradict official Soviet policy in Central Asia, which 

involved the sedentarization of nomadic populations and the creation of 

supposedly stable nations)? Or, in taking this approach, are we imposing 

our ideological and aesthetic preferences on a text that might be an 

honest and serious attempt to portray the incorporation of a group of 

neglected outsiders into the broader Soviet family (a theme that obsessed 

Platonov, particularly in the 1930s)? Does the longer version 

demonstrate that Platonov was more than able to write artistically 

satisfying responses to the demands of socialist realism? The editors of 

the Vre m ia edition have chosen the longer version, and the 

commentaries only briefly allude to the textual differences between the 

two redactions. It may seem utopian to suggest it, but the parallel 

publication of both versions would have the virtue of replacing the 

editors’ ostensibly authoritative judgment with a more engaged role for 

the reader. In this regard, the introduction and annotations to the 

English translation by Robert and Elizabeth Chandler and others 

presents clear and detailed information on which to make a choice, 

establishing a dialogue between author, translators, and potential readers 

that is altogether more dynamic.
13

 

A similar issue can be seen with regard to K o tlo v an (The  Fo undatio n 
Pit). In addition to various reading editions of the novella, there exists a 

scholarly edition published by Nauka from 2000, which contains, 

alongside a clean text of the work, textual variants from other 

typescripts, as well as a transcription of the manuscript that helps us see 

Platonov’s working methods at first hand. Yet this still leaves the 

problem of how to read—literally and metaphorically—the ending of the 

work. Should Kotlovan conclude with the scene in which Chiklin buries 

Nastya? Or does it more properly end with the authorial coda in which 

Platonov seeks to justify the pessimism of the work? Does Platonov’s 

self-commentary resolve the pessimism and ambiguities that seem 

inherent in the ending, or does it merely open up new ones? The critical 

edition of Kotlovan reveals that the manuscript finishes with the death of 

Nastya, after which Platonov wrote the words “The End.” («⇧⌧�◆#.»).
14

 

It also notes, however, that in the so-called “third, final redaction of the 

novella,” which is in the possession of the Institute of Russian Literature 

(Pushkin House), this has been crossed out and replaced with a longer 

                                                
13

 See Robert Chandler, “Introduction” and “Notes,” in Andrei Platonov, So ul and  
O the r S to rie s , xviii and 321–2. 

14
 Andrei Platonov, Kotlovan: tekst, materialy tvorcheskoi istorii (St Petersburg: Nauka, 

2000), 308. A reproduction of the final page of the manuscript is opposite page 225. 
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piece of authorial commentary.
15

 Which ending have editors preferred? 

In both the first Western and Soviet editions, the main text of K o tlo v an  

concludes with the burial of Nastya;
16

 the Soviet edition includes the 

authorial coda as a textual variant in the notes that follow.
17

 The main 

text in the Nauka edition does include Platonov’s coda, but in italics, on 

a new page, and set off by a row of three asterisks; its oblique 

relationship to the novella is typographically clear.
18

 The Vre m ia edition 

incorporates the coda—still separated by a row of three asterisks, but 

now on the same page and not differentiated from the main text by the 

use of italics.
19

 This lends it an apparently authoritative status not 

necessarily corroborated by the work’s various sources and may 

potentially influence readers’ interpretations of the work’s ideological 

treatment of its historical theme. 

The resolution of such textual quandaries is, of course, principally a 

matter for editors and publishers. It also has significant implications for 

readers and critics, whose response to a work’s textual history may not 

only inform their individual interpretations, but also actively involve 

them in the production of the text (as opposed to the work, at least as 

understood by Barthes). Yet even without an awareness of the 

textological problems inherent in Platonov’s works, his prose itself seems 

to resist attempts at categorical interpretation. Of course, this truism 

could be said about any sophisticated author, and the discernment of 

ambiguity is an established part of all serious literary criticism. But in the 

case of Platonov, a propensity to openness seems to be a crucial stylistic 

feature of his prose, and this openness has important implications for the 

role of the reader of his works. The key element in Platonov’s style that 

is relevant here is the prominent role played by ambiguity and 

ambivalence in his writing. Such features—as well as irony and riddles—

create an unstable literary work that requires the active intervention of 

the reader to produce a satisfactory interpretation, albeit one contingent 

on that reader’s particular temporal, cultural and ideological 

circumstances. 

In this respect, one of Platonov’s earliest and most penetrating 

readers was Maxim Gorky, whose correspondence reveals much about 

the unsettling effect Platonov’s writing had on its readers, precisely 

because it established an uncertain relationship between authorial 

intention and critical reception. Writing about Che v e ngur in September 

                                                
15

 Ibid., 119, 125. 
16

 Andrei Platonov, “Kotlovan,” S tudent 13/14 (1969): 113; Andrei Platonov, 

“Kotlovan,” No v yi m ir 6 (1987): 120. 
17

 Platonov, “Kotlovan,” No v yi m ir, 120. 
18

 Platonov, Ko tlo v an: : teks t, m ate rialy tv o rc he sko i is to rii, 116. 
19

 Andrei Platonov, “Kotlovan,” in So branie , vol. III: Chevengur; Kotlovan (2009), 534. 
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1929, for instance, Gorky struggled to account for the novel’s troubling 

attitude to both ideology and aesthetics: 

 

⌃⌧ ��� �◆⌧��⌧��⇢(" ✓⌧� ⌧��� ⇣�" ��✏⌧ ( ⇣�%◆⌫, � �◆ 

✓!⇢�+, $ ⌧ ◆◆ ���◆$� �+ , ��✓�✓! . ⌦ ⌧⇢! �⌧⇢◆%�◆  

����"�$◆�⇠⌧◆ !⇢⌧��� �⌧◆��◆, ⇣�✓�⇢⌧ �⇣⌧⌫� ⇣◆��⌧◆ 

����⌧✓◆ ⇣�%◆⌘⌧ «✓!"�». �⌧ ◆⇡� ⇣( * ⌧⌘⌧ �⇡� �◆ , — �⌧ 

⇣( ���✓�⇡� ⌧�⇣◆&◆��+ ✓◆⌫� ⇣� ◆⇡)�⌧� � "���⇠ ◆� 

⇡���⇠⌧-�� ���$◆�⇠�⌫, * ⌧, ���!⇢◆◆ ��, �◆���◆⇢⇡◆⇢⌧ ✓⇡� 

#◆��!�(. ⌥�� ⇣�◆⌫ �◆�⌧� � ⇣�%◆⌘⌧ ⌧ �⌧%◆��� ⇠ 

⇡+✓�⇢, ⌧�� ! ⇣�� ⌧⇠��%◆�( ��⌧��$◆�⇠�, �⇣⇡�+ �� �◆�◆✓ 

$� � ◆⇡◆⇢ �◆ � ⌧⇡)⇠⌧ �◆⇣⌧⇡+#�⌧�◆��⇢�, ⇠�⇠ «$!✓�⇠�⇢�» 

� «�⌧⇡⌧!⇢�(⇢�». ⌃◆ ! ⇣◆�✓�+, $ ⌧ * ⌧ �✓◆⇡��⌧ 

�⌧��� ◆⇡)�⌧, ⌧✓��⇠⌧ * ⌧ �✓◆⇡��⌧,  �⇠⌧⇣⌧ ⇣�◆$� ⇡◆��◆ 

$� � ◆⇡�,  . ◆. — ⇢⌧◆. ⇥⌧�⇢⌧�⌧, $ ⌧ � ⌧%�✏�+�).
20

  

 

Yet for all the undeniable merits of your work, I do not think 

that it will be printed or published. The anarchist mentality 

apparently characteristic of the nature of your “spirit” will 

prevent this. Whether you wanted to or not, you gave a lyric-

satirical character to the presentation of reality, and this, of 

course, is unacceptable to the censors. For all the tenderness 

of your attitude to people, in your work they have an ironic 

cast, and they come across to the reader less as 

revolutionaries than as “eccentrics” or “half-wits.” I am not 

claiming that this has been done consciously, but it has been 

done, such is the impression of the reader, that is, such is my 

impression. It is possible, that I am mistaken.  

 

Gorky’s response to Che v e ngur is revealing on a number of levels. Most 

obviously, he is troubled by the novel’s sense of political unreliability 

(Platonov’s «����"�$◆�⇠⌧◆ !⇢⌧��� �⌧◆��◆», or “anarchistic mentality”) 

and the ironic, potentially even anti-Soviet depiction of the 

revolutionaries as fools. The ambivalence of the work for him, though, is 

as much aesthetic as it is ideological; Che v e ngur fuses two seemingly 

contradictory styles—the lyric and the satirical—and is characterized by 

an irony that leaves Gorky (and, it seems, all readers) uncertain of the 

author’s intentions. Indeed, it is not so much the work’s unorthodox 

ideological content as its polyvalent aesthetic style, that leaves the reader 

to decide whether Che v e ngur is straightforwardly anti-Soviet or not. The 

                                                
20

 Gorky to Platonov, 18 September 1929, in G o r’kii i s o v e tskie  p is ate li: ne izdanaia 
p e re p iska, Literaturnoe nasledstvo 70 (Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1963), 

313. 
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resulting sense of ambiguity implicates the reader in the creation of the 

work’s meaning; whatever he or she finds will be less an accurate 

reconstruction of Platonov’s authorial intention than a reflection of his 

or her own ideological inclinations.  

Finally, Gorky identifies a theme that will come to play a crucial role 

in Platonov studies, that of intentionality. In wondering whether or not 

Platonov consciously («�⌧��� ◆⇡)�⌧») wanted to write a work in the 

spirit of Che v e ngur, Gorky raises the possibility that Platonov might 

have been engaged in some kind of automatic writing that renounces 

authorial intention and shifts the center of meaning to the reader, who, 

because of the presence of censorship, is anxious not to be complicit in 

the production of anti-Soviet meaning. It is this sense of ambiguity—

aesthetic as well as ideological—that made Platonov such a troubling 

author then, and which is responsible for much of the interest in his 

work now. To read Gorky’s comments in this light is not necessarily to 

subscribe uncritically to the outdated myth of Platonov as a provincial 
autodidact whose works attest to voracious but uncritical reading. 

Manuscript study has amply demonstrated the degree of care and control 

that Platonov took over his material, and archival sources illustrate the 

extent to which he was unwilling to let editors make unsympathetic 

changes to his works, as in the case of “Sredi zhivotnykh i rastenii” 
(“Among Animals and Plants”).

21
 Rather, Gorky’s inchoate reactions 

reveal the extent to which Platonov’s experimental prose establishes a 

new paradigm for reading. 

Issues of ambiguity and intentionality came to the fore in the wake 

of the publication of Vpro k (Fo r Future  Use ) and the ensuing scandal, 

when both Platonov and his editors at Krasnaia nov’ were forced to 

defend themselves against accusations that they were anti-Soviet. 

Writing to Stalin on 8 June 1931, Platonov distanced himself from the 

work in a manner that recalls some of Gorky’s comments about 

Chevengur: 
 

⌥◆�◆$� �⇣ �⇣⌧+ �⌧⇣◆� )+, � ⇢�⌧⌘⌧◆ �◆�◆✓!⇢�⇡; � 

��⇢◆ �⇡ ⇣ �◆⌫  ⌧, $ ⌧ ✏(⇡⌧ ⇣ �◆��⌧✓ ��✏⌧ ( �◆��⇢◆ �⌧ 

✓⇡� ⇢◆�� ��⇢⌧⌘⌧ � �⇣�⌧ ✓⇡� ⇣��⇠⌧⌘⌧ ��⌧⇡◆ ���⇠⌧⌘⌧ 

$◆⇡⌧⇣◆⇠� — ⇠!⇡�#⇠�⌫ ✓!", ✓!" ��⌧���, 

✓⇣!�⇢(�⇡◆��⌧� �, !"�&�◆��⌫, ⇡⌧�⌧⌫ � �⇡�� �⇠� �  . 

✓. ⌥⌧⇡!$�⇡��) ✓◆⌫� ⇣� ◆⇡)�⌧ ⌘!✏� ◆⇡)��� ��✏⌧ �….
22

  

                                                
21

 See Natal’ia Kornienko, “Kommentarii,”  in Andrei Platonov, So branie , vol. IV, 

610–614; Erik [Eric] Naiman, “‘Iz istiny ne sushchestvuet vykhod’: Andrei Platonov 

mezdu dvukh utopii,” No v o e  lite raturno e  o bo zre nie  9 (1994): 238–46. 
22

 As cited in N. Malygina and I. Matveeva, “Kommentarii,” in Andrei Platonov, 

So branie , vol. II: Efirnyi trakt: Povesti 1920-x–nachala 1930-x godov (2009), 542–3, ellipsis 

mine. 
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After rereading my novella, I changed my mind about a great 

deal; I observed in it something that was unobservable for me 

while working on it and something obvious for the 

proletarian person: a kulak spirit, a spirit of irony, ambiguity, 

gimmicks, false style, etc. A truly pernicious work came 

about…    

 

The key terms here are “irony” and “ambiguity,” ideas that emphasize the 

polyvalent nature of the literary text and the difficult position in which 

it places the reader reluctant to choose between possible meanings. 

Likewise, the use of the verb «�⌧⇡!$�⇡��)» (“came about”) plays down 

the degree of the author’s involvement in the production of meaning, 

replacing it with a vaguer notion of the text’s seemingly spontaneous 

appearance (and ultimately the author’s lack of responsibility for it). 
The day after writing to Stalin, Platonov also drafted a letter to 

Prav da and Lite raturnaia gaze ta (which was not, however, published). In 

it, he dealt with the complex relationship between authorial intention 

and the resulting work more explicitly: 

 

�⇣ ⌧� ... ���%◆⇡ ⇠ !✏◆✓◆��+, $ ⌧ ◆⌘⌧ ��⌧���$◆�⇠�� 

��✏⌧ �, �◆�⇢⌧ �� �� �⌧⇡⌧� ◆⇡)�(◆ �!✏'◆⇠ �⇣�(◆ 

��⇢◆�◆���, ����⌧��  �⌧$ � ��⇡⌧%�⌧⌫ 

⇠⌧� ��◆⇣⌧⇡+#�⌧��(⌫ ⇣�◆✓ �⌧�����+ ��⌧⇡◆ ���⇠⌧⌘⌧ 

⌧✏&◆� ⇣�. 

⌥�⌧ �⇣⌧�◆$�◆ — ⇢◆✓! ��⇢◆�◆��◆⇢ � 

✓◆� ◆⇡)�⌧� )+ �⇣ ⌧�� — �⇣�⇡⌧�) ⇣ �◆�!⇡) � ◆  ⌧⌘⌧, $ ⌧ 

�⇣ ⌧� (�!✏'◆⇠  �⇣ ⌧��) ⇡⌧�⌧ �$� �⇡ �◆✏� �⌧�� ◆⇡◆⇢ 

��⌧⇡◆ ���⇠⌧⌘⌧ ⇢��⌧⇣⌧���◆���,  ⌧⌘✓� ⇠�⇠ * ⌧ 

⇢��⌧⇣⌧���◆��◆ ◆⇢! ��◆✓� ⌧�  ◆&◆ ��⇣⌧◆⇣� ).
23

  

 

The author…came to the conclusion, that his prose work, 

despite its positive subjective intentions, brings almost 

complete counterrevolutionary harm to the consciousness of 

the proletarian society. 

A contradiction—between the intention and the activity 

of the author—came about as a result of the fact that the 

author (the subject of the author) erroneously considered 

himself a bearer of the proletarian worldview, whereas he has 

yet to achieve this worldview. 

 

To be sure, Platonov’s painful renunciation of Vpro k was the result of 

enormous political pressure, and his comments must be understood in 

                                                
23
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precisely such terms. Nonetheless, his attitude to the work’s genesis 

reveals much that is characteristic about his style more generally. Writing 

becomes a site of slippage where the reader’s task is no longer the 

deduction of the author’s original intention, but rather the explication of 

connotations not fully grasped by the author in the first place. In the 

furor surrounding Vpro k, these connotations were primarily ideological 

(the notion that Platonov had written a work imbued with anti-Soviet 

feeling), but the process by which they are grasped is primarily an 

aesthetic one related to the hermeneutics of the literary text. As a letter 

to his wife written in January 1927 suggests, Platonov seems to have 

considered writing an inevitable profanation of his original ideas and a 

kind of vulgarization of literary inspiration: “I must vulgarize and modify 

my thoughts so that acceptable works come about. That’s right—

vulgarize!” («↵ ✓⌧⇡◆� ⌧�⌧%⇡� ) � ⇣��)��⌧⇣� ) �⇣⌧� ⇢(�⇡�, $ ⌧✏( 

�⌧⇡!$�⇡��) ���◆⇢⇡◆⇢(◆ ��⌧��⇣◆✓◆���. ⌅⇢◆��⌧ — ⌧�⌧%⇡� )!»).
24

  

The ambiguity and irony that were fatal to the ideological reception 

of Vpro k can be seen as representative of a wider strain of openness 

typical of European modernism that shifts the centre of signification 

from the author to the reader, or at least explicitly engages the reader in 

the active production of literary meaning.
25

 This kind of openness—

considered so far through the prism of post-structuralism—has parallels 

with a number of important developments in Platonov scholarship. Olga 

Meerson has written particularly originally about the way in which 

Platonov’s prose implicates the reader in the production of meaning by a 

process of re-familiarization, and German-language work by scholars 

such as Robert Hodel and Jan-Peter Locher has extensively analyzed 

Platonov’s tendency to dissolve authorial perspective into multiple 

narrative points of view.
26
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It is, however, in the work of Valerii Viugin—and especially his 

exploration of “the poetics of enigma” (po e t ika zagado c hno go ) in 

Platonov’s writing—that productive connections between postmodern 

theory and contemporary Platonov scholarship might most readily be 

sought. Superficially at least, the point of any riddle is that it should be 

correctly guessed or decoded by the listener or reader. At times, Viugin 

seems to propose that Platonov’s works follow this model. Writing of 

the authorial coda to K o tlo v an , for instance, he suggests that: “This self-

commentary explains the writer’s view of the main idea of his work. 

Such self-commentary may be considered the answer to the riddle 

proposed by the author to the reader.”
27

 Similarly, Viugin proposes the 

following seemingly unproblematic model of the creation and 

interpretation of literary meaning in Platonov’s texts: 

 

There are two stages in the process of Platonov’s creation of 

a literary text. The first is the production of a simple, lucid 

narrative in which the author’s main ideas are shown in full 

detail. It is important that he himself needed this stage, this 

exposition of his ideas. In the second stage, he transforms the 

literary text into a completely different narrative, blacking 

out many passages and leaving only a few key words referring 

to the old main idea. Platonov thus reduces his form but not 

his meaning. The key words remain as definite hints to the 

reader. By putting links between them, we can recover the 

hidden meaning, just as in the case of a riddle.
28

 

 

Throughout the course of their composition, Platonov’s texts often 

appear to undergo what Viugin refers to as a “reduction of form”: the 

deletion of key phrases and ideas that appear to explain the causality of 

his thinking creates works in which the reader is obliged to do most of 

the work in reconstituting a putative original meaning. 

Yet very often the reader is left without the key pieces of 

information that would be required to “solve” the riddle that has been 

posed. Viugin is clearly aware of this, and in a discussion of the 

conclusions of Platonov’s works, he notes that “Platonov’s endings do 

not have a single meaning” and that “Platonov’s finales are open and as 

if unfinished. I want to stress only that they are actually enigmatic. We 

do not know what happens to his heroes or why.”
29

 This sense of 
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openness undoes—or at least complicates—the sense of closure inherent 

in certain types of riddle; there is frequently no single interpretation of a 

Platonov text that would answer its enigmatic and ambiguous 

properties.
30

 The example that Viugin gives is the ending of Che v e ngur, 
where the depiction of Sasha Dvanov’s apparent death is saturated with 

motifs connected with life and where Prokofii Dvanov sets out to search 

for him, in a scene that seems to set the novel in motion again just as it 

was coming to an apparent conclusion. What is crucial here is that the 

riddle cannot be solved; there is no one authorial intention that it is the 

reader’s responsibility to interpret and explain. In this sense, Platonov’s 

works embody a kind of irony that undoes language’s claims to 

truthfulness and reliability. Where traditional irony implies saying one 

thing whilst meaning another, Platonov’s irony becomes a metafictional 

commentary on the truth claims of the literary text itself. Although 

Thomas Seifrid has suggested that the “hermeneutic ambivalence” of 

Che v e ngur “should not…be taken as signaling that one is left with a 

work that makes the impossibility of meaning its central theme,”
31

 it 

nonetheless seems possible to posit similarities between Platonov’s 

poetics and the kind of romantic irony that Elizabeth Cheresh Allen 

detects in the works of Lermontov: “By contrast to traditional irony, 

which offers two conflicting views of some circumstance but implies that 

one is correct, Romantic irony accepts the validity of both conflicting 

views of some circumstance, readily accommodating paradoxes and 

logical oppositions and contradictions.”
32

 

In the context of the hermeneutic openness and potentiality of 

Platonov’s texts, even supposedly unfinished works take on a heightened 

significance. Take, for instance, Sc hast liv aia Mo skv a (Happy Mo sc o w ), 
which appears to have been abandoned before it could be brought to a 

state ready for publication. Yet the unfinished nature of Sc hast liv aia 
Mo skv a may in fact be a singular feature of its aesthetic constitution; 

what we have in Sc hast liv aia Mo skv a, although incomplete in a literal 

sense, may well be a form of modernist fragment that refuses to aspire to 

a condition of wholeness and resolution, categories that might more 

                                                
30
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readily be associated with socialist realism. Sc hast liv aia Mo skv a seems to 

embody the kind of art espoused by Theodor Adorno, most notably in 

his Philo so phy o f  Mo de rn Music .  

Here, Adorno argues that great works of art are conditioned by their 

material historical context and that works that are progressive in 

aesthetic terms are also progressive politically. But Adorno’s main point 

is that modern art works in the twentieth century need to develop 

entirely new principles of argument that are able to resist the social and 

political conditions of their creation. Contemporary existence is full of 

falsity, corruption, and evil, and for art to pretend otherwise is to render 

it complicit in that evil:  

 

As long as an art, which is constituted according to the 

categories of mass production, contributes to this ideology, 

and as long as artistic technique is a technique of repression, 

that other, functionless art has its own function. This art 

alone—in its most recent and most consequent works—

designs a picture of total repression but, by no means, the 

ideology thereof. By presenting an unreconciled picture of 

reality, it becomes incommensurable with this reality.
33

  

 

Although Adorno’s target here is Western European mass culture, his 

view of the avant-garde as a site of resistance to repressive ideology can 

potentially be mapped onto the relationship between Platonov and 

Soviet socialist realism.
34

  

According to Adorno, only artworks that reject the principle of 

affirmation, that espouse an aesthetic of questioning provisionality, can 

hope to be free from association with the world as it is: 

 

[T]he alienation present in the consistency of artistic technique 

forms the very substance of the work of art. The shocks of 

incomprehension, emitted by artistic technique in the age of its 

meaninglessness, undergo a sudden change. They illuminate 

the meaningless world. Its fortune lies in the perception of 

misfortune; all of beauty is in denying itself the illusion of 

beauty…Modern music sees absolute oblivion as its goal. It is 

the surviving message of despair from the shipwrecked.
35
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What a text like Sc hast liv aia Mo skv a offers, then, is a fragmented, self-

aware, provisional form of writing that bears witness to the unspeakable 

and unrepresentable nature of modern existence, whether in the horror 

of collectivization, the delirium of utopian thought, or disappointment 

in language and reality itself. Its openness is not a premonition of the 

playful jo uissanc e  of a Barthes or an Eco, but the precondition of an 

ethical and engaged form of reading. One need not subscribe to the 

tenets of postmodern criticism in order to grasp this, since Mikhail 

Bakhtin’s theory of dialogic and polyphonic texts also provides a 

philosophical model for coming to terms with the ethical implications of 

becoming an active reader, that is, a co-participant in the creation of 

literary texts. To describe Platonov’s works as “open” is not, then, to 

permit any interpretation, but is rather to historicize the context of their 

production in the first place, and then to accept the enormous challenge 

of becoming a reader in the truest sense of that vocation. 
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